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§1. INTRODUCTION Mass spectrographs were first designed to identify isotopes and measure 
their abundances. In recent years special instruments have been 
designed for precision mass determinations (Dempster 1935, Bainbridge 

and Jordan 1936, Mattauch 1936, Jordan 1940, Shaw and Rail 1947). To deter¬ 
mine chemical atomic weights, and in order to make certain nuclear calculations, 
both the abundances of the isotopes and the isotopic masses must be known. 
However, because of the widely different applications and different types of 
instruments used, it has been convenient to divide the field into two parts: mass 
spectroscopy, which has to do with photographic recording instruments for pre¬ 
cision mass determinations, and mass spectrometry, which has to do with 
instruments for ion collection and measurement in connection with relative 
abundance determinations. It is the purpose of this report to review recent 
developments in the latter part of the field. 

The mass spectrometer is no longer a research instrument for the pure physicist 
alone. Ever since it became possible to separate isotopes, mass spectrometers 
have been needed for routine work in physics, chemistry, and biology. The 
number of applications of mass spectrometry are ever-increasing and to-day 
several commercial concerns are manufacturing instruments to meet the growing 
demand. The mass spectrometer has been used successfully to study the stable 
isotopes of several elements produced in the fission of uranium. These isotopes, 
which are end products of fission decay chains, are formed according to the fission 
yield of the respective mass chains. The mass spectrometer permits the identi¬ 
fication of stable and long lived isotopes produced in fission, the determination of 
mass numbers of fission chains and the half lives of fission products, and finally 
relative fission yields. A great amount of work remains to be done in this field. 
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z H. G. Thode and R. B, Shields 

Instruments of high precision have opened up another field of investigation. 
Due to differences in thermodynamic properties of isotopic substances, small 
variations in isotopic abundances occur in nature. These small variations in 
isotopic ratios which are of interest to physicists, chemists, geologists etc. can 
now be measured with considerable accuracy. Mass spectrometers are also used 
in the field of gas analysis. Each compound introduced into a gas type mass 
spectrometer yields a mass pattern depending on the mass fragments formed 
under the conditions of operation. A study of these patterns gives fundamental 
information about molecular systems and makes possible a gas analysis scheme. 

Considerable progress has been made in these various fields of mass spectro¬ 
metry in the past few years. Instruments and techniques have been developed 
to handle specific problems. In this report these new techniques will be discussed 
as well as some of the more important results obtained. 

§2. CtEneral instrumentation 

2.1. Direction Focusing 

Although there are a number of arrangements which possess mass selective 
properties and which might conceivably form the basis for mass spectrometers, 
the use of direction focusing instruments has become universal for the measure¬ 
ment of relative abundances (Fox, Hippie and Williams 1944, Nier 1947, Graham, 
Harkness and Thode 1947). In general, ions w^hich are produced at the source, 
usually by electron impact, form a beam upon being accelerated by a high 
voltage F, after w^hich they are deflected by a uniform magnetic field //, according 
to the relation ejm = 2 V where e is the ionic charge, m is the mass, and R the 
radius of curvature. By a suitable adjustment of the parameters V or //, ions of 

Ion Source Ion Collector 

Figure 1, Direction focusing. 

any desired mass may be collected by a Faraday cup. The measured positive 
ion current is the basis of relative abundance calculations. 

While the refocusing properties of a magnetic field in which the ions are bent 
through 180® has been known for some time (Dempster 1918), it has been shown 
that this is a special case of the direction focusing principle and that a slightly 
divergent beam of charged particles is refocused if it bends through any angle 
less than 180®, provided it enters and leaves the magnetic field perpendicular to 
the boundaries of the field (Barber 1933). Stephens and Hughes (1934) carried 
out experiments which verified the theory using an electron beam. Figure 1 
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allustrates the symmetrical case of the direction focusing principle for 60'^, 90^ and 

180'^ angles of deflection. A beam of ions of uniform energy which leaves the 

source on the focusing line is brought to focus again on the same line after being 

bent by the magnetic field. For all except the ISC' case, the boundaries of the 

magnetic field are more or less sharply defined by the edges of the magnet pole 

faces. Since the magnetic field does extend somewhat beyond the edges, a small 

correction must be made in the dimensions of the pole faces in order to take care 

of fringe effects. Coggeshall (1947) has worked out a formula for calculating this 
correction. 

In the single field mass spectrometer it can be shown that the fractional difference 

in mass which can be resolved is a function of the radius of curvature and the width 

of the entrance and exit slits. Resolution is therefore independent of the angle 

through which the ions are bent. The economy in magnet design is obvious in 

'90 and 60 ’ sector type instruments since the area of the magnet pole faces is less 

and also the pole gap may be smaller with both source and collector systems 

outside the magnetic field. Certain alleged limitations of the sector types will be 

discussed in a later section ot this paper. 

2.2. A.C. Operated Inslrinnents 

Recent years have brought about tremendous developments in electronics 

and measuring techniques which arc being welcomed by all who make use of 

modern scientific and analytical instruments. The field of mass spectrometry 

Figure 2. Block diagram of a typical A.c. operated mass spectrometer. 

lias^^shared the benefits of many new circuits and components developed during 

the war period, which have vastly increased the designer’s scope in the field of 

electronically regulated power supplies. As a result, it is frequently more 

i-z 
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economical, as well as convenient, to build a completely A.c. operated mass^ 

spectrometer than one encumbered by the unwieldy banks of batteries used almost 

exclusively in older instruments. Figure 2 is a block diagram of a typical A.c. 

operated mass spectrometer and shows the relation of the various components to 

the mass spectrometer tube. 

Usually a hot filament provides a source of electrons which ionize the gas to be 

analysed. The use of batteries to heat the filament has always been unsatisfactory 

because even small changes in filament current produce large changes in electron 

emission and consequently in ion current. By the use of relatively simple 

electronic circuits the total emission can be held constant within 0-2‘/o over long 

periods of time (Hippie, Grove and Hickam 1945). High voltage power supplies 

can be designed whose output voltage is constant within one part in 20,000 or 

better. 

The magnets in earlier instruments were commonly of the low^ voltage type 

where storage batteries served as a source of power. With the advent of sector type 

A.c. operated instruments, high voltage-low current magnet coils came into use 

because the smaller current is easier to regulate electronically provided the power 

involved is not too large. On the other hand, many low voltage magnets are now' 

being operated by direct current generators whose field current has been 

stabilized. Where extreme economy measures are necessary a permanent magnet 

may be used, in which case no power supply or regulating circuits are required. 

Protective measures have been taken in some instruments to reduce the 

possibility of filament burn-out in case of a leak in the vacuum system. For 

example, pressure measuring devices of the ionization gauge type are now being 

supplied with an automatic cut-off switch to shut off the filament, high voltage or 

any other supply if the pressure exceeds a pre-set value. 

2.3. Ion Detecting and Measuring Methods 

Perhaps the greatest attention has been given to the design of improved 

methods for detecting and measuring the ion current. The balanced electrometer 

circuits of DuBridge and Browm (1933) and others have been largely replaced by 

extremely stable direct coupled feedback amplifiers which are direct reading and 

linear in response. In addition to the J'P-54 electrometer tube, several new^ ones 

have been introduced such as the new Victoreen VX-41, which is a sub-miniature 

type that may be sealed inside the mass spectrometer tube. Surface leakage 

due to moisture is thereby greatly reduced if not completely eliminated. Several 

inexpensive receiving type tubes such as the 954 have been used successfully as 

tetrodes in space charge grid connection and have demonstrated very good 

characteristics for this application (Nielsen 1947). 

Recently, results were reported on the use of vibrating reeds and diaphragms 

as inverters in connecton with electrometer amplifiers (Palevsky, Swank and 

Grenchik 1947). The vibrating reed acts as a variable capacitor which generates 

an alternating voltage proportional to the ion current, which is amplified, rectified 

by phase sensitive device and fed back in the usual way. The advantage of such 

a set-up is that a much higher degree of stability can be obtained, since it is not 

dependent on the d.c. stability of any of the tubes in the amplifier and is only 

limited by variations in contact potential of the condenser parts. These variations 

may be minimized by gold plating the parts and sealing them in a chamber filled 

with an inert gas. 
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At least one mass spectrometer has an ion detector consisting of a specially 

<lesigned electron multiplier tube (Allen 1947) which has extremely high ampli¬ 

fication and low background. It is claimed that single ions can be counted by this 

method. It is difficult to predict the usefulness of such a device in the field of 

mass spectrometry although at present it appears to be more suitable for counting 

nuclear particles. 

One novel method of obtaining a continuous mass spectrum consists of super¬ 

posing an alternating sweep component on the ion accelerating voltage in a 

conventional mass spectrometer and observing the amplified ion currents on a 

cathode ray oscilloscope (Forrester and Whalley 1946). In this way a panoramic 

view of all masses present over a considerable range can be obtained. Siri (1947) 

has reported a similar arrangement. Abundance measurements were said to be 

reliable within 2.V’o and this was sufficient for the particular problem. 

2,4. Ion Sources 

While any of a number of arrangements may be used as a source of positive 

ions, the choice of one suitable for use on a mass spectrometer depends on the type 

of instrument and also on the particular problem. The gaseous discharge, low 

voltage capillary arc, and high-frequency spark are quite suitable for double 

! I [1 r I h 

Figure 3. 

(«) Nier type ion source. (h) Nier’s nf w ion source. 

focusing instruments employing photographic detection methods. In this class 

of instruments (mass spectrographs) some method is used to provide good focusing 

even though the ions have different energies. In a single focusing mass spectro¬ 

meter, however, not only must the ions have a constant energy, but the intensity 

of the beam also must be constant. Gas mass spectrometers commonly have a 
type of source as shown in Figure Z(a) wherein the gas molecules are bombarded 
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by a steady electron beam of uniform energy. The electrons are emitted by a hot 

filament F and accelerated by about 100 volts to plate X. Some pass through 

the slit in the plate and travel through the ionization chamber with a uniform 

velocity, leaving by a slit in the plate Y on the opposite side where they are collected 

by a small plate usually referred to as a trap. 'Fhe measured trap current gives 

an indication of the intensity of the electron beam in the ionization chamber. In 

some instruments a small magnet is used to produce a field coaxial with the beam 

which helps to line up the otherwise diverging electrons, thereby increasing the 

intensity. The gas Hows from the sample tube, through the leak L, and becomes 

ionized upon intercepting the electron beam. A small positive potential on the 

repeller plate gives the ions an initial acceleration in the direction of the slit in 

plate C. After passing through the slit they are accelerated by 1,000 to 2,000 volts 

and pass through the slit in plate D forming a steady ion beam of uniform energy 

which is analysed in a magnetic field according to mass. 

I'he two half plates F| and Vn are used in sector type mass spectrometers to 

deflect the beam a small amount in order to compensate for small errors in align¬ 

ment of the slits as well as the small effect of the auxiliary magnet. A more recent 

type of plate system is shown in Figure 3 (b). It was designed b\ Nier (1947) in 

order to obtain higher ion intensities. The ions receive their initial acceleration 

by a drawing-out potential of 100-200 volts on plates J,, and J;„ instead of by 

means of the repeller plate. The main acceleration takes place between the plates 

Jj^ and while Cio and I) take the place of Fj and F2 in the other plate system. 

If no suitable gaseous compound of an element can be found, it is possible to 

analyse some solids by heating them in a small furnace near the ionization chamber. 

Vapour flowing into the ionization chamber is ionized in the usual way by electron 

impact. This type of source has been used on instruments for the separation of 

stable isotopes, in which case an electron beam of several hundred milliamperes 

is used to ionize the vapour. Ion currents of 6 microamperes of completely 

resolved Ag 107 and 109 have been reported using this method (Walcher 1944). 

Another type of ion source for solids has achieved considerable success for 

some elements. It depends on the well known fact that some compounds give 

olT ions directly upon heating. While the mechanism is not completely under¬ 

stood, the general rule has been stated (Walcher 1943) that ions are formed in the 

case of any element whose ionization potential is lower than the energy of emission 

(work function) of the carrier substance. The carrier substance may be the 

crucible or filament on which the sample is supported. With a few exceptions 

this rule has been found to be valid and ions of most alkali metals, alkaline earths 

and rare earths have been produced directly. Lewis and Hayden (1946) have used 

a thermal source to make mass assignments to several fission product isotopes of 

rare earth elements. The high ionization efficiency of this type of source (16%) 

is a very great advantage where the sample is small. 

Normally the ion source is operated at a high positive voltage and the ions are 

accelerated to earth potential. This means that the analyser tube shielding and 

the collector system are operated at the lowest possible impedance point, viz. 

earth. Ions then strike the collector with their full energy and some secondary 

emission is inevitable. It is, therefore, common practice to use an intermediate 

electron repeller plate with a fairly wide slit between the collector and the main 

exit slit. Ti^sually a negative potential of a few volts is sufficient to repel any 

secondary electrons back to the collector. Their loss would cause an increase in 
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the measured current and tend to falsify the relative abundance measurements 

particularly if the secondary emission were not proportional to the actual ion 

current. This is true when different masses are collected at different accelerating 

voltages. 

Recently Hippie and Condon (1945) noticed some rather broad peaks which 

appeared in the mass spectra of certain hydrocarbons. These were attributed 

either to ions which had lost their charge after being formed or to mass fragments 

which had broken up after ionization. In either case these ions should reach the 

collector with less energy than those which produced normal peaks. This inter¬ 

pretation was confirmed by an experiment wherein all ions w^ere decelerated before 

collection and those which had lost more than a few volts energy were rejected. 

In order that the collector be operated near earth potential, the analyser tube w as 

connected to a negative voltage and the source earthed. Under these conditions 

the broad peaks were found to be absent, indicating that the ions which produceci 

them had lost energy at some point. By a study of the peak shape and the mass 

range in which they appeared, as well as the energy of the ions producing them, it 

was possible to identify the particular metastable states and measure their half 

lives (Hippie 1947). 

2.5. Nezv Mass Spectrometers 

.Apart from variations in the conventional type of instrument, there have been 

several radical departures in mass spectrometer design whose importance is 

difficult to predict. Numerous arrangements involving crossed electric and 

magnetic fields have been used, but one in particular deserves special mention. 

Bleakney and Hippie (1938) pointed out that the arrangement of crossed fields 

such that the ion paths are either prolate or curtate cycloids had focusing properties 

independent of the initial direction of the ions or their energy. Two models which 

they built confirmed the theory and demonstrated the possibilities of such a 

design. For a given size the curtate type was capable of twice the resolving power 

of the conventional 180' deflection type mass spectrometer, but involved difficulties 

in design. The prolate type was considered more suitable of the two. Recently 

a mass spectrometer of this type, called a trochotron because of the trochoidal ion 

paths (Monk, Graves and Horton 1947), has been built which measured 40 cm. 

between source and collector slits. In addition to the fact that the slits have been 

made very long, a widely divergent beam of ions may be used and ion currents up 

to 0-3 have been obtained. It is to be used primarily for the separation of 

stable isotopes rather than for relative abundance measurements. 

The mass selective properties of the linear accelerator were studied by Hartman 

and Smith (1939). Since then, Weisz (1946) has outlined a possible linear 

accelerator which is designed to make the most of these mass selective properties, 

and points out that with only three accelerating gaps a resolving power of one mass 

unit in 50 can be obtained. Harmonics are present but it is suggested that these 

may be distinguished if the arrival time of each pulse of ions is considered. The 

National Bureau of Standards (Bennett 1948) has reported the construction of a 

radio-frequency mass spectrometer which operates on the principles outlined by 

Weisz. Several types of tubes have been used in the study of negative ions where 

it is essential that the ion path be very short. No indication was given of the 

resolving power obtained. It is of interest that Stephens (1946) is now^ con¬ 

structing a mass spectrometer based solely on the different arrival times of 
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different masses when a pulsed beam of ions of uniform energy travels down a long 

tube. Each mass produces a pulse when it strikes the collector and this is to be 

observed on a cathode-ray oscilloscope using a synchronized linear time-base. 

In this type of instrument, resolving power is not limited by slit widths but only 

by the length of the tube and the duration of the pulses. It is possible that a 

transit time mass spectrometer capable of high precision could be developed. 

§3. RELATIVE ABUNDANCES OF ISOTOPES 

'Fhere is a great need for mass spectrometers of high precision to determine 

accurately the small variations in the abundance of isotopes that occur in nature. 

These variations not only affect nuclear calculations and chemical atomic weights, 

but have other important implications in chemistry, geology and biology. 

It has been known for some time that small variations did occur in the abund¬ 

ances of hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen isotopes in nature. However, 

because of the lack of instruments of high relative precision and lack of appre¬ 

ciation of the importance or meaning of these small differences in isotopic 

content, many fields of investigation have remained unexplored. 

3.1, Thermodynamic Properties of Isotopic Substances 

Urey and Greiff (1935) showed, using the methods of statistical mechanics, that 

the isotopes of the light elements did have slightly different thermodynamic 

properties and that small fractionations of the isotopes could occur due to 

•equilibrium processes set up in nature. These differences in thermodynamic 

properties depend on the fundamental vibrational frequencies, moments of inertia, 

zero point energies etc., of the isotopic molecules involved. Urey (1947) has 

calculated the isotopic exchange constants for a number of equilibrium processes 

.and has written an excellent survey of the field to date. Of the many equilibrium 

■constants calculated, few have been checked by experiment. For those that have 

been investigated, reasonably satisfactory results have been obtained. For 

<jxample, the equilibrium constant at O^c. for the reaction 

-J C ^ .(1) 

is found to be 1-046 favouring the concentration of in the COg. This agrees 

with the calculated value of T044. F^or this reason COg oxygen is almost always 

3 to 4% enriched in since COg is usually found or prepared in equilibrium 

with water. Table 1 gives exchange constants for a number of isotopic reactions. 

Actually use was made of these small differences in thermodynamic properties of 

the isotopes to effect their separation, Urey and his co-workers have successfully 

produced concentrates of and in relatively large quantities by chemical 

exchange methods (Thode and Urey 1939, Hutchison, Stewart and Urey 1940, 

Stewart and Cohen 1940). 

Several surveys have been made of the isotopic content of naturally occurring 

carbon and oxygen samples. Dole (1935) and others found variations in the 

content of air oxygen and in natural waters of the earth using very sensitive 

density determinations. A similar survey has been made using mass spectro- 

metric methods (Thode and Smith 1944). Also Nier and Gulbransen (1939) and 

Murphy and Nier (1941) reported small variations in the abundances of the 

carbon isotopes. In general, animal and vegetable carbon were found to contain 

less than limestone and igneous carbon. 
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Many problems arise out of this work provided instruments are available to 

measure these small differences with high precision. Already Kalervo Rankama 

(1948) has used mass spectrometer analyses of Nier to show that certain pre- 

Cambrian graphite deposits are probably of organic origin. The content of 

these deposits was found to be low and the isotope ratio comparable with that 

found for organic carbon. The earliest trace of life on the earth is thus pushed 

back to late Archaean times. 

An equally interesting problem is the source of atmospheric oxygen. A good 

deal has been written on this subject, which was reviewed recently by Kamen 

(1946). Atmospheric oxygen is in general 3% enriched in over that of fresh 

water, and CO2 in equilibrium with water is about enriched. It was 

natural to assume therefore that atmospheric oxygen originated largely from carbon 

dioxide in plant photosynthesis, a process whereby plants take up CO2 and give off 

I 

H was 

was 
’“CX)3 , 4 z 

Table 1 

Reaction 

l(l' 

H‘"CO, , I ‘■■’COa 
•'sol -'gas 

-gas '‘hoI 

•‘gas 

i •’gas 

H’^CN 
gas 

HC'^N gas 

’■*80;, -i 
-gas '^sul ^ 

i '^gas 
■ Hj '“O JC ‘“0^- I <«0 

H'^CO, , ! >•*€(), 
•‘s(j1 “gas 

“-so, ; H“^so, , 
“gas ‘sol 

•‘280., ; , 
-gas -‘sol 

T( K.) 

273-1 

298-1 

298-1 

295 

295 

273-1 ? 

273-1 ? 

298 

298-1 

298-1 

(1) Weber, Wahl and Urey, 1935,;/. Che?n. Phys., 3, 129. 
‘{2) 'Fhode, Graham and Ziegler, 1945, Can. Jf. /^e.v., 23 B, 40. 
(3) Cohen, 1940,7 Chem. Phys., 8, 588. 
(4) Hvitchinson, Stewart and Urey, Ibid.^ p. 532. 
(5) Nier and Gulbransen, 1939, j. Amcr. ('hem. Sor., 61, 697 ; 

Ket-., 59, 771. 
*(6) Dole and Slobod, 1940, 7 Amer. Chem. Sor., 62, 471. 
{l) Urey, Aten Jr. and Keston, 1936, 7 Phem. Phys., 4, 622. 

a (exp.) 

1 -046 

l-031y;:0-()()2 

1 -006 ^ 0-002 

Near 1 -026 

Slightly ;• 1 

1-017 

1 -036 

1-014 

1-019:^. 0-002 

1-043 : 0-004 

(I (calc.) Ref. 

1-044 (1) 

1 -035 (2) 

- (2) 

1 -030 (3) 

1 -002 (4) 

1-016 (5) 

1 -033 (6) 

— (7) 

- (2) 

- (2) 

Murphy and Nier, 1941, Phys. 

oxygen. Experiments show, however, that photosynthetic oxygen has an 

content of nearly that of fresh water and not that of the CO2. These results lead 

to the paradox that air oxygen which must originate to a large extent from photo¬ 

synthesis does not have the same content as that found for oxygen of photo¬ 

synthesis. It has been suggested that exchange between oxygen and water 

vapour might account for this discrepancy. However, the equilibrium constants 

for exchange between oxygen and gaseous water at O' and 25®c. are 1-017 and 

T014 respectively, while Dole’s observed value for air oxygen is T03. No doubt 

an explanation will be found from further mass spectrometer investigations of 

these small variations in isotopic abundances that occur. It has been observed 

in our laboratory that the content of oxygen varies considerably depending 

on the source and method of production. It is our opinion that the content 

will even vary with the different oxygen groupings in a single molecule. Since 

proteins, starches and carbohydrates are synthesized in land plants from COg and 

HgO which are about 3-5% and 1 % enriched in ^**0 respectively, the content 

•of a certain oxygen containing group will vary depending on the mechanism of the 
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synthesis; as the COg is already in equilibrium with fresh water, there will be no 

appreciable exchange before the synthesis takes place. After synthesis of a 

compound, oxygen exchange between many of the groups is of course possible 

but will be slow and perhaps non-existent in some cases. 

Other interesting problems develop from the fact that equilibrium constants 

have an appreciable temperature coefficient. Urey (1947) points out that geolo¬ 

gical deposits of carbon and oxygen laid down at different temperatures will have 

different isotopic contents. For example, considering reaction (1) above, the 

content of COo, and therefore of carbonates in equilibrium with water, w ill depend 

on the temperature. The equilibrium constant for the reaction varies from 1049 

at 25''c. to 1 044 at 0 c. Accurate determinations of the content of carbonate 

rocks could therefore be used to determine the temperature at wffiich they were 

laid (low n and thus the temperature of the sea in geological time. 

3.2. Variations in Isotopic (Content of Bor072 and Stdphiir 

In spite of calculations to show' differences in the thermodynamic properties of 

isot(»pes and experiments to show' variations in the abundances of the isotopes (T 

H, V and O, it has been more or less assumed that the abundances of the isotopes 

are constant in nature and that the small variations found are limited to H, O and 

C because of known chemical exchange processes. However, recent results show 

that these variations are much more widespread. Mass spectrometer investi¬ 

gations of boron samples from v^arious geological deposits show that the ratio of 

to varies by as much as 3-5% (Thode, Macnamara, Tossing and Collins 

1948). This is of particular interest to the physicists in view of the fact that boron 

is used as a standard in neutron capture cross-section measurements, and of 

course the standard will vary with the ^^B content. Still more recently similar 

variations in the abundances of the sulphur isotopes have been found. A 

considerable survey has been made at McMaster University and some correlation 

between geological processes and conditions of mineral formation and isotopic 

content has been indicated (Thode, Macnamara and Collins 1949). 

In other words, we can expect to find variations in the abundances of the 

isotopes of many of the elements well up in the periodic table. The applications 

of mass spectrometry are ever increasing. As more precise instruments become 

available, geologists and biochemists will make use of them to determine the 

history and condition of formation of naturally occurring substances. The need 

for mass spectrometers of high relative precision is therefore very great. To 

meet this need, several developments in instrumentation have taken place in the 

past few years. 

3.3. High Precision Instruments 

In general, it is not yet possible to determine absolute abundance ratios of 

isotopes with an accuracy closer than ± 1 %. There are many reasons for this. 

However, by comparing samples relative to a standard under nearly identical 

conditions, a relative accuracy closer than ±0T% can be obtained. Several 

developments have made thii possible. 

The older methods of measuring mass spectrometer ion currents with a 
balanced electrometer tube were tedious and, even more important, they were 
time consuming. This made necessary fairly large time corrections for drift in 
such factors as filament emission and sample pressure, to mention only a few.. 
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The increasing use of highly stabilized voltage and current supplies has minimized 

the time corrections due to several factors, and hence increased the relative 

precision, but in recent years the trend has been to make use of techniques whose 

results are independent of changing conditions or alternatively to devise methods 

for reducing the time required to make the complete analysis. 

T'here is a further reason which makes analyses of short duration important. 

It has been pointed out by Hdnig (1945) that of the two possible types of gas flow 

in the mass spectrometer leak system (viscous flow and molecular flow) the ideal 

is molecular flow which takes place at low pressures. If the flow into the ionization 

chamber and the flow out of the ionization chamber are both molecular, then there 

will be fractionation at both places; that is, the flow w ill depend on the molecular 

weight. However, the relative densities of the components inside the ionization 

chamber can be showm to be independent of molecular w eight and only dependent 

on their partial pressures in the sample reservoir. The only drawback is that 

because of fractionation, the relative concentration of the components is constantly 

changing in the reservoir. Serious errors wall be introduced if the same standard 

Collectors 

R,> 

Amplifier N^l 

"1 "Put Ac Take” 

©W, Potentiometer 

J- 4 

Amplifier N°2 

1 
Figure 4. Dempster’s method of 

compannj.; two ion currents. 
Fl^nire 5. Nier’s method of comparing two 

ion currents. 

sample is used for long periods, particularly if the molecular w eights of the com¬ 

ponents are widely diflferent. For most isotope work the effect is small and it can 

be minimized if the reservoir is large and if the analysis can be completed in a 

short time. 

The difficulties arising from changing conditions at the source of the mass 

spectrometer have been largely overcome in one ion current measuring technique 

where the ion beams for the two isotopes in question are collected at the same time 

and only the ratio of the currents measured. With this scheme, variations in all 

factors which affect both ion currents in the same proportion are unimportant since 

the measured isotope ratio is unchanged. Vanderberg (1941) has described such a 

method whereby he was able to measure the ratio of two small ion currents with 

an accuracy approaching one part in 10,000. The method has been applied in 

Dempster's laboratory (Straus 1941) to a double focusing mass spectrograph in 

which his Tesla spark source was subject to extreme variations. A simplified 

circuit is shown in Figure 4. Two ion beams are collected by individual Faraday 

cups and the currents used to charge two small capacitors, each of these charges 

being indicated on an electrometer. After a sufficient interval of time the source 

of ions is turned off and the ratio of the two accumulated charges is measured by 

the ratio of backing out voltages required to bring both electrometers back to zero. 
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The abundance ratio is obtained by multiplying by the ratio of the capacitances. 

Nier (1947) has adopted a similar simultaneous collection scheme for comparing 

two ion currents using a direction focusing mass spectrometer. By this means 

routine abundance measurements are speeded up since isotope ratios ol two 

samples can be compared quickly under nearly identical conditions. This makes 

possible a more accurate determination of the small variations that occur in 

isotopic ratios. Figure 5 illustrates Nier’s method of measurement. Each ion 

current passes through a resistor and the resulting voltages are amplified by 

identical feedback amplifiers and compared by a ‘‘put and take ” decade poten¬ 

tiometer system using a galvanometer as a null indicator. It is thereby possible 

to observe the null point continuously and note the change when a new sample is 

admitted. With this simultaneous collection principle, it has been possible to 

Fiprure 6. Double scanned record of the isotopes of normal xenon. 

measure isotope abundance ratios relative to a standard to better than ±()T^Jo. 
For example, normal oxygen contains about 0-200% and variations in this 
value of less than 0-0002 can be detected. This method is particularly elegant in 
that the measurements are independent of all factors which affect both isotopes 
alike and also in that the ratio is obtained directly. 

The best alternative to simultaneous collection is the method which makes use 
of rapid automatic scanning and recording of ion currents (Smith, Lozier, Smith 
and Bleakney 1937, Washburn, Wiley and Rock 1943, Hippie, Grove and Hickam 
1945, Inghram 1946, Lossing, Shields and Thode 1947). Commercial recorders 
are now being manufacture ! which have very fast response together with high 
sensitivity, properties which make them suitable for accurately recording the 
output signal of the electrometer amplifier. Figure 6 shows a double scanned 
record of the nine isotopes of normal xenon. A statistical study of a number of 
recorded spectrograms obtained over a very short time interval makes possible a 
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precision comparable with that obtained by the simultaneous collection method. 

The advantage of this method is at once apparent when it is realized that in one 

operation the relative abundance of all nine isotopes can be measured with a 

relative precision closer than 0-1%. 

Scanning is usually accomplished by the use of a driven helical potentiometer 

to vary the magnet current or the accelerating voltage, whichever is preferred. 

Recently a new type of scanning device has been patented (Olesen 1946) which 

utilizes an R-C component in the grid circuit of a vacuum tube in order to vary 

the accelerating voltage at a rate suitable for scanning. It is quite conceivable 

that a similar device could he used for magnetic scanning. 

Quite often the operation of an automatic recording instrument is enhanced if 

means are provided for automatically pre-selecting an appropriate recorder 

sensitivity so that the recorded peak always occupies a considerable portion of the 

scale in order to minimize measuring errors. Several methods have been 

described for doing this. Washburn, Wiley and Rock (1943) used four galvano¬ 

meters of different sensitivity which recorded simultaneously on photographic 

paper. Grove and Hippie (1947) use a system which makes two records consecu¬ 

tively, one on a logarithmic sensitivity scale and one on a linear scale using the 

sensitivity which was automatically selected during the first scan. A shunt 

selecting unit has been described (Lossing, Shields and Thode 1947) which is 

entirely electronic in operation and whi(;h requires only one scanning operation 

with each peak being recorded at the proper level. 

Another useful device has been described by Hippie, Grove and Hickarn 

(1945) which provides means for marking the mass number on the recorder chart 

directly below the peaks. The mass marker is controlled by the voltage output 

of a small rotating armature in the mass spectrometer magnetic field. 

§4. ABSOLUTE ABUNDANCE MEASUREMENTS 

Presumably if all sources of discrimination could be positively eliminated, the 

abundance data obtained on a mass spectrometer might be taken as absolute. In 

general this is not completely possible and the widely different values of different 

investigators serve to bear out the fact. Discrimination may be of two kinds: 

mass discrimination, in which the efficiency of production and collection of ions 

is different for different masses; and peak height discrimination, which is caused 

by varying sensitivity with intensity. Peak height discrimination is the least 

serious of the two and is caused mainly by non linear components in the current 

measuring equipment. The use of properly designed feedback amplifiers 

precludes the possibility of non-linearity from this source and indicating devices 

may be obtained which are linear within the limits of experimental error. The 

grid leak in the pre-amplifier circuit is the most common source of trouble. 

Manufacturers of grid leak resistors usually caution against the use of voltages 

greater than about 15 volts across them. The resistance is claimed to be essentially 

constant for lower voltages. Some resistors tend to become polarized when high 

currents are passed and retain a small internal source of e.m.f. for a short time 

afterwards. It is often necessary to hand-pick grid resistors and select one which 

does not exhibit abnormalities of this kind. 

Mass discrimination is present wherever the various mass components of the 

sample display different properties in any process in the mass spectrometer. 

These processes include gas flow in the sample line, ionization, acceleration and 
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collection. With regard to gas flow, it was pointed out earlier that molecular flow 

is ideal from the standpoint of maintaining the same relative concentration on 

each component in the ionization chamber as that in the sample tube. Never¬ 

theless, a capillary leak is quite commonly used for isotope work where the 

differences in molecular weight are small. Somewhat higher pressures are used 

behind the leak in this case, but discrimination may still be almost negligible. 

The existence of discrimination may be detected by noting the difference in the 

measured ratios at different pressures and if it is found to be appreciable, a correction 

may be made by extrapolating to zero pressure. 

In the ion source arrangement there are a large number of related effects, some 

of which are selective with regard to mass. For example, the position of the 

electron beam may change slightly as the accelerating voltage or magnetic field is 

varied to collect different masses, or the ion paths in the source assembly may be 

different for different masses and thus be subject to different conditions. Several 

of these effects have been calculated (Jordan and Coggeshall 1942) and the results 

led to the earlier contention that the most important criterion for an instrument 

free of mass discrimination was that the individual ion paths in the source should 

be the same for each mass under the conditions of collection. The method of 

simultaneous collection has been criticized on the basis that different masses origin¬ 

ate at different points in the electron beam and in general the method is not suitable 

for making absolute measurements. Also sector types are open to criticism for the 

same reason. Nier, in reporting his first instrument of this type, cautioned that 

it was not free from mass discrimination, but pointed out its suitability for making 

relative measurements. Sector instruments in particular exhibit much higher 

collection efficiencies at high accelerating voltages. Thus, if the accelerating 

voltage is varied to permit collection of different masses (electrostatic scanning) 

the lighter mass is collected under more efficient conditions and the error may be 

several percent. Coggeshall (1944) has attributed this variation in efficiency to 

the initial thermal energy of the molecules at the moment they become ionized. 

By a theoretical discussion of the conditions in a magnetic field free source, he has 

shown that a temperature of about 500°c. produces discrimination of about the 

same order of magnitude as that observed experimentally. He says that sector 

instruments should be free from discrimination of this kind if magnetic scanning 

is used. The ion paths will still be different for different masses in this case, and it 

would therefore appear that neither method of scanning is free from discrimina¬ 

tion. However, it is a question of which effect is the greater. Washburn and 

Berry (1946) have expressed the opinion that the choice of a scanning method is 

merely a matter of convenience, but since they are interested primarily in hydro¬ 

carbon analysis, considerable mass discrimination may be found using either 

method. 

A good indication of the extent of mass discrimination obtained under various 

conditions can be obtained experimentally. A gaseous molecule such as BFg, 

will give rise to the following singly charged ions in a mass spectrometer: ^®B ^ 

MB f ; iobf-^, 11BF+ ; ^^BF^ ; and i^BF^, The isotopic ratio of 

to ^^B can therefore be determined by comparing the isotopic ion currents in 
any of these mass ranges. If mass discrimination is serious, then the most reliable 
isotopic ratio will be obtained in the higher mass range where the percentage mass 
difference is the least, whereas if there is no appreciable mass discrimination then 
all determinations should compare and be equally reliable. Inghram (1946) used 
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a 60"" deflection mass spectrometer to determine the isotopic constitution of boron 

and silicon. The ratios of obtained were within ± 1% regardless of the 

mass range of the ions, provided magnetic scanning of the ion currents was used. 

Electrostatic scanning on the other hand gave rise to mass discrimination effects 

amounting to ± 20% for a 10mass difference. 

Thode, Macnamara, Lossing and Collins (1948) report similar results in so far 

as mass discrimination effects are concerned. However, these mass discrimina¬ 

tion effects due to electrostatic scanning were found to be less for a 180' deflection 

instrument than for a 90' type. This might he expected since the two collimating 

slits between which the ions are accelerated in the ion source are in general closer 

together in a 180" instrument, and according to Coggeshall’s arguments, mass 

discrimination arising from the initial energies of the ions should be less in this case. 

Since the latter workers found the ratio of ^^B to to vary considerably 

depending on the geological source of boron, it is not possible to compare results 

obtained in different laboratories unless the history of the samples is known. 

There are further factors which can produce abnormalities. Not the least of 

these is the effect of space charge conditions in the source. With a fairly low 

electron beam intensity very little difficulty may be encountered, but if the ratios 

are found to depend at all on electron intensity, the usual practice is to extrapolate 

to zero trap current. When solids are to be used in an ion source, differences in 

vapour pressure are important. In sources where the solid emits ions directly 

upon heating, differences in ionization potential may be a source of discrimination. 

For example, Hundley (1927) found that the discrepancies in the measured 

abundances of and "la could be accounted for by the difference in their 

ionization potentials. As a final practical consideration, it is extremely important 

that all surfaces in the mass spectrometer be scrupulously clean. Charges tend 

to build up on any insulating dirt film, and while it is impossible to calculate their 

effect, experience has shown that a dirty tube is often responsible for asymmetrical 

peaks and many other irregularities. 

In general all types of mass discrimination are more serious in the low mass 

range where the fractional mass difference is large. For the large volume of 

isotope work, these differences may be very small, but they can never be disregarded. 

In addition to the known sources of mass discrimination, there are most certainly 

others, since it is a rare occasion when results taken on different days agree to 

within 0-5% even when precautions are taken to eliminate all known sources of 

discrimination. In view of this fact, it will be easily realized that since absolute 

abundance measurements of high accuracy are essential to some problems, 

modern precision instruments still leave something to be desired in this respect. 

§.S. NUCLEAR PROBLEMS 

In the fission of uranium, many isotopes of the fission elements are produced. 

The primary products have more neutrons for their charge than the stable 

nuclei and undergo /8-disintegrations in several steps ending in stable nuclear 

structures. Some sixty-four such fission chains arc now known (Plutonium 

Project Report 1946). 

It was clear from the first fission product studies that the mass spectrometer 

would eventually be useful in separation problems, mass identification, and 

isotope abundance measurements. Actually the mass spectrometer provides the 

only convenient means for identifying stable isotopes which are end products of 
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fission chains. However, the early work on fission products involved such small 

quantities of material that only radio-chemical methods were considered sensitive 

enough to detect and follow the radioactive isotopes. During the war, tech¬ 

niques were developed for extracting and purifying amounts of fission gas of the 

order of a cubic millimetre, and these amounts have been sufficient for mass 

spectrometer investigations (Arrol, Chackett and Epstein 1947). Thode and 

Graham (1947) reported complete analysis of 1 mm^ samples of fission gas. 

With these samples it was possible to detect 10® atoms of an isotopic constituent. 

It should be possible to extend this limit further, since only about 20% of these 

small samples actually pass through the mass spectrometer, the remainder 

being available for further experiments. These experiments with small fission 

gas samples indicate the micro nature of mass spectrometer analyses. 

Because of the large number of stable isotopes of xenon and krypton (see 

Figures 7 and 8) which block further ^-disintegrations of fisvsion product chains^ 

the mass spectrometer investigations of fission gas samples give information 

about a relatively large number of these chains. 

In these investigations the irradiated uranium samples are allowed to stand 

for several months before extraction of the fission gases, to permit the decay of 

most fission product chains to stable isotopes. Figures 9 and 10 show recent 

spectrograms of the isotopes of xenon and krypton identified in fission by mass 

spectrometry, and their distribution as compared to the abundances of those 

identified in nature (Thode, Macnamara and Collins 1948). 

The marked difference in the number of isotopes present and their abundances 

is, of course, apparent. By a comparison of the mass spectrometer abundance 

data with the fission yield data for known chains ending in xenon, it was possible 

to assign masses to the respective chains with certainty. These are:— 

12»Sb—^ .JL^ 129J 129Xe 

4-2 lir. ^2 (ly. 72 iiiin. not foimd n<jt fouml 

1311'e 1311 

IKi mill. 8 day stable 

132Sb-JL> 132Xe 1321 —^ 132Xe 

5 mill- 77 hr. 2-4 hr, stable 

13431,—^ i34Te ^ 13^1 -► i»«Xe 

10 min, 42 mill. 54 miii. stable 

1361 —> 139Xe 
1*8 mill. stable 

In the unravelling of these fission chains the mass spectrometer therefore, 

made possible not only the identification of stable isotopes, but the mass assign¬ 

ment of the corresponding fission chains. 

The isotope ^^Kr which does not appear in naturally occurring krypton is 

radioactive. It is present in all fission product krypton samples but its relative 

concentration is less in older samples. The existence of this isotope was not 

suspected previous to the mass spectrometer investigations because a 4 hour 

®®Kr w^as already shown to exist and this isotope would have completely decayed 

in samples six months to a year old. The ®®Kr found is a long lived isomer of 

the 4 hour ®^Kr. A long lived isotope of krypton, of unknown mass, was also 

found by counting experiments. Its half life of 9*4 years was measured directly 

by the mass spectrometer method discussed below. 
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is not present in fission product samples several years old, at least not 

in amounts within the limits of detection, i.e. 1 part in 40,000. However, the 

fission yield for the mass 129 chain is quite considerable. This suggests the 

existence of a long lived nucleus which up to the present has escaped 

detection. The mass spectrometer could be used to identify directly. 

m 126 130 132 134 136 78 80 82 64 86 
Mass Number Mass Number 

Fi^^ure 7. Isotopes ol normal xenon. Figure 8. Isotopes of normal krypton. 

m 126 (28 OO (32 134 (36 ^8 80 82 84 86 
Mass Number Mass Number 

Figure 9. Isotopes of fission product xenon. Figure 10. Isotopes of fission product kry pton. 

5.1. Fission Yields by the Mass Spectrometer Method 

The relative abundances of stable isotopes of a given element resulting from 

the decay of fission chains give direct information about the fission yields for 

PS P R z 
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these mass chains. In this regard, the fission gases offer a very fruitful field of 

investigation because of the large number of fission chains which end in either 

krypton or xenon. 

Table 2 gives typical isotope abundance data for fission product xenon and 

krypton, together with absolute fission yields of corresponding mass chains. 

Table 2 

Mass 

Krypton 

Atom 

per cent 

Absolute 

fission yieldf Mass 

Xenon 

Atom 

per cent 

Absolute 

fission yieldf 

83 14-34 0-02 0-5864 131 13-62-0-02 2-8 

84 26-72- 0-03 1 -0926 132 20-30-0-02 4-1667 

*85 7-72 0-06 0-2168 134 36-13- 0-03 7-41 

86 5M9~0-10 2-0936 136 29-94 -0*03 6-14 

* ®^Kr radioactive half life 9-4 years. Percentage obtained by extrapolation to zero time, 

t Calculated using experimental Xe/Kr ratio - 5*02 (Arrf)l, Chackett and Ep.stein 1947) and 
absolute fission yield of ’'*^Xe^2-8 as a standard. 

When these fission yields are compared with the great body of yield data 

■obtained by radio-chemical methods and as compiled in the mass-fission yield 

curve, it is found that six of the values can be fitted to the curve. Actually it 

would seem logical to draw the curve through these points because of the direct 

nature of the method used to obtain them and the high precision of the measure¬ 

ments. However, the fission yield obtained by the mass spectrometer method 

for ^^Kr is 75% lower than the corresponding mass values given by the mass 

fission yield curve. This discrepancy is easily explained as there are two isomers 

of ®^Kr which decay independently according to the mechanism 

Mass spectrometer investigations of samples several months old involve the 

measurement of only the long lived isomer and the fission yield for ^^Kr given 

in Table 2 is for the one branch of the chain only. By subtracting this yield 

from the overall yield for mass 85, read from the mass yield curve, one obtains 

the yield for the other branch of the chain, namely, that through the 4 hour 

The yields for the two branches are found to be in the ratio of 3 to 1 as indicated 

in (2). By normalizing the mass spectrometer abundance values, taking the 

yield of ^^^Xe as 2-8%, ^®*Xe is found to be 7*4% which obviously would not be 

expected from smooth mass fission yield curve. Also ^^^Xe has a higher yield 

than i^®Xe, whereas the yield would be expected to increase with mass up to 

mass 140. These high precision yields obtained with the mass spectrometer 

show that the process is not simply the decay of fission chains, but is more 

complicated than was previously thought. 

An important feature of the mass spectrometer method for determining fission 

yields is the high accuracy and particularly the high precision obtainable. It is 

possible with automatic recording equipment to determine isotope abundances 

with to absolute accuracy of 1% and with a precision of ± 0*1%. This is to 

be compared with errors of ± 10% in the values obtained by radio-chemical 

methods. The high internal precisihn obtainable with the mass spectrometer 
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makes it possible to compare samples extracted from uranium irradiated under 

•different conditions and measure small significant differences in the distribution 

of fission product isotopes. Actually, one would expect fine structure in the 

eurve for thermal fission yield of products as a function of mass number 

because of delayed neutron emission, coincidental emission, or irregularities 

in stability of primary fission products. It seems important, therefore, to extend 

the mass spectrometer investigations to fission isotopes other than krypton and 

xenon, as standard chemical methods are not adequate to show up small variations 

in the fission yield of a particular chain. However, the mass spectrometer 

method applied to the rare gas fission isotopes already provides an elegant 

procedure for investigating quickly the fission yields of eight isotopes produced 

by fast and slow neutron fission of the fissile elements. 

5.2. Halj Life Measurements 

The mass spectrometer provides a method for the determination of the half 

life of certain radioactive isotopes where standard methods may not be adequate 

because of contamination from other active constituents or because of difficulty 

in determining specific activity. For example, the half life of ^•'*Kr has been 

accurately determined mass spectrometrically. The method involves the 

determination of the concentration of ^^Kr relative to a stable isotope and 

following the decrease in this concentration with time. The high precision 

possible in the determination of relative abundances (0*1% or better) makes 

reasonably accurate half life measurements attainable over a considerable range 
of activities. 

In the determination of the half life of mass spectrometer abundance 

data on the isotopes of carbon is necessary in order to determine the specific 

activity of Norris and Inghram (1948) obtained a value of 5,100 ± 200 

years by this method, whereas Hawkings, Hunter, Mann and Stevens (1948) 

using the same method but different counting techniques obtained a value of 

6,400 ± 200 years. 

5.3. Assignment of Mass to Fission Isotopes 

Considerable mass spectrograph and mass spectrometer work has been done 

with the non-gaseous fission products, particularly in regard to mass identification 

of radioactive fission isotopes. 

Hayden and Inghram (1946) have reported a new mass spectrograph technique 

used for the assignment of mass to 46 hour samarium and 9*2 hour europium* 

Their prodecure for the establishment of mass 153 to the 46 hour samarium 

isotope is as follows: a solution of Sm203 is first irradiated with slow neutrons 

to produce the 46 hour samarium activity, an activity also present in fission 

product material. Part of this activity is placed on a filament source of a mass 

spectrograph. A mass record is then obtained, but before development, the 

photographic plate is placed in contact with an unexposed plate and left for a 

suitable period of time. After development, the original plate shows the normal 

spectrum of samarium while the second plate shows only two lines. These 

lines correspond to masses 153 and 169 on the original plate and represent 

radio autographs ” of the radioactive isotopes of these masses. The two lines 

are both due to ^®®Sm since SmO+ ions are produced as well as Sm'*’ ions. The 

mass of 46 hour samarium is therefore 153. In a similar manner the mass of 

9*2 hour europium was established as 152. 

2-a 
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Rail (1946) investigated Pd and Ir which had been irradiated with slow 

neutrons in a double focusing mass spectrograph using a high-frequency spark 

to produce Pd and Ir ions. Using the radio-autograph technique, the masses 

of 13 hour Pd, 60 day Ir and 19 hour Ir were established as 109, 192 and 194 

respectively. According to Rail, approximately 10*^ beta particles are required 

to produce a line on the transfer plate as compared with 10^ ions of 12,000 

volts energy. 

Later Lewis and Hayden (1946) described a mass spectrograph for fission 

product studies which makes use of the thermal emission of ions from solid 

samples. According to their results, ion emission for the rare earth elements 

is very good. Further, the emission obtained is characteristic of the element 

and in some cases the element can be established by the type of emission 

obtained. In these cases not only the mass of a radioactive isotope can be 

established, but the element as well. The position of the radioactive isotopes 

on the spectrograph plate may be located by means of a Geiger counter or by 

means of a “ radio-autograph'^ of the spectrograph plate. This instrument was 

used primarily for the study of isotopes of rare earth elements. The masses of 

the fission isotopes 55 day strontium, 30 year strontium, 57 day yttrium, 1 year 

ruthenium, 35 year caesium, 40 hour lathanium, 25 day ceriijm, 14 day praesio- 

dymium, 275 day cerium, 1-2 year illinium, long lived samarium, and 2-3 year 

europium were found to be 89,91, 106, 137, 140, 141, 143, 144, 147, 151 and 155 
respectively. 

Also Inghram, Hess and Hayden (1947), using a Nier type mass sp>ectrometer 

with a vibrating reed electrometer and pen recorder, established the mass number 

of a long lived isotope of element 43, technetium, previously discovered in 

fission. The sample of fission technetium used for their work was distilled into 

the ionization chamber of the mass spectrometer as NH4TCO4, The mass 

spectrograms obtained covered the mass range 98 to 103. In this range a 

pattern for doubly charged mercury ions is obtained. However, with technetium 

distilling into the ion source, the ion current corresponding to mass 99 more than 

doubled indicating the presence of ®^Tc isotope. 

The further extension of the mass spectrometer studies to fission products 

other than krypton and xenon offers a fruitful field for investigation. However, 

because of the elegance of techniques for extracting and purifying fission gases 

and ease of handling rare gases in a mass spectrometer, the fission gases offer the 

best opportunity for investigation the distribution of fission products obtained 

under different conditions of uranium irradiation etc. Work is now in progress 

at McMaster University to determine the yields of the krypton and xenon 

isotopes produced in fission as a function of neutron energy, neutron flux and 
fissile element. 
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NUCLEAR PARAMAGNETISM 

By B. V. ROLLIN 

The Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford 

§1. INTRODUCTION 

A LTHOUdH nuclear magnetism has been extensively investigated by the 

ZA methods of spectroscopy and by experiments with atomic and molecular 

X Jubeams, it is only in recent years that it has become possible to detect 

magnetic effects in ordinary matter due to the magnetic moments of the con¬ 

stituent nuclei. The main difficulty is that nuclear moments are only of the order 

of a thousandth of the Bohr magneton, so that the susceptibility of a substance, 

due to nuclear magnetism, is about a million times smaller than for electron 

paramagnetism. If there are nuclei with spin Ihllv and moment (.l the 

susceptibility xo be calculated from the ideal Curie relation: 

l/+lA^/x- 

I kT' 

For the proton 1 = 1, /x = 1*4 x so that the susceptibility calculated for 

1 cm^ of w^ater at room temperature is 10"^^ 

By making measurements at very low^ temperatures it is possible to observe 

the nuclear susceptibility by ordinary methods; this has been done by Lasarew 

and Schubnikow^ (1937) in experiments on solid ortho hydrogen at 2 k., but 

such measurements are extremely difficult to carry out. Recently, new' methods 

for detection and measurement of nuclear paramagnetism have been employed, 

based on the principle of radio-frequency resonance which was first suggested 

by C. J. Gorter (1936). These methods, which were developed independently 

by Purcell, Torrey and Pound (1946) and by Bloch, Hansen and Packard (1946} 

have opened a new field of research and it is the object of this Report to give a 

brief review of the progress which has been made in this work up to the present 
time. 

§2. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE 

'Phe radio-frequency resonance method, in its application to nuclear para¬ 

magnetism, has several features in common with the well known experiments 

of Rabi and his collaborators on atomic and molecular beams. The basic 

principle is the detection of the transitions of a nucleus in a strong constant 

magnetic field due to the application of a small resonant oscillatory magnetic 

field. For a nucleus of spin / in a magnetic field Hq there are 2/4-1 energy 

states corresponding to the possible orientations in the field. The energy 

difference betw'een the states is and transitions can be induced by a trans¬ 

verse oscillating, or rotating, field of frequency vq given by the resonance relation: 

.(1) 

In the method of Rabi the transitions are observed by their effect on the 

deflection of molecules in an inhomogeneous field. In experiments on nuclear 

paramagnetism, where a large number of nuclei are influenced simultaneously,, 

the transitions can be observed by the absorption of energy from the oscillatory 
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field or by other effects depending on the transverse magnetization which is 

produced in the specimen. For practical values of the field the frequency 

required for nuclear resonance is of the order of a few megacycles per second. 

In the original experiments of Gorter (1936) an attempt was made to detect 

resonant absorption by a calorimetric method. The measurements were made 

at 14" K. and a search was made for heating of the specimen due to resonant 

absorption by the protons in aluminium potassium alum and by ^Li in lithium 

fluoride, but the method was not sufficiently sensitive to enable positive results 

to be obtained. A subsequent experiment by Gorter and Broer (1942) was 

designed to detect the dispersion, or change of transverse susceptibility, in the 

neighbourhood of resonance, by observing the change of frequency of the oscillator 

which supplied the radio-frequency field. Although a sensitive beat frequency 

method was used, no effect could be found. 

The methods which have been developed recently are, in some respects, 

similar to that used by Zavoisky (1945) for investigation of electron paramagnetism, 

with the exception of course, that, in order to detect nuclear effects, it is necessary 

to use much more refined apparatus. In the method devised by Purcell, Torrey 

and Pound (1946) the resonance is observed by the damping effect of the nuclear 

absorption on the tuned circuit which provides the radio-frequency field. In 

the experiments of Bloch, Hansen and Packard (1946) the resonance is detected 

by the voltage induced in a separate tuned circuit by the transverse nuclear 

magnetization. Before describing the experimental arrangement used in these 

methods it will be convenient to consider the nature and magnitude of the resonance 

effects which may be expected under various conditions. 

§3. NA'JUIKK AND MAGNITUDK OF THE RFSONANCK KFFIX’^rs 

The resonance effects can be induced either by an oscillatory field or by a 

rotating field which has the same direction of rotation as the Larmor precession 

of the nuclei. An oscillating field 2H^ sin(x>/ can be considered to consist of 

two rotating components of amplitude //, rotating in opposite directions; only 

the component which has the direction of rotation of the Larmor precession is 

effective, so that the transverse magnetization which is induced in the neighbour¬ 

hood of resonance is rotating and not oscillatory. 

I'he magnitude of the transverse magnetization depends on a number of 

factors such as the values of and //j, the spin- spin and spin-lattice interactions 

and the rate of attainment of resonance. Calculations of the resonance effects 

can be made either from the quantum theory of absorption and dispersion or, 

by finding the effects of the fields Hq and on the total magnetization of the 

specimen, from the equations of classical dynamics. 

In the quantum method (Gorter 1936, Gorter and Kronig 1936, Gorter and 

Broer 1942, Frenkel 1945, Purcell, Torrey and Pound 1946, Bloembergen, 

Purcell and Pound 1948, Bloembergen 1948a) the probability of absorptio nor 

emission of a quantum by a nucleus, under the influence of the radio-frequency 

field, is obtained from the transition probability for magnetic dipole transitions. 

F'or /=J the transition probability is simply the Einstein fi coefficient. To 

find the resultant effect, it is necessary to sum over all nuclei taking account of 

the distribution over the various levels and also of the broadening and spreading 

of the levels due to mutual interaction of the nuclei and magnetic field inhomo¬ 

geneities. The probabilities of absorption and stimulated emission are equal, 
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so that there would be no resultant absorption if all the levels were equally 

populated. However, if the radio-frequency field is very weak, and the nuclei 

are in thermal equilibrium, there is a Boltzmann distribution over the levels 

and an absorption proportional to the level population. 

If the transverse magnetization is resolved into the components U and F, 

where V is in the direction of the rotating field -Wj, and V is at right angles 

(Figure 3 (i)), we may write U ~ x'Hi and V — x 'Hv where x described as 

the transverse susceptibility and x absorption coefficient. It may be shown 

that, if is very small, the maximum values obtained for x ^tnd x tinder equili¬ 

brium conditions are given by 

where Av' and A// are the width of the resonance expressed in terms of frequency 

-or magnetic field. The variation of x x with frequency is shown in 

Figure 1; whereas x ^ maximum on exact resonance, x maximum at a 

frequency Av from exact resonance. For water at room temperature with 

jW() = 2,000 gauss, the maximum values of x ^^d x ^te of the order of 10 per cm^. 

Fij3:urc 1. Variation of the transverse 
susceptibility x' ^he absorption 
coefficient x" ''ith frequency in the 
neighbourhood of resonance. 

Figure 2, Variation of the com¬ 
ponents of transverse magnetiza¬ 
tion U and V with strength of 
radio-frequency field The 
unit of Hi is \ ly{TiT^^^ and the 
unit of U and F, A/q. 
(7V--l/2TrAr.) 

The effect of a strong radio-frequency field is to tend to equalize the population 

of the levels, so that the magnetization of the specimen is reduced and the values 

of X X lower than when Hy is small. This effect may be approximately 

described as an elevation of the temperature of the nuclear spin system, due to 

absorption of energy from the field. The equalization of the level population 

is opposed by the spin-lattice interaction which tends to restore the initial Boltz¬ 

mann distribution. 

It is convenient to describe the spin-lattice interaction by a relaxation time 

Ty which is defined by the equation dMJdt^ — {M^ — M^jTyi giving the rate 

at which the magnetization in the direction of Hq approaches its equilibrium 

value Mq, if the radio-frequency field is removed. For large values of both 

X and x!' approach zero asymptotically and the power absorption, which is given 

by P^<A>VHy^ix>xH\i approaches the limiting value given by 

For water at room temperature with Hq —2,000 gauss, sec. Puvix of 

the order of 10~^^ watts/cm®. 
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More complete information about the resonance effects has been obtained 

from calculations of the effects of the fields on the total magnetization of the 

specimen (Bloch 1946, Jacobsohn and Wangsness 1948). Associated with the 

magnetization M there is an angular momentum A given by M^yA (where 

y = ^/(//i/27r) is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio) so that, under the influence 

of Hq alone, M precesses about with angular velocity — This gyro¬ 

scopic precession is influenced by the rotating couple due to //j, and the resulting 

motion depends on the initial conditions and the rate of variation of the fields. 

By neglecting spin-spin and spin-lattice interactions, simple solutions can be 

obtained for some cases (Bloch 1946, Bloembergen 1948 a). If or v are far 

from resonance, M is in the direction of If resonance is approached slowly, 

the angle of precession B between M and Hq increases so that M has a rotating 

component in the transverse plane (Figure 3). Owing to the effects of 

spin-spin and spin-lattice interaction, the magnitude of M does not remain 

constant during the passage through resonance. The effects of these interactions 

are represented by two damping terms which are introduced into the equations. 

The spin-lattice interaction tends to restore the magnetization to its original 

value in the direction of The spin-spin interaction and field inhomogeneities 

tend to destroy the coherence of the phase of the spins and so reduce the transverse 

Figure 3. (ri) Illustrating the pre¬ 
cession of M about Hq, per¬ 
turbed by the rotating field // ,. 
{h) is the component <if M 
on the transverse plane, U and 
V are the components of 3/t. 

Figure 4. Kxperimental arrangement for observing 
nuclear resonance. 

magnetization. The rate of decay of the transverse magnetization may be 

specified by a relaxation time T.y which is defined in a way similar to T^. The 

damping of the transverse magnetization is related to the width of the resonance, 

in fact, Av = 1 /277T2. 
Solutions of the equations, including the interaction effects, have been 

obtained for two cases of special interest: (i) when the amplitude of is constant 

and Hq is varied slowly through resonance so that equilibrium is at all times 

established, (ii) when the amplitude of is constant and is varied so rapidly 

through resonance that the magnitude of M remains nearly constant. 

For case (i) values of the components U and V of the transverse magnetization 

for different values of are shown in Figure 2. The values of U and V are 

for the optimum frequencies : v — vq for V, and v = VQ — {27rT2) ^[1 4* (y//i)^7\72l* 

for t/. For small both U and V increase linearly with but, with increasing 

V passes through a maximum whereas U attains a limiting value. 'Fhe 

maximum value attained by U or V is \M^{T2lT^^, 
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For case (ii), when is large enough for the orientation of M to follow the 

changes of adiabatically, M is turned completely over on passage through 

resonance. The conditions which must be satisfied for this to take place are 

If y//i>Ai/ a value of dH^ldt can always be 

found which satisfies these conditions. On exact resonance, the transverse 

magnetization is nearly equal to so that quite a large voltage can be induced 

in a coil surrounding the specimen. As an example we may quote the signal 

to be expected from the protons in 1 cm*' of water due to a single rapid passage 

through resonance. For = 2,000 gauss, ~ 7 x 10 " e.m.u. and this moment, 

rotating at the resonant frequency of about 4 Mc/s., will produce a voltage of 

several millivolts across the coil of a tuned circuit of 0 — 100. In order to observe 

the transient signal one would require a receiver of about 1 kc/s. bandwidth. 

The Johnson noise of the circuit would be less than a microv olt so that the signal 

would be well above noise level. 

In practice it is usually more convenient to use the method of slow passage 

through resonance. Although the maximum signal is often much smaller 

(e.g. in water about 50 times smaller) this is offset by the fact that for slow passage 

it is possible to use a receiver with a much smaller bandwidth. 

§4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Several different experimental arrangements have been employed. It 

should be emphasized that, while these differ in detail, there is no essential 

difference between them. All the methods depend on the effects produced 

in a tuned circuit surrounding the specimen by the rotating transverse 

magnetization. 

One of the simplest forms of apparatus which may be used is shown in Figure 4 

(Rollin 1946); this is a modification of that used by Purcell, Torrey and Pound 

(1946). The specimen is situated in the coil of a tuned circuit which is connected, 

through a high impedance, to a signal generator, so that the circuit is supplied 

with a constant current. When the field is adjusted to the resonant value, 

the nuclear absorption causes a small drop in the shunt impedance of the circuit 

which is detected by the change of radio-frequency voltage across the circuit. 

The field is modulated with a small amplitude, by means of auxiliary coils, 

at an audio frequency so that, when //^ is correctly adjusted, the radio frequency 

is modulated by an amount proportional to the slope of the resonance curve. 

After rectification, the resulting audio signal is passed through a narrow-band 

amplifier, the output of which is indicated by a meter. When investigating the 

width and shape of the resonance it is often convenient to use a larger field modula¬ 

tion so that the field sweeps right through the resonant region, and the absorption 

line can be displayed on an oscillograph. 

If the circuit is tuned exactly to the signal generator the impedance is influenced, 

to a first approximation, only by the nuclear absorption and not by the dispersion. 

The signal voltage is therefore proportional to the product of x radio¬ 

frequency voltage across the circuit, i.e. it is proportional to the component V 
of the transverse magnetization. If, however, the circuit is detuned from exact 

resonance, its impedance is altered by changes of x signals can be obtained 

which depend mainly on the component U, 
The arrangement shown in Figure 4 is not very suitable for use in experiments 

where high radio-frequency fields are required. In the method used by Purcell, 
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et al. (see Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound 1948) the circuit containing the speci¬ 

men is placed in one arm of a radio-frequency bridge so that only a small unbalanced 

signal is fed to the amplifier. By adjusting the phase balance of the bridge either 

absorption or dispersion can be observed. In order to obtain a narrow audio 

bandwidth with minimum noise, the audio signal is mixed with a voltage derived 

from the generator which supplies the field modulation, and the resultant signal 

indicated by a long period meter. 

In the method of nuclear induction devised by Bloch, Hansen and Packard 

(1946) a separate transmitter and receiver circuit are used. In order to cut down 

the direct pick-up from the transmitter, the two coils are placed at right angles. 

The signal induced in the receiver coil by the rotating nuclear magnetization 

is mixed with the voltage picked up from the transmitter. Signals proportional 

to either U or V can be obtained by use of a device which alters the phase of the 

mixing voltage. 

An automatic recording spectrometer for measurements on nuclear resonance 

has been used by Pound (1947 a). The specimen is placed in the coil of an 

oscillator and absorption detected by the change in amplitude of oscillation. 

The frequency of the oscillator is varied very slowly by a motor driven device 

and the output indicated on a recorder. As the passage through resonance is 

slow, a very narrow bandwidth may be used with consequent reduction of the 

noise. In experiments by other workers (e.g. Roberts 1947 a) a super-regenerative 

oscillating receiver has been employed. 

5. .MHASl RKMKNT OF THK SF>1N-LA'F'rK'!:: KIO.AXATION TlMt: 

I"or slow passage through resonance, the value of //^ for which F is a maximum 

is given by 

II, ^ 
1 _ 1/ZttA m 

so that, by measuring the line width and determining this value of H,, the spin- 

lattice relaxation time can be calculated. 

Another method, which can profitably be used if 7\ is longer than a few 

seconds, depends on direct observation of the equilibrium time. I'he specimen 

is first subjected to a strong radio-frequency field so that the population of the 

levels is nearly equalized. The magnitude of H, is then reduced and the time 

required to attain the new equilibrium population can be found directly from the 

rate of increase of the signal. 
Other very ingenious ways of measuring I\ have been used by Bloch, Hansen 

and Packard (1946) depending on the rate of change of phase of signals obtained 

with a sinusoidal field modulation when the mean value of the field is suddenly 

changed. 

§6. LINK WIDTH 

One of the earliest observations was the existence of a remarkable difference 

between the width of the resonance in the solid and liquid state. In general, 

there are several contributions to the line width, but, in a substance in which there 

is no electron paramagnetism and the nuclei have no electric quadrupole inter¬ 

action with internal electric fields, the major contribution is due to the mutual 

magnetic interaction of the spins. This interaction may be considered to influence 

the line width for tw^o reasons: (i) there is a field contribution by neighbouring 
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nuclei so that each nucleus is in a slightly different field, (ii) the exchange of quanta 

between neighbouring nuclei shortens the lifetime in a state and therefore produces 

a broadening of the levels. The two effects are of the same order of magnitude. 

If we consider a simple case, such as an ionic crystal, and assume that the nuclei 

are nearly at rest, the static field at one nucleus due to another is approximately 

fLjd^ where d is the interatomic distance. The rate of quantum interchange is 

^jfjihd^ so that, from the two contributions, there arises a line width ::::^ixjd^ 
or :\v-^fx^lhd^. In solids the value of AH is generally found to be of the order of 

a few gauss, in good agreement with this calculation. In other cases, however, 

the line is found to be considerably narrower, for example, in water it is certainly 

less than a few hundredths of a gauss. The explanation of this result has been 

given by Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound (1948) who have pointed out that the 

reduced width is due to molecular motions. In the case of a liquid the molecules 

are undergoing the Brownian motion so that the local field acting on a nucleus 

is varying in a random manner. In order to calculate the width it is necessary 

to make a Fourier analysis of the field fluctuations and select the components 

near zero frequency which cause secular perturbation. The magnitude of these 

components depends on the correlation time of the fluctuations which, for a 

liquid such as water, is approximately equal to the Debye relaxation time which 

appears in the theory of dielectric dispersion. This theory is in quantitative 

agreement with the observed results and predicts a variation of width with 

viscosity which has been checked in the case of glycerin. The width observed 

in solids is also sometimes considerably less than that which would be expected 

if the molecules were simply undergoing lattice vibrations. These narrow lines 

are taken to indicate the existence of free molecular rotation. The study of nuclear 

resonance can provide useful information about the nature of molecular motions; 

for example, it has been found by Bitter etal. (1947a) that the transition which 

occurs in methane at 20^ k. is due to a change from free to hindered rotation whereas 

the transition in ammonium chloride is not. It has also been found that there is 

a difference between the molecular motions in natural and synthetic rubber 

(Alpert 1947). Very considerable changes in line width and shape have been 

observed in solid ortho hydrogen between 20"^ and D K. and, at the lowest tempera¬ 

ture, the line splits into three peaks (Rollin and Hatton 1948). 'Phis splitting 

is believed to be due to spin-spin interaction of the two protons in the molecule 

but is not yet completely explained. 

For nuclei with /> | the major contribution to the line width may be due 

to quadrupole effects (Pound 1947 b, 1948 b, c). 

§7. SPIN LATTICE EQUILIBRIUM 

The study of the spin-lattice relaxation time has provided an interesting 

field for both theoretical and experimental work. Essentially the problem is to 

<ietermine the probability of the exchange of quanta between the nuclei and the 

thermal motions of the molecules. F"or exchange to take place there must be 

a perturbation of the nuclei which depends on the thermal motions. The simplest 

case to consider is again that of an ionic crystal in which there are no molecular 

rotations and the only perturbation is the magnetic field due to neighbouring 

nuclei. This magnetic field is varying on account of the relative motion of the 

nuclei caused by the lattice vibrations. The components of the field which are 

transverse to Hq and have the Larmor frequency are effective in inducing 

nuclear transitions in which energy is taken from, or absorbed by, the lattice* 
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The theory of relaxation by this process has been worked out by Waller (1932) 

and leads to a value of T^oi the order of 10^ seconds at room temperature and 10^^ 

seconds at 1°k. These predictions are in complete disagreement with experi¬ 

mental results both as regards the order of magnitude and the temperature 

variation. The deviation is especially marked at low temperat\ires where values 

of the order of a second have been found in lithium fluoride and calcium fluoride 

(Rollin and Hatton 1947, 1948). llie discrepancy is not due to any fault in the 

theory but to the fact that the relaxation time is affected by minute quantities 

of paramagnetic impurity or the presence of F centres; even concentrations as 

low as one in a million can exert a profound influence. It seems probable that 

the paramagnetic impurities affect the relaxation process through the fluctuating 

fields due to changes of electron spin orientation (Bloembergen 1948 b, Rollin 

and Hatton 1948) which bring about equilibrium of the nuclei in the immediate 

neighbourhood. "The remaining nuclei then reach equilibrium by conduction 

through the spin system. 

The relaxation time in liquids has been calc\ilated by Bloembergen, Jhircell 

and Pound by obtaining the component of the random local field fluctuations 

at the Larmor frequency. The calculations are in very good agreement with 

experiment. The results obtained for the variation of relaxation time with 

viscosity in glycerin are especially interesting. At first the relaxation time 

decreases with increasing viscosity then, after passing through a minimum, it 

increases again. This is exactly what the theory predicts, the minimum being 

reached when the fluctuating fields at the frequency I'o are a maximum, which 

happens when the Debye time is of the order MlTTv^y 
In the case of liquids the effect of paramagnetic impurities can be easily verified. 

The first experiments were made by Bloch, Hansen and Packard (1946) and 

measurements have also been made by Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound (1948) 

who have verified the proportionality of the effect to the concentration and to 

the square of the effective moment of the paramagnetic ions. It has also been 

verified that, for 1 :>\ the relaxation time is reduced by quadrupole interactions 

(Pound, 1947b, 1948b). 
Experiments on hydrogen gas have been made by Bloembergen et al, (1948). 

For a gas the correlation time of the fluctuations is the interval between collisions. 

The field fluctuations are due to change of molecular orientation, which alters 

both the field exerted on one of the protons in the molecule by the other and also 

the field due to molecular rotation. In agreement with the fluctuation theory, 

the relaxation time becomes longer with increase of pressure, since this increases 

the collision frequency, which is already much greater tb?.n the l.armor frequency. 

In a metal, the nuclei should be able to exchange quanta with the conduction 

electrons. The probability of this process has been calculated by Heitler and 

Teller (1936). Measurements have been made recently at 1”k. on copper and 

aluminium (Rollin and Hatton 1948). A value of about 1 second was obtained 

which is in reasonable agreement with the theory. 

§8. MEASUREMENTS OF NUCLEAR M(;ME\7\S 

Paramagnetic resonance provides a useful alternative to the molecular beam 

method for the accurate measurement of nuclear moments. 

Measurements of the magnetic moments of the light nuclei are of fundamental 

importance for the information which they provide about nuclear structure and 

the nature of nuclear forces. Several experiments have been made recently 
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in order to obtain a more accurate comparison of the moments of the proton, 

the neutron and the deuteron. The measurements are made in the same magnetic 

field, so that the result depends only on the comparison of frequency which can 

be made with very great accuracy. 

In experiments made by Arnold and Roberts (1947) the method of Alvarez 

and Bloch (1940) was employed for the neutron determination and the proton 

and deuteron moments were measured by observing the resonances in a water 

sample. The neutron moment has been recently redetermined (Bloch, Nicodemus 

and Staub 1948) using a method in which the magnetic field is stabilized by using 

the proton resonance (Packard 1948). The proton-deuteron ratio has also been 

measured by Roberts (1947 b) and Bloch, Levinthal and Packard (1947) using 

water samples and by Bitter et al. (1947c) using liquid hydrogen and deuterium. 

Very high accuracy can be achieved by using a sample containing both protons 

and deuterons so that, by applying two frequencies simultaneously, both reson¬ 

ances may be displayed on an oscillograph screen and the frequencies then adjusted 

until the exact resonance points are in coincidence. By using this method the 

ratio of the moments can be obtained to 1 part in 10". One of the difficulties 

in these measurements is to locate the point on the oscillograph pattern which 

corresponds to exact resonance. Unless the rate of sweep through resonance 

is very slow the pattern seen does not resemble an ordinary resonance curve. 

The maximum signal is obtained just after passing through the true resonance 

point and this is then followed by a number of oscillations, due to the fact that 

the transverse magnetization persists for some time after passage through resonance 

and, as it rotates with the instantaneous Larmor frequency, comes in and out of 

phase with the radio-frequency field. 'Phe theory of these transient phenomena 

has been considered by Bitter etal. (1947 b) and by Jacobsohn and Wangsness 

'(1948). It may be shown, that if a sinusoidal sweep is used, so that the patterns 

seen for the forward and reverse sweep are symmetrical, the. exact resonance 

:is located at the centre of symmetry. 

Recently a measurement has been made of the moment of the radioactive 

isotope of hydrogen (Anderson and Novick 1947, Bloch, Graves, Packard 

and Spence 1947). The specimen used was a drop ofwater made from obtained 

from a chain reacting pile. It was expected that the moment would be slightly 

lower than that of the proton due to the fact that it is not in a pure S state (Sachs 

and Schwinger 1946) but, in fact, it was found to be about 7% greater. This 

-discrepancy has been ascribed to the existence of an exchange contribution to 

the magnetic moment (Villars 1947). Further important information has been 

obtained from the measurement of the moment of ®He by Anderson and Novick 

(1948). A sample of ^He obtained from the decay of was mixed with an equal 

volume of oxygen and compressed to 20 atmospheres. The object of adding 

the oxygen was to accelerate the attainment of nuclear equilibrium by the influence 

of the fields due to the paramagnetic molecules. The moment of ^He was found 

to be numerically greater than that of the neutron, in agreement with the pre¬ 

diction of Villars. From the moments of and ^He information is obtained 

about the mixture of nuclear states (Sachs and Schwinger 1946, Sachs 1946) 

and the character of nuclear forces (Sachs 1948, Anderson 1948). Other nuclei 

of which the moment has been measured by the paramagnetic resonance method 

include: bromine (Pound 1947b), iodine, gallium and phosphorus (Pound 

1948b), copper (Pound 1948a) and thallium (Poss 1947). 
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§9. RKSONANCE IN SINGLE CRYSTALS 

In experiments on single crystals, anisotropic effects and a splitting of the 

resonance have been observed in some cases. These phenomena are due, 

either to magnetic dipole-dipole interaction of spins, or to electric quadrupole 

interaction with field gradients. In calcium fluoride it is found that the width 

of the resonance depends on the orientation of to the crystallographic axes, 

due to the variation of spin-spin interaction (Purcell, Bloembergen and Pound 

1946). Very interesting results have been obtained by Pake (1948) in measure¬ 

ments in a crystal of gypsum (CaS04.2H2O). It is found that the proton reson¬ 

ance is split into four lines due to the spin-spin interaction of the two pairs of 

protons in the two water molecules. By measuring the separation of the peaks, 

the distance between the protons can be calculated. 

The effect of quadrupole interactions in single crystals has been investigated 

by Pound (1948 c, d). In cubic crystals there is no electric field gradient at the 

nucleus, so that quadrupole effects are found only in crystals with lower than 

cubic symmetry. In Li2S04.H20 the ”Li resonance was found to be split 

into a triplet and in a corundum crystal (AI2O.3) the “"Al line was found to have 

the five components characteristic of a spin of 5/2. 

§10. NUCLEAR PARAMAGxNK'ELSM AND LOW TEMPERATURES 

There are several interesting possibilities in connection with the application 

of nuclear paramagnetism in low temperature research. Investigations have 

been made recently to explore the possibility of using the nuclear susceptibility 

of a substance for measurement of temperature in the region below 0 T'k. The 

use of electron paramagnetism for temperature measurement is limited by the 

deviations from Curie’s law due to the effects of the crystalline electric fields and 

magnetic and exchange interactions of the spins. For the nuclear susceptibility 

of a substance in which there are no quadrupole interactions, deviations from 

Curie’s law will arise only on account of the magnetic spin-spin interaction, 

which will not become apparent until temperatures of the order of 10are 

attained. In order that the nuclear susceptibility should be a true indication 

of the temperature of the substance it is essential for the spin lattice equilibrium 

time to be reasonably short. From recent measurements (Rollin 1948) it is 

apparent that this condition is satisfied, at least down to a temperature of 0*2'^ K. 

The use of adiabatic nuclear demagnetization for obtaining very low tempera¬ 

tures ha;s been suggested by Gorter (1934) and by Kurti and Simon (1935). 

It has been estimated by Simon (1940) that the lowest useful temperature which 

can be attained using electron paramagnetism is of the order of 10The 

temperature which can be reached is determined by the position of the specific 

heat anomaly due to electron spin-spin interaction. Even if temperatures 

lower than the anomaly were reached, it would not be possible to make any useful 

measurements in this region, as the specific heat of the substance would be so 

low that the temperature would rise rapidly, due to the unavoidable heat inflow. 

The temperature at which the anomaly occurs can be reduced by using a substance 

in which the concentration of paramagnetic ions is very low, but a limit is set 

to the dilution by the reduction of magnetic entropy of the substance and the 

corresponding reduction of specific heat in the region of the anomaly. This 

difficulty can be avoided by the use of nuclear paramagnetism, because the inter¬ 

action between the nuclei is very small but the entropy change, per unit volume. 
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associated with orientation of the spins is very high. In order that the nuclear 

demagnetization should be successful it is necessary to remove an appreciable 

amount of entropy on magnetization, that is, to produce an appreciable degree 

of nuclear alignment. This can only be done by the use of very high magnetic 

fields at very low temperatures. If a field of 50 kilogauss were available the 

magnetization should be carried out at a temperature of about a hundredth 

of a degree, so that it would be necessary to use an initial stage of electron 

demagnetization. Further progress in this direction is therefore dependent on 

the successful development of a two-stage demagnetization process. As regards 

the choice of a suitable substance, the requirements are that it should have a 

high volume susceptibility and a reasonably short relaxation time. It seems 

that these conditions are most likely to be fulfilled by metals such as aluminium, 

copper or indium. Apart from the possibility of reaching very low temperatures, 

the achievement of nuclear alignment would afford an opportunity for studying 

nuclear properties such as the angular distribution of particles or radiation emitted 

during radioactive disintegration. Theoretical considerations (Spiers 1948) 

indicate that for />i appreciable anisotropic effects should be obtained. 

It has recently been suggested (Gorter 1948) that it should be possible to 

align the nuclei of certain paramagnetic ions by making use of the large internal 

field 10® gauss) acting on the nucleus due to the electronic moment. At a 

temperature of 10“^ almost complete alignment would be obtained with 

an external field of only a few hundred gauss. 
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ABSTRACT. The report reviews recent investigations of the luminescence characteristics- 
of impurity activated phosphors and the basic processes involved. The development of 
the electron energy band model of crystalline phosphors and experimental support for it is- 
discussed. Phosphorescence of long duration has been shown to be due to the trapping of 
electrons in thermally metastable levels in phosphors : correlation of phosphorescence and 

thermoluminescence due to such electron traps has been achieved. The nature of traps 
is only known for a few types of phosphor. Inhere have been important advances in the 
knowledge of the structure of luminescence emission centres in sulphide and silicate phos¬ 

phors : in zinc sulphide phosphors with copper or silver impurity the centres are thought to 
be based on molecular halide groups formed by the impurity and the halogen which has to be 
included to obtain luminescence at all. A section is devoted to the relation of the emission 
spectra of manganese-activated silicate phosphors to the state of coordination of the man¬ 
ganese and the action of certain additional impurities, such as arsenic and tin, in promoting 
phosphorescence of long duration in these materials. Recent studies of oxide and tungstate 
phosphors are mentioned. 

A brief summary of the recent development of phosphors sensitive to the stimulating 
action of infra-red radiation is given. It is found that a secondary activator is necessary to 

obtain marked stimulability. Although experimental data on the basic processes are sparse^ 
it appears that infra-red light results in the ejection of trapped electrons- However, there 
seems to be no simple correlation between the process of optical ejection of trapped electrons^ 

and the thermal ejection which takes place during thermoluminescence. 
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§1. INTRODUCTION Diking the last decade a large increase in the number of studies of lumin¬ 

escence has occurred and it is not possible to provide a complete review 

of all aspects of the subject. The present report is therefore restricted 

to a survey of investigations of impurity-activated phosphors of crystalline struc¬ 

ture which are synthesized by heat treatment of their basic constituents. In 

particular we shall consider sulphide and silicate phosphors. 'Fhese solids 

possess the most interesting luminescence features, such as phosphorescence, 

thermoluminescence and such related characteristics as photoconductivity and 

dielectric changes accompanying luminescence. In the remainder of this 

introduction we shall provide a brief review of the state of knowledge prior to 

1939 when the last report appeared (Randall and Wilkins 1939) and when the 

last British symposium on luminescence had just terminated (Faraday Society 
1939). 

We consider first the conditions for luminescence to occur in solids. It 

was recognized that the first requisite for luminescence in solids is the existence 

of certain localities in the crystal where radiative processes can take place following 

absorption of energy; the structure of these luminescence centres provides the 

shielding from lattice vibrations which would otherwise remove the energy by 

thermal dissipation (Peierls 1932). In some particular cases these centres could 

be specified, as shown by Randall (1939). It was known that in the manganese 

halides the IVIn*^^ ions formed the emission centres while in some salts, such 

as uranyl salts, a coordination group formed the emission centre. In the zinc 

and alkaline earth sulphides the nature of the luminescence centres was much 

less well defined although it was clear that they were due to the introduction 

of the impurity activators or to non-stoichiometric composition of the matrix 

lattice. It was thought more likely that the impurity centres occupied interstitial 

positions in the lattices (Riehl 1939a). With respect to the phenomena of 

phosphorescence and photoconductivity, a clear distinction was made between 

photoconducting and non-photoconducting phosphors. When the luminescence 

process is confined entirely to the centres in which emission occurs then the 

mechanism of decay is easy.to understand and no photoconductivity is expected. 

In this case the simplest decay arises from the forbidden nature of the electron 

transitions giving the emission. It is exponential in form and its rate is independent 

of the temperature and of the excitation conditions (Clarlick and Wilkins 1945). 

Metastable states of the luminescence centre may give rise to phosphorescence 

of longer duration, as in the case of thallium centres in potassium chloride con¬ 

taining the heavy metal as impurity. The temperature-dependent, exponential 

decay of phosphorescence is easily related to the metastable state of the centre 

having a single activation energy. Most of the studies of such phosphors were 

due to Bunger and Flechsig (1931) and the establishment of a model for the 

alkali halide phosphors to Seitz (1938). 

The knowledge of the phosphorescence processes in photoconducting phos¬ 

phors was not as precise as that just described. It was assumed from the con¬ 

ductivity changes that electrons were removed from luminescence centres by 

excitation and that the phosphorescence observed was due to their relatively 

slow rate of recombination with the empty luminescence centres. The existence 

of trapping states in the crystal lattice which could also delay the return of electrons 

to centres, was assumed to account for phosphorescence of very long duration. 
3-2 
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However, no precise knowledge of these states was available and the phosphor¬ 

escence was treated as analogous in mechanism to a simple bimolecular reaction. 

Hardly any of the experimental measurements of phosphorescence decay justified 

this simple picture. In most cases of hyperbolic decay of phosphorescence 

the simplest empirical equation was of the following form: 

7 = .(0 
where 1 is the phosphorescence intensity at decay time f, 1^ its initial value and 

a and n constants. The constant n was usually less than the value two expected 

from bimolecular theory and varied betw^een one and two for different phosphors. 

The decay of the conductivity, to be expected during phosphorescence, was 

treated in a simple manner by Reimann (1937) but no reliable experimental 

measurements were available. The dielectric changes during luminescence 

in these phosphors were assumed to be due to the conduction electrons in the 

phosphor (Gisolf 1939, de Groot 1946). The first application of a comprehensive 

Figure 1. Schematic electron energy diagram 
lor an impurity activated crystalline 
phosphor. 

C. Conduction energy band. 
F. Filled energy band. 
H. Positive hole. 
L. Luminescence centre. 
T. Electron traps. 

hv. Absorbed quantum. 
hv'. Emitted quantum. 

Figure 2. Absorption spectrum of a /nS Mn 
2% phosphor (Kroger). 

A. ZnS matrix. 
B, C, D and E. Bands due to ^ centres. 

theoretical model to explain the general behaviour of such phosphors was made 

in 1939 by Johnson (1939) and independently by Riehl (1939 b). Both made 

use of the collective electron model for crystalline insulators originally developed 

by Bloch (1928). It had been successfully applied to the alkali halides and its 

general usefulness shown by Mott and Gurney (1940). We consider it very 

briefly below as it forms the basis of most subsequent treatments of luminescence 

and related phenomena in phosphors. 

The theoretical model for photoconducting phosphors. 

The energy states of the outermost electrons of the phosphor matrix atoms 

fall into allowed bands separated by regions of forbidden energy states as shown 

in Figure 1. The highest occupied band is normally completely saturated in 

insulators while the allowed band above is normally empty. This band is known 

as the conduction band since electrons raised into it by excitation can contribute 
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to a current through the crystal. Impurities and lattice defects give rise to 

localized levels as shown in the Figure. These may lie in the forbidden bands 

of the matrix. Absorption in the matrix lattice excites electrons from the filled 

band into the conduction band. Excitation states may also be reached which 

represent electrons still bound to their positive holes (Frenkel 1931). We shall 

not consider these. Absorption in the impurity centres may either raise electrons 

into the conduction band or into excited states of the centres. When positive 

holes occur in the filled band they may capture electrons from unexcited lumin¬ 

escence centres and so empty the latter. 'The trapping states shown as levels 

just below the conduction band, and arising from lattice defects and other 

disturbances in the crystal, will only show absorption characteristics when they 

are filled by electrons, that is, during or after excitation. Their absorption will 

be in spectral regions of relatively long wavelength. We see from this model 

that luminescence will occur whether excitation involves the matrix lattice atoms 

or only the luminescence centres since in both cases the luminescence centres 

are emptied of electrons which later recombine with them. Positive hole motion 

is, in the first case, a constituent part of the luminescence mechanism. It is 

obvious that this model for phosphors can be tested by measuring the absorption 

characteristics of particular types of phosphors. We shall review such measure¬ 

ments in § 2 (i). 

§2. ABSORPTION AND EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF 

PHOSPHORS 

(i) Absorption Spectra of Sulphide and Silicate Phosphors 

Most of the precise measurements of the absorption spectra of these phosphors 

have been due to Kroger and Gisolf and their associates in Eindhoven. Kroger 

{1940a) has provided a fairly complete account of these studies and has discussed 

their relation to the above theoretical model. We consider first the zinc sulphide 

phosphor systems. For pure zinc sulphide the lattice absorption begins at a 

wavelength of about 3400 a., as shown by Kroger (1939a) and others (see 

Brasefield 1940), and the absorption has coefficients of the order of HPmm h 

At longer wavelengths this absorption has a decreasing tail with absorption 

coefficients of the order of 1 mm * and is suggestive of absorption by lattice 

irregularities and by interstitial atoms. A discussion of this part of the absorption 

spectrum occurred in the Faraday Society (1939) Symposium. The impurity 

activator also gives rise to absorption in this region. In particular we may mention 

manganese whose specific absorption is shown in Figure 2 together with that of 

the matrix lattice of zinc sulphide. Since manganese sulphide forms mixed 

crystals with zinc sulphide the substitution of manganese for zinc in the zinc 

sulphide lattice causes a shift of the lattice absorption edge to longer wavelengths. 

The absorption edge for manganese sulphide is at 3650 a. K similar shift in 

the absorption is found for mixed crystals of zinc and cadmium sulphides (Kroger 

1940b). The abssorption edge for cadmium sulphide is at 5170 a. The absorp¬ 

tion spectra characteristic of transitions within the manganese ions are relatively 

well defined, as shown by the long wavelength bands of Figure 2, When absorp¬ 

tion occurs in these bands the luminescence process is entirely confined to the 

manganese centres and the emission characteristics, such as the phosphorescence, 

are simple in nature. The phosphorescence of these phosphors for excitation 

in different spectral regions has been measured by Garlick and Wilkins (1945), 
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When excitation involves the tail of the fundamental absorption or is within 

the fundamental absorption band then phosphorescence due to electron trapping 

is observed. This would appear to give direct support to the above theoretical 

model since only electrons removed from the centres should be capable ol being 

trapped. 

Similar results are obtained for zinc silicate phosphors containing manganese 

as activator since zinc silicate and manganese orthosilicate form mixed crystals 

(Kroger 1939 b). The absorption edge of zinc silicate is at 2250 a. while that 

for manganese orthosilicate is at 3000 a. The zinc silicates do not usually 

show long afterglow of any intensity but some specimens are known which possess 

,such phosphorescence. They contain a small amount of arsenic. Schulman 

(1946) has attempted an explanation of the action of this additional impurity. 

We shall discuss this later. Returning to absorption measurements on zinc 

sulphides, it is found that other impurity activators such as copper and silver 

do not give rise to specific absorption bands like those of the Mn^ ^ ions. These 

impurities are probably interstitial and in themselves possess no features favour¬ 

able to luminescence but only when in suitable lattice environments. Figure 3 

(de (iroot, Gisolf and Kroger 1941) shows measurements of the absorption 

spectra of copper activated zinc sulphide phosphors which have a definite peak 

due to the activator; measurements by other workers have not shown this to be 

a general feature. All that is usually evident is some structureless change in 

the tail of the matrix absorption. This difference between the spectra of manganese 

and other impurity-activated zinc sulphides has some significance in determining 

the nature of the emission centres in the latter cases and we shall refer to it later. 

Wavelength m A Wavelength in A. 

Figure 3. Absolution spectra of two different Figure 4. Excitation spectra of zinc sulphide 
specimens of ZnS-Cu phosphors ((j'isolf, phosphors. A. ZnS-Mn (1%) (Kroger), 
de Groot and Kroger). B. ZnS-Zn (Garlick and Gibson). 

(ii) Excitation Spectra of Phosphors 

Although we would expect the excitation spectra of phosphors to be closely 

related to their absorption spectra there are significant diflFerences between them. 

In Figure 4 are shown the excitation spectra of a pure zinc sulphide at a low 

temperature (Garlick and Gibson 1948a) and also the excitation spectrum of a 

manganese-activated zinc sulphide at room temperature (1% Mn) (Kroger 1940a). 

It i s characteristic of copper, silver and self-activated zinc sulphide phosphors 

that the excitation efficiency falls when the exciting wavelength becomes less 

than that of the matrix absorption edge. This effect is much less marked in 

manganese-activated phosphors and is often absent. It would appear that 

although the absorption coefficient increases to large values at shorter wavelengths 
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it is not the cause of the above differences. It seems probable that in copper, 

-silver and self-activated phosphors the excitation of electrons into the conduction 

levels and their high density in these levels makes their non-radiative return to 

ground states a more probable process than luminescence. In these phosphors 

the maximum excitation efficiency always occurs for wavelengths just larger 

than that of the absorption edge of the matrix lattice. 

(iii) Emission Spectra of Phosphors 

I'he emission spectra of sulphide and silicate phosphors are usually broad 

and structureless. However, in some cases their measurement has furnished 

valuable information. It is known, from the studies of Kroger (1940 a) and his 

associates, that the emission spectrum of the Aln^ • ion in these phosphors consists 

of one or more hands. For example, zinc silicate containing about 1 of 

manganese has a green emission due to a band with a maximum at 5300 a. As 

the manganese content is increased the emission at low temperatures becomes 

yellow and then red, due to the appearance of a new spectral band with a maximum 

.at 6100 A. 'This band is characteristic of the manganese metasilicate MnSiO,^ 

at low temperatures and is also produced at room temperatures in zinc silicate 

phosphors having normal manganese content (Fh,) when these contain excess 

silica. Such yellow and red emitting zinc silicates have been recently studied 

by Kroger (1940 a), by Fonda (1940) and by h'roelich (1943). 'The yellow and red 

•emissions also appear when conventional willemite phosphors are cooled rapidly 

after preparation. These phosphors have the same crystal structures as normal 

3300 3400 3500 3600 ' 5000 5500 

Waveleng'th inA Wavelength in A 

Fi^^ure 5. emission spectra of zme sulphide and cadmium sulphide phosphors 
at 90 K ; 2537 A excitation (Kroner). 

A. ZnS. B. CdS. Broken curve shows position of matrix absorption edj^e for each 
phosphor. 

Avillemites (Kroger 1940a) but the identity of the red emission band with that of 

MnSiOg suggests that the presence of excess silica causes localized formation 

of MnSiOg in the lattice. In zinc-cadmium sulphide changes in the lattice 

constitution do not affect the position of the manganese emission band, but for 

copper, silver and self-activated phosphors there is a shift to the red with increase 

in the cadmium sulphide content (Rothschild 1937). This suggests that in the 

latter phosphors the luminescence centres are not formed by the impurity ions 

alone but by them in conjunction with the neighbouring lattice ions. We shall 

refer to this in a later section (§ 4 (i)). It is important here to include a brief descrip¬ 

tion of the so called “ edge emission ” spectra of zinc and cadmium sulphide 

phosphors. Kroger (1940 a, b) has found that when self-activated zinc, zinc- 

cadmium or cadmium sulphide phosphors are excited at low temperatures by 

radiation of wavelength shorter than that of their matrix absorption edge, emission 
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occurs in a band adjacent to the absorption edge at the long wavelength side. 

Thus the emission is in the long wavelength ultra-violet region for zinc sulphide 

and in the green for cadmium sulphide. These edge emission bands are shown 

in Figure 5. They have a vibrational band structure, the frequency differences 

between adjacent maxima agreeing approximately with the ‘ Reststrahlen * fre¬ 

quencies for the respective lattices. Since they are only excited by absorption 

in the crystal lattice the transitions involved can only be available to electrons in 

the conduction band. The emission disappears at room temperature but the 

transitions are probably still available for conduction electrons, though now of a 

non-radiative character. Their presence may account for the fall in efficiency 

of the normal luminescence emission when the excitation is of shorter wavelength 

than that of the absorption edge ((jarlick and Gibson 1948 a). 

(iv) The Luminescefice Efficiency of Phosphors 

It was assumed by Mott and Gurney (1939) that the efficiency of luminescence 

of a phosphor depended on the potential energy configurations of the emission 

centres in the normal and excited states. Using the theoretical model for these 

configurations developed by von liippel (1936) and by Seitz (1939) they derived 

the following expression for the efficiency r;: 

ri=AI{A + /^) = 1/(1 +r exp (- WjkT)} .(2) 

where A is the probability of radiative transition from excited to normal state 

and B is the probability of non-radiative transition between the two states: 

B involves the Boltzmann function exp(—fF/fe7") where W is an activation 

energy; r is a constant. This expression is followed qualitatively by most 

phosphors and is in agreement with Randall’s experiments (1939). It implies 

that above a certain temperature luminescence is quenched and also that many 

materials which are non-luminescent at room temperature may become lumin¬ 

escent at low temperatures. In addition to the earlier results of Randall it has 

been shown by Kroger (1947 a) that many tungstates and molybdates, previously 

thought to be non-luminescent, can emit at low temperatures. Kroger et al, 

(1948) have also shown in recent studies that the presence of the term B in the 

above expression will influence the rate of decay of luminescence at higher 

temperatures. The decay, determined by the forbidden transition of probability 

A at low enough temperatures, will have a rate given by (A + B) at higher tempera¬ 

tures. This is found to be so in experiment, that is, at temperatures where the 

efficiency decreases, the decay rate increases (Garlick and Wilkins 1945). At 

low temperatures the efficiency may vary slowly with temperature having a 

positive or negative temperature coefficient according to the wavelength of the 

exciting radiation. This slow variation and its sign have been explained in 

terms of the excitation spectrum of the particular phosphor and the shift of this 

spectrum due to thermal expansion of the matrix lattice (Garlick and Gibson 

1948 a). 

It has been found that in photoconducting phosphors the efficiency in the 

region where the non-radiath e transitions, that is the term By become significant 

is also dependent on the intensity of the exciting radiation. This means that 

in this temperature region the fluorescence is not proportional to the excitation 

intensity. Such efl'ects were first observed by Riehl (1939 c) and by Gisolf 

and Kroger (1939). Theoretical explanations have been put forward by Schdn 
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(1942) and more recently by Klasens (1946) and by Klasens and Wise (1948). 

Other experimental studies have been made by Urbach, Urbach and Schwarz 

(1947) and by (jarlick and Gibson (unpublished). A useful summary of these 

results is given by a modified empirical form of equation (2) as follows: 

r/ = 1/(1 + h exp (~ w 1 .(3) 

where J is the excitation intensity and // is a constant greater than unity. At 

temperatures where the exponential term is much greater than unity the 

fluorescence F is related to the excitation intensity-/ by the simple formula 

FoiJr .(4) 

It has been found in the author's experiments that n varies between one and two- 

according to the intensity and w avelength of the exciting light. No satisfactory 

theoretical explanation of the above behaviour of photoconducting phosphors 

has yet been given. Schbn (1942) and later Klasens and Wise (1948), have 

assumed processes to occur in w^hich electrons migrate through the conduction 

band and positive holes through the filled band, so that some emitting centres 

are filled non-radiatively by electrons raised from the filled band. The separation 

of the luminescence centre ground state from the top of the filled band determines 

the activation energy W. This theory can only give values of the constant n 

equal to 1-5 unless certain doubtful assumptions are made. Experiments made 

to measure the thermoelectric power of phosphors, wdiich become semiconductors 

in this temperature region, show that there is no appreciable positive hole motion 

in the phosphor (unpublished studies of Garlick and Cxibson). The evidence 

is based on the sign of the measured thermoelectric potentials, known semi¬ 

conductors being used as standards. At present insufficient data on the above 

effects exist to establish the precise mechanisms involved. 

§.l. PHOSPHORKSC'KNCK AND THPRMOLIJM 1 NKSCKNCE 

The quantitative study of the relations betw^een phosphorescence, thermo¬ 

luminescence and the electron trapping states in the theory proposed by Johnson 

(1939) and others began with the experiments of Randall and Wilkins (1945). 

As shown by them, phosphorescence and thermolumincscence are both due to 

the same physical process: in thermoluminescence the temperature is varied 

whereas in phosphorescence it remains fixed. Randall and Wilkins have shown 

that when phosphors are excited at low temperatures and then warmed in the 

dark at a uniform rate the emission varies in a characteristic way with temperature. 

This variation represents the electron trap distribution in the phosphor, that is, 

the number of electron traps of different activation energies, the latter being referred 

to as the trap depths. The form of the decay of phosphorescence with time has 

been shown to be determined by this trap distribution, and also by the extent 

to which traps of different depths are filled (Randall and Wilkins 1945, Garlick 

and Gibson 1948 b). Thus the trap distributions of phosphors may be used 

to construct the phosphorescence decay curves at different temperatures and 

these may then be compared with those obtained from experiment. We shall 

describe first the thermoluminescence experiment and its associated theory. 

(i) The Thermoltiminescence Experiment 

To carry out the thermoluminescence experiment the phosphor is mounted 

in a thin layer on a rhodium plated copper surface which forms part of the inner 
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wall of a dewar vessel of german silver, 'fhe temperature is lowered by cooling 

the copper surface with liquid air introduced into the inner part of the dewar 

vessel which has an electric heater at the rear of the copper surface. A window 

of glass or quartz in the outer wall enables the phosphor to be excited and the 

luminescence to be measured. In most experiments carried out by Randall 

and Wilkins (1945), and subsequently by other workers, the warming rate is 

chosen to be about 2-5' c/sec. which is convenient in experiment. Figure 6 

gives the thermoluminescence characteristics of a long afterglow, copper-activated 

zinc sulphide phosphor (curve A) and also those of a phosphor containing traps 

of one depth only (curve B which we shall discuss below). By comparison of 

the two curves it is evident that the zinc sulphide has a wide distribution of electron 

traps. 'This is generally the case for phosphors of many different types and those 

having traps of a single depth are rare exceptions to this rule. We now consider 

the theory of the thermoluminescence experiment. 

Figure 6. 'I'hermoluminescence characteristics 
of a long afterglow ZnS Cu phosphor 
(curve A). C'ur\*e B is the theoretical 
curse for a phosphor having traps of 
one depth only. 

(E-'" ()’67ev; S~2‘9.10‘' secrh) 

Figure 7. (Correlation between the thermo¬ 
luminescence curve of a SrS-Bi 
phosphor and curves calculated from 
phosphorescence at different fixed 
temperatures (Wilkins). 

Decay at following temperatures : 

A. 293 K. B. 333 K. CC. 352" k. 

D. 371" K. K. 390 K. F. 408'k. 

O. 443"K. 

-Thermoluminescence curve. 

When an electron is trapped in a trap of depth or activation energy it, then 

it has a probability^ per unit time of escaping at temperature T which is given by 

p~s exp(£'/feT), .(5) 

where s is a constant of the order of 10^^^sec~^ for most sulphide and silicate 

phosphors and for many other types of phosphors. If it is assumed that the 

process of return of trapped electrons to empty luminescence centres does not 

involve retrapping then the intensity of luminescence is given by the rate of escape 

of electrons from traps. For only one depth of trap the intensity I when n 

electrons are trapped at temperature T is given by the following equations: 

/= —dnldt — nstxp{ — EjhT), .(6) 

To solve these equations for the case of thermoluminescence we put dT=^^dt 

where j8 is the rate of warming. Then we have 

~dnin-(^/j8) txp{-ElkT)dT .(7) 
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which gives on integration 

ln« //„= - f^'(s//3) exp(-E/kT)dy' .(8) 

and «=- expj - | (s//3) exp (- /t/feT) rfY'j. .(9) 

Thus the thermoluminescence'intensity is given by: 

/ = j/„s exp ( - /?, feT) exp | - J ^ (s/P) exp ( - P kV)r/Y'j.(10) 

The form of this expression is given by curve B of Figure 6 for the case when 

s is 2-9 X KFsec /3 is 2-57sec. and E is 0-67 ev. The temperature at which the 

curve has a maximum does not vary rapidly with the warming rate and is found 

to he approximately proportional to the trap depth. The trap depth scale has 

been inserted in Figure 6 together with the temperature of emission, d'hese 

theoretical derivations were successfully applied by Randall and Wilkins to the 

thermoluminescence of thallium-activated potassium chloride. I'heir values 

of E and .v are as given for curve B of Figure 6 and agree with those obtained for 

this phosphor by phosphorescence measurements due to Biinger and Flechsig 

(1931). The assumption that retrapping of electrons does not occur is justified 

for this phosphor since the electron traps are within the luminescence centres 

and the phosphor shows no photoconductivity when excited. The rnetastable 

states giving rise to the trapping effects have been associated with centres formed 

by pairs of adjacent thallium ions (Seitz 1938). In addition to the trapping 

states of depth 0-67 ev. much shallower ones have been found by Randall and 

Wilkins (1939) which are inoperative at room temperature but modify the phosphor 

characteristics when it is excited at low temperatures. 

(ii) Phosphorescence due to Electron Traps 

If we neglect retrapping, the phosphorescence is given by equations (6), 

T being fixed. When only one depth of trap is present solution of these equation 

gives 

I ^ iip^s exp ( —EikT) exp {— 5^ exp ( —EjkT)] .(11) 

= exp { — st exp { — EjkT)] .(12) 

where Jq is the initial intensity at zero time. 'Fhis equation was first proposed 

by Biinger and Flechsig (1931) to explain the temperature-dependent exponential 

decay of thallium-activated potassium chloride. In general phosphors have a 

distribution of electron traps and the decays due to each depth of trap must be 

summed over the range of trap depths. The general expression for the decay 

of phosphorescence due to electron traps is therefore 

/= Gxp{~E/k7')exp {-~stexp( — E/kT)}dE ......(13) 

where Nj,4E is the number of electron traps of depths between E and E-^dE, 

If the traps are not saturated then Nj^ is replaced by representing the number 

of traps of depth E filled by excitation (Garlick and Gibson 1948 b). F'or special 
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cases equation (13) may be solved. Randall and Wilkins have given the following 
solutions: 

(a) P'or Nj,^ constant for all trap depths from zero to infinity : 

I^NpkTlt. .(14) 

{h) For an exponential trap distribution, that is Nj, — a exp( —y.E) 

1 = constant.(15) 

In both cases the decay equation applies to the phosphorescence at times greater 
than a few microseconds (^f>l). Many phosphors show this form of decay at 
room temperature, usually that given by equation (15). The following table 
gives values of the index (afe7’4 1) obtained from measurements of the phosphor¬ 
escence decay and from the form of the thermoluminescence curve corresponding 
to the decay. 

Values of {cukT + 1) derived from Phosphorescence and Thermoluminescence 

Phosphor , . . . ZnS-Ca ZnS-Cu Z^S-Cu-A^^ ZoS-CdS-Ca ZnS Cu 
Phosphorescence .. 1-5 1*38 1*32 1*65 2*0 
q''hermoluminescence 1*57 1*31 1*30 1*57 2*0 

We see that a value of two for the index, previously explained by a bimolecular 
hypothesis, can be explained by the particular trap distribution of a phosphor 
specimen. 

(c) Complex trap distributions: Although equation (13) cannot be solved 
for such distributions, as shown in Figure 6, these distributions can be correlated 
with the phosphorescence characteristics by a more approximate method due to 
Randall and Wilkins. ITorn equation (5) we see that an electron spends a mean 
time t in traps of depth E given by 

t = {exp {ElkT)}ls, .(16) 

Thus at time t during decay of phosphorescence for a complex trap distribution 
the intensity I is mainly due to electrons which spend a mean time t in traps 
and to the number in such traps, N^, Thus we may write It proportional to N^. 
and, from equation (16), E proportional to In^. Thus by plotting graphically 
It against Inf we obtain a curve whose form should correspond to that of the 
thermoluminescence curve. The success of this approximate method for corre¬ 
lating phosphorescence and thermoluminescence is shown by the curves of 
Figure 7 due to Wilkins (unpublished studies), 

(iii) Retrapping of Electrons during Phosphorescence and Thermoluminescence 

Randall and Wilkins gave certain experimental results to justify their assump¬ 
tion that retrapping was negligible even in phosphorescence and thermolumines¬ 
cence processes in photoconducting phosphors such as zinc sulphide. Later 
workers have provided more conclusive experimental support for their assumption. 
We shall discuss this below and also the modification of the theory of phosphor¬ 
escence and thermoluminescence which would be necessary if retrapping occurred. 
One of the most conclusive experiments showing the absence of retrapping of 
electrons in zinc sulphide phosphors is that due to Garlick and Wilkins (1948). 
They used the phosphor giving curve A of Figure 6. The phosphor is first 
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excited by intense ultra-violet light at a low temperature so that all except the 

very shallow traps are filled with electrons. The thermoluminescence curve 

is then measured, as shown in curve A of Figure 8. After this emptying of traps 

the phosphor is cooled in the dark and then excited by a short weak pulse of 

ultra-violet light which only fills a few traps with electrons. On warming in 

the dark curve B is obtained. This curve is not very different in form from curve A 

except that the area beneath it, representing the total number of trapped electrons, 

is only 1/1,300 of the area beneath curve A. If retrapping occurred then the few 

electrons from shallow traps would be retrapped in deeper traps and would not 

contribute to thermolumincscence at the lower temperatures. The expected 

curve in this case would he something like curve C. The fact that the measured 

curve is not very different from that for saturation of the traps shows that no 

appreciable retrapping could have occurred. Clarlick and Oibson (1948h) 

S. 'rhcitnolumuifsctncf cuivcs for a ZnS-('u phosphor which show' the 
absence of ^etrappin^^^ 

A. Phosphor strongly excited at K. B. Phosplior excited by w eak, short pulse 
of ultra-Molet radiation after heating to 500 k. to ernptN’ all traps. 
C. 'riicoretical curve expected whi n retrappiiijuj is present. 

X.B. -Aiea under curve A IS 1 301) • area under curv e IP 

have made more e[uantitative experiments to show the absence of retrapping in 

other sulphide and silicate phosphors. We may include here their basic equations 

for the luminescence process when the probability of retrapping of an electron 

in an empty trap is the same as that for capture by an empty luminescence centre : 

/- exp(-£'/fe7'). .(17) 

These are for a single depth of trap and should be compared with equations (6). 

The corresponding expression to equation (10) for the thermoluminescence is 

l=[nh exp(-isVft7')i,;V>;[l +(«,;.¥) exp (- A7fe7’)<77’f 

.(18) 
and for the phosphorescence 

exp(-i7*7^)]/^/'fl ^ Oh:!N,:)st exp(-./</feT)|2 .(19) 

with the usual notation. This last equation has a bimolecular form. A more 

general treatment of phosphorescence due to traps when retrapping occurs has 

recently been given by Klasens and Wise (1946). 

If a phosphor is heated to empty its traps of electrons and then excited, its 

fluorescence will increase with time in a manner which can indicate the presence 

of retrapping. If the latter occurs the rise of intensity with time gives a curve 

having an inflection. The presence of retrapping at high temperature has been 

investigated in this w^ay by Garlick and Wilkins (1945). 
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(iv) Phosphorescence of Short Duration due to Electron Traps 

It has been shown that even at short decay times, of the order of milliseconds,, 

the phosphorescence of copper and silver activated phosphors is due to the 

action of electron traps. It has also been shown that, except at high temperatures, 

there is no simple birnolecular mechanism of decay in these phosphors at such 

times (Garlick and Wilkins 1945). At high temperatures, where the luminescence 

efficiency is decreasing rapidly with temperature, effects due to the retrapping 

of electrons have been observed. 

(v) The Electrical Characteristics of Electron Traps 

It has been assumed in the past that the space charge effects observed after 

the initial rise of the primary photocurrent in phosphors and other imsulators 

may be due to electron traps (Mott and Gurney 1940). Investigations have been 

made of the way in which the phosphor resistance increases with time as the traps 

are emptied by heating the phosphor or by irradiating it with infra-red radiation 

(Reimann 1937, Gisolf 1939); however, no quantitative experimental results of 

significance have been obtained. More recently Herman and Meyer (1946), 

using the concepts of trapping processes outlined above, have calculated the 

change of resistance with time for different numbers of traps initially filled and 

for different intensities of infra-red irradiation. 

In recent studies Garlick and Gibson (1947) have measured the changes in 

dielectric properties of phosphors during fluorescence, phosphorescence and 

thermoluminescence. They have shown that traps when filled constitute highly 

polarizable systems in the phosphor and that in spite of their small concentrations 

in most matrices (1 in 10,000 lattice atoms) they can give rise to the observed 

increase in dielectric constant. This is of the same order as the value for the 

unexcited phosphor. Their experiments show that the magnitude of the changes 

in dielectric constant and dielectric loss during luminescence depend on the 

total number of trapped electrons in the phosphor, on the temperature and, to 

a lesser degree, on the distribution of trap depths in a given material. The large 

polarizability would be expected from the relatively small binding energies of 

the trapped electrons (OT to 10 ev.) (Mott and Gurney 1940). The filled 

traps have a relaxation time of about lO”'' sec. which gives rise to a maximum in 

the loss factor of the excited phosphor at radio frequencies of a few megacycles 

per second. No such effect is observed for the unexcited phosphor. Garlick 

and Gibson have shown that the change in dielectric loss of phosphors, previously 

attributed to the presence of electrons in the conduction band (Gisolf 1939, de 

Groot 1946), is due almost entirely to trapped electrons. There is a probability 

that the primary photocurrent in phosphors, which decays so rapidly after the 

initial excitation, is in fact a displacement current associated with the creation 

of the highly polarizable centres formed by trapped electrons. It may be signi¬ 

ficant in this respect that the excitation spectra for luminescence, photoconductivity 

and the dielectric changes are very similar for a given phosphor specimen. 

(vi) The Nature of the Electron Traps in Phosphors 

In some solids the nature of the electron traps is well known. For example, 

the structure of F, U and V centres in the alkali halides has been determined 

(Seitz 1946). In thallium activated alkali halide phosphors the traps are actually 
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metastable states due to pairs ot thallium ions (Seitz 1938). However, in most 

photoconducting phosphors little is known about the nature of the electron traps. 

We may summarize what is known so far that might help towards an interpretation 

of trapping states in such phosphors: (a) Retrapping of electrons is not usually 

observed. This means that electrons from traps return to empty centres which 

are relatively close to the traps. Thus traps may be formed in the immediate 

region of the centres (Ciarlick and Ciibson 1948 b). {b) Some activator impurities 

seem to give rise to particular trap distributions which would appear to support 

the idea in (a) above ((jarlick 1948). (r) In zinc sulphide phosphors the longest 

afterglow is produced by copper as activator. The same trap distribution is 

obtained by introducing copper into a lattice at temperatures as low as 300 ’ c. 

as is obtained for phosphors made entirely at high temperatures with copper 

impurity, provided that in the first case the matrix lattice was first formed at high 

temperatures (Garlick 1948). {d) The electron trap distribution alters in a regular 

manner as the matrix lattice of a zinc sulphide phosphor is changed by adding 

increasing amounts of cadmium sulphide in preparation (Ciarlick 1948). (e) 'The 

total number of traps is usually of the same order as the number of activator 

impurity centres in a phosphor (Randall and Wilkins 1945). 

These facts are little more than pointers to the nature of traps in phosphors* 

More careful studies are needed with stricter control of phosphor preparation 

and removal of all traces of unwanted impurities. We shall refer later to some 

specific effects of impurities on trap formation in silicate phosphors (§4(iii)). 

§4. LIMVIINKSCKNCK AND PHOSPHOR CONSTITUTION AND 

i’RKPARATlON 

In this section we shall consider two main classes of phosphors, the sulphides 

and the oxygen-containing phosphors, such as silicates and tungstates. We first 

discuss zinc and zinc-cadmium sulphide phosphors. 

(i) Zinc and Zinc-Cadmium Stdphide Phosphors 

The general methods for obtaining the basic materials for phosphor prepara¬ 

tion have been described by various workers (Ward 1948, Kroger 1948, Leverenz 

1945). The importance of a high standard of purity has been stressed by Leverenz 

(1945, 1948). The most significant investigations showing the effect of phosphor 

preparation and constitution on the luminescence characteristics have been 

those of Rothschild (1946), Wells (1944), Kroger and Hellingmann (1948), and 

Leverenz (1945). The basic constituents of zinc sulphide phosphors before 

firing are usually: {a) the matrix material: ZnS, CdS or ZnS-CdS; {b) the 

activating impurity: Cu, Mn, Ag, or excess Zn, Cd; (r) a flux material: a few 

percent of an alkali halide (not a fluoride). We shall not discuss the manganese- 

activated phosphors here. The mixed systems formed by zinc, cadmium and 

manganese sulphides have been thoroughly studied by Kroger (1940 a) and it 

is almost certain that the activator occupies a substitutional site in the matrix. 

Our attention is confined to copper, silver or self-activated phosphors. Previously 

it was thought that the luminescence of pure zinc sulphide was due to centres 

formed by excess zinc in interstitial lattice sites. Analogies were assumed to 

exist with the characteristics of pure zinc oxide phosphors with excess zinc 

present. However, in recent investigations Rothschild (1946) and Kroger and 

Hellingmann (1948) have shown that the blue luminescence of pure zinc sulphide 
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does not occur if the phosphor is made in the absence of halide ions (exclusive 

of fluorine). Such inclusions are not necessary to form green emitting zinc 

oxide. It has long been recognized that a few per cent of an alkali halide added 

to a zinc sulphide phosphor before firing improves the crystallinity and efficiency 

of the final product. However, Wells (1944) has shown that the amount necessary 

for this is only of the same order as the activator concentration. It now appears 

from the work of Rothschild that the halide is an active constituent in the structure 

of the emitting centres. 

Kroger and Hellingmann (1948) have found that in the absence of halide 

ions the pure zinc sulphide phosphors only exhibit the low temperature edge 

emission shown in F'igure 5. When these phosphors are refired with inclusion 

of a halide or in an atmosphere of hydrogen sulphide or hydrogen and hydrogen 

chloride the characteristic blue emission develops at the expense of the edge 

emission. This fall in the edge emission is attributed to the capture of positive 

holes by blue emitting centres so that electrons excited into the conduction 

levels can only recombine with holes in the blue emitting centres. 'The develop¬ 

ment of the blue emission is accompanied by an increase of absorption in the 

‘‘tair’ of the fundamental absorption band. The above workers conclude 

from their extensive experimental studies that the emission centres in copper, 

silver or self-activated phosphors are formed by halides of the impurity activ^ator 

existing as molecular groups in the matrix lattice. It is still not known whether 

the impurity metal occupies substitutional or interstitial lattice sites. A con¬ 

centration of copper in zinc sulphide which exceeds 10 per ZnS mole causes the 

characteristic green emission for copper activation to diminish and a new hand 

in the blue region to appear. Rothschild considers this new emission to he due 

to copper and not to a reversion to the self-activated emission. The fact that 

copper can activate a zinc sulphide lattice at firing temperatures as low as 300 c. 

(see §3 above) is not considered to he a conclusive proof that it occupies inter¬ 

stitial sites (Kroger and Hellingmann 1948). 

(ii) The Alkaline Earth Sulphide Phosphors 

'rhe knowledge of alkaline earth sulphide phosphors, activated by bismuth 

and other metals, previous to 1939 has been reviewed by Birus (1942) and by 

Rupp (1937). We shall discuss some recent investigations of the preparation 

conditions of these phosphors due to Wells (1944) and their thermoluminescence 

characteristics (Randall and Wilkins 1945, Wells 1944). The usual method of 

making these phosphors is by heating the alkaline earth carbonate or oxide with 

sulphur, a suitable amount of the activator and a flux. Wells has found that after 

firing the phosphor contains sulphide and sulphate and probably some complexes 

of the cation. If the flux is omitted then very little sulphide is formed and the 

product is only feebly luminescent. If prepared by heating the carbonate in 

a stream of nitrogen and carbon bisulphide almost complete conversion to sulphide 

occurs but in the absence of a suitable flux no luminescence is observed in the 

final product. For calcium and strontium sulphide phosphors the most effective 

fluxes seem to be the oxysalts of sodium and it is found that the cation Na^ is 

the important factor. In the case of barium sulphide potassium salts are more 

effective. When the activator impurity is manganese or a rare earth the flux 

seems to be less important. This is presumably because such activators already 

possess in themselves conditions favourable to luminescence emission. 
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Bismuth-activated calcium and strontium sulphides exhibit a very long 
afterglow at room temperature due to the large numbers of deep electron traps 
which they contain (0*7-1 Oev.). Figure 9 gives thermoluminescence curves 
for a calcium sulphide phosphor activated by bismuth. Curve A is that for the 
phosphor fired without flux while curve B is that for the refired phosphor, sodium 
peroxide having been included as a flux. The trap distributions in such phosphors 

Figure 9. Thermoluniincsccncc curves o( t’aS- Ri phcjsphors. 

A. C'aS-Bi made at 900'(*. without flux. 
B. Phosphor A reheated at 900 with NagO^ (H> m') by weight). 

are characteristic of the activating impurity, 'hhe alkaline earth sulphide phos¬ 

phors have phosphorescence and thermoluminescence properties similar to 

those of zinc sulphide phosphors. As in the latter phosphors, there is no evidence 

of appreciable retrapping of electrons during these processes. The phosphores¬ 

cence efficiency of these materials can in some cases be improved by adding a 

second activator, notably samarium (Rothschild 1936). Secondary activators 

play an important part in the sensitization of phosphors of this class to the stimu¬ 

lating effects of infra-red radiation which we shall discuss in the next section. 

(iii) Silicates and other Oxygen-containing Phosphors 

(a) Silicate phosphors. 

Zinc and zinc beryllium silicate phosphors activated by manganese have been 

studied by many workers because of their practical importance. Investigations 

of more fundamental interest include those of Kroger (1940 a), Fonda(1939 1941) 

Froelich (1943), Leverenz (1945, 1948), and Schulman (1946). I-roehch (1948), 

has recently described methods of obtaining the basic materials for these phosphors 

in a high state of purity. In these phosphors it is thought that the manganese 

activator occupies substitutional positions in the lattice but some evidence tor 

interstitial manganese is reviewed below. ^ j i u 
The only real compound of zinc oxide and silica has been found to be the 

orthosilicate Zn,SiO, (Bunting 1930) which is isomorphous with beryllium 

silicate and manganese orthosilicate. The ternary system formed by these 

three compounds has been extensively studied by Kroger (1940a). When excess 

silica is present the emission spectrum changes, as we have seen above, but no 
new compound is formed. When the silica excess is high x-ray analysis reveals 

a crystobalite structure. Schulman (1946) has recently attempted to relate the 

emission spectrum of silicate phosphors activated by manganese to their structure 

and to the coordination of the Mn*+ activator ions. He has followed the ideas 

of Linwood and Weyl (1942) who have associated the different spectral emissions 

PSP n 
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of manganese centres in glasses with the different coordination numbers of the 

manganese ions. The red emission of zinc silicate phosphors containing high 

concentrations of activator at low temperatures and of phosphors containing 

excess silica is attributed to manganese centres having a coordination number 

higher than four (the value in green emitting zinc silicate). Schulman suggests 

that in these cavses, and also in the case of red emission from zinc beryllium 

silicates, the manganese ions responsible are in interstitial positions. 

The phosphorescence and thermoluminescence of silicate phosphors due to 

electron traps has been studied by Randall and Wilkins (1945). The phosphor¬ 

escence of zinc silicate activated by manganese is enhanced if arsenic is included 

in the phosphor (Froelich and Fonda 1942). Schulman suggests that As’■ ions 

replace Si^+ ions in the lattice and so leave an excess charge which behaves as 

a trap for electrons. He suggests a similar explanation for the same effect produced 

by inclusion of tin in zinc beryllium silicate (Leverenz 1946). The thermo¬ 

luminescence curves of such phosphors are given in Figure 10. The variation 

of their form with arsenic or tin content has not yet been studied. 

F'ij^ure 10. Thermoluminescence curves for long after- 
glow silicate phosphors. A. Zn2Si04”-Mn-'As 
phosphor. B, ZnBeSi04-Mn Sn phosphor made 
by Leverenz. 

Figure 11. Thermoluminescence 
curve for a SrSiOj Eu 
phosphor excited by 2537 a. 

(Cjarlick and Gibson). 

Other silicate phosphors of interest include those of the alkaline earths activated 

by europium (McKeag and Ranby 1942). In particular strontium silicate acti¬ 

vated by europium shows unique luminescence characteristics (Garlick and 

Gibson 1948 b). It exhibits a broad spectral emission band in the blue-green 

region and is excited by radiation of 3650 a. or that of shorter wavelength. The 

luminescence decay after excitation by 3650 a. radiation is exponential with time, 

its decay rate being independent of temperature and characteristic of a forbidden 

optical transition in the europium centres. The half life of the decay is about 

2-3 seconds which is of a unique magnitude for all but organic molecules. Excita¬ 

tion by 2537 a. radiation also produces this decay but in addition gives rise to 

an exponential decay of much longer duration whose rate varies exponentially 

with temperature. It is due to a trapping state of depth 0-75 ev. The thermo¬ 

luminescence curve of this phosphor is given in Figure 11. It indicates the single 

depth of trap deduced from* the phosphorescence characteristics. Photocon¬ 

ductivity is exhibited by this type of phosphor when excited by 2537 a. radiation 

but, as in zinc and zinc beryllium silicate phosphors, it appears to be characteristic 

of the pure lattice and shows little correlation with the luminescence (Hill and 

Aronin 1940). 
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Barium silicate activated by lead has been investigated by Butler (1947)- 

The luminescence is blue or blue-green depending on the lead content and on the 

lattice structure. 1 he metasilicate shows the most efficient luminescence. 

The latter occurs even for very high lead concentrations. Butler has also found 

that an excess of silica is essential to the emission efficiency. Calcium silicate 

activated by lead and manganese has been studied by Merrill and Schulman 

{1948). It can be stimulated to give emission when irradiated with infra-red 

radiation or long wavelength light. The effect has a maximum for 1 /x radiation. 

{b) Tungstate phosphors. 

The emission centres in pure tungstate phosphors are thought to be WO4 

ions. Recent studies of pure tungstates have been made by Hill (1946), Fonda 

(1944) and Kroger (1947 a). We have already referred to the effect of low 

temperatures on the luminescence efficiency of these phosphors. In other studies 

Kroger et al. (1947) have shown that the luminescence efficiency of tungstates 

improves with increase in crystal perfection. Tungstates may also be activated 

by impurities, such as samarium and uranium. I'he latter activator produces 

phosphorescence of long duration in the phosphor due to traps (Carlick 1948). 

•(c) Zinc oxide and aluminium oxide phosphors. 

The emission spectra of zinc oxide phosphors have been measured by Randall 

(1939) at low temperatures and more recently by Feverenz (1945), and by Nicoll 

(1948) who has studied their variation with temperature. Zinc oxide exhibits 

an ultra-violet edge emission’’ of form similar to that of zinc sulphide at low 

temperatures. At room temperature and under cathode-ray excitation a narrow 

spectral band appears in the emission with a maximum at about 3800 A. When 

the phosphor is prepared in reducing atmospheres of carbon monoxide a strong 

green emission is produced. Other reducing atmospheres do not seem to be as 

suitable and it is probable that carbon plays a specific part in the luminescence 

centres of the phosphors of high efficiency. 

The luminescence of ruby (AFOa- Cr), first studied by Deutschbein (1932), 

has recently been investigated by Thosar (1938) and its decay measured over a 

wide range of temperatures by Garlick and Wilkins (1945). The decay is charac¬ 

teristic of forbidden transitions in the Cr*^ ions which have been shown by Thosar 

to replace AF+ in the matrix lattice. 

(iv) Tetravalent Manganese as a Luminescence Activator 

In recent studies Kroger (1947b) has shown that tetravalent manganese in 

magnesium titanate exhibits a red emission w hose spectrum has a detailed structure 

similar to that of emission from Cr^' ions in the same matrix. Since the two 

activator ions manganese and chromium have the same electronic structure in 

the tetravalent and trivalent states respectively such similarity would be expected. 

§5, INFRA-RED SENSITIVE PHOSPHORS 

By infra-red sensitive phosphors we mean those whose afterglow is enhanced 

by irradiation with long wavelength light or infra-red radiation. This effect 

is known as stimulation and is not very marked in conventional sulphide phosphors. 

During the late war zinc sulphide and alkaline earth sulphide phosphors were 

developed containing two activators and having relatively large infra-red stimu- 

lability. Their stimulation was used as a means of detecting infra-red radiation 

4-a 
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of wavelengths around 1 jjl. The increased sensitivity to infra-red radiation is^ 

due to the secondary activator while the emission is usually characteristic of 

the first or dominant activator, the latter having a higher concentration than the 

secondary activator. The characteristics of these phosphors which have been 

investigated because of their fundamental interest may be summarized as follows: 

{a) The stimulated emission spectrum. 

{b) I'he stimulation spectnim, that is, the spectral response of the stimulation 

in the infra-red. 

(r) The decay of the stimulated emission with time and its dependence on 

the infra-red intensity. 

{d) The relations between thermoluminescence (i.e. thermal ejection of 

trapped electrons) and stimulation (i.e. the optical ejection of trapped electrons). 

The important secondary activator in zinc sulphide phosphors is found 

to be lead. These phosphors were developed by Fonda (1946) and studied also 

by Urbach et al. (1948). The alkaline earth sulphides with samarium as the 

secondary activator of most interest have been investigated by Urbach et al, 

(1946) and by Ward (1946). We give below a brief resume of their characteristics, 

these phosphors having been surveyed elsewhere in more detail (Garlick 1947). 

At room temperature the emission spectra of stimulated zinc sulphides, containing 

copper and lead, manganese and lead or copper and manganese as activator pairs, 

consist of bands due to both impurities but one activator emission predominates. 

The stimulation spectra of zinc sulphides containing lead as secondary activator 

consist of two broad bands with maxima at 0*8/a and 1 -3 /x respectively at ordinary 

temperatures. Fonda has reported an exponential decay of the stimulated 

emission with time but other workers have found hyperbolic decays for such 

phosphors (Urbach et al. 1948). There have been no extensive studies of the 

variation in decay characteristics with temperature or infra-red intensity and the 

basic processes still remain obscure. 

The principal alkaline earth sulphides having infra-red stimulability are 

those containing cerium, manganese or europium as dominant activators and 

samarium as secondary activator. The emission spectra at room temperature 

are characteristic of the dominant activator only while the stimulation spectnim 

is characteristic of samarium and has a single band with maximum at about 1 /x. 

The stimulated emission decays hyperbolically with time and the following 

empirical formula has been suggested for it by Ellickson and Parker (1946, 1948): 

+a?)", .(20) 

where w is a constant and is about 1*25 for many phosphors and a is another 

constant which depends on the infra-red intensity. Ellickson and Parker have 

suggested that the hyperbolic decay is due to a summation of elementary bimole- 

cular processes in their thick phosphor layers for each successive layer beneath 

the irradiated surface. They introduce absorption of infra-red and emitted 

light to explain the value of the index n. Their assumptions have not been 

supported by absorption measu|*ements and have been shown to be incorrect 

by the occurrence of the same law (equation (20)) for thin phosphor layers (Urbach 

et al. 1948). They have shown by experiment that the stimulation spectrum 

decays as a whole with the decay of emission, even when monochromatic infra¬ 

red radiation is used. 
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Theoretical Studies of Infra-red Stimulation 

Attempts to provide a theoretical explanation of infra-red stimulation and 

-quenching ot emission have been made by various workers. According to 

Brauer (1947) the secondary activator provides the electron traps but its normal 

emission is suppressed because infra-red radiation not only ejects the trapped 

electrons but also raises electrons from the filled band of the matrix into the ground 

states of the secondary activator centres, 'fhis prevents recombination of excited 

electrons with these centres. This explanation is attractive and is similar to 

that described above for thermal quenching of luminescence. It lacks any 

definite experimental support and hardly applies to zinc sulphide phosphors at 

low temperatures where the stimulation spectrum is relatively independent 

of the particular activators present (author’s unpublished data). Urbach (1948) 

has recently discussed the above infra-red effects and has stressed the difficulties 

in establishing a theory for them. In particular he points out that the previous 

assumption, that the optical and thermal activation energies for electron traps 

should be related by the Franck-Condon principle, docs not hold. The stimu¬ 

lation spectra of phosphors appear to bear little relation t o their thermol u minescence 

characteristics, the latter representing the trap distributions. 

So far the experimental data for infra-red sensitive phosphors and for more 

conventional materials is too inadequate to establish a precise theoretical model. 

Simultaneous studies of thermal and optical ejection of trapped electrons over 

wide temperature ranges are required in order to elucidate the basic mechanisms 

of stimulation and quenching by long wavelength radiation. 

§(). C’ONCl.USlON 

In the above survey it has not been possible to cover the whole field of lumin¬ 

escence. We therefore give here an indication of reviews of other aspects not 

dealt with above. The characteristics of phosphors under electron bombardment 

will be reviewed in the near future (Garlick, in press). Bowen (1947), has recently 

provided a discussion of luminescence and related phenomena in organic molecules 

and crystals. Dcstriau (1947) has described the characteristics of the lumines¬ 

cence produced in zinc sulphide phosphors by applied electric fields. 

Very recently f)hosphors have been used in conjunction with electron photo¬ 

multipliers as scintillation counters for elementary particles and gamma rays. 

It is to be hoped that some effort will be devoted to a study of the fundamental 

aspects of particle excitation with the high sensitivity multipliers now available. 
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§1. INTRODLC’^r ION The writer has approached the task of composing this review with no little 

trepidation. Apart from a brief summary of then current development 

(Brown 1938) of the Brownian movement in mechanical systems, no 

precedent exists in this series of reviews to guide him in this subject. The 

influence of fluctuation phenomena - frequently called “noise” in certain 

fields—seems to extend so far that it is difficult to know where the subject ends 

and physics begins! 

In view of the general title of these publications it seems somewhat inappro¬ 

priate to regress as far as 1827 when the biologist Robert Brown first observed 

the irregular continual motion of minute pollen grains in water which has given 

the name Brozenian movement to the whole genus of related random phenomena. 

Furthermore, a number of general reviews exist today (e.g. de Haas-Lorentz 

1913, Fiirth 1920a, b, Barnes and Silverman 1934, MacDonald 1948 b, see also 

Fiirth’s edition of Einstein’s papers (1926)) which contain details of the earlier 

history of the Brownian movement. The present paper has therefore been 

divided into two main parts: first, a selected survey of some developments of 

fluctuations analysis most frequently met with today, but omitting any reference 

to the more general problems of statistical analysis to be found in standard works; 

second, a summary of general development in fluctuation phenomena covering 

more or less the past decade, omitting again such fundamental studies as the 

application of stati.stical mechanics to physical chemistry and thermodynamics. 

The writer, in advance, asks indulgence for the omission of topics of interest 

which he feels, in such a subject, must be numerous. 

§2. FLUCTUATIONS ANALYSIS 

The phenomena of osmosis and diffusion were of course well known to 

Einstein (1905 etc.) and he recognized in effect that they were simply consequences 

of the random thermal motion of molecules when unequal densities are present 

in different parts of the system. If a macroscopically uniform concentration is 

finally attained, then this is interpreted as only a statistical equilibrium inasmuch 

as, on the average, as many molecules will be transported through any given surface 

in one direction as in the opposite one. 

The density distribution /(r, t) predicted by the solution of the diffusion 

equation is then regarded as a probability function for the behaviour of any 
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individual molecule. The mean square fluctuation of the distance travelled, 

for example, by a molecule may then be deduced. In the classical case of the 

Brownian movement of minute particles, the associated diffusion equation in 
one dimension is 

(1) 

where/(x, t) gives the relative density of particles at xat time t, and D, by definition, 

is the diffusion constant. By consideration of a specific case the value of D for 

a given system may be deduced. For spherical particles, radius a, suspended 

in a fluid of viscosity t/, one finds 

/)- 
fiTTryrt ' 

(2) 

where T is the absolute temperature. If then we consider an initial concentration 

of particles at v 0, / = 0, the appropriate solution of {1) is of the form 

/(v, t) - 
1 exp ( " 4/1/) 

\/{A'nD) \ 1 
(3) 

Interpreting this as a probability function, it follows that the mean square distance 

travelled by a particle in time t is 

1 

\' {AirDt) 
exp ( “ x^lADt) or dx 

\b7T7ja/ 
(4) 

Einstein generalized the derivation to the mean square fluctuation of any observ¬ 

able parameter, 6, of a system in thermal equilibrium 

W = 2BkTt, * .(5) 

where B is the “ mobility of the system with respect to 0 ” ; thus, in the case of 

the spherical particle, B is the limiting velocity reached under the action of unit 

applied force, which by Stokes' Law is l /bTrrya, thus establishing agreement 

between (5) and (4). Einstein immediately applied this formula to the fluctuation 

of electric charge in a conductor of resistance R. In that case B is the current 

which flows under application of unit electromotive force which, by Ohm’s Law, 

is XjR, Thus we have 

If^-lkTljR, .(6) 

where q is the electrical charge spontaneously transported across any section 

of the conductor in time t. This expression could not be examined experimentally 

until some 20 years later (Johnson 1925) when the technique of radio amplification 

had become sufficiently developed; the phenomenon is frequently called 

^‘Johnson noise 

It is not difficult to see a limitation in Einstein’s formula since physical 

intuition suggests that, for sufficiently small t, 

Another deduction of Einstein’s was that the average kinetic energy of a 

Brownian particle is \mu^ -\k7\ and again we see that this expression cannot 

apply completely generally in the case of a particle starting, for example, initially 

from rest. 
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Einstein’s general analysis suggests closely the later interpretations by Born 

(1926) and Ehrenfest (1927) of the wave-function derived from Schrodinger’s 

equation. When applied, for example, to the case of a single electron the wave- 

function is regarded as providing a probability function for the motion rather 

than a strictly determinate statement of the electron’s progress. Fiirth (1948 a} 

has drawn attention to the close resemblance between many aspects of quantum 

analysis and of random fluctuations. In particular we may define an effective 

velocity of transport of a particle, V say, by the equation 

yz^^2H2^2Bkrjt .(7) 

from (4), and we have then: \/x-yV- ~2BkT, .(8) 

w hich may be regarded as the analogue of Heisenberg’s equation: Aq/S.p h. 

Both expressions can be considered as “equations of limiting precision” for 

systems whose ultimate accuracy of observation is determined either by thermal 

or quantum effects. 

Almost concomitantly with Einstein, van Smoluchowski (1906) published a 

detailed analysis of the Brow nian movement in which essentially the composition 

of the overall motion from individual collisions was examined (cf. also Fiirth 

1920 b). The treatment basically is analogous to the derivation of the error 

law^ by combination of small deviations and leads eflPectively to the same limiting 

expression as that of Einstein for “ long” periods of observation (Ar^'^ t). For 

“short” /, however, another formula compatible now with physical intuition 

emerges. One may say that this analysis formed the starting-point for the 

concept of correlation-interval or “probability after-effect” (Wahrscheinlich- 

keitsnachwirkung) which now plays a leading role in much fluctuations analysis. 

Similar results were obtained by Langevin (1908) shortly after by an elegant 

general analytic method. If we consider the case of a free particle of mass m 

in a viscous fluid then’the differential equation of motion is 

+Aw = 0,  (9) 
at 

where A = bTr-qa for a spherical particle obeying Stokes’ law as before. 

To include the influence of molecular bombardment, Langevin proposed 

that we now write 

m^+A« = F(0,  (10) 

F{t) being a rapidly fluctuating force term whose average is zero but having a 

definite mean square value. These requirements we may express by setting 

F’(/) = 0; F{t)F{tyr)2ii), except for t->0; F(tY=^Q>, say. We proceed then 

to “solve” this equation formally; thus 

.(11) 
J 0 

P = A{t)^F{t)lm. 

More properly we should say that the statistical properties of u —are the- 

same as those of €^^A{^)d^. Chandrasekhar (1943) has given a detailed. 
J 0 

study of the analysis of such stochastic equations; see also Niessen and Bakker 
(1938). . 
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From (11) we have 

u = since evidently [ e^^A(i) di = 0. 
•'0 

1 his immediately indicates that over a period ~ 1 /jS the initial velocity of the 
particle will influence the observations. We also find 

= .(12) 

where 0= ( A{rj)A{7j+T)dT. 
J - ao 

Por ^--00, = 0/2/3; we know, however, that in this case hmr — lkT from 
Einstein’s limiting solution. That is, 

(-.= »,  (13) 

Thus for a particle initially at rest = : 

—[l-e--*«'  (14) 
m ^ 

Hence for small intervals f, ii^ = kT/m has to be replaced by 

I= IkT[2^t\ ^f^kTt.  (15) 

We may likewise analyse the behaviour of the coordinate x starting from 

dxjdt = w, and hence: = {u- + | j A(i) - 2 |wj A(^) d^, leading to 

— bT 7bT 
p^x^ = - 2e-^' + e-i + — {- 3 + 4^-^' ~ + — /3/, .(16) 

m m 

using the now known value for 0. Thus as t->Qo: ^‘^x‘^~>2kT^tjm, i.e. 

— IkTtjm^y —2kTtjX in agreement with (Einstein’s) equation (4). And for 

= i.e. — in agreement with physical intuition. 

Thus far, we have rather naively used the term “ average” without specifying 

what is exactly meant thereby. Broadly speaking, two main types of average 

may be recognized. On the one hand, we may focus attention on one system 

(e.g. an electrical resonant circuit) and observe the progress of some parameter 

(say current) in time from some specified initial conditions (e.g. and then 

form a time-average of the parameter (e.g. /-) which will, in the general case, 

be a function of these initial conditions. Alternatively, we may consider a large 

number of similar systems (e.g. collection of electrical resonant circuits with 

identical components) and form an average over the observed corresponding 

parameter for each of these systems at the same movement of time. In suffi¬ 

ciently large congregations which have reached statistical equilibrium these 

two modes of averaging will provide the same result although Jt may be that one 

may prove easier to evaluate than the other. On the other hand, if we consider 

equation (12) where the initial conditions are still “remembered”, the value of 

will depend on which type of average we adopt. Let us assume that we have 

started with a collection of particles which, as a congregation, have already achieved 
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overall statistical equilibrium. We now choose some individual particle, having 

velocity at / = 0, and follow its progress during the subsequent time t. Equation 

(12) then describes essentially how the influence of the initial conditions for this 

particular particle “ wears ofif ” until ultimately the expected value of is simply 

'jm. On the other hand, if we consider an average taken over the whole 

assembly of particles at any time t wc should anticipate that since 

we have postulated that the congregation is initially in equilibrium. Hence in 

this case we interpret as the initial value of lir averaged over the assembly and 

we must have ir //J; and therefore 

i.e. ir ~ k'l'/rfi, independent of t as we expect. This question is discussed in 

greater detail, for example, by Ornstein (1919) in a classic paper “On the 

Brownian Motion.” 

An example where care in averaging would be required occurs if we consider 

the familiar sight of a queue in a restaurant. We assume that })eople are arriving 

randomly at the “ tail” of the queue at some average rate and are similarly being 

seated, served and thus disposed of in a random manner, but at the same average 

rate. We then ask what may be said of the fluctuations in the length of the 

queue ? In this case, the answer depends on whether we average with respect 

to one particular queue over a period of time, or take an average over a large 

number ot queues at similar restaurants at some moment. 

If it is possible to represent some random process by a (random) scries of 

similar “shocks” each individually producing a response/(/) in the observing 

instrument for a stiimdus occurring at ^ = 0, then two theorems due to Campbell 

(1909, 1910) are of considerable value. Let these “ shocks ” occur at an average 

rate N per unit time and let the overall instrument response be d{t). Then it is 

relatively straightforward to show that 

I .{\la) 
J 0 

I ".(17/^) 
J 0 

Thus if, for example, particles are traversing a 100%-efficient counter randomly 

and each, indef>endently of any other, produces a voltage on arrival at 

^ = the output voltage and its deviation will be given by 

- 
V=^N\ Ee-^’^dt^-NEr, 

J 0 

r E^e-^^i^dt^hNE?r. 
J 0 

The theorems find ready application in thermionic and photoelectric emission, 

each electron transit constituting an event, or on the other hand, to such a problem 

as the electrical noise received from the sun if this may be regarded as originating 

from a random series of similar “eruptions”.* 

* The application to this problem was communicated privately to the writer by the Cambridge 
Radio Group in discussion- 
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These theorems may be generalized (e.g. Rowland 1936, 1937) to allow for 

a possible statistical distribution in the type of event resulting from an individual 

stimulus. Domb [vide tnfrd) and Rivlin (1945) have also published extensions 

of the theorems to cover higher order moments (e.g. {B-df), 

A very general division of interest can be made in the field of fluctuations 

analysis: on the one hand, in a particular problem one may only be concerned to 

determine the overall fluctuation magnitude as, for example, sAhen we sav that 

the overall uncertainty, A(/>, in reading a galvanometer is given by = 

where u is the torsional constant. On the other hand, the absolute magnitude 

may interest us little but the character of the time-variation or “shape” may be 

of prime importance. These two problems meet when we enquire how the 

observed magnitude varies if our measuring instrument has—as always in practice 

to one degree or another—limitations as regards its speed or linearity of response. 

We find then an intimate connection between the time-variation of the fluctuation, 

or “ correlation function ” and the overall frequency spectrum of the instrument. 

The latter expression must often of course be interpreted as including the actual 

fluctuating element itself, as in the case of the torsion fibre and mirror of a sensitive 

galvanometer. Thus if we have a simple electrical circuit of a resistance and 

condenser (C) in parallel we may say immediately by the equipartition principle 

that — hkT, i.e. hv‘^ — k'l' C where v is the voltage across the isolated circuit. 

However, to observe this magnitude of fluctuation it will in general be necessary 

to provide a sensitive electrical amplifier and this will only have a limited frequency 

response. How then will 5T“, the fluctuation of the instrument output voltage, 

be related to ? A similar problem occurred when Schottky (1918) first 

analysed the “shot” fluctuation (§3.2) in the current through a thermionic 

valve arising from the discreteness of the electron charge. If we assume the 

electrons to travel from cathode to anode independently of one another then in an 

interval of observation, r*, the mean-square fluctuation in number crossing 

is given by hn^^ — Nr, where N is the average number per second. Thus 

8c- (18) 

where c is the mean current over r and / is the overall mean current. This 

expression is closely related in form to Einstein’s expression 

Sgl — lkTrlR (equation (6)). 

In neither case, however, is it immediately clear how an amplifier of specified 

frequency response will respond to noise of this character. 

In the past there has been no little discussion whether noise has a frequency 

spectrum (cf. Fry 1925, Campbell and Francis 1946, Woodward 1948 a). It 

is true to say that no such thing exists for the actual noise “ wave” in the way 

that we may refer, for example, to the three-line spectrum of a simple amplitude 

modulated carrier. This is simply a consequence of the fact that noise itself 

is random ; if such a spectrum could be defined either as an average over time or 

over various samples of the fluctuation from similar instruments then we could 

♦ We shall now use t as the interval of observation, as we wish to rcser\ e t as an arbitrary 

time-variable. 
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predict, by Fourier inversion, how the noise variable would proceed in time. In 

fact, the average noise-spectrum (in either case) is zero, which means essentially 

that if we try to predict therefrom the future course of the fluctuation we simply 

obtain zero. This in turn means that the average, or “ expectednoise amplitude 

at any given time /, is zero *—an entirely correct result, but not one of any great 

value! If, however, we enquire how the mean square noise (or noi.se “ power”) 

is distributed in frequency this leads, in the limit, to a perfectly definite conclusion. 

This is closely related to the fact that if we consider the noise at any instant ty 

and its value at time r later, then these values are not in general random with 

respect to one another; if, for example, we take their product and average over 

time or equivalent systems we achieve again a quite definite result, characteristic 

of the type of fluctuation, which is a function of the correlation interval r. Noise 

from a lightly damped resonant system, for example, will have a quasi-pcriodic 

character, the amplitude and phase of the oscillation varying irregularly (see 

Figures 1 and 2). A little thought will show that the correlation product too 

C 

Figure 1. Record of Brownian movement of sensitive torsion balance, i-^fter Kappler) 

(a) Atmospheric pressure, (h) Pressure i < 10" •'* mm. Hg. (c) Pressure 1 10 mm. Wg. 

will exhibit a quasi-periodic character. For small values of r the cyclic correlation 

will be almost perfect and the correlation function will oscillate regularly, but 

for large r, the periodic character will be smeared out as the degree of correlation 

between the two values, at t and / +t, diminishes. The relationship may usefully 

be compared with that of a diffraction pattern to the grating producing it. More 

complex correlation functions may be devised involving, for example, the time- 

derivatives of the fluctuation. Such expressions will in fact increase our knowledge 

of the precise character of the noise, but for very many purposes it is sufficient to 

know either the standard correlation function or its complement, the (power) 

frequency-spectrum. 

The analytic expression of the foregoing is known as the Wiener-Khintchine 

theorem (Wiener 1930, Khintchine 1934). We define the correlation function 

iP{t) of the random variable j^(^) by 4^(r)~y{t)y{t^r)y where the bar denotes 

averaging, which may generally speaking be with respect to time for a single 

We neglect a possible ‘‘ bias or “ D.c. component the removal of thivS is a trivial require¬ 
ment. 
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system or over a congregation. Then the distribution in frequency wif) is 
given by 

^^(/) ~ Ztt/t dry .(19 ^2) 

J 0 

(where ~ ^^(/) ^if) by Fourier inversion we have 
. 0 

i/'(t)= I w(/)cOs27r/T^//. .(196) 

If then the fiuctuation is presented to an amplifier whose power spectrum is 

A{f) the observed output of mean square fiuctuation is 

r A 
■’ 0 

If the correlation interval -that is, roughly the “relaxation time” of the 

system—-is too short for our measurement methods to resolve then the.correlation 

function is practically zero everywhere except for r ^0 (i.e. a Dirac “impulse- 

function ”) and the power frequency-spectrum is uniform. This is the case 

for the idealized mathematical concept of the track of a Brownian particle, which 

is frequently referred to as “non-differentiable” (cf. Bouligand 1934). 

Many workers have used and added to the knowledge of the value of the 

correlation function. We mention particularly the work of Uhlenbeck and 

his colleagues (Uhlenbeck and Ornstein 1930, Wang and Uhlenbeck 1945), 

Burgess of the National Physical Laboratory (unpublished), and Rice (1944, 

1945, 1948) of Bell 'Pelephone Laboratories. 'Fhe recent papers of the latter 

worker form a monograph dealing with the analysis of a wide variety of electrical 

noise problems although of course the underlying methods are universally 

applicable. Milatz and Van der Velden (1943) have analysed the frequency- 

distribution of temperature fluctuations starting from the appropriate Langevin- 

type equation to evaluate the correlation function. This problem, also discussed 

independently by Daunt and Kompfner (1945-1946), arises in the analysis of the 

limiting sensitivity of thermal detectors. The method of analysis and general 

conclusions are of course equally applicable to electrical and mechanical systems 

with suitable interpretation of the parameters involved. 

Consider a body of thermal capacity C connected to its surroundings by a 

thermal resistance R. We imagine the surroundings as a “heat-bath” and 

denote the temperature difference of C by 6. Then the appropriate Langevin 

equation is 

+ .P") 

where H{t) represents a random spontaneous heat flow with properties similar 

to those of F{t) in equation (10). 

Then 

-10 

J 0 
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.' 0 •' 0 

leading to 

e{t)e{t+r)=~ 

where M"= | h{^)h{^ ^v)dv, bearing in mind that h{t)h{t+ v) except 

for V2r:0. Thus in equilibrium (/ >oo): «/f(T) - d{t)6(tr) ~ {e''j2^y\\ We 

know, however, from general considerations (cf. \mu^ — \kT in the mechanical 

case) that e{ff = kT^IC\ Therefore «/r(0)-^-T/2^ = feTVC. Hence 

iP{r) = {kr^lC)e~f^\ Thus 

4k p 
e‘ cos lirfr dr (from equation (19 a)) 

kr^ ^ 4RkT- 
C /3^+47ry2 - 1 +^2^27^2 

(a> = 277/). 

A class of problem of wide interest, experimentally and theoretically, is that 

ol noise whose frequency spectrum is more or less confined within relatively 

narrow limits about some frequency /q—corresponding in the electrical case 

to noise from a “ narrow band-pass’’ filter. The fluctuation is then expressible 

as 

y{t)=R{t) cos{a}Qt-h(f>{t)\, .(21) 

where the “ envelope ” or modulus R and the phase (f) are random functions varying 

relatively slowly in comparison with cos wot. The probability distribution of 

R follows the Rayleigh law: 

p{R)dR = {2RIR^) exp (- R^/'R^) dR 

and that of ^ simply p{(l>)d(f) = (l/27T)rf<^. 

Much more interest, however, attaches to such compound probability functions 

2iS p{Ri{t)y R^it+ r))dR^dR2 which determine the correlation and hence the 

“character” of the noise. Say, for example, as Burgess and Uhlenbeck have 

done, we wish to determine the character of such a fluctuation after passage 

through a non-linear device (“ detector ”) having a response E = kR^K Starting 

from a knowledge of p(R^, R2) we can then obtain an expression for the correlation 

of the output: 

E,{t)E2(t +t) = k^R{{t)Rl{t + t), 

whence, by application of (19^3:), the form of the output spectrum is obtained. 

This may in fact differ markedly from the spectrum before entry to the detector—a 

feature not always fully appreciated in earlier experimental work on the subject. 

This systematic method of approach to problems of this type scores in clarity 

and directness over earlier work (cf. Ragazzini 1942) in which the more technical 

concept of cross-modulation was used in the analysis. 

An interesting feature of Rice’s work (Bennett and Rice 1934, Rice 1944,1945) 

is the use of contour integrals to represent the response of a non-linear device. 
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I'i^UR 2. LTppcr trace: record ol spontaneous eleclrical (lut^lualion. Ivower trace 
after rci'.tification and passat/c through low-frequency (1 kc,s.) fiJtci of 
narrow response 

Figure 5. Phot(?giaphs of single and multiple truces (jf pulse signal and noise: 
{a) single trace, {h) double trace, (f) forty traces. 

[Conditions: Pulse duration, 1 juscc. i.F. Signal/noise powej ratio, 2/1. 
i.F. Bandwidth, 5 Me's. Video bandwidth, 2 Afc's.l 

I Alter Brad held et o/.J 

To face 
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Thus a detector of response 

E = a^v + +-+ a,,^v^ ; {v>0) 

--0 ; {v<{)) 

may be represented bv 

E== 
J_ r ^ k\ a,, 

2m], z ,r, 
where C is a contour covering the real axis and indented downw^ards around the 

origin. The final contour integral arising at the end of the analysis may then be 

interpreted by the use of the inversion theorems of operational calculus. Kurt 

Franz (1940, 1941, 1942) in his papers during the w ar in the same field of statistical 

analysis has also used this method. An important practical application of 

analysis ol this type lies in the determination of the modification of effective 

signal noise ratio in a Radar receiver on passage through a detector for presentation 

on a cathode-ray tube display. 

Statistical work of this kind has proved of value in the interpretation of 

experimental studies in the diffraction of radio waves by the ionosphere (Ratcliffe 

and Pawsey 1933, Pawscy 1935, Ratcliffe 1948). The Cavendish Laboratory 

Radio Group under Ratcliffe have made extensive observations on the character 

of signals “reflected” from the ionosphere; continuous fluctuation (“fading”) 

is observed and this has led to the proposal that the reflecting medium may be 

regarded as composed of many scattering elements moving with, say, a Gaussian 

velocity distribution. Since each scatterer will cause a frequency-change 

dependent on its velocity due to Doppler effect, the returning wave will be made 

up of a quasi-continuum of small, randomly-related, oscillatory components 

with a frequency-spread about cither side of the upgoing frequency. This 

should then behave as a “noise-wave” of the type above (equation (21)); its 

correlation function experimentally determined enables deductions to be made 

about the frequency-spread involved (hence the mean velocity of the scatterers) 

and other parameters of interest such as the dependency of fading-rate on trans¬ 

mitter frequency. In this work Ratcliffe (1948) has found useful the studies 

by Fiirth and the waiter (1946, 1947 a) in electrical noise of this type, and more 

recently (MacDonald 1949 a) it has also been found of value to develop an analysis 

of the correlation of the phase, ^(^), which can then confirm and amplify the 

deductions from observations of envelope-correlation. 

A rather novel illustration of the correlation concept appears in a recent paper 

by R. Wilson (1947) entitled “Random selectors for extra-sensory-perception 

experiments ”. In this field a requirement exists for devices which in a series will 

yield at each “trial” an entirely random choice from, say, six types of event. 

It is straightforward to ensure that the first trial will provide equal a priori probabi¬ 

lities but considerable care must be exercised in the instrument design to ensure 

that successive trials at say J-second intervals will exhibit no appreciable inter¬ 

correlation. 
Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound (1948) have analysed the effect of the magnetic 

field fluctuations encountered by nuclei in investigations on nuclear relaxation 

phenomena. They employed the correlation function whence the frequency- 

dependence is then derived, which enables the line-width of the resonance and 

the relaxation-time to be deduced. 

rspR 5 
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Finally, we consider one or two general deductions about the nature of the 

/Correlation function. In general, the correlation function i//(t) will have a maxi¬ 

mum at T==^0 and a form somewhat as in Figure 3. If t2=:0 then ifj{r)2zy^y a 

positive definite quantity; as r increases, y{t) and y{t^T) become less correlated 

and their product at any given moment will vary in sign reducing the mean value 

of the product, jA(t). When t->oo, y{t) and y{t -f-r) become entirely uncorrelated 

so that j/f(T)~>0.* Consider now the correlation between y{t) and its subsequent 

time-derivative or “ velocity ” -f r). Then one shows immediately that 

y{t)y{t -i-T) = r^(T)= ^ i/r(T), 

and therefore has the form in Figure 4. Thus = 0; that is, at any arbitrary 

instant the function and its velocity are uncorrelated. This merely signifies 

that at any moment the function is as likely to be in the act of increasing or 

decreasing ' a property of its essentially random nature. On the other hand, 

however, r 4). This then demonstrates a very significant 

property; if at some instant the function has a positive deviation from zero it 

is then at some time r later more likely to be diminishing than increasing. Again, 

of course, if r becomes very large the correlation betweenand yity-r) vanishes 

(i.e. as r-xx)). One appreciates thus the behaviour and significance 

of sSpontaneous fluctuations in the field, for example, of thermodynamics in the 

tendency “almost always” to be returning towards the equilibrium position. 

This characteristic is also exhibited by observing that y{t)y{t) ^ = 

is essentially negative; that is, on the average, the system is being “attracted 

back” towards equilibrium. 

Another pair of inversion theorems relating the temporal behaviour of noise 

to its frequency distribution has been noticed recently by the writer (MacDonald 

1949 b). Ifyl be the mean square value of the fluctuation taken over any interval 

T, and w{f) the power-spectrum as in (19 a), then we find: 

r'{r) = 2 ^ sin Ztt/t .df, .(23 a) 

<f) = 47r/ (■" T'(t) sin 2rrfr .dr, .(23 h) 
•' 0 

where . 
UT 

If we take Einstein’s expression (6) for thermal fluctuation of electric charge 

then it is evident that 

^ = 2fer/RT, .(24) 

where hi is the effective current fluctuation. From this it now follows that the 

current fluctuation is effectively distributed uniformly in the power-spectrum 

zv{f)df^.8§= ^df, 

the well-known result deduced by Nyquist by a fresh thermodynamical argument 

^1927, 1928). Similarly, the much more familiar expression for the shot effect, 

* We assume, as before, that j(0=0. 
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Sif — leldf, follows directly from Schottky^s original equation (IS). 'Fhe writer 

has used the theorems to derive the progressive disordering—due to random 

thermal velocities—of an electron beam, initially ordered in density, while drifting 

in time (e.g. in a klystron). 

In many processes the events obey the Poisson or Gauss distribution law; 

it is then relatively straightforward to calculate the fluctuations. This, on the 

•other hand, is not so in such cases as the number of particles produced in a cosmic- 

ray shower nor in chain or branch radioactive decay. Ellickson (193(S) has used 

a generating function for calculating probabilities and fluctuation parameters 

in this type of problem and Woodward (194(Sb) more recently in the theory of 

cascade multiplication. Rice (1944, 1945), too, has used this device in his work. 

We consider here a simple case obeying in fact Poisson’s law^ to illustrate the method. 

Invents (e.g. emission of electrons from a cathode) are occurring purely randomly 

Figure 3. Sketch ot typical correlation f unction Figure 4. Sketch of derivatives of typical correlation 
i/»(t) of a random variable. function of a random \ariable. 

at an average rate A per unit time such that the probability of an event occurring 

within the infinitesimal time-interval dt is Xdt, this being independent of the 

previous history or subsequent behaviour of the system. Let the probability 

of n events occurring within the time t be P(w, /). 44ien it is easy to show^ that 

(dldt)P{n, 0 = A{ - F(«, t)^P{n~\, 0} 

subject to the initial conditions P(0, 0) = 1; P(w, ()) = () (w/O). This equation 

may in fact be solved by successive integration (cf. Furry 1937). Let us rather. 

however, define a generating function ^(x,/) such that Q{x,t)= 1] x‘F{n,t) 
}} - 0 

(i.e. P(w, t) is then the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of Q in powers of v). 

We can then show that Q satisfies the differential equation 

pa 
— 0(x, /) = X{x - 1 )0(a:, /), with the initial condition Q(Xy 0) ~ 1. 

Hence 0{Xy = (25) 

Expanding Q{Xy t) in powers of x we find then that P(w, t)=^e “ xht familira 
nl 

* In this simple example Q satisfies an ordinary differential eejuation in t; more generally 
however, a partial differential equation in t and x will emerge. 
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Poisson law. However, if we only wish to find, say, the mean value n and the 

mean square deviation 8^ — (n)^y as often occurs, this may be deduced directly 

from a knowledge ot 0(x, f) alone. 

Thus _ ^ ^ 0 = ri- oi , 
which, in this case — ^ j = A/, using (25). 

And jr= ^ )i^P(ny f)~ J-0(v, /)! 
0 \_dx dx^^ J,, ^ 

= AY^ 4-A^, here, 

giving S^rr-^A^, a well-known result. 

The calculation of random probability functions, although not necessarily 

of fluctuations, arises very frequently in the analysis of particle-counter behaviour. 

An interesting case arises when, instead of measuring th« entirely random radia¬ 

tion from a pure radioactive source, we examine for example a source producing 

within itself a “ daughter radioactive element, if the latter has a half-lifetime 

comparable with the counter resolving-time or the mean interval between dis¬ 

charges of the counter. Such a case is the An >AcA->AcB disintegration where 

the half-life of Ac A is —1-8 x 10"** sec. A degree of correlation will then exist 

in the discharge series of the counter, and this may be investigated with the use 

of the “interval-selector” (cf. Ward 1942) which will register coincidences 

whenever a discharge occurs within a specified time-interval of the preceding 

impulse. The relevant statistical analysis has been carried out by Feather (1943) 

for “pairing-interval ” both constant and statistically distributed. 

All detecting and counting devices such as Geiger counters and electronic 

scaling circuits have a characteristic limit of resolution due to the finite time 

required for return to the equilibrium state after registration of the event. The 

conventional theory (e.g. Volz 1935, Strong 1938) is usually based on the assump¬ 

tion of a single constant time, r, which must elapse after an event—whether suc¬ 

cessfully recorded or not—before the instrument can record a subsequent event.. 

Klemens (1948) has generalized the statistical theory to permit inclusion of tw^o 

recovery times, Tj and where is the time necessary after a successful registration 

before another event can be recorded, while Tg is the time required after an event 

which was not recorded (i.e. due to saturation of the counter by some previous 

event) before another event can be successfully recorded. 

One of the most classic problems in probability is the analysis of the distribution 

of the modulus of the sum of a large number, w, of independent vibrations of 

random phase, i.e. vectors of the type Uf, expt(^/^,. Rayleigh {Theory of Sounds 

vol. 1, § 42 a) considered the cases where all aj, = a, say, and also where the individual 

amplitudes are distributed in a number of large groups. Domb (1946) has 

extended the analysis to cover a dependence of vector amplitude, on the 

individual phase, and has applied the method used to the shot effect. Miss M. 

Slack (1946) has encountered a specialized Rayleigh problem in the field of 

multi-channel communication and has derived the distribution functions of 

amplitude for small numbers (n= 1, 2, 3, . . . .) of independent vibrations. The 

Rayleigh distribution is met with in the classical “ random-walk ” problem 

(Pearson 1905 a, b, Rayleigh 1905), and Miss Slack’s results correspond in this 

case to the initial few steps before the “walk” has degenerated into an essentially 

random process. 
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§3. SURVEY OF DEVELOPMENT IN RECENT YEARS 

3.1. Electrical Noise 

The demands of the recent World War in the field of Radio produced very 

considerable development of Radar and Communications technique. In Radar, 

specifically, one has to detect and display a signal reflected, or re-radiated, from 

a target subtending a rather small solid angle; it is then easy to see that the 

problem of maintaining the signal, during the high degree of amplification 

necessary to provide visibility on, say, a cathode-ray tube, above the level of the 

inherent electrical noise is a very severe one. Consider a transmitter at ground- 

level emitting a signal-power P.y from an aerial of power-gain —free from the 

complications of ground reflection—the signal being reflected from a target 

of effective reflecting area a at range R to a receiving aerial of effective absorptive 

area We may readily show (e.g. Norton and Omberg 1947) that the received 

power Pji is then 

jy _ G'vPtCfAii 

UyTT^R^ • 

(26) 

If then the overall effective noise power generated in the receiver, referred back 

to the input terminals, be P^, a target may be expected to be detectable so long 

as P^^ '^P^, 'Fhe maximum range is thus 

R max 

G'\P]^oA H 

1677-^Pv 
(27) 

To double the maximum range, therefore, it will be necessary to increase the 

transmitter power by 2^=16.'’^ Since it is evident from (27) that an exactly 

parallel improvement can be provided by reduction of P^ in the same ratio, 

research into methods of improvement of signal/noise ratio Pjt/P>j was of great 

importance. We remark further, that given a certain ratio P^JP^y the corre¬ 

sponding observable signal/noise ratio will depend on the type of display employed. 

Considerable effort has gone towards determination of optimum presentation 

■conditions (e.g. Hopkinson 1946). A vital factor is the recurrence frequency 

of pulse transmission which determines effectively the number of opportunities 

presented to the operator in a given time for contrasting the radar signal and the 

background noise; this compares with the improvement in relative counting 

accuracy in, say, a Geiger counter with increase in significant counting-rate, 

or the increase in effective sensitivity of a galvanometer against Brownian move¬ 

ment with increase in observation period (Ornstein and Milatz 1938), The 

importance of this factor is well depicted in the cathode-ray photographs (see 

Figure 5) due to Bradfield et al. (1946). A general deduction of interest is that 

the conventional ‘‘A-type” presentation (as in Figure 5) proves superior to 

other methods, including meter-displays, in the detection of limiting signals 

through noise. 
In assessing the influence of various factors, such as degree of aerial coupling 

and amplification of individual stages, a need was evident tor some standard 

specification of signal/noise performance (Strutt and v. d. Ziel 1941, 1946, North 

* We may remark further that where ground reflection is a prime factor thus 
•doubling of ^^nax " otjld now demand an increase in of 2® : 1— 256 : 1 pointing the moral even 

more strongly I 
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1942, Friis 1944, MacDonald 1944, v. d. Ziel 1947 a). This led to the definition 

of noise figure or noise factor, F, as follows. Let the (maximum) available 

signal- and noise-power from the aerial terminals be/)^ and/?jj respectively* and 

and the available signal and noise power from the output terminals under 

operating conditions. That is to say, the receiver may not necessarily in general 

be coupled to the aerial terminals in such a manner as to absorb and />jp since 

this condition does not as a rule coincide with optimum signal/noise performance. 

Then 

P- 

In general, F \ for any physical receiver. A number of workers (e.g. 

Strutt and \. d. Ziel 1942a, b, Burgess 1943, 1945, 1946a) have considered general 

requirements for achieving optimum noise-hgure including the effects of feedback 

where applied. We should also mention here the systematic method of noise 

analysis in complex valve circuits de\elopcd by the team of Lampbell, Francis 

and James (1945, 1946). 

Returning to equation (27) we use (7.,.= 
477/1 I' 

where is the effective 

radiation area, 'riiiis 

477 Pv 
(29) 

'This expression provides a compelling reason for progress towards very short 

wavelengths; for a given physical size of equipment (/li,/I,.), which may 

tactically be of prime importance, increased range can be rapidly obtained by 

reduction of wavelength. But of course such improvement depends on main¬ 

tenance of the noise power, at its previous level, and consequently at very 

short wavelengths there was continual effort to prevent deterioration of the 

signal noise ratio. The problem may be readily appreciated by consideiing 

the composition of the noise-factor. At the higher frequencies it becomes 

increasingly difficult to amplify a signal and the obvious solution is to convert 

(“ mix ”) to a knver frequency immediately, if then the mixer-unit has a noise- 

factor Fi and power-gain (7, and the intermediate-frequency amplifier noise- 

factor Fo then 

F=^F,+(F,-\)IG,. .(30) 

At the highest frequencies a diode or crystal-valve has to be employed (with, 

of course, a local oscillator) as frequency-changer; hence < 1 necessarily. 

Although the mixer itself may not necessarily be inherently particularly “ noisy’' 

(in fact a common misconception) the reduction in will throw into relief the 

noise of the main amplifier against the attenuated incoming signal.t Thus even 

in centimetric receivers the improvement of noise-factor in i.f. amplifiers was. 

a primary concern: at the same time of course very considerable research and 

development went into the production of crystals (e.g. Bleaney et al. 1946a, b). 

The actual mechanism of noise generation in a crystal is as yet not clear. At 

the origin of the characteristic—when no power is being delivered from the locall 

* pn is conventionally taken equal to kT^f^ where T is ambient temperature, 
t For an average production crystal the noise temperature (i.e. measuring the excess noise 

over thermal noise) is as low as 1-6, while the conversion gain is onl>' 0*2. 
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oscillator—it obeys Nyquist’s (thermal-noise) formula in terms of its slope- 

resistance. When, however, the crystal is under operation power is being 

injected from the oscillator; a consec]uent increase in noise-temperature over 

that obtaining in thermal equilibrium is certainly not unexpected. Detailed 

explanation may be sought in terms of a shot-effect mechanism (e.g. Bleaney 

et al. 1946 b); another contributory factor may be the existence of (thermally) 

unstable micro-contacts between the silicon and tungsten ‘‘cat^s-whisker ” 

comparable perhaps with '‘crazy-contacts” in certain semiconductors (cf. 

Christensen and Pearson 1936). 'Phe problem of noise in semiconductors 

(see §3.3) is still under investigation ; we may hope for further clarification. 

It should then be evident that if even a relatively small degree of power- 

amplification could be provided in a reasonably low-noise stage before the first 

detector the situation would greatly improve. Success was obtained up to 

frequencies of approximately 600 Me s. through introduction and development 

of the grid-return triode (grounded-grid triode) (Bell 1946, Foster 1946). A 

fundamental feature is the reduction of interaction between output and input 

circuits via inter-electrode capacity. 

At the highest frequencies the travel ling-wave amplitier (Kompfner 1947 a, b, c, 

Pierce 1947) appears to offer excellent promise of reasonable amplification 

without introduction of excessive noise. Other types of centimetre-w^ave 

amplifier, such as the klystron (very familiar as an oscillator), suffer essentially 

from the disadvantage that direct interaction of the electron beam with the input 

rhumbatron introduces severe noise into that circuit with disastrous results on 

the signal/noise performance. Strutt and v. d. Ziel (1948), hoVvever, in a paper 

entitled “Application of velocity-modulation tubes for reception at ii.n.F. * 

and s.ii.F. t” have said that “. . . . the application of velocity modulation pre¬ 

amplifiers is not an entirely hopeless project if special noise-reducing measures 

are taken into account. These measures consist of the introduction of a pre¬ 

circuit between the electron gun and the input circuit.” Kompfner (1947b) 

has also pointed out that the shot noise directly induced in the “ catcher” (output 

rhumbatron) bv the random electron beam has the same essential origin as the 

“ amplified shot-noise ” appearing in the output; the latter arises from modulation 

of the electron beam by fluctuation voltages induced directly in the “buncher” 

(input rhumbatron). The primary origin of both effects is, of course, the funda¬ 

mental shot fluctuation of the beam and, therefore, as Kompfner says; “ .... it 

should be possible, in principle, to play one against the other with .... partial 

compensation.” 

Nevertheless, since the noise figures of conventional velocity-modulation 

tubes amount to a few thousand (Strutt and v. d. Ziel 1948) the possibility of re¬ 

ducing this at all readily to compare with a crystal mixer receiver (F'^ 10) seems 

rather remote. 
The travelling-wave tube avoids these difficulties effectively inasmuch as 

the amplification process is spread out over the whole tube-length; the coupling 

of the electron beam to the input circuit is therefore less important than in a 

klystron. An alternative view-point is that the given electron beam is used very 

much more efficiently for amplification; a specified degree of amplification may 

thus be achieved for a much lower beam-current and correspondingly lower noise. 

t Super-high frequencies. * Ultra-high frequencies. 
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The question of noise reduction in klystrons has its analogue in the valve of 

“ normal” design in “induced grid noise” discovered independently by Bakker 

(1941) and North and Ferris (1941). Density fluctuations in the anode current 

•Stream induce significant current fluctuations in the grid circuit when the transit¬ 

time becomes appreciable. These current fluctuations will develop a grid-cathode 

voltage across the effective input circuit impedance and hence modulate the 

anode current. It is again evident that these current variations will be directly 

phase-related to the primary shot fluctuations and hence suitable detuning of 

the input circuit from resonance towards capacitive reactance can provide partial 

suppression. This correlation was recognized by Strutt and v. d. Ziel, experi¬ 

mental confirmation being furnished by Kleen (1941) and v. d. Ziel and Versnel 

(1948), who observed at 7*25 m. wavelength considerable asymmetry in noise 

resonance curves due to the interaction of “shot” and “induced grid noise”, 

which was not found when a large noise excitation was injected from an external 

source. A closely-related phenomenon is that of “total-emission noise”, first 

predicted by Smyth (1946). When transit-time becomes appreciable, those 

electrons which are emitted from the cathode and return thereto after repulsion 

from the space-charge barrier can provide a component of input loss-conductance 

(v. d. Ziel 1947 b). On very general grounds (§3.2), one would therefore anticipate 

that this would form a source of further “induced” fluctuation in the grid- 

cathode circuit; that this is indeed so has been experimentally verified by v. d. Ziel 

and Versnel (1947, 1948) again in diodes at 7*25 m. wavelength and the effective 

noise temperature is found to be practically that of the cathode. Since the 

group of electrons not crossing the space-charge barrier is in almost perfect 

thermal equilibrium with the cathode this conclusion must be regarded as entirely 

•satisfactory. 

Clearly a vital feature in such developments must be the provision of means 

for the reliable measurement of noise—at the high frequencies particularly. 

Fundamentally, two reference sources exist: thermal noise from an element 

obeying Nyquist’s law, or shot noise from a saturated diode in accord with Schottky’s 

equation. The latter method has been used by several workers in fundamental 

noise studies at moderate frequencies; with the employment of a tungsten 

filament diode of small electrode spacing and low lead inductance and with suitable 

circuit design etc., the method can be carried up to approximately 300 Mc/s. 

(Moffatt 1946). Transit-time damping and impedance uncertainties present 

stumbling-blocks at the highest frequencies. Kompfner et al. (1946) have 

developed a diode noise-source of close-spaced transmission-line construction 

which surmounts these difficulties; the impedance involved is then that of the 

line—calculable from the geometry—and the appropriate transit-time correction 

may also be accurately computed. Ullrich and Rogers (1946) have employed 

the thermal fluctuation of a resistive element at high temperature as a standard 

source of electrical noise. A small lamp, of bolometer type, with a resistance 

of approximately 70 O (simulating standard coaxial transmission-line impedance) 

is the heart of this method, which is reported to agree well with other methods 

up to about 600 Mc/s. Satisfactory results have not, however, been obtained 

in the 3,000 Mc/s. region. 

Note added in proof. More recently some doubt has been cast on the published 

limits of accuracy etc. of these noise measurement methods, which are considered 

in general to be too optimistic. 
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3.2. Fundamental Valve Noise Problems 

The inter-relationship between thermal and shot noise has provoked much 

thought in the past. As mentioned earlier, Einstein first recognized that fluctua¬ 

tions of electricity must arise from molecular thermal agitation—itself consequent 

upon the discrete, or “ grainy character of fundamental matter. These Huctua- 

tions—“thermal noise”—are, however, entirely independent of any assumptions 

about the actual structure of the electrical fluid; all that is essentially required 

is an interaction between the electricity and the thermal motion of the material 

molecules whereby the thermal fluctuations of the molecules may be manifested 

in the electricity. 'Fhe situation is entirely analogous to the mechanical 

(“collision”) interaction between the molecules of a fluid and a macroscopic 

Brownian particle suspended therein. The interaction is expressed through the 

electrical resistance, R, of a given element while the discrete nature of atomic 

matter appears in Boltzmann’s constant, k. I’he intimate association between 

dissipation and thermal fluctuations is underlined ; we may be certain that in 

any system where thermal fluctuations arc evinced a dissipative component 

must be present. 

Of a rather different character, however, are the irregular fluctuations in a 

flowing electric current which can arise from the atomicity of electricity itself, 

This type of fluctuation, the shot effect, was recognized in photoelectric and 

•associated studies by von Schweidler (1905, 1910, 1913) and Campbell (1909, 

1910) and in the field of thermionic emission in a classic paper by Schottky (1918). 

In the case of the thermionic valve a certain amount of confusion has arisen, 

CvSsentially becauvse the electron emission is there provided from a thermal source. 

When a diode—to take the simplest structure—has a sufficiently high anode 

potential applied (the “saturation” state) then every electron emitted from the 

cathode proceeds to the anode, contributing directly to the observed valve current. 

It is then evident that only fluctuations in the number of electrons emitted can play 

•a part in the observed noise since variations of emission energy cannot affect 

the transit of any other emitted electron and the external circuit only responds 

to current (i.e. number of electrons crossing a given plane per unit time).* One 

would in this case only expect to encounter the quantum of charge e and the number 

flowing as fundamental parameters, as is in fact the case in the simple shot equation 

'(cf. equation (18)). 

When, however, a valve is operated under conditions of space-charge limitation 

a new state of affairs obtains. Electrons of various energies can now interact 

with one another to a certain extent through the medium of the space-charge. 

This is generally expressed by saying that the potential minimum in the valve 

fluctuates in a sense tending to minimize the eflfect of a “primary*’ fluctuation 

of the emission, the net reduction in the observed noise being formally included 

by a dimensionless factor r2(^l) in the shot equation. A second distinctive 

feature of the valve now is the appearance of a finite differential resistance, 

Variation of the external potential difference can alter the magnitude of the valve 

current—a feature not present in the saturated valve. This control depends 

directly on the variability of the potential minimum; it follows that the new 

phenomena will be inter-related. It is now clear (e.g. North et al. 1940-1941, 

Schottky and Spenke 1937) that in the fluctuation problem the reduction effect 

* This statement is of course restricted to conventional structures where transit-time is negligible. 
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arises from correlation of the fluctuation in the number of electrons with energies 

very close to that of the minimum with the fluctuations in electrons of other 

energy-classes. Similarly, when altering the anode potential, the variation in 

(the mean) current is provided solely by electrons with energies close to the 

minimum. The individual electron charge now ceases to be the primary factor; 

rather the energy distribution—characteristic of the cathode temperature—enters 

through the familiar factor k'I\ and we are not surprised to find that the anode 

current fluctuation is now expressible in a form closely analogous to that for thermal 

fluctuations in a passive resistance On the other hand, the eflective 

noise temperat ure is not identical with the emitter temperature since those electrons 

composing the valve current (generally gaining energy at the expense of an external 

battery) are not in thermal equilibrium with the cathode. 

'Fhe transition from saturation to space-charge limitation, in particular, 

thus appears to the writer of fundamental significance; partly in consequence 

of this he has found himself (IVlacDonald 1948a) unable to agree with Fiirth’s 

(1948 b) recent general analysis of valve noise based on a treatment of the thermionic 

valve under arbitrary operational conditions as being cfl'ectively in a state of thermal 

equilibrium. 

Related to the foregoing discussion is the question of current-fluctuations in 

a photocell (emissive) and the incident radiation. If the cell, as is customary, 

be operated at saturation, then it appears clear a priori that no information about 

the energy distribution of the incident photons can be derived since solely the 

number of electrons released is significant. The observable current fluctuation 

will be the same for a low- or high-temperature radiation source productive of 

the same emission current. It has sometimes been asked however (e.g. Pirenne, 

discussion on Furth and MacDonald 1947a) whether information about the rate 

of arrival in, say, a monochromatic beam can be obtained. The answer to this 

depends essentially on the quantum-efficiency of the device, llie problem, in 

its essentials, may readily be analysed (cf. MacDonald and Kompfner 1949): 

if p be the probability of emission per photon, I the mean cell-current, and N 

the mean rate (with fluctuation 87V^) of photon-arrival, then the fluctuation in the 

electron current is 

If the photons arrive in simple random fashion, then — and the electron- 

current is purely random obeying Schottky’s formula SP = 2e/A/, independent 

of p ; on the other hand, if />< 1, — 2e/A/again, independent of the mode of 

photon-arrival. In modern emitter cells, p may rise to approximately 0-2 at 

the selective wavelength peak and were any significant degree of correlation to 

exist it should then be within the limits of experimental observation. 

If, however, the cell functions under space-charge limited conditions then the 

emission-energy distribution can play a part by mutual interaction through the 

potential minimum mechanism. A preliminary investigation of the electron 

noise-temperature under these conditions has been reported (Fiirth and 

MacDonald 1947 b) and useful information on the possibility of relating effective 

source radiation temperature to “noise-temperature” in such cells may emerge 

from future extension of this work. 

* Ignoring, here, the correction term due to Bose-Einstein statistics. 
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In the secondary-emission amplifier (electron-multiplier) we have an example 

ot enhanced fluctuation due to co-operative electron behaviour. In the final 

stage a group of 7i electrons (say n 100-1,000) will be released effectively simul¬ 

taneously as a consequence of the transit of a single primary electron in the first 

stage. The effective quantum of charge in the output current is then ne and a 

large part of the noise generated is to be attributed to the fact that the simple 

shot equation for such a current must now be w ritten ^ 2{ne)I df. An excellent 

anah sis of noise in electron multipliers is due to Shockley and Ifierce (1038)*. 

A general feature of all fluctuation phenomena is that we should he enabled to 

deduce from experimental data further information about the nature of the 

physical processes involved or the validity of the theoretical foundations. Second¬ 

ary emission forms no exception and Ziegler (1036 a, b) and others have found 

for instance that the simple Poisson law frequently assumed for the distribution 

oi emitted secondaries per primary is inadequate to account for the observations. 

Ilayner and Kurrelmeyer (1035, 1037) have been able to correlate a large amount 

of data by assuming that the primaries could be divided into three groups: 

“reflected’’ electrons, “buried” electrons (producing no secondaries), and those 

producing true secondaries for which then the assumption of Poisson’s law was 

found to suffice. A more formal statement w’oidd appear to be a selection of the 

cases of 1 as singular cases. 

3.3. L<j7v-fr((^ue?u\y Noise in Valves and Seniiconduetors etc. 

Over the past tv\ enty years or so sources of noise additional to those (shot and 

thermal) generally regarded as of a “fundamental” nature have been observed 

in semiconductors and thermionic valves. Characteristic is the degree of de¬ 

pendence on the current magnitude and on an inverse power of the frequency. 

An immediate consequence of the latter characteristic is that with increase of' 

frequency these sources (“ current noise ” in resistances, “ flicker noise ” in valves) 

mav be subordinated to the true shot and or thermal fluctuation; measurements 

of the latter are therefore ahvays (now) conducted at frequencies w'ell removed 

from the audio range (often in the order of a megacycle per second). On the 

other hand, there are several fields of investigation—physiological amplifiers 

{vide infra) and ionizing particle-counters for example—w here very low^ frequency 

stimuli must be recorded. As a result interest in the subject, previously somewhat 

sporadic, has rather recently revived; a conference on these topics t in 1647 

provided a considerable amount of valuable information. 
Following a general introductory revieev by R. A. Smith, E. J. Harris presented 

a survey of experimental data, mainly around 30 c/s., on semiconducting resist¬ 

ances J (pyrolytic film and carbon composition) and triode and pentode valves 

(with oxide-coated emitters). In the absence of current only thermal noise 

(Nyquist’s law) was observed, as to be expected, in the resistors; wdien as little 

as 1 fia current flowed, however, the noise intensity rose to several times this 

value. The general results agree fairly well with a dependence of the “ anomalous 

noise on the square of the current and on the inverse first power of the frequency; 

in the case of valves, however, below 300 c/s. the variation between members 
• 

* Pierce (1948) has recently published a review in simplified terms ot shot and thermal nf)ise 
including a discussion of secondary-emission amplifiers. The writer, however, must admit to 
finding the “elementary” treatment rather more difficult to understand than Shockley and 

Pierce’s original analysis. 
t Conference on Flicker Noise—papers unpublished, but quoted here with indiMdual authors 

permission. 
t In the range ^100kl2-200 kli. 
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of the same type was as great as between different specific types (see also Harris 

and Bishop 1948). Data on vacuum photocells and secondary-emission photo¬ 

multipliers was given by D. A. H. Brown; the result of greatest importance 

certainly seems to be the abwsence of flicker effect in photocells. Brown suggested 

that flicker effect might have been expected in photocells because of the semi¬ 

conducting nature of their emissive surfaces (the cells examined by him had 

Ag“0-Cs and Sb-Cs cathodes). To the writer, however, this does not seem 

immediately relevant unless some relatively slow variation of photo-emission 

probability (cf. Smith 1948) were specifically associated with the semiconductor 

characteristics. Some general considerations of knv-frequency amplifier design 

based on the available data were discussed by A. B. Gillespie (see also Gillespie, 

unpublished). 

A very valuable contribution by G. G. Macfarlane, since published elsewhere 

(1947), developed a theory of low-frequency noise intended to be of general 

application to all types of semiconducting element including the thermionic 

valve with oxide cathode where the semiconducting surface is then regarded as 

the cathode-vacuum interface. Schottky (1926) first derived an expression for 

the excess flicker noise : 8/‘^ oc /‘^ (a>“ 4-a^), where w — 27r/and 1/a is a time-constant 

characteristic of the effect - this he visualized as a random variation in density 

of foreign atoms or molecules on the surface of the cathode producing relatively 

large, local variations in emissivity. Schottky’s theory followed Johnson’s 

discovery (1925) of the phenomenon, reported in an excellent paper which should 

certainly be studied by anyone interested in the field. Schottky’s expression 

agreed quite well as regards the dependence on current with Johnson’s results; 

the frequency variation, however, was less satisfactory and Moullin (1938), for 

example, pointed out that Johnson’s data indicated more nearly a variation: 

cc PjcD^'", Macfarlane’s theory may be regarded as a considerable development 

of Schottky’s model; metallic atoms from the body of the emitter diffuse under a 

concentration gradient “ up ” to the surface in relatively isolated clusters, are there 

ionized and are thus conducted back by the electric field subsequently into the 

body of the emitter. While the metallic atoms (e.g. barium in the case of a 

BaO cathode) are on the surface they are assumed to be strongly polarized and the 

effective work function is then reduced there by an amount directly proportional 

to the strength of the dipolar layer. The thermionic emission can thus be related 

directly to the number of Ba adatoms at one of the localized surface points where 

“eruption” has taken place. By calculation of the correlation-function for the 

emission current and thence the power-spectrum, Macfarlane derives a law of 

ithe form — (l<jc<2). 

Rather encouraging agreement is found with a considerable range of experi¬ 

mental data on low-frequency noise. Lead-sulphide cells and carbon resistors 

(Harris, Abson and Roberts 1947, Christensen and Pearson 1936) are also found 

to obey a law of this type suggesting that a similar mechanism is responsible in 

these cases. The primary cause of flicker-noise in tungsten^filament valves 

(Johnson 1925, Milner—Conference unpublished) appears still uncertain. Further 

research w^ould seem very desirable to determine definitely whether such valves 

could be of value in low-noise l.f. amplifiers. One particular difficulty is the 

separate identification and elimination of microphonics (arising from mechanical 

resonances in the structure). 
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In the field of physiology particularly, galvanometer amplifiers vseem to have 

great promise; only thermal Brownian movement is to be expected in a galvano¬ 

meter as an evitable source of fluctuation. The elimination of extraneous 

mechanical vibration, however, presents a problem comparable with that of 

microphony in valves. A. V. Hill (1934, 1938, 1948) has used galvanometer 

amplifiers of special design with very great success in muscle studies; Franken- 

haeuser and the writer (1948) have designed a modified type of amplifier for use 

in connection with nerve-potential recording: an essential feature is the incor¬ 

poration of a high degree of negative feedback to provide stability, augmented 

frequency-response and high input-impedance.* A point of considerable 

interest is that while a number of nerve-responses (e.g. to brushing and pressing 

stimuli) have been clearly identified in electro-physiological records, the pain- 

response has not yet been observed in a single fibre. Figures 6(t/) and 6(/>)' 

indicate the importance of noise-reduction in amplifiers for this field. 

MI^WWWW\/WWVAAAAA/W\AA/WWW\/WWVW^ 

Figure 6(^7). Weak action-polentialvS from rabbit’s sural nerve produced by normal cutaneous 
touching stimulus [timing-wave 50 c/s.j 

[Courtesy of B. Frankenhaeuser and G. Weddell, Oxford.] 

AAAAAAAAA/W\AAMA/WVWWWWW'sAAAAAAAA/VWAAAAA/VVW\A/W\AAA^ 

F'igure 6(b), Action-potentials from rabbit's sural nerve arising from slow-accommodation 
touch receptor. 

[Xlde B. F'rankenhaeuser, J. Physiol, (in press).] 

The Dutch physicists, Milatz, Bloembergen et al. (1946, 1948) have developed 
over a number of years a photoelectric a.c. galvanometer amplifier. It is claimed 
that an accuracy equal to that of an ideal d.c. amplifier is achieved ; their amplifier, 
however, is not sensitive to external disturbances because of its essentially resonant 
character {vide infra) or to battery drift, and can be built with ordinary radio 
components. The galvanometer electromagnet is fed with 50 c/s. current 
and the instrument then only responds if the current injected into the coil is of 

* The output-impedance of a rabbit's nerve may be 50 k -^. 
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the same frequency and of the appropriate phase. The photocell illumination 

is interrupted by means of a rotating disc driven from a synchronous motor from 

the same 50 c s. source as that for the magnet. A hand-width of approximately 

1 c/s. occurs naturally if the galvanometer time-constant is approximately 1 sec. 

The “dark” thermal-emission of the Cs photocell is practically eliminated by 

cooling in liquid air and high overall sensitivity results. The essentia! principle 

has much in common with the Dicke method for measuring fluctuation or 

radiation of low level. Say we wish to examine the noise received from the sun 

on a microwave receiver. If a waveguide antenna be exposed to the sun the noise 

detectable at the receiver output may only differ very slightly from that observed 

under normal conditions. Let us, however, now “interrupt” this radiation 

(say by some abs(3rhent shutter) at perhaps 30 c s.; the small difference between the 

effective solar and terrestrial noise will then essentially be amplifiable as a 30 c s. 

“ signal ” of extremely small band-width. 

Closely allied to this field is the problem of the limiting sensitivity of electro¬ 

meters. Recently van Zolingen (104S) in his thesis has considered the application 

of differential negative feedback (through a photoelectric amplifier) to a Hoffmann 

electrometer, the natural air-damping being much reduced by high evacuation. 

The ultimate sensitivity in terms of the inevitable but high leakage resistance 

of the instrument can then be more closely approached (cf. also v. d. Ziel 1042). 

van Zolingen discusses the improvement in overall performance after application 

of the feedback by introduction of an effective temperature, and in this sense 

apparent temperatures of approximately 2 k. are achieved. I’he writer deprecates 

this mode of performance specification since there is no question of reducinti the 

thermal fluctuation below the fundamental limit set by Nyquist’s formula in 

terms of the inherent instrument resistance. It would appear more logical to 

specify the improvement in efficiency arising consequent upon the alteration in 

effective dynamic impedance and frequency response of the system due to the 

feedback. The thermionic valve when operated as a cathode-follower may 

similarly improve the effective signal noise performance of a high-impedance 

source, since the dynamic input impedance of the value is very considerably raised 

because of the cathode feedback. Correspondingly, however, a limit would be 

set by the inherent leakage of the valve. 

3.4. Spontaneous Fluctuations of Temperature and Radiation 

In deriving the expression for the electrical noise of a passive element we 
assume that the element is in a “ heat-bath ” such that the (macroscopic) tempera¬ 
ture of the body may be regarded as strictly constant. When, however, considering 
elements which, by virtue of their small heat-capacity (and high thermo-electrical 
characteristics*) may be used for the detection of, say, infra-red radiation it 
becomes necessary to consider the spontaneous temperature fluctuations of the 
body as a whole. A bolometer, for example, operates by virtue of the high 
resistance-temperature characteristic of certain materials, A steady current 
is passed through it from an external source and the change of electrical resistance 
on reception of radiation is thus converted into an electrical potential difference. 
It might occur in practical cases that the electrical fluctuation arising from 
the temperature fluctuations would override the Johnson noise of the element 
when placed at the input of a sensitive amplifier. It is known (cf. Fiirth 

* Using the term in a g>eneral sense. 
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1920a) that the total thermal energy fluctuation is given by SE^ = kT^C or 

where C is the thermal capacity of the element. 

To utilize the results we require, however, to know the distribution in fre¬ 

quency; Milatz and Van der Velden (1943) and Daunt and Kompfner (1945-46) 

have derived such expressions and thence discussed the optimum design of 

such thermal detectors. Further contributions have been made by Kompfner 

and others (e.g. MacDonald 1947). 

The voltage fluctuations of a conventional antenna may be treated either 

through a direct application of Nyquist’s theorem in terms of the radiation 

resistance or else by a consideration of the equilibrium radiation interchange 

with the surrounding medium (Burgess 1941, 1946b); exactly similarly the 

energy fluctuations of a thermal receiver may also be analysed from the stand¬ 

point of fluctuations in thermal radiation. This analysis has been carried out by 

Lewis (1947) and Daunt and Kompfner based on the classical work of Kinstein 

(1909) and Planck (1924) leading to results in concordance with the other mode of 

approach. 

Radiation fluctuations may readily be appreciated in terms of random variations 

in the number of photons arriving, although Bose Fhnstein rather than classical 

statistics are applicable. The lower limit of visual acuity is naturallv of consider¬ 

able interest in this connecrion ; Pirenne (1947) has recently reviewed the problem 

and it appears that many fundamental physiological properties of the eye are 

explicable through the quantization of radiation and fluctuations in n\imber of 

quanta received by indis idual receptors, de \ ries (1943) (cf. also Pirenne 1946) 

has shown that the difl'erential sensitivity of the eye is nearly equal to the statistical 

fluctuations in the number of quanta absorbed in the retina. Pirenne (1947) 

considers the relative frequency of perception of a very faint image in relation 

to the (nominal) stimulus and concludes that the observed variability of limiting 

visual response is explicable by random fluctuations in the photon arrival-rate 

without necessarily calling for any additional phy^siological hypothesis. 

de Wies (194S) has recently reviewed and discussed the aural threshold, in 

relation to the Brownian movement of the surrounding air, of the vibrating system 

of the ear and of the sense-cells. He concludes that a discrepancy exists on present 

theories of hearing between the observed low audible threshold and the magnitude 

of the thermal agitation of the sense cells. 
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§1. IN4'R(M)UCTION Til E purpose of the present Report is to give an account of some of the 

experiments that have been performed, since about 1941, with the new 

high energy electron accelerators (betatrons and synchrotrons). h'or 

chronological reasons most of the work so far carried out has been with betatrons, 

but it seems likely that as electron energies higher than the 100Mev. now available 

(Westendorp and Charlton 1945) are reached, a much higher proportion of the 

researches will be made with synchrotrons, several of which (at the University 

of C-alifornia, at the Massachusetts Institute oUrechnology, and, in Britain, lor the 

University of Glasgow) are now being built for 300 Mev. Linear accelerators 

for electrons and for protons have been, or are being, built in various laboratories; 

the former appear to be capable of giving very high x-ray outputs, and fuller 

accounts of their performance are awaited with much interest (see Lry and 

Walkinshaw^ 1949). 

It is not proposed to describe the accelerators themselves in this Report, 

but the following review and original papers may be consulted for detailed 

references: betatrons are described generally by Kerst (1946), Bosley (1946), 

and others, and synchrotrons by Elder et al, (1947) and Fry et a!. (1947). 

It has been necessary for completeness to refer in several places to experiments 

with high energy y-rays, which have been used for photo-disintegration work 

(Bothe and Gentner 1939 and others), for experiments on electron scattering, 

pair production etc., and for the (y, p) reaction. We do not propose to define 

the term “high-voltage” used in the title of this Report, since mention has been 

made of certain experiments with Van de Graaff generators (see § 3) on, for example, 

the photo-disintegration of Be and D, but the lower energy limit considered 

generally in this paper is approximately 5 Mev. 

It is clearly impossible in a short review to cover adequately all the fields 

of application for high voltage x-rays. The Report deals only with nuclear physical 

experiments carried out with high energy electron accelerators; the work on 

radiography and on the preliminary investigations of the biological and clinical 

effects of high energy radiations have not been discussed. 

• Department of Natural Philosophy, University of Glasgow, 
t Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Liverpool. 
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§2. KXPEKliMKNl'AL TECHNIQUES 

2.1. The Use of Geiger Counters and Ionization Chambers in Measurement 

of 5~20 Mev, x-rays 

The purpose of this and the following section is to indicate briefly some 

special aspects of certain measurement techniques. In general, standard 

experimental methods applicable to work with, and measurements of, betatron 

and synchrotron x-ray beams often need modification for two major reasons, 

viz. the high quantum energies and the peculiar pulsed character of the beams, 

which generally consist of a regular series of short pulses, lasting for perhaps one 

or a few microseconds, separated by relatively long intervals 1/100-1/10 sec.) 

Ionization chambers have been used by several authors (e.g. Kerst 1942, 

1946) to give the mean value in time of the radiation flux, and Elder et al. (1947) 

have used photomultiplier tubes, which should enable the beam pulse-shape 

to be followed accurately. Geiger counters have, of course, been used to measure 

the activities of specimens irradiated and rendered radioactive in the beam. 

In cases where Geiger (non-proportional) counters are used in the beam it 

is necessary to allow for the finite dead-time (--lOO/asec.) of such devices. 

Muehlhause and Friedman (1946) drew attention to this limitation and pointed 

out that as the beam intensity is increased from zero the counting rate varies 

from zero up to the pulse recurrence rate M tor the accelerator (^ ISO sec.). 

'The counting rate is given by N -~M[\ — cxp( — AqA’))^ where is the number 

of quanta, per beam pulse, falling on the counters, each of efficiency E, and a 

is the number of counters used in coincidence. It is advantageous to reduce 

E and a. Work on E has been carried out by, for example, Yukawa and Sakata 

'(1937) and Dunworth (1940) to study high-energy y-radiations and to investigate 

the relative importance of the photoelectric effect, Compton recoils, and pair 

production in determining E. 

'Fhe above expression implies that the counter dead-time is much longer than 

the pulse duration. So far as the present authors know, the use of proportional 

or sub-threshold Geiger counters has not been explored with short pulses of 

radiation. Muehlhause and Friedman (1946) have counted at rates of 1 ()(),()()()/sec. 

using counters in which the full Geiger pulse is not allowed to develop (cf. Stever 

1942). 

Photomultipliers do not suffer from the particular limitation due to dead-time : 

Elder et al. (1947) have published a photograph of the wave-form of the x-ray 

pulse from the Schenectady 70Mev, synchrotron, taken with an R.C.A. 931 

photomultiplier tube. The technique is clearly capable of extension to many other 

related problems. 
The use of ionization chambers for the measurement of x-ray beam strengths 

in the region 5-20 Mev. entails the extension of existing techniques. The theory 

of air-wall chambers for measurements of x-ray beam strengths in roentgens 

has been discussed in many places (Gray 1928 and Laureacc 1937), and an 

authoritative review is given in a book by Wilson (1945). No description of 

the use of air-wall chambers for 20 Mev. beams has been published, although 

•experiments have, no doubt, been carried out in several laboratories; for example, 

the present authors have constructed a series of graphite-walled chambers 

^(5 cm^ volume) of wall thickness varying from about 0-4 to 4 cm. 

6-2 
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Recent and comprehenvsive reviews of modern electronic techniques for 

ionization chambers have been given by Lewis (1942) and by Corson and Wilson 

(1948). The latter authors briefly discuss some of the latest methods using 

electron collection which might prove of great value in short-pulse work with 

electron accelerators. 

J^ax (1947) has considered in great detail the behaviour of a graphite chamber 

having two walls each 4-5 cm. thick separated by a thin gas layer. 25 Mev. electrons 

would not penetrate such walls, but above this energy the chamber does not behave 

as a normal ionization chamber, and its sensitivity will be somewhat reduced. 

4*5 cm. of graphite is equivalent to about one-fifth of a radiation length (which is 

roughly the distance in which the energy of a fast particle is reduced to Ije of its 

original value by radiative processes (see also Rossi and Greisen 1941), and the 

relative sensitivity of the chamber, SjO, as a function of x-ray (or y-ray) 

energy is given in Figure 1. The spectrum was assumed flat from 0 to f/Mev. 

20 40 60 60 100 

BETATRON ENERGY U (MEV) 

Fij^ure 1. The response of a graphite ionization chamber to high energy X-rays. 

This arbitrary flat spectrum corresponds approximately to a 100 Mev. bremsstrah- 

lung spectrum (Heitler 1944, p. 170) which would presumably be obtained w^ith 

a thin target (see below, §3.4). For a 20 Mev, beam this approximation would 

probably not be justified as the thin target spectrum tends to a triangular shape 

(Figure 2). Lax enumerates in great detail the minor corrections due to attenua¬ 

tion in the chamber walls, electron scattering in the latter, the electronic radiation 

losses and non-linearity of the range-energy relation. For 20-100 Mev. the 

combined effect of these corrections is not more than ± 7%. 

2.2. The Use of Wilson Chambers with Electron Accelerators 

Wilson chambers have been used with betatrons in several experiments. 

In certain cases it is convenient, for example, to avoid unnecessary and wasteful 

operation of the betatron magnet etc. during the long ('^l min.) waiting periods 

inevitable with Wilson chambers, to excite the magnet in short bursts, synchronized 

with the Wilson chamber cycle. Thus, Baldwin et al. (1947) describe electronic 

methods for controlling the injection of electrons in the betatron, whether the 

magnet be pulsed or excited continuously. The object of this work was essentially 
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to ensure the production, in the Wilson chamber, of sharp uniform tracks formed 

at corresponding instants in every expansion chamber cycle. 

The sequence of events is as follows: The primary signal fn^m the Wilson 

chamber first produces pulse excitation of the main magnet (unless continuously 

excited), then causes the injection of one burst of electrons, llie flashing 

of the Wilson chamber illuminating system can also conveniently be controlled 

by the same master circuit and, finally, the delays between {a) expansion and 

{b) the passage of the beam through the chamber, and between {h) and the illumina¬ 

tion of the tracks for photography are controlled. 

Koch and Robinson (1948) pointed out that pulsing of the main magnet windings 

with a magnetic contactor (Baldwin ct al, 1947) is sometimes undesirable since 

the magnet current depends to some extent on the rate of closing of the contacts, 

and on their condition. Koch and Robinson excited the w inding of their 22 Mev. 

betatron magnet by discharging the condenser bank, via two ignitrons (type GL. 415) 

in series, through the main field coil. One of the ignitrons w^as fired by a pulse 

produced by the cloud-chamber timing system, and the electron injection process 

could be controlled by any of the usual methods which, since the instant of 

injection must be accurately timed with reference to the magnet field, were 

necessarily triggered by a pulse developed in a peaker-strip winding (Kerst 

1942) or pick-up coil in the main magnetic circuit. 

The authors have used a different electronic system for use with a Wilson 

chamber. For some experiments now in progress it is necessary to fire the 

X-ray beam through the chamber inside its sensitive time. The electron injector 

in the betatron (20 Mev.) is arranged to give not only one, but a controllable number 

of pulses (up to 10) when fired by a control circuit tripped from the Wilson 

chamber (Heymann and Bosley 1949). 
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§3. KXPKRIMENTAL RESULTS 

3,1. Photo-Fission 

Very soon after the discovery of the fissile properties of uranium, Roberts 

et al. (1939) and Ileyn et al, (1939) reported unsuccessful attempts to produce 

fission in uranium and thorium by bombardment with the y-rays from lithium 

and from fluorine. Ilaxby et al. (1941), using fluorine (6Mev.) y-rays, later 

succeeded in detecting uranium and thorium fission, the cross sections being 

estimated to be = 3*5 ± 1() x 10 ‘^”cm- and 1-7 + 0-5 x 10 cm-. An 

ionization chamber and amplifier were used to detect the fission process in this 

PLMt B f'LATc A plate c 
(mwi&WNtOATlvC POTENTiAu) (TO f.RtOOr P1»ST Tuee) ( TO wiew PO'^JTIVE 

I INLH 

100 MEGOHMS RUBBER MOUNTING 

Figure 3. Ionization chamber used in work on photo-fission. 

experiment and the disintegrations were counted visually on the screen of a 
cathode-ray oscillograph, several tests being made to ensure that the phenomena 
observed were, in fact, due to y-rays and not to neutrons. 

Photo-fission of uranium and thorium has also been investigated by Baldwin 
and Klaiber (1947), using betatron x-rays of from 10 to 100 Mev. peak energy. 
In this experiment a differential type of ionization chamber, as shown in Figure 
was used. This, when properly balanced, was practically insensitive to x-rays. 
Uranium—or thorium—oxide was coated upon one electrode of the chamber, the 
signals from which, after passing through a linear amplifier, were applied to a 
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discriminator and a recording circuit. A monitor oscillograph was also used 

to check the operation of the apparatus. The incident x-radiation from the beta¬ 

tron was monitored by a Victorecn thimble ionization chamber encased in 
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Figure 5. Arbitrary betatron radiation spectrum (dashed line) derived ii, an approximation 
to a brenisstrahlung spectrum (full line). 

I in, lead and placed behind the fission chamber. Measurements were made 

of the number of fissions produced per roentgen, as measured by the Victoreen 

chamber, and this was plotted against the peak x-ray energy, a curve of the shape 

shown in Figure 4 being obtained in the case of uranium. 
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In order to determine from these results the variation of cross section of the 

photo-fission reaction with x-ray energy, it is necessary to know (a) the spectrum 

of the betatron radiation and (h) the response of the \h*ctoreen chamber to this 

radiation. Baldwin and Klaiber calculated the latter approximately (see also 

Lax 1947) and assumed that the x-ray spectrum would be of the shape derived 

by Heitler (1944, p. 170) for a thin target; for simplicity this was modified as 

shown in Figure 5 to one having constant intensity for all energies. 

With these assumptions it was found that the maximum value of the cross 

section for uranium was 6 x 10 cm-, this value occurring at approximately 

IbMev. The cross section decreased rapidly on either side of this energy, 

becoming very small at energies above 30Mev. or below 8mcv. Similar results 

were obtained for thorium, and assuming that the uranium and thorium targets 

were both thick and that the average range of the fission fragments was the same 

in both cases, it could be concluded that the ratio of photo-fission cross sections 

for uranium and for thorium at corresponding energies was 2*0 ± ()• 1. Tungsten, 

lead, bismuth, gold, thallium and samarium were also investigated, but no 

fissions were detected with any of these elements during long irradiations. 

3.2. Nuclear Photo-Effect 

The measurement of threshold energies in photo-nuclear (y, n) reactions 

has become much easier since the development of the new high energy accelerators. 

Prior to the introduction of these machines, with which x-ray beam energies 

are easily controllable, work had been carried out on cross sections at certain 

fixed energies using the y-rays from elements such as lithium or fluorine bombarded 

by protons, and also on the disintegration of light elements (deuterium and 

beryllium) whose thresholds were within the energy range available from \'an de 

GraaflF generators or from natural radioactive sources. This work will be briefly 

summarized here for completeness. 

The photo-disintegration reactions of deuterium and beryllium were dis¬ 

covered in 1934 (Chadwick and Goldhaber 1934), and have since been studied 

extensively. Myers and Van Atta (1942), using paraffin and boron trifluoride 

neutron counters to detect the reactions, determined the thresholds as 

2T83 ± 0 012Mev. for deuterium and 1*62 ±0*010 Mev, for beryllium, the ratio 

of the cross sections at 15 kev, above the threshold being — 10/1. 

A new method of detecting these reactions has been described by Wiedenbeck 

and Marhoefer (1945), and makes use of the resonance absorption of neutrons by 

rhodium or silver. Using counters with these metals as cathodes the authors 

obtained straight line plots of neutron activity against peak incident x-ray energy, 

enabling the thresholds to be determined more accurately by extrapolation than 

had previously been the case when the neutrons were slowed down in paraffin 

before detection by the counters; the neutron activity-beam energy plots then 

gave a power law curve. Collins et aL (1939) found that the thresholds for the 

photo- and electro-disintegrations of beryllium were identical, the value agreeing 

with that given above, and activity was increased tenfold for a given electron 

current by first converting it into x-rays before bombarding the beryllium. The 

neutron yields from photo- and electro-disintegration of beryllium have also been 

investigated by Wiedenbeck (1946). 

Gibson et aL (1947) have determined the angular distribution of the protons 

from the deuterium reaction using the photographic plate technique which has 
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also been used in preliminary measurements of the x-ray spectrum of a betatron 

(see §3.4), and Wilson et al. (1948) have measured the cross section at 2-62 Mev. 
to an accuracy of ±6% using an ionization chamber method. The value they 
found was 16-2 ± 1-0 x 10’^^cm^. 

Bothe and Centner in 1939 measured the cross section for the ^^Cu (y, n) ‘'"“Cu 

reaction with lithium and boron y-rays and compared the yields induced by both 
radiations in other elements. 

'fhe first paper dealing with the nuclear photo-disintegrations produced b}^ 

a betatron was published by Baldwin and Koch (1945). The (y, n) reaction 

w^as produced in ten elements whose thresholds lay between 9 and 19 Mev., 

and was detected by the induced radioactivity in the elements (as for example 

in the reaction +n S +e" 4-e^ f O). {(J is the binding 

energy, determined by the threshold value of hv.) 

The betatron w^as fitted with an energy integrating circuit to ensure constant 

peak output for a given setting of the controls, and irradiation of the element con¬ 

cerned was carried out in a sequence of increasing peak energy values until activity 

was detected with a jS-counter after the irradiation had ceased. A typical curve 

of activity of the specimen (in this case iron after a IQ min. irradiation) against 

peak x-ray energy is shown in Figure 6 and the results are tabulated in Table 1. 

As the x-ray spectrum of the betatron was not known, cross-section measure¬ 

ments could not be made in this work, and no attempt was made to interpret 

the shape of the excitation curves, all of which were of the same general shape. 

This work was continued by Becker et al. (1947) using a 20 Mev. betatron, 

and the results given in Table 2 were obtained. 
Perlman and Friedlander (1948), using the 100 Mev. machine, adopted either 

the or ^®F (y, n) reactions as standards with which the yields f)f fifteen other 

^(y, n) reactions were compared at 50 and 100 Mev., with the results shown in 
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Table 3, in which the SOmcv. yield is taken as unity. (Other earlier results 

for the (y, n) and (y, 2n) reactions are given by Baldwin and Klaiber (1946) 

and are shown in Table 1.) 

'Bable 1 

y Active Half-life 4'bn ‘shuld 
olermnt isotope (min.) (Mc V.) 

6 Carbon ^•c 21 18*7- -19-4 

7 Nitrogen i:y\: 10 IM . 0-5 
8 Oxygen ir>() 2-1 16-3 y 0-4 

2() Iron •-‘Fe 9 14*2 : 0-4 

29 Copper «-Cu 10-3 l()-9 : 0-3 
30 Zinc »='Zn 39 1L6 ; 0-4 
34 Selenium '’*Se ^‘Se 17 9-S : 0-5 
34 Selenium ’bSe or ^bSe 57 hi gher 

42 IVlolybdenum •*bM(> or '♦"iMo 17 13-5 : 0-4 

47 Silver ’•’LAg 2*3 9*3 0-5 

47 Silxer 24-5 abov e 9-5 

'I’able 2 

Reaction 
Period 
(sec.) 

Thresho 

obs. 

Id 

calc. 

’Li (y, p) «He 1 9-S ■ 0-3 10-1 

-^Mg (y, n) '-’LMg 11 l(v4 0-3 15-5 

-’Al (y, n) 7 14-4 0-3 IM 

-^Si (y, n) ^’Si 5 16-9 : (1-3 164; 

■'^S (y, n) "bS 3 154) ! 0-3 16-7 

“^‘'Ca (y, n) ‘^‘^Ca 1 164) i 0-3 13-7 

Table 3 

Product 
Parent i’roduct Product betas and Relative yield 
isotope isotope half-life energies 100 iMev. 50 IMev, 

(Mev.) 

'^C 20*5 m. jSi 1 4)4 2*3 2*3 
i:»N 9-9 m. ^-! 1*2 1 *00 1 *00 

’SO 15() 2-1 m. i5-fl-7 2*2 2*4 
i«F 1-87 h. i3 i-0'7 2*7 2*8 

)SA1 ‘-'bAl 74) s. ! 2*99 2-3 3*1 
BOp 2-5 m. ^4 3*0 7-2 7*1 

??C1 =’^C1 33*0 m. 
/i84 .s-l (80%) \ 
\^+2-4 (20%)/ 

2*4 2*4 

i»K 7*6 m. ^4-2-5 2*6 2*6 

55Ni 36 h. /3H-0-67 6*3 64) 

iscu «^Cu 9*9 m. /Si-2-6 33 35 

S;Oa «sGa 68-Q m. /3i 1-9 42 44 

’}Ga ’«Ga 20*0 m. /3 -1-7 43 44 

’ISPd loopd 12-7 h. jS-M 33 39 

’S?Ak lOBAg 2*33 m. /3-2-8 41 46 

’IlSb i20Sb 16*6 m. /S+1-53 42 46 
“’Re isoRe 92*0 h. /S-l-07 85 86 
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It may be seen from 7 able 3 that within the accuracy of measurement there 

is no increase in yield relative to or between 50Mev. and 100 Mew (peak)^ 

from which one may conclude that either all the cross sections vary in the same 

way with energy as those for or or that the cross sections above SOmcv, 

are very small. 

Figure 8. Relative cross*sectic>n/quantum energy relation for (y, n) derived 
from an assumed simple betalrcjn spectrum. 

This latter conclusion was supported by measurements of yields published 

by Baldwin and Klaiber (1948) using the 100Mev. betatron. In this work the 

(y, n) and ®^Cu (y, n) ®“Cu reactions were studied, and with the same 
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assumptions for x-ray spectrum (and the same calculation for the response of 

the monitoring Victoreen chamber) as were made in the earlier work on photo¬ 

fission (§3.1) the yield curves obtained (cf. Figure 7) could be analysed to give 

the variation of cross section of the reactions with x-ray energy. The result 

for the carbon reaction is shown in Figure 8. From this curve it may be seen 

that, if the assumptions made are correct, the reaction is sensitive to only a small 

range of x-ray energies. 

3.3. The (y, p) Reactions 

Tluber, Lienhard, Scherrer and WiifHer (1944) reported an activity obtained 

in the bombardment of Mg with the 17mcv. Li y-rays, and attributable to ‘-^^Mg 

(y, p) “^Na. Baldwin and Klaiber (1946) were able to confirm the reaction 

with the 100 Mev. betatron at Schenectady and obtained much supporting 

evidence. For example, their decay curves obtained from the bombardment 

of Mg are shown in Figure 9. * 

lOO • I HR 

Figure 9. Decay curves obtained after bombardment of Mg with 100 mcv. x-rays. 

These were obtained in the normal way, by irradiating specimens in the beta¬ 
tron beam, removing them, and then measuring as quickly as possible their 
^-activities with a suitable counter. The 40 m. activity was not identified. The 
62*5 sec. activity is due to the ^^Na, reported by Huber et al. (1944), from the 
(y, p) reaction. Absorption measurements of end-point energy, made by both 
groups of experiments, are in agreement (2-8 Mev.). The 14*8 hour activity 
(Figure 9) is apparently caused by ^^Mg (y, p) ^^Na. Table 4 summarizes the 
results of Baldwin and Klaiber (1946). 

Some probable cases of the (y, an) reaction with O and Na were also reported. 
A Wilson chamber photograph from this paper is shown in Figure 10 (see 

Plate). Traqk 1 is a 6-2 Mev. a particle, and tracks 2 and 3 were identified as 
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protons. Track 4 is apparently the recoil nucleus (weak activities were observed 

which could be attributed to (y, p2n) (y, 3pn) and (y, an) or (y, 2p3n) reactions). 

Figure 11 shows a similar star, and the tracks are probably due to the same kinds 

of particles as in Figure 10. Another interesting photograph (Figure 12), due also 

to Baldwin and Klaiber (1948), shows another form of nuclear evaporation 

(100 Mev. irradiation). The authors suggest that this might be either 

i2C->2a +2p +2n (threshold 35-4Mev.) or, more likely, ^*N-^3a +p 4-n (threshold 

as in 20 Mev.). 
On the latter assumption the quantum energy was found to be 41 Mev. 

Baldwin and Klaiber (1948) tabulated the thresholds for various reactions 

Table 5. 

Table 4 

Element Half-life Activity Probable isotope Probable reaction 

N 20*0 m. weak 20*5 m. '^N (y, p2n) "C 

Mk 62*5 s. strong “^Na 62 s. (y, p) ““Na 

Mg 14*8 h. strong “■'Na 14*8 h. (y, p) ■■=‘Na 

Al 63 s. moderate -^Na 62 s. -h\l (y, 2p) “'■’Na 

A1 14*8 h. moderate “^Na 14*8 h. “’Al (y, pn) “^Na 

Si 2-5 m. strong 2«A1 2*4 m. “".Si (y, p) ““AI 

Si 6*7 m. strong -»A1 6*7 m. “"Si (y, p) “"AI 

Si 15 h. weak 14*8 h. “"Si (y, 3pn) “‘Na 

P 6*7 m. moderate 2»A1 6*7 m. “’P (y, 2p) “"Al 

Pb 4*5 rn. strong 204^^1 4*1 m. “""Pb (y, 2pn) “"‘Tl 

'liable 5 

Threshold Threshold 
Reaction (Mev.) 

Reaction (Mev.) 

(y, p) “B 15*9 (y, 2n) 32-3 

(y, n) 18*6 ‘“C (y, 2pn) ‘'Be 33-6 

(y, 2p) ^°Be 27*0 ‘^C (y, 2a2p2n) 3.S-4 

12C (y, pn) ’"B 27*2 

Ogle, Brown and Conklin (1947) reported in early 1947 that x-rays from a 

20 Mev. betatron had given activities, with various target materials, that could be 

explained by the (y, p) process 
^A+y—>-^Z}A + p, 

although the fact that neutrons were produced in the betatron installation pre¬ 

vented the findings from being conclusive. I’he above authors then irradiated 

»Be since ^^Be (produced in the (n, y) process) has a half-life of 10^ years and so 

would cause no confusion, (y, n) would give »Be, with the immediate production 

of two a-particles. The (y, p) reaction would give ^Li (/? active, 7?,nax~ 12 Met., 

half-life = 0-88 sec.). 
The tests showed that the activity in *Be had a half-life of 0-88 ± 0 03 sec., 

with S-particles ranging in energy up to 12 Mev. A simple filter experiment 

eliminated confusion with the (n, a) «He ^’s that could have been produced, 

since their maximum energy would have been 3-7 Mev., although evidence for 

the production of «He was also obtained. The threshold of the Be (y, p) reaction 

was found to be 18 ± 1 Mev. A later note by Conklin and Ogle (1947) reports 

the detection of the a-particles produced by the «Be into which the "Li from 

Be (y, p) decays. 
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In the meanwhile, Hirzel and Waffler (1947) published a detailed report of 

an investigation of the (y, p) reaction in ten elements, using the y-rays from 

7Li(p,y)«Be. 

To minimize the effect of background counts due to y-radiations from the 

tube etc., the counter (A1 cathode) used to determine the activity produced by the 

(y, p) process was operated in anti-coincidence with a bank of ten counters, 

which were exposed to the background radiations. This procedure resulted 

in a 5- to 6-fold reduction of background count. The (y, p) activities were 

equivalent to approximately 10-100 counts/min. and the reduced background 

to approximately 2 3/min. 

The activities of the products of the (y, p) reaction were compared with the 

(y, n) activity produced in ^^Cu. Very careful precautions (such as the use of 

specially purified hydrogen in the ion source), were taken to reduce as far as 

possible the importance of the (n, p) reaction which might otherwise have swamped 

the (y, p) activities. I'he production of neutrons from the Li target by D 

bombardment and from ’^Li (a, n) ’‘‘B (the a’s being produced from ^Be formed 

in the (p, a) reaction with "Li) was considered. The final results (Tables 6 and 7) 

were thought to he sensibly free from such spurious effects. 

Table 6. (y, p) Cross Section compared with that for (y, n) in ‘^'*Cu 

Target 
element 

Radioactive 
product 

Half- 
life ^n.|("o) 

"•‘Na 14*8 h. 2*83 
60 s. 1 *56 

"“Si ■•""Al 2-3 m. 3*45 
""Al 6*7 m. 1*26 
’“Sc 57 rn. 1*62 
52V 3*9 m. 8*1 

'■Sc 26*75 h. 4*8 
“"Nb 75 m. 3*5 

104Rh /44 s. / 
^ 4*2 m. j 

7*3 

ooAg 24*5 s. 4*4 
^”Ag 7*5 d. 5*3 
02A^, 3*2 h. 6*0 
uejn 13 s. 2*9 
”‘In 117 m. 1*5 

'Fable 7. Theoretical and Experimental Values of cr(y, p)/o*(y, n) 

Reaction Experimental 
Theoretical 

(E^i 10 Mev. 
Theoretical 

.) (JS'ii-- 7*5 Mev. 

^»Ti(y, p) 0*054 1*2x10-2 — 

^^*Cr (y, p) 0*324 4*7x10-2 — 

’'Se (y, p) ’«As 0*048 2*1x10-^ 2*0 X 10-'’ 
(y, p) »7Nb 0*028 2*6x10“^ l*4xl0-« 

'^Td (y, p) 0*055 7*8x10 ® 7*7x10"^ 
”^Cd (y, p) 0*034 1*8x10® 2*9x10^ 
^i^Cd (y, p) ii^Ag 0*040 1*9x10"^ 1*0x10-2 

»i«Cd (y, p) 0*046 4*6x10-® 5*4x10^ 
(y, p) ^^®In 0*022 7*7x10-® 1*4x10-^ 

iisSn (y, p) I'Tn 0*011 2*1x10-® 1*8x10-^ 

In Table 7 the quotient (y, p) cross section/(y, n) cross section for the same 
•element, derived from the (y, n) cross section for ®^Cu, is compared with theoretical 
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values determined by the method of Weisskopf and Ewing (1940). Columns 3 

and 4 involve the use of neutron binding energies, equal to 10 and 7*5 mcv. 

respectively. 

It is readily seen that the values for a(y, p) are much higher than would be 

predicted from the Weisskopf and Ewing theory. Further work on this problem 

is to be expected, and, indeed, Courant (1948) suggested, in order to explain the 

theoretical discrepancy, that (cf. Weisskopf and Ewing 1940) the incident 

y-quanturn may be absorbed by dipole interaction with a single proton (which 

would be immediately ejected) in the struck nucleus, instead offorming a compound 

nucleus with it. Courant reports that preliminary calculations with the dipole 

model give (y, p) cross sections of the correct order of magnitude. 

D. 11. Wilkinson (Cavendish Laboratory) pointed out to us during 1947 that 

the (y, p) reaction with silver, amongst other elements, might be important in 

the studv of the photo-disintegration of T), using D-loaded photographic plates, 

since it might lead to the production of unwanted protons. 

Klaibcr, Luebke and Baldwin (1947), and Luebke, Klaiber and Baldwin 

(1947) have made detailed studies of the heavily ionizing particles ejected from 

nuclei by their 100 Mcv. x-radiation. They identified most of the particles as 

protons, and proceeded to study with care the effect of multiple scattering, in the 

gas of the Wilson chamber, on the measurement and interpretation of the tracks. 

Analvsis of the few tracks that gave mass values deviating a little from the proton 

mass show^ed in every case that the particle was probably a proton. The existence 

of cp-iite large spurious curvatures, obtained in zero magnetic field, is showm by 

Figure 13 (see i^late), in which the track has a radius of curvature of 60cm. 

(13 cm. range). 
Perlman and Friedlander (1948) investigated in some detail various (y, n), 

(y» P)> (y^ 2n) and {y, 2p) reactions using x-rays emitted from a tungsten target 

under bombardment by 50 or 100 Mev. electrons. 

The irradiations were monitored by measurement of or activities 

in polystyrene or l^iF respectively, bombarded with each target investigated. 

A mica-window Geiger counter was used to measure activities, and the various 

corrections for window^ thicknesses, self-absorption in the sample etc. were 

carefully made. 'The x-ray spectra were not known, so that energy variations 

of cross sections could not be discussed. It is stated, how^ever, that preliminary 

measurements on the x-ray beam energy distribution give at least approximate 

agreement wdth theoretical predictions that the number of quanta in a small 

energy interval is inversely proportional to the mean energy of the interval. 

The results are summarized in 4 ablcs 8 and 9. 

Table 8. Relative Yields of (y, p) Reactions : ’'*N(y, n)^''’N = 1 *00 at each Energy 

Parent Product Product Product betas Relative yield 

isotope isotope half-life and energies (mcv.) 100 Mev. 50 Mev. 

JiSi 6*8 m. /3-~2-5 
f(3-()-75 (20%)'1 

5-8 6*6 

"Win 2-62 h. W 1-()4(30%)V 
t 2-81 (50»'o) J 

7*6 7*6 

«iCo 1*74 h. ;8--M 5*4 5*0 

s;mo »’Cb 76 m. i3-l-4 5*0 3*1 

•JJRu loiq-c 14*5 m. ^-1-2 3*7 3*6 
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Table 9. Relative Yields of (y, 2n) and (y, 2p) Reactions: Yield of 

(y, n) = 1 *00 at each Energy 

Product 

Reaction 
Product 

half-life 
betas and 

eiien^ies 
Relative yield 

100 Mev. 50 Mev 
(Mev.) 

'-C (y, 2n) i''C not observed i3-l-3-4 < 0-003 

i“F (y, 2n) ''F 72 s. i5] 2-1 0-22 0-15 
"ip (y, 2n) -”P not observ^ed i3 + 3*6 <0-1 

o^Cu (y, 2n) “‘Cu to
 

;8+0-9 (78%) 3-3 2-5 

‘‘’Al (y, 2p) "'-Na 62 s. 
(45%)\ 

\/3-3-7 (55%)/ 
0-15 0-14 

»ip (y, 2p) '=“A1 6-7 m. P~2-5 0-20 0-15 
»“Cu (y, 2p) “‘Co 1 *8 h. p- M 0*16 

The tables are accompanied in the paper by lists of references. 

Tests were made (Perlman and Friedlander 1948) to check that neutrons 

and protons produced by the x-rays in the target and surroundings did not seriously 

affect the measurements of the primary (e.g. (y, n)) reactions. Attention is 

directed by the above authors to various interesting features of the results, viz. 

the sudden increase in (y, n) yields in the neighbourhood of mass 60, and the high 

yield of ^^“^Re (y, n). It is also pointed out that (y, p) yields for the cases studied 

vary less than the (y, n) yields for the same parent isotopes and are of the same 

order as (y, n) yields for species bekw copper, and it is suggested that this is 

difficult to reconcile with a mechanism of evaporation from a compound nucleus. 

3.4. Energy Loss of Fast Electrons and Positrons and Pair Production 

The loss of energy which an electron may be expected to suffer due to radiation 

and ionization, in travelling through matter of a given atomic number, has been 

calculated by Heitler (1944), and the results for the total energy loss per centimetre 

for different initial energies are shown in Table 10 for air, water and lead. (Pair 

production processes will of course give extra absorption.) 

Table 10. Energy Loss (MC^cm.) for Various Incident Energy E 

E (mc2) 0-01 0-1 1 10 100 1000 10000 

Air 0*073 0-013 0-0042 0*0045 0*0080 0-035 0*30 

Water 69-4 12-2 3*80 3*98 6*9 28 240 

I^‘ad 260 65 23 41 205 1950 19500 

The measurement of the energy loss has been described by Turin and Crane 

(1937), Curtis (1938), Fowler and Oppenheimer (1938) and others. Thin 

laminae of aluminium, carbon or lead are generally used as absorbers in a Wilson 

cloud chamber, the electrons and positrons being produced in a separate target 

or in the cloud-chamber wall. The results may be summarized as follow^s: for 

absorbing materials of low atomic number (aluminium, carbon etc.) the energy 

losses agree reasonably well with theory, but for lead the values found by some 

authors (but not by others, Turin and Crane 1937) are much higher (-^50% 

greater) than those to be expected (see, for example, Laslett and Hurst (1937)), 

although the extent of the errors appears to be generally greater for the higher 

energies. No difference is found between the energy losses for electrons and those 

for positrons of the same energy. Part at least of the discrepancy for lead may 
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be accounted for by the scattering of the electrons as they traverse the absorber, 

since this scattering increases the effective thickness of the absorber and becomes 

appreciable for high atomic numbers. I'owler and Oppenheimer (1938) found 

that the scattering (single scattering above fl-13 , multiple scattering below 

that angle) in lead for 5-17iviev. electrons and positrons agrees with theorv 
(Mott - Rutherford, etc.). 

Preliminary results of measurements of the scattering of fast electrons produced 

by betatron x-rays have been described (Hosley et al. 1947), using {a) a single 

lead plate ()•()] 3 in. thick as absorber, the electrons being produced in the cloud 

chamber wall, and (h) a set of four lead plates the first of which, 0*013 in. thick, 

was used as a target for the production of pairs by the x-rays, the electrons then 

passing through the other three plates of increasing thicknesses (0*010 in., 

0*020 in., and 0*030 in.) suffering increasing energy losses. 

A series of some 600 photographs (stereoscopic pairs) has been taken (Nash, 

Bosley and Craggs 1948). Figure 14 shows a triplet (a pair formed in the field 

of an electron) found in the course of this w^ork, and Figure 15 shows a typical 

Figure IS. 2 Mev. bL-tatrt)n radiation spectruni ileduced from analysis of C’ompton u'coils. 

electron track. The scattering is particularly marked in one of the lead plates. 

Figure 16 show^s an electron/positron pair and apparently large angle scattering 

of the positron. These results were obtained w ith a 20 Me v. betatron. Figure 17, 

included by the courtesy of Dr. G. S. Klaiber (G.F7 Laboratory, Schenectady), 

shows another triplet and a pair taken with the (.t.F7 100 Mev. betatron. 

The above work on the production of electron/positron pairs enables also an 

investigation of the betatron spectrum to be made, following earlier work by 

many authors on the investigation of certain y-ray spectra. Typical work in the 

latter field was carried out by Crane et aL (1935), Gaerttner and Crane (1937), 

Halpern and Crane (1939), Fowler et al. (1938) and Kruger and Ogle (1945). 

In comparing radiation intensities from pair energy distributions it is necessary 

to assume that proper allowance for variations of cross-section with energy can 

be made. Heitler (1944) gives full information on this subject and it is generally 

supposed, as a result of experimental wwk, that the treatment is valid at least 

for the range of energies covered in this Report. 

Lasich and Riddiford (1947) published a spectrum (Figure 18) for their 

2*8 Mev. betatron, determined from measurements on Compton recoil electrons^ 

7 P S P R 
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ejected from a 0-5 mm. carbon plate in a Wilson chamber. Their spectrum 

differs considerably from that due to a thin target. Figure 2 (I leitler 1944, p. 170) 

shows the results calculable for thin targets, and it is seen that the spectrum, 

roughly triangular at the lower energies, becomes more rectangular at the higher 

energies. (It will often be useful to replot Figure 2 to give numbers of quanta 

against energy), 

Lasich and Riddiford attributed the departure of their spectrum from that 

due to a pure bremsslrahlung process to secondary emission of electrons from 

the injector and vacuum chamber and the existence of electron orbits with radii 

less than that of the ec|uilibrium orbit. 

I'he present authors (Bosley et nL 1948) have carried out preliminary experi¬ 

ments on a Kerst type 20 Mev. betatron and have used pair production, and photo¬ 

protons from the photo-nuclear disintegration of D, to give information on the 

beam radiation. Normalized at one point, the spectra obtained by the t w o widely 

different methods agree reasonably well. 'Fhe pairs were produced, as described 

above, in lead plates in a Wilson chamber and the photo-protons were produced, 

in a simple scattering camera, by allowing the x-ray beam from the betatron to 

strike a “heavy wax” target, and by intercepting the protons in Ilford Cl plates. 

The tracks in the latter were measured, after processing, in the normal manner. 

The recent work of Powell and his school at BrivStol has, of course, greatly increased 

the ease with wTich such measurements may be made in technical and other 

laboratories. The results of the tests are shown in figure 19 and a discussion 

Figure 19. Experimentally determined 20 Mev. betatron radiation spectrum. 

of them has been given elsewhere (Bosley et al. 1948). It is very likely that further 

work on betatron spectra, which is clearly urgent, will modify the conclusions of 

Lasich and Riddiford and of Bosley et al. 

It was felt that I.asich and Riddiford’s explanation of the diflFerence between 

the measured spectra and those to be expected from thin targets could not hold 

in the present case (Bosley et al. i 948) because the vacuum chamber was too narrow 

to permit the existence of orbits of appreciably less energy than the equilibrium 

value at any time and because the x-ray pulses as detected by a Geiger-Miiller 

counter were emitted always at the same time in the acceleration cycle—that is, 

the amount of scattered radiation was very small. It seemed, therefore, that the 
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•electron beam was sensibly monochromatic and that the conversion process 

was not simply that which would occur in a thin target. It was shown qualitatively 

that the electrons, which would not be completely stopped in their first encounter 

with the target, could be expected to oscillate inside the vacuum chamber with an 

increasing amplitude and so eventually to bombard the inner wall of the chamber, 

(thus producing a background of “extremely thick target" radiation which might 

be of the distribution found experimentally. 

Pending the measurements of spectral energy distributions, v arious authors 

have published measurements of photo-nuclear thresholds and variations of the 

cross section of such processes with qiiantum energy on the assumption that the 

beam radiation gave a bremsstrahlung spectrum (Baldwin and Klaiber 1947, 

1948). It is possible, in the authors’ opinion, that for the lOOxiev. betatron the 

spectrum of the total emitted radiation is more likely to give a closer approach 

(to a bremsstrahlung spectrum than is the total radiation from the 20 Me v. betatrons. 

However, even in the latter case it is to be expected that, if the normal (thiii) 

(targets were used, as in general practice, and efforts were made to exclude scattered 

radiation and to observe only radiation emitted at the target, then the resulting 

spectra would be closer to the bremsstrahlung type than those of Pigures 18 

and 19. Heitler (1944, pp. 161-177) discusses angular distributions, etc. 

Baldwin and Klaiber (1947) have indicated the need for spectrum measure¬ 

ments with betatrons and have described a labour-saving modification of the 

electron pair method described above. Baldwin and Klaiber point out that 

x-ray spectra can be determined without observing both members of each pair. 

The energy of one member of a pair does not, of course, determine the energy 

of the quantum that produced the pair, but it is possible to calculate statistically 

the energy distribution of quanta which will produce an observed distribution 

of positron energies. Baldwin and Klaiber then proceed in detail to show how 

this may be done. No experimental data are given. 

3.5. Miscellaneoiis Expertttients 

Laughlin, Skaggs, Hanson and Orlin (1947) have described, in a preliminary 

note, the. results of experiments on electro-disintegrations (e, ne). A 2()Mev. 

betatron was modified to allow the electron beam to emerge from the vacuum 

chamber (a technique described by Skaggs, Almy, Kerst and Lanzl (1946)) and 

the beam was then allowed to strike various targets. The cross sections for the 

reactions with ^^Cu, ^^’'Ag and at IbMev. were stated to be 17, 49, and 

77x10 2»cm“ respectively, some 400 times less than the photo-disintegration 

cross sections. 
Pollock and his collaborators (Plder, Langmuir and Pollock 1948) have 

observed intense visible radiation trom the high energy electrons accelerated in a 

70-80 MeV. synchrotron. The beam was first visible at about 30Mev. as a dull 

red spot, which became very brilliant and of a bluish-white colour at 80Mev. 

The spectral distribution of the radiation was measured and found to agree well 

with the results of calculations due to Schwinger. 
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§ 1. INl’RODLJC'lTON Tii K production of high energy particles or quanta is of importance in nuclear 

physics and in medicine for therapeutic and other purposes. Particles 

with energies up to about 5()Mev. are of interest in the medical field, and 

energies of 500- 1,000 Mev. and beyond are required for nuclear research. It is 

not surprising therefore to find that since about 1930 considerable thought has 

been given to finding the most practical ways of accelerating particles. 

I'he early methods produced the accelerating fields either at low frequency 

A.c. or at D.c.; Laiiritsen and Bennett (1928) used a group of high voltage trans¬ 

former windings in series, Cockcroft and Walton (1930) a number of high voltage 

vacuum rectifiers in series, and \'an de (Iraaff (1931) a development of the principle 

of the electrostatic machine. Cockcroft and Walton (1932) were the first to 

produce artificial disintegrations, and since that time all three methods have 

been widely used for accelerating particles, particularly the electrostatic generator, 

which was reviewed in the Reports on Progress in Physics, Vol. XI (Van de Graaff, 

Trump and Buechner 1947). Accelerators built along these lines may be made 

to have several very useful properties, such as a very narrow energy spectrum and 

relatively high beam intensity, but the need for establishing an accelerating voltage 

equal to the desired particle energy between an insulated electrode and ground 

severely limits the useful energy range for which they may be used. 

Several methods were soon suggested for overcoming this limitation. For 

example, in the cyclotron (Lawrence and Edlefson 1930) positive ions were made 

to travel in semi-circles of gradually increasing radius between the poles of a 

large d*c. magnet, and were accelerated by a relatively low a.c. voltage of fixed 
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radio frequency produced between two D-shaped electrodes placed between the 

magnet poles. The r.f. voltage between these dees is usually of the order 

10,000-100,000 volts, and particles gain twice this energy for every revolution 

they make, so that after many revolutions they emerge with energies much greater 

than the peak value of the r.f. voltage used in the accelerating process. More 

recently the radio frequency applied to the dees has been modulated to allow 

positive ions to be accelerated into the relativistic region, and alpha particles have 

been accelerated to approximately 400 Mev. (Brobeck et al. 1947). 

Another method accelerated particles by passing them through a series of 

cylinders, applying an alternating potential of the correct phase between them. 

This principle was used by Wideroe (1928) to accelerate potassium ions to 50 kv. 

with a maximum applied voltage of 25 kv. and was later dev eloped by Sloan working 

first with Lawrence (Sloan and Lawrence 1931) and then with Coates (Sloan and 

Coates ] 934) to accelerate mercury ions to 1 -26 and 2-85 Me v. Beams and Snoddy 

(1933, 1934) also accelerated particles in a straight line using a rather different 

technique from Sloan and his co-workers. Instead of using electrodes connected 

to an R.F. source, their electrodes were connected to the appropriate points on a 

loaded transmission line to which an impulse voltage was applied. By arranging 

the velocity of propagation of the pulse along the line to be the same as the particle 

velocity through the electrode system the particles were accelerated due to the 

series of impulses which they received at the gaps between the electrodes. By 

this method protons were accelerated to several million volts. 

Beams and Trotter (1934) have also used this method in modified form to 

accelerate electrons to L3 Mcv. Because the velocity of the potential surge in 

a loaded transmission line is always less than the velocity of light, it was now 

necessary to apply the voltage to the scries of accelerating electrodes from separate 

transmission lines of different lengths. 

A further method of overcoming the high potential insulation difficulty is 

to use an induction accelerator or betatron. This method has been used very 

successfully by Kerst (1941) and many other workers to accelerate electrons. 

It was successfully demonstrated for the first time much later than the first 

demonstrations of the other methods, but electrons have already been accelerated 

in this way to energies as high as IOOmcv. (Westendorj) and Charlton 1945). 

More recently several new methods by which particles might be given very 

high energies have been proposed, and in some cases successfully tried out 

(Morrison 1947, Woodyard 1948). The most important of these is the synchrotron 

(McMillan 1945, \’eksler 1945, Oliphant, Gooden and Hide 1947), an orbital 

machine in which the guiding magnetic field increases with time as in the betatron, 

but in which the energy is supplied to the particle by an r.f. resonator. 'Fhis 

machine is suitable for electron acceleration with a constant r.f. applied to the 

resonator, but can also be used for proton acceleration by applying frequency 

modulation. CJther cyclic methods include the microtron (Veksler 1945, 

Schwinger (see Schiff 1946)) and the cavitron (Post 1946). 

This Report will review^ the progress which has been made in the last three 

to four years in the development of the linear accelerator. The major part of 

the work to be reviewed has been carried out on centimetric and decimctric 

wavelengths for the acceleration of electrons, and only one important project 

has been briefly described for accelerating heavy particles (protons); this used 

a wavelength of 11 metres. Most of the statements made in the Report 
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are therefore only intended to apply at decimetric wavelengths and below. The 

design of heavy particle accelerators presents technical problems quite different 

f rom those of electron accelerators since, on account of their larger mass, the 

heavier particles travel at much slower velocities than the electrons for the same 

kinetic energy, 'fhese problems are discussed briefly in § 10. 

Interest in particle linear accelerators was renewed towards the end of the 

second World War (1939- 45), due to the many advances which were made in the 

development of very high frequency power sources, mean pulse powers of 

01-2*0 MW. for several microseconds at repetition rates up to 500p.p.s. for 

frequencies in the range 150-3,000 Mc/s. becoming available. These high 

pulse powers, together with their associated new^ circuit techniques, ofl'ered the 

possibility of linear acceleration of particles comparing favourably on technical 

and economic grounds with some of the other methods (Schift' 1946, WV)odyard 

1946). The main reasons are the low radiation loss by the particle in the relati¬ 

vistic region, and the ease with which relatively large mean currents might be 

injected and ejected. Further, the cost would be approximately a linear function 

of peak energy of the particles, w hereas the cost of any form of cyclic accelerator 

is proportional to at least the square of the peak energy, if not to its cube. That 

these considerations are important when electrons are to be accelerated may be 

easily seen. For by the theory of energy radiation from a relativistic particle 

travelling round a circular orbit the loss of energy per revolution by radiation 

may be WTitten to a first order approximation (cf. Page and Adams 1940) as 

Vii = (6x1 (f R)( V; F„)^ electron volts, .(1) 

where W = radius in metres, = energy lost by radiation per revolution, 

F = total energy of particle in ev., Fo = rest energy of particle in ev. 

If electrons were given energies of 10® volts in any form of cyclic accelerator—■ 
for example, a synchrotron having an equilibrium orbit radius of three metres - 

then the loss of energy per revolution would be approximately 30ke\ . I'his 

figure increases with the fourth powder of the particle energy and therefore would 

become excessive for energies greater than 2,000-3,000 Mev. No such losses 

occur for a particle of constant velocity travelling in a straight line. 

No satisfactory method of computing the maximum peak current which might 

be injected into a linear accelerator has been worked out, but experience gained 

so far may be used as a guide. Fry et ah (1948) have shown that in a 2-metre 

electron accelerator giving a peak energy of 4Mev., 30% of the r.f. power fed 

into the accelerator could be supplied to the beam. On a long accelerator 

designed without allowance for beam loading it may not be practicable to supply 

as large a fraction of the available powder as this to the electrons without reducing 

the peak energy achieved; under these conditions 10-15% of the power seems 

practicable. When beam loading is taken into account in designing the accelerator 

there seems no reason why the beam power should not be a large fraction of the 

total powder input. It is shown in the body of this Report that effective shunt 

impedances of 30 megohms/metre should be attained on a long accelerator. 

Therefore for one designed to give a peak energy of 300 Mev. in 100 metres with 

the particles 35® ahead of the crest of the wave, the mean pulse power fed into the 

accelerator would have to be 45 mw. neglecting beam loading. If 10% of this 

power was fed into the beam the mean current in the pulse would be 15 ma., 

which for a duty cycle of 2,500:1 gives an average current of 6/Lta. 
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It is found that the mean target currents which may be established in a betatron 

or synchrotron arc substantially less than this. Blewitt (1946) and others have 

given expressions for the maximum charge which may be held in a synchrotron 

vacuum chamber when the mutual repulsion between particles is just balanced 

by the focusing force due to the guiding magnetic field. Taking into account 

the duty cycle of the machine, the mean target current corresponding to this 

charge may be written 

1 nic.iii 
mcr je 02 (^\~ 1 

120 \rj • c 
amp., (2) 

where m c^/e ~ rest-hkinetic energy of electrons at injection (in ev.), —ratio 

of injection velocity to that of light, A = mean radius of vacuum chamber, 

rQ — equilibrium orbit radius,/—frequency of magnetic cycle, h'or a 300 Mev. 

synchrotron with an injection voltage of 100kv., A = 7-5 cm., 125 cm., and 

/=5c/s. ; this corresponds to a mean current of 10 microampere. In practice 

it has been found on lower energy betatrons, e.g. 20 Mev., that the mean circulating 

currents are never more than one-tenth the value predicted theoretically and are 

often about one-hundredth of it. Thus the mean currents of a betatron or 

synchrotron are one-sixtieth to one-six-hundredth of those to be expected from 

a linear accelerator. 

For reasons such as these, and the possibility that the cost of producing linear 

accelerators might be appreciably less than that for other forms of accelerator, 

work has been undertaken in a number of places to appraise more fully the 

possibilities and limitations of the linear acceleration of particles in the energy 

region of a few Mev. up to 1,()()() Mev. and even higher. The most serious limita¬ 

tion at present is the lack of suitable valves with pulsed powers which are sufficiently 

large to reduce the total number required to a reasonable figure. 

This Report will be written in two parts. The first part will review recent 

advances'in linear accelerators, with particular application to the acceleration of 

electrons. 'Fhe second part will deal in a similar way with heavy particle accelera¬ 

tors, although the published work to be reviewed in this field is very small compared 

with that to be covered by the first part. 

PART I —ELECTRON ACCELERATORS 

§ 2. DYNAMICS OF PARTICLES IN R.F. FIELDS 

2.1. Axial Stability 

The basic aim of all linear accelerators is to produce a progressive wave of 

controlled phase velocity less than or equal to the velocity of light with a component 

of electric field in the direction of propagation of the wave. Particles injected 

in the correct phase into a wave of this type will gain energy from the wave and 

form stable bunches. A means by which this suitably controlled type of wave 

may be produced is therefore required. It is one of the characteristics of the 

circular smooth-walled waveguide, discussed in many modern text-books, that 

waves of this type may be propagated along them but with phase velocities greater 

than the velocity of light. wSeveral satisfactory methods of slowing down the wave 

have been suggested. All of these produce, in addition to the desired wave, other 

components which have, in general, still slower phase velocities and some of 

which are reflected in the opposite direction. In an accelerator these waves, 

since they are travelling at appreciably diflferent velocities from the particles, 
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cannot contribute to the mean particle energy. They can therefore be ignored 

in a first analysis of the particle dynamics. To this approximation the problems 

of phase and radial stability of particles in a linear accelerator have been studied 

by Ginzton, Hansen and Kennedy (1948), Slater (1948a), R.-S.-Harvie (1948a) 

and Walkinshaw (1948). 

Ignoring for the moment the possibility of radial motion, it will be seen that 

particles can be accelerated in this way by reference to Figure 1. This represents 

the variation in amplitude of the axial electric field at a given instant in time. 

The wave is progressing from left to right with an increasing phase velocity such 

that a positive particle at B (D etc.) is maintained in a constant accelerating field 

represented by the horizontal broken line. The phase velocity of the wave is then 

the same as that of the particle and its dependence on distance c: along the axis is 

V Ez si n + con sta nt, .(3) 

where V is the total energy (rest and kinetic) of the particles of charge r, E is 

X Unstable Equilibrium • Stable Equilibrium 

Fij^urt* 1. 

the peak field, and <f>^ the phase of the particle relative to zero field. Particles 

displaced from B (or D) find themselves in a field which produces either too much 

acceleration or too little, thus restoring them to the phase stable point B (or D). 

Likewise particles at A (or C) are in unstable equilibrium. 

Slater (1948 a) has examined stable phase oscillations such as this by an applica- 

tion of the well known W.K.B, approximation of quantum mechanics (c.g. 

Slater and Frank 1933). The axial equation of motion of the particle in^the 

progressive wave can be expressed as 

— (wir) — e/i sin - \^kd^ , .(4) 

where m is the relativistic mass of the particle, e the charge, k the phase constant 

varying with distance E the amplitude of the field, and a> the angular frequency. 

By referring the motion to the stable phase position, the first order equation 

gives the following solution for the frequency of the phase oscillation : 

^ ^ rgAcos^q^M Vl'V 
to L 277^ V^J 

the amplitude of which is inversely proportional to 

(5) 

(6) 
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where is the stable phase position, is the total energy (rest and kinetic)* 

of the stable particle, is the ratio of its velocity to that ot light, Vq is the rest 

energy, A is the tree-space wavelength of the r.f. wave of angular frequency cu. 

Only qualitative trust can be placed in the above expressions, since the W.K.B. 

approximation holds only for slow rates of change which do not always apply 

for the conditions being considered. However, it will be seen that there is damping 

of the amplitude of the phase oscillations with increasing particle energy both for 

slow and relativistic speeds, and that the phase oscillations have generally a 

frequency much low^er than that of the wave, almost ceasing to exist in the relati¬ 

vistic region. These points are of extreme importance in accelerating electrons. 

Referring again to Figure 1, if particles are injected continuously into the wave 

at its initial phase velocity, only those in the region A to, say, P will be trapped in 

resonance w'ith the wave and hunch around B. d'hose starting with too large an 

initial displacement, from P to C in advance of the stable phase, fall biick beyond 

A and are lost. 'Phe trapping region decreases with increasing mean accelerating 

field and ceases to exist when this equals the peak held. In the initial stages of 

an electron accelerator some compromise must be made between the rate of 

acceleration and the fraction of electrons trapped. Once relativistic velocities 

ha\ e been reached, however, the phase oscillations are so slow^ that it is possible 

to bring the bunched particles to the peak of the wave without serious debiinching. 

(hnzton et ah (1948) hnd that the reduction in electron velocity relative to the 

w ave at high energies is roughly in inverse proportion to the cube of the distance 

traversed along the accelerator. This rapid decrease in relative motion between 

particle and wave suggests that, whilst for particles in the non-relativistic region 

it is necessary to increase the phase velocity with distance, at some stage in the 

relativistic region it is sufficient to have a uniform phase velocity equal to that of 

light. Slater (1948 a) and Walkinshaw^ (1948) have examined an accurate analytical 

soliiti(ni for the special case of electron motion in a wave of uniform phase velocity. 

For wave velocities less than that of light, the electron motion relative to the wave 

resembles that of a circular pendulum, being either in resonance with the wave ' 

in oscillatory motion around the stable phase position (now at zero field) or con¬ 

tinuously moving either forward or backw^ard if its initial velocity is much different 

from that of the wave. Of particular interest is the degenerate solution for the 

case of wave velocity equal to that of light, lliere can now be no oscillatory 

motion since the electrons cannot move forward relative to a wave of this velocity. 

F\ir a range of initial phases, and provided the electron energy is ‘sufficiently 

large’, the particle will continue to gain energy indefinitely from the wave. If 

the electrons are not to drift more than ± 10' from the peak of the w* ave ‘ sufficiently 

large* means greater than (7rF"j;/2J?A cos80') — (2-3/i?A)mv., where FA and 1], 
are in megavolts. 

2.2. Radial Stability 

The unique solution of Maxwell’s electromagnetic field equations for an 

axially symmetrical travelling w^ave, found in many text-books (e.g. Stratton 

1941), may be w ritten 

E.. = - Hvhixp) sin {hz - w1) 

i’p = {hix)EffJlixp) cos {hs - ojt) ^ 

= ikix)E„Ji{xp) cos {hz - cot) 

(7) 
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where p and (f) are the usual cylindrical coordinates, x h are respectively 

the radial and axial components of the phase constant, k, with = 

Zj) is the intrinsic impedance of free space. Ginzton, Hansen and Kennedy 

(1948), Slater (1948a) and R.-S.~Harvie (1948a) have all shown, iisine; those 

equations, that the radial force on a particle is e{E^ — which may be 

rewritten as 

F = {h 'x)et:iffi{XP) {h~ - <^0(1 - .(S) 

In the region where phase stability exists this force is defocusing, although 

it is to be noted that as the particle velocity approaches that of light, the radial 

focusing magnetic force becomes almost equal to the electric force and the 

defocusing action is only slight. 

R.-S.-Harvie (1948 a) points out, however, that radial stability of the particle 

can be obtained by the application of a paraxial magnetic field, the magnitude of 

which has to be greater than 

1 [~4 VfFz ^ 

300 L A 
oersteds, 

where V\^ is the rest energy of the particle, \\ is its total energy in electron volts, 

E. is the peak accelerating field in vycm., A is the r.f. wavelength in cm., and 

is the phase of the particle with respect to the zero field. 

Another method w^hich has been suggested for maintaining stability resembles 

that of the Sloan and LawTence ion accelerator, This depends on the higher 

order w^ave components which were neglected in the preceding analysis. These 

fields have the effect of localizing the radial force at the entrances and exits of 

the accelerating gaps which set up the r.f. field. A particle arriving at the centre 

of the gap when the field is at its maximum spends a greater portion of its time 

in the first half of its transit wTere the field is focusing than in the second where 

it is defocusing. There is therefore a very small region (Mullelt 1946 a) of stable 

phase positions near the peak of the travelling wave where both radial and phase 

stability exist, hor electrons the tolerance required of the amplitude of the axial 

field to maintain this phase is likely to make the method unreliable for producing 

stability. 

Schultz et al. (1947) claim that a theoretical investigation indicates that both 

axial and phase stability can be obtained in a series of cavity resonators which are 

mutually uncoupled. This is not in agreement with Mullett's conclusion and 

appears to ignore the effect of the radial electric impulse which the particle receives 

on entering and leaving each cavity. 

Still other methods of focusing which have been proposed depend on distorting 

the field in the accelerating gaps by using foils (Alvarez 1946) or grids (Alullett 

1946 a, Gabor 1947 a), although these methods do not appear to have been used 

in electron accelerators. At relativistic energies the focusing problem becomes 

less serious and it is possible to dispense with the focusing magnetic field. Slater 

(1948 a) has pointed out that whilst the radial momentum of the particle remains 

constant in the absence of a radial field, the mass of the particle increases w ith its 

■energy, with the result that the rate of spread decreases. The increase in radius 

is given by 

(10) 
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where V j and respectively the initial and final electron energies, E. is the 

accelerating field, and (/>(> is the initial angle which the particles make with the beam. 

For example, if electrons are injected with an energy of 2 Mev. into an accelerating 

field of 10 MV/metre, with an initial angular beam spread 10 radians, then the 

increase in radius will only be 1-24mm. at 1,000 Mev. For electron acceleration 

it may be concluded that particle stability can be achieved provided the beam is 

well collimated by the time the particles reach relativistic velocities. 

3. THKOm OF MR ROW'AVK Jtt/SONATORS AND V/A\’KGt JDFS 

3.1. Basic Forms of Accelerator 

'The main basic forms which the r.f. system of a linear accelerator mav take 

are shown in Figures (2^/) to 2(g). ddie first shows a circular waveguide with 

metal irises, in which the iris holes provide for the passage of both electron beam 

and radio-frequency power. We shall see that, by a proper choice of guide 

dimensions, wave patterns of the required type with phase velocities less than that 

of light can be propagated along it. Such a guide has been used with a matched 

termination by Fry et al. (1947), f finzton et aL (194S) and Starr (1948) for electron 

acceleration. 

Alternatively the ends of this guide may be closed, setting up a standing 

wave instead of a travelling wave pattern. This type of excitation has been 

favoured by Halpern et al. (1946), Haxby et al. (1946), Slater (1948a), Newbery 

and \Mllshaw (1948) and Lawton and Hahn (1948). 

Single cavity structures have been successfully operated by Fowen, Pulley 

and Gooden* (1946), Mills* (1948), Hereford f (1947) and Snoddy and Beams :j: 

(1948), and alternative methods of coupling several cavities have been described 

by Schultz et al.^ (1947), Allen and Symondsj; (1947), Mullett^[ (1946b), Gullen 

and Greig** (1948) and Hudspeth ft (1946). 

In addition to the aboN C structures on w hich experimental w ork has been done 

there were a number of earlier suggestions by various workers. Starr (1945),. 

* Single re-entrant c\lindrieal cavity operated at 1,200 Me, s, Alills’ v\ork was an extension 
of that of Bowen, Pulley and Gooden. One of its most interesting features is the production of a 
mean beam current of 70 microamperes in a focal spot si/e ot approxintately ()*.S mm. diameter 
(Figure 2 (b)). 

f "The accelerating system is a single re-entrant cavity resonator operating at 400 ]\lc/s Double 
transit of the gap has betai successfully achieved by reversing the beam in a magnetic held, hut 
the measured energy spectrum is very wide. This appears to he an inherent limitation of the 

method. 
Single re-entrant cylindrical ca\ ity operated at 400 Me/s. 

§ A senes of cavity resonators is e\cited, each by a separate power ampliher at a frequenc>' 
of 587 Me s., and is mutually uncoupled. Frequency and phase coherence are obtained by a 
master oscillator and the phase of the fields in each cavity is adjusted independenth bs a phase 
shifter. The use of power amplitiers overcomes the frequency stability problems associated with 

Self-excited oscillators. 
i This system consists of three re-entrant ca\ities coupled at their outer surface, as shown in 

Figure 2 (J), and operated at 3,000 Me s. in the 7r-mode. The short gap across the cavity decreases 
the tran-sit time of the particle considerably and improws the cavity efhciencs. 'ITis type of design 
compares favourably with other resonant methods. 

^ A rectangular waveguide is loaded to obtain the required phasing with inductive corrugations 
(Figure 2 (e)), which are between one-half and three-quarters win elength in depth. 'The particles 
would pass through holes in the corrugations at the maxima of the electric field This system should 
be comparable in efficiency w ith an iris-loaded circular guide, but would be difficult to manufacture. 

** A rectangular waveguide is folded in its broad face as shown in Figure 2 (/), and the electron 
beam is passed through the accelerator as indicated. In order to achieve a phase change of 180 , 
between sections along the electron path, the depth of each fold is an effecti\e half-wa\'elength. 
This system is more difficult to manufacture than an iris-loaded guide. 

ft The phase of the field in this case is delayed by coiling a rectangular guide in a spiral as shown^ 
in Figure 2 (g). Manufacturing and design difficulties make the .system compare unfa\ ourably 
wdth others of simpler construction. 
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described a number of structures of varying complexity derived from a concentric 

transmission line in which the inner conductor was broken into a niimlier of quarter- 

wave sleeves providing an accelerating field along a central channel of the conductor. 

R.-S.-Harvie (1945) also suggested feeding a number of collinear half-wave 

resonators from a concentric line. Willshaw and l^amont (1945) considered 

loading a circular guide with a dielectric sheath. The properties of a dielectric 

sheath have also been studied by Frankel (1947), Bruck and Wicker (1947), and 

Oliner (1948). Most of these early suggestions have now been superseded by 

more efficient and less complicated structures. 

Considerable attention has been given by all linear accelerator designers 

to determining the best type of waveguide or resonator system. It has been shown 

by Hansen and Richtmyer (1939) that for a single cavity having an axial electric 

field the geometrical form which gives the highest shunt resistance and, therefore, 

the greatest axial field for a given amount of power is a re-entrant cone as in 

I'dgurc 2[h) with 9‘’ cones. Akeley (1946a) on the other hand has produced a 

theoretically designed surface which will minimize the unwanted secondary 

field components. Difficulty in manufacturing and coupling optimum systems 

of this sort has forced most designers to adopt the more simple geometrical forms 

and in particular the cylindrical one with plane ends showm in Figure 2 {a). 

Much information, both theoretical and experimental, is available for this latter 

type of structure, the theoretical investigations by independent workers over¬ 

lapping to a large extent. An upper limit to the energy which a relativistic particle 

can obtain from such a system is given by Cinzton et ai (1948) and Walkinshaw 

(1947) as occurring when there are between three and four resonators per k.f. 

wavelength. This assun\es that the resonators oscillate in such a way that the 

particle passes each resonator centre when the accelerating field is a maximum, 

that equal power is fed into each resonator and that the size of the coupling holes 

between resonators is negligibly small. This is used as the standard of reference 

when discussing effective shunt impedance later in the Report. 

Idle effective shunt impedance per unit length, i.e. the square of the aA erage 

voltage gained by the particle per unit length for unit power dissipated in this 

length, is 

^ (cr/A)^ rsin _ 
3*3 X 1(T-- ohms per metre, .(11) 

?/ -h2*62L '^,n J 

w here n is the number of resonators per r.f. wavelength A, and a is the conductivity 

of the metal (5-8 x 10" mhos/metre for copper). Imr ;z —3-5 and A —01 metre 

this gives approximately 100 megohms per metre. This means that if the opti¬ 

mum conditions could be fulfilled it w^ould be necessary to feed 1 mw. mean pulse 

power of R.F. into an accelerator 100 metres long to produce electrons of 100 Mev. 

energy, or 100mw\ mean pulse power into the same length to produce 1,000 Mev. 

electrons. The effective shunt impedances which can be achieved in practice 

are always less than the optimum. It is of interest to note that if the coupling 

hole is negligibly small compared with the R.F. w^avelength, equation (11) shows 

that the effective shunt impedance increases with decreasing wavelength. For a 

finite size of coupling hole there is, however, an optimum wavelength. Calcula¬ 

tions show this wavelength to be 9 cm. and 17 cm. for hole diameters of 2 cm. 

and 4 cm. respectively with four cavities per free-space w^avelength. 

For an excellent qualitative description of the characteristics of the coupled 

row of resonators reference should be made to Slater’s paper (1948 a). ^ Regarding 
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'(«) Axial section of iris-loaded circular waveguide. 
{b) Re-entrant cylindrical cavity. 
(c) Re-entrant spherical cavity. 
{d) Re-entrant cavity structure of Allen and Symonds. (Taken from Proc. Phys. Soc.y 1947, 59, 622.) 
ie) Corrugated rectangular guide (Mullett). 
if) Spiralled waveguide-^rectangular section (Hudspeth). 
{g) Folded waveguide-rectangular section (Cullen and Greig), (Taken from AppL Phys,, Jan. 1948.) 
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the structure as a circular waveguide loaded reactivcly by irises, its behaviour 

resembles a pass-band filter, having a low frequency cut-off which is substantially 

that of the unloaded waveguide, and also a high frequency cut-off when adjacent 

cavities are oscillating in antiphase (7T-mode). hor frequencies within this 

pass-band, a predominantly travelling wave of the form required by equation (7) 

can be set up in the axial region of the guide and its phase velocity can be controlled 

by varying either the size of the hole or the outer guide diameter. A characteristic 

of this wave for phase velocities less than that of light is the increase in axial field 

wfth radius. For phase velocities equal to that of light the axial field is independent 

of radius. Chu and Hansen (1947), using a similar approximate analysis to that 

previously given by Cutler (1944), have investigated the dependence on frequency 

and guide parameters of phase velocity, group velocity and attenuation for the 

limiting case near the low frequency cut-off. A much more accurate expression 

for the phase velocity in guides having more than five irises per free-space wave¬ 

length has been obtained by Walkinshaw^ (1948) and checked experimentally 

by Mullett and Loach (1948). Account is taken in that analysis of secondary 

wave components caused by the finite iris spacing. Slater (1948a) also gives 

an analysis of high accuracy for the particular case of the Tx-mode at the high 

frequency cut-off and for zero wall thickness, and extends it by perturbation 

methods into the pass-band region. Numerical data for the design of iris-loaded 

guides have been provided in all cases. 

The iris-loaded type of structure has been accepted by most projects as a 

convenient compromise between simplicity of manufacture and efficiency of 

performance. It may be used in two ways to produce the desired accelerator 

field, cither as a resonant system by short-circuiting the end of the guide or as a 

travelling wave system by suitably terminating the guide in its characteristic 

impedance. The main factors of importance in these methods are briefly discussed 

in §§3.2 and 3.3 ; since many are involved, it is not easy to make a direct comparison 

between the performance to be expected from the two systems. However, 

for an accelerator consisting of one section fed from a single source it is generally 

agreed by all workers that the travelling wave method may be made rather more 

efficient than the resonant one. 

As the maximum energy required from an accelerator is increased, it is shown 

in §§3.2 and 3.3 that to maintain efficiency it is necessary to construct either 

system of a number of sections. When this is done, the problem of maintaining 

the correct phase relationship betw een sections also has to be taken into account 

in making any assessment of the relative performance of the two methods. If 

the sections are driven from pow er amplifiers fed from a master source, no serious 

complication arises due to dividing the accelerator in this way, but if the r.f. 

power sources are self-oscillators such as magnetrons the situation is different. 

For the oscillators, even when adjusted to the same nominal frequency, will vary 

about this value, due to inaccuracy of tuning, temperature drifts etc., and this 

would give rise to excessive phase changes between sections unless means were 

adopted to prevent it. Considerable differences of opinion exist between workers 

about the relative merits of the ways which have been proposed for overcoming 

this difficulty. 

It has been claimed for the resonant method that it offers an important advan¬ 
tage in this respect compared with the travelling wave system, since the cavities 
may be used to stabilize the frequency of the oscillators. To assess the importance 
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of this it is necessary to examine carefully the physical processes involved in 

stabilizing the oscillator frequency. Willshaw (1947a, b), and Newbery (1948a) 

have considered this and have shown that the frequency near the beginning of 

the pulse is determined by the frequency of the unloaded oscillator, the series 

resistance and the length of the coupling line between them, whereas in the 

steady state, after the power in the resonator has built up, the frequency of the 

source is controlled by the resonator and a high degree of stability is ensured. 

The build-up time for the system is therefore a function of the difference between 

the resonant frequency of the cavity and the oscillating frequency near the 

beginning of the pulse. When these two frequencies are the same the build-up 

time is a minimum, in order to attain this it is necessary for the initial frequency 

to be within the resonance frequency band of the resonator. An expression for 

this build-up time has been given by Slater (1948a). In practice it is unlikely 

that the frequency tolerances of a number of magnetrons will be as narrow as 

this, and the build-up time may therefore be expected to be appreciably longer 

than the minimum value. No estimate of build-up time as a function of frequency 

tolerance of the source for a resonant system has been published, so that it does 

not seem possible at present to make an accurate comparison of its performance 

with that of a frequency-limited travelling wave system in order to assess the 

importance of this point. 

With the travelling wave method, to maintain the necessary phase relationship 

between sections when driven from self-oscillators, it would be essential to provide 

suflicient coupling between the oscillators to synchronize them together in phase, 

l^p to four magnetrons (Covvhig 1947) feeding into dummy loads have been 

locked in phase in this way, and it appeared that this number could have been 

increased. However, the use of a large number of self-oscillators all locked in 

phase is relatively complex, and it is desirable to develop higher power sources 

and to use fewer of them. 

3.2. The Travelling Wave Accelerator 

In the travelling wave accelerator, k'igure 3, power is fed into one end of a 

matched corrugated waveguide and is dissipated in the walls as it pu'opagates 

along the guide, the accelerating field being attenuated exponentially. When 

the diameter of the coupling holes in the irises is small, the attenuation is large 

since only a small fraction of the power entering a cavity is passed on to the next 

one. As the diameter of the coupling hole is increased the fraction of the power 

passed from one cavity to the next is also increased, the useful length of the wave¬ 

guide becoming larger. In practice the size of the coupling hole which can be 

used should be determined by the diameter necessary to allow free passage of 

the electron beam. When this is fixed there is an upper limit to tlie length of 

waveguide system which may be used without loss of efficiency due to attenuation. 

It has been shown that this length is that in which approximately 9()'^(, of the power 

is dissipated in the guide walls, and passes out of the end of the waveguide 

into the matching load. R.-S.-Harvie (1948a) and Ginzten et al. (1948) give 

extensive quantitative data showing effective shunt impedance as a function of 

length for diflFering iris apertures, when the outer diameter of the corrugations 

is adjusted to give a phase velocity equal to that of light. For a frequency of 

3,000 Mc/s. and iris apertures of 2, 4 and 6cm. the attenuation limited lengths 

are 3*5, 40 and 130 metres respectively when five cavities per wavelength and 

8 P S P R 
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theoretical ohmic loss in the guide are assumed. This corresponds to effective 

shunt impedances of 180, 1,400 and 3,000 megohms respectively. It should 

be noted that although this shows an increase in overall impedance with increasing 

optimum length, the average per unit length decreases. It is clearly advantageous 

to make a long accelerator in a number of sections using the smallest practical 

iiris-hole diameter with its corresponding optimum section length rather than to 
make it in one long length. 

For a variety ot reasons it is often not possible to make the waveguide section 

as long as the attenuation limited length without loss of efficiency. This will 

occur if it becomes impossible to keep the electrons in an accelerating phase 

of the wave along the length of the accelerator. Such a phase error could occur 

if the frequency of the r.f. source was changed by a small amount, since it is a 

characteristic of a heavily loaded guide that it has a low group velocity (or high 

dispersion) due to the length of lime required for the field in the cavities to build 

up. Therefore a small change in the radio-frequency makes a large change 
in the guide wavelength, giving a wave of incorrect phase velocity. The phase 

change difj, of a particle of velocity c, in the wave at position of the accelerator 

is given by R.-S.-IIarvie (T)48a) as 

where df j'h the fractional change in frequency and Use is the ratio of the group 

velocity of the wave to the \ elocity of light. 

Typical estimated characteristics for travelling wave accelerators showing 

the relative importance of attenuation and frequency stability upon accelerator 

-length and effective shunt impedance are given in liable 1. These figures are 

'Table 1. Fistimated Characteristics for Travelling Wave Accelerator. 

Wavelength lOOcm. 

Fractional inner radius . (i;X 0-3 0-2 0-15 01 
Attenuation limited J optimum length (m.) 63 19 6 1-7 

characteristics \ effective shunt impedance (Mi2/m.) 13 19 23 28 
Frequency limited / optimum length (m.) 12-5 4-4 2-5 0-85 

characteristics * \ effective shunt impedance (Mii/m.) 9-6 15 19 23-5 

* Frequency stability ] 0-01%. 

calculated for electrons accelerated at the crest of the wave in a wav eguide having 

five irises per wavelength with twice theoretical attenuation and a maximum 

permissible phase error of InjM) radians between the electrons and the wave. 

Computations of shunt impedance taking into account attenuation due to 

power losses in the guide walls and group velocity are involved and are not reducible 

to simple formulae. One result which is simple and useful relates the axial 

accelerating field E^^ to the power flow, W, along the guide for a phase velocity 

•equal to that of light. This is, in m.k.s. units, 

Eo==(^S{)Wy{Xi7ra^), .(13) 

where a is the radius of the iris aperture and A the r.f. wavelength. 

3.3. The Standing Wave Accelerator 

By closing the ends of a disc-loaded guide it assumes the characteristic of a 

Tesonator. Neglecting the powder fed into the beam, all that fed into the resonant 

section is dissipated in its walls, none passing out of the end into a dummy load. 

8-2 
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• 

For this structure it is necessary to consider its properties during the time when the 

R.F. field is building up and when it reaches the steady state. Any resonant 

system requires Ql2Tr cycles for oscillations in it to build up to within \je of their 

final amplitude. In any practical system the time width of the r.f. pulse should 

be sufficiently long for the oscillations to build up to at least 90their final 

value (Willshaw 1947b). Slater (1948a) has shown this to be comparable with 

the time of build-up of an attenuation limited travelling wave accelerator. In the 

steady state the attention of power distribution along a section is small. In addition 

it will have discrete modes of oscillation for those frequencies within its pass-band 

corresponding to an integral number of half guide wavelengths per guide length. 

Guide attenuation and frequency stability of the source are then no longer the 

factors which determine the optimum length of a section, as for a travelling wave 

accelerator; they become replaced by the frequency mode spectrum of the section. 

A useful method of calculating this for a multiple cavity resonator has been given 

by Willshaw^ (1946) based upon a circuit with equivalent lumped reactances at 

regular intervals. When the resonant section is fed from a self-oscillator the 

frequency separation required between adjacent frequency modes imposes a 

severe limitation on the maximum usable section length. For as a resonant 

section is lengthened, although its pass-band remains the same, the number of 

resonances within this band increase directly as the number of half wavelengths 

in its length. The spacing between these resonant frequencies is not uniform, 

but is greatest in the middle of the pass-band and least at its edges. Law ton and 

Hahn (1948) preferred to W'Ork their resonant accelerator in the middle of the 

frequency pass-band rather than at the high frequency cut-off of the band (rr-mode), 

in order to take advantage of the greater mode separation in that region. In 

their accelerator they used four cavities per wavelength with a phase change of 

approximately njl between adjacent cavities, where 7r-mode operation occurs 

for tw o cavities per guide wavelength. Besides giving a greater mode separation, 

this reduces the effect of electron transit time across a cavity, so that the total 

acceleration per cavity for a given peak field is greater than for the Tr-mode of 

operation. 

A similar result has already been noted in §3.1 for collinear cavities fed with 

equal power, where three to four cavities per wavelength gave the largest effective 

shunt impedance. For an attenuation limited end-fed travelling w ave accelerator 

the efficiency was 80^,, of that w’ith uniform distribution of power along its 

length, neglecting the further reduction on account of the finite coupling holes. 

Fora resonant accelerator, on the other hand, the mean power distribution along its 

length w ill be sinusoidal and the accelerator efficiency is now 50% of that with 

uniform distribution of power. This occurs because of the reflected wave which 

absorbs half the total power fed into the resonators without contributing to the 

mean energy of the particles. 

Although there is a maximum efficiency for three to four cavities per wave¬ 

length for both travelling wave and resonant guides, there is a further important 

point to be noted regarding the 7T-mode. For a travelling wave accelerator the 

field can be analysed into component waves as described in § 3.1, with fundamental 

and other components of smaller amplitude as shown in Figure 4(«). If the 

accelerator is made resonant then the number of harmonics is doubled on account 

of the reflected waves (shown dotted in Figure 4(a)). For a resonant mode 

near the 7r-mode the space harmonics approach each other in pairs as shown in 
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Figure 4(Z?). There are now four components of almost equal amplitude and 

phase velocity, only one of which travels in the same direction and has exactly 

the same velocity as the particle. When the Ti-mode is ultimately reached the 

pairs ot components coalesce and there is a consequent rapid increase in efficiency, 

attaining a value „ of the optimum with three to four cavities. The dependence 

of shunt impedance on cavity number is shown in Figure 5 for both a resonant 

and a non-resonant section. 'Fhe upper curve is calculated from equation (11) 

for a wavelength of 10 cm., and the lower curve is taken as half of this value 

because of the reflected wave. Because of its larger shunt impedance Slater 

{194(Sa) and many other workers have preferred tn use the Tr-mode ot oscillation 

Reciprocal of Guide Wavelength Reciprocal of Guide Wavelength 

{(i) Amplitude oi hiunionic (h) Amplitude ot hiirmonic 
eomponents for tn-- components tor tre- 
ciuencv in centre ot (.[uencv close to I’re- 
pass-batuJ. quency cut-off (7r-modc). 

I'mure 4. 

Non-resonanc guide 

Resonant guide 

10 

I'lqure 5. 

although the maximum permissible section length for a specified mode separation 

is shorter than it is for the 77 2 mode. It has been found practical by Slater 

(1948b), Lawton and Hahn (1948) and Newbery and Willshaw (1948) for this 

mode separation to be 0-1 ^'0 without instability occurring. 

In liable 2 estimated characteristics for standing wave sections of accelerators 

Table 2. Lstimated Characteristics for Standing Wave Accelerators. 

Wavelength lOOcm. 

Fractional inner radius a/X 0’4 0-3 0*2 0-1 
Characteristics for roptimuin length (m.) 0 7 0-45 0*2 

0*.S^F> niode separation 1 shunt impedance (MQ/m.) 4*0 5-0 S-O 11*5 

Characteristics for joptimuin length (ni.) 2*1 1 •(> 1*0 0*45 
0*LV„ mode separation \shunt impedance (Ml2/m.) 4*0 0*0 9*0 13 0 

are given for comparison with the estimated figures for tra\ oiling wave sections 

of Table 1. 

Less quantitative information has been published about standing wave 

.accelerators than about travelling wave ones; thus the estimated characteristics 

100 p 

Number of Corrugations per Free Space Wavelength 
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of Table 2 may be less reliable and it is included with this reservation. The 

assumptions made were : (t/) the ohmic loss was taken as twice theoretical, as is 

usually the case in practice; {h) 25% of the magnetron power was assumed to be 

dissipated in a resistive load to stabilize the oscillator; (r) the theory depends 

on an assumed field distribution at a radius equal to the iris aperture obtained 

from quasi-static considerations, and may introduce an error of ten to twenty 

per cent in the shunt impedances. 

For a more detailed comparison of single short sections of travelling wave 

and resonant accelerators a paper by Newbery (FHSa) should be consulted. 

§ 4. AC'.C'HLKR.VriON IN 'JHl. PRK-R K LA'l'I \ 1 1 C REGION 

Except in the first few metres of an accelerator, the electrons travel essentially 

with the velocity of light, and much of the previous discussion has dealt with 

this latter uniform part of the accelerator. In §2.1 of this Report, we described 

the particle motion in a wave with continuously increasing phase velocity leading 

to particle bunching at a stable phase position. 'F.R.F]. (Fry ef a/. 1947) and 

Stanford (Cjinzton ct aL 194(S) have adopted this method of attaining relativistic 

velocities. In the former case both the iris hole and the guide diameter have been 

varied in order that the accelerating field should remain constant along the accelera¬ 

tor and the stable phase position varied as desired. Details of the theoretical 

design together with computed tables for guide dimensions have been given by 

Walkinshaw (194S). 

Although it should l)e theoretically possible to design a resonant type of 

accelerator on the same principle, it is in practice much more difficult unless 

the cavities are decoupled and fed independently, otherwise dimensional changes 

in one part of the guide affect the magnitude of the field in all other parts. 1 aiwton 

and Hahn (1948) have attempted to get over this difficultv by subdividing the 

non-relativistic part of the accelerator into shorter lengths with uniform phase 

velocities which approach the velocity of light in steps, and with appropriate phase 

change between each section. This arrangement is complicated, however, and 

unlikely to provide a narrow energy spectrum. 

Willshaw^ (1948) on the other hand has suggested using only one or two 

initial cavities with sufficiently high peak fields to attain relativistic velocities. 

§ 5. METHODS OF CONSl'R UCTINC; ACC ELICR A9T) RS 

In §3, Figures 2{a) to 2(;^), several geometrical forms which may be used 

for the waveguide cavity system arc shown. With the excej^tion of that shown 

in Figure 2 (c) they are not ones which w ill give to a particle the maximum possible 

acceleration per cavity, but the loss in acceleration is not large and the other 

forms shown have a great advantage when the accelerator length becomes long, 

in that simplification in construction is possible. 

Of great importance in the construction of these guides are the special methods 

of fabrication used in order to obtain electrical characteristics approaching the 

theoreti'^’al figures. Three of these methods are illustrated in Figures 6(^/), 

6(/>) and 6(r). Figure 6(a) shows a length of a travelling wave accelerator 

made up of separate sections machined to be a push fit together, and then soft 

soldered on the outside Mullett and Loach (1948). Figure (){b) shows a length 

of guide of a similar type, but this time the irises are formed of precision machined 

discs which are shnink into accurately determined positions inside a honed 
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cylinder (Ginzlon et al, 1948). Figure 6(f) shows a construction which has 

been adopted for a resonant type of systenri. The cavities are formed by joining 

together alternate thin copper washers and large ring spacers at regular intervals 

.(Lawton 1948). For the first and third of these methods it is found that the 

measured attenuation losses are approximately twice the theoretical figure. 

For the second method it is claimed that the measured attenuation approaches 

very close to the theoretical figures. 

The manufacturing tolerances which have to be maintained must also be 

considered. First of all it is important to note that manufacturing tolerances 

only present a seve?*e problem on long accelerators. For most of the accelerators 

recorded in the literature this problem has therefore not been a serious one. 

For long accelerators the manufacturing tolerances are determined by the necessity 

for the waves to remain in phase with the electrons within very close limits for 

the whole of their travel along the accelerator. If this is made up in a number 

of sections then it is important to adjust the phase correctly in each section to 

ensure that no cumulative phase error along the system occurs. 'Fhese sections, 

whether they are of the tra\elling or standing wave types, are very sensitive to 

changes in their operating conditions, and departures in phase velocity from that 

recjuired will therefore occur for quite small errors in guide dimensions, as well 

as small variations of frequency of the source and temperature changes along the 

waveguide. In a travelling wa\ e accelerator phase errors occurring along sections 

may be corrected by the use of short phase correcting sections of slightly different 

phase velocity between the main sections (R.-S.-Harvie 1948a). Fora standing 

wave accelerator any correction in phase required may be madt‘ bv providing 

a fine tuning control in each resonant section. I lowever, to avoid the considerable 

complexity which would arise if the number of correcting sections of tuning 

controls becomes very large, it is necessary to work to manufacturing tolerances 

of the order O-OOOS in. on the waveguide sections. 

§ 6. FEEDING ACCELERATORS WITH R.F. POWI-R 

'Fhe total energy gain V of an accelerator is proportional to {PL)^ uliere P is 

the total power input and L is the total length. V may therefore be made large 

both by increasing P and by^ increasing L, It is difficult to find a sound reason 

upon which to decide the proper relative proportions of P and L, although Slater 

(1948a) has put forward the economic one that their costs should be equal. In 

practice it is found that for practical values of L the power P required soon exceeds 

the peak power available from the largest oscillators or amplifiers. 'Fhe problems 

in the feeding of power into an accelerator therefore are those of providing the 

power required with the right frequency and phase and ol distributing this power 

approximately evenly along the length of the accelerator. 

Now it has been shown in § 3 that in a long accelerator a greater overall impe¬ 

dance can be obtained by subdividing it into sections, using their optimum iris- 

hole size rather than making it in one continuous length. The problems may 

therefore be divided into those which arise in feeding one section of an accelerator 

and those arising when the accelerator is made in more than one section. 

A typical arrangement for feeding power from a single source into one section 

of a travelling wave accelerator is shown in Figure 3, The corrugated guide 

system is terminated in a .suitable dummy load to avoid reflection of any unused 

power back into the magnetron. The input impedance characteristic of the 
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waveguide will then be purely resistive at the operating frequency of the system 

and for adjacent frequencies will not vary rapidly. Satisfactory methods of 

feeding power from standard rectangular waveguides into this form of impedance 

have been worked out by Mullett and Loach (194S) and (Lnzton et al (194cS). 

When the optimum length lor any chosen iris-hole diameter is used, some form of 

frequency discriminator and servo mechanism control of the frequency will be 

necessary, for a frequency stability of one part in 10'^ or better will be required. 

However, on accelerators which have been constnicted up to the present the 

optimum length has not been used. No frequency control has therefore been 

pro\’ided since frequency stability was not a limiting factor. Work in this field 

remains to be done as frequency limited accelerators are built. 

WG SIZE 

1 3j^in.lnt.0ia. 

2 Taper 

3 3in.x|in. 
4 4in Int.Dia. 
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MODE 
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> 
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I'i^urc 7. Method for tVediny one section ot a standing wave accelerator (Newhery and Willshaw). 
(Taken from Suture, nMS, 161, Snh) 

It will be required in the future to feed power at a higher level into a single 

section than can be obtained from any single source at present available. In 

principle this might be done either by paralleling a number of existing valves 

or by generating the power in larger units, and work has been started along both 

of these lines. The largest power source which has been used so far for linear 

accelerators is a magnetron operating on 10cm. wavelength with Ifistc. pulses 

having a mean power in the pulse of 2mw. and a maximum pulse repetition rate 

of 500 per second. These magnetrons have been run in pairs, locked in frequency 

and phase (Cowhig and Jones 1947), delivering the sum of their powers into a 

dummy load, and there seems no reason why considerably more than two should 

not be run in parallel. However, such a system would be elaborate to set up and 

adjust. ,A more satisfactory solution to the production of higher peak powers 
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would be the design and development of larger individual power units, and work 

aimed at doing this is in progress. Devons (1947) is developing a magnetron 

on 25 cm. designed to give 30 /xsec. pulses with a mean power in the pulse of 

100 Mw\ Hansen (1948), working upon another possible solution of the problem, 

is designing a klystron amplifier to operate at 10cm. wavelength giving 2/zsec. 

pulses also having a mean power in the pulse of IOOmw. Less spectacular 

developments in progress in the magnetron field aim at 10-20 mw. at 10cm. 

wavelength from one valve. Even this would help materiallv with the development 

of electron linear accelerators. 

To feed a section of a standing wave accelerator a different method has to 

be adopted. I’he resonator requires (9/277 cycles to build up to within 1/e of 

its final value, and during that time its impedance as seen by the valve changes 

over a wide range starting from a very low value. If the valve is a self-oscillator, 

in order that it shall build up on the preferred frequency it is necessary to feed 

the resonant section through a resistive load in series with it. When this is 

done through a ttiatched transmission line then in the steady state condition the 

resonator behaves as a parallel resonant circuit at the valve and acts as a frequency 

stabilizing element for the system. The cavity therefore determines the radio 

frequency, and no separate frequency control is necessary in the way that it is 

for the travelling wave system. 

Many workers have investigated both theoretically and experimentally the 

problem of feeding resonant cavity electron accelerators. Idie circuit of NTwbery 

and Willshaw (1948) for doing this is shown in Figure 7. 'Fhey found that for 

a 24-cavity resonator having a O of 9,000 and a frequency separation of 0-2*;,, 

between the desired 77-mode and the next nearest one, 65 magnetron 

power could be fed into the resonator section without difficulty arising. The 

remaining 35^',) was dissipated in the series stabilizing load. Other workers - 

Allen and Symonds (1947), Halpern et al. (1946), Slater (1948 a), and Lawton 

(1948)-—have also reported feeding 50-60^/;, of their available power into reson¬ 

ators satisfactorily using similar circuits. 

vSlater (1948a) demonstrates that higher powers may be fed into a single 

resonant section by driving it with more than one valve. For an multiple 

cavity such as he uses it is immaterial where it is fed along its length. His 

circuit is one section of Figure 8, which uses four HK7 magnetrons operating on a 

frec-space wavelength of 1(H) cm. with a mean pulse power of 1 mw. for 3'4/(.sec. 

F^ach resonant section is 4 ft. long, made up of 24 cavities, with one tuning plunger 

and a small pick-up loop in each section. 'Fo ensure the magnetrons oscillate 

in phase one is prepulsed by 01 /xsec. and feeds a controlling signal into the cavity. 

The frequencies of the oscillations in the section are monitored by viewing the 

envelope of the rectified output from the pick-up loop. If the four magnetrons 

arc not all locked to the same cavity mode the envelope pattern is filled in. Small 

adjustments are then made to the individual magnetron tuning controls until 

the envelope becomes a clean trace on the oscilloscope. The tuning controls 

of the four magnetrons are then ganged together and their tuning is adjusted 

to the frequency of the desired mode to give maximum signal into the cavity. 

Stable operation with a mode separation of O-L!,, in frequency (but not 0-05%) 

between the wanted 77-mode and its nearest neighbour has been found quite prac¬ 

tical. When locked in frequency and phase it is found that the magnetrons 

will remain so for long periods. 
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To feed an accelerator made up of a number of optimum length sections the 

po\^er to be supplied to all the sections must be synchronous in frequency and 

phase. At the power levels required it will be necessary to obtain this from 

several valves even when the larger power sources at present under development 

become available. 'Fhe problem is, therefore, that of feeding from separate sources 

completely decoupled sections of an accelerator. How this is to he done will 

depend upon whether the power sources to be used are self-oscillators or power 

amplifiers. 

hor the standing \\a\e accelerator Slater (lt)48b) has produced one solution 

of the problem using self-oscillators. His complete circuit is shown in Figure (S. 

'Fhe accelerator is made up of five sections each fed by four magnetrons as described 

To Magnetron 

Figure 8. Schenialic diu^rani of M.I.T. standin^^ wave- accclfratoi for 28 MtV. electrons. 

To ensure synchronization magnetron No. 11 is prepulsed () 2fisec. and muKnetrons 3, 7, 15, 
and m 0*1 /asee. before ilie reniainder. 

(We are indebted to Frof. J. C. Slater for A ery kindly supplying the inforination about this project.) 

above. The frequency and phase locking is obtained in the following way. 

Onc of the magnetrons is prepulsed by O Zpsee. A small amount of power from 

the series stabilizing load of this magnetron is ted through I .R. switches to the 

magnetrons on the other four sections, which are prepulsed by O l/tsec. 1 his 

provides them with the necessary signal to phase them correctly when they 

start oscillating. When these four magnetrons ha\e built up, their respectue 

'F.R. switches fire preventing wastage of p(nver along the synchronizing line, 

Fach resonant section may therefore be separately tuned as described above 

and will be locked to start in the same phase. Fhe remaining step in the tuning- 

up process is to compare the signals from different sections by feeding them into 

a crystal rectifier and viewing the rectified envelope as before. Any frecpiency 

difference may he eliminated by an adjustment of the fine tuning plunger mounted 

in each section. 
An alteimativc method oi' feeding decoupled resonant sections using power 

amplifiers has been described by Schultz et al. (1947). The operating frequency 

used was 587 .!VIc/s. since triode power amplifiers delivering up to 61)0 kw. mean 

power in the pulse could he obtained. 'Two uncoupled cavities were used 
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.for the accelerating sections, each one being fed by a separate power amplifier 

having a power gain of 6-7, the two amplifiers being driven from a single master 

oscillator. 

The principle of using power amplifiers capable of delivering large power in 

a pulse has the definite advantage that the frequency stabilization is no longer a 

problem since all the amplifiers may be driven from a well-established low power 

source. The 100 mw\ pulsed klystron being developed by Hansen (194(S) is of 

added importance for feeding long accelerators for this reason. Several alter¬ 

native methods of using the high power sources under development for feeding 

accelerators made up of a number of sections have been proposed, but no work is 

possible until the sources themselves become available. 

§ 7. PAK'riCLK INJECTION 

'The characteristics of importance in the design (d the injector system are 

\a) the injection voltage, (/?) the beam intensity, and (r) the beam collimation 

required. kd)r much of the early work on accelerators little attention has been 

paid to the question of beam intensity so long as it was sufficiently large to obtain 

measurable output currents through the accelerating system. llowe\er, for 

practical use it is of considerable interest to know the maximum permissible 

beam current which can be accelerated. 'Fhis limit will occur when the reduction 

in axial field due to the beam-loading reduces the peak energy given to theelectrons 

below' the desired value. Fry et al. (194S) have shown that in a short accelerator 

in wdiich strong phase-bunching forces were acting along most of its lengtli. 3(1';o 

of the available K.r. power could be supplied to the beam. In a long accelerator 

designed without allowance for beam loading it may not be practicable to supply 

this amount without reducing the peak energy, but 15“o would probably still 

be reasonable. If beam loading is taken into account in the design it should 

be practicable to feed a much higher percentage of the input power into the beam. 

Hearn collimation and the injection voltage to be used are, to some extent, 

inter-related problems. Hereford (1947) and Bowen, Pulley and Gooden (1946) 

have shown that an uncollimated beam of electrons with zero velocitv may be 

used to inject into single cavity resonant accelerators. However, no figures 

are given to show the fraction of electrons leaving the filament which is accelerated. 

At the other extreme Slater plans to inject at 2 million volts into a standing wave 

accelerator from a pulsed Van de Graalf generator. The electron source of this 

electrostatic generator wall be pulsed by photocell control through a small window 

in the side of its pressure chamber. The divergence of this beam wall be of the 

order 10"'^ radians. In §2.2 it was shown that the subsequent spreading in such 

a beam might be expected not to be serious even on accelerators designed to give 

1,000 ivie V. electrons. The choice of injection voltage to be used in any accelerator 

must be made taking into account the relative complexity and reliability of the 

pulsed D.c. injecting source as compared with these factors for the initial section 

of an accelerator when it is designed for low voltage injection. A number of 

workers have found injection in the region 50-75 kv. to be a reasonable compromise. 

Fry et al, (1947) used a triooe gun with a tungsten filament, Lawton and Hahn 

(1948) and Ginzton et al, (1948) used guns designed for use on x-ray equipment. 

For travelling wave accelerators injection voltages in this region provide the 

reasonable compromise, the manufacturing difficulties in corrugated guide con¬ 

struction increasing rapidly for phase velocities less than about 0*4 c. 
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§ 8. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

In the previous sections of this Report it has been shown that a number of 

rather difficult technical problems have had to be solved if the possible technical 

advantages of the linear accelerator compared with the orbital accelerators were 

to be exploited. It is not surprising therefore that the majority of the experimental 

work done up to the present has been primarily directed towards finding the 

answers to some of these problems on low energy machines rather than to the 

production of high energies, 'fhe principal physical characteristics of the 

machines which have been built will now be considered, paying particular 

attention to (^v) the peak energy at maximum intensity of the beam of particles, 

{h) the energy spectrum of the particles, (r) the maximum beam current together 

with the duty cycle of operation, and {d) the degree of collimation of the beam. 

It is also of interest to know' the efficiency of accelerators measured as 

(Peak linergy)“/('rotal Pow^er x I’otal Length) expressed in megohms,metre 

These units are the same as those used for the guide effective shunt impedance 

per unit length in §3.1, but they are now used to measure the overall efficiency 

of an accelerator and not the waveguide efficiency as they were previously. 

Information about the accelerators already built, as far as it is available, 

has been summarized in Table 3, and a photograph of a 4Mev. travelling wave 

accelerator is given in Figure 9. In 'fable 3 it is shown that electrons have been 

accelerated to energies in the region 0-3-6-5 Mev., and there can be little doubt 

that the accelerator which has been built by Slater will be made to give electrons 

with peak energies close to 28 Mev. 

Most workers have measured their peak energies by ratlier crude magnetic 

analvsis, in many cases giving only poor resolution. However, it is clear from 

the energy spectral distribution figures which have been published that the 

energv spectra produced by different accelerators vary considerably, 'fhe 

narrowest spectra recorded are those by Bowen et (d. (1946), who observed an 

8“,, energy spread to half intensity at a peak energy of 0*6Mev., Fry et (d, (1947, 

1948) who obtained spectra widths of IL'o 0-5 Mev. and 3-4'',) at 4-0 Mev. 

measured to half beam intensity, and Mills (1948), who obtained a spectrum width 

of KF'o at 1-1 Mev. Much wider energy spectra than this have been reported 

bv Hereford (1947) and Ginzton etal. (1948). While any desired part of 

the av'^ailable spectrum mav be selected for use by a magnetic field and suitable 

filters, a wide energv spectrum is clearly undesirable because of the power w asted 

in the umvanted part of the spectrum and the high radiation background level 

which it will produce. 
Similarly, wide variations have been observed in the peak intensity of the 

accelerated beam. Little difficulty would be expected m passing cpiite large 

peak currents through very short accelerators, and this has been found to be true 

by most workers, 'fhe same is not necessarily true for longer machines since 

the effects of phase oscillations and radial defocusing forces may be of greater 

importance in them. \'ery few measurements of accelerated beam currents 

have been published giving quantitative information about these effects. Fry 

et al. (1947) have shown that for a travelling wave type accelerator designed to 

w ork in the bunching region electrons may be collected over almost the complete 

cycle. The beam current passing through 40cm. of accelerator was measured 

in the absence of the r.f. field and after acceleration with the r.f. field sw itched 

on. The beam currents were found to be 21 and 1-8/aa. respectively. They 
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also found (1948) that for electrons injected at 45 kv. and an axial electric field 

of 25kv/cm. an axial magnetic field of 540 gauss max. in accordance with the 

formula given in §2.2 overcame the radial defocusing forces. In an accelerator 

two metres long, in which the bunched electrons were brought from 45 " ahead 

of the peak field to 35 " in the first 40 cm. and maintained there for the remainder 

of the length, the difference in accelerated peak currents was more than ten times 

greater with the magnetic field on than with it oflF. With the magnetic field 

on it was possible to extract 30^*i, of the available r.f. power from the accelerating 

field into the electron beam, as measured by a water calorimeter. This corre¬ 

sponded to a peak current of 150ma. at 4Mev., the diameter of the energizing 

electron beam being approximately 7 mm. If large accelerated currents are 

required it is important to have an axial magnetic field for the time the electron 

velocity is appreciably less than that of light to counteract the radial component 

of the electric field. This does not seem to have been recognized by some 
workers. 

hor the accelerators about which sufficient information has been published, 

their efficiencies, expressed in megohms/metre, have been tabulated in column (11) 

of Table 3. Efficiencies measured in this way show how well the available 

power has been used to establish the axial r.f. field. It has been estimated in 

^§§3.2 and 3.3 that for any form of accelerator there are maximum usable section 

lengths. When lengths short compared with this maximum are used the effi¬ 

ciencies will be low, improving as the length is increased. This is well illustrated 

by the three results of Ginzton etai, in which the accelerator length has been 

increased in three stages and the efficiency has increased from 4-2 to 
14 megohms, metre. 

For the standing wave accelerators the highest effective shunt impedance 

has been obtained by Mills (1948) for the single resonant section and by .Mien 

and Symonds (1947) for a three-cavity section. The latter achieved this by using 

cavities approximately A/2 long loaded with drift tubes to reduce the physical 

length of the accelerating gaps. This reduces the transit time of the particles 

across the gaps, giving improved efficiency compared with that obtained with 
any A/2 cavity which is not re-entrant. 

However, very few workers have produced accelerators with effective shunt 

impedances as high as those given in Tables 1 and 2. The reason for this is that 

it has been found convenient to try out the main principles of acceleration on less 

efficient sections and so avoid the frequency stabilization and mode separation 

problems which only assume importance as the optimum length is approached. 

An increase in accelerator efficiencies is therefore to be expected in the future. 

§ 9. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRON ACCELERATOR 

In addition to the improved efficiencies which may be expected from the use 

of waveguide systems designed to work nearer their optimum conditions as outlined 

§§3.2 and 3.3, it is to be anticipated that new methods of reducing the power 

wastage which now occurs in any microwave accelerator will be proposed. Two 

methods of doing this for a travelling wave system have already been suggested 
by Harvie (1948b, 1949). 

He suggests feeding the power passing out of the end of a travelling wave 

^section back to the input of the section through a phase-adjusting unit to a bridge 

•circuit designed to prevent passage into the r.f. source. This bridge circuit 
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may be designed for any given ratio of power entering to power leaving the 

accelerator within quite a wide range, and may therefore be made to suit an accelera¬ 

tor with a known attenuation. If this is done it should be practicable to make 

accelerators with large effective shunt impedances free from the attendant troubles 

of frequency stability discussed in §3.2. 

The other method of improving efficiency proposed is the use of an anisotropic 

dielectric to load the waveguide instead of the metal irises described above. 

This dielectric is to have a higher effective dielectric constant in the radial than 

in the axial direction and may be made up of a number of spaced ceramic discs. 

This method of making an accelerator may have several advantages compared with 

one using a metal corrugated waveguide. The physical diameter of the accelerator 

would be smaller, and the manufacture, using ground ceramic discs, would be 

cheaper to make than one requiring the complicated metal to metal contacts of 

the corrugated guide. Small adjustments to the phase velocity should also be 

practicable by moving the ceramic discs. In addition to these practical advantages 

it should be possible to design accelerators to have higher efficiencies since the 

reduction in copper losses more than outweighs the increased dielectric losses. 

VART II HEAVY PARTICLE ACCELERArORS 

§ 10. A S']’ANDIN(i-WAVE PROTON ACCKLKRAl’OR 

Compared with the recent effort which has gone into the study of electron 

acceleration by linear methods, the field of proton acceleration is rclativelv 

unexplored. The Berkeley accelerator (Alvarez et al. 1947) is the only project 

which has so far reported the successful production of high energy protons using 

modern waveguide techniques. There is a consequent lack t)f detailed published 

information in this field, 

PYindamentally the basic principles for the acceleration of slow particles is 

the same as that described earlier in this Report for electron acceleration, but 

there now appear some new factors which make the problem more difficult. 

E'irstly, the type of waveguide loading which was previously found suitable for 

electron acceleration at relativistic velocities can be shown to be inefficient and 

unpracticable for slow' particles, 'fhis is clearly^ demonstrated by a consideration 

of the system of collinear resonators with infinitely small coupling holes described 

in §3.1. The last factor in the expression for the shunt impedance must now 

be replaced by [(sin tt ///:?)/(779/in order to take into account the longer transit 

time of the particle in traversing each resonator. The optimum number of cavities 

per free space wavelength is approximately 3//i/5. Using this number, the 

shunt impedance is therefore, from (11), directly proportional to the particle 

velocity. For protons at energies less than 20Mev. a structure of this sort 

will be betw^een 5 and 100 times less efficient than in the relativistic range. 

In the Berkeley proton accelerator high ohmic loss is avoided by using a 

single long resonator excited in the lowest mode with an axial electric field and 

circular magnetic field. The transit time of the particle along the length of 

the resonator is long compared to the period of the r.f., and it is therefore necessary 

to provide drift tubes to shield the particle from the field when it is in the wrong 

phase. The resonator is shown in Figure 10, and can be regarded as a system of 

collinear re-entrant cavities all in the same phase, with the intervening walls 

(indicated by a broken line in the figure) removed. The power loss per unit 
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length of this system is then almost independent of the number of accelerating 

gaps. On the other hand the voltage gained by the particle is proportional to 

the number of gaps, and hence the shunt impedance varies inversely as the square 

of the particle velocity. 
R.-S.-Harvie (1948) has drawn attention to this fundamental difference 

between behaviours of those structures suitable for slow particles and of those for 

relativistic particles. He points out that the Sloan and Lawrence accelerator for 

mercury ions has an efficiency far in excess of modern electron accelerators, which 

can be attributed to the fact that only one resonant circuit is used, but its voltage 

is applied a large number of times to the particle during its transit. 

The second point of fundamental importance in slow particle acceleration is 

the choice of frequency. In §3.1 it has been shown that the shunt impedance 

varies inversely with the square root of the wavelength, provided the hole for 

the passage of the particles is negligibly small compared with the wavelength. 

This statement must now he modified to take into account the finite hole size, 

which has a greater influence on efficiency when the particles are slow, ('onsider 

Focusing Grids 
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jMgure 10. Schematic diap:ram of ITerkeley proton acceleiator. 

an infinitely narrow voltage gap in a cylindrical tube of small dimension. At 

the surface"of the cylinder the field is concentrated at the gap, but on the tube 

axis it spreads out and is attenuated to 10‘ty of its peak value at a distance of 

1*4 times the tube radius from the centre of the gap (Wang 1945). If the particle 

of velocity v is to traverse this distance in less than half the period of the r.f. 

then the radius of the cylinder must be less than ^A/5’6, where A is the free space 

wavelength and P is the ratio of particle velocity to that of light, for protons 

initially at an energy of 1 Mev, and for a 2 cm. diameter tube Cowhig (1946) 

estimates in this way that the wavelength must be at least one metre, for 

heavier ions this transit time effect will necessitate even longer operating 

wavelengths. 
In an actual accelerator the particle will pass a sequence of voltage gaps, 

and their total effect has to be integrated. If this is carried out, we arrive at an 

equally instructive way of viewing the transit time effect. As described earlier, 

analysis of the field in the tube reveals a component wave with a phase velocity 

equal to the particle velocity. This field is given analytically by equation (7). 

For slow phase velocities the axial field has a minimum at the axis and increases 

with radial distance. Thus, as above, the voltage gaps are more efficient at the 

tube surface, where the field spread is not so serious. 

p s p R 0 
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Injection for the Berkeley proton accelerator is at 4Mev. from a Van de Graaff 

generator (Turner et al. 1948). The drift tube diameters are fixed by the finite 

spread of the proton beam and are required to be at least 2 in. in diameter. The 

resonant frequency has therefore been chosen at 200 Mc/s. The total length 

of the resonator (Bradner et aJ. 1948) is 40 feet and its diameter is 38 in., with a 

shunt impedance of 330 megohms and a O of 70,000. The outer diameters 

of the drift tubes are chosen so that the resonant frequency of the cavity remains 

constant along its length. The peak power supplied is 1*5m\v. from 23 triodc 

oscillators. 

'•'he loaded guide will have a spectnim of resonant frequencies within its 

finite pass band, and in tliis case it is operated at its low frequency cut-ofi' (zero¬ 

mode). Mode separation has, however, presented no serious trouble (Panofsky 

et al. 1948), but the problem of obtaining a uniform field distribution along the 

resonator by proper choice of drift tube dimensions has been more difficult. 

No problem is encountered in phasing the oscillators (Baker et al. 1948), w hich 

automatically lock into the resonant frequency of the cavity. Serber (1948) 

has showm analytically that with tungsten grids over the entrances to each drift 

lube both axial and radial stability is ensured. 

The main bank of oscillators is operated with a pulse length of 30()/xsec. 

at a pulse repetition rate of 15 c/s. 'The system is pre-excited by three oscillators 

at the output end of the resonator with a 450/.<sec. pulse. I'he remaining 

oscillators are coupled to the cavity by a 50-ohm line, one wavelength long. 

llie output energy of the machine is 32 Mev. wath an energy spread of ± 100 kv. 

4'he mean output current is 2 x 10 *^' amp., w^hich, with a duty cycle of 300: 1, 

gives a peak pulse current of 6x10 '^ amp. The pulse current injected from the 

Van de Crraafi' generator is approximately 100 /xa. 
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§1. INTRODUCTION The flow properties of glass are of special interest for a number of reasons. 

They are of theoretical interest because of the importance of flow properties 

in the development of the theory of liquids, and because glass can be regarded 

as a liquid even at temperatures where it fits more closely the familiar conception of 

a solid. It is in fact an especially informing type of liquid, because particular 

aspects of its behaviour can, as it were, be brought into focus by suitably 

choosing the temperature. 

These properties are of obvious practical importance. I'he special qualities 

of glass make it virtually the only possible material for many practical applications, 

and the demands then made from the purely mechanical or structural points 

of view are often severe. It is a rather remarkable fact that glass, a thermo¬ 

dynamically unstable liquid at room temperature, is actually used where the 

greatest rigidity and permanence are required -in the construction of large 

astronomical mirrors. 

In the present report a survey is given of existing information on these flow 

properties, with particular reference to the behaviour in and below the trans¬ 

formation temperature, and a number of the theoretical and practical implications 

of the data are discussed. A short account is first given of the structure and 

general properties of glass, and in particular of the significance of the trans¬ 

formation phenomena. 
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§2. STRUCTURE AND GENERAL PROPER'IMKS OF CiLASS 

The following definition given by Morey is a convenient starting-point r 

‘‘A glass is an inorganic* substance in a condition which is continuous with, and 

analogous to, the liquid state of that substance, but which, as the result of having 

been cooled from a fused condition, has attained so high a degree of viscosity as 

to be for all practical purposes rigid”. Thus although glass has many properties 

characteristic of ordinary solids, such as rigidity, hardness, mechanical strength, 

etc., it nevertheless exhibits true liquid properties such as viscous flow also. 

The x-ray diffraction patterns consist of a small number of diffuse rings, 

indicating that the immediate surroundings of any atom are nearly similar to those 

in the corresponding crystalline structure (where such a structure exists), but the 

more distant arrangement becomes irregular and varies from one atom to another. 

(In vitreous silica, for example, tetrahedral SiOj groups exist, linked together 

more or less at random.) The structure thus has a degree of short-range order, 

but long-range disorder; broadly speaking it may be likened to that uhich would 

be shown by an “instantaneous” picture of the structure of an ordinary liquid. 

Atomic migrations occur, however, relatively much less frequently, so that 

processes such as diffusion or viscous flow are much slower. 

We shall not discuss in any detail the reasons why particular substances have a 

tendency to supercool and form glasses. ]\lany organic substances may be said 

to form glasses on cooling because no crystalline structure can form on account of 

the length or complicated nature of the molecules. '^I'he vitreous state is much 

rarer among inorganic substances; the conditions under which relatively stable 

irregidar three-dimensional frameworks can be formed have been discussed by 

Warren (1933), Zachariasen (1932) and others. They can occur, for example, 

where metallic or homopolar structures have approximately the same energy, as 

in the case of the element selenium. In the inorganic glasses based on silica the 

strongest bonds are those between silicon and oxygen, and the main factor in their 

glass-forming ability appears to be that the angles between the two Si-O bonds 

of one oxygen atom may vary within quite wide limits without loss of stability. 

Here the bond is roughly half ionic and half homopolar, that is, the bond energy 

is again about equally divided between a bond of a non-directed kind and an 

essentially directed bond. A simple statement of the main obvious condition for 

the formation of a glass is that the viscosity should be high at the crystallization 

temperature, so that crystallization can take place only slowly. In the case of 

silica, for instance, the viscosity is so high at the melting point that crystals of 

silica can hardly be seen to melt, but appear only to sinter slowdy. For similar 

reasons very many crystalline modifications of silica exist, and many of the possible 

transitions are “ sluggish ”. 

Below the liquidus temperature corresponding to the particular composition 
of any glass the structure is of course thermodynamically unstable, and a tendency 
tow ards crystallization (or “ devitrification ”) exists. As pointed out by Tammann 
(1933) and Becker (1938), the rate of crystallization is determined by the 
probability of formation of stable crystal nuclei as well as by the various factors 
influencing their rate of growth. These all depend upon temperature, and there 
is in fact a dangerous range of temperature for crystallization. Provided the 
glass has been cooled fairly rapidly through this range it will remain fairly stable,. 

* The exclusion of organic glasses from this definition is no more than conventional; in the 
present paper, however, the discussion is mainly limited to inorganic glasses. 
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with only a very slow rate of devitrification. In this region glass is a supercooled 

liquid; crystallization is a localized process starting from nuclei, and non- 

crystalline portions exhibit properties which arc continuous with those above the 

liquidus temperature. 

To complete this very brief account of the general properties of glass, we 

mention the influence of changing composition on the properties of the liquid. 

r>om the physico-chemical point of view ordinary glass is a supercooled solution 

of molten oxides. The effect of “fluxes’’ such as soda or lime is of course to 

lower the liquidus temperature, so that homogeneous glasses may be manu¬ 

factured without the need for excessively high melting temperatures. I’hese 

substances also lower the viscosity of the glass at a particular temperature; this 

is not due simply to the lower strength of, say, the Na-O bond, but to the reduced 

co-ordination of the structure containing a proportion of sodium or calcium atoms 

substituted for silicon. 

in plotting the variation of some property against composition it is frequently 

found that a maximum or minimum occurs at the composition which corresponds 

to that of a known compound, say some particular silicate. This not unexpected 

result of the greater probability of atomic arrangements of lower free energy has 

often been exaggerated in importance and referred to as evidence for the existence 

of “compounds” in glass. 

§3. CONKKJUUATION AL CUANCJKS IN LIQlMi^S AND 

AMORPHOUS SOLIDS 

Modern theories of the liquid state (see for instance Bernal 1937, Frenkel 1946, 

Mott and Gurney 1939) incorporate the idea that the degree of configurational 

order in a liquid is a function of the temperature, decreasing with increasing 

temperature. Thus when the temperature is increased the configuration must 

be changed to one of greater disorder, and a part of the heat supplied must be 

employed for this purpose. It follows from the relationship which exists between 

entropy and disorder that a positive quantity is recjuired. 

'There is thus a configurational contribution to the specific heat of liquids in 

addition to the contribution required to increase the vibrational energy, and this 

is probably the main reason for the increased specific heat of a liquid near its 

melting point as compared with that of the solid. 

These ideas, which have been developed especially by Bernal, were first 

introduced by Simon (1931) to explain the sudden increase (with increasing 

temperature) observed in the specific heat of supercooled glycerol at a temperature 

of about — lOO'T. He suggested that below this temperature the equilibrium 

times of configurational changes became so long that they would not occur during 

ordinary measurements, and the measured value of the specific heat would 

accordingly be smaller by the corresponding amount. 

More or less sudden changes are in fact shown in the physical properties of all 

supercooled liquids or amorphous solids at a particular temperature—about 

— 100° for glycerol, -70° for rubber, 200° for boric oxide, and 500° for ordinary 

inorganic glasses. It was shown by Samsoen and by Tammann (1933) that the 

changes always occurred at temperatures at which the viscosity was of the order 

of 1 O’® poises. This has an important significance, since this value of the viscosity 

corresponds to a relaxation time for the release of ordinary mechanical stresses of 

seconds or minutes, that is, of the sort of time taken in ordinary measurements. 
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(The relaxation time is defined, after Maxwell, as the time in which a stress falls 

to \ie of its original value if the strain is kept constant; it is equal to where y] 

is the coefficient of viscosity and E the modulus of rigidity.) The equilibrium 

time of configurational changes might be expected to be of the same order. 

The temperature range over which these changes in properties are ob¬ 

served experimentally is known as the “transformation region” (or sometimes 

transition region ). 1 he phenomena of the transformation region are ex¬ 

tremely important in glass. 1 he equilibrium times of configurational changes are 

in fact so long that in ordinary glasses at ordinary temperatures we always have a 

material possessing a configuration which really corresponds to a much higher 

temperature, but vibrational energy roughly appropriate to its actual temperature. 

} or this reason the transformation phenomena in glass must be described here in 
some detail. 

§4. 'rRANSFORMATION PHENOMENA IN CJl.ASS 

T he phenomena of the transformation region may be most conveniently 

described by considering the variation with temperature of some physical property 

(or log (property)) such as the specific volume, total heat, or log (viscosity), as 

w^ould be observed in experiments carried out with the temperature falling at 

uniform rate. The behaviour is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 1. It wdll 

logurc 1. Illustration of typical behaviour in the transformation region. 

be seen that the slope changes more or less suddenly at the transformation region 

since below this region there is no further alteration in the configurational 

contribution to the value of the property. If, however, the fall in temperature is 

halted at 7, say, and the temperature maintained constant, the value of the 

property slowly moves-to an equilibrium value represented by a point on the dotted 

line, and there is an evolution of heat corresponding to the decrease in internal 

energy. The dotted line is the extrapolation of the high temperature part of the 

curve, so that the glass has now arrived again at the ordinary supercooled liquid 

or metastable condition. If the experiment is carried out sufficiently slowly 

the aotted line is of course followed throughout. This approach to the equi¬ 

librium condition at any temperature is generally known as “stabilization”; it 

takes longer and longer times as the temperature is lowered, glass in ordinary use 
being always incompletely stabilized, as already indicated. 
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It will be clear that the exact location of the transformation region as experi¬ 

mentally determined in this way must depend on the rate of cooling, higher rates 

of cooling causing the transformation phenomena to be shown at higher temper¬ 

atures. Also, the measured value of any physical property in this region will 

depend on the rate of heating or cooling during the measurements and on the 

previous thermal history in the same temperature region. Measurements carried 

out at much lower temperatures will depend only on the actual temperature and 

on the previous thermal history in the transformation region, particularly the rate 

of cooling here, since this determines the configuration. It follows from these 

considerations also that measurements of property-temperature relationships 

made with a rising temperature schedule between ordinary temperatures and the 

transformation region immediately following measurements obtained with a 

falling temperature schedule will give approximately similar results. 

If derivative properties such as the specific heat or the coefficient of thermal 

expansion are plotted against temperature, the curve of course shows not simply 

a change in slope, but a more or less abrupt discontinuity; we have already 

mentioned the sudden increase in the specific heat of glycerol and its explanation 

.by Simon (1931). 

When the temperature of a specimen of glass is varied above the transformation 

region, the change in the configurational contribution to any physical property 

will nearly always have the same sign as the change in the thermal energy contri¬ 

bution. (There are notable exceptions to this rule in the properties of silica and 

water.) The condition of glass cooled through its transformation region is 

that it appears to possess properties ‘‘frozen-in” from a temperature higher 

than its actual temperature; thus it usually has a higher specific volume and a lower 

viscosity than it would have in equilibrium at its actual temperature. As an 

illustration we may add that it is easily possible by adjusting the rate of cooling 

to produce specimens of glass which differ in these properties by amounts corres¬ 

ponding to as much as 100'' in terms of “ configurational temperature It is also 

possible in the transformation region for glass to exhibit properties which appear 

to be “frozen-in” from a slightly lower temperature, since the configuration will 

not immediately follow a rapid increase of temperature in this region. The final 

equilibrium condition is however always the same at a particular temperature 

from whatever side it is approached. 

For convenience in practice a “transformation temperature”, is 

defined as the temperature at which a fairly sharp increase in slope occurs in the 

measurement of the thermal expansion of a rod of the particular glass heated with 

a rising temperature schedule of 4" per minute. This approximately coincides 

with the transformation temperature as defined in any other way based on the 

observation of sudden changes in physical properties or their derivatives with 

changing temperature, the viscosity being between 10^^ and 10^^ poises. The 

conventional definition is useful for many purposes, though without theoretical 

significance. The practical importance of is that this temperature is at about 

the middle of the fairly narrow range of temperature into which the glass is heated 

for the purpose of annealing, the relaxation time for the release of stresses being 

of the order of seconds or minutes, as already stated, or conveniently short. I'or 

convenience, a “softening temperature”, M^, is also defined from the results of 

expansion measurements as, in effect, the temperature above which it is impossible 

to carry out ordinary measurements by conventional methods because of sag or 
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yield in the specimen; the viscosity here is about poises (relaxation time 

about 1 second). This may be regarded as the extreme upper limit of the annealing 

and the transformation regions, which are more or less coincident. Annealing 

schedules for a particular glass can usually be prepared by studying the results of 

thermal expansion measurements. 

The slow approach to the equilibrium condition below the transformation 

region has been observed in measurements of many of the physical properties of 

glass, such as the viscosity (Stott and co-workers 1925, Lillie 1933), refractiv^e 

index (Winter 1943 and others), specific volume (Morey and Merwin 1932), 

electrical conductivity (Littleton and Wetmore 1936), specific heat (of glycerol, 

Oblad and Newton 1936), etc. l"he approach to a higher temperature con¬ 

figuration after a sudden raising in temperature in the annealing region has also 

been observed by Lillie, for the property of viscosity, in an important series of 

experiments to be discussed later in this paper, by Tool and co-workers (1920) 

and others for certain thermal properties, and by Winter (1943) for the refractive 

index. 

I'hese processes have not yet however received adequate quantitative descrip¬ 

tion or explanation as there have been many complicating factors in the experiments 

so far carried out. A start has been made by Tool (1942, 1946) in an empirical 

w^ay; he relates the actual properties of any specimen of glass below the trans¬ 

formation region to its actual temperature and to its '‘fictivc temperature”, the 

temperature at which tlie actual configuration ( f the glass would be in equili¬ 

brium or, as we should say, its configurational temperature. He then makes 

the somewhat arbitrary assumption that the fictive temperature should approach 

the actual temperature at a rate proportional to the reciprocal of the viscosity and 

the difference between the two temperatures; he does not, however, appear to 

realize clearly the real significance of the fictive temperature, and his approx¬ 

imate treatment does not take account of the fact that the two ‘‘temperatures’^ 

may contribute in different ways to the value of a physical property. 

With a proper understanding of the laws governing the transformation 

phenomena it would be possible to forecast the form of the curve obtained in a 

measurement of, say, thermal expansion, given the rate of heating during the 

measurements and details of the previous cooling schedule through the trans¬ 

formation region. At present this is not possible. Broadly speaking, of course, 

the reason for the increased rate of expansion above is that appropriate con¬ 

figurational changes are now also taking place. The general form of the curve 

is mainly determined by the particular configuration “frozen-in” during the 

previous cooling. Thus a very rapidly cooled specimen is already “blown-up” 

to a too great volume and will expand correspondingly less when heated from a 

lower temperature to T 
Recent suggestions have been made by Winter (1943) which are not in 

harmony with the above description. She considers that glass is stable both 
below a lower limit of the transformation range or above an upper limit. It is 
true that the rate at which the properties of unstabilized glass change, at a temper¬ 
ature well below Tg, may be made very slow by a suitable annealing treatment 
(that is, by lowering the configurational temperature as far as possible). The 
present author maintains the view, however, that there is no real lower limit to the 
transformation region when experiments are extended over very long periods, and 
the transformation phenomena are all related to departures from thermodynamic 
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equilibrium resulting from changes of temperature which are too rapid for the 

structure to follow. In other words, there is no discontinuity anywhere which 

cannot be “ smoothed out” by performing experiments sufficiently slowly. 

Many workers on glass have not properly understood the significance of the 

transformation phenomena as explained by Simon. Morey (1938), for instance, 

considers that the process of vStabilization consists “only in diminishing the 

interatomic distances, and not in the major atomic movements necessary to form 

new atomic arrangements”. The fact that the configuration has to l)e changed 

clearly contradicts these ideas, and time-consuming migratory processes analogous 

to those which occur in diffusion or viscous flow must actually occur during 

stabilization. Much more experimental investigation is needed into the slow 

changes in structure and the absorptions or evolutions of heat which accompany 

them; for various reasons these experiments are difficult, and at lower temper¬ 

atures time-consuming. It would however be of very great interest to make 

measurements on the physical properties of very old specimens of glass, of which 

many exist dating from 1500 b.c. or earlier, and of fairly standard composition, 

and then to use the same glass for a series of further experiments after heating. 

In this way one would, so to speak, at once obtain a point on the curve of property- 

time at / = 3,500 years, though uncertainty as to the original cooling schedule 

would limit the usefulness of the method. 

We should mention that devitrification is of course still possible even below 

the transformation region. Thus although the supercooled liquid condition 

is a metastahle condition of minimum free energy, this is not the lowest minimum ; 

if a crystalline form exists it has lower free energy. There is however an 

important dificrence between the two kinds of approach to equilibrium. 

Devitrification is a nucleus-sensitive phenomenon ; thus, for instance, homo¬ 

geneous glass often shows a greater tendency to crystallize on account of the 

presence of crystal or near-crystalline nuclei. The process of stabilization 

however pr(;cccds continuously and uniformly throughout the material. The 

required rearrangements can be carried out steadily by individual migrations 

similar to those responsible for viscous flow. 

Finally, two further points of interest (Smekal 1947) are mentioned: in some 

organic glasses the transformation region is actually above the normal freezing 

point; also, more than one “transformation temperature” can sometimes be 

observed in these glasses, presumably due to the “freezing” of different types of 

configurational changes at different temperatures. 

§5. THE FLOW PROPERTIES OF GLASS 

The main features of the rheological behaviour of glass may be summarized 

from the results of many investigations in the following two equations, if we neglect 

the influence of simultaneously occurring stabilization. For simplicity we 

consider only shear stresses and strains. Also, we shall be concerned only with 

typical behaviour, and not wfith the influence of chemical composition on the 

magnitudes of the various properties discussed. 

Under a constant applied stress, applied at time ^ = 0, the development of the 

strain is given by the following: 

Strain ~a + ht-\- cf{t)y .(1) 

where a, b and c are constants proportional to the stress for a given glass and 

temperature, a represents an instantaneous elastic strain, and bt a strictly classical 
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or Newtonian viscous flow at uniform rate; the magnitudes of the rigidity modulus 

and the coefficient of viscosity are implicit in the values of these constants. 

c represents a delayed elastic strain which develops slowly according to a 

“decay" function of time /(^), of value 0 at /=^0, and 1 at The term 

“ inelastic " has also been used to describe this part of the strain (see Zener 1948). 

On removal of the stress, the instantaneous elastic strain is at once completely 

recovered, and the fraction n of the total delayed elastic strain which has been 

allowed to develop at the time of removal of the stress is also recovered, probably 

according to the same decay function. The recovery-time relationship can then 

be represented by the following equation (recovery being measured in strain units, 

and t now being measured from the time at which the stress is removed): 

Recovery a ^ .(2) 

The pari of the original flow corresponding to true viscosity is not recovered. 

The variation with temperature of these constants for a particular glass and 

the form of the decay function for delayed elasticity are described in detail later. 

Time-- 

.Figure 2. Comparison of typical 
strain-time curves under the 
same (constant) applied stress 
for a glass at different tem¬ 
peratures. 

Figure 4. Viscosity-temperature relationship for a 
glass from the melting temperature to the trans¬ 
formation region. (After Lillie.) 

A qualitative picture of the behaviour in and below' the transformation region is 

given in Figure 2, where a family of curves is drawn to the same scale, representing 

strain-time relationships at different temperatures under the same constant 

applied stress for a specimen of a glass for which the position of is indicated.* 

At temperatures near rooixi temperature most of the observed strain consists of the 

instantaneous elastic strain, with a small delayed elastic strain and a very low' rate 

of irreversible flow, if any. In the annealing or transformation region the effects 

of instantaneous elasticity, delayed elasticity and viscous flow are of about equal 

importance in the times of ordinary measurements. At temperatures well above 

this region the elastic strains are practically impossible to measure accurately 

because of the very fast rate of viscous flow. At sufficiently high temperatures 

only the viscous flow can be detected. 

For convenience in comparison, Figures 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, refer to specimens of the same soda- 
lime-silica glass for which 7g is 534The measurements were made by the author. Figures 4 
and 6, from papers by Lillie, refer to another glass. 
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As the temperature is raised from room temperature above the transformation 

region, the structure “falls to pieces’", as it were, when time is allowed, though 

the instantaneous value of the modulus of elasticity is practically unchanged; 

this illustrates very clearly the way in which liquids show real elasticity, even in 

shear, although the lowest value of viscosity illustrated in this figure is, of course, 

about 10^^ times as high as the values shown by ordinary liquids. 

The complete behaviour at a single temperature is illustrated in Figure 3, 

which shows the instantaneous elastic strain AB, the delayed elastic strain and 

viscous flow BC, and also the instantaneous recovery CD and delayed recovery 

Fit^urt^ 3. Strain-time heha^ iour under constant stress, and rccov'cry after renu)\’a1 oi thc' stress, 
for a ^dass at a temperature well below the transformation re^don. 

DE after removal of the stress at C. In this case it was possible to continue 

measurements until the delayed elastic strain was practically complete, so that the 

limiting slope of BC represents the rate of irreversible or purely viscous flow. 

The form of the function/(^) can be derived from the shape of the portion DE of 

the curve, or from the portion BC by subtracting the linear contribution due to 

viscous flow. 

As implied in the above description, the yield point for glass is at zero stress^— 

apart from possible negligibly small effects due to surface tension. There is no 

work-hardening, and the irreversible part of the flow is purely viscous, according 

to the strict Newtonian definition of viscosity. 

§6. VISCOSITY 

It is thus possible to make measurements of a true viscosity in glass down to 

as low temperatures as permitted by the sensitivity of the technique employed. 

At high temperatures, conventional methods as used for ordinary liquids (such as 

Margules’ method, employing two concentric cylinders of which one rotates) may 

be used; at lower temperatures, where the value of viscosity is much higher and 

the glass behaves almost as a solid, the measurements are made by methods similar 

to those used for measuring the “creep” in metallic specimens—although even 

here a true viscosity is measured in the case of glass. It is however necessary at 
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these lower temperatures to analyse the strain-time curves carefully or else to 

continue measurements until the delayed clastic part of the strain is complete, 

as described by the author elsewhere (Jones 1944). 

For wide ranges of temperature above the transformation region the viscosity 

varies with temperature nearly according to the function of the form A exp {B RT) 
(where A and B are constants depending on the composition) derived from various 

points of view by Andrade (1934), Kyring (1936) and Frenkel (1946). 'The 

whole variation is in fact described by saying that the value <4* tin* aclix ation energy 

B (per Avogadro number of elementary processes) for viscous How calculated 

from this equation decreases slowly with increasing temperature. This seems to 

be true for all glasses; for boric oxide, for instance, the calculated activation 

energy falls from 75 to about 2()kcaFmole o\er the temperature range in which 

the viscosity falls from lO'*^ to 10- poises (Parks and Spaght 1935, W'ard 1937). 

Figure 4 shows the variation in log (viscosity) as measured by Lillie (1930, 

1931) for a particular glass by various methods over the w hole range of temperature 

between the transformation region and the melting temperature. The form of 

this type of curve (which is approximately a hyperbola, as would be expected), and 

the influence upon it of changing composition, are of great importance to the glass 

manufacturer, but for our purpose the behaviour at lower temperatures is of 

greater interest. 

A small number of the points at the lowest temperatures iinestigated and 

shown in this curve were actually derived from experiments on unstabilized glass, 

the measurements not being continued for sufficiently long jua'iods to reach the 

equilibrium values; the location of the transformation region is not \erv clearly 

shown in this curve, but can be seen in the results of similar experiments by Stott 

and co-workers (1925), which were extended to somewhat higher values of 

viscosity. 

In Figure 5"^ arc shown the results of measurements by Jones (1944) wTich 

were continued to a still higher value of viscosity. 'The value obtained at 350 is 

that derived from the curve of h'igure 3, and is probal>ly the highest value of true 

viscosity yet measured directly. No attempt was made in these experiments to 

stabilize the glass as their object w as to extend measurements to as low' a temper¬ 

ature as possible, and it was considered inevitable that the region of instability 

would eventually be entered. It will be seen that there is a very marked bend in 

the curve; it is of interest that it occurs well below probably because of the 

long times normally required in measurements of viscosity at these temperatures 

before the delayed elasticity is sufficiently “worked out”. (It should be men¬ 

tioned that some authors have incorrectly described as due to the transformation 

phenomena other departures from linearity in property-temperature curves. 

Thus the curve of log (viscosity) against reciprocal temperature often appears to 

show' a fairly sharp “bend” at a temperature appreciably higher than T^. 'This 

is only an indication that the particular glass does not exactly obey the expected 

or “theoretical” Andrade-type formula, or'that the activation energy calculated 

from this formula is not exactly constant; it has no connection with the transforma¬ 

tion phenomena.) 

* There is a slight discontinuity between the two portions of the curve taken by difTerent 
methods ; at the higher temperatures measurements were made of the extension of a fibre, as in 
nearly all other published experiments in this region, but at the lower temperatures measurements 
were made of the bending of centrally loaded laths of drawn sheets of the glass, l^he possible 
reasons for this discontinuity ai*e not discussed here. 
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If the calculation of the activation energy for viscous flow is extended to these 

values of viscosity below the transformation region, the striking result is obtained 

that its value falls oflF with decreasing temperature; thus a maximum value is shown 

in the transformation region. The results of Figure 5 show a very sharp fall in 

the calculated activation energy from about 55 kcal/mole in the transformation 

region to about b kcal/mole at the lowest temperature investigated. 'These 

results strongly support the conclusions of Stanworth (1937), who analysed the 

viscosity data available in 1937, and came to the conclusion that there was evidence 

for a maximum value in the transformation region. As a first approximation we 

would expect a constant or “ frozen” value of the activation energy at all temper¬ 

atures below the transformation region, since tliis must be determined entirely by 

the configuration ; the possible significance of the departures from this behaviour 

is discussed later. 

It should perhaps be stressed that there is no sudden enormous increase of 

viscosity f>n passing down through th(‘ transformation region, as suggested bv some 

Figures. Variation of viscosity with tcir.- 
perature in and below the transforniation 
Tc^non. 

(). Viscosity-nnic curves for two saioples of a 
^lass at48()-7 c. The upper curve is for a sample 
previousK heated at ■t?7-8 c. foi h-thours; thelower 
curve is for a sample in the fri shh drawn condition. 
(Alter Lillie.) 

authors. It is the fact that glass becomes noticeably “brittle”, that is, that the 

relaxation times become much longer than the times of ordinary operations, 

which has led to this common error. 

The approach to the equilibrium value of the viscosity was studied by Lillie 

(1933), who w^as the first to show that the equilibrium value of a property could be 

approached from cither side. 'This is illustrated in Figure 6, taken from his 

paper; the lower curve shows the change in viscosity with time lor a fresldy 

drawn fibre at 4(S7’\ during continuous measurement over a long period. It will 

be seen that the viscosity rose from 10^^ to just over poises, and gave every 

indication of approaching an equilibrium value. 'The iipj^cr cur\e show's the 

change in viscosity with time for a sample at 487 ' which had previously been 

heated for a long period (f)4 hours) at a temperature 9' lower; it will be seen that 

in this case the value decreased to the same final equilibrium value. It is elenr that 

the specimen of the upper curve had already reached a state of equilibrium corre¬ 

sponding to a temperature below 487 ', and when raised in ternperatute it did not 
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immediately reach its new condition but did so only slowly during the measure¬ 

ments. However, presumably because this change corresponded only to a 

difference of temperature of 9" or less, it took place quite rapidly, whilst the freshly 

drawn, rapidly cooled sample of the lower curve, with frozen-in properties corre¬ 

sponding to an appreciably higher temperature, took a longer time to reach the 

condition corresponding to 487'. The dotted line represents the value of the 

viscosity which had previously been given by Lillie for the same glass, and the 

same temperature, and drawn as the highest value of viscosity of Figure 4, taken 

from an earlier paper. 

The time taken for the difference of log (viscosity) to fall to 1/e of its original 

value was about 400 minutes for the case of the rapidly cooled fibre. I'he 

corresponding relaxation time for the relaxation of mechanical stresses through 

viscous flow would be about 10 minutes at the original value of the viscosity, or 

about 100 minutes at its final equilibrium value; these times thus appear to be of 

about the same order at temperatures for which data are available, the equilibrium 

time of the stabilization process being, however, probably the longer. Recent 

experiments by Dale and Stanworth (1945) lead to the interesting suggestion that 

the relation between these two equilibrium times may differ appreciably for 

different glasses. 

ITe relaxation time of viscous yield for the value of the viscosity represented 

in f igure 3 would be about 60 days; it is almost certain therefore that the specimen 

of this curve was quite unstabilized, and, moreover, that no appreciable change in 

properties took place during the two or three days over which the load was 

applied, to judge from the apparently constant slope of BC. 

Measurements of viscosity should provide a useful tool for investigations into 

the process of stabilization, as they can easily be carried out at high temperatures, 

and the changes which take place in the property of viscosity are relativ ely much 

greater than those of any other property. A 25-fold increase in viscosity was 

observed by Lillie ; this corresponds probably to about a 5-fold increase in electrical 

resistivity, and about 0*5% increase in refractive index. These experiments are, 

however, greatly complicated by the presence of the delayed elastic effects, which 

are imitative of a progressive increase in viscosity. 

At the present time there have been very few measurements in the range 

between room temperature and the lower limit of the annealing region of such a 

kind as to provide accurate information on the property of viscosity (the results 

of experiments by Konig (1925) in this range are not easily amenable to analysis 

since it is not possible to separate the reversible and irreversible parts of the strain 

from the data given). The measurements so far extend only up to about 10^^ 

poises, and it would be of interest to extend them much further. For ordinary 

inorganic glasses this would probably mean carrying out experiments at or near 

room temperature; sensitive apparatus and techniques would be required, but a 

measurement of the viscosity of unstabilized glass at room temperature need not 

necessarily require a very long period as the delayed elastic effects are over 

relatively quickly. 

There are many analogies between the electrical and mechanical properties 

of glass. The electrical analogue of the viscosity is the resistivity to direct current, 

and Ohm’s law holds when the electrical analogue of delayed elasticity (the 

“absorption current”) is thoroughly “worked out”. The viscosity increases 

much more rapidly with lowering temperature than does the electrical resistivity, 

the ratio between the calculated activation energies usually being about 4. It is 
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of interest that most workers have agreed that the conductivity of ordinary 
inorganic glasses is nearly all due to the sodium ions. This has been demonstrated 

experimentally, particularly in the classic experiments of Warburg (1884) and 

his co-workers, h araday’s laws hold accurately, and apparently a high proportion 

(75^/0 more) of the sodium ions present take part. The greater activation 
energy for viscous flow is clearly due to the fact that the elementary process 

involves the breaking and reforming of Si-O bonds, which requires much more 

energy than the passage of the relatively loose sodium ions from one equilibrium 
position to another. 

§7. KI.ASTICI'rV 

The instantaneous elastic strain which occurs on application of a stress will 

not be discussed here; the value of, say. Young's modulus does not vary appre¬ 

ciably over the range of temperature in which measurements can be made, and 

does not differ very greatly from the value fora corresponding crystalline material. 

7. Variation with tem- Fii^urc 8. ICxperimental values of delayed elastic 
perature of the ratio recovery (from Figure 3) as ratio of total, 

Delayed elastic strain compared with two functions. 

Instantaneous elastic strain 

Of greater interest are the delayed elastic effects which, as shown in Figure 2^ 

increasingly mask the true viscous flow as we lower the temperature below the 

annealing or transformation region. 

The variation with temperature of the total magnitude of the delayed elastic 

effect is shown in Figure 7 (Jones 1944) for the same glass as that considered in 

Figures 2, 3 and 5. It will be seen that this quantity, expressed as the ratio of the 

delayed part of the elastic strain to the instantaneous part, that is, as eja, increases 

rapidly with rising temperature- this is somewhat analogous to the development 

of ‘‘high elasticity” in many organic polymers. At room temperature the ratio 

has a value lying between 01 ‘X) and 3%, according to the composition (the lowest 

values being shown by pure silica glass), as shown by many early experimenters, 

such as Weidmann (1886) and others. At temperatures just below or in the 

transformation region it becomes increasingly difficult to separate the three parts 

of the strain, and there is as yet no reliable information about the behaviour here. 

As far as can be ascertained from present data, the function f{t) probably has 

the rather unexpected form 1 — exp( —\/(^/t)} (Michelson 1917, Stott 1937, 

Jones 1944), where t is a constant. This is illustrated in Figure 8, where the 

experimental values of the recovery in Figure 3 are plotted against time as fractions 

PSPR lO 
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•of the total recovery, together with two curves, one representing the function 

1 - exp { ~ and the other the ordinary exponential function 1 — exp ( - //r), 

which is frequently encountered in rheological studies. The same value of r has 

been used in each case; where the simple exponential formula is obeyed this 

constant may be regarded as a relaxation time. Following Alfrey (1948), we 

shall refer to it as a “ retardation time ” where it occurs in a function of one of the 

above types representing delayed elasticity. 

It will be seen that the points lie fairly accurately (easily within the experi¬ 

mental error) on the curve of the function 1 — exp [ - v V/t")}. As the two 

curves coincide at the point (t, 1 - 1/e) it is clear that choosing another value forr 

would not cause the points to lie any better on the ordinary exponential curve. 

The results of Taylor and co-workers (1937), who carried out experiments over 

a narrow range of temperature in and just below the transformation temperature, 

differ from the above-mentioned conclusions in two important respects. First, 

they stated that the magnitude of the quantity cja was zero at and about 0-5 at 

a temperature 50^' below ; by extrapolation they considered that its value at 

room temperature must be very large as the results indicated an increase in the 

quantity with lowering temperature. Secondly, it was stated that the simple 

exponential function could generally represent their results on the development 

of the delayed elastic strain at each temperature, the value of the retardation time 

decreasing rapidly with increasing temperature—and so, by extrapolation, very 

long at room temperature. (It was later (Taylor 1941, Taylor and Doran 1941, 

Taylor and Noyes 1944) stated that for some glasses a small number of exponential 

terms with differing coefficients and retardation times were required to represent 

the results accurately.) In the author’s view^ there is a single reason for these 

•discrepancies, namely that in Taylor’s experiments, which were mainly carried 

out near a large part of the delayed elastic strain must have been lost ” in 

the instantaneous strain before it could be measured. It was actually stated that 

5 seconds were allowed for the development of the instantaneous part of the strain; 

of the decay function had been exponential this might not have led to serious 

error, even near 7’^,, but in fact this development is very much more rapid in 

the initial stages than can be represented by an exponential function (at / = 0 the 

slope of the function 1 — exp ( — y (//r)} is infinite whilst that of 1 — exp(-/ T) 

is l/r). The experimental identification of the form of this decay function is a good 

example of the way in which it is possible to bring a particular property into 

“ focus” by working at a suitably chosen temperature. 

Taylor considered that the discrepancies between the results obtained 

by Stott and himself arose from the fact that his own glasses were stabilized, 

whereas Stott’s w ere not. As already pointed out, the data of Figures 3 and 8 were 

also obtained on unstabilized glass, and they support Stott’s conclusions. The 

author believes, however, that Taylor’s explanation is incorrect and considers it 

probable that the general form of the function for delayed elasticity (though not 

the total magnitude or retardation time) would not change fundamentally with 

the condition with respect to stabilization. The interpretation of the data 

presented later is based on this point of view. 

Other workers (Phillips 1905, Borchard 1935, Murgatroyd and Sykes 1947) 

who have conducted measurements at room temperature have suggested that the 

function f{t) is of the form log t. This cannot be correct since its value at / = 0 

is - 00. Moreover, this function does not show the asymptotic approach to a 
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final value, and all experimenters seem to be agreed that this is the actual behaviour, 

both in strain and recovery. In fact, where this function has been used, it has 

failed to represent the experimental results for small or large values of 1. Phillips, 

for instance, considered that t was to be ‘‘ reckoned from an instant a little before 

the establishment of the pull The same is implicit in the statement of results 

by Konig (1925). Where the measurements have been continued to high values 

of t, the formula has again been found inadequate (see for example Murgatroyd 

and Sykes 1947). Some workers have represented the delayed strains in terms 

of a function of the form ; this again does not represent the asymptotic approach 

to a final value in strain and recovery. 

The variation with temperature of the constant r has not yet been investigated 

accurately, but, as pointed out by Stott, its value is surprisingly small at low 

temperatures, being only minutes or hours at room temperature. Moreover, it 

apparently does not vary appreciably with temperature, in contrast to the relax¬ 

ation time for viscous flow which is at least 10® times as great at room temperature 

as it is at the transformation temperature. 'Phere is little doubt that the measure¬ 

ments by early workers of delayed elastic strains at ordinary temperatures 

represented true measurements of the full effect, although the results of Taylor 

would suggest otherwise. 

Very little information yet exists on the variation of the magnitude of the 

delayed elastic effects with the condition of the glass with respect to stabilization, 

although the increased effect shown by rapidly cooled glass fibres was reported by 

Boys in 1<SS7. (Murgatroyd has recently (1948) shown that after “annealing” 

treatments these effects progressively approach in magnitude those shown by 

ordinary “massive” glass.) Neither has the form of the decay function been 

accurately confirmed at a number of temperatures, or for glasses of various 

compositions. Perhaps the most important gap in the data is, however, that the 

curve of Figure 7 has not been extended into and above the transformation region. 

These experiments are difficult because of the fast rates of deflection involved and 

the preponderating effect of true viscous flow at these temperatures. It should be 

possible, however, by the use of special techniques, to obtain accurate information 

above the transformation region. For instance, by applying an alternating stress 

with differing amplitudes in the positive and negative directions, but with a 

time-integral of zero, the effect of (Newtonian) viscous flow could be eliminated 

altogether. The application of high-frequency “square-wave” mechanical 

stresses, together with suitably developed electrical methods of recording the 

development of the strain, would also be a powerful method of attack; useful 

results have already been obtained by such methods applied to the corresponding 

electrical problem (Whitehead 1946). 

Many investigators, such as Birch and Bancroft (1942), Rdtger (1941), and 

others, have studied the “internal friction” of many glasses under ordinary 

alternating stresses at temperatures which were sufficiently low for the damping 

to have been mainly due to the development of delayed clastic strains rather than 

to ordinary viscous flow. An obvious indication that the dam}>ing at ordinary 

temperatures is mainly due to the delayed elastic effect is given by the fact that 

“lead glasses” have the best “ ring” (i.e. least damping) of the common inorganic 

glasses in spite of the fact that they show the lowest viscosity values in the tempera¬ 

ture ranges over which measurements have been made. Probably the most 

-significant result of these investigations is that the maximum dissipation of 

IO”2 
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energy occurs at a period of vibration which is very much shorter than the 

retardation time r. Parallel sets of data do not appear to exist, but Rdtger found 

a maximum internal friction for a fairly typical gkvSS at a period of the order of 

seconds at room temperature, and of the order of hundredths of a second at 

about 100", while r is usually found to be of the order of minutes or hours, as 

already indicated. 

That the chemical composition has an important effect on the magnitude of 

the toal delayed elastic effect was shown in the classic investigations of Weidmann 

(1886). His main conclusion was that glasses containing two alkalis, such as 

potash and soda, showed the largest effect, and those containing one alkali the 

smallest effect. 'Phis is also true for the well known reversible thermal after¬ 

effects'^' which are responsible for the short-term creeping of the zero and wandering 

of mercury-in-glass thermometers. As a general rule, a glass with a large delayed 

elastic effect has a large thermal after-effect, and there is obviously a connection 

between them; the author has recently (Jones 1948b) attempted to develop a 

more specific relationship between the two processes. 

There is again an electrical analogue to the mechanical after-effect; the 

corresponding electrical effects have been know n for a long time and were studied 

by Benjamin Franklin, who in 1748 described “ residual charges ” which he found 

in discharged Leyden jars. As would be expected, the main feature is that on 

applying an electric potential difference to glass the current is at first much larger 

than the final equilibrium value; the initial large current is sometimes called the 

“ absorption current Under an alternating potential difference there is a pow^r 

lovss, somewhat analogous to that found in paramagnetic materials but due to an 

electric power factor ”, which increases rapidly with temperature until eventually 

that due to the ordinary electrolytic current predominates. Again, glasses 

containing lead and barium have low power factors. The influence of the 

electrical after-effect may also be seen in the observation that the measured 

resistivity under an alternating potential difference falls off at higher frequences 

(Robinson 1932); this is presumably due to the fact that the rapid first stages of the 

electrical after-effect” are able to play an increased part in carrying the current.. 

§S. INTERPRETATION OE 1'HE ELOW DATA 

(i) Representation by Mechanical Models 

We shall not consider existing theories of Newtonian viscosity but start from 

the definition of viscosity expressed in MaxwelTs well known equation of visco¬ 

elasticity : 

dt Jt T ' 

wdiere F'and S are stress and strain respectively, £ is a modulus of elasticity, and 

T the relaxation time. If E is the modulus of rigidity, the product Er is the 

coefficient of viscosity as previously stated. This equation leads to a relationship- 

* The thermal after-effects consist of slow additional chanj^es in volume in the same sense 
as the instantaneous changes in volume following a variation in temperature. Thus they are 
analogous to the slow volume changes of stabilization. However, in glass at or near ordinary 
temperatures they represent only minor changes in a structure which is essentially still unstabilized,, 
and they are very much smaller in magnitude than the configurational contributions to the changes 
in volume which would be observed if fully stabilized glass could be obtained at the same temperatures. 
Their equilibrium times are of course very' much shorter than that of the stabilization process,, 
being about the .same as those of the delayed elastic effects. They can perhaps be regarded as. 
local or “ permitted ” attempts at stabilization. 
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•of the following type for the development of the strain under a constant applied 

stress: 

Strain = a-\-bt .(4) 

where a and h are constants in any given arrangement and ajh^r. Thus it does 

not include any representation of delayed elasticity but only serves to give exact 

formal definitions of the modulus of (instantaneous) elasticity, the coefficient of 

viscosity and relaxation time. However, as we shall see later, it is possible by 

postulating a distribution of viscosities or relaxation times to account tor the 

existence, and to some extent for the form, of the delayed elastic effect. 

Another solution of Maxwell’s equation must be mentioned here on account 

of its importance in the theory of annealing. If the strain is kept constant by 

some means the stress disappears according to the equation 

Stress /%, exp ( - ^/r), .(5) 

where is the value of the stress at time t - 0. I’he release oi stress according 

to this function is often known as “ Maxwellian” ; as already stated, the relaxation 

{a) Alaxwcll cU’infnt. (,/;) VoiiJit tU'nifnt. (r) A et'ni'ralized MawN't-ll model. 

time is the time taken for the stress to “ relax ” to 1 e of its original value through 

viscous flow, when the strain is kept constant. It is important to note that this 

equation does not itself account for delayed elasticity, as wrongly assumed by 

some authors."^ 

For the purpose of interpretation of the data already summarized it is very 

convenient to make use of the so-called mechanical “models” which were 

introduced many years ago by J. J. 'I’homson, Wiechert (1893) and others, and 

which have recently received much attention because of the growing importance 

of the mechanical properties of organic high polymers, d’hese models are useful 

as a “shorthand” for the representation of particular properties and make the 

analysis of any problem much clearer and therefore simpler. 

In bdgure 9, model {a), consisting of an elastic element and a viscous element 

(or spring and “ dash-pot ”) in series, is generally known as a “ Maxwell element ”, 

since its extension under load is that represented by Maxwell’s equation. It 

should be made clear that the representation of elastic properties by means of a 

spring is not intended to mean that the particular material under consideration 

possesses ideal solid, that is, perfectly crystalline regions; it simply represents 

Maxwell’s only suggestion as to the cause of the delayed elastic effect referred to metal wires 
in torsion and required a dependence of “ viscosity ” on stress. In the case of rapidly cooled glass 
fibres there might actually be a lower viscosity in the outer layers and a mechanism similar to that 
iSUfigested by Maxwell might play a part. This has, however, no hearing on the origin of the 
ordinary delayed elastic effects in glass, for which the viscosity is independent of the stress. 
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the fact that the instantaneous response of the structure to an applied stress is 

truly elastic. As we have already seen in the curves of Figure 2, a material which 

shows viscous flow can also show instantaneous elasticity and would obviously 

show roughly the same instantaneous elasticity even at much higher temperatures^ 

where the viscosity w^ould be much lower and the viscous flow’ much faster. The 

instantaneous extension of the structure is in fact nearly similar to that which 
would be shown by a true solid lattice. 

Another model, generally known as a “Voigt element” (\'oigt 192<S), is 

illustrated in figure 9(/;). The equation of motion under constant stress is of the 
form 

Strain [1 - exp ( - //r)' .(6) 

where r is now^ the constant which w^e have called the “ retardation time 'Fhus 

this model exhibits delayed elasticity only. Many organic substances do appear 

to act roughly in this way although the equations are generally not of such simple 
form. 

By combining Maxwell and \ oigt elements in series we have a model w hich 
obeys an equation of the type 

Strain ”-exp(-//T)} .(7) 

under constant stress. (It should be noted that two different relaxation times - 

or a relaxation time and a retardation time -may now be involved in this 

expression.) 1 o an approximation, which can be improved by introducing in 

series additional \ oigt elements with differing retardation times and coefficients, 

this imitates the behaviour of most real substances, including the instantaneous 

and delayed recoveries on removal of the stress. 

hxactly similar equations arc however obeyed by the generalized Vlaxwxdl 

model shown in I'igure 9(r) in which Maxwell elements with differing character¬ 

istics are connected in parallel, and this model is probably more instructive for our 

purpose. As early as 1893, Wiechert computed strain-time curves for such 

models consisting ot a small number ol elements with a Gaussian distribution of 

log T, and much theoretical work of this type has since been carried out by Bloch 

(1945), Burgers (1935), Kuhn (1939), and others. Sirnha (1942) has considered 

the case of a body in \vhich a continuous distribution or “ spectrum ” of relaxation 

times exists, and has show n how, by employing Fourier transformations, a theore¬ 

tical distribution function may be calculated for any given “creep curve”, and 

vice versa. Any creep curve may in fact be analysed either in terms of the 

generalized Maxwell model with a distribution of relaxation times or in terms of 

the model previously mentioned consisting of a single Maxwell element in series 

with a number of Voigt elements with a distribution ot retardation times. 'Fhe 

same applies to, say, a curve representing stress release against time, or a curve 

giving the variation with frequency of the internal friction under oscillating stress. 

These problems, which are mathematically analogous to problems frequently 

arising in the theory of alternating current networks containing resistances and 

capacities, have recently been comprehensively reviewed by Alfrev and Dotv 
(1945, see also Alfrey 1948). 

As shown by Bennewitz and Rdtger (1939), the behaviour under constant 
stress of the generalized Maxwell model consisting of N Maxwell elements in 
parallel is given by an equation of the following type : 

Strain=<35 4- A/ 4- 2c,. {1 - exp (- tl\)], .(8) 
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where i has values 1 to A^ — 1. The delayed elastic effects are thus represented by 

TV- 1 exponential terms with differing retardation times and coefficients (we may 

remark that a number of experimenters have represented their results as the sum 

of a small number of such exponential terms). A similar equation would of course 

be obeyed by a model of the other type considered if it contained -1 Voigt 

elements in series with a single Maxwell element. The evaluation of the various 

coefficients and the retardation times A,- (which are not simply the individual values 

of relaxation time, say r,, T2. . . . of the constituent elements) for the generalized 

Maxwell model is cumbersome, but many properties of the model may be demon¬ 

strated by considering the case N = 2, when the equation reduces to the following 

for constant stress, if we make the simplifying assumption that the elastic 

properties and dimensions, or “ form factors ”, of the two elements are identical: 

Strain - a 1 + 
-I- T., 

rhe lollowing implications of the abov'e expression are of interest: {a) the 

“ v iscosity ” of the composite body is equal to the arithmetic mean of the viscosities 

in the constituents, as the relaxation time of viscous flow {ajb in the notation of 

the previous equations) is equal to (r,+t2);2; (/>) the delayed elastic strain is 

always in the same direction as the instantaneous strain, since its coefficient is 

always positive; (c) the total magnitude of the delayed clastic effect is a rapidly 

incr(‘asing function of the “spread” of relaxation times about a given mean (as 

originally suggested by Kuhn on more general grounds); (d) the retardation time 

of the delayed elastic effect is equal to the harmonic mean of the relaxation times 

of the constituents; it is thus smaller than the viscous relaxation time of the 

compound body. 

Qualitatively, therefore, many features of the experimental data already 

mentioned can be represented by this simple model if we simply assume that the 

“spread” in the relaxation times increases with increasing temperature. A 

possible explanation is suggested here also (see (d)) for the fact that the retardation 

times of the delayed elastic effects are shorter than the relaxation times of viscous 

relaxation; this point is, however, discussed again later. 

By considering a larger number of parallel Maxwell elements we can reprCvSent 

delayed elastic effects (such as those found with glass) which are more rapid at 

first, and slower later, than would be represented by an exponential function. 

The decay function for delayed elasticity will now consist of a large number of 

terms with complicated coefficients and retardation times; we do not here 

evaluate any more elaborate case but simply consider a model for which the distri¬ 

bution curve of relaxation times (or log (relaxation times)) has a long “tail” on 

each side, that is, a small number of elements with very high and very low^ values 

of relaxation times. It is first convenient to explain in familiar terms how^ the 

generalized model of Figure 9 (c) leads to a delayed elastic effect. For convenience 

we consider all the springs identical. Then when the load is applied all these 

springs are immediately extended to the positions which they would occupy in 

the absence of the “ dash-pots ”, and the load is distributed equally between them. 

However, the springs in the elements containing less viscous fluid immediately 

begin to contract again because of viscous flow under the force transmitted by the 

spring. A smaller fraction of the load is now taken by these springs and the 

remaining springs consequently extend further, giving the delayed elastic effect. 
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At equilibrium, that is when the flow is purely viscous, the forces in the elements 

are in the ratios of their viscosities as the velocity is everywhere the same (it 

follows from this that the viscosity of the body is equal to the arithmetic mean of 

the individual viscosities, as already stated for the case N = 2). In a similar way, 

an explanation can be given for the delayed elastic recovery. 

It will be clear that the effect of a “ tail ” at low relaxation times in the distri¬ 

bution curve must be to cause a very rapid development of the delayed elastic 

effect immediately after applying the load; similarly, the “ tail ” at high relaxation 

times slows down the later stages of this development and of the recovery. Thus 

we can account qualitatively for the form of the departure of the decay function 

from the simple exponential formula. We can probably explain similarly the 

lact that the internal friction under oscillating stress is a maximum at a period 

of oscillation much shorter than the usual values of r. 

In the same way the form of the function for delayed elasticity can he repre¬ 

sented by a distribution of series Voigt elements. The author has submitted the 

function 1 - exp | — \ {/,r)} to analysis in these terms; this leads to a nearly 

symmetrical distribution of log (retardation time) about a maximum at logr, 

again with ^‘tails’’ at high and low values which are actually asymptotic in their 

approach to the axis of log (retardation time). In fact, whichever model is adopted, 

this function implies a wide distribution of relaxation times with tails at both 

high and low values of log (retardation time). The same would clearly apply 

to more complex models or combinations of models. 

(ii) Significance of a Distribution of Relaxation Times 

We must now consider what physical meaning can be attached to tlie distri¬ 

bution of retardation times among series Voigt elements or relaxation times among 

parallel iVIaxwell elements in the case of the material and experimental data under 

discussion. It must be stated that the large amount of work wdiich has been 

carried out on the properties of high polymers has not yet yielded any clear picture 

of the general relations between structures and flow properties. In the case of 

linear high polymers, however, it is generally held that the delayed elasticity can be 

attributed to the uncoiling of the chain molecules, and the true viscous flow to the 

relative movement of whole molecules (see for instance Alfrey 1948). The 

introduction of several series Voigt elements is then an indication that there arc 

several processes with differing retardation times, such as the uncoiling of short 

segments of the molecules and the uncoiling of long segments. The different 

Voigt elements represent different mechanisms or modes of response to a given 

stress (since in this model each element is under the same stress); since the total 

response is limited in each case and takes place by diffusion processes similar to 

those of ordinary viscous flow, the Voigt element is a reasonable representation. 

Taylor actually attributed the small number of separate exponential terms in the 

functions he used to represent delayed elasticity in glass as due to the action of 

individual ion types; this is almost certainly an over-simplification, particularly 

as we have seen that a much wider distribution of retardation times is actually 

required to represent the experimental results. (The author believes that 

SmekaFs general explanation of these and related phenomena (1938, 1939, 1940) 
is also over-simplified, and suffers from too much reliance on Taylor’s experi¬ 

mental data.) 
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Another physical conception which can reasonably be represented by the 

Voigt element is the gel structure, in which more or less solid regions completely 

surround liquid regions; the total strain under stress is limited by the elasticity 

of the solid part, but its development is “ damped by the presence of the liquid 

«(see for instance Rbtger 1941, Frbhlich and Sack 1946). 

It seems to the present author that the clearest interpretation of the flow 

properties of glass is given if we consider the structure in terms of the generalized 

Maxwell model consisting of parallel Maxwell elements, that is, as being truly 

amorphous or “liquid”, but with a distribution of relaxation times. Two 

possibilities now suggest themselves as to the significance of this distribution. 

The first, and perhaps the more obvious, possibility is that we have to consider 

a real spatial distribution of viscosity such as might arise from the presence of 

chemical inhomogeneities. It is well known that inhomogeneities of composition 

of colloidal dimensions do exist in ordinary glasses, and that the “ spread” in the 

composition can be progressively reduced by repeated grinding and melting 

‘('Fooley and Tiede 1944). There is, unfortunately, no evidence as to whether 

specially prepared homogeneous glass shows smaller delayed elastic cfTects. Pure 

silica is oi course a one-component glass and, therefore, chemically homogeneous, 

but it is \’ery difficult to prepare/)//y.9zra//r hoinogeneoiis fused silica on account of 

its high viscosity at the melting temperature. Moreover, its transformation region 

is so high (---1,200 ) compared with that of ordinary glasses that it is unsafe to 

draw any conclusions from the fact that the smallest delayed elastic effects are 

shown by silica. It would he of great interest to extend experiments on the 

delayed elastic properties of silica and of other one-component glasses, such as 

glycerol, and also to investigate further ordinary glasses with special reference to 

the influence of the degree of homogeneity. 

The second, and more fundamental, possibility is that the distribution of 

relaxation times postulated may in efi'ect be simply the distribution of potential 

trough depths or barrier heights which exists in the structure. Ordinary theories 

of viscosity involve the concept of an “ average activation energy” which an atom 

has to acquire before it can surmount a potential energy barrier and enter a 

new equilibrium position. In reality there is of course a wide distribution of 

“activation energies”. 

Immediately after application of a stress the first migrations to occur will 

be those which require the lowest activation energies, and the resulting 

rearrangements will, on the average, lead to an alteration of the structure in the 

sense that there will now be fewer migrations possible of low activation energy. 

After removal of the stress the structure slowly returns to its original condition 

since this is a condition of minimum free energy. 

Thus the origin of the delayed elastic effects might be a purely statistical 

matter; it would seem that development of theories of viscosity so as to take account 

of the distribution of activation energies might lead to a representation of these 

•effects. Smith (1948) has recently put forward a theory of “transient creep” in 

metals which appears to be based on similar considerations. 

There is of course no sharp distinction between the two mechanisms discussed 

above; inhomogeneities of composition may sometimes be very small and the 

groups whose movements are responsible for viscous flow may be appreciably 

larger than atomic in size. The following additional remarks concerning the 

interpretation of the data probably apply equally whichever mechanism is 
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considered. We have already seen that the spread” of relaxation times must 

increase with increasing temperature to account for the increased delayed elastic 

effect; we cannot say much more at present than that this seems a reasonable 

picture, and one which is in accord with the familiar conceptions of statistical 

mechanics. Another feature of this method of representation is that the general 

form of the function for delayed elasticity could remain the same in spite of large 

changes in its total magnitude. The relation between “spread” of relaxation 

time and magnitude of the delayed elastic effect also offers an explanation for the 

fact that larger effects are shown by glasses containing more than one type of alkali 

ion, particularly when, as in the case of sodium and potassium, these are of 

differing size and coordination number towards oxygen. It is perhaps worth 

mentioning that the curves of Figure 2 provide sufficient justification for the 

assumption of identical elastic properties in the separate Maxwell elements. 

We mUvSt consider briefly what physical significance is to be attached to the 

method of “coupling” involved in the model of I'igurc 9(r), which we have 

mainly used in this discussion. In the model, the separate elements are imagined 

to be coupled to rigid bars in such a way that the extension is always the same 

for all elements at a given moment, the extension of a single element being restricted 

by the presence of all the other elements. If we consider the origin of the delayed 

elastic effect to be a distribution of chemical composition, the parallelism lies in 

the fact that the regions of differing composition are in close contact with each 

other. It the origin of the effect is the distribution of activation energies we can 

only say that the processes governed by a particular value of activation energy or 

relaxation time are affected, or restricted, by all other similar processes governed 

by differing values. • 

(iii) Activation Energy of I'iscoiis Flozv 

Ward (1937) has considered the question of the variation of the activation 

energy of viscous flow for liquids investigated over a wide range of temperature, 

on the basis of Bernal’s theory of liquid structure. He attributes the decrease in 

the activation energy with increasing temperature, shown for instance by boric 

oxide glass, to a progressive increase in the average degree of coordination of a 

given atom or molecule by other atoms or molecules, that is, to a reduction in 

structural character. 'Fhis was the behaviour expected by Bernal for liquids 

with directional bonds, of which the inorganic glasses with their highly polarized 

ionic bonds are examples, and actually observed by Bernal and Fowler (1933) 
in x-ray studies on water. 

Ward suggested other ways in which changing temperature might affect the 
activation energy by changing the type of force present. Thus at higher temper¬ 
atures weakly bound molecules (or other aggregates persisting for times long 
compared with the Maxwell relaxation time) might become dissociated, or new 
types of relative rotation of groups might become possible. The former mechan¬ 
ism was expected to lead to an increase in the value of the activation energy B 
with increasing temperature, and Stanworth (1937) suggested that the converse 
process—the formation of “ clusters ”—might account for the reduced values of B 
below the transformation region. Reduced values of the calculated activation 
energy are undoubtedly shown by unstabilized glass below the transformation 
region and, as we shall see, there is independent evidence for the occurrence of 
local configurational adjustments below the transformation region of a type which 
might lead to clustering”. 
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(iv) Further Evidence for Configurational Adjustments belozv the 

Transformation Region 

As has been stated, the retardation time of the delayed elastic process is much 

shorter than the relaxation time of viscous flow for the case of unstabilized glass 

at ordinary temperatures, though probably of the same order in and just below the 

transformation region. We do not know whether it continues to be the shorter 

of the two relaxation times in the transformation region, although, as w e have seen, 

this is suggested by the computation of the simple generalized Maxwell model 

containing two parallel elements. At ordinary temperatures, however, the differ¬ 

ence is so great that w e are again forced to consider whether minor configurational 

changes might not be able to occur during cooling from the temperature in the 

transformation region at w hich the main features of the configuration are “ frozen- 

in”. For if a given model is assumed to represent the frozen-in configuration, 

the effect of lowering the temperature would be to increase the values of 

log (viscosity) in the separate components by factors of about the same order of 

magnitude. The two relaxation times mentioned above would therefore increase, 

very approximately, in the same ratio. The fact that they do not, suggests that 

the model itself is altered, that is, that local structural adjustments are able to 

take place below' the transformation region. Since glass below the transformation 

region is in an unstable state, with a tendency to contract to a smaller volume, and 

also possesses a wide distribution of relaxation times, it would not be surprising if 

such changes could occur at favourable points. (The somewhat related suggestion 

that some of the changes w hich can take place during stabilization might be appre¬ 

ciably more rapid than others has been made by Tool (1946).) (lurney (1947) 

has suggested that similar rearrangements or local contractions might be responsible 

for the “ (jriffith flaws” which are postulated to account for the low- mechanical 

strength of glass. 

'Fhe assumption of a fixed configuration below^ the transformation region is 

therefore almost certainly only a first approximation, sufficient to explain broadly 

the main transformation phenomena, such as the temperature-variation of the 

volume and thermodynamic properties, but insufficient to account for certain 

other aspects of the behaviour. The flow' properties are especially sensitive to 

second order or local changes in structure since they depend on individual 

migratory processes, and the property of mechanical strength is the most markedly 

“structure-sensitive” of all properties. 

The type of configurational change which can occur can probably be best 

described by the term “ clustering ”, already used. Thus relaxation at regions or 

points of low' viscosity w ould permit other regions to contract very slightly tow ards 

their equilibrium densities even below the transformation region. As will be 

clear from the preceding discussion of the flow data, we can hardly give any 

estimate as yet of the sizes of these clusters. Also, the question of whether these 

configurational adjustments are entirely reversible with changing temperature 

below a given “transformation temperature” is as yet quite unanswerable from 

the data, but this seems to the author unlikely. 

(v) Other Features of Interest 

On the basis of the foregoing general interpretation of the data, predictions 
may be made on a number of topics not yet covered by experiment. We should,, 
for instance, probably expect the retardation time of the delayed elastic effect to 
increase rapidly during a “ stabilization ” treatment, though the form of the decay 
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function might remain unaltered. The total magnitude of the effect would 

decrease (as already shown by Murgatroyd for rapidly cooled fibres), so that the 

variation with temperature of this quantity for completely stabilized glass would 

continue to be in the same sense as for ordinary unstabilized glass, that is, it would 

decrease with decreasing temperature; this suggestion differs from the expec¬ 

tations of Taylor and co-workers (1937). We would not exf>ect any changes 

more fundamental than changes in magnitude to be shown in any of the flow 

properties if it proved possible to obtain glass completely stabilized at temperatures 

down to room temperature. Thus there would undoubtedly be a finite value of 

the viscosity, and the yi^ld point would still be at zero stress. The average 

acti\ation energy tor viscous flow would probably continue to increase with 
falling temperature. 

It is perhaps more difficult to predict what is likely to be found above the 

transformation regior., hut it seems very likely that the value of the ratio c a ^vill 

continue to increase with increasing temperature, though of course the retardation 

times of the delayed elastic effects will now be very short. 

Mention must he made of a somewhat different type of visco-elastic heha\ iour 

affecting the volume (sec for instance Frenkel 1946). The delaved elastic decrease 

in volume under a uniform compressive stress is considered as a slow aj’)proach to 

equilibrium volume under changed pressure conditions, analogous to the slow 

change in any property which occurs below the transformation region under 

changed tem])erature conditions. We have considered the ordinarv delaved 

elastic effect as being related to the viscosity, that is, as being a reaction to siiear 

stresscs. 'This is probably justified at temperatures below the transformation 

region, w here the retardation time of the delayed elastic effect and the equilibrium 

time of the ordinary stabilization process differ by several orders of magnitude. 

In any case there seems as yet to be no experimental evidettce about the delaved 

elastic behaviour of glass subjected to uniform compression. 

The foregoing discussion has necessarily been somewhat sketchy and mainly 

exploratory. In spite of the fundamental importance of many of these problems 

there are many serious gaps in the experimental data which wall have to be tilled 

before much progress can be made in explanation and interpretation. It seems 

to the author that further experiments in this field are likely to be of great value in 

the development of the theory of the liquid state, and, of course, of the theory of 

liquid viscosity. They promise also to be of more general interest to the theoretical 

rheologist, since the behaviour of the components of any model considered can be 

assumed to he relatively simple in the case of glass, in contrast to other materials, 

where non-I lookeian elasticity, non-Newtonian viscosity, non-reversible transient 

creep, yield points, work-hardening and other complicating phenomena are 
encountered. 

§9. PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE DATA IN THE 

TRANSFORMATION REGION 

The most important practical application of the data in the transformation 
region is in the annealing of glass. One of the main functions of annealing is the 
removal of mechanical stresses between adjacent layers, since these stresses lead 
to birefringence and can also cause spontaneous fracture if they amount to J or J 
of the short-term breaking strength at any point. For ordinary commercial 
articles, permanent stresses are therefore kept down to about 1/20 of the breaking 
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strength, except in special cases where permanent stresses introduced under 

carefully controlled conditions can be desirable. In “toughened” glass, for 

instance, large surface compression stresses are introduced by deliberately 

accelerating the cooling of the surfaces in a blast of air or by immersion in a molten 

salt mixture. 

The way in which rapid cooling leads to surface compressive stresses and internal 

tensile stresses has been very adequately explained by Adams and Williamson 

(1920), and only a brief summary can be given here. We consider a sheet of glass 

cooling at a uniform and fairly rapid rate from above the transformation or annealing 

region. An approximately parabolic temperature gradient will exist across the 

thickness of the specimen, the surfaces being at a lower temperature than the 

interior. No stresses can exist in the specimen above the annealing region, and 

as an approximation we can say that there will therefore be no stresses in the 

specimen when the surfaces reach room temperature. Now, however, the 

temperature gradient must disappear as the interior must also reach room temper¬ 

ature, and as the viscosity is now too high for any further relaxation of stresses, the 

contraction of the interior leads to permanent stresses in the sense described above. 

Detailed consideration of this process shows that the critical region through 

which cooling must be slow (if permanent stresses are to be avoided) is the lower 

part of the annealing region. The normal process of relieving stresses during 

annealing therefore consists of heating the specimen into the annealing region and 

maintaining it there until viscous relaxation of the existing stresses is complete, 

and then cooling slowly through the critical region. After passing through this 

region the remainder of the cooling may be carried out as rapidly as is possible 

without causing fracture as a result of the temporary stresses introduced. 

'fhe first theoretical study of the process was made by Twyman (1917), who 

assumed that the relaxation of stress at a constant temperature in the annealing 

region followed the exponential law put forward by Maxwell (equation 5). The 

equilibrium time for the release of stresses should therefore be the relaxation 

time calculated from the rigidity and viscosity values. (It is not always realized 

that the permanent stresses in glass must always consist of equal and opposite 

stresses between adjacent layers; it is this fact that keeps the strain at any point 

constant, as required by equation (5). An isolated piece of glass in which the 

stresses are all of the same sign is an impossibility.) 

It was soon found, however, that the simple exponential formula could not 

nearly represent the rate of release of stress in glass at constant temperature, the 

actual rate of release immediately after raising the glass to this temperature being 

much more rapid than would be expected from the known value of the viscosity. 

For practical purposes empirical formulae, such as that proposed by Adams and 

Williamson, have been used with fair success (though they usually fail to represent 

the behaviour during the period immediately after the start of the process). 

Many explanations were proposed to account for the apparent anomaly, 

some of these being untenable from the point of view of dimensional analysis. 

It was not until Littleton (1933) and Lillie (1936) pointed out that the viscosity 

generally changed continuously in a specimen heated into the annealing range, 

and Lillie carried out parallel sets of experiments on the rate of annealing and the 

rate of change of viscosity at constant temperature, that any explanation was 

possible. Tool later (1945) derived an equation which represented experimentaL 

data reasonably well on the basis of a continuously changing “ Active ” temperature. 
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However, both these authors neglected to consider the delayed elastic effects 

which, as recently shown by Jones (1947, 1948 a), must have a very signiticant 

effect on the rate of release of stress, greatly accelerating it in its early stages and 

retarding it later. The reason for the effect is obvious if we consider that the 

value of the ratio cja is about 0-75 or more in the annealing region but only about 

'0*01 at room temperature, so that in the complete absence of viscous flow, raising 

the temperature to the annealing region would eventually reduce permanent 

stresses by a factor 1/(1 4-0*75), that is, to about 0*6 of their original value. When 

completely annealed, of course, no delayed elastic strains remain, so that at some 

stage they begin to recover, and the basic mechanism for the release of stress is 

still viscous flow. Any formal theory of the complete flow properties which 

included the delayed elastic effects in terms of adequate models or equations would 

of course also represent the rate of release of stress correctly (see for instance 

Mack 1946, Alfrey 1948). 'I'he stress-release function actually provides the most 

convenient method for determining the distribution of relaxation times of the 

generalized Maxwell model. Experimental amplification of the above statements 

would however be complicated by uncertainty about the delayed elastic effects 

frozen-in during the previous cooling. 

The reason why delayed elastic effects have not usually been considered must 

be that they are so imitative of a progressive increase in viscosity that their effect 

in any investigation would appear also in the parallel experiments on the change 

of viscosity. However, it can easily be shown that this must lead to anomalies, 

and it is of interest that both Lillie and Tool stated that anomalies persisted in the 

interpretation of their results. Lillie attributed these to an “elastic reaction’', 

but obviously did not realize the major part which could be played by elasticity, 

nor that each “ reaction ” must later be reversed. Tool incorrectly attributed them 

to “plasticity”, or a dependence of the viscosity on the value of the stress. 

Finally, it must be mentioned that the relaxation of stresses is not the only 

function of annealing, and in the case of the highest quality optical glass it is 

actually of only secondary importance. A useful review of this subject has been 

given by Hampton (1942); the important criterion is that throughout the whole 

volume of a piece of such glass the material must have the same refractive index, and 

this means that the temperature gradients in the glass during cooling through the 

transformation region, where the main freezing-in of properties occurs, must be 

as small as possible. (Of course, inhomogeneities of composition must be 

absent also, but this must be dealt with during the original melting of the glass.) 

§10. PRACTICAI. ASPECTS AT ORDINARY TEMPERATURES 

Though it is impossible from present data to state in exact quantitative terms 

what degree of rigidity or long-term permanence in shape can be expected at ordinary 

temperatures from a specimen of glass given a particular annealing treatment, it 

may be useful to summarize here the well known facts relating to “creep” or 

“loss of figure” in glass articles by reference to the particular mechanisms 

(stabilization, ordinary viscous flow, or delayed elasticity) responsible in each case. 

First we mention those effects which are probably due to slow progressive 

stabilization. The most familiar of these is the slow irreversible creeping-up or 

^‘secular rise” of the ice-point in mercury-in-glass thermometers due to the pro¬ 

gressive contraction of the material of the bulb (this is quite distinguishable from 

the short-term revi^rsible thermal after-effects also observed in thermometers). 
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With unsuitable types of glass this effect can cause a change of zero corresponding 

to 10*^ or 20"" over a period of years, but normally it is of course much less. The 

loss of figure*' sometimes shown by pieces of optical glass is also probably due 

to the same cause, but one would expect this to be serious only if the “ frozen-in *’ 

configuration had varied from point to point in the specimen at the time of 

figuring. Different parts of the material might then change in refractive index 

at slightly different rates, so that ‘‘loss of figure” would occur. The slight 

changes in shape which could also occur if the density changed at different points 

at appreciably different rates might also have some influence ; the slow change in 

size alone which would occur if the glass had been in the same condition throughout 

during cooling would hardly be expected to cause loss of figure. 

The “secular rise” of the ice-point in thermometers can be reduced to 

relatively unimportant proportions by heating the thermometer for a long period 

at a temperature somewhat below the normal annealing range. The purpose of 

this treatment, which is also sometimes referred to as an “annealing” treatment, 

differs again from the two functions of the annealing processes already mentioned. 

It represents an attempt to lower the configurational temperature of the glass as 

far as possible by maintaining it at a temperature sufficiently high for the rate of 

stabilization to be appreciable, but sufficiently low for the final configuration to be 

nearly stable at ordinary temperatures. 

Few systematic investigations have been carried out into these very slow 

changes in properties which occur at ordinary temperatures. Winter (1943) 

observed changes in the refractive index persisting over 16 months, and Joule 

observed the behaviour of a mercury-in-glass thermometer for over 40 years, 

during which time the whole rise in the ice-point was less than 1 T'. The observed 

values of the rise could be fairly well represented by a simple exponential function 

with an equilibrium time of 15*3 years. It seems, however, that the real equi¬ 

librium time of the complete stabilization process in ordinary glasses at ordinary 

temperatures must be much longer than 1 or 2 or even 15 years, and that the 

apparent equilibrium usually noted is an indication that the viscosity has increased 

so much that the rate of change is very much slower. As recognized by Tool 

(1946), one could not in this case expect the whole behaviour to be represented by 

a simple exponential function; recent experiments by Collyer (1947) also support 

this suggestion. 

Effects of “creep*' due to purely viscous flow are probably more rarely met 

with. When such flow is due to permanent stresses it should not normally cause 

distortion unless the properties of the material vary from point to point, and glass 

is rarely used under externally applied permanent load in such a way as to enable 

very small irreversible distortions to be observed. Doubt has even been expressed 

as to whether any viscous flow could be detected in, say, soda-lime-silica glasses 

at room temperature ; it has been variously suggested that the viscosity of ordinary 

glass here must be between 10^” and 10"^ poises, which would be practically 

impossible to measure. (These estimates have sometimes been based on the 

relationship which exists between the viscosity and electrical resistivity of glass 

at higher temperatures. However, indications of the occurrence of local changes 

in structure at lower temperatures have already been mentioned, and it is known 

that the electrical conductivity is entirely due to the sodium ion; in view of these 

complicating factors, such estimates should be treated with reserve.) The curve 

of Figure 5 however suggests that the viscosity of an ordinary annealed glass of 
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typical composition at ordinary temperatures may be between 10-^^ and 10“'^ poises 

we do not consider stabilized ” glass at ordinary temperatures as this is probably 

never obtained in practice. The relaxation times corresponding to these values 

of viscosity are of the order of 20 and 20,000 years respectively.* Since it appears 

that delayed elastic effects are always rapidly worked out, it should be possible by 

accurate measurements of a high grade to obtain a true value of viscosity in a period 

not exceeding weeks or months. It is not likely however that a roughly set up 

experiment, or a chance observation, would show any irreversible effect even over 

months or years. Familiar reports of glass tubes sagging noticeably under their 

own weight probably arise from the fact that tubes, if originally slightly curved, 

will settle into the most stable positions on their supports. 

In practice the effects of viscous flow are probably most often encountered 

when a badly annealed piece of glass, with viscosity lower than that of a well 

annealed specimen, is observed to lose its permanent stresses or “strain” slowly 

over a period of years, as has often been reported. There is another common 

manifestation of flow on a small scale in the fact that diamond cuts on glass are 

known to “age”, that is, the sheets become more difficult to break if time is 

allowed after cutting. 

Glass specimens which have been very rapidly chilled are of course much more 

likely for various reasons to show viscous flow at ordinary temperatures. Murga- 

troyd (1944) has reported that in the thinnest glass fibres it is possible to induce a 

“permanent set” in a few days at room temperature, or in a few* hours at 100'. 

These fibres, having been very rapidly cooled during drawing, would have abnor¬ 

mally low viscosity ; it is also possible to apply much higher stresses to fine fibres 

than to specimens of “massive” glass. There is evidence that thin fibres are 

extremely non-isotropic in their properties; for instance, lower values of viscosity 

or greater delayed elastic effects arc sometimes observed in the case of torsional 

stresses. 

Many reports of “ creep ” observed in glass must be due to the delayed elastic 

effects. These are of course reversible and quite small, so that it should always be 

possible to decide whether they are responsible for a particular case of creep. 

To summarize, we may say that in rapidly cooled glass, in which permanent 

stresses and variation of properties may exist, each of the above-mentioned 

effects can contribute to nearly all observed forms of “creep”. In normally 

annealed glass they are of magnitudes which should be measurable under careful 

investigation; in practice they are often noticed after long periods but escape 

detection when looked for over short periods. Careful annealing and choice of 

glass provide the somewhat empirical but practically successful answ^er to most of 

the problems met with in the use of glass as a rigid material. 
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§ 1. INTRODUCTION Recent theoretical and experimental work on the oxidation of metals has 
provided a general theoretical frame into which it may be possible to fit 

^the complicated phenomena observed. While this scheme is by no means 
complete or proved at all points, it seems worth while to publish it in its present 
stage, in the hope that it may act as a guide to future experimental work. 

In this Report the phenomena observed will be classified as follows: 
1.1. Formation of stable films at low temperatures. Recent experimental work 

indicates that many metals, perhaps all which oxidize readily, show very similar 
behaviour when exposed to oxygen at a sufficiently low temperature. Oxidation 
is initially extremely rapid, but after a few minutes or hours drops to very low or 
negligible values, a stable film being formed 20-100a. thick. Aluminium 
behaves like this at room temperature; copper, iron, barium and other metals 
do the same at the temperature of liquid air. An explanation of this behaviour 
was first given by Mott (1947 a), and depends on the hypothesis that a strong 
field is set up in the oxide film, due to a contact potential diflFerence between metal 
and adsorbed oxygen, which enables the metal ions to move through it without 
much help from temperature; the theory gives a logarithmic growth law of the 
type 

IjX^A - Bint, 

X being the thickness at a time ^ This mechanism is discussed in §4 of this 
Report. 

In many cases there is strong evidence that these films have a pseudomorphic 
form, are thus not in thermodynamic equilibrium, and are in fact highly compressed. 
The theoretical basis for understanding this phenomenon has been given by 
Frank and van der Merwe (1949 a, b) and van der Merwe (1949). According to 
these authors, the question whether the film will be pseudomorphic depends on 
the degree of fit or misfit between the lattice in the face of the metal crystal exposed 
^nd the spacing of the metal atoms in the oxide. They consider that a monolayer 

ii-z 
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of oxygen atoms will he formed very rapidly (say in ^ sec. at a pressure of 

10^^ mm. Ilg) ; for purposes of calculation they then discuss a metal covered by 

a monolayer of oxide. They then ask whether or not this monolayer of oxide 

will take up the lattice parameter of the metal underneath. The answer depends, 

of course, on the assumptions made about the forces between the oxide layer and 

the metallic substrate, and also on the elastic constants of the oxide layer itself; 

the more compressible the oxide, the more likely it will be to take up the 

distorted form. Making reasonable assumptions, Frank and van der Merwe find 

that, if the degree of misfit is less than about 15'^,,, the film will, in its stale of 

lowest energy, take up the lattice parameter of the substrate ; if it is greater than 

it takes up very nearly its own unstrained lattice pararxicter. 

In the latter case an oxide layer will be formed which, while it may have one 

crystal plane parallel to the surface layer of the crystal, will Not have its crystal 

parameter distorted. In the former case, however, once a monomolecular layer 

of oxide is formed all over the surface, it must continue to grow with the same 

lattice parameter, even though, as soon as the layer thickens, the equilibrium 

becomes unstable. Provided that the surface is completely covered, the film 

can only assume its unstrained lattice parameter either by breaking away from 

the surface through plastic deformation or by recrystallization. 

1.2. Region of intermediate temper attires. 1'he discussion of the previous 

paragraph shows that a stable film will grow until it reaches a limiting thickness 

and will then stop, if the temperature is low enough for the following conditions 

to be satisfied: {a) metal ions cannot cross the film without the aid of a strong 

electric field, which only exists in thin films; (b) in the case of films compressed 

to fit the metal substrate the temperature at which crystallization occurs is not 

reached. 

Recrystallization is a phenomenon which depends on the formation of one or 

more nuclei, and is thus a process likely to involve a long induction period. 

Figure I, which gives results obtained at Bristol by Mrs. (jarforth (1949) on the 

growth rate of oxide on an evaporated copper film determined with a quartz 

microbalance, shows a phenomenon probably to be explained by the recrystal¬ 

lization of a pseudomorphic film. It would appear from the curve that the 

recrystallized oxide can pass metal ions without the help of a strong field, so the 

curve will eventually go over into one of the forms described in paragraph 1.3 

below; if the recrystallized material were still opaque, one would expect the 

logarithmic growth law of the type first described by Evans (1946) for films a 

few 100 a. thick (not to be confused with the mechanism described under 1.1 above). 

For metals for which the original oxide film is not fitted to the metal subvStrate 

(aluminium), and perhaps for recrystallized films too, another intermediate region 

can be recognized, that in which the temperature is high enough for ions to diffuse 

without the help of a strong field, but in which the thickness is not great enough, 

in the times used in the experiment, for the parabolic law = 2At) to be valid 

(see 1.3 below). In this region it is possible to find theoretical justifications for 

various laws, a parabolic law with a different constant A, a cubic law — 3At 

(cf. the work of Campbell and Thomas (1947) on copper), a roughly linear law 

X — At (cf. Gulbransen and Wysong (1947) for Al). A brief discussion of these 

laws will be given in §3. 

1.3. Parabolic law. For sufficiently high temperatures, and sufficiently thick 

films, the oxidation should conform to the parabolic law, I'he derivation of this 
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law = 2At) depends on the followin^^ assumptions, luther metal or oxygen 

is 8ohd:>le in the oxide; local thermodynamic equilibrium exists al the rnetab 

oxide interface and at the oxide-air interface; the concentrations of metal (or 

oxygen) at the two faces are therefore different; metal or oxygen thus diffuses 

through the oxide layer under a concentration gradient which is proportional 

to \jX \ the rate of growth dX dt is thus proportional to IIX, and integration 

gives the parabolic law. 

Oxides such as those of zinc and aluminium do not dissolve oxygen ; they can, 

however, dissolve metal (thereby becoming excess semiconductors). For such 

oxides, then, one can assume a vanishing concentration of metal at the oxygen-air 

interface even for low pressures of oxygen ; the rate of oxidation is thus independent 

of oxygen pressure. Oxides such as those of copper and iron dissolve oxygen 

Figure 1. Kiitc of growth of oxide layer on evaporated copper film at 120" C. and 140' c’., at a 
pressure of oxygen oi 1—3 rnin. Hg. The weights of oxygen taken up were determined h\ tlu‘ 
microbalance, and converted to thicknesses using the known density of the oxide. 

(thus becoming defect semiconductors); the concentration gradient of oxygen 

thus varies with oxygen pressure, as does also the rate of oxidation. Nevertheless, 

it is not the oxygen which diffuses, but the metal, as has been proved by the use 

of radioactive tracers in the case of copper (Bardeen, Brattain and Shockley 1946). 

This is because the oxygen is taken up in such a way as to form vacant cation sites, 

which diffuse away from the oxide-air interface. 

Jn trying to estimate the value of the constant A, one must remember tliat tlic 

dissolved metal atoms are almost completely dissociated, e.g. into interstitial ions 

and electrons. The value of A will depend on whether the pure (stoichiometric) 

oxide is an insulator at the temperature considered. If this is the case, we shall 

show in the next section that 
A=2iW,n, .(1) 

where 12 is the volume of oxide per metal ion, the diffusion coefficient for an 

interstitial ion and n the concentration of dissolved atoms (ions and electrons) at 

the interface. 
The derivation of this formula is valid only if the film is so thick that the 

concentrations of ions and electrons are equal throughout most of its thickness. 
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Actually at each boundary there will be layers where they are unequal, and where, 

in consequence, a space charge is set up, giving rise to a double layer. The 

thickness of this layer is of order \/{t<k7^lS7rne^), where k is the dielectric 

constant. This constant is of course very sensitive to temperature. As will be 

shown in §3, in practice, in experiments lasting a few hours, if the thickness A has 

grown to 10 ^ cm., then X > A"o, and the condition for the parabolic law is satisfied. 

For films of thickness less than Xq the space charge set up in the material, 

if the concentrations of ions and electrons are unequal, has very little effect. 

One can thus discuss the motion of ions and electrons separately. The much more 

mobile electrons will probably pass freely through the film and set up a constant 

potential difference V between the metal and the adsorbed oxygen layer. The 

field in the oxide film is thus VjX. If, then, is the concentration of metal ions 

in solution and their mobility, the current is niV^VjX ions/cm“sec., and it is 

easily seen that a parabolic law follows with 

A — ilz\Vn^. .(2) 

I'his value of the constant A is quite different from that given by (1), and lor 

thicknesses of the order -Y«, and thus in the transition regions between the two 

laws nothing in the nature of a parabolic law is to be expected. 

Case 1.1 above arises when is vanishingly small; this is discussed in §4. 

§2. THK PARABOLIC LAW FOR THICK FILMS 

2.1. The mechanism by which oxides (and sulphides and halides) can take 

up excess metal or excess oxygen is now well understood. Excess metal can be 

taken cither interstitially, when the metallic ion goes into an interstitial position 

and the electron moves round it through the lattice in an “orbit’' probably 

extending over many lattice parameters, or as an F-centre (site from which the 

anion is missing and is replaced by an electron). Excess oxygen is taken up 

through the formation of vacant cation sites, a positive hole (missing electron) 

being located on an adjacent ion. 

An oxide containing excess metal (or oxygen) quenched to a temperature at 

which the interstitial ions or vacant sites are not mobile behaves of course as an 

electronic semiconductor* ; at low temperatures the electrons are bound to their 

interstitial ions, but as the temperature is raised an increasing proportion becomes 

free. When, however, an oxide is in thermodynamic equilibrium with its metal, 

at a temperature at which the interstitial ions are mobile, the dissolved atoms will 

nearly all be dissociated into interstitial ions and electrons. It will be assumed 

throughout this Report that dissociation is complete. 

2.2. We have then to discuss the contact between a metal and an oxide capable 

of accepting excess metal, and to determine the concentration Wj of interstitial ions 

and % of electrons in the oxide at a distance x from the interface, when the whole 

system is in thermodynamical equilibrium. If x is large enough, and w,. 

become equal, but this is not so for small x, so that a space charge is set up at the 

boundary. At the boundary we envisage a situation such as that shown in 

Figure 2; the process of solution of an ion in the oxide is typically the removal 

of the ion at P from its position in the surface layer of the metal into an interstitial 

position of the oxide. If the energy required to do this is denoted by then 

may be described as the heat of solution of a metallic ion. 

* For a recent eview of the theory of semiconductors see Mott (1949 a). 
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We may aLso introduce the energy <(> required to remove an electron from the 

metal into the conduction band of the oxide; for oxide grown chemically on the 

metal we may expect this to have a characteristic value, adsorbed gas layers being 

absent from the interface. 
The usual diagram for an insulator in contact with a metal is shown in Figure 3 ; 

(f) will in general be less than the work function of the metal against vacuum. 

I'he quantity </> -f PFi - € is the heat of solution of the metal atom in the oxide ; 

here e is the energy with which an electron is bound to the interstitial ion in the 

oxide. Thus, while cf) and may individually depend on which crystal face of 

the metal is exposed, + Wi will not. 

Conduction 
Band 

0 

'//////////////a 
Oxide 

Metal in contact with insulatinK 
oxide. 

Figure 2. ShowinR the mechanism by 
which ions leave a metal anti pass 
through oxide layer (Mott 1947 a). 
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It is easily shown that, if e is less than both and IV, by at least several multiples 
of fc7’, the dissociation is almost complete; this will be assumed in what follows. 

Immediately at the interface the concentration Hi(()) of interstitial ions is 

given by 
n;{0) = N icxp {-WiIkT), .(3) 

where is the number of interstitial positions per unit volume in the oxide. 

Similarly the number M|.(0) of electrons is 

np(0) = N,, exp (- (j>lkT), .(4) 

where = 2(27rmfc7’/7i*)» Also if n,{x), n,,{x) are the numbers at any distance 
a; from the interface, the product n,{x)nj[x) must be constant; thus at large 

distances «j(x) and n,,(x) are equal, say, to n, where 

„ = exp (- KTj. .(5) 

At intermediate distances these quantities can be deduced from Boltzmann’s law : 

«i(x)='Mexp( —eF/feT); 

”«(*) = ” {eVjkT), 
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where V is the electrostatic potential, and from Poisson’s ecjuation 

d'^V 4ne 

dx'^ K 
j«j(,v)-K„(x)|. 

It is assumed here that ions carry unit charge. 

Substituting for this gives 

dW 

dx- 

Htth 

K 
€ sinh (f>) 

An exact solution satisfying the boundary conditions (3), (4) can easily be obtained 

(cf. Mott 1947 b), but is not necessary for our purpose. We need only examine 

the form of equation (6) when .v is large and K consequently small; it then 

becomes — I " where 

Ay = \ ' |/Cfe7’, 877^6“ j‘. .(7) 

d'he solution is r = const. exp(“A’ A'y). This shows that our treatment of the 

problem will differ according as the tliickness A" of our growing film is or is not 

greater than A"y. If A">Ay we may, throughout the bulk of the film, treat //,„ 

as equal; this assumption w ill be made throughout the rest of this section. The 

other extreme case, A’<A"y, will be treated in §4. 

Other interesting examples of double layers in the vicinity of the metal-oxide 

interface can be given. If the solubility of oxygen in the metal is high and the 

energy required to take an oxygen ion from the oxide and to put it into the metal is 

not too big, vacant anion sites wall be produced near the metal-oxide interface, with 

the corresponding electrons in the conduction band of the oxide. These vacant 

anion sites will diffuse through the oxide during the oxidation processes, ddiis is 

probably the mechanism by which Ag and also Cu absorb oxygen at high 

temperatures without the growth of a thick layer of oxide, as long as the saturation 

concentration of dissolved oxygen in the metal has not been reached. 

2.3. The case of an oxide in equilibrium with the oxygen gas, and the formation 

of a double layer near the oxide-air interface, can be treated in a similar way. 

Let us consider the case of an oxide (CuoO) absorbing oxygen through the formation 

of vacant cation sites (concentration n^) and positive holes (concentration nj in 

the full band of the oxide. Far from the oxide-air interface both concentrations 

arc equal to /z, given by (see Mott and Gurney 1948, p. 26(1) 

n = v(m-) exp ( - F'2sk7’), («) 

where and are as in §2.2, and 

N^=^(27rMk7)'hy^; 

M is the mass of an oxygen molecule, the number of oxygen molecules per ciif* 

in the air and E the energy required for the absorption of one of them and the 

formation of .9 vacant cation sites and 5 positive holes (5 = 4 in the case of CiuO). 

The concentration n will therefore be proportional to whereis the pressure. 

I'he calculation of the concentrations Wj{0) and «e(0) near the oxide-air 

interface requires more careful consideration. Figure 4 represents the electronic 

levels of the oxide and those of the adsorbed oxygen layer (we assume for simplicity 

that the levels of the adsorbed layer correspond to the same energy). As we shall 

see in §4, the adsorbed levels may be below the top of the full band {i/j might be 

negative), particularly in the case of Cu^O. 
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I.el and N be the number of empty and full levels in the adsorbed layer 

per ciir. 'Then it is easy to see that given by 

nfO) - NfNJN) exp (- ilj;kT), 

wliere the factor N^J'N is due to the different ways in which the N occupied levels 

can be distributed among the total number N^^ + N of levels. On the other hand, 

the vacant cation sites will be produced only in the neighbourhood of the N 

adsorbed oxygen ions, requiring an energy Uy according to higure 5. Therefore 

Wj(()) will be given by //i(0) ~ exp ( \\\ kT), where N(r represents the 

proportion of the oxide-air interface occupied by oxygen ions. 

The })resence of the factor {(i^N) in the formula above can be seen by an 

application of the principle of detailed balancing. Hie number of vacant cation 

sites created per second will be proportional to {crN); the adsorbed oxygen ion 

is then neutralized and another one is jiroduced somewhere else in order to keej) 

N constant. On the other hand the number of vacant cation sites disappearing 

per second will be proportional to //,(()); and independent of (u“A ), because this 

process does not require the vicinity of an adsorbed oxygen ion. 

Oxide 

Oxide 
— _l_ — -j- 

Oxygen 

+ 
+ 

Figure 4. Insulating oxide in contact 
with oK\gen. Figure 5. Showing the proct'ss hy which a vacani 

cation site is created in the \dcinit> ol an 
adsorbed oxygen ion. 

As w,.(0);/|(()) ==/?“, we deduce that the proportion of the oxide-air interface 

covered with adsorbed neutral oxygen is 

(I 
obviously a function of pressure. On the other hand the numbt r N of adsoibed 

oxygen ions will be equal to the total space charge near the oxide-air interlace, 

and, therefore, also a function of pressure. 
Throughout this discussion it has been assumed that the oxide of stoichio¬ 

metric composition is an insulator i.e. it has no intrinsic electronic or ionic 

conductivity, or these conductivities are small compared with that due to the 

dissolved atoms. 
2.4. Calculation of rate of growth of oxide film. In the oxide film, we denote 

by the diffusion coefficient and mobility of an electron and 1)^, the same 
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quantities for an interstitial ion. 'fhen if F is the field in the film, the current 

carried by electrons is (in units of e) 

Jii~~ ~ "h b 

and the current carried by the ions 

In a steady state these are equal and opposite; thus, putting both equal to / 

(number of atoms crossing unit area per unit time), we see on eliminating F 

between the two equations, 

hT d , . . 
T E'"<».»')■ P) 

In deriving this equation use has been made of the Einstein equation Djv = kTje. 

We may certainly assume that In the case of an oxide which is an 

insulator in the absence of dissolved metal or oxygen, and for which we 

may further assume that nJi^x) = nXx)~n{x), say, throughout the film, except for 

the boundary zone, which we neglect. 'Ehe equation (9) thus becomes 

7=-2A 
5// 

dx' 

or, on integrating throughout a film of thickness A", 

jX^2a^n{{))-n{X)l 

The rate of growth is thus dXidt = A/X, whence X‘^^2Al, where 

A=2DiU[n(0)-n(X)], .(10) 

'rhe parabolic law is thus satisfied. The quantity in the square brackets is 

the difference between the concentrations of dissolved atoms at the surface metal- 

oxide and at the surface oxide-oxygen. 

A further case in which equation (9) can be solved is that in which oxide 

(or halide) is a good ionic conductor in the pure state, and the electronic con¬ 

ductivity, due to the addition of metal, is small in comparison. This may be 

the case for the halides. We may then set constant 

throughout the film. The equation then becomes 

kT dn^, 

so the parabolic law is satisfied with 

Returning to (10), the usual assumption is that, for oxides which form excess 

semiconductors (ZnO, AlgOg), the concentration nJ^X) of dissolved metal at the 

oxide-air interface is zero (except for very small pressures of oxygen), so that the 

oxidation constant becomes 

^=2Z),i2w(0). .(11) 

Note that here is the diffusion coefficient of the interstitial ions and w(0) the 

concentration of metal atoms (dissociated or otherwise) in the oxide in equilibrium 

with metal. For oxides such as CU2O on the other hand we assume that n(0), 
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the concentration of vacant sites in equilibrium with the metal, is small compared 

with that, n{X), in equilibrium with the air; thus, approximately, 

A^2DSln{X), .(12) 

where n{X) is the concentration of vacant cation sites in the oxide in equilibrium 

with oxygen, and the diffusion coefficient for one of these sites. Note that in 

the former case the oxidation rate is almost independent of oxygen pressure />, 

unless this is very low; in the latter case, according to (8), it should vary as 

2.5. Experimental results at high temperatures. Putting in formulae (11) or 

(12) the usual expression a'^vtxp{—VjkT) for the diffusion coefficient ot 

defects in the oxide, a being the interatomic distance, i^('^10^^ sec“^) the atomic 

frequency of vibration and V the activation energy for movement between two 

equilibrium positions of the defect, and using formulae (5) or (8) for n, we get, 

for the constant A in the parabolic law, an expression of the form 

A=^A^txY^{-BjkT), .(13) 

where 

A,,^2a:hiW{N.,N,y or Ej2s-\-U. 

'Phe factor appearing in (8) is of the order unity and can be disregarded. 

Taking X 10 cm., r^lO^^sec*^, Ll^a^, lO^^ cm~^, lO^^cm 

we obtain A^) 10“'* cm^/sec. In this evaluation we have disregarded the change of 

vibrational frequencies of the solid due to the presence of defects and the change 

of the activation energy B with temperature. 'Phis may, however, introduce a 

factor which can be of the order of a few powers of 10 (see Mott and Gurney 

1948, p. 29), and which seems to be larger for the vacancy type of defect than for 

interstitial ions. 

'Pable 1 gives the constants A^^ (in cm^/sec.) and B (in ev.), determined 

experimentally during the oxidation of several metals in the range of temperature 

indicated. In some of these cases the oxide layer is complex. 

'Pable 1. Values for the Constants Aq and B in P'ormula (13) 

and governing Rate of Oxidation 

Temperature range Aq (cm^sec.) B (ev.) 

Fc 700 to 900 c. 1-0 1-6 

Cu 700 ^ to 1000 ’ c. 0-2 1-5 

Ni 800" to 1000" c. 0-1 2 

Pb 470" to 626" c. 0-2 1-4 

Zn 600" to 700" c. 0-002 1-5 

P'or P'e there are three layers (FeO, ^'€304, ^'0303, going from metal to air)- 

The values given in Table 1 correspond to the thickness of FeO (Benard and 

Coquelle 1946), which in the range of temperatures considered forms 90% of 

the total thickness. It is believed that the diffusing elements are mostly vacant 

cation sites formed at the P'eO-Fe304 interface. For Cu, at pressures below 

100 mm. Hg at 1,000*^0., there is only CU2O and no CuO. Assuming that the 

diffusing elements are also vacant cation sites produced at the CugO-air interface, 

one expects from formula (8) that A^ should be proportional to />*; this was 

proved to be the case by Wagner and Grunewald (1938). The values given in 

Table 1 are extrapolated to ^=1 atm. For Ni, vacant cation sites are also 

responsible for the diffusion of the metal, and, therefore, Aq is also a function of 

the pressure, as was proved by Wagner and Grunewald. The values quoted in 
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Table 1 are deduced from data given by Evans (194S, p. 144). 'Fhe values lor 

Pb and Zn were observed by Krupkow^ski and Balicki* (1937), who studied the 

formation of solid oxide layers on the surface of liquid metals. It is well know n 

that the diffusing elements in ZnO are interstitial ions formed at the metal-oxide 

interface ; therefore one expects the constant Aq to be independent of the pressure, 

as was shown by Wagner and Griinew^ald (1938). 

Bernard and I'albot (1948) have studied also the oxidation of single crystals of 

copper at 900" ('. Figure 6 represents the increase of w eight as a function of time 

on different faces of a copper crystal. These differences were also reported 

earlier by Gwathiney and Benton (1940) on copper at 1,()00''(\ It is known irotri 

the work of Wagner and Griinewald (1938) that in the case of copper the con- 

Fij^urc 6. Oxidation of different faces of copper at 900° c. (Benard and I’albot 1948). 

centration of vacant cation sites in the oxide near the metal-oxide interface ;/(()) 

is not quite negligible in comparison with their concentration near the oxide-air 

interface 'Therefore formula (10) has to be used. On the other hand, the 

diffusion coefficient Dj cannot be a function of direction in a cidiic crystal such 

as CuoO; therefore, Benard and Talbot’s results show^ that w(0) or n{X), or 

perhaps both, are not equal to the equilibrium concentrations, which of course 

would not depend on the crystal surfaces exposed. As the differences depend 

on the orientation of copper surface we expect that w(0) will not be equal to the 

equilibrium concentration, but will be higher for the faces for which the rate of 

oxidation is lower. 

One of us (Cabrera 1949 b) has advanced the following hypothesis to explain 

this. As long as there are enough positions such as P (Figure 2) on the metal 

* These authors observed also the oxidation of liquid Cu (1,100‘^ to 1,200° c.) and Ag (1,000° to 
1,035° c.), for which they obtained an initial linear increase of weight without the formation of a 
thick oxide layer, due to the absorption of oxygen in the liquid metal. 
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surface, the concentration of vacant cation sites near the metal will be maintained 

equal to the equilibrium concentration, in spite of the constant arrival of new 

vacant cation sites; but when the evaporation into the oxide of a new atomic 

layer of the metal has to be started, a larger activation energy will be required for 

the formation of a “ hole” on the metal surface, such as is illustrated in f igure 7, 

and, therefore, the concentration of vacant cation sites in the oxide will grow. 

'This point of view assumes that the metal surface has a practically perfect 

structure, and one can deduce that the order of increasing rate of oxidation should 

be the same as the order of decreasing density of metal atoms on the surface: 

that is to say (111), (100), (110), (311), (331), which is not in agreement with the 

experimental results represented in Figure 6. Actually the metal surface is not 

oooo 
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Metal 

Figure 7. First step in the 
evaporation ot a new layer 
of nK'tal into the oxl<^le. 

Time (min ) 

Figure 8. Cjrowth cui'\es for CugO on Cu determined by 
Miley and Evans by an electrometric method. 

even microscopically perfect; according to an idea put forward by Frank and others 

(Burton, Cabrera and Frank 1949, Frank 1949) a certain type of “dislocation” 

in the body of the metal produces positions such as P (Figure 2) on the metal 

surface, which are not destroyed when the entire atomic layer is evaporated; 

therefore the rate of oxidation on different crystal surfaces will depend on the 

concentration of these dislocations per unit area of each crystal surface. Just how 

this will depend on the crystal face is not at present clear. 

§3. THEORY OF FORMATION OF THIN FILMS 

In this section we outline the theory of the rate of growth of thin films. By 

thin we mean of thickness A" small compared with Aq defined by (7), so that the 

concentrations of positive ions and electrons diffusing across the layer can become 

unequal without any important space charge being set up. In practice most of 

the films that we shall discuss are of thickness 100 a, or less, 
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No attempt will be made here to survey all the available experimental material, 

A survey of all but the most recent material is given in the book by Evans (1948); 

Figure 8 shows results, taken from p. 65 of this book, on the oxidation of copper, 

measured by an electrometric method. As an example of more recent work 

I'igure 9 represents the rate of oxidation of thin films of aluminium at ICc. 

loyure 9. Rate nt oxidation of aluminium (Cabrera et al. 1947) (a) in the dark, (h) under ultra' 
violet illumination. 

Figure 10. Oxidation at room temperature and pressures of oxyjren between 10' ^ and 
10~*mm. Hg (Garforth 1949). 

These results were obtained by Cabrera, Terrien and Hamon (1947) from the 
increase in the transparency of the film during oxidation, a method first used by 
Steinheil (1934). The upper part of the curve represents the influence on 
oxidation of ultra-violet light, which will be discussed later. Figure 10 sho\vs 
the oxidation of copper, aluminium ^nd silver at room temperature and oxygen 
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pressure of 10 to 10 ^ mm. Hg measured recently in this laboratory by 

Mrs. Garforth (1949) using a quartz microbalance. 

The general result of all this work is that all metals investigated show in principle 

a similar behaviour. If the temperature is low enough, they show, when exposed 

to oxygen, an initial very rapid growth, followed by a remarkable slowing down, 

and for some critical thickness of order 100a. or less growth stops or nearly 

stops. This behaviour is rather insensitive to the pressure of oxygen. 

In this section and the next, then, we shall discuss the mechanism by which 

these very thin films of oxide grow. Consideration of the mechanism by which 

the first monolayer is formed is deferred until §5, as is also the related question 

of whether or not the film is pseudomorphic (strained). Here we suppose that 

a thin layer of oxide exists in the metal and is growing; we require to know how 

fast it grows. As in §2, the oxide is supposed to be an insulator when of 

stoichiometric composition but to be capable of dissolving metal ions; in contra¬ 

distinction to the case considered in §2, it is here supposed that the film is so thin 

that the effect of any space charge set up by the dissolved ions is negligible, so that 

the movements of ions and of electrons can be considered independently. In 

other words, the film is thin compared with the quantity Xq defined by (7). 

It will be worth while to consider again the condition that this should be the 

case. Suppose that is the number of interstitial ions per unit volume in the 

oxide when in equilibrium with metal, and let q be the charge on each ion. Then 

Poisson’s equation gives for the potential energy V of an ion in the oxide layer 

dWjdx^ — ATTn^q^jK. On integrating we see that the contribution to the potential 

due to the space charge alone is V ^Inn^q’^x^lKy where x is measured from 

the mid-point of the film. Thus for a film of thickness X the maximum 

variation of V is iTrn^q-X'^/K. This is negligible if small compared with k7\ 

Thus, omitting numerical factors, the condition that the field is negligible is 

X<^ \/{KkTjn^q^). This is the same as the relation (7) already obtained. 

We consider then a film of oxide on the metal exposed to oxygen. A layer of 

oxygen will be adsorbed to the surface of the oxide; this oxygen will be assumed 

to be atomic. We assume further that electrons can pass through the oxide 

layer from the metal to the oxygen by some mechanism (thermionic emission or 

tunnel effect), and that the electronic motion is rapid compared with the ionic 

motion. Some of the adsorbed oxygen atoms will then be converted into ions 

0~, setting up a field across the oxide layer, until a state of quasi-eqilibrium is 

set up between the metal and the adsorbed oxygen, in which, in a time short 

compared with that in which the metal ions diffuse, as many electrons pass in 

one direction as the other. The electrostatic potential V set up across the layer 

will clearly be independent ofthe thickness, so thatthe field Fh given hyF- VjX. 

The electronic levels in the metal, the oxide and in the adsorbed oxygen layer 

are shown in Figure 11. Figure ll(<a:) shows the state of affairs before any 

electrons have passed through the film; in the oxygen atoms there are energy 

levels below the surface of the Fermi distribution in the metal* ; the quantity cF 

already introduced is the amount by which they are louvered. Electrons will 

pass through the film until the quasi-steady state in Figure 11(A) is reached, when 

as many electrons pass through the film in one direction as in the other. Since V 

in practice is of the order of one or two volts, its variation with temperature 

can be ignored. 

* These energy levels are probably the surface states described by Bardeen (1947) in hjs work on 
fectifiers, cf. Mott (1949 b). 
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A very rough numerical estimate of V can be given. If BJ is the electron 

afhnity of O and H ^ind ^he adsorption energy of an oxygen ion O' on the surface 

of oxide, then cT“/t 1-- </>o, where </»„ is the work function of the metal 

against vacuum. We do not know very much about li ; if one considers 

the oxides as ionic solids, the calculations of Lennard-Jones and Dent (1928) 

suggest that ^ 0*1 e“/2r, where r is the radius of the ion O . 'This gives 

1 ev. if r—'1a. This value is probably too low by a factor 2 or .3, 

because of the covalent forces existing in the oxides. 'Taking (Bates and Massey 

1943) if~2-2ev. and 4*6ev. for copper, or 4*3 ev. for aluminium, we get 

values for r of the order of 1 volt. 

'The growth of the film is due to the strong held set up in this way, which pulls 

the interstitial metal ions through it. 'I'hcse helds may be very strong; thus for 

a him 50 a. thick they may be of the order I0"v/cm. For these helds the diffusion 

velocity of a positive interstitial ion is no longer proportional to the held. 'The 

condition that the diffusion velocity shall be proportional to the held F is 

qaF<lk7\ where (/ is the charge on the ion, a the distance between interstitial 

Fixture 11. Electronic levels in the metal, oxide and adsorbed oxygen : (al before electrons have 
passed through the oxide, (b) when equilibrium is set up. 

positions. This will be the case for hlms of thickness X large compared with 

A\, where ~ qaVikT. k of order 50-200 atomic layers at room temperatures. 

We treat hrst the case when X^Xi (though less than A"q dehned by (7)). 

'The number of ions crossing unit area per unit time is 

where v-^ is the mobility of an ion. The rate of growth is thus dXjdt — AjXy 

where 
A==n.,v., Vil^n^D^il{eVlkT). .(14) 

'The him thus grows according to the parabolic law. Actually Gulbransen and 

Wysong (1947) have observed for aluminium a parabolic law between 350 ' and 

450'T:., which corresponds very probably to the case considered above. It is, 

of course, always assumed that electrons can pass freely through him, by either 

tliermionic emission or tunnel effect. If ^ (Figure 3) is too great for thermionic 

emission and the him too thick for tunnel effect (c. 30 a., cf. Mott 1940), these 

formulae may be expected to break down and the him to stop growling. Whether 

this corresponds to any case observed in practice is not known. 

It is to be emphasized that the constant A given by (14) is quite different from 

that derived forAf^A'o (formula (11)). It depends on Wj, and thus on the expon¬ 

ential factor exp {-W^jk T) instead of on fhns on exp {-- |( ITj 4 ^)/fc T}, 
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If, for instance, is larger than (/>, then in the transition region where 

the value of A in the parabolic equation increases. It is likely that an 

increase of this type may account for the apparent linear law observed by 

CJulbransen and Wysong (1947) for aluminium in the region around 500^ c. 

It is easy to make a rough estimate of whether the thickness X of an oxide 

film is greater or less than the thickness X^^ abov e which the densities of electrons 

and positive ions can be taken as equal. Let us suppose a film to be growing 

according to a parabolic law 

lX-^ah4txp[~{W [ U),kT\. .(15) 

where 14^ is the heat of solution of an atom or ion and ^^the activation energy for 

motion. We want to know whether X^ is greater or less than A”,; where 

A,7 ^—' (a‘^k 77e“) exp (IV h 7"), 

and thus whether 

exp( ~ WikT) (VkTieKX-. 

Substiluting for exp(~ WihT) from (15), the condition becomes 

{X- 2ahty - a:^kT ^X\ y - l\\ (IV U). 

and thus 

A 

a 

1 2(7 ^-1) 

y is probably about 2 3 ; the factor {kTa!’Ms then about 4, so that 

Xia 4(r/)’^‘\ 

For experiments lasting a few hours (/— 1(H sec.), and with 10^- sec ^ we 

see that the critical thickness X is about 6 x 1(F^7, or about 2x10 '^ cm. If in a 

few liours the film has grown to this thickness the mechanism is that of §2; if 

not, it is the mechanism of §3. 

Up to this point the theory has been developed for metals whose oxides form 

excess semiconductors, e.g. Zn, A. For these metals depends on the metal- 

oxide equilibrium, and is, of course, independent of thickness. For the oxides 

of copper, iron, and so on, which take up excess oxygen, the position is rather 

different, will then refer to the number of places where a cation is missing. 

These can be formed wherever an oxide ion is adsorbed to the surface by the 

process shown in Figure 5 ; TTj now represents the energy required to move the 

positive ion from A to B. It is clear, then, since Wj ~(A^ «) exp ( — WjkT), that 

the concentration 77^ is proportional to the number N of such negative ions per 

unit area. 

On the other hand N is related to the field F by the Coulomb formula 

kF 

477e 

kV f 

47re A ’ 

showing that N is proportional to X ^ ; therefore in formula (14) is now 

proportional to A^ This leads to an oxidation law of the type 

X'^=r3At, (16) 

w^here the constant A is proportional to exp[ - (11"^-f U);fc7"}, Hq being 

the energy to form a vacant cation site and U the activation energy for its 

p s P R 12 
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diffusion in the oxide. Cabrera (1949 a) has used this formula to explain the 

cubic law observed by Campbell and Thomas (1947) on copper between lOO"^ 

and 250"T:. Their results can be expressed by a formula such as (16), where the 

constant A is given by 

A 10“^" exp (-- B kT) cm-^sec., B ~ W, + I 1 • 1 ev. 

As noticed before (§2), the differences in the rate of oxidation for different 

crystal faces, for films of thickness A" great compared with (c. 10 '* cm.), can be 

explained only on the basis of a surface nuclcation process occurring at the metal- 

oxide interface, because IT, -f 0, the heat of solution of metal, cannot depend on 

the crystal face. When the same surface nucleation process will play a 

role, but we expect also t j have differences in the rate of oxidation due to the fact 

that JVj and 0 (or V) may well depend on the crystal face. (Iwathmey and 

Benton (1942) have observed differences in the rate of oxidation on a spherical 

single crystal of copper at 200 c. The metallic crystal faces, ordered according 

to a decreasing rate of oxidation, are (100), (210), (111), (HO), (‘^H)* I'he fact 

that this order is different frem that reported by Benard and Talbot (1948) on copper 

at 900' c. suggests that the rate-determining factor at low temperatures is the 

difference in li]. 

§4. FORMATION OF VERY TH!N FILMS 

For very thin films the field is so strong that the velocity of drift of the ions is 

no longer proportional to it. In this case the motion can be treated as follows 

(Mott 1947 a). Suppose that an ion has to go over a potential barrier T' in 

order to move from one interstitial site to the next, in the absence of a field the 

chance per unit time that an ion will do this is vexp( ~ UjkT) with — 10*-sec *. 

The field will, however, lower the barrier by 1 qaF for motion in the direction of 

the field, increasing the probability of movement to i^exp {— (f/— 

In the opposite direction the chance of movement is decreased by the same 

factor. 'Fbus the velocity u of drift becomes 

u ^ va exp (— mkT) [exp (i^^/^yfeT) - exp ( -- IqaFjkT)], 

For small values of Fthis reduces to 

ur^{vd^qikT)Ftx^{- UikT), 

which is prc^portional to the field. For large values, on the other hand, 

tiva exp (— UjhT) exp (hqaFjkT), 

giving an exponential dependence. 

It will be seen that, when the field is strong, the motion of the ions is over¬ 

whelmingly in one direction ; there is, therefore, no question of any local equili¬ 

brium betw'een metal and oxide, since equilibrium is only set up when there is 

a continual exchange of ions. Thus every ion which escapes from the metal is 

pulled right across the film, and none recombine with the metal. It follows that 

the rate of oxidation, for these strong fields, is determined only by the rate at 

which ions escape from the metal. This we must now calculate. 

The potential energy of an ion in the surface layer of the metal is plotted in 

F'igure 12. The diagram is intended to describe the state of affairs for an ion in 

the position P of Figure 2, that is, an ion ready to move into the oxide as the 

surface layer of metal dissolves. P represents the energy of the ion at rest at 
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Tthis point; Q2 ... are interstitial positions in the oxide and Sj, S2 ... the tops 

of the potential barriers separating these points. The heat of solution for a 

positive ion and the activation energy for diffusion U are shown in the diagram. 
It is convenient to set W 

Then the chance per unit time that the atom will escape over the barrier to 

is, in the absence of a field vexp{ — WjkT). In the presence of the field it is 

V exp ( — WjkT) exp {qdFjkT), 

where ci is the distance from P to the top of the barrier. The rate of growth of 

•the film is thus 

^ =7V'Uvexp(-fr/fer)exp(^'), .(17) 

where N' is the number of ions per unit area surface in sites such as P (Figure 2). 

This maybe contrasted with the similar formula for weak fields (cf. equation (14)), 

dX 

df kT ■ 

[Fi^uro 12. Potential enc^^l:y of an interstitial ion in the neighbourhood of the metal-oxide interface. 

Since //j “ rp'^exp (-- W{kT), D^~vd^x^{--UjkT)y the two formulae could be 

‘Comprised in the general formula 

==^^^exp( — tT/fer) sinh.(18) 
(it k / 

but for the fact that N' may be much less than Ijd. A proper estimate of N' 

has not been made, since it depends on the number of “ kinks ” (Figure 2) present 

on the surface (Burton and Cabrera 1949) ; it is hoped to publish an estimate 

soon (Cabrera 1949 b), 

Formula (17), for the growth rate in oxygen, can be used to describe two 

different phenomena: 

(a) The growth of films in oxygen, where F is VjA\ F being the contact 

potential difference between the metal and the adsorbed oxygen layer. This is 

the phenomenon discussed hitherto. 

(b) The anodic formation of oxide films in an electrolyte containing oxide 

ions. V is then the voltage across the film. 

In either case the equation may be written 

dXidt^utxp(X^!X), .(19) 

where Xi^qa'VjkT, w = w^,exp(- kfyfeT), u^^==N'Llv. 

Afi is of order 10“®—lO”*'" cm., crn/sec. (or less). The formula (19) is 

valid only for X<4Xi i it sho\vs that the growth rate is very large for small X 
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A particular and important consequence of formula (19) is that for constant 

V growth up to a certain limiting thickness occurs even at low temperatures where 

u is negligibly small; this will be the case when the solubility of metal ions in the 

oxide is negligible. This may be shown as follows. Suppose we say that growth 

has virtually stopped when one layer of atoms is added in 10'’^ seconds, so that 

dX dt — 10' This occ urs at a thickness A\ for w hich exp (A',/A\ - Wj 7') = 10 ^. 

Substituting for A^^, this gives, since 17 In 10^39, 

AY - Va'qi{ W - 39kT). .(20) 

Thus there exists a critical temperature WI39k; for temperatures below this 

critical temperature the film grows rapidly up to some critical thickness and then 

vStops, while for higher temperatures there is no limiting thickness, the initial 

rapid growth rate going ov-er into the parabolic type of growth. 

For A'^A^ an approximate integration of equation (19) can be given. Since 

/ = “ I exp ( - A’l / a) dx\ 
a J 0 

an integration by parts and neglect of higher terms in A/A'j gives 

»/ = (A’-A',)cxp( - A’, A ), 

h'or A eg A] w e rnav thus set 

A-,;A%-ln(A>/,Ar), .(21) 

giving a logarithmic type of growth law of the type A| A — In/. A’j has 

values between 10^^’ and 1()‘* cm. 

4.1. Numerical values for an oxide zvfiich forms an excess semicondiicior 

(aluminium). For aluminium it is possible to deduce the unknown parameters 

W, a' in the theory from experimental work on the formation of anodic films on 

oxides. Following Verwey (1935) and Alott (1947a), we make use of experi¬ 

mental work by Gunterschultze and Betz (1934), These authors find that the 

current J through an oxide film during anodic formation depends on the field F' 

through the formula 

.(22) 

w here at room temperature 1/a =2-75 x 10**^/u,a/cm^ or 0*92 E.s.u. If F is in 

volts, /3 = 4-2xl() For small fields (pF^l) the current is negligible. The 

formula is obviously to be compared with (17). We set 

qdlkT = P, IV = krin (N'qvi^f 

Takingl(F''cm^^, ^ — 3e, = lO^^sec ^ and feT = 0 ()25ev., wefind l-8ev.,. 

a = 3*5 X 10 '^ cm. These values seem reasonable. 

Inserting these values into formula (20) for the limiting thickness, we find 

for aluminium 

AY = 6 X 10 -«F/(1 - r/530) cm., 

where V is measured in volts. At room temperature this gives, in cm., 10“ 

At room temperature the thickness found by Cabrera and Ilamon (1947) 

is about 20A. (I'igure 9), giving V^2 volts. The same authors have been able 

to verify roughly the temperature dependence of the limiting thickness Aj^ given 

by the theory. They find that the limiting thickness increases slowly with tern- 

perature, while above SOO^^c. (573'^K,) the growth is rapid and seems to continue 

without limit. This agrees well with the predicted value. 
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'Cabrera, Terrien and Hamon (1947) have also found that an increase in the 

thickness of the order 50^/o be produced by ultra-violet illumination 

^(Figure 9). This has been explained by Cabrera (1949 a) as due to the ejection 

of electrons from the metal to the adsorbed oxygen, thereby increasing the field 

in the laye^*. This is only possible uhen the thickness of oxide is bigger than 

10a., otherwise the current of electrons going from the absorbed oxygen back 

to the metal by tunnel effect will compensate the increase in the electrons going 

in the reverse direction produced by photoelectric effect. I'his is the behaviour 

actually observed (Figure 9). 

4.2. Oxides which absorb oxygen; the case of copper. In the case of CU2O 

forming on copper the difference of potential set up across the oxide film mUvSt be 

0-7 volts. The energy levels of Cu^O are as shown in Figure 13. In the first 

place the interval from the full band of CuoO to the top of the Fermi distribution 

in the metal is known to be 0-7 ev., this being the height of the Schottky barrier 

in a Cu - CU2O rectifier (Mott and (birney 1948, p. 189). In the second place 

the full band is believed to be due to the Cu ‘ 3d shells, and will probably be 

higher than the empty levels due to the adsorbed oxygen. Thus in equilibrium 

•charge will distribute itself as in Figure 13 (b). 

Fi^^ure 13, Electronic levels in Cu, CuoO and ox> ^en: (a) before equilibrium is reached, 
(h) afterwards. 

The critical process which is so much accelerated by the field must now be 

the formation of a vacant cation site at the oxide -air interface. Though the 

mechanism must be very similar to that described for aluminium, the details 

have not yet been worked out. 

The fact that the thickness of oxide formed at room temperature (130 a.) is 

much bigger than that formed on aluminium, in spite of the fact that V is smaller, 

could be explained by the fact that the critical temperature IF/39fe at which the 

logarithmic law goes over into a cubic law is now just above room temperature, 

if we take for IF- HVf the value M ev. suggested by the measurements of 

Campbell and Thomas. At liquid air temperature we should expect a thinner 

layer on Cu than Al, but this does not seem to be the case according to new 

measurements now in progress at this Laboratory by Aitchison and Allen. 

§5. ADHESION AND CRYSTAl. FORM OF AN OXIDE FILM 

We do not know of any detailed theoretical discussion of the cohesive forces 

between an oxide layer and a metal substrate, or any experimental measurement 

of the surface energy of the interface. However, all oxides arc at least partly 

polar; and the charges on the metal and oxygen ions must be strongly attracted 

to the substrate metal. Thus strong cohesive forces between metal and oxide 

must exist, whether or not the lattice parameters of the metal and of the oxide 

:are equal or nearly equal. 
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Nevertheless, the influence of the lattice parameter of the substrate metal on 

the structure of the oxide is of great importance. In some cases (ZnO on the base 

planes of Zn) a pseudomorphic structure grows up to a considerable thickness 

(hinch and Quarrell 1934, 1939), the normal oxide structure being squashed into 

congruence with that of the zinc underneath. In other cases an oriented over¬ 

growth is observed (CugO, FeO); in others (e.g. AUO-j on Al) no orientation is 
apparent. 

A theoretical discussion of oriented overgrowths has recently been given by 

hrank and van der Merwe (1949, sec also van der Merwe 1949) which promises 

to be of great importance tor the theory of oxidation. 'Fhese authors consider 

what w^ill happen when the first monolayer of a film to be deposited on a metal 

is put down. Their theory is applicable first of all to one solid put down by 

evaporation or electro-plating on another, but their ideas are useful also for a 

metal exposed to ox^^gen. in this case, as soon as a monolayer of adsorbed 

oxygen is tornied, atoms from the metal wall start to pass through it by the 

mechanism which has already been described. By a monolayer of oxide, then, 

we mean a monolayer of oxygen through which one layer of metal atoms has passed. 

frank and van der Merwe denote by a the lattice spacing of the substrate 

metal and by h the “natural” spacing of the oxide lay^er, bv which is meant the 

spacing that it w^ould have it it were not attached to the metal. This is assumed to 

be that of the oxide in bulk. Fhey then represent the monolayer of oxide (in a 

preliminary one-dimensional model) by a row^ of balls connected by springs of 

natural length h and force constant yu; that is to say, the restoring force for a 

displacement hx is /tSv. 'Fhe row of balls is acted on also bv a force due to the 

substrate, the potential energy of each ball being represented, as a function of 

its coordinate x measured along the substrate, by 

.1 W'^Tos (Inxio), .(23) 

The “misfit” Af betw een the substrate and the monolayer is defined by M - (hia) — 1. 

In practical cases h is greater than a and M is positive. The fit or misfit of the 

monolayer and substrate is naturally described in terms of dislocations. If, for 

instance, 99 or 101 atoms (balls) lie over 100 of the troughs in the potential (23),. 

then in equilibrium the majority of the atoms lie nearly at the bottoms of their 

troughs, while there is a small region where the atoms ride over the crests, to miss 

a trough or squeeze an extra atom in. This region of misfit is called a surface 

dislocation; if a crystal is built above it, it wdll develop into a dislocation of the 

type used in the theory of plastic flow (Taylor 1934; for a review, see Bristol 

Conferences on Solids, 1940 and 1947, published by the Physical Society). 

The mathematical investigation shows that if a line of halls (atoms) of finite 

length is put down on the substrate, then tn its state of lowest energy each ball will 

He at the bottom of a trough, except just near the ends, so long as the misfit M is 
less than a critical misfit M^^ given bv 

If M exceeds by more than a very small proportion, however,, and the chain 

is in its state of lowest energy, the spacing that the chain will take up is very 

nearly its equilibrium value b. However, even if the misfit is greater than 

then, if a line of balls is put down with each ball at the bottom of a trough, they 
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will remain there in metastable equilibrium unless M is greater than — 

some 40^0 greater. Only if M is greater than will dislocations be generated 

s|>ontaneously at the edge of the chain, so that a chain put down in a compressed 

vState (as will happen if the balls are put down one by one) can expand to its natural 

length. 

The application of this model to oxidation is as follows: an estimate of the 

interatomic forces shows that Mq may be of the order ()-()9 in an average case for a 

monolayer of oxide, though there may be wide variations from one metal to another, 

'rhus, if the misfit is less than 9%, the first monolayer of oxide should have the 

lattice parameter of the substrate. If the temperature of deposition is low, the 

same will be true up to a misfit of ; but at high temperatures dislocations may 

be generated at the edge of the layer, so the value of the misfit, below which 

the oxide layer will in fact take up the parameter of the substrate, is smaller. 

If the layer does not take up the parameter of the substrate, each island of oxide 

would rotate very easily about a line perpendicular to the surface; we should net 

in this case expect any c'rientation, either in the first monolayer or in subsequent 

growth, except perhaps for a common crystal axis. 

Suppose then that the degree of misfit is less than 9 or 14\\,, or whatever the 

figure may be, and that the first monolayer of oxide grows w ith the lattice parameter 

of the substrate and covers the whole available surface. By that time the second 

and third layers will have begun their growth, and will soon cover the whole 

surface too. 'The film, compressed as it is to fit the lattice parameter of the sub¬ 

strate, is no longer in its state of lowest energy; in terms of the ball and spring 

model, fL has become two or three times as big without any great change in li\ 

it being assumed that W is mainly due to interaction between nearest neighbours. 

But none the less the film is in metastable equilibrium; it cannot expand by forming 

dislocations at the edges, because if the film covers the surface there are no free 

edges. 

We believe that films such as that of ZnO on zinc are formed in this way. The 

first monolayer of oxide is formed wdth the parameter of the substrate, and the 

film continues to grow with this parameter. In the ease of aluminium, on the 

other hand, the initial misfit is too great for this to happen, and a polycrystalline 

or amorphous film results. 

It seems a priori highly probable that the thin films (r. 100 a.) formed at mod¬ 

erately low^ temperatures by the mechanism described in §4 are compressed to 

fit the substrate in the way described here, and remain in that state. The com¬ 

pressive strains, of the order 10“<,1 ^^f course, much greater than the bulk 

material can support; in zinc the misfit is actually 20% ; but it is a fairly obvious 

consequence of the modern theory of strength of solids (see, for instance, Mott 

1949 b) that very thin films should show^ a much higher compressive strength than 

the bulk material. At some period in the growth, how^ever, the film must break 

away and achieve its equilibrium lattice parameter; this will certainly have 

occurred for thick films (c. 10"^'^ cm.) growing according to the mechanism of 

§2. Two mechanisms are possible by which the film may break away: slip or 

recrystallizatidn. One or other of those processes is probably responsible for 

the kink in the oxidation curve shown for copper in Mrs. Garforth^s work 

illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Some of the consequences cf any mechanism by which the film continually 

breaks and heals have been explored by Evans, who in particular has shown that 

a logarithmic growth law is to be expected in cases of this sort; and when growth 

to a thickness of several hundred Angstroms is observed to follow a logarithmic 

law, it seems very probable that a mechanism such as this is valid. In general 

we may say that this intermediate region between the very thin, probably pseudo- 

morphic films of 100 a. or less in thickness, described in §4, and the thick films 

growing according to the parabolic law is imperfectly understood. 

In conclusion, we would like to express our thanks to Dr. J. W. Mitchell and 

the group working under his direction on the experimental side of this subject 

for many discussions and permission to reproduce some of their results prior to 

publication. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

§1. GKNERAL SURVEY STRENGTH is the resistance of a material to fracture; in the quantitative 

sense, it is a critical value of stress at which fracture occurs. In a loose 

usage which has not completely disappeared yet from the engineering and 

metallurgical literature, strength denotes the stress at which the material “fails ” 

either by fracture or by plastic deformation. However, the stress at which plastic 

deformation takes place should be called the yield stress. 

Fracture is not one single physical phenomenon ; there are several essentially 

different processes that may lead to the disintegration of a body by the action 

of mechanical forces. Much of the confusion that existed and still exists in the 

physical theory of strength is due to insufficient attention to this circumstance. 

A review of fracture phenomena, therefore, must begin with an enumeration of 

the main types of fracture; in the following sections, the corresponding fracture 

mechanisms will be discussed. 

The same material may fail with different mechanisms of fracture according 

to the stress and strain conditions and to the temperature ; thus, a low carbon steel 

may show the fibrous and shear types of fracture at room temperature, brittle 

fracture below' —80 c., and intergranular creep fracture in slow straining at 

temperatures above 600 c. C’onsequently, a material may have several character¬ 

istic strength values if several of its possible fracture mechanisms operate at definite 

critical values of certain stress components. In anisotropic materials, the strength 

lor a given type of fracture may depend on the direction of the stress; thus, 

crystals have in general different strengths for brittle fracture along crystallo- 

graphically different sets of cleavage planes, and the operative cleavage plane 

is then determined by the orientation of the crystal relative to the principal stress 

axes. 

Under triaxial stress, the fracture condition will in general involve all principal 

stresses; the behaviour of the material cannot be described then by a single 

fracture stress. Nevertheless, the equation expressing the fracture condition 

may contain only one physical constant, the value of which then determines the 

resistance of the material to fracture. This seems to be the case in brittle fracture 

(cf.§]7). 

With plastic materials, the fracture condition involves the entire strain history 

in addition to the principal stresses and (if the material is anisotropic) the orienta¬ 

tion of the principal axes. Many authors assume that, at least approximately, 

the fracture behaviour of ductile materials can be described by two curves: one 

giving the brittle strength, the other the ductile strength as functions of the 

amounts of deformation. It will be seen, however (cf. § 31), that ductile fractures 

do not obey a simple critical stress condition; one cannot, therefore, speak of a 

definite ductile strength of a material. This is most clearly seen in the case of 

intergranular creep fracture which is due to grain boundary viscosity. Any 

stress within a wide range can cause fracture in a high temperature creep test: 

the time needed for fracture is short or long according to whether the stress is 

high or low. 

§2. THE MAIN TYPES OF FRACTURE 

(i) Brittle fracture (cleavage fracture).—This is the theoretically best known 
mechanism of fracture. It is the only one that occurs in completely brittle- 
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materials; however, it is also observed in ductile materials under certain conditions 

(cf. the notch brittleness of steel). 

(ii) Rupture (by localization of plastic deformation).- Many very ductile 

metals, particularly in sheet form, suffer rupture in tension by continued thinning 

around one section (“ necking ’’): the parts above and below the neck finally 

separate along a sharp edge or in a point, like a thread of treacle or hot glass. 

Similarly, single crystals of ductile metals may separate into two parts, when 

strained slowly at a sufficiently high temperature, by slip confined to one or a 

few slip planes which ultimately results in two parts of the crystal slipping ofF 

one another. 

Such processes cannot well l>e called fracture; in what follows, they will he 

called rupture. 

(iii) Fibrous fracture.—'This forms the bottom of the cup in the cup-and-cone 

fracture of ductile metals in the tensile test. The surface of fracture appears 

velvety matt to the naked eye, and deeply jagged under the microscope; it is 

approximately perpenciicular to the greatest tension. 

(iv) Shear fracture.—'Fhis produces the side of the cup in the cup-and-cone 

fracture; it is the typical fracture of ductile metals in shear and torsion, and in 

tensile tests on sheets. The fracture follows a surface of maximum shear strain; 

the surface of fracture is often remarkably smooth. 

(v) Fatipie fracture. - Fracture by mechanical fatigue under cyclic stressing 

has many similarities to brittle fracture, for example, in its sensitivity to surface 

defects, and in that the surface of fracture is usually perpendicular to the greatest 

tension. However, typical fatigue fracture cannot occur without local plastic 

deformation at the tip of the propagating crack, and a thin layer at the surface 

of fracture is intensely cold worked. 

Corrosion fatigue, stress corrosion, and static fatigue p>hcnomcna in brittle 

materials (e.g. the delayed fracture of glass) have different mechanisms. 

(vi) 171 ter granular viscous fracture (creep fracture).—-'This occurs only if 

the temperature is high and the rate of deformation low enough for the grains 

to slide over one another without considerable intracrystalhne deformation. As 

a consequence of the sliding, cavities open up between the grains and finally 

fracture occurs. 

(vii) Intergranular brittle fracture.- In numerous cases, impurities .segre¬ 

gating or accumulating along the grain boundaries in metals lower the cohesion 

between the grains so much that fracture can occur by intergranular separation 

with little or no plastic deformation even if the individual grains are very ductile. 

(viii) Fracture by molecular sliding.—This is similar to the intergranular 

viscous fracture in that the structure of the material becomes loosened by a viscous 

type of sliding between structural elements; in the present case, however, the 

elements are not grains of polycrystalline metals but large molecules of organic 

materials. Fracture is often preceded by the development of opacity due to 

the opening up of intermolecular cavities. 

(ix) Special types of fracture.—Each of the types enumerated above occurs 

with many different materials; in addition, there are numerous mechanisms of 

fracture that arise from some special structural or textural feature confined to 

a rather special class of materials. Thus, for example, materials with a dendritic 

texture often break along the dendrite boundaries (litaka 1931, litaka and 
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Yamagishi 1938), and twinned or kinked crystals along the planes of twinning or 

kinking (Orowan 1942). Some of the special mechanisms are closely related 

to on^j of the more general types; others, however, are too individual to be forced 

into a general scheme. 

II. ULTIMATE STRESS AND NECKING 

§3. ULTIMATE STRESS 

Before the various mechanisms of fracture and the factors determining strength 

are considered, the “ultimate stress” or “ultimate tensile strength” of ductile 

materials should be discussed. This is a quantity of great practical importance, 

which, however, has nothing to do with fracture. It is defined as the maximum 

load reached in a tensile test, divided by the initial cross-sectional area of the 

specimen; that is, it is the maximum “conventional ” stress (the load divided 

by the initial cross-sectional area of the specimen is often called the conventional 

stress). The ultimate stress can be determined from the true stress-strain curve 

H— 

Figure 1. Gcometricnl construction of the ultimate stress from the true stress-strain cur\'e. 

of the material by a simple geometrical construction, without any reference to 

fracture and strength (Considere 1885). Let a be the tensile stress and e the 

linear strain defined by 

€ = {x~x„)ix„, .(1) 

where jCq is the initial and jc the current cross-sectional area. The tensile force 

F—acr (fl “ cross-sectional area) reaches a maximum when 

dF=^ a daa da — 0, or da ja — — daja, .(2) 

Since the volume V = ax remains practically constant during plastic extension, 

daja= —dxjx; .(3) 

combining this with (2), one obtains 

daja = dXjX .(4) 

as the condition for the load maximum. In view of the definition (1) of the 

strain, dxjx~{dxjx) = de/(I -fe); hence, (4) can be written as 

This condition of the maximum load can be expressed by a simple graphical 

-construction in the true stress-strain diagram (Figure 1). Let P be the point 

on the abscissa axis whose abscissa is — 1. For any point Q on the stress-strain 
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curve a(e), the right hand side of (5) is the gradient of the straight line connecting 

P with Q. The condition of the load maximum is satisfied if this gradient is 

equal to the gradient dujde of the curve at the point Q; that is, the load maximum 

occurs at the point of contact of the curve with its tangent drawn from the point P. 

RQ = crm stress at the maximum load point, and OR the maximum 

load strain. If is the maximum load and so the ultimate stress 

is, in view of (1) and (3), = = (1 

i.e. 

1/(1 +^,n)' .(h) 

I'he ultimate stress o-,j, therefore, is the intercept OS on the stress axis between 

the strain axis and the tangent PQ. 

Corresponding graphical constructions can be obtained if the yield stress 

is given as a function, not of the linear strain, but of the logarithmic strain In Vy), 

or of the reduction of area - a)la^^=^{x ~ Xq)Ix. 
According to equation (5) and iMgure 1, the ultimate stress is cntirelv deter¬ 

mined by the stress -strain curve, that is, by the plastic behaviour of the material, 

without any reference to its strength properties, provided that fracture does not 

occur before the load maximum corresponding to equation (5) is reached. If 

premature fracture does occur, the highest load observed is a genuine expression 

of the resistance to fracture. The values of the ‘‘tensile strength” found in 

data books may be either genuine strengths referred to the initial cross section, 

or con\entional maximum load stresses unconnected with strength, according 

as the material is rather brittle or rather ductile; if the maximum reduction of 

area is given, a decision between these alternatives is often, but not always, possible. 

In order to avoid ambiguities, plastic maximum load stresses should never be 

called strength, and ultimate stresses and fracture stresses should be tabulated 

vseparately. For reasons to be discussed further below, true tensile fracture 

stresses for very ductile materials like Al, Au, Cu, or Ni have never been measured ; 

as already indicated, ductile fracture of the fibrous type does not obey a critical 

stress law and so for such fractures a strength in the strict sense of the word does 

not exist. 

The occurrence of a plastic load maximum, of course, is peculiar to tensile 

loading. There is no quantity corresponding to the ultimate stress in compression 

or shear. If a load maximum is observed in such tests (a rare occurrence), it 

must be due to a true softening or loosening of the material with increasing 

deformation. The most common example of such behaviour is the yield pheno¬ 

menon of many ferritic steels; with organic materials, numerous examples of 

strain softening (“thixotropy ”) are known. 

§4. THK NKCKING OF TENSILK SPECIMENS 

Before the maximum load is reached, the deformation of a tensile specimen is 

stable; if one cross section is slightly weaker than the rest, it suffers a slight 

additional deformation w^hich raises its yield load by strain hardening to the 

yield load of the normal cross sections. When the maximum load has been 

exceeded, however, a slight additional deformation causes a decrease, instead of 

an increase, of the yield load; a weaker cross section becomes thereby weaker 

still, the deformation remains confined to its neighbourhood, and ceases every¬ 

where else in the specimen. Since there is always a cross section that is slightly 
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thinner or weaker than the others, necking occurs generally after the maximum 

load has been reached. After necking has begun, the strain in the uniformly 

^extended parts outside the region of the neck remains constant at the value ~ OR 

(cf. Figure 1) of the maximum load strain. For this reason, is usually called 

/the “ uniform strain ”. 

§5. S'rABlLlTY OF THE EXTENSION OF NICWTONIAN 

VISCOLS MATERIALS 

The considerations of the preceding two sections refer to purely plastic 

materials whose law of deformation is given by a stress-strain curve. Such a 

curve represents sufficiently accurately the plastic behaviour of metals with 

melting points above, say, 600" if they are extended not too slowly at room tempera¬ 

ture. In creep tests at elevated temperatures, however, metals behave more 

like viscous materials whose law of deformation is a functional relationship between 

the stress and the rate of deformation. The question arises then whether the 

instability leading to the formation of the neck occurs with viscous materials 

also. 

'Fhis can be answered very simply (Nadai and Manjoine 1941, Orowan 1949a) 

for Newtonian viscous materials whose law of deformation is 

"''Jc (7) 

where 7; is the coefficient of visco.sity and t the time; cU is the differential of the 

logarithmic strain, or, what is the same, of the linear strain referred to the length 

of the specimen at the moment considered: cU - dx x. Since the volume remains 

practically constant, equation (3) gives d^— —daia \ further, a -F a if, again, F 
is the tensile force and a the current cross-sectional area. If these values are 

introduced in (7), one obtains after integration 

a^a^ - Ft 2r}. .(8) 

During extension by a constant force, therefore, the cross section of a Newtonian 

viscous specimen decreases by constant amounts per unit of time; the specimen 

w^ould extend to infinite length within the finite time 2i^aJF if its material could 

withstand infinite stresses without fracture. 

Let it be assumed now that the specimen had a weak point where the initial 

cross-sectional area was slightly less than After a time t, this cross-sectional 

area would have decreased to 

a ~ — Ftj^rj. .(««) 

-Subtraction of (8^') from (8) gives 

a — a — a^^ — a[^. .(9) 

The difference between the normal and the deficient sectional areas, therefore, 

remains constant during the extension; there is no tendency to necking until 

the cross-sectional areas have decreased to the order of magnitude of the initial 

difference between the normal and the deficient sectional areas. In other words, 

the extension of a Newtonian viscous specimen does not show the instability 

manifested by the purely plastic specimens. This is the main reason wffiy glass 

rods and tubes can be made by pulling from hot glass, while metals cannot be 

formed in this way. 
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'§6. STABILITY OF THE EXTENSION OF VISCO-PLASTIC MA'Pi'RIALS 

Metals are neither purely plastic nor purely viscous; it is of interest, therefore, 

to investigate the behaviour of a material of an intermediate nature. The simplest 

type of visco-nlastic material has the law of deformation shown in Figure 2; 

a 

Fi^^urc 2. La\\ of delormation of a 
\ iscous matfrial with yield 
point (“ Bin^^ham solid 
Dashed line : Newtonian 
\iscosity. 

Fijt^ure 3. Cohesive fVirces as a function of the 
interatomic spacing;. 

there is a yield point, and, after exceeding this, the stress is a linear function of 

the strain rate (“Bingham materiar’). In the same graph, the dashed line 

would represent Newtonian viscous behaviour. 

The stability investigation for a Bingham material is quite similar to that of 

the preceding section (Orowan 1949 a); the qualitative result, however, is clear 

without calculation. At high rates of deformation, the stress is nearly propor¬ 

tional to the deform.ation rate, and the existence of a yield point becomes irrelevant. 

The specimen behaves then like a Newtonian one, and its extension is stable. 

At very low rates of extension, on the other hand, the stress is only slightly higher 

than the yield stress, and its dependence upon the extension rate can be neglected ; 

the material behaves then like a plastic one with a sharp yield point, and necking 

will occur at the beginning of the extension. 

III. BRITTLE FRACTURE 

§7. CRITICAL TENSILE STRESS LAW 

Experience shows that isotropic brittle materials break in uniaxial tension 

when the tensile stress reaches a critical value, that of the brittle (tensile) strew^th. 

The strength of very thin fibres usually increases w ith decreasing thickness; this 

•effect will be discussed in § 14. 

The tensile fracture surface of crystals is frequently a crystallographic plane 

of low index and high atomic density (“cleavage plane”); in many crystals, 

however (e.g. quartz), the surface of fracture is non-crystallographic and of the 

same appearance as in glass. If the surface of fracture is crystallographic, the 

fracture obeys, in general, Sohneke’s law (Sohneke lSo9): it occurs when the 

tensile stress normal to the operative cleavage plane reaches a critical value. 

In alkali halides, the cleavage plane is (100), and the critical normal stress of the 

•order of 20 bars *. 
The fracture condition for triaxial states of stress will be discussed in § 17. 

* 1 baro»10® dynes/cni^. 
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§8. MOI.KCULAR COHESION (“THEORETICAL STRENGTH”) 

It was recognized at an early stage that the tensile strength of a perfectly 

homogeneous and flawless brittle solid ought to be of the order of its intrinsic 

pressure for which, in the case of water, a good estimate has already been given 

by Thomas Young (1805). The simplest way of obtaining a rough estimate of 

the molecular cohesion of a solid is from its surface energy (Polanyi 1921, Orowan 

1934 a). If a solid is extended uniformly, the excess of the molecular attraction 

over the repulsion acting across a surface element of unit area perpendicular 

to the tension varies with the mean interatomic distance x in the direction of 

tension in the manner indicated schematically in Figure 3. The extension 

should be stable until the maximum of the curve is reached; after that, fracture 

should occur. The elastic energy in the stressed specimen must provide the 

surface energy of the surfaces of fracture which is 2a for a specimen of unit cross 

section (a is the specific surface energy). It is clear that a large fraction (perhaps 

not much less than a half) of the energy 2a must be present at the moment of 

fracture between the molecules immediately adjacent to the surface of fracture; 

in other words, if is the stress at which the fracture begins and thus 

the density of elastic energy if Hooke’s law with the usual value of Young’s modulus 

E is assumed to hold up to fracture, the energy present between two 

neighbouring atomic planes of spacing a must be of the order of magnitude of a. 

Hence, the order of magnitude of the fracture stress a,,, must be 

m ^(2a£’'rt)L .(10) 

For technical metals, stones, and glasses, E is of the order of 10’’ or 10^* bars; 

the order of magnitude of a is 10*^ ergs/cm^, and that of a, 3 x 10 cm. For such 

materials, therefore, must be of the order of 10^^ dynes/cm“ 10’* bars. 

Tensile stresses of this order of magnitude have been measured in freshly pre¬ 

pared glass rods (Griffith 1920), mica sheet with stressless edges (Orowan 1933 a) 

and thin tungsten wires; steel piano wires can withstand tensile stresses up to 

about 25,000 bars. However, such high strengths are rare; the tensile 

strength of ordinary window glass is below 1,000 bars, and that of alkali halides, 

as mentioned, not much higher than 20 bars. The cause of this discrepancy 

between the molecular cohesive forces and the observed tensile strengths has 

been elucidated by Griffith (1920, 1924); the following sections will deal with 

his work and its subsequent development. 

The molecular cohesion of NaCl crystals for tensile straining in the (100) 

direction has been calculated by Zwicky (1923) from the Madelung-Born theory 

of ionic lattices; the result was a theoretical strength of about 20,000 bars. Almost 

the same figure would be obtained from the rough estimate given by equation (10). 

§9. THE GRIFFITH THEORY OF BRITTLE STRENGTH 

Griffith assumed that the discrepancy between the theoretically estimated 

and the observed values of the tensile strength was due to the presence of very 

small cracks or other flaws around which a strong stress concentration arose when 

the solid was stressed. According to his theory, the theoretical strength is the 

true microscopic fracture stress which is actually reached in very small volumes 

of the specimen while the mean stress may remain very low. In calculating the 

stress concentration at the tip of a crack of given length, Griffith made use of 

Inglis’ calculation (Inglis 1913) of the stress distribution around an elliptical 
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hole in a stressed plate, by regarding the crack as a very flat elliptical hole. If 

a plate containing a flat elliptical hole of major axis 2c is subjected to a tensile 

stress a perpendicular to the major axis, the highest tensile stress which occurs 
at the ends of the major axis is 

«'m = 2o-(r/»^ .(11) 

where p is the radius of curvature at the ends of the major axis, tends to 

infinity as p decreases to zero; without further physical assump>tions, therefore, 

no definite value for <t,„ can be obtained. Griffith circumvented the difficulty 

by assuming that the crack will lengthen and thus lead to fracture if, for a small 

increase of its length 2r, the work of the external forces is sufficient to cover the 

increase of the elastic energy around the crack and of its surface energy. Surface 

cracks of depth c produce approximately the same stress concentration as internal 

cracks of length 2c ; in the present section, usually internal cracks will be considered, 

but the results are equally valid for surface cracks of length c. From the stress 

distribution around an elliptical hole, the excess elastic energy of the plate with 

a crack (above the energy of the same plate without a crack) can be calculated as 

ll\, = 7TC^a-E .(12) 

per unit of thickness if this is small compared with the length 2c of the crack,, 

that is, if there is a plane state of stress. If the thickness is large compared with 

2r (plane strain), the excess elastic energy is 

~ (1 — r fiTC'^G^, E .(12 ^7) 

where v is Poisson’s ratio. The work of the external forces when the crack is 

introduced is twice the excess elastic energy, and the surface energy of the 

crack is 

.(13) 

per unit of thickness of the plate. The crack is in (unstable) equilibrium with 

the external forces if, for a small increase of its length, the increase of the surface 

energy and of the excess elastic energy is just covered by the work done by the 

external forces; that is, if 

^ ^ = 0 or a = (IxEirrcy .(14) 
dc h 

for a thin plate; the corresponding condition for the thick plate is 

G^[2(f.El7Tc{\-v^)}K .(14^) 

Since the equilibrium is unstable, the crack begins to run and fracture occurs 

as soon as the stress exceeds the value given by (14) or (14 77). 

Sack (1946) and Elliott (1947) have extended the theory to the axially syrnmet- 

rical three-dimensional case where the crack is a very flat oblate ellipsoid ('‘ penny¬ 

shaped ” crack). Sack’s result is that in this case the expression for a differs 

from (14 a) only in that the numerical factor under the square root is tt 2 instead 

of 2/77. Elliott has taken into consideration details of the interatomic forces 

acting across the plane of the crack; this will be discussed in the following section. 

13 r s p R 
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§10. DERIVATION OF THF GRIFFITH FRAGTLRK C’ONDITION 
FROM ATOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Obviously, there is no physical sense in considering radii of curvature at the 

tip of a crack whose order of magnitude is less than the intermolecular distance 

the sharpest possible crack can only have a radius of curvature of the atomic 

order of magnitude a. If, in equation (11), p is replaced by a and the resulting 

equation divided by equation (10), one obtains for the value of the applied mean 

stress at which the microscopic stress at a crack of atomic sharpness reaches the 

value of the molecular cohesion (Orowan 1934a), 

G = {oiEI2c)K .(15) 

This differs from Griffith’s equation (14) only by the factor under the square 

root being i instead of 2/77, a difference quite within the approximations used 

in the Griffith theory (e.g. the use of Hooke’s law up to the moment of fracture). 

Elliott (1947) has investigated the question of the errors introduced by the 

assumption of an elliptical crack. In a crystal with a cleavage plane, a crack must 

be of the shape shown in Figure 4 where the lines A-A and B-B indicate the 

f 

V 

Figure 4. Cleava^t* crack in a cr\slal. 

lattice planes nearest to the symmetry plane of the crack after the application of 

a tension perpendicular to the plane of the crack. In a solid continuum with a 

perfectly sharp crack whose profile, after applying the tension, is given by the 

dashed line in Figure 4, the stress would be infinitely high at the points 1 and 

2; if the same stress distribution applies to the real solid, however, the stress 

remains finite everywhere in the nearest planes A-A and B-B that actually 

contain matter. Elliott showed that the relationship between the normal stress 

in the planes A-A and B~B and their spacing at different points, as calculated 

from the continuum model, happens to be very similar to what ought to be expected 

for the relationship between the interatomic forces acting across the crack at 

different points and the distance between the atomic planes A-A and B-B. A 

detailed calculation has shown that the cleavage type of crack gives the same 

fracture condition, with only slightly different values of the numerical factors, as 

the elliptical crack of Griffith and the ellipsoidal (penny-shaped) crack of Sack 

<cf. §9). 

§11. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE GRIFFITH THEORY 

According to the Griffith theory, the observed tensile strength is lower than 
the maximum stress that the interatomic forces can resist; it ought to be possible, 
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therefore, to increase the tensile strength by removing or making ineffective 

the most dangerous cracks. An impressive proof of this was given by Griffith 

(1920). On freshly drawn glass rods he measured strengths (in bending) up 

to 63,000 bars, whereas the usual strength of the material was only 1,830 bars. 

The high strength, however, fell to the normal value within a few hours. With 

silica glass, occasionally even somewhat higher values were observed ; significantly, 

its high strength did not disappear spontaneously if the material \vas pure enough 

(§12). It disappeared, however, instantaneously when the silica rod was touched 

with any hard body, for example, another silica rod. The strength in bending 

xemained high if the point at which contact took place was on the compressed 

side. 

Griffith’s experiments show that, with glasses, the dangerous cracks are at 

the surface. 'Fhis has since been found to be true for most cases of brittle 
fracture. 

Joffc, Kirpitschewa, and Levitzky (1924), Joffe (1928) tried to eliminate surface 

cracks on NaCl crystals by dissolving the surface in warm water while the crystal 

Avas under tension; they claim to have measured in this way strengths up to 

16,000 bars, while the normal strength of their material was about 50 bars*. 

Schmid and \ aupel (1929) could not entirely confirm this, but they also observed 

increases of strength up to 25 times. Joffe attributed the effect to the removal 

of surface cracks; Lwald and Polanyi (1925), on the other hand, thought that the 

primary effect of the water was to reduce the yield stress. Iffie increased plastic 

deformation would then give rise to “ strain strengthening ”, an increase of strength 

due to plastic deformation (the propagation of cracks is hindered by the warpings 

and structural injuries produced by the deformation). Whichever is its primary 

cause, the existence of the ‘‘ Joffe effect ” proves that NaCl is also capable of 

withstanding stresses far above its usual strength. 

Soon after the publication of Griffith’s papers, the view w^as put forward by 

Smekal (1927) that, in the case of crystals, the discrepancy between the molecular 

cohesion and the observed strength would be a consequence, not of accidental 

flaws, but of a universal “ block structure ” of crystalline matter. According 

to this view, crystals would consist of very small blocks w^ithin which the strength 

would have its theoretical value; the cohesion between the blocks, however, 

would have the experimentally observed low value of the tensile strength. If 

this were true, the strength of crystals could not be raivSed by the elimination of 

cracks. While the interpretation of the Joffe effect remained somewhat ambiguous, 

a clear decision w as reached in the case of mica. The usual tensile strength of 

mica is between 2,000 and 3,000 bars; it was plausible to assume that this relatively 

low^ value w as due to cracks at the edges of the sheets, since the very perfect cleavage 

plane could hardly contain effective cracks. The edges of a mica tensile specimen 

could be made stressless by the use of grips narrow^er than the width of the 

lamella, so that only the central part of the lamella was under stress, and in this 

way tensile stresses exceeding 30,000 bars could be measured (Orow^an 1933 a). 

In subsequent years, an overwhelming amount of evidence has accumulated 

against the block structure hypothesis. 
In addition to the experimental verifications of the Griffith theory of brittle 

strength, many industrial processes dating from earlier times are based on the 

* The natural rock-salt ciystals they have used were hardened by plastic deformation under 
\fiarth pressure. 
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circumstance that the usual limiting factor which determines the brittle strength 

is the presence of surface cracks. In these processes, the strength is increased 

by the production of a tangential compressive stress in the surface layer; by 

this expedient, tensions acting on the surface cracks are relieved and perhaps even 

the growth of surface cracks by devitrification etc. prevented; the concomitant 

tensile stress in the interior is harmless, partly because its value is much lower, 

partly because there are no dangerous cracks inside the body. Thus, toughened 

glass is produced by quenching the surfaces with an air blast; when the interior 

cools down, its contraction produces a compressive stress in the already colder 

surface layers. The tensile stress of porcelain can be increased considerably 

by the use of a glaze that, owing to a lower coefficient of thermal expansion, 

suffers tangential compression on cooling. If the coefficient of expansion of a 

glaze is higher than that of the porcelain base, the strength is reduced by its 

application. 

As mentioned in §2, fatigue fracture has many of the characteristics of brittle 

fracture; one of the common features is that the fatigue limit of metals can usually 

be raised by producing a residual compressive stress in the surface. This can 

be achieved, for instance, by shot-blasting (“ peening "), surface rolling, or, with 

steels, by nitriding which causes an expansion of the surface layer. 

§12. LKNGTH OF ^I'HK GRIFFITH CRACKS; MFANS Ol 
OBSERVATION; MECHANISMS OF CRACK FORMAITON 

By measuring the surface tension of liquid glass at different temperatures, the 

surface energy of glass at room temperature can be obtained approximately by 

extrapolation; from this and the measured values of Young's modulus and of the 

tensile strength, the depth c of the surface cracks can be calculated by using 

equation (14) or (14^?). The crack depth was found to be about 1 or 2 fx for the 

glasses investigated by Griffith. Such cracks need not be observable micro¬ 

scopically, because their width is a very small fraction of the wavelength of light. 

However, Andrade and Tsien (1937) could make surface cracks in glass visible 

by development in sodium vapour. They found, for instance, that freshly 

drawn pyrex glass contained only few cracks; their number increased, however, 

very much when the sodium vapour treatment was applied 50 hours after drawing. 

Figure 5 shows cracks on the internal surface of a freshly drawn pyrex tube and 

Figure 6 cracks on a microscopic slide. Figure 7, by Andrade and Martindale 

(1935), shows silver particles coagulated on heating of a film of silver sputtered on 

a polished disc of silica glass. The 90'^ bend could hardly arise if the particles 

were deposited along ordinary scratches. (For Figures 5, 6, 7 see Plate I, opposite 

p. 208). 

In mica, microscopically observable features of the edge cracks and of their 

mode of propagation under stress give indications for understanding the differences 

between the strengths of lamellae with edges cut with different methods (Orowan 

1933 a). 

Griffith's observation that the increased strength of freshly drawn silica rods 

fell to the normal value on contact with any hard body shows that cracks can be 

produced mechanically. The spontaneous decrease of the abnormally high 

strength of freshly drawn ordinary potassium glass, in contrast to the behaviour 

of silica glass, shows that cracks can also arise by chemical attack on the surface 

(devitrification). The inferior strength properties of soda glass are probably 

mainly due to its low resistance to atmospheric attack; old soda glass tubes 
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crack on heating in the flame, but the tendency to cracking can be removed by 

washing the tube with dilute hydrofluoric acid. 

For many crystals (e.g. NaCl or Zn, both of which can break with a typical 

cleavage fracture) the (jriflith formula (14) would demand impossibly large crack 

depths, often larger than the dimensions of the crystal. This was regarded as 

a failure of the Griffith theory until it was realized that the Ciriffith crack pro¬ 

pagation mechanism may not be applicable to ductile materials where, on the other 

hand, entirely different fracture mechanisms can operate. 'This problem will 

he treated in Section IV, 

§13. sTA'ns^rics of cracks 

An important question raised by the (Griffith theory is whether the number 

of the most effective cracks in the specimen is very large or not. 'Fhc scatter 

of brittle strength measurements indicates that the number of the dangerous 

cracks cannot be very large; another indication is that the mean spacing of the 

cracks on glasses developed by sodium vapour in the experiments of Andrade 

and I'sien (1937) was of the order of 0*1 mm. A direct proof for the scarcity 

of cracks, however, was given by Reinkober (1931) who disrupted silica glass 

fibres, then the two fragments obtained, then the fragments of the fragments, 

and so on. Owing to the progressive elimination of the most dangeroiis cracks, 

the strength rose from generation to generation of the fragments; in one experi¬ 

ment, a fibre of 12 cm. length broke at 2,750 bars, while one of its fragments of 

()-6 cm. length had a strength of 7,600 bars. 

Reinkober’s experiments show that, in general, the brittle .strength of a specimen 

must decrease with its size, because the probability of the presence of an unusually 

deep crack decreases with the size. Much interesting work on the statistics of 

brittle strength has been done by a number of authors, among whom Peirce (1926), 

Weibull (1939a, 1939b), Kontorova (1940), Frenkel and Kontorova (1943), 

Fisher and Hollomon (1947), and Epstein (1947) should be mentioned. The 

space available for the present Report does not admit of even the briefest review of 

the results obtained; however, a few typical difficulties, not all of which have 

received due attention in the literature, must be mentioned. To begin with, one 

must make a more or less arbitrary assumption about the distribution function 

of the crack lengths; some of the simplest functions, however, may lead to 

senseless results if the number of the cracks is very small or very large (thus, 

the Gaussian distribution used by Frenkel and Kontorova gives negative strengths 

if the number of the cracks is very large (see Fisher and Hollomon 1947). 

Another objectionable point in the existing statistical treatments of brittle strength 

is the assumption that the number of the cracks is proportional to the volume of 

the specimen. This makes the results inapplicable to the overwhelming majority 

.of brittle materials (e.g. glasses) where the dangerous cracks arc on the surface, 

so that their number cannot be proportional to the volume. With glasses and 

similar materials, not even the assumption of a proportionality between the 

number of the cracks and the surface area is likely to be correct: the experiments 

of Andrade and Tsien (cf. l^'igiire 5) show that the cracks on the internal walls of 

glass and silica tubes are usually circumferential, and their number is probably 

proportional to the length of the tube rather than to its surface area. Similar 

conditions may exist in the case of rods and fibres also. Any statistical treatment 

of the brittle strength, therefore, must take into account the individual natural 
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history of the cracks in the material considered; without closest attention to this^ 

the results are likely to be more interesting mathematically than correct physically. 

§14. SIZE EFFECT 

It was found by Griffith (1920) that the tensile strength of glass fibres increases 

rapidly with decreasing thickness; the dependence of the strength a upon the 

diameter d could be expressed approximately by the formula 

a^A-Bd .(16) 

found by Karmarsch in 1858 to represent the strength of thin metal wires 

as a function of the diameter; A is the strength of large specimens, and B a 

constant. Reinkober’s experiments with thin silica fibres conformed with the 

Karmarsch formula even better than did Griffith’s measurements; a similar 

behaviour was found with sodium chloride (Jenckcl 1932), and a few other materials. 

(It may be mentioned that Karmarsch’s results on metals were not confirmed; 

they were probably due to the greater amount of cold work received by thinner 

wires in drawing.) 

’The cause of the size effect is not known with certainty ; many possible explana¬ 

tions have been vSuggested. An increase of the strength with decreasing thickness 

would follow from statistical considerations; as was mentioned in the preceding 

section, however, the existing statistical treatments do not apply to the probable 

conditions in fibres where the number of the cracks is likely to be proportional 

to the length rather than to the surface area of the volume. In any case, a statistical 

effect could hardly explain the Griffith -Karmarsch curve. I’he point has been 

made (Orowan 1933 b) that the strength begins to rise rapidly when the diameter 

of the fibre approaches the order of magnitude of the Griffith crack length for 

large specimens; the thinnest fibres that can be investigated have diameters 

less than the ordinary Griffith crack length. They cannot contain, therefore, 

cracks as long as those on large specimens and, unless their cracks are large enough 

to weaken the fibre by reducing its cross section, the strength ought to be higher 

than that of a thick rod. What is known about the origin of cracks also suggests 

that their depth is likely to be smaller on very thin specimens. 

Griffith thought that the increased length of thin fibres of glass was due to 

the alignment of long molecules during drawing which would reach a higher degree 

in thin threads: this idea, however, is not supported by the present knowledge 

of the constitution of glasses. A particularly interesting relevant observation 

has been reported by Reinkober (1932); he found that both Young’s modulus 

and the shear modulus as determined from torsion tests depend on the thickness 

of silica fibres in much the same way as the tensile strength. This effect would 

deserve further investigation; if it is real, the dependence of Young’s modulus 

supports Griffith’s hypothesis, while that of the shear modulus is rather unexpected, 

§15. ADSORPTION EFFECTS 

The strength of mica (Florenski 1930) and of silica fibres (Schurkow 1932) 

depends on the medium in which the fracture takes place; silica fibres baked 

out and broken in vacuo are 3*5 to 4*5 times stronger than those tested in air. 

This is obviously due to the fact (Orowan 1933 b) that adsorption from the atmo¬ 

sphere (probably of moisture) diminishes the surface energy and thus, according 

to the Griffith formula (14), reduces the strength. The surface energies of 
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glasses in air and in vacuo are not known; they could be measured, however, for 

a material not unlike chemically, i.e. mica (Obreimoff 1930). l"he surface 

energy of mica is about 375erg/cm^ in air, and it rises to 4,500 erg/cm^ in vacuo 

(Orowan 1933 b); if the same ratio is assumed for silica glass, its vacuum strength 

should be \/(4,500/375)^ 3-5 times higher than the strength in air, in good 
agreement with the experiments. 

§16. THK STATIC FATIGCK OF GLASS 

(jlasses sometimes break spontaneously; the fracture must be due to internal 

stresses, and the problem is to explain how a delay of months or years between 

the man\ifacture and the fracture can arise. Experimental investigations into 

this question have shown that the breaking stress of glasses decreases with increasing 

duration of loading; if the load acts for weeks or months, fracture occurs under 

stresses that are between a third and a quarter of the strength measured in short- 

time experiments (Holland and Turner 1940, Preston 1942). 

'I'he delay cannot be explained by the assumption of a thermal activation 

mechanism for the crack propagation. If the (jriffith condition is not fulfilled, 

any propagation of the crack would mean the isothermal creation of free (surface) 

energy from thermal energy, in contradiction to the Second Law; once the 

condition is satisfied, however, there are no appreciable energy barriers to be 

overcome during the cleavage process because the tip of the crack contains 

numerous molecular bonds in all stages of separation, and the energy barriers 

for breaking the individual bonds average out. 

'The explanation of the delayed fracture which has subsequently been confirmed 

by experiments is that the surface energy of a surface crack is lowered by atmo¬ 

spheric adsorption, and thus the crack propagating stress is reduced if the pro¬ 

pagation is slow enough for the adsorbed material to diffuse to the tip of the crack 

during its propagation (Orowan 1944). 'The adsorption may be a physical or 

a chemical one; it may amount to a surface devitrification, and its etfect may be 

reinforced by the mechanical action of the devitrification products which may 

occupy a greater volume than the glass and so force apart the crack. The ratio 

of the strengths for very fast and very slow loading, according to the preceding 

section, must be the square root of the ratio of the surface energies without and 

with adsorption; if, again, this ratio is assumed to be the same as with mica, the 

strength in fast loading should be y 12^3-5 times higher than in prolonged 

loading, in good agreement with experiments. I'urthermore, the long-time 

strength in experiments carried out in vacuo should be as high as the short-time 

strength; this conclusion has also been confirmed experimentally (Baker and 

Preston 1946). 

§17. BHITTLF FRACTURF GNDKR Bl-AND TRIAXIAL STRESS 

A fracture condition for biaxial states of stress has been derived by Griffith 

(1924) directly from the Inglis solution of the stress distribution around an 

elliptical hole in a plate. His assumption is that the (isotropic) material contains 

cracks of all directions and that the maximum crack length, as well as the radius 

of curvature at the tip of the crack, is the same for cracks of all orientations. 

The Inglis solution then gives directly the maximum tensile stress at the tip of 

the crack of the most dangerous orientation relative to the principal stress 

axes, as a function of the two principal stresses P and O. Griffith assumes that 
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fracture occurs when the highest local tensile stress at the longest crack of the 

most dangerous orientation reaches a fixed critical value equal to the molecular 

cohesion (theoretical strength) of the material; those combinations of P and O 

at which fracture takes place can be expressed then by equations in which the 

only physical constant is the ordinary tensile strength K for uniaxial stressing. 

These equations represent the fracture criterion for biaxial stressing. If tensile 

stresses are regarded as positive and P>Qy the fracture criterion is as follows: 

If 3P-hO ^0, fracture occurs when P= K. .(17) 

If 3P + g<0, fracture occurs when {P - QY+ SK{P-\-Q) ^i).(lb) 

*rhe graphical interpretation of these equations is given in Figure 8 (Orowan 

1949b). If P and O are plotted as rectangular coordinates, equation (IS) is 

I'iyure 8. Cit'onietrical representation ot the biaxial 
fracture criterion ot Griffith. 

that of a parabola which shows its concave side in the direction of the bisector 

of the negative P and Q axes; equation (17) is that of the vertical tangent ot this 

parabola. If all combinations of P and Q are considered, not only those for 

which P>Q, the fracture conditions have to be completed by Q = ftTfor 30 -f /*. 0 

and ^ > P; this means the horizontal tangent to the same parabola. The resulting 

fracture curve is that drawn with full lines in Figure 8; fracture occurs when the 

point representing the state of stress crosses the curve in the direction towards its 

shaded side. An interesting feature is that, on this criterion, a brittle material 

can withstand any shear stress provided that a sufficiently high hydrostatic 

stress is superposed *. Eq\iation (18) shows directly that the hydrostatic pressure 

needed to prevent fracture at the shear stress t = {P— Q)/! is t^/4A7 F"or uniaxial 

compression (P = (), 0<O), equation (18) gives the strength as SAT, that is, the 

compressive krength in brittle fracture should be eight times higher than the 

tensile strength. This relationship is approximately fulfilled for cast iron and 

for many stones and rocks. There is one difficulty, however: according to 

Griffith’s considerations, the most dangerous cracks in uniaxial compression 

would be those at 45^ to the stress, and they should propagate in their own planes, 

* This explains why many materials that are brittle in the ordinary tension and compression 
tests become ductile if a sufficiently hiph hvdrostatic pressure is superposed (Kick 1892, 
V. K^rm^n 1911). 
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Although fracture surfaces at about 45"" are common in compressive tests, failure 

by cracking parallel to the direction of compression is almost equally often 

observed with glasses and stones; sometimes the surfaces of fracture run at 45"" 

if the compression plates are dry but become parallel to the compressive stress 

if these are lubricated. The problem of the cracking parallel to the stress in 

compression has not been solved; a few attempted explanations (Fridman 1946) 

have been unsatisfactory. 

The Griffith biaxial criterion can be applied to triaxial states of stress since, 

in the approximation used, normal or shear stresses in the plane perpendicular 

to the edge of the crack cannot exert an appreciable influence. 

Until lately, the only experimental support for the fracture conditions (17) 

and (18) was that they gave good approximate values for the ratio of the compressive 

to the tensile strength for a number of brittle materials. Recently, however, 

the present writer has found (Orowan 1949 b) that Bridgman’s measurements 

(1947 b) of fracture stresses of brittle materials under superposed high hydro¬ 

static pressures can be correlated satisfactorily with the uniaxial tensile stress 

by means of (17) and (18). Table 1 shows the hydrostatic pressure /), the super¬ 

posed tension S at fracture, the principal stresses* P — S-p and Q — -p^ the 

l^able 1 

Stresses in 1,000 kjt/cm^ 

Material P .V P S-p Q- P Eqn. No.f K Apxp 

Pyrex 

Pyrex rire- 

28 15-5 12-5 - 28 (18) 0*71 

polishecl 27 24*5 - 2*5 -27 (18) 2-54 
Pyrex 28 - 47 -28 - 75 (18) 2-68 

Carboloy 27 58 31 -27 (17) 31 J 
r between 

20 and 

1 30 
Carboloy 27 .54-5 11'S -27 (17) 27-5 ] 

Beryllium 27*5 18-5 .. 9 ~27-.S (18) M7 "1 1 .-9 

Beryllium ij; 18 8 -10 -18 (18) 0-3 J r 
t I'lquation fracture condition. 

The second measurement with Be was made without a sheath protecting the specimen from 
the pressure liquid, so that this could penetrate into the cracks. In calculating): the value of S for 
her\ Ilium, both the reduction of the cross-sectional area due to necking, and the inhomogeneity 
of the stress distribution were taken into account as accurately as was possible with the experimental 
data available. For calculating the maximum axial tension from the mean tension, Bridgman’s 

formula (1944) was used. 

number of the equation that represents the fracture condition for the case in 

question, the value K calculated from the fracture condition (17) or (18), and 

the probable value A",..,,,of the fracture stress in simple uniaxial tension as indicated 

by Bridgman. § The agreement is as good as can be expected- In particular, 

the fracture stresses of pyrex glass under tension and under compression with a 

hydrostatic pressure of 28,000 kg/cm^ superposed lead to values in good agreement 

between themselves if the fire-polished specimen is considered, and with the value 

to be expected for the ordinary tensile strength. 

* For the compressive test (as Pyrex : third row in the Table) the algebraically greater principal 
stress is —p, and the smaller principal stress Q^S -p. 

§ The Table contains only those of Bridgman’s measurements which weie not obviously 
unsuited for evaluation. Omitted arc those materials which suffered large plastic deformation 
before fracture (NaCl and phosphor-bronze), those which c<mtained gross defects (samples of 
AljOa), and a porous material which was crushed by the hydrostatic pressure (pipestone). 
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§18. BRITTLE STRENGTH OF POLYCRYS'EALLINE AGGREGATES 

Experience shows that the strength increases with decreasing grain size 

and that, moreover, the brittle fracture of polycrystalline metals is a coherent 

crack propagation process; it begins in one grain and spreads to others in the sur¬ 

roundings. The tirst question is whether the initiation of a crack in a grain, 

or its propagation to the next grain, needs a higher stress. There is no certain 

answer to this question, but apparently the propagation of a crack across grain 

boundaries is, ia general, more difficult than its initiation. There are two 

possibilities for the extension of a crack from one grain to another. Either it 

may directly penetrate the grain boundary; or it may produce in the neighbouring 

rain a high stress which starts there an independent crack*. In either case, 

the condition for the continuation of the propagation across the boundary is 

probably the attainment of a critical stress at the end of the crack (i.e. at the 

botindary), or within a certain region in the next grain. Since the stress at a 

given distance from the tip of the crack is proportional to the square root of its 

length (cf. equation (11) and Inglis (1913)), one would expect the brittle strength 

of a polycrystalline metal to be inversely proportional to the square root of the 

mean grain diameter (Orowan 1933 b). This was confirmed in the case of poly- 

crystalline zinc, and recently the same relationship was found between the grain 

size and the brittle strength in several steels; the brittle strength was measured 

by fracture in liquid nitrogen (Fetch 1949). 

IV. DUCTILE FRACTURES AND NOTCH BRUETLENESS 

Non-elastic deformations play an essential role in many types of fracture; 

the term ‘‘ductile fracture’', however, will be used only for those non-brittle 

fractures in which plastic slip, mechanical twinning, or kinking (Orowan 1942)— 

i.e. intracrystalline processes of plastic deformation—play a decisive part. 

Although fractures by mechanical fatigue may also fall within this definition, 
they will be treated separately. 

§19. RUPTURE BY NEUKlNCi AND BY SLIPPING-OFF 

As already mentioned (§2), rupture cannot be regarded as a fracture in the 

narrower sense of the word. It is a consequence of an instability of plastic 

deformation and occurs when the deformation becomes localized in a small 

part of the specimen. In the case of tensile specimens, the nature of this instabil¬ 

ity has been discussed in Chapter II. As a rule, necking is followed by fracture 

in the neck; sometimes, however, the neck becomes progressively thinner and 

separation occurs without any observable fracture. This process of rupture 

is promoted by low values of the transverse tension in the neck (see §21); conse¬ 

quently, it occurs much more frequently in sheets than in rods, and it can be 

provoked by the application of a hydrostatic pressure which counteracts the 
transverse tension. 

Rupture by slipping-off occurs with single crystals, particularly those with 

one strongly preferred set of slip planes (e.g. Zn, Cd, or Mg). The underlying 

instability of the slip process is the concentration of the deformation in single 

slip planes or in clusters of them. This concentration is promoted by slow^ 

deformation and high temperatures. 

* Private communication from Professor N. E'. Mott. 
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§20. GENERAL FEATURES OF DUCTILE FRACTURE 

The only work required for brittle fracture is that needed to overcome the 

cohesive forces between the atoms at either side of the cleavage crack. This work 

is so small that, in almost all practical cases, it can be supplied from the elastic 

energy stored in the specimen and the testing machine at the moment of fracture. 

Since, in addition, cleavage does not require thermal activation, the velocity 

of crack propagation in brittle fracture can be very high, of the order of the 

velocity of sound. In ductile fracture, on the other hand, the work done against 

the cohesive forces is usually negligible compared with the work of plastic deform¬ 

ation that has to be done in. order to extend the crack, l^he elastic energy in a 

conventional tensile or torsion specimen is quite inadequate to supply the 

necessary plastic work, and so the crack can spread only if the external forces 

continue to do work; its propagation can be arrested at any time simply by stop¬ 

ping the drive of the testing machine.* 

d'he slow propagation of the crack in ductile fracture is shown by the tensile 

load-extension curve higure 9. The curves usually seen in the literature end 

Fi^^irc 9, Stress-strain cur\e of cupro-nickel showing the part correspondint^ to th«- 

propagation ol the crack (!'' to G). 

at the point F where the crack propagation begins; however, if a sufficiently 

rigid testing machine is used, the part FG representing the spread of the crack 

across the specimen with a gradual decrease of the cross-sectional area to zero 

can be recorded (Orowan, Nye and Cairns 1945). With i in. diameter tensile 

specimens of pure Cu or AI, the extension of the specimen between the points 

F and G is of the order of 1 mm. 

Obviously, the Griffith theory cannot be applied to ductile fracture where 

the cohesive work and the change of the elastic energy during crack propagation 

are insignificant compared with the work done by the external forces, most of 

which is used for the plastic deformation necessary for the propagation of the 

crack.f Disregard of this fundamental point has led to much confusion in the 

physical interpretation of ductile fracture. 

Provided that the dynarnonieter of the testing machine is sufficient 1\^ rigid. The beam, 
hydraulic piston, or spring dynamometers of the commercial testing maciiines “run away” as 
soon as the load begins to drop; such machines arc unsuitable for studies of the ductile fracture 
proct'SS. 

t Xote adiied in proof, A recent development has shown that the Griffith formula can be 
generalized so as to apply to ” brittle ” fracture in low carbon steels, where the plastic deformation. 
is concentrated in a thin layer at the surface of fracture; see footnote on p. 214. 
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As mentioned already, ductile and brittle fractures differ not by the presence 

or absence, respectively, of plastic deformation before fracture, but by their 

different mechanisms of crack propagation; typical brittle fracture can occur 

after considerable plastic deformation. This raises an interesting question. 

If plastic yielding precedes brittle fracture, the yield stress and the brittle strength 

must be equal at the moment of fracture. According to Griffith’s conceptions, 

however, the true microscopic local stress at the tip of the propagating crack is 

very much (perhaps 100 or 1,000 times) higher than the observed brittle strength; 

how can such high tensile stresses (which must be accompanied by shear stresses 

of the same order of magnitude) exist in a material the yield stress of which is 

100 or 1,000 times smaller? The answer is that shear stresses very much higher 

than the macroscopic yield stress can exist in very small regions without causing 

plastic yielding (Bragg 1942); it has been shown that the molecular shear cohesion 

of a crystal lattice must be much higher than its observed yield stress in shear 

(Frenkel 1926, Orowan 1940) although, in the opinion of the present writer, the 

traditional method of estimating the molecular shear cohesion is faulty and the 

results far too high (Bragg and Tomer 1949). Obviously, a crack can spread 

with the brittle mechanism if the molecular tensile cohesion, hut not the molecular 

shear cohesion, is overcome at its tip; this can occur even while at the same 

time the macroscopic yield stress (determined by the presence of dislocations 

elsewhere in the material) is equal to the macroscopic brittle strength. 

§21. THK TKNSILE FRACTURE OF DUC'l'lLK METALS 

The typical fracture of round rods of ductile metals in the tensile test is the 

cup-and-cone fracture shown in Figure 10. (For Figures 10 and 11 see Plate 11, 

after p. 000.) The bottom of the cup shows the fibrous type of fracture, while 

its sides are shear fractures. Fracture of the cup-and-cone type always begins 

in the centre of the neck ; this can be proved by making axial sections of specimens 

before fracture is complete (between the points F and G in Plgure 9). Pigure 11 

is a reproduction of one of Ludwik’s original photographs (1926) obtained in this 

way; it shows the crack in the neck of an aluminium tensile specimen. Since the 

fracture begins with the fibrous portion, its fracture criterion must be that of 

fibrous fracture. 

The fact that the cup-and-cone fracture begins in the centre of the neck is 

usually regarded as a consequence of the circumstance that the axial tension is 

highest there. This can be recognized qualitatively in the following way. 

Since the shear stress vanishes at a free surface, the outlines of the necked specimen 

shown in Hgure 12 must be stress trajectories. For reasons of symmetry the 

axis of the specimen is also a trajectory, and the other trajectories must run in 

the way indicated in the figure. Let now a lens-shaped volume be delimited 

by two trajectories A-A, B-B, of the perpendicular set, symmetrical with respect 

of the centre of the neck. The axial set of trajectories gives the directions of 

the forces acting upon the volume AABB; except on the axis, these forces have 

everywhere a radial component which creates a transverse (radial) tension in 

the neck. This vanishes at the free surfaces AB and rises to a maximum in the 

centre of the neck. Let now be the axial and R the radial tension in a point 

in the narrowest cross section of the neck; y„ and R are principal stresses and it 

can be shown that the third (circumferential) principal stress must be approxi¬ 

mately R, The state of tension with the principal stresses R^ R is equivalent 
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to a uniaxial tension (F„ —/?) with a hydrostatic tension R superposed ; since the 

hydrostatic component has negligible influence upon plastic yielding, the 

Figure 12. Sketch of the stress trajectories in the 
neck of a tensile specimen. 

uniaxial component must be equal to the yield stress Y in simple tension if the 

neck is in a state of plastic deformation: 

or Y^=Y^R, .(19) 

Bridgman has shown that the strain is fairly constant over the cross section of 

the neck (Bridgman 1947 a); hence, the yield stress Y is also approximately 

constant, and the axial tension F,, rises with R to a maximum in the centre of the 

neck. It is usually thought that this maximum of the axial tension and of the 

hydrostatic tension is responsible for the starting of the fracture in the centre. 

However, the matter is by no means clear since, as will be seen in §31, fibrous 

fracture certainly does not obey a maximum tensile stress condition. 

An additional reason why the crack starts in the centre is that the central 

parts of a rolled rod, having arisen from the central parts of the ingot where the 

segregations are strongest, are weaker than the peripheral parts. 

§22. THE *‘TRUE’’ TENSILE STRENGTH 

The ‘‘true’’, as distinguished from the ultimate, tensile strength is defined 

as the load at which fracture begins, divided by the area of the cross section in 

which the fracture begins, that is, by the area of the narrowest cross section of 

the neck in the case of the cup-and-cone fracture. It should be pointed out 

in this section that this definition does not give the true axial tension at which the 

fracture begins, and it will be seen in §31 that the fibrous fracture does not obey 

a tensile stress condition; thus one cannot speak of a true strength for fibrous 

fracture in any case. 

From the preceding section it is clear that the stress distribution in the 

narrowest cross section of the neck is not uniform; the “ true ” strength according 

to the usual definition, therefore, is not the true stress at which fracture begins 

but merely the mean stress in the cross section. The problem of the stress 

distribution in the neck has not been solved yet; approximate solutions by 
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Siebel (1925) and Bridgman (1944) indicate, however, that the tension in the 

centre can well be 30 or 40% higher than the mean tensile stress. 

If the area of the narrowest cross section of the neck is measured, as usual, 

on the fractured specimen, another error arises (MeAdam and Mebs 1943). 

Since the neck contracts considerably during the propagation of the crack, its 

smallest cross section at the moment vvhen fracture starts is greater than after 

completion of the fracture. 

A brief reflection shows that the “true” strength, even if it existed and if 

it could be measured correctly, would have no practical importance for applications 

in engineering. 

§23. THE LUDWIK HYPOTHESIS 

Until recently, work on the fracture of ductile metals was dominated by a 

hypothesis due to Ludwik (1923). Although it is clear now that this hypothesis 

may be true only for the brittle but not for the fibrous type of fracture, its discussion 

is necessary for the understanding of the historical development of the subject. 

Ludwik assumed that the mechanical behaviour of a ductile metal was deter¬ 

mined by two basic functions, the yield stress Y and the strength S, in their 

•dependence upon the plastic strain e. He further assumed that, in general, 

the yield stress would increase with the plastic strain more rapidly than the strength; 

.although, for a ductile metal, initially Y <S, plastic deformation would raise 

Y ultimately to the value of S, and then fracture would occur at the point of 

intersection F of the (V, <?) curve with the {S, e) curve (Figure 13). 

Eigure 1.3. Lud\vik’.s conception of fracture 
occurring at the point of intersection of a 
>it‘ld stress-strain curve with a strength- 
strain curve. 

Figure 14. Axial sections of tensile 
specimens with («) a circumferential 
V-notch and {b) sawcut notch. 

When Ludwik put forward the view represented by Figure 13, it was not 
realized that several essentially different physical processes may lead to the 
common result of fracture; in fact, his aim was to explain, with the assumption 
of only one fracture condition, the occurrence of apparently brittle fractures in 
carbon steels that are highly ductile in the usual tensile test, i.e., the phenomenon 
called notch brittleness. The exploration of notch brittleness has been a pivotal 
point in the development of the physics of ductile fracture; before the latter can 
be treated in greater detail, a review of the main facts and theories of notch 
brittleness must be given. 
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§24. NOTCH BRITTLENESS 

Ferritic steels sometimes break with an almost completely brittle fracture, 

while the same material shows a high ductility and fibrous fracture in the ordinary 

tensile test. Impact loading and low temperatures promote brittle fracture; 

severe continental winters have often caused numerous brittle fractures of railway 

rails and rolling stock. The last spectacular epidemic of such failures occurred 

in welded ships during the 1939-45 war. 

A strong tendency to brittle fracture on the part of a steel can he detected 

by bending tests on notched bars (hence the name “notch” brittleness). In 

a crude form, such tests were used by blacksmiths hundreds of years ago; the 

more refined modern form of the test (breaking the notched bar specimen by the 

impact of a pendulum hammer, the energy loss of which measures the work of 

fracture) was introduced by S. B. Russell (1897). I'he conventional specimens 

and testing machines used at present were designed by Charpy and by Izod. 

Not so long ago, brittle fracture in steels was attributed to high speeds of 

(macroscopic) deformation, and this belief has not yet completely disappeared. 

However, slow bending is usually almost as effective as impact bending in pro¬ 

ducing brittle fracture; thus, although high rates of loading increase the tendency 

to brittleness, they cannot be its main cause. It was Ludwik who drew attention 

to what is at present regarded as the main direct cause of notch brittle behaviour : 

the triaxial state of tension arising on plastic deformation in specimens containing 

notches or cracks. It was shown in §21 that there is a transverse (radial) tension 

in the neck of a tensile specimen. Obviously, the same argument applies to a 

rod-shaped tensile specimen provided with a circumferential notch (Figures 14(^2), 

14 (b)): as soon as plastic yielding has extended over the notch core (the volume 

surrounded by the circumferential notch) and the difference between the axial 

and the radial tension has become equal to the yield stress Y (equation (19)), 

the axial stress 1'^ rises from the value Y of the yield stress at the tip of the notch 

to a maximum in the centre of the core, the value of which increases with the depth 

and sharpness of the notch.* 

In the presence of a notch, therefore, the highest tensile stress in the specimen 

is not the yield stress Y but the axial stress Y^^~ Y +R (see §21) in the centre 

of the notch core. The curve of the greatest tensile stress as a function of the 

plastic strain is then obtained from the yield stress-strain curve Y (e) by addition 

of the transverse stress R (Figure 15); with the strength-strain curve assumed 

in this figure, the point of fracture moves from F to F^ as a consequence of the 

circumferential notch, and the strain at fracture diminishes from that corre¬ 

sponding to the abscissa of F to that of F,^; that is, the notch reduces the deforma¬ 

tion of the specimen. This was Ludwik’s theory of notch brittleness. 

A few years after Ludwik’s publication, Fettweis (1929) pointed out in a valuable 

monograph on notch brittleness that Ludwik’s theory did not really explain the 

fundamental physical difference between the brittle fracture with its bright 

crystalline cleavage faces and the ductile fracture with the dull velvety surface 

of fracture, between which there is no continuous transition ; in borderline 

* Before plastic flow has set in, the tensile stress in the notched cross section is highest at the 
tip of the notch and falls towards the centre of the section. Plastic deformation begins at the tip 
of the notch and keeps the stress there approximately constant while the stresses in the elastic 
central part of the section are rising. Finally, a stress maximum develops in the centre as plastic 
deformation extends over the notch core. It is easily seen that a triaxial state of tension arises 
around any notch or crack (not only a circumferential one) if the applied tension has a component 

perpendicular to it. 
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cases between brittle and ductile fracture, a part of the surface of fracture is 
purely crystalline, and the rest purely fibrous. The missing element in the 

Figure 15. Ludwik’s theory of notch brittleness*: is the axial 
yield tension raised by the triaxial tension due to a notch. 

theory was supplied by Davidenkov (1936) who suggested that, corresponding 
to the two types of fracture observed, there would be two strength-strain curves: 
one (B in Figure 16) for brittle, and another, D, for ductile fracture. He assumed 

Figure 16. Davidenkov’s modification of the Ludwik theory : D is 
the hypothetical ductile strength, B the brittle strength. 

the positions of these curves as shown in Figure 16; the reason for assuming the 
curious downward slope of the ductile strength curve will be explained in §30, 
In the absence of a notch or neck, the highest tensile stress as a function of 
the plastic strain is given by the yield stress curve y(c), and ductile fracture 
would take place at its intersection with the ductile strength curve D. With a 
notch or a crack, the curve of the highest axial tension — F -hi? might intersect 
the curve B first, and then brittle fracture would occur at a greatly reduced value 
of the fracture strain. 
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As already mentioned, it will ht shown in §31 that fibrous fracture does not 

occur at definite values (which may depend on the strain) of the highest principal 

tension; in other words, with different triaxialities of tension and different forms 

of the specimen, the points in the stress-strain diagram at which fibrous fracture 

occurs do not lie on a curve. Consequently, Davidenkov’s scheme must be 

modified by omitting the (non-existing) ductile strength curve D (Orowan, 

Nye and Cairns 1945, Orowan 1945). 'I'he final diagram representing the 

condition for brittle fracture is then that of Figure 17. In the absence of a sharp 

Figure 17. Present version of the Ludwik theory : there is no curve 
of ductile fractures. 

notch or crack, the Y^^ curves end by ductile fracture in points the locus of which 

is not a curve. With a sufficiently sharp notch or crack, the curve may 

intersect the curve B and then brittle fracture occurs. 

52.S. CRITERION FOR FULLY DUC ITLF, NOTCH BRITTLE AND 

BRITTLE BEHAVIOUR 

'Fhe triaxial tension in the core of a plastically deformed circumferential 

notch can be regarded as being due to the constraint imposed upon the core 

by the larger cross sections above and beknv which hinder the transverse con¬ 

traction and thus the axial extension of the core. In this sense, the ratio of the 

axial yield tension to the uniaxial yield stress can be called a “plastic 

constraint factor”; the mean axial tension in the narrowest section of the core, 

divided by F, is then the mean conslraint factor, and the highest value of F„, in 

the centre of the core, divided by V', the maximum comtraifit factor. 

Until fairly recently, it was believed (see §30) that the coi^straint factors 

minimum notch core area 
increase to infinity if the core ratio -—--^ 

area of the unnotched cross sections 

well as the radius of curvature at the tip of the notch, and its width become 

vanishingly small ('* ideally deep and sharp notch ”). If this were so, a sufficiently 

deep and sharp crack could induce brittle fracture in any material, since it could 

raise the tensile stress to any high value. This is in disagreement with the fact 

that genuine brittle fracture cannot be observed in most of the very ductile metals 

and alloys. The reason for this is that, in reality, the maximum constraint 

H rsF R 
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factor of an ideally deep and sharp notch, far from being infinity is only of the 

order 3. This can he proved in the following way (Orowan, Nye and Cairns 

1945, Orowan 1945), 

Figure 18 [a) shows an ideally deep and sharp notch in an infinitely extended 

I 

IS. {(t) itlrnlly deep and sharp notch in an inhnitc solid, and (//) fl:it indt-ntcr 
on a scnii-inhnitc solid. 

plastic solid ; let it be assumed first that the notch core is circular. If a vertical 

tension (indicated by the arrows) is applied, plastic deformation takes place in 

the two semi-infinite solids around the notch core, and the stress distribution in 

either of tliem will differ from that in a semi-infinite solid indented by a friction¬ 

less circular punch (Figure l8(i))only in that the signs of all stress components 

are reversed. According to an approximate calculation of the punch indentation 

problem by Hencky (1923), for an ideally plastic solid the highest value of the 

axial stress (which occurs in the centre of the indentation) is about 3-3 i *, the 

mean pressure over the contact area is about 2-9 V, Hence, the maximum con¬ 

straint factor of an ideally sharp and deep notch in an ideally plastic material is 

about 3-3, and the mean constraint factor about 2-9. 

In considering the corresponding two-dimensional problem, Figure 18 (a) must 

be regarded as a section of two semi-infinite solids welded together along an 

infinitely long strip representing a notch core of infinite length perpendicular 

to the plane of the figure. This case is perhaps more appropriate in considering 

the effect of more or less straight cracks in a large bulk of metal. The plastic 

stress distribution, apart from the signs of the stress components, is the same 

as in a semi-infinite plastic solid indented with a frictionless indenter along an 

infinitely long narrow strip. This stress distribution problem has been solved 

for the ideally plavStic solid by Prandtl (1923) (see also Hill 1949), The stress 

is constant over the area of contact and is equal to (1 — 7rj2)Y'^2-57 Y. The 

maximum, as well as the mean, constraint factor for the two-dimensional ideal 

notch in an ideally plastic solid, therefore, is 2*57. 

Since no crack or notch can, by its plastic constraint, raise the tensile stress 

above 2*57 Y or (if the axially symmetrical case is more fitting) 3*3 T, a material 

can show notch brittleness onfy if its brittle strength, at a stage of plastic deforma¬ 

tion, becomes less than about 2*57F or 3*31'. If the brittle strength is always 

above 3*31^, no brittle fracture can take place. This seems to be the case with 

most very ductile metals, 
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It the alternative constraint factors 2-57 and 3-3 are replaced approximately 

by 3, the ductility properties of metals can be said to depend on the relative 

magnitudes of the yield stress (in tension) and the brittle strength B in the 
following manner: 

if jB <y, the material is brittle; 

if Y <B <3Yy the material is ductile in the tensile test but m»tch-brittle; 

if B >3Y, the material is fully ductile (not notch-brittle). 

§26. THE TRANSITION TKMPKRATURK BETWEEN FUEL DUCTILITY 

AND NOTCH BRITTLENESS 

If the work of fracture, measured by the pendulum hammer, is plotted for a 

given material as a function of the temperature, a curve of the type shown in 

Figure 19 is obtained. Above a more or less narrow temperature interval the 

I'luurf 1‘^ 'I'hc- transition tiniprralurc : llu- “notch itttpact value” (work ril' fracture) ns n 
function of the temperature. 

work has a fairly constant high value, and the fracture is fibrous; below this 

interval, the work has a constant low value, and the fracture is of the cleavage 

type (crystalline). As the temperature is lowered through the transition interval, 

an increasing fraction of the surface of fracture becomes crystalline. 

The existence and the sharpncvss of the transition are explained by Figure 20, 

in which B, Y and 3}' are plotted as functions of the temperature. As the 

Oriffith formula suggests, B does not depend strongly on the temperature, 

because neither the clastic moduli, nor the surface energy change rapidly with 

7’ ; F, on the other hand, usually rises by a factor between 1 -5 and 3 as the tempera¬ 

ture is lowered from 20' ( . to that of liquid air. If the curve of B intersects 

that of 3Y at the temperature 7’j>, the material is ductile above but notch brittle 

below 72 while it is completely brittle below 7\, the point in which B and Y 
intersect. On the simple picture underlying Figure 20, therefore, the transition 

would occur sharply at a critical temperature. In reality, it takes place within a 

more or le^ss narrow temperature interval. 
It is a much discussed question what types of specimen and test are best 

suited to give an accurate measure of the tendency to notch brittleness. Figure 20 

shows that a measure of this tendency cannot be obtained from measurements 

fit one temperature only; these can show, in general, only whether the transition 
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interval is above or below the temperature of the measurement. The necessary 

and usually sufficient data for measuring the tendency to notch brittleness are 

the position and the width of the transition interval. These data can be obtained 

Fil/ure 20. Explanation ut the transition teinpcraturc. Regions ol full i)rittlt‘nt‘ss (() to T,), 
notch brittleness ('/\ to 7’^), and full ductility (above 'r>)- 

without any testing machine, by means of a vice, a hammer and a refrigerator 

or solid CO2, by observing the limits of the temperature regions of purely fibrous 

and purely crystalline fracture on sharply notched test specimens. 

§27. NOTCH BRITTLENESS AND LOW TE M JHiR A'l'L R F BUm’LENESS 

Cooling down to the temperature of liquid air raises the yield stress of metals 

roughly 1*5 to 3 times; the presence of notches or cracks, according to §25, 

also increases the highest tensile stress up to three times for a given value of the 

yield stress. If it is assumed that the brittle strength varies with the temperature 

much less than does the yield stress, both notch brittleness and brittleness at 

the temperature of liquid air must be expected to occur.if the brittle strength 

is less than about two or three times higher than the yield stress at any stage 

of deformation. The conditions of notch brittleness and low temperature 

brittleness being approximately identical, metals that are notch brittle at room 

temperature may be expected to be completely brittle at liquid air temperature. 

'I'his, in fact, is so with ferritic steels which are almost exceptional among the 

common metals in combining high ductility in the normal tensile test with notch 

brittleness and low temperature brittleness.. 

I'he direct measurement of the brittle strength of steels at liquid air tempera¬ 

ture, after various amounts of deformation at higher temperatures, is one of the 

most powerful methods of investigating notch brittleness. Sakharov (1936),. 

Hollomon and Zener (1944) have done work on these lines; Fetch (1949) has 

studied the influence of the grain size op the brittle strength by low temperature 

tensile tests, 
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§28. TEMPER BR ITTLiCN ESS 

The ordinary notch brittleness of ferritic steels, particularly plain carbon 

steels, is a consequence of their relatively low brittle strength for transcrystalline 

(cleavage) fracture which is just sufficient to make them ductile in the tensile 

test but not enough to ensure ductility in the presence of a crack or a sharp notch. 

This seems to be an inherent property of plain carbon steels which cannot be 

removed radically without the addition of allowing elements, although the transi¬ 

tion temperature can be depressed far enough below room temperature by the 

careful removal of nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus and sulphur. In addition to 

this, probably constitutional, type of notch brittleness, steels can devx^lop a more 

accidental type if, after hardening, they are tempered in a temperature interval 

that lies usually between 250' and 450 c. The characteristic feature of this 

“ temper brittleness ” is that the fracture is prevalently intercrystalline (Figure 21, 

Plate III) (Nutting 1940); it is due, therefore, to a weakening of the cohesion 

at the grain boundaries, probably by some precipitation process. Many metallur¬ 

gists believe that this hypothetical precipitation process is basically related to 

that which is assumed to be the cause of strain ageing, blue brittleness, and 

perhaps also of quench ageing. The interesting point is that, as the example 

of steel shows, polycrystalline metals can undergo at least two essentially different 

types of brittle fracture, transcrystalline and intergranular; which of these 

occurs depends on whether the cleavage strength or the intercrystalline cohesion 

is higher. If a steel is temper brittle, its boundary cohesion is lower than the 

cleavage strength; the transition interval then separates temperatures of ductile 

fracture from those of mainly intergranular brittle fracture. Otherwise, the 

general theory of notch brittleness as indicated in the preceding sections applies 

to temper brittleness equally well. 

§2Q. .SIZE EFFEC r IN NOTCH BRITTLENESS 

Large specimens of a given material are generally more prone to nolch 

brittleness than small ones; of a series of geometrically similar specimens, with 

geometrically similar notches, the smallest may be quite ductile in bending while 

the largest break explosively without any directly visible plastic deformation. 

This size effect has been the subject of a number of investigations; one of the 

latest of these is the careful work of Shearin, Ruark, and Trimble (1948) in 

whose paper references to earlier publications are available. 

Once a crack (ductile or brittle) has started at the bottom of the notch, the 

geometrical similarity between specimens of different size is destroyed, since the 

curvature at the tip of the crack is determined by the structure of the material, 

not by its machined shape. This, however, does not explain the size effect; 

the question is why the first crack, whether ductile or brittle, does not arise 

simultaneously in a .series of geometrically similar specimens. 'There arc only 

two obvious factors which may lead to a different behaviour according to the 

size. First, the ratio of the grain size to the specimen size changes with the 

latter; secondly, the probability of finding more, and more dangerous, natural 

flaws is higher with larger specimens (cf. the size effect with brittle materials, 

§ 14), Shearin, Ruark, and Trimble attribute more importance to the second 

factor; however, the problem of the size effect cannot be said to be definitely 

solved.* 
* For note see next paj?e. 
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§30. KL NTZ’S “ rKCHNICAL COHHSIVK S^rRKNGTH” 

Starting from Ludwik’s hypothesis that fracture is governed by a unique 

strength-strain curve (§23), Kuntze (1928,’ 1931, 1932) attempted to develop 

a general method for obtaining this curve. In recent years, the assumptions on 

which his method was based have been found to be untenable, and the results 

obtained devoid of the meaning attributed to them; however, the literature of 

the subject (Hoyt 1936) is so large and so one-sided that it cannot l)e ignored in 

the present review. 

It was already recognized by Ludwik and Scheu (1923) that the slrengtli 

strain curve S in Figure 13 could be obtained point for point by applying plastic 

constraints of various magnitudes through providing tensile specimens with 

circumferential notches of various depths and sharpnesses; in this way diderent 

( e) curves w ould be obtained and their end points, representing fracture stresses, 

would be points of the (S, e) curve. From measurements on notched rods, 

mainly in the elastic region, Kuntze came to the view that the plastic constraint 

factor of an ideally deep and sharp notch would be infinitely high ; in other words, 

that a specimen provided with an ideal notch would fracture without any plastic- 

deformation. That this assumption is wrong was seen in §25; the notch con¬ 

straint factor cannot rise above about three, and at least some plastic deformation 

is an essential condition for the development of the constraint. Next, Kuntze 

set up an extrapolation formula to give the fracture stress measured w ith a standard 

finite notch; it was shown later (Orowan, Nye and Oairns 1945) that this formula, 

apart from other objections, was mathematically inconsistent with the manner 

in which it was used. Kuntze's method of obtaining a point on the strength 

strain curve was to measure the maximum load stress of a specimen provided 

with a standard circumferential V-notch of 60'' notch angle, and to multiply 

it by an extrapolation factor assumed to represent the ratio of the constraint 

factor of the ideal notch to that of the standard notch used. By repeating this 

with a number of specimens made of materials which have previoitsly received 

different amounts of plastic deformation, the strength-strain curve in the sense 

of Ludwik w^as obtained. Kuntze’s ‘Technical cohesive strength” was simply 

the strength S plotted in i>udwik’s diagram, Figuie 3; “technical” meant that 

it was the observed macroscopic, not the molecular, strength (cf. §8); and the 

word “cohesive” was to indicate that it was a fracture stress, not a yield stress. 

With fairly ductile materials, the plastic maximum load (cf. §3) was reached 

before fracture occurred in the tests with Kuntze’s standard notch ; the conven¬ 

tional maximum load stress measured by Kuntze was, therefore, simply the 

* N^ote added in proof. A possible explanation of the size effect occurred to the writer after 
the present manuscript was sent to the Editor. A thin layer of some O S mm. depth below' the 
surface of brittle fracture in low' carbon steels always shows a few' per cent plastic strain. 7'he 
corresponding plastic work p per unit of area must be added to the surface energy a in Griffith’s 
equation; in fact, the order of magnitude of p (10* to 10’ erg/cm*^) is higher than that 
of the surface energy (10* erg, cm*), so that the latter can be neglected and, instead of Griffith’s 
equation, the condition 

a=r,(pElc)i 

used; if this is fulfilled, the crack can propagate rapidly from the supply of elastic energy in the 
specimen. With the observed values of o and /i, the necessary crack length is 1,000 to 10,000 
times greater than the ordinary Griffith crack length; it must lx‘ of the order of several mm. 
This may explain why, in ductile steels, brittle fracture is always introduced by a narrow' zone of 
fibrous fracture which creates the crack length demanded by the above condition. Specimens 
cannot show brittle fracture if their dimensions are below the critical crack length, and full notch 
brittleness aiises only when the crack length of the order of 1 mm. becomes small compared with 
the dimensions of the specimen. In the transition interval a size effect should be observable. 
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ultimate stress multiplied by a plastic constraint factor (Orowan, Nye and Cairns 

1945). With less ductile materials, fractures took place liefore the maximum 

load was reached; such fractures, however, were usually discounted as having 

occurred prematurely before plastic deformation could level down tlie elastic 

stress concentration at the tip of the notch. 

As would be expected from the preceding considerations, most of Kuntze’s 

technical cohesive strengths were l)etween 1-8 and 2-S limes higher than the 

ultimate stress of the material; the main reason why the corresponding plastic 

constraint factor was usually below 2-8 must ha\'e been the circumstance that 

real metals deviate from ideal plasticity by having a more or less intense strain 

hardening. 

That the constraint factor of the ideal much is not infinitely high Init only ol 

the order of 2 had been concluded 1)V Sachs and Lubahn (1942) from the ratio 

of the technical cohesive strenglli to the ultimate stress, before a theoretical 

calculation of the factor was given, f urthermore, before the real meaning of 

the technical cohesive strength became sufficiently clear, McAdam and his colla¬ 

borators (McAdam 1941,1942, McAdam and Mebs 1943)had already demonstrated 

experimentally that Kuntze’s method could not he correct. Their j'U'incipal 

argument was this; A material can be fractured with a given fracture strain in 

tw^o different ways : either by imparting the entire fracture strain to the (annealed) 

material before machining the notched specimen, and then applying Kuntze’s 

method wTich purported to determine the fracture stress without additional 

deformation ; or, by machining the specimen from annealed material and pro¬ 

viding it w ith a notch of such depth and sharpness that the strain would reach the 

desired final value at the moment of fracture. McAdam showed that the strength 

strain curves obtained with these two alternative methods were entirely different. 

One of his curves is reproduced in Figure 22; K is Kuntze's cohesive strength, 

and M McAdam’s curve obtained with the second of the methods mentioned. 

22. Kuntze’s (K) and McAdam’s (M) curve 
ol the “ technical cohesive strength ”. 

The technical cohesive strength curves obtained by Kuntze sliowed, in general, 

the typical shape of curve K in Figure 22 ; the point F on the sharply descending 

branch represents the fracture stress of an unnotched specimen. 4 he maximum of 

the curve and the subsequent descent w-ere interpreted as being due to a breaking-up 

of the material with increasing plastic distortion (§31). Davidenkov’s assump¬ 

tion of a descending ductile strength curve (§24 and Figure 16) arose from 
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Kuntze’s curve which Davidenkov initially interpreted avS representing two 

different curves: he identified the ascending branch with the curve of the brittle 

strength, the descending one with that of the ductile strength. In reality, there 

were no measured points on the descending branch, except for the point F and 

one or two points near the maximum; this branch was obtained by swinging round 

the curve obtained from notched rod tests up to the maximum or slightlv beyond, 

so that it went through the point F representing the fracture stress of a notchless 

rod. Since the notched specimens gave ultimate stresses containing a plastic 

constraint factor while the point F represents a real fracture stress, this point 

does not belong to the curve w'hose descending part, therefore, is unreal. 

§31. NON-KXfSl’KNCK OF A 'FFNSIIO*: STRICSS ( KI'PCKION lOk 

FIBROUS FRACTUKF 

Figure 22 shows that the “technical cohesive strengths” as obtained by 

Kuntze’s and by McAdarn’s method differ greatly For the same fracture strain ; 

is it possible that, for a given plastic strain, fracture occurred nevertheless at 

the same value of the tensile vStress? This cannot be decided from Kuntze’s 

and McAdam’s measurements since, as mentioned in the preceding section, the 

measured quantities were usually ultimate stresses under plastic constraint, 

not fracture stresses. This objection does not apply to logure 23 in which the 

curves drawn with full lines are true mean axial stresses in the narrowest part 

of the notch core plotted over the true mean linear tensile strain in the notch core, 

determined from current measurements of the core diameter during the test 

(Orowan, Nye and Cairns 1945); the notch angle was O ’, that is, the notch was 

a thin sawcut (of 0-2 mm. width) with a semi-circular tip. ’Fhe fractional numbers 

at the ends of the curves are ratios of the notch core area to that of the unnotched 

cross sections (“relative core area”). The dash-dotted curve is the locus of the 
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points of fracture. I'he fracture strain 0-75, for instance, can be obtained 

either with a relative core area of about 0*8, or with one between 0*01 and 0-03 ; 

the true mean fracture stress in the second case, however, is about 50% higher 

than in the first. Since the axial stress at the notch root must have been equal 

to the yield stress in both cases, the ratio of the axial tensions in the centre must 

have been greater than that of the mean tensions; bv plotting the true maximum 

tensile stresses, therefore, the difference between the fracture stresses would 

increase. Now two possibilities must be considered: either the fracture was 

of the same type in both cases, or, for instance, it began in the centre in one 

case and at the notch root in the other. In the first case, the fracture stress could 

not have been the same for the two types of specimen ; in the second, the fracture 

could not have obeyed a maximum tensile stress condition if it began at the notch 

root instead of at the centre where the tensile stress is higher. In either case, 

the fracture could not have obeyed a critical tensile stress condition. Figure 23 

show^s experiments with mild steel; similar sets of curves leading to the same 

conclusions were obtained with copper. 

That the ductile tensile fracture cannot obey a maximum tensile stress con¬ 

dition can be seen from the fact that the crack opens up wide as it spreads from 

the centre of the neck outwards (cf. Figure 11 and §20). This requires a 

large plastic extension in the surroundings of the crack, and thus the fulfilment 

of the condition ot plastic yielding which is substantially a shear stress, not a 

tensile stress, condition. Iwen a high axial tension is unable, therefore, to cause 

ductile fracture if it is opposed by high transverse tensions; these can be produced 

not only by notching the specimen but, particularly simply and effectively, 

by reducing its length so that it becomes a thin disc, and then welding this between 

the fiat ends of two round rods of a harder metal (Pdgure 24). The constraint 

of the hard rods hinders the transverse contraction, and thus the axial extension, 

of the softer disc, and so axial tensions considerably exceeding the uniaxial yield 

stress can be obtained. Such experiments have been carried out by Zschokke 

and Montandon (1944) and independently by Orowan, Nye and Cairns (1945). 

In a test made by the latter authors a disc of tin, 0‘4 mm. thick and of I in. diameter, 

was welded by pouring between the flat ends of mild steel rods; tensile failure 

occurred by separation at the boundary layer between the two metals at a mean 
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axial tension of 1,250 bars*, while the ultimate stress of the cast pure tin used 

was 225 bars and its “ true strength in the conventional tensile test about 400 bars. 

Similar results were obtained by Zschokke and Alontandon. 'These experiments 

prove directly that ductile tensile fracture does not occur at a critical value ot 

the tensile stress. 

In connection with the disproof of the normal stress condition for ductile 

fracture it must be indicated why an apparent experimental proof of the normal 

stress criterion, put forward by Maier (1035, see also (lensamer 1941), is invalid. 

Maier carried out tensile tests on thin-walled tubes under combined axial tension 

and internal pressure; he could produce in this wav various combinations of two 

principal tensions parallel to the wall of the tube. 1 le found that, in all cases, the 

tension at fracture normal to the surface of fracture was constant (apart from a small 

anisotropy effect), and this was interpreted as a proof of a normal stress criterion 

for fracture in general. A closer consideration, however, shows that the observed 

facts pro\e mjthing of this sort. As soon as necking begins, plastic deformation 

ceases outside the neck ; the neck extends, as it were, between rigid grips. 'The 

plastic extension of the neck and thus the propagation of the crack in it depends 

then only on the tension in the narrowest section of the neck hut not on the tension 

parallel to the trace of the neck along the tube wall; the influence of the biaxiality 

of the tension is wiped out as soon as necking begins. 'The shear stress in the 

cross section of the neck, according to the equations of Lev} and Mises (sec 

Nadai 1931), can produce onlyashear strain in this cross section, not the extension 

normal to it which is necessary for the crack propagation. 

§32. OTHKR SUG(;KS'l’f: D CRITICRIA FOR DTCTll.E I' R .X C J’b K !•: 

Fridman (1941, 1946, see also Stanley-Smith 1945) suggested that ductile 

fractures obey a critical shear stress condition; since shear stress and shear 

strain are linked up by the yield stress-strain curve, this is equivalent to a maximum 

shear strain condition of fracture. 'That such a criterion cannot be correct for 

the fibrous type of tensile fracture is seen directly from the fact that a metal that 

breaks in tension after 2- or 3-fold extension in the neck can usually be rolled or 

drawn to 50 or 100 times its initial length. With a shear stress or shear strain 

criterion, a hydrostatic pressure should have little influence upon the fracture 

process; Bridgman's experiments (1947a) w^ith ductile metals, however, have 

shown that the influence of a hydrostatic pressure upon ductile tensile fracture 
is very great. 

On the other hand, there seems to be no reason why shear fracture should not 

obey a critical shear strain condition; experiments on this subject, however, 

are scanty. 

§33. DUCTILE FRACTURE AS A CRACK PROPAGATION PROCESS 

As mentioned in §30, Kuntze and others interpreted the descending branch 

of the technical cohesive curve (curve K in Figure 22) as the result of a progressive 

disintegration of the material as the fracture strain of a notchless specimen was 

approached; they thought that at the point of fracture the cohesion of 

the material w^ould rapidly approach zero. That this cannot be so is clear 

from the fact that ductile metals can be given by rolling or drawing plastic exten¬ 

sions many times larger than the extension in the neck at tensile fracture, without 

* 1 bar-10* dyne/cm®. 
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any loss of strength. Consequently, ductile fracture in tension is not a disin¬ 

tegration of the material but a crack propagation process which leaves the cohesion 

within the fragments largely unaltered. Another proof of this was given by Swift 

(1939) who strained rods in torsion by various amounts up to the point at which 

shear fracture was imminent, and then subjected them to a tensile test. For all 

torsional strains except those quite near the breaking point there was no sign of 

any decrease of the “tensile strength ”, 

As was said earlier, the mechanism of the crack propagation in ductile (fibrous 

and shear) fracture cannot be of the (iriffith type; furthermore, the microscopic 

(local) fracture condition to be satished at the tip of the propagating crack cannot 

be a tensile stress condition because, evidently, the crack extends by means of 

j>lastic delorrnation which obeys either a maximum shear stress, or the Mises- 

Jluber octahedral shear stress, condition. The simplest assumption is that the 

crack propagates if tlie plastic strain at its tip reaches a critical magnitude which, 

ol course, may exceed the macroscopic fracture strain considerably, just as the 

tension at the tip of the (irifhlh crack exceeds the mean tension in the specimen. 

'The local plastic strain condition is equivalent to a local shear stress condition, 

since the two (quantities are connected by the yield stress strain curve. In order 

to obtain on this basis the macroscopic fracture condition corresponding to the 

(xriifith formula (14) in brittle fracture, one would have to establish a connection 

between the macroscopic strain and the microscopic strain at the tip of the crack. 

'This would demand the solution of the plastic strain distribution problem in a 

body containing a crack of given length and orientation; strain hardening 

is probably an essential point which would have to be taken into account. The 

greatest complication, compared with the (Jriftith problem, would be the circum¬ 

stance that the strain distribution around the crack in the ductile case will depend 

fundamentally on the shape of the body and on the distribution of the external 

forces acting upon it. The criterion of ductile fracture may turn out to involve 

no physical quantities apart from the yield stress-strain curve of the material; 

like the ultimate stress, the condition of ductile fracture may be derived in this 

case from the stress- strain distribution in the plastically strained body. 

§34. TWO SPl'C'IAL M1-:CHAMSMS OF DUC4’ILK FRACTUKF 

The general considerations of the preceding section can be illustrated by the 

consideration of two possible special mechanisms of ductile fracture. 

Tensile fracture in flat specimens is frequently introduced by the formation 

of a tubular channel going right through the (elongated) neck; the formation of 

such a channel in the neck of an aluminium single crystal is shown by the photo¬ 

graphs Figure 25 (rt) and {b) (Plate III) *. A possible mechanism for the formation 

of the channel is indicated in Figure 26 {a). Let the dotted lines indicate slip 

planes belonging to two sets. If a small quadrangular channel is already present, 

plastic deformation needs the smallest tensile force if it takes place by glide along 

the parts AB and CD of the two slip planes running along two opposite sides 

of the channel. The operation of these two slip planes leads to a widening of 

the channel as shown in Figure 26{b)\ if, at the same time, the slip planes EB 

and CF also operate, the cross section of the channel may remain similar to itself 

while it is enlarged by the slip process. 

* The nocked sin^^lo crystal was kindly lent to the author by Dr F. Tipper-Klam; the 

photofjraphs v^ erc taken b> Mr. S. D. Charter. 
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The possible crack propagation process indicated in Figure 26(^7), (h) shows 

strikingly that ductile fracture can take place without the cohesion being overcome 

by a cleavage-like process; if the channel formation occurs according to this 

(a) (/^) 

Fij'urt 26. l*ossihk‘ mechanism of crack propaj^ation jn neck. 

mechanism, it is fundamentally a slipping-ofF process depending only on the 

plastic properties of the material. Naturally, the same type of proce.ss could 

occur with polycrystalline materials if the plastic deformation is concentrated 

in thin zones around planes of maximum shear stress, and it could also occur 

Figure 27. Possible ductile crack propagation mechanisni. 

in cylindrical specimens. It is very likely, therefore, that the mechanisms of 
ductile fracture arise directly from the plastic properties of the material and from 
the characteristics of the plastic deformation in the strained body. 
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A second possible mechanism of ductile fracture is shown in Figure 27. 

It was mentioned in § 12 that the application of the (Griffith formula to what seems 

to be the cleavage fracture of ductile crystals like NaCI or Zn would lead to the 

assumption of excessively long cracks. The mechanism indicated in Figure 27 

(Orowan 1934 h) shows how cleavage fracture might arise by plastic deformation 

even if the (Griffith condition were not. fulfilled. Let FAB be a cleavage plane 

and CD a slip plane in a crystal under the tensile stress indicated by the arrows, 

and A the tip of a surface crack in the cleavage plane. When a glide process 

starting at C arrives at the plane FAB, the stress in the small area FA must pull 

the triangular prism FABD along the slip plane FD in order to propagate the slip 

process to D ; if FA is too small relatively to FD, cleavage along FA occurs instead 

of slip over FD, and the crack extends by the amount FA. 

V. FATIGUE 

§3.S. MECHANICAL EATKiUE ITNDER CYCLIC STRESSING 

According to Moore and Komrners (1927), the first investigation into fatigue 

of which there is a record is the work of Albert (1837) in 1829. Some of the 

principal laws of fatigue, including that of the existence of safe amplitudes, were 

discovered by Wohler between 1860 and 1870. 

The most important facts alxnit mechanical fatigue can be summarized as 

follows : 

(i) A metal may withstand a certain number of applications of a stress, or 

of a stress cycle, and break when this number is exceeded. 

(ii) Fracture after cyclic stressing may occur even if the highest stress of the 

cycle is below the so-called elastic limit, i.e. the stress at which irreversible 

deformations become easily measurable. 

(iii) Very often (with ferritic steels, almost always) there is a critical amplitude 

of alternating stress below which the material can withstand any number 

of cycles. Amplitudes below^ the critical are called safe, those above 

the critical, unsafe. 

(iv) The critical amplitude is not influenced by the superposition of a constant 

.stress (the “ mean stressof the cycle) if this is small compared with the 

elastic limit. In many ca.ses, the critical amplitude for repeated loading 

(stress varying between zero and a maximum) is still approximately 

the same as for alternating load (stress varying between 4 a and -a). 

With further increase of the mean stress, the critical amplitude decreases. 

(v) If the logarithm of the stress amplitude S is plotted as a function of the 

logarithm of the number N of cycles after which fracture occurs, the 

resulting curve has usually the characteristic shape shown in Figure 2S. 

'Fhe horizontal branch corresponds to the critical amplitude. 

(vi) A material may show considerable damping (mechanical hysteresis and 

heat development) under safe cycles (Fdppl 1936). 

Some materials have no safe amplitudes; the iKsually horizontal branch of 

the logS-IogA^ curve is then slightly sloping downwards, while the general 

character of the curve remains the same. The absence of a safe amplitude may 

be due to metallurgical changes during the fatigue test; it has been suggested 
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(Hanstock 1948) that cyclic slressinti: of ajt^c-harden in aluminium alloys, which 

are noted for not having safe ranges in the strict sense of the word, causes a 

progressive precipitation. 

2S. .S' j<)^> N t urn*. 

^>30. 'I'lir: NA'j'L'RK Oh' FA'j’](;i i; i-rac'CI Ki; 

'The first serious invesiigation into the mechanism of fatigue fracture was that 

by hwing and liumfrey (1903); they observed microscopically that the crystal 

grains of Swedish iron developed slip bands under \insafe stress amplittides, 

and that finally cracks opened up along the bands. J.ater, it was found that 

neither result can be generalized : slip bands appear very often under safe cycles, 

and the crack is frequently intercrystalline. rhis has been the fate of all other 

hypotheses on the fracture mechanism in fatigue : some appear plausible in certain 

cases, but are definitely not applicable to others. Eventually, it became clear 

that fatigue fracture, like fracture in general, is not one well-defined physical 

process; several essentially different mechanisms may lead to the formation and 

propagation of fatigue cracks. This is directly demonstrated by the tact, already 

mentioned, that the crack may be either transcrystalline or intergranular ; 

transcrystalline cracks may possibly run either along slip planes or along cleavage 

planes, and the fracture may be accordingly either of the shear fracture or of the 

brittle fracture type. For this reason, the numerous hypotheses on the mechanism 

of fatigue fractures, many of them antiquated and most of them largely speculative, 

will not be discussed in this review.'’^ The really important question is, how 

The reader min be referred to the books of (jou^^h (n>24), Moore and Konimers (1927 
and C’azaud (1948). These monoj^raphs also contain detailed information about the techniejue 
of fatigue testing and the en^jineerinji^ aspects of fati^^ue. 'I’he most recent hypothesis, which has 
not received much discussion yet, is that of Dehlinjfer (1948 a, b) who assumed that the jj:rains at 
the surface, not hein^i supported by neij^hhouring grains from all sides, would suffer plastic 
deformation prematurely. Once this had taken place, the adjacent internal grains ^^'ouJd hecornt' 
overloaded; under static load, they would undergo s1o\a creep which would extend inwards by 
the overloading of the neighbouring grains. Dehlinger assumed that the same process (he us( s 
the pictorial expression “ squeezing out ” of the surface grains) ^vas the cause of fatigue. Fatigue 
cracks would be formed between the bent glide lamellae of the grains “ squeezed out from the 
surface; the critical stress amplitude would be the stres.s at which the first surface grains are 
“squeezed out”, and thus it would coincide with the absolute creep limit of the metal. Apart 
from the fact that this hypothesis does not really explain the phenomenon of fatigue and its main 
laws, it.s failure is obvious at once from the observation that single crystals show the same charao 
te^'istic fatigue phenomena as polycr^stallinc metals (Gough ancf Hanson 1926), 
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physically different alternative mechanisms of fracture can result in the same 

fatigue behaviour, as summarized in the preceding section. The answer is 

(Orowan 1939) that the main features of fatigue are largely independent of details 

of the fracture mechanism because they arise from two general properties of metals : 

their structural inhomogeneities, and their capacity for strain-hardening. The 

importance of structural inhomogeneities was first emphasized by Gilchrist 

(1900) and then by Gough and Hanson (1923). The latter authors, in particular, 

recognized that the re-distribution of stresses in and around a plastic inclusion 

in an elavStic bulk can lead to local increases of stress in the course of alternating 

stressing. 

§37. J’HEOHY OF MECHANICAL FATIGUI- 

Let it be assumed for simplicity that the plastic deformation of the metal 

shows no time effect (creep); the stress should rise with the total absolute amount 

of strain according to a stress-strain curve (which for alternating strain may not 

be the same as that for steadily increasing strain). This assumption is realistic 

since fatigue phenomena are hardly influenced by the frequency of the stress 

cycles. 

If a material is ideally homogeneous, only elastic deformation can occur during 

the removal and re-application of 3 stress the first application of which may have 

caused plastic deformations. Since no irreversible structural changes can occur 

by purely elastic deformations, cyclic stressing of an ideally homogeneous material 

could not lead to fatigue. On the other hand, the application of plastic strain 

cycles of constant amplitude would result in the process represented in Figure 29 

I' ij/uri* 29. Dumrani of fracture of homoKciicou.s ni;itcrial under c>'cles 
of constant strain amplitude. 

wViere is the amplitude of the plastic strain cycles. 'The stress would rise 

with increasing total strain, by strain hardening, according to a zig-zag curve 

whose pieces could be fitted together to a smooth curve OF representing the stress 

strain curve for alternating straining with the given amplitude. With increasing 

number of cycles, the total plastic strain could increase to infinity, and the 

stress corresponding to it according to the stress-strain curve OF would also 

increase infinitely unless the curve became asymptotically horizontal. Conse¬ 

quently, fracture would always occur ultimately if its condition were that the total 

strain should attain a critical value; it would also occur if fracture obeyed a critical 

stress condition, unless the stress-strain curve converged to a horizontal below 

the value of the fracture stress, 
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An ideally homogenecjiis material, therefore, would show no fatigue under 

cycles of constant stress amplitude and, in general, no safe amplitude under 

cycles of constant plastic strain amplitude. If, therefore, real metals show both 

fatigue and safe amplitudes of stress and strain, this must be due to structural 

inhoniogeneities. The salient point about inhomogeneities is that, if a mainly 

elastic body is subjected to cycles of constant stress amplitude, the plastic strain 

amplitude in small strain-hardening plastic inclusions in the body is not constant 

but diminishes in the course of the cycles. According to the fundamental 

theorem of fatigue (Orowan 1939), proved below, the total plastic strain in such 

an inclusion always converges towards a finite value unless the stress-strain 

curve becomes horizontal. This value increases with the amplitude of the stress 

applied to the body, and the amplitude is safe or unsafe according to whether 

the limiting total plastic strain in the inclusion is below or above the critical 

strain for fracture (if fracture obeys a stress criterion, the critical stress corresponds 

to a critical strain according to the stress-strain curve). 

I'iyurt' 30. Plawtic region in t'lastic matrix. 31, Vlodcl (it thr behaviour of a 
plastic rejjion in elastic matrix. 

'I'o prove the fundamental theorem, let the shaded area a in Figure 30 represent 

a small plastic region in a mainly elastic body; and let a stress of such magnitude 

act upon the body that only a few of the softest spots, among them a, undergo 

plastic deformation. 'I'he volume « may be particularly soft because of the 

favourable orientation of its slip planes and directions, or because it is a region 

of stress concentration around a nearby crack or notch, or for any other reason. 

If the elastic stress in the bulk is given, the stress in the inclusion a depends 

on the plastic strain. 'I'he relationship between the stress and the plastic .strain 

in a can be obtained .simply by means of a model (Figure 31) representing the 

behaviour of a plastic inclusion in elastic surroundings. 'Fhe two large springs 

B and B' represent the elastic bulk to the sides of a; the small spring C in the 

centre stands for the elastic surroundings of a which connect it with the elastic 

bulk, and also for the elasticity of a itself which is superposed upon its plasticity. 

The purely plastic element A represents the plasticity of a, and the horizontal 

rigid bars replace those parts of the elastic bulk which are some distance above and 

below the level of a. The arrows indicate the applied stress. 

An applied stress S causes an increase of length A = SjP of the large springs, 

where P is the spring constant for the two springs taken together; the small 
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spring C is too weak to influence A. If s is the stress in C and in the plastic 

element (x, and p the spring constant of C, then the increase of length of C is 

sip. Let now e be the plastic elongation of A which corresponds to the stress y 

according to its stress-strain curve; consequently, 

A-5/P-5,//>+€. .(20) 

For a constant applied stress 5, this equation represents in the'plastic stress- 

strain diagram for A a straight line BZ (Figure 32). OB = 5/P is the strain 

Figure 32. Diagram of strain hardening of a plastic region in an elastic matrix under a safe amplitude- 

in the volume a it the stress in it vanishes, that is, if it is a hole or contains a liquid; 

OZ—/)5/P is the stress when the plastic strain in a vanishes. If the applied 

stress 5 is increased, the line BZ moves parallel to itself away from O. 

While simultaneous values of 5 and e in the plastic inclusion oc must always 

lie on BZ, they must also lie on the stress-strain curve OF for the given amplitude 

of cyclic straining (Figure 32); the first application of the amplitude 5^ of the 

external stress, therefore, will produce a stress and a plastic strain in a represented 

by the point of intersection P of BZ with the yield stress-strain cu rve OF. When 

the applied stress is removed, and an equal but opposite stress applied, the stress 

in a diminishes, while the plastic strain remains constant until the stress ^ has 

reached its previous magnitude with an opposite sign; i.e. as far as the point 

p0. Then yielding begins with (algebraically) diminishing plastic strain, and 

PSPR 
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the stress-strain point moves along a stress-strain curve obtained by rotating PF 

through ISO"" around D. When the applied stress has reached the value 

the point in the s-e plot must lie both on the stress- strain curve P^F' and on the 

line CZ' that represents equation (20) for negative values of 5 and e; thus the 

first reversal of stress will lead to the point Pj. Similarly, the second application 

of the positive amplitude gives plastic deformation beginning at P' and ending 

at P", and so on. The diagram can be simplified by folding its lower half upon 

the upper half around the € axis; this results in Figure 33. In the course of 

alternating stressing with a constant amplitude of external stress, therefore, 

the stress-strain point for the plastic inclusion ascends between the converging 

straight lines BZ and CZ in a zig-zag line, the sections of which are consecutive 

parts of the stress-strain curve OF. As the number of cycles increases, the 

strain amplitude in the plastic inclusion decreases, while the stress and the 

total plastic strain increase. The decisive difference between this case and 

that of the ideally homogeneous material illustrated by Figure 29 is that 

here, owing to the convergence of the lines BZ and CZ in the point Z, 

the stress in a cannot exceed OZ—pSjP, and the total strain cannot increase 

above the value corresponding to the stress OZ according to the stress-strain 

curve OF. If the critical stress or the critical strain at which fracture occurs 

lie above OZ or OG respectively, no number of cycles can produce fracture, 

and the stress amplitude is a safe one. With an unsafe amplitude, illustrated 

by Figure 34, the critical stress or strain is reached below the point of convergence 

Z, and fracture occurs after a finite number of cycles. 

Naturally, the fracture occurring at the point F' in Figure 34 extends only 

over the small plastic region a; the resulting crack, however, creates a stress 

concentration and so a new plastic region next to a, in which the entire process 

is repeated. In this way the crack spreads until it reaches the length at which the 

next application of the full tensile stress of the cycle produces complete fracture, 

it is usually easy to recognize visually where the crack propagation has changed 

over from the fatigue to the static mechanism. Figure 35 (Plate III) shows a 

fragment “spalled” off a steel roll of a cold rolling mill; the fatigue fracture 

started at an inclusion visible at the centre of the concentric ellipse-like rings, 

and the change from fatigue to static fracture occurred at the border of the, 

elliptical region. Up to the border, the crack propagation may have taken weeks; 

from the border onwards, a small fraction of a second. 
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For an unsafe amplitude, the relationship between the amplitude S of the 

applied stress and the number N of cycles to fracture can be recognized directly 

by counting the number of zig-zags of the curve in Figure 34 as a function of the 

height of the point Z which, as was seen, is proportional to the applied stress 

amplitude within the approximations made in this section. The number obtained 

Figure 34. I)int:ram ot tVacturt* of a pla.sfic rcfiion in an elastic 
matrix vinder cvclic stress of unsafe amplitude. 

in this way is that for a single plastic region oc; it may be proportional to the number 

needed for fracturing the specimen if the number of the consecutive small plastic 

regions across which the fatigue crack has to extend to produce complete fracture 

depends on the structure of the material rather than on the stress amplitude. 

The number of zig-zags to fracture depends somewhat on the shape of the strcwss- 

strain curve; however, this is not significant since, for not too high amplitudes, 

Figure Log 6~log .V curves calculated from equation (21). 
For explanation of the curves see text. 

most of the zig-zags lie in the upper part of the curve where this is approximately 

straight. By assuming a simple stress-strain curve with a sharp yield point and 

a straight part beyond the yield point, the relationship between S and N can be 

calculated; the result is (Orowan 1939) 

.(21) 

15-2 
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where C is a constant, s^ = OZ=pSIP (Figures 33, 34), Sy the yield stress, and 

AY the fracture stress. Curve \a in Figure 36 represents equation (21) for the 

following values of the constants: pjP-l, so that 5 = Ay = 5, 5| = 10, C=l. 

Curve 16 is the same with ^y = 0; it shows how little the character of the curve 

depends even on the presence of a yield point. In curve 26, thermal softening 

has been taken into account in a way described in the above-mentioned paper. 

Figures 28 and 36 show that the calculated curves have the same form as the 

observed ones. For a complete, numerically quantitative theory, of course, 

knowledge of a number of factors (the shape of the stress-strain curve, the factor 

pip, the critical stress or total strain for fracture etc.) would be necessary. 

Figures 31 and 32 can easily be adapted for the case where the mean stress 

of the cycle is different from zero; clearly the critical amplitude remains the same,, 

in accordance with the empirical rule (4), §35. 

§.18. CORRO.SION FATIGl K AND STRFSS CORROSION 

Haigh observed in 1917 (a, b) that cyclic stressing of certain brasses in a 

corrosive medium resulted in lowered values of the critical amplitude. This 

phenomenon was then investigated in detail by Me Adam (1926, 1927), who found 

it to be very general; the critical amplitude is reduced only if cyclic stre.ssing 

and the corrosive action are ssimultaneous. ‘‘Corrosion fatigue” usually begins 

with the formation of pits which later join together to rather coarse cracks. The 

metal is more anodic, and so more rapidly dissolved, at the bottom of the pits 

and cracks, because of the elastic stress concentration, or because of the latent 

energy of plastic distortion, or because plastic distortion currently ruptures 

protective films there (Evans 1948, Tchorabdji-Simnad and Evans 1947). 

This process slows down and finally stops when the cracks become too deep and 

sharp and the electric resistance of the corrosive solution in them becomes too 

high; they act, however, as “stress raisers”, and mechanical fatigue takes over 

their propagation. 

Stress corrosion differs from corrosion fatigue in that it can also take place 

under constant stress. The cracking of internally stressed brass by immersion 

in a mercurous nitrate solution is the best known example for this phenomenon 

which, in the case just mentioned, is due to the intercrystalline attack of mercury. 

VI. INTERCRYSTALLINE FRACTURES 

§.39. INTERCRYSTALLINE VISCOUS FRACTURE (CREEP FRACTURE) 

Polycrystalline metals contain two textural elements, the crystal grains 

(crystallites) and the grain boundaries, the mechanical behaviour of which is 

fundamentally different (Becker 1925, 1926). Plastic slip in the grains begins 

when the shear stress in a slip plane, resolved in a slip direction, reaches a more 

or less sharply defined critical value. Mechanical twinning, and kinking 

(Orowan 1942), are similarly bound to the attainment of a critical stress, although 

quantitative laws are not known in these cases. The critical shear stress for slip 

does not change rapidly with the temperature and remains, in general, finite up 

to the melting point (simplest example: melting ice is hard). It is not much 

influenced by the rate of deformation (example: the yield stress of copper in 

rapid compression when used as a “crusher” for measuring the gas pressure 

in guns is only some 10 or 20 higher than in slow compression). 
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On the other hand, the grain boundaries show all characteristic features of 

viscosity as produced by a disorderly arrangement of the atoms or molecules 

.(Becker 1925, 1926, Orowan 1938, 1947). They are rigid below a comparatively 

narrow “ softening range ” of temperature; above it, they behave like a layer of 

a viscous liquid. They show no yield stress, and the rate of sliding of the grains 

upon their neighbours would probably be proportional to the shear stress if the 

boundaries were not uneven and the grains could slide without geometrical 

non-conformity. Owing to the “keying’* of the grains to their neighbours, 

however, the rate of boundary sliding for a given low^ stress diminishes after a 

small deformation and may practically disappear, d'his effect was put to important 

practical use in the tungsten filaments of incandescent lamps before the modern 

long-grain filaments were available: by adding small amounts of certain oxides 

which precipitate in the grain boundary, secondary recrystallizatio.n w as produced 

(Heck, Ilolzworth and Sperry 1948), and the typical ragged grain boundaries 

arising in this way “spliced” the grains together and reduced boundary 

creep. 

If the stress is increased, it enforces sliding along the boundaries in spite of 

the geometrical non-conformity. As a consequence, cavities open up between 

the grains and finally fracture occurs (Manson and Wheeler 1931). This is a 

typical occurrence in high-temperature creep tests where the specimen often 

breaks wuth apparently little deformation and no necking. The absence of necking 

is connected w ith the stability of extension of purely viscous rods (§ 5). The 

absence of considerable deformation in the grains is a consequence of the non¬ 

existence of a yield stress for boundary sliding; with increasing temperature, 

the typically amorphous boundaries soften much more rapidly than the grains 

w^hich always retain a finite yield stress, and at high temperatures and low’ rates 

of straining, the grains may slide on one another as rigid units. 

Since creep fracture is a consequence of viscous sliding, one cannot speak 

of a definite strength; the time needed for fracture increases with decreasing 

stress and temperature. If the boundary viscosity were Newtonian, the time 

needed for fracture would be inversely proportional to the stress; actually, 

it decreases more rapidly with increasing stress and, in many cases, an approxi¬ 

mately parabolic relationship is observed in limited ranges of temperature. 

If the logarithm of the time of fracture is plotted as a function of the logarithm 

of stress, the curve is often found to consist of two straight lines (Siegfried 1943, 

Parker 1944); the line corresponding to lower stresses is interpreted as repre¬ 

senting fracture by the viscous sliding of the grains as solid blocks, while in the 

stress range of the other line transcrystalline slip and fracture occur. 

§40. INTKRCRYSTALIANK BRITTLK FRACTI RE 

There are numerous instances of chemical processes in the grain boundaries 

so reducing the intercrystalline cohesion that the boundaries become the weakest 

element in the metal; when fracture occurs, it runs along them. Several cases 

have already been mention‘'d, such as the temper-brittleness of steel, and the 

stress corrosion in brasses. A well fcnowm further example is the “ burning” 

of steel heated at excessive temperatures; formerly it was thought that burning 

is a grain boundary oxidation, but Jominy (1929) has been able to produce it 

in vacuOy and so its chemism must be more complex. 
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VII. FRACTURE BY MOLECULAR SLIDING AND SPECIAL 

TYPES OF FRACTURES 

§41. FRACTURE BY MO!.i:CULAR SITDING 

This mechanism occurs with organic high polymers; it is very similar in 

principle to creep fracture (§39), but the structural units which slide on each 

other are here not crystal grains but long molecules. I>ike creep fracture, it is 

not a pure crack propagation process: the formation of the fracture crack is preceded 

by a diminution of the cohesion of the whole stressed body by the formation of 

cavities (which are here mostly submicroscopic, instead of microscopic), and the 

fragments are permanently weaker than the initial material. The mechanism 

of the process is so intimately connected with the chemical characteristics of the 

material that a general treatment is hardly possible; for details, the special literature 

should be consulted (Alfrey 1948, Busse et al. 1942, Kiev and Pepper 1947). 

§42. SPKUIAJ. TYPES OF FRACl’URE 

d’he classification used in this review is not intended to imply that most 

fracture phenomena have a natural place in one of its pigeon-holes. There are 

many cases where the mechanism of fracture is closely linked up with some very 

special textural or structural feature of a material. As an example, the fracture 

of dendritic materials and cast irons may be mentioned (litaka 1931, litaka and 

Yamagishi 1938). In such cases it is of particular importance to concentrate 

attention upon the microscopic or submicroscopic features of the fracture. 

In recent years, both the microscopic and electron-microscopic techniques of 

the study of fractures have made great progress (Zapffe 1948, Zapffe, Landgraf 

and Worden 1948, Nutting 1949), and it is more imperative than ever not to neglect 

direct obseivation by relying too much on deductions from mechanical tests. 
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ABSTJRAC^'r. It is the purpose of this Report to summarize the more important of the 

recent advances in the field of atomic electromagnetic multipole radiation. The main 

stress is laid on results for the optical spectrum; but due legard is also paid to the most 

important developments in other spectral regions. Less attention, however, is given to 

subjects treated in the older reports on multipole radiation (Segre 1931, Rubinowicz and 

Blaton 1932, Bow^n 1936, Niew^odniczanski 1936, Mrozowski 1944). The multipole 

radiation of molecules is not discussed at all. 

§1. NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS All spectral lines which do not obey the selection rules for spontaneous 

electric dipole radiation are now called “forbidden’’ lines. Among 

.. them we have to distinguish two groups of different origin : 

(i) Lines enforced by external influences such as external electromagnetic 

fields and neighbouring atoms. These lines are due to enforced electric dipole 

transitions. 

(ii) Spontaneous (non-cnforced) spectral lines due to higher multipole transi¬ 

tions, discovered for the first time in 1928 by 1, S. Bowen (1936) in the planetary 

nebulae. 

But some of the selection rules for spontaneous electric dipole radiation 

depend upon various factors, such as the coupling between the electrons con¬ 

stituting the atom (LS-, jj-or intermediate coupling cases) and the nuclear 

spin, so that the name “forbidden lines” does not correspond to any exactly 

defined concept. A proposition to base the concept of “forbidden lines” on 

the smallness of the corresponding transitions (Mrozowski 1944) does not seem 

more acceptable. Therefore we shall not follow further Bowen’s usage and shall 

not refer to the higher multipole lines as forbidden lines. 

The different types of multipole radiation are, however, precisely defined 

by the form of the variation with direction in space of the intensity and polarization 

of an electromagnetic radiation (Hansen 1935, Heitler 1936, Blaton 1937, 

Kramers 1938, Dancoff and Morrison 1939; cf. also more recent papers on 

multipole radiation by Yvon 1943, Humblet 1944 a, b, 1946, Durand 1946 a, b, 

Pluvinage 1947, Araki 1948). 
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A deeper insight into the mathematical structure of the electric and magnetic 

multipole radiation fields is given according to Kramers (1943) by group theory. 

From an electromagnetic radiation field.# we can obtain generally a new solution 

of Maxwell’s equations by applying to the original solution .# an arbitrary 

rotation about some fixed point in space. We can then seek a finite set of linearly 

independent solutions such that the rotated solutions 

can be expressed linearly in terms of the original ..#’s in a way 

which is irreducible with respect to the complete group of rotations. The 

electromagnetic multipole radiation fields give the answer. For each positive 

value of the integer / there exist two sets of 2/+ 1 linearly independent fields 

and such that every rotated and can be expressed by the 

corresponding original set or .#^7^ respectively. If we choose these fields 

in such a way that they behave differently with respect to reflection relative to 

the centre we get the electric and the magnetic 2'-pole radiation fields respectively. 

The name multipole comes from potential theory, where it is associated with 

an intuitive geometrical picture. We obtain a multipole source of order 2^ it 

we take a multipole source of order 2^ and place opposite to it a multipole source 

of the same order obtained by a translation of the first source and a change in the 

sign of its strength ; that is, we get a multipole source of order 2^ by a directional 

derivation of the source coordinates of a multipole source of the next lower order 

2'-h 

In the case of the wave equation \u kru — i) this process of derivation of 

source coordinates will usually turn a multipole source of order 2^ ^ into a system 

of two sources of order 2^ and 2^ - respectively. In the domain of the wave equation 

it is therefore in general impOsSsible to imagine that a multipole of the order 2^' 

consists of 2^ simple sources. The process of superposition of 2^ simple sources 

described above would lead to a general source system containing multipole 

sources of the orders 2^, 2^“^, 2'"^, . . . 

In the case of Maxwell’s equations, the situation is even more complicated. 

A directional derivation of an electric multipole source of order 2^, for instance, 

gives an electromagnetic field generated usually by two such multipole sources 

of orders 2^' ‘ and 2^and a magnetic multipole source of order 2^ The name 

multipole source seems, therefore, in the case of these differential equations, to 

be in some respects misleading. Using the ordinary definition of multipole 

sources we cannot say in general that a multipole source of the order 2^ consists 

of 2' simple sources arranged in a certain manner. 

In the following considerations we shall refer to the electric quadrupole 

and magnetic dipole radiations taken together as the electromagnetic multipole 

radiation of the second class, and to the electric octupole and magnetic quadrupole 

radiations as the electromagnetic multipole radiation of the third class etc. 

§2. IDENTIFIC.4TION OF NEW MULTIPOLE LINES 

The most important achievement we have to record in the field of identification 

of new multipole lines is the solution of the old riddle of the origin of the coronal 

lines. So far not one of these spectral lines, of which about twenty are known, 

has been obtained in laboratory sources of light. ’Fheir identification was made 

possible by the investigations of the spectra of highly ionized atoms which we 

owe to Bengt Edlen. The starting point was Grotrian’s discovery (in 1937:: 

see Edlen 1945) that the wave numbers of the strong coronal lines A 6374*71 
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and A 7891*6 coincide with some of the level separations within the ground terms 

of the spectra of Fex and Fexi. Following the same line ol thought, Edlen 

(1942, 1945 : see also Swings 1945, Bowen and Swings 1947) thereupon associated 

two further coronal lines with transitions between ground terms in the Caxii 

and Caxiii spectra. The identification of the remaining coronal lines had to 

be based on extrapolations of the wave numbers corresponding to a given transition 

between two fixed levels (e.g. within the ground terms (e.g. 3s“3p) in 

sequences of isoelectronic ions (e.g. All, Sin, Pill, . . . ). In this way it was 

possible to identify 19 spectral lines out of a list of 23 coronal lines as given by^ 

Grotrian and Lyot. 'Phe identifications were confirmed by a calculation of the 

relative intensities of the identified spectral lines under certain simplified conditions. 

The strongest coronal lines are iron lines. 

We do not intend to give here a complete account ol all the other multipole 

lines so far observed, because these are principally of astrophysical interest. 

But we have to mention a new field of spectroscopy in the initial stage of its 

development in which inultipole radiations of the second class, especially magnetic 

dipole radiation, play an important role. This is radio-frequency and microwave 

spectroscopy applied to transitions between two Zeeman levels of the nucleus 

or between two Zeeman levels of the same fine or hyperfine structure term. 

Although this new branch of spectroscopy uses non-optical observation methods, 

on account of certain specific advantageous experimental circumstances (large 

intensities and exactly defined wavelengths of the incident radiation and a high 

sensitivity in the methods of measurement compensate for small transition 

probabilities), it is certainly destined to make large contributions to the development 

of optical spectroscopy. The method of radio-frequency spectroscopy was 

developed in 1938 by Rahi, Zacharias, Millman and Kusch (see Kellogg and 

Millman 1946), and the first application of microwave spectroscopic methods 

to an atomic problem was made in 1946 by Roberts, Beers and Hill (1946: see 

also Bleaney 1946, Gordy 1948). 

§3. METHODS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF 

^PHE MUJ/riPOL]: CHARACTER OF SOURCES OF LKHIT 

The multipole character of an optical source of light can be determined ex¬ 

perimentally by means of the Zeeman eflPect. Zeeman’s early experiments 

proved that the radiation ordinarily emitted by atoms is an electric dipole radiation. 

It is also through this effect that the electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole 

radiations w^ere discovered (Frerichs and Campbell 1930, Segre and Bakker 

1931, Niewodniczanski 1933,1934a, b, Blaton, Niewodniczanski 1934). In 

special cases the Stark effect might also be used for the same purpose. 

To fix the multipole character of a line we can in some cases take advantage 

of the fact that a crystal lattice immobilizes to some extent the orientations of 

the atoms of which it is built up. But generally only those atoms in crystal 

lattices will give sharp spectral lines which contain a deeper lying uncompleted 

inner subshell, and that only in the case of transitions between levels which belong 

to the electron configuration of this subshell. Since all such levels are of the same 

parity, only multipole radiations of the second class can appear here in spontaneous 

transition according to the generalized Laporte rule. Since all these levels 

belong to the same electron configuration, the magnetic dipole radiation, even 
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though it can appear in the optical spectrum only in intercombination lines, will 

ordinarily be stronger than the electric quadrupole radiation. 

Of all the spectra belonging to this group only the multipole character of the 

lines of the rare earths has been determined experimentally. Deutschbein (1940) 

examined the radiation of Eu ^ ions in europium ethyl sulphate. This com¬ 

pound crystallizes in the hexagonal system. Observing at right angles to the 

direction of the principal axis (c-axis) we get a spectrum consisting of lines 

polarized in a plane parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the principal 

axis. Assuming that the radiation is due to either electric or magnetic dipoles, 

the appearance or disappearance of a spectral line when observed from a direction 

parallel to the principal axis indicates whether it is due to an electric or magnetic 

dipole. In this way Deutschbein was able in the case of Eu * ^ ^ ions to establish 

the existence of the magnetic and the (evidently enforced) electric dipole radiations. 

Rosa (1943) found both types of spectral lines also in the radiation of Dy ' ions. 

The question of the conclusions to be drawn from such measurements using 

crystals belonging to any crystal system was discussed by liellwege (1942). 

Like Deutschbein, he assumes that the radiation comes either from electric or 

magnetic dipoles which have fixed orientations relative to the lattice, and that we 

observe the radiation in the three directions given by the axes of the indicatrix 

of the crystal. Only in cases where the dipoles have favourable orientations 

with respect to the principal axes of the indicatrix can we determine their orienta¬ 

tions in space, otherwise only “ revolving ” dipoles seem to appear. This supports 

the conclusion that only the complete examination of the directional dependence 

of the intensity and the polarization distributions of the radiation can uniquely 

determine its multipole character. In a further paper, liellwege (1943) has 

extended these considerations, and in particular has shown how to calculate 

transition probabilities of the electric and magnetic dipoles from such measure¬ 

ments. 

The radiation of the other rare earth ions examined (e.g. Pr ^ ’ and Nd^ ^ , 

Helhvege (1941)) corresponds to fixed or revolving electric dipoles. Special 

attention may be drawn to the fact that in the experimental examination of the 

radiations of the rare earth ions no indication of the appearance of the electric 

quadrupole radiation has so far been found in any case. 

These experimental results agree very well with the theoretical investigations 

carried out by Broer, Gorter and Hoogsehagen (1945) and Broer (1946) in con¬ 

tinuation ofthe earlierwwk of Bethe( 1929), Betheand Spedding (1937), Spedding 

(1940) and especially of Van Meek (1937). Broer and his collaborators have 

very carefully estimated the oscillator strengths for the second-class multipole 

radiation of the rare earth ions. They find oscillator strengths for the electric 

quadrupole radiation of the order of HL®, which is decisively outside the order 

of 10"'^ to 10“*^ for the observed oscillator strengths of the rare earth ions. On 

the other hand the appearance of the magnetic dipole radiation is consistent 

with the estimates of these authors. Besides the magnetic dipole lines observed 

so far, such lines should also appear in the spectra of Gd Tb^ ++ and Ho"^*^"^. 

We can also determine the multiple character of the radiation of a source of 
light using the method of wide-angle interference. Its main feature is that it 
does not require fixation of the orientation of the radiating atom, thus being 
applicable, for example, to ions in solution. This method uses two beams issuing 
:from a source of light examined at a wide angle 2<f>y a direct beam and a beam 
reflected from a mirror. It had already been used by Sel^nyi (1911), who proved 
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with its help that the atoms in a fluorescent solution emit an electric dipole radia¬ 

tion. Halpern and Doermann (1937,1939 : see also Doermann 1938, Doermann 

and Halpern 1939, Selenyi 1939) have then theoretically examined how the 

visibility of interference fringes for each kind of multipole radiation varies with 

the angle of divergence, 2</>, of the beams, with their polarization and with the 

experimental arrangement in general. Freed and Weissman (1941) and Freed 

(1942) have used this method in the case of Eu + + ^ ions in different solutions 

to ascertain the multipole character of their spectral lines. They found in the 

fluorescent spectrum of Kir^ ^ three groups of lines which according to Gobrecht 

(1937) correspond to the J >J' transitions 0 >0,0 - 1 and 0™^2. The experiments 

showed that the transition ()-> 1 is practically a magnetic dipole transition and the 

transitions 0- ^0 and 0-*2 are (enforced) electric dipole transitions. 

The method of wide-angle interference for the determination of the miiltipole 

character of spectral lines seems to be of great importance for a spectral region 

where the Zeeman effect is not applicable, viz. for x-rays. Mirrors of course 

do not exist here. But we can use the interference of a direct beam issuing from 

an atom in the lattice with beams scattered by its neighbouring atoms. In this 

way we obtain the complete reflection system of a crystal lattice. This was 

discovered by Kossel, but so far used only in the case of electric dipole radiation. 

For atoms of high atomic number the intensity of the electric quadrupolc radiation 

attains nearly one-tenth of the maximum intensity of the electric dipole radiation 

in the x-ray region ; it may therefore be possible in this region to establish experi¬ 

mentally the existence of the electric quadrupole radiation. The theory of this 

effect can be given without difficulty by a generalization of Laue’s (1941) theory 

for the electric dipole radiation. Complete success can of course only be expected 

after removing all the experimental and theoretical difficulties which are still 

present in the case of the electric dipole radiation. 

§4. ZEEMAN EFFECT OF MIXED ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE 
AND MAGNETIC DIPOLE RADIATIONS 

Let us assu me in classical electrodynamics a given distribution of electric currents 

emitting monochromatic radiation. If we split this up into the different multi¬ 

pole radiations, they will have constant phase relations and will therefore interfere. 

Two light waves having for given directions of propagation and polarization the 

amplitudes A and a and a phase difference <f> give a resultant intensity proportional 

to 2Aa cos<;6, and not to as in the case of non-coherent waves. 

Nevertheless, in the expression for the total emitted energy there are no interference 

terms. Their contributions to the intensities in different directions reduce on 

the whole to zero because the phases <f> are dependent on the direction of 

propagation. 

As may be expected from the correspondence principle, we meet the same 

state of affairs in the quantum theory of radiation. First, Milianezuk (1935) 

and then Schiff (1940) (cf. Jenkins and Mrozowski 1941b) called attention to 

the fact that the existence of the interference effect of the simultaneous electric 

quadrupole and magnetic dipole radiations can be established with the aid of the 

Zeeman effect where the directional dependence of the intensity of the radiation 

can be examined. The quantum theory of this effect was given by Milianezuk 

(1935) and in a more general form by Gerjuoy (1941) and by Shortley and his 

associates (1941). Its existence was proved by Jenkins and Mrozowski (1941 b),. 
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^vho used for this purpose the Pb i spectral line A 7330* 12. Both the initial 

state ^Do of this line and its final state belong to the same electron configuration 

-bs-hp^. Therefore the contribution of the magnetic dipole radiation to the 

intensity of this line is greater than that of the electric quadrupole radiation. In 

fact the admixture of this last radiation was determined to be only so that 

on an average a A ^014 if A and a are the amplitudes of the magnetic dipole 

and electric quadrupole radiations respectively. Despite the smallness of this 

admixture we have here easily observable effects because the departures from 

the intensity distribution of the magnetic dipole radiation A* are caused by the 

interference term 2.4r/cos(/» and not by the electric quadrupole term cr. The 

ratios of the interference term and of the electric quadrupole radiation term to 

the intensity term of the magnetic dipole radiation are of the order 014 

rand a-y^“ = 0•02 respectively. The influence of the smaller amplitude a is 

increased in the interference term by the presence of the greater amplitude A. 

Such interference terms appear of course only in those Zeeman components 

which are allowed by the selection rules for both the midtipole radiations of the 

second class. 

How much the spectral line A 7330-12 contains of the magnetic dipole and 

•electric quadrupole radiations can also be determined, according to Gerjuoy, 

from the intensity ratio of the two spectral lines A461(S and A5313 having the 

common initial level It is surprising that one finds in this way for the 

admixture of the electric quadrupole radiation. The contradiction between the 

two determinations is not yet explained. Mrozowski (1944) considers it necessary 

to perform new precise intensity measurements of the interference effect in the 

line A7330* 12. for transverse and for longitudinal observations. 

The interference effect may also be used in some cases for the measurement 

of the intensity of a multipole radiation of the second class which is masked by 

the background in the spectrum of the spectrograph. If we have, for instance, 

a spontaneous electric quadrupole radiation of amplitude a which is considerably 

smaller than the amplitude b corresponding to the background radiation, then 

we can apply an external electric field and measure the Zeeman effect of the mixed 

enforced electric dipole and the spontaneous electric quadrupole radiations. 

If A is the amplitude of the enforced electric dipole radiation and the phase 

difference between this radiation and the spontaneous electric quadrupole radia¬ 

tion, the resulting energy is proportional to A^-h2Aa cos (/>-h b^. Let us 

suppose that the intensity of the spontaneous electric quadrupole radiation is 

times smaller than that of the background, i.e. that a^-b^jn. In order to be 

measured, the contribution of the interference term must be stronger than that 

of the background radiation term, so that 2Aa cos <l>>b^ — na^ or alA <(2 cos 

This means that the amplitude A of the enforced dipole radiation should not be 

too small in comparison with the amplitude a of the spontaneous electric quadru¬ 

pole radiation. But for an exact determination of the interference term its 

ratio to the enforced dipole term {2Aa cos <I>)IA^ should be as high as possible. 

With regard to the above inequality we have however 

2^4^ cos ^ ^ 4 cos^ <f>, 
<C! . 

n 

so that the accuracy of the determination of the interference term is, under given 
circumstances, the lower the greater is the ratio n of the intensity of the background 
radiation to that of the spontaneous electric quadrupole radiation. 
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§5. HYPEKFINE STRUCTURE OF THE ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE 
AND MAGNETIC DIPOLE SPECTRAL LINES 

By a careful choice of experimental conditions it was possible to increase 

the intensity of the multipole lines of the second class so that not only their hyperfine 

structure (Mrowozski 1940a, b, 1946) hut also the Zeeman effect in the hyperfine 

structure (Jenkins and Mrozowski 1941 a, b) could he investigated. 

In the case of the electric dipole lines vve get the selection rules and the intensity 

formulae for the hyperfine structure components from the corresponding rules 

and formulae for the fine structure multiplet and its Zeeman effect components 

simply by replacing the quantum numbers L, S and J by J, / and F. This follows 

from the tact that the commutation rules for the operators corresponding to 

Jy /, F and the electric dipole moment 1) of the atom are the same as for the 

operators corresponding to L, J and />. Because these commutation rules 

determine the matrix elements of the electric dipole moment Z), these elements 

must in the first case depend on the quantum numbers ./, / and F in the same 

way as in the second case they depend on the quantum numbers L, S and J, 

But from these dipole matrix elements follow immediately those for the electric 

quadrupole radiation. It seems therefore apparent that, as was first pointed 

out by Opechowski (see Mrozowski 1940 a), we can use for the electric quadrupole 

radiation the same selection rules and intensity formulae in the case of hyperfine 

structure as in the case of fine structure, merely replacing the quantum numbers 

L, Sy ./ by 7, /, F. As Gerjuoy (1941) recognized, the same procedure is also 

applicable to the magnetic dipole radiation. 

We can even expect that the expressions derived for the intensities under 

the assumption of the existence of the Fy S and 7 vectors [LS coupling) will in 

the case of hyperfine structure be generally in better agreement with experiment 

than in the case of fine structure. 'The coupling between the total angular 

momentum 7 of the electrons of the atom and the angular momentum / of the 

nucleus will generally be weaker than that between the orbital and spin angular 

momenta (L and S). We can infer this immediately from the value of the 

corresponding splittings in the fine and hyperfine structures. 7 and / are, therefore, 

in the case of hyperfine structure, generally better quantum numbers than L and S 

in the case of fine structure. 

The examination of the intensity distribution and the Zeeman effect in the 

hyperfine structure gives us, therefore, a new and a very reliable tool for the examina¬ 

tion of the multipole character of a spectral line. Such investigations were 

carried out by Mrozowski (1940a) first of all on the Mgii line A2815 (^D,, 

which turned out to be a quadrupole line. He (Mrozowski 1940 b) performed 

also very careful photometric measurements in the Pb i spectrum on lines arising 

from transitions between the low^est levels of the electron configuration 6s^6p^. 

Because the Pb isotope 207, which is responsible for the hyperfine structure of 

the Pb spectrum, has the spin every fine structure level wdth 7 splits 

into tw^o hyperfine structure levels with F=J + \ and F^J—L Only the 

levels with 7 ~0 are not split up. In the case of the spectral line A 5313 (^S4,-^’T2) 

the hyperfine structure is therefore given by a doublet. From the fact that the 

ratio of the intensities of both the components is f we can infer already from 

the sum rule that w^e have here to do wdth an electric quadruj>ole radiation. 

The spectral line A 4618 (^So however, is a doublet with intensity ratio ^ 

and is therefore a magnetic dipole line. Finally, the line A 7330 (^D^^Pi) was 
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shown to be a magnetic dipole line containing a vsmall admixture of electric 

quadrupole radiation. Mrozowski (1946) also examined the hyperfine structure 

of the spectral lines of Bii due to transitions between the lowest levels of the 

6p^ electron configuration. All these are predominantly magnetic dipole lines. 

The Zeeman effect of the hyperfine structure was investigated by Jenkins 

and Mrozowski (1941a, b) for the magnetic dipole line A4618 and the electric 

quadrupole line A 5313. The observed intensities were in satisfactory agreement 

with the theoretical predictions. 

§6. THE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 

In §3 we have discussed the experiments which enable us to establish the 

multipole character of the radiation of an atom by the investigation of the directional 

dependence of its radiation field. But such experiments can be carried out only 

on spectral lines emitted by sources of light in our laboratories and not on cosmic 

sources of light inaccessible for such investigations. Only one of the methods 

thus far described could be used in principle for this purpose, namely the investi¬ 

gation of the intensity distribution in the hyperfine structure (§5). Wc can 

hardly expect that this method will have astrophysical importance because of 

the Doppler breadths and low intensities of the lines in the spectra of cosmic 

objects. 

The only quantities we can measure in cosmic spectra are line intensities 

and breadths. For the determination of the multipole character it is, however,, 

only the natural breadth and not the observed Doppler breadth which is of 

theoretical importance. But from the natural breadth we could only infer the 

sum of the transition probabilities from the initial and final levels and so could 

only very indirectly draw conclusions about the multipole character of the line 

concerned. 

Thus there is no other method for the determination of the multipole character 

of a cosmic line than that based on intensity measurements. For this purpose 

we have to measure the intensities of all lines in the multiplet which contains the 

line in question. 

Such measurements must be compared with the theoretical transition pro¬ 

babilities. These are also necessary for a study of physical conditions in radiating 

gases in cosmic and laboratory sources. For such purposes as the determination 

of the population of different energy levels the transition probabilities for non¬ 

observable spectral lines of very low frequencies lying in the far infra-red are also 

important. 

In this way we can understand the great efforts already made to calculate the 

relative and absolute transition probabilities. First of all the relative transition 

probabilities were calculated in the case of L5'-coupling for the electric quadrupole 

(Rubinowicz 1930) and magnetic dipole radiations (Brinkman 1932). The next 

step was made by Stevenson (1932), who calculated the absolute transition pro¬ 

babilities for intermediate coupling cases for transitions between two levels 

belonging to the same electron configuration, i.e. p^. But this author has deter¬ 

mined only the sums of the transition probabilities of the second-class radiation. 

The calculation of the separate transition probabilities was carried out for the most 

prominent nebular lines by Condon (1934) for transitions within the electron con¬ 

figurations p^, p® and p*. At the same time Blaton (1934) calculated the transition 

probabilities for the magnetic dipole radiations within the p^ configuration. 
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Pasternack (1940) re-examined these calculations and extended them to many 

more atoms also in the d^ and d^ configurations. Finally, Shortley (1940) 

has formulated the theory of the second-class multipole radiations in such a fashion 

as to make available all the methods of calculation and sum rules which have been 

developed for electric dipole radiation. He simplified especially the calculation 

of line strengths in the case of intermediate coupling by defining a square root 

of line strength in such a w ay that it transforms like a Hermitian matrix component. 

Using the results of these considerations, Shortley, Aller, Baker and Menzel 

(1941) have calculated the strengths of the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole 

lines (in the latter case apart from the squares of integrals involving the radial 

w ave functions) for the electron configurations p‘-^, p-^ and p'^ as functions of a single 

parameter x embracing all cases of coupling from the pure LS- to the pure 

//-coupling. Since careful estimates of probable x values for the most important 

ions w^ere given by Robinson (1937) and Robinson and Shortley (1937), or can 

be interpolated from the data of these authors, the problem of the calculation of 

the transition probabilities for transitions within the p'configurations is completely 

solved by these investigations except for the radial integral mentioned above, 

w hich in atomic units is of the order of magnitude of unity. 

§7. THE ELECTRIC OCTUPOLE AND MAGNETIC 
QUADRUPOLE RADIATIONS 

d'he identification of octupole lines in the optical spectrum has been reported 

by HuflF and Houston (1930) for the Hgi line A 2270 ('*P2 —“S(,) and by Jacquinot 

and Brochard (1943) for the Hei lines A4387-21 and A4H343 (iG,-^H\). But 

in both cases the authors themselves recognized that the lines in question have 

another origin. The Hgi line A2270 is caused by the nuclear spin of the odd 

Hg isotopes. The Hei lines A4387*21 and A4143'43, however, which were 

identified by their transverse Zeeman effects, were found to be due to enforced 

radiation. In fact Brochard, Jacquinot and Pluvinage (1945) and Brochard 

and Jacquinot (1945) have shown that, under given circumstances, the trans¬ 

verse Zeeman effect of a spectral line enforced by the electric field of ions is the 

same as that for the radiation of the next higher order allowed for the transition 

in question, if there exists no component of the electric field parallel to the 

magnetic field causing the Zeeman effect (cf. also Yvon 1943 and Pluvinage 

1947). 

There are however many reasons why so far no multipole lines of the third 

class have been observed in the optical range. 

(1) The extremely low transition probabilities of the multipole radiation of the 

third class. If we denote by a the radius of the radiating atom and by A the wave¬ 

length, then the orders of magnitude of the transition probabilities of the electric 

octupole and magnetic quadrupole radiations are {Zna/X)^ times smaller than those 

of the electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole radiations respectively. Taking 

as a basis the estimates of Shortley et al, (1941) for the transition probabilities, 

viz. for electric dipole radiation 2.10^secfor magnetic dipole radiation 

3.10*sec"“\ for electric quadrupole radiation A^^ 8.10'^sec S and taking 

a=?=0*5 A. and A = 4580 a., we shall therefore expect the transition probabilities 

of the electric octupole and magnetic quadrupole radiations to be of the order 

of magnitude of 4.sec^^ and 10'“*sec“*^ respectively. Since a day has about 

10®sec. and a month about 2.10®sec., the time between tw^o disturbances of the 

i6 
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excited atom (by collision with other atoms, electrons, photons, etc.) must be 

of the order of months or days if every excited atom is to lose its energy by radiation, 

(2) Masking of the midtipole lines of the third class by electric dipole lines. It 

is possible to reduce the selection rules for the multipole radiation of the third 

class to the selection rules for the multipole radiations of the first two classes. 

A transition between two energy levels A and B can take place as an electric octupole 

(or magnetic quadrupole) transition only when there exists a third level C such 

that an electric dipole transition can take place between one of the levels A or 

B and the level C and an electric quadrupole (or magnetic dipole) transition can 

take place between the other of the levels A or B and the level C. In this w^ay 

we can establish the selection rules: 

(«) A multipole radiation of the third class can take place like the electric 

dipole radiation only between two levels of opposite parity. 

{b) For the octupole radiation transitions are allowed in which 

w ith exception of those for which J -f-<3 (additional prohibition). In the case 

of magnetic quadrqpole radiation we have the selection rule \J the 

transitions J +»/' <2 being excluded. 

(c) In case of the LS coupling there are for L the analogous selection rules: 

for the electric octupole radiation |L —/y'|<3, excluded L + L'<3, and for the 

magnetic quadrupole radiation \L-~ L'\ ^$2, excluded L 4-L' <1. 

(d) From the selection rule (a) it follow^s that the magnetic quadrupole transi¬ 

tions can take place only betw^een two energy levels belonging to different electron 

configurations, because all levels belonging to a common electron configuration 

arc of the same parity. 

Moreover, w'e can state that in contrast with the case of magnetic dipole radiation 

the magnetic quadrupole radiation can be emitted in the visible also in the case 

of pure LS coupling, so that it need not be an intercombination radiation. This 

follows from the fact that with this coupling we can choose for example the states 

A and C as two states of the same multiplicity belonging to different electron 

configurations and C and B as two states of the same multiplicity belonging to the 

same electron configuration. Then between A and C an electric dipole radiation 

and between C and B a magnetic radiation can take place. 

From these selection rules it follows that generally every electric dipole radia¬ 

tion is accompanied by a multipole radiation of the third class, excluding the cases 

where, for example, the latter radiation is forbidden by one of the additional 

prohibitions. Since we may expect that in the case of multipole radiation of 

the third class, as in the case of electric dipole radiation, those transitions are the 

most probable in which the changes of J and L are the same, the electric dipole 

radiation masks the strongest spectral lines in the third-class radiation multiplet. 

But there are of course also electric octupole multiplets which are not at all masked 

by electric dipole lines, for example where 2 ^ |L — L'| ^ 3, 

(3) Rareness of corresponding metastable states. We can expect to observe 

the multipole radiation of the third class in nebulae only in the case where suitable 

metastable levels exist for this radiation, that is, levels from which there can take 

place no radiation of the first two classes to lower levels. For the appearance 

of the third-class multipole radiation the existence of such metastable levels is, 

however, not sufficient. There must exist, moreover, a lower level to which a third- 

class multipole transition from the metastable level can take place. But if such 

pairs of levels exist at all, they are extremely rare. Both levels must be of opposite 
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parity, and the electric dipole radiation must not be subject to the additional 

prohibitions (J -fJ' <1 or L + L' <1 in the case of LS couplings) since they would 

then exclude also the multipole radiation of the third class. 

(4) Finally we have to mention the importance of the additional prohibitions, 

I'heir influence increases with the order of the multipole radiation. The greater 

this order the greater must be the sum of the J quantum numbers of the initial 

and final levels if a transition is to be possible. The additional prohibition 

excludes in a {J —J') transition any multipole radiation of an order greater than 

2-/+^/ The spectral lines due to (J ~J') transitions contain therefore multipole 

radiations only up to the order . In a similar way in the case of LS coupling 

the additional prohibitions for the L quantum number come into play. These 

restrictions make themselves the more felt the lower the d and L values of both 

the levels. 

Summarizing, we can say that we are very unlikely to find in the visible a 

multipole radiation of the third class. 

Much more probable is the discovery of this type of radiation in the x-ray 

region. In the K or L series of uranium the intensities of the strongest octupole 

lines are about 10 of those of or In fact some spectral lines there have 

been discussed in this region (e.g. L,, —Ny in the Bi spectrum, Siegbahn 1931, 

p. 204) which, accepting the identification of terms, could be electric octupole 

lines. But against this identification we can quote x-ray lines which were attri¬ 

buted to transitions K - L| and L, ~Nj (Lindh 1930, p. 213) forbidden as 

spontaneous transitions for multipole radiations of all orders. The point is 

that these take place between tw^o levels with the quantum number J — I and 

of the same parity, so that w’e evidently have here enforced electric dipole transi¬ 

tions. But possibly the situation is similar to that in the case of the rare earths 

(§ 3). It could be that the spectral lines are due partly to enforced electric dipole 

and partly to spontaneous electric octupole transitions. With regard to the fact 

that the existence of the spectral lines under discussion, and still more their assign¬ 

ment to the transitions., is open to doubt, the first thing which must be done is a 

re-examination and extension of the experimental evidence. 

Of a special importance are the multipole radiations of higher order in the 

case of nuclear y-rays. 'Fhe dipole moments of all but the lightest nuclei arc 

reduced by the approximate coincidence of the centres of charge and mass. 

Therefore the electric dipole and quadrupole radiations are generally of comparable 

magnitude, but the remaining multipole radiations are weaker. 

There are several independent experimental methods which have been devised 

ior the determination of the multipole character of the y-rays. 

(1) The measurement of the internal conversion coefficient a, i.e. of the ratio 

of the probability of the emission of a conversion electron to the probability of 

the emission of a y-quantum. Especially for low energy y-rays a is very sensitive 

to the multipole character of the y-radiation, but for higher energy y-rays, 300 kev. 

or more, the change is not so rapid. Because the experimental determination 

of a is very difficult, this method is of no practical importance for higher energy 

y-rays (Hebb and Uhlenbeck 1938, Dancoff and Morrison 1939, Hebb and 

Nelson 1940, Schafroth 1948). 
(2) The determination of the ratio die numbers of the K and L con* 

version electrons. The value of N^iNj^ is very sensitive to the multipole order 

and is different for electric and magnetic radiations, so th'at it can be used to 

16-2 
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distinguish these two types of multipole radiation. This method is especially 

noteworthy because N^iNi^ is easier to measure than the conversion coefficient 

(Hebb and Nelson 1940). 

(3) The life-time of y-ray transitions. If the transition takes place between 

two levels with the / quantum numbers / and I\ the lowest possible order of the 

emitted electric or magnetic multipole radiation is 2 ^ and rcspectivelv. 

But if these transitions are forbidden by Laporte’s rule the transitions of the next 

higher order have to take place. The process of internal conversion tends thereby 

to speed up the transitions, so that the lifetime of the transition calculated from 

electromagnetic considerations must be divided by 1 4 a, where a is the total 

conversion coefficient. These lifetimes are, however, observable only in cases 

where they are sufficientlv high, i.e, if |/—/'j is large enough (isomerism (Ilebb 

and Uhlenbeck 1938)). 

All these three methods have been used by Helmholz (1941) for the deter¬ 

mination of the rnultipole character of nuclear y-rays. In eight out of the fourteen 

y-lines investigated a fairly definite assignment of the multi pole order has been 

made. I'here were observed electric and magnetic multipole radiations up to 

the orders 2^ and 2"^ respectively. 

(4) Directional correlation of successive y-quanta (Hamilton 1940). If a 

nucleus passes from an excited state A first to another excited state B and then to 

the ground state C emitting two successive y-quanta there is some correlation 

between their directions, depending on the rnultipole character of the emitted 

radiations and of the angular momenta of the nuclear states involved. The reason 

may be vStated briefly as follows: Let us first of all assume that the transition A -- B 

starts from a definite magnetic substate of A. Then by tlie corresponding 

selection rules and transition probabilities are fixed the probabilities for the 

emission of y-quanta in different directions in the transition A--B. But these 

transition probabilities determine the populations of the diflPerent substates of B, 

and so, by the selection rules and transition probabilities for the transition B-^C,. 

also the probabilities for the emission of y-quanta in different directions in the 

second transition. Therefore the probabilities for the emission of y-quanta 

in different directions are determined for a given substate of A and are thus corre¬ 

lated. This correlation persists obviously if we take the average value with respect 

to the initial substates of A. In these considerations we must, however, pay regard 

to the fact that the phases of the substates of B are related if the first y-quantum 

has been emitted in a definite direction. 

Goertzel (1946) has extended Hamilton’s calculations to take into account the 

effect on the nucleus of the magnetic field generated by the orbital electrons. 

It is evident that the above correlation can be observed only if the disturbances 

caused by this magnetic field are sufficiently small during the lifetime of the 

nuclear state B. 

Hamilton and Goertzel have considered only the cases of pure electric dipole 

and quadrupole and pure magnetic dipole transitions. But the electric quadrupole 

and magnetic dipole radiations can also be emitted simultaneously. In such a 

case the interference effect (cf. §4) comes into play and changes the correlations 

(Ling and Falkoff 1948). 

If in the radiation field of an electric multipole of the order 2^ we substitute 
H for E and — JFfor w e get the radiation field of a magnetic multipole of the 
same order. Because also the relative transition probabilities between magnetic 
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substates are the same for the electric and magnetic multipoles of the same orders 

it is clear that the directional correlation of two successive y-quanta does not 

distinguish between a pure electric and a pure magnetic multipole radiation of 

the same order. But it is found to be possible to discriminate between both these 

radiations if one of the y-quanta counters measures y-quanta only in a definite 

polarization state (Hamilton 1947, 1948, Falkoff 1948). 

Conclusive evidence for the existence of the directional correlation of successive 

y-quanta was given by Brady and Deutsch (1947, 1948 a, b). They observed this 

effect in the case of the nuclei ®®Ni, '^^Ti, -"‘Mg, ^^^Ba, ^^Sr and ^^®Pd using Kallmann 

scintillation counters. The directional correlation of the y-radiations of the 

nuclei ®^Ni, ^^^Ti, ^"^Mg and ^‘^^Ba are consistent with the emission of two electric 

quadrupole quanta and the nuclear momenta 4, 2, 0 for the three states A, B, C. 

In the case of ®^Ni and ^®Ti these spin assignments are in good agreement with con¬ 

siderations based on selection rules (Deutsch, Elliot and Roberts 1945). Any 

admixture of magnetic dipole radiation is here excluded as the changes of the 

angular momentum quantum numbers are given by 2. The correlation of 

the radiations of ®®Sr can be explained by an interference between the electric 

quadrupole and magnetic dipole radiations in accord with a disintegration scheme 

proposed by Peacock (1947) assuming that the angular momenta of the three states 

involved are 2, 1,0. No satisfactory explanation has been given so far in the case 

of the directional correlation of the ^^®Pd radiations. Assuming electric quadrupole 

radiations and the assignment 0, 2, 0 for the angular momentum quantum numbers 

to the three nuclear states concerned, an agreement between theory and experi¬ 

ment can be obtained only if the theoretical coefficients of the angular anisotropy 

are reduced by a factor of 2. But no reason could be found for such a 

procedure. 

Deutsch and Metzger (1948) succeeded in observing the directional correlation 

in the case where one y-quantum goes to a polarization-sensitive and the other 

to a polarization-insensitive detector. They used the y-radiation of and 

found that the ratio of the counting rate of y-quanta polarized in the plane of both 

the emitted quanta to the counting rate of y-quanta polarized in the direction 

perpendicular to this plane corresponds to two electric quadrupole radiations 

of the ^^^®Pd nucleus, but only if the experimentally observed and not the theoretical 

coefficients of the directional correlation are used in the calculation. 

(5) Angular distribution of y-quaftta emitted follozving p-decay. The probabil¬ 

ity that the direction of the emission of a y-quantum emitted after a jS-decay makes 

an angle <f> with the direction of the /3-ray depends upon the multipole character 

of the y-radiation, the angular momenta of the three nuclear states involved and 

the /3-interaction (Hamilton 1941). No experimental evidence of this effect 

has been found so far. 

(6) Directional correlation of successive conversion electrons. We get a further 

group of correlation effects depending on the multipole character of the y-radiation 

if we take into account the conversion electrons. Instead of two successive 

y-quanta we can then have two successive conversion electrons or one conversion 

electron preceding or following a y-quantum. The greater the miiltipole order 

of the y-radiation the greater the probability of the emission of a conversion 

electron, but at the same time also the greater in general is the lifetime of the 

corresponding initial state. The importance of this group of phenomena therefore 

increases with increasing multipole order of the y-radiation. But nevertheless 
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the multipole order of the second y>radiation, emitted by the intermediary 

quantum state of the nucleus as initial level, must not be too high, because otherwise 

the lifetime of this state is too long, so that the disturbances caused by the electrons 

come into play and destroy the correlation effect. No calculations concerning 

these effects have been published so far. But recently^ after this Report had been 

written, experiments were reported by Ward and Walker (1949) showing the 

directional correlation effect of two successive conversion electrons from 

The general form of the dependence of a directional correlation upon the angle 

between the directions in which photons and other particles involved are emitted 

can be derived using only the invariance properties of the physical process under 

space rotation and inversion (Yang 1948). 
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§1. INTRODUCTION Th e experimental study of the phenomena associated with the slow collisions 
of atoms and molecules must usually be carried out under conditions in 
which the relative velocity involved in the impacts is not definite but 

distributed according to the usual Maxwell law about a mean determined by the 
temperature. Nevertheless, a growling body oi information is now^ available 
about these collisions and in some cases a satisfactory theory has been developed 
to interpret and supplement the observed data. In this review we shall confine 
ourselves to conditions corresponding to ordinary temperatures and also somewhat 
arbitrarily exclude any but incidental discussion of chemical reaction rates. 

We shall first discuss elastic collisions. These determine the coefficient of 
viscosity, and the thermal conductivity of a gas, as w ell as the coefficient of diffusion 
of one gas in another or of ions through a gas (ionic mobility). It is from an 
analysis of the magnitude and temperature dependence of these coefficients 
that much information has been derived about the interactions between atoms. 
The quantum theory has shown that a further quantity, which is capable of 
direct measurement, and may also be used for this purpose, is the total collision 
cross-section for impacts between the atoms. §2 will be devoted to a review 
of these various aspects of elastic collisions. 

In collisions between molecular systems, one of which possesses excess energy 
of internal motion, it is of interest to discover the probability that, on impact 
with a normal molecule, the energy be redistributed in other degrees of freedom. 
The problem is essentially that of determining the extent to which energy transfer 
between relative translation, electronic motion, vibration and rotation takes 
place. This is of considerable importance in such phenomena as the quenching 
of fluorescence, sensitized fluorescence, the dispersion of sound and the rate of 
unimolecular reactions, § 3 will include a brief review of these transfer collisions 
and their importance in certain branches of physics. 
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§2. ELASTIC COLI.ISIONS 

2.1. The Effective Cross-Sections 

It is convenient to discuss first some of the features of the quantum theory 

of collisions. We shall throughout refer the motion of the two colliding atoms 

or molecules to the centre of mass as origin, so that 9, the angle of scattering 

in this system, is the angle through which the direction of relative motion is 

turned in the impact. The differential cross-section is such that the number 

of collisions which occur per cm^ per sec., between two kinds of atoms which are 

moving with relative velocity in which the direction of relative motion is turned 

through an angle between 9 and 9 -\-d9^ is 

2TTN,N.vl{9)sm9d9, .(1) 

hcing the number of each kind of atoms present per cm^. The total 

elastic collision cross-section is given by 

^0 = 277 ("7(19) sin.(2) 

It is such that the number of collisions taking place can be calculated by treating 

•the atoms as rigid spheres of radius (OoZ+tt)^. 

According to the classical theory defined in this way, would not be finite 

if the interaction between the atoms falls gradually to zero and has no sharp boun¬ 

dary. The deviation produced by even a weak interaction at very great distances 

would be finite and the effective sizes of the atoms unbounded. In quantum theory, 

owing to the uncertainty principle, no meaning can be attached to deviations 

through less than a certain angle—they are unobservable. As a result of this 

the total cross-section defined by (2) is finite in the quantum theory, provided 

the interaction between the atoms falls off more rapidly, at large distances, than 

the square of the inverse distance between them (Mott 1930, Mott and Massey 

1949 a). 

If means can be found for measuring Oq another useful quantity for providing 

information about interatomic forces is available. It is important to notice that 

Qq can never be calculated by classical theory as the contribution from very small 

angles of scattering is always given incorrectly by that theory.* 

A remarkable example of the fact that the classical theory can never give 

I{9) correctly for all 9, except for the very special case of the Coulomb field, is 

provided by the problem of the rigid sphere. If the atoms are regarded as rigid 

spheres of diameter <2, with no other interaction, the classical collision cross- 

section is, of course, finite and equal to When the wavelength A of the relative 

motion is large compared with the quantum theory gives a different value, 

477/2^, which is not surprising as the wavelength is large compared with the size 

of the obstacle. But what is rather more unexpected is that the quantum theory, 

in the limit of very short wavelengths, gives, not a cross-section but 

one of twice that value. The classical form for 1{9) is a constant, a^/4. The 

quantum theory gives the same value of I{9) for 0|>A/277-a, but for smaller values 

of 9 it predicts that I{9) should increase rapidly to reach at ^ = 0 (see the 

schematic representation, Figure 1). It is the additional contribution from this 

* It is possible to evaluate the cross-section for scattering through angles greater than 6^ by 
•'^jlassical theory prov'ided that theory is valid for calculating the scattering through angles as small 
as ^0. This may be made use of in practice by ensuring that deviations through angles less than 

will not be observed. 
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region which doubles the classical cross-section. The effect is an example of edge 

diffraction and it has been discussed by Massey and Mohr (1933) and by 

Wergeland (1945). 

The viscosity and heat conductivity of a gas depends on the ease of transport 

of momentum from one part of a gas, in which the mean kinetic energy is higher, 

to another. The more frequent the collisions the less easy the transport, but 

collisions in which the energy of the colliding partners is evenly shared after 

impact are more effective in this regard than others. The collision cross-section 

effective in viscosity is given by 

1(e) .(3) 

greater weight being given to deviations through 90 \ The complete formula 

for the viscosity coefficient r/ of a gas has been given by Chapman (1916, 1917) 

and by Enskog (1917), It is 

M ) .^ ^ 

where M is the mass of a gas atom, T the absolute temperature, k Boltzmann’s 

constant and 

r cf.’ 

n = 2 exp (- '4fe T} dv. 
. — rj) 

(5) 

€ is a small correction, never greater than 0*017. 

A further effective cross-section Qi^ is required for the theory of diffusion. 

This is defined by 

- 277 r (1 - cos 6)1(6) sine d6. .(6) 
J 0 

Diffusion is retarded more effectively by those collisions in which 02^^180° 

so that the paths of the colliding atoms are nearly reversed in sense—hence the 

additional weighting at these angles The coefficient of diffusion D for two 

gases is given by (Chapman 1916, 1917, Enskog 1917) 

where 

16 \ MiM., ) («i + 7Jo)Pi2 1 — €0 

^12 = f" exp {- + Mj)} dv. 
J — oc 

(7) 

(8) 

Ml, Mg are the masses of the atoms of the respective gases and Wg are the 

concentrations in number of atoms/cm^. is again an unimportant correction, 
never greater than 0*136. 

The mobility of an ion in a pure gas is given by the relation 

K=^eDlkT, .(9) 

where D is given by the formula (7). 

Unlike the total cross-section the viscosity and diffusion cross-sections may* 

usually be calculated with accuracy by classical methods. Of alC monatomic: 
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gases, helium is the only one for which quantum theory must be used to analyse, 

in terms of atomic interactions, the viscosity at temperatures above the liquefying 

point. At temperatures below about the classical theory becomes very 

inaccurate for this gas. A discussion of the quantum modifications for rigid 

spherical atoms has been given by Massey and Mohr (1933). 

We now discuss certain applications of these formulae. 

2.2. The Interaction between Helium Atoms 

An accurate determination of the interaction energy between helium atoms 

at various separations is important for several reasons. In particular, a satis¬ 

factory theory of the peculiar behaviour of liquid helium may well depend on 

the detailed nature of this interaction. Evidence is available from three sources, 

measurements of the viscosity and second coefficient over a wide range of tempera¬ 

tures and study of the scattering of helium atom beams by helium. The informa¬ 

tion obtained is still incomplete and not very consistent. 

yzncL 6 

Figure 1. Schematic form of the relative Figure 2. Illustrating various assumed potentials l^(r) tor 
angular divStribution function /(O) for interaction between helium atoms plotted as functions 
collisions of rigid spheres of diameter ol r/r„ where —2-945 A. 

a, A being the de Broglie wavelength 
of the relative motion. 

At large separation there is a weak van der Waals attraction which changes 

rapidly to a strong repulsion. The depth of the attractive potential is so small 

that it is only from low temperature data that information can be derived about 

this part of the interaction. 

2.21. Evidence from low temperature experiments. There exist seven deter¬ 

minations of the viscosity (van Itterbeek and Keesom 1938), and thirteen of the 

second virial coefficient (Holborn and Otto 1926, Nijhotf, Iliin and Keesom 1928, 

Keesom and Kraak 1935, Keesom and Walstra 1939), of helium at temperatures 

below 30^" K. 

The first analysis of the viscosity data using quantum theory to calculate 

the viscosity cross-sections was made by Massey and Mohr (1933, 1934). They 

assumed the interaction to be of the form given by Slater (1928), viz. 

V{r)^be-^^-cr-\ .(10) 

where h^7*7 x 10““^^ erg, a = 4*6 x 10^ cm"*^ and c = 1.37 x erg cm®, and 
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found fair agreement with the observations. Since then a number of attempts 

have been made to improve on this potential, taking into account the second 

virial coefficient data also, the quantum formula for this coefficient having been 

derived by Cropper (1937) and by Beth and Uhlenbeck (1937). The most 

recent analysis is that of Buckingham, Hamilton and Massey (1941). They 

considered the family of interactions illustrated in Figure 2 in all of which the 

zero occurs at 2-945 a. The asymptotic form of these interactions was given 

by - cjr^ but with different constants c for each. Curve IV corresponds to the 

Slater potential (10), curve I to one of the same form but 30% stronger, and 

curve III to a potential assumed by de Boer and Michels (1939) in their calcula¬ 

tions. Of these interactions I and 11 give rise to no discrete stationary state 

whereas IV and V give one such state with binding energy 6x10”*' and 

T5 X 10“^ev. respectively. It is not certain whether interaction III does or 

does not give a bound state but if so it must have extremely small binding 

energy. 

The evidence from the virial coefficient data is illustrated in Figure 3. The 

Fi^^ure 3. Comparison of observed and calculated virial coefficients (B) plotted as functions of 
ql '~47r^MrlkT, h^ where M is the mass of a helium atom and ro = 2-945 a. 

Full curves, calculated results from corresponding assumed potentials I~V 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

Keyes’ smoothing function. 
Experimental points: X Holborn and Otto (1926). 

■I Nijhotf, lliin and Keesom (1928). 
# Keesom and Kraak (1935). 

t Keesom and Walstra (1939). 

data do not lie on a smooth curve and a considerable gap exists between 5° and 
15°. 

Keyes * has constructed an empirical function which provides a representation 

of the data between 2° k, and 650° k. which gives a good fit to the experimental 

points over the full temperature range except near 15°K. The virial coefficients 

calculated by use of the interactions I-IV are illustrated in the curves HV of 

Figure 3. It will be seen that the best fit is likely to be obtained by an interaction 

falling between II and HI of Figure 2. 

* Private communication to Dr. R. A. Buckingham. 
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This conclusion is not consistent with the viscosity data. The observed 

viscosity between T64'"k. and 5''k. is fitted best by interaction V of Figure 2 

and, if anything, suggests an interaction slightly weaker still. On the other 

hand, at temperatures between IS"" and 30'Tc., the best fit is with the interaction I 

of Figure 2. 

It is not clear whether the lack of consistent agreement is due to imperfection, 

in the forms of the assumed interaction or to inaccuracy in the experimental 

data. Although the calculations were carried out with a fixed value of the distance 

at which the zero occurs it is unlikely that any adjustment of this distance 

will eliminate the inconsistencies. There is clearly a need here for further 

experimental work*. 

In carrying out the calculations by the quantum theory allowance is made 

for the fact that helium atoms obey the Bose-Einstein statistics. The importance 

of this may be judged from the calculations carried out by Massey and Buckingham 

(1938) with the field I of I'igure 2. They compared the viscosity cross-sections 

obtained on the respective assumptions of Bose-Einstein, classical and Fermi- 

Dirac statistics. Their results are illustrated in Figure 4 and it will be seen that 

010 0'20 0-30 
Energy of Relative Motion (e.volts) 

Figure 4. Calculated viscosit>' cruss-scctions C/; 
for helium using the interaction 1 of Figure 2. 
The relative velocity %• of the atom is given in 
terms of a temperature Twhere 
M being the mass of a helium atom. ?’ is 
thus the most important relative velocity in 
determining the viscosity at temperature T. 

Curve I—assuming Bose-Einstein statistics. 
Curve II—assuming Fermi-Dirac statistics. 

Curve III—assuming classical (Boltzmann) 
statistics. 

Figure 5, Illustrating the \ariation of the cross- 
.section for transfer of excitation between atoms, 
as a function of the energy of relative motion, 
for three energy discrepancies AE. 

it is only at temperatures below 3'^^‘k. that the nature of the statistics is at all 

important. 
2.22. The evidence from medium and high temperatures. The evidence from 

the measured viscosity of helium in the temperature range from 20'^ to 200^ k. 

has been discussed most recently by Amdur (1947). He calculated the viscosity 

from the formulae (3), (4) and (5) using classical theory and the interaction energy 

proposed by Margenau (1939). This is given by 

^ [-7.70 _ 5.60 - 0-0139r-« - 0-030r «- 0-035r-io] x 10-“i« ergs, 

* Some clarification is provided from measurements by Ubbink and de Haas (1943) of the 
thermal conductivity of helium gas at IS and 3"^ K. Their results are consistent with an interaction 
between II and III (Figure 2), agreeing with the evidence from the second virial coefficient. 
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where r is in a., and is illustrated by curve M of Figure 2. Amdur obtained 

agreement within 5 % for the viscosity over the whole temperature range considered. 

This leaves the situation rather more confused than ever because the low tempera¬ 

ture evidence does not appear to be consistent with Margenau’s interaction. 

This may easily be seen by reference to Figure 2, which shows that this inter¬ 

action includes a considerably stronger long range attraction than any used in the 

calculations of Buckingham, Hamilton and Massey. Thus the minimum is 

rather deeper and the zero occurs at a smaller distance. Furthermore, the 

analysis of the second virial coefficient of helium in the temperature range 

70-673‘^k., carried out by Buckingham (1938), does not support the Margenau 

potential. Thus he concludes that the zero occurs for r — l bS a. and finds the 

data consistent with the interaction 

F(r) = [8-71^--^‘^s^-0*0147r-^] x IQ-^Oergs. .(11) 

This interaction gives a slightly harder repulsion than that, 

F(r)=:[4*39r -i2-0.0152r-«] x IQ-^^ergs, 

derived by Hirschfelder, Ewell and Roebuck (1938) from an analysis of the 

Joule-Thomson coefficients of helium. 

It must be remembered that all the interactions derived by assuming special 

functional forms including adjustable constants are only likely to be reasonably 

accurate over the limited range of r which is effective in determining the physical 

properties used for the analysis, over the temperature range available. Extra¬ 

polation to other distances can only be carried out with caution. 

A severe test of interactions derived from properties measured up to tempera¬ 

tures not greater than 700 k. is provided by the experiments of Amdur and 

Pcarlman (1941) on the scattering of energetic helium atoms in helium. In 

these experiments, beams of helium atoms, with homogeneous energies between 

300 and l,000cv., were prepared from helium ion beams of the same energy, 

by charge transfer. The cross-section for scattering of these atoms through 

angles greater than 4-5' in collision with helium atoms at room temperature was 

measured by observing the absorption of the beam in helium gas. By comparing 

these observations with calculations based on Buckingham’s potential (equation 

(11)) it was found that this potential gives rather too large a repulsion for r <0*8 a. 

but, even at 0-55 a., it is only about twice too large* This indicates a wider range 

of validity of the potential than would be expected, 

2.3. Measurement of Total Collision Cross-Sections by the Molecular Ray Method 

The measurement of the total collision cross-section by molecular ray 

technique is simple in principle. Thus to measure far two kinds of atoms A 

and B, averaged over the distribution of relative velocities fixed by the temperature 

of the gas, a narrow molecular beam composed of the atoms A is fired through the 

gas of atoms B contained in a small scattering chamber. The intensity of the 

beam is measured after passage through this chamber, both when the gas B is 

present at a measured pressure and when it is absent. From the ratio of these 

two intensities the mean cross-section may be determined, using the standard 

formulae of the kinetic theory of gases. 

In order that a definite cross-section be obtained which is eflPectively inde¬ 
pendent of the angular resolving power of the apparatus it is necessary that this 
resolving power be very high. As a rough guide for testing whether any parti- 
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cular design is adequate a schematic angular distribution function I{0), illustrated 

in Figure 1, may be used. This is based on the analogy with the rigid sphere 

problem. If a is the sum of the gas kinetic radii of the atoms, estimated from 

viscosity measurements or in some other way, then I{0) may be taken as equal 

to a^/4 for 6 :>XI27ra and to rise linearly from this value to 77%^/A- at ^ = 0, A being 

the wavelength of mean relative motion of the atoms. The apparatus should be 

adequate for the purpose if, with this distribution, the ratio 

I{e)sm0de j]{6)^^mede, .(12) 

is sufficiently close to unity, 6^^ being the smallest angular deviation which can be 

detected by the apparatus. 

Almost all experimental work in this direction has been carried out using 

molecular beams of alkali metal atoms. This is because the intensity of such a 

beam may be measured very conveniently and accurately by the hot filament 

method. The atoms undergo surface ionization and the current of ions produced 

is easily measured. 

The earliest work on the collisions of atoms was that of Broadway (1933). 

It was directed to establishing the validity of the quantum result that Limo_^/(^) 

is finite. He observed the scattering, through angles between 0*2" and T , of a 

beam of sodium atoms by a beam of mercury atoms, l^vidence in favour of the 

finite limit was found. 

I'wo detailed experimental measurements of the cross-sections of the alkali 

metal atoms for collision with various gas atoms have been carried out, the first 

and most extensive by Rosin and Rabi (1935) and the most recent by Estermann, 

Foner and Stern (1947). The resolving power in the latter experiments was 

very liigh, the angle 6^^ of (12) being about 5". In Rosin and Rabi’s apparatus 

it was about V. 

It was an interesting feature of Rosin and Rabi\s experiments that the distri¬ 

bution of intensity across the beam remained the same in form with and without 

gas present in the scattering chamber. This absence of broadening by the scat¬ 

tering gas indicated that the probability of deviations taking place through angles 

less than the resolving power of the apparatus was small. 

Rosin and Rabi measured cross-sections for collisions of each of the alkali 

metal atoms Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs with each of the rare gas atoms He, Ne and A. 

Their results are given in Table 1. The only measurements of Estermann, 

Foner and Stern which can be compared are those for Cs and He collisions. 

They find a cross-section times greater than that of Rosin and Rabi (see Table 1) 

Table 1. Observed Collision Cross-Sections for Alkali metal-Rare gas Atom 

Impacts and the derived van der Waals Constants 

•Alkali 
metal 

He Ne A 

atom Q C(l) C(2) Q C(l) C’(2) C r(i) C(2) 

Li 106 14*4 17 120 18-7 32 303 188 125 
Na 130 17-8 (26) 213 40-4 (51) 401 192 (200) 
K 165 31-7 35 259 50-5 68 580 356 260 
Rb 152 25‘4 (40) 268 49 0 (77) 572 249 (290) 
Cs 162 29-4 44 287 56-7 87 572 235 325 

Qf cross section in 10“^® cm^. 
C, derived van der Waals’ constant in lO*®® cm* : (1) from observed Q, (2) from polarizabilities. 
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and it is not clear how the discrepancy arises. The resolving power used by the 

latter authors should have been adequate. 

A theoretical analysis of these results (Massey and Buckingham 1936), may be 

made on the plausible assumption that the van der Waals attraction, of the form 

— c/r®, where r is the distance between the atoms and c a certain constant, is re¬ 

sponsible for the scattering and is so large that the eflPect of the repulsion at short 

distances is quite negligible. For these conditions Massey and Mohr (1934) 

derived the formula 

where A is the wavelength of the relative motion. Using this formula and a 

suitable mean for A, values of the constant C for different pairs of interacting 

atoms may be derived. These are given in Table 1. It is further possible to 

estimate C if the polarizabilities of the atoms are known (Hellmann 1935). Those 

of the rare gas atoms are available from their refractivities (C. and M. Cuthbertson 

1911) and those of lithium, potassium and caesium have been measured directly 

by Scheffers and Stark (1934) using molecular ray methods. The estimated 

values of C obtained in this way are also given in liable 1, interpolated values 

being included for sodium and rubidium. It will be seen that, on the whole, 

the agreement between estimated and derived values of C is not unsatisfactory. 

There is a tendency throughout for the derived values to be too small for rubidium 

and caesium. On the other hand, the value derived for the Cs-He case from 

the measurements of Esterrnann, Foner and Stern is many times greater than the 

estimated. 

It seems clear that the measurement of total collision by molecular ray methods 

is likely to provide a powerful tool for investigating the interactions between atoms 

but much more experimental work is still required to establish it on a reliable 

foundation. 

2.4. The Mobility of Positive Ions in Gases 

A considerable amount of experimental work has been carried out on the 

mobilities of positive ions in gases. It has been described by Tyndall (1938) 

in his book The Mobility of Positive Ions in Gases, 

For most cases a classical theory is adequate. The interaction energy betw^een 

the ion and atom may be represented as of the rigid sphere form with a superposed 

attraction due to the polarization of the atom by the ion. Thus the interaction 

W'hen the ion and atom are at a distance r apart is taken to be 

F(r)== — r>^^; F(r)->oo, r<a, 

where a is the polarizability of the atom. The radius a may be obtained from 

gas kinetic data and a from refractivity data or by molecular ray experiment 

(see §2.3). Alternatively the interaction may be taken to be of the form 

V{r) = ar-^^' — — ^oLe^jr^, where n is a positive integer greater than 6, the value 

10 being mathematically most convenient. The first two terms are taken to 

be the same as for interaction between the neutral atoms, the form being that 

assumed by Lennard-Jones (1931) in his study of the equation of state of mon¬ 

atomic gases. Given F(y), I{d) may be calculated by classical methods, and hence 

the mobility by means of formulae (6), (7), (8) and (9). Calculations carried 

out in these ways by Hassi and Cook (1931) have been found to give satisfactory 

agreement with experiment for a number of cases. 
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When considering the mobility of an ion such as He* in a gas of the same 

kind it is necessary to allow tor the fact that charge transfer may occur on collision : 

He+ l-He >He ] He*. Because of this, it is not a good approximation to 

calculate the mobility assuming that the interaction between, say, He" and He 

is given by adding a polarization potential to that between two heluim atoms. 

The correct procedure was given by Massey and Smith (1933) and applied by 

Massey and Mohr (1934) to calcidate the mobility of He’ in He. 

According to quantum mechanics there are two possible interactions between 

a helium ion and atom in their ground states, depending on whether the electron 

distribution is symmetrical or antisymmetrical with respect to the two nuclei. 

Corresponding to each interaction there is associated an amplitude for scattering 

between angles and 0 -4 (t0. The correct amplitude to take is a suitable linear 

combination of these two. The symmetrical interaction inchicies a powerful 

long range attraction which makes such a large contribution to the scattered 

amplitude that the effective diffusion cross-section is considerably larger than would 

be the case if charge exchange were ignored. 

'I'he mobility calculated in this way for I le in He was found to be 12 enf'^ sec. 

\ ()lt. This is in marked disagreement with the \ alue 21*4 cm-,sec. volt, forthe 

ions from a helium glow discharge, observed by Tyndall and Powell (1931). 

'The reason for this discrepancy is still not clear. Meyerott (1944) has suggested 

that the ions concerned in the experiments were not He* but Hco' . He points 

out further that, in earlier measurements by the same authors (I'yndall and 

Powxdl 1930) in wTich an z-particle source of ions was used, the value 13cm® sec. 

volt w^as found, in much chiser agreement with the calculated value. On the 

other hand, Mott (private communication) has drawn attention to the possibility 

that the neglect of certain terms in the calculation might be serious. These 

terms were ignored on the assumption that the relative velocity of the ion and 

atom is so slow that electron exchange can frequently occur during a collivsion. 

The frequency of exchange is equal to AE h where A/f is the energy difference 

betw^een the symmetrical and antisymmetrical interactions. At large distances 

AE is small and exchange occurs very infrequently. 'The effect of the relative 

motion may then be to reduce the magnittide of the exchange interaction at these 

distances. This w ould reduce and hence increase K in (9). it is doubtful 

however whether the correction arising in this way is large enough. Meyerott 

(1944) has attempted to obtain some information on this point by calculating the 

interaction between a lithium ion Li' and a helium atom, by quantal methods, and 

hence obtaining a theoretical value for the mobility of Li * in helium to compare 

with the observations of Hoselitz (1940). The lithium ion has a similar electronic 

.structure to that of helium but the exchange effect is small and better agreement 

with experiment should be obtained if it is this effect which has been miscalculated 

wath HeL Only moderate agreement was found, as is clear from reference to 

d'ahle 2, so that no definite conclusions can be drawn. 

'Pable 2. C omparison of Observed and 'Fheoretical \ allies foi the Mobility 

of Li ’ in He 

7 emp. C K.). 20 7S 00 195 291 389 483 

.Mobility /Observed .. 20 21-8 22-2 23-9 25-8 27-8 29-2 

(cm^/volt, sec.)"^Calculated . . 16*4 17*4 17*5 18*6 19-4 20*1 20*9 

To clarify the position the mohilily nf Ile^ ions with established identity 

^7 Fsp a 
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should be measured. A further possibility would he to measure the coefficient 

of diflFusion of metastable atoms of helium in helium (see Dorrestein and Smit 

1938), as in this case also electron and excitation transfer must play an important 

role. The theoretical importance of a satisfactory solution is considerable 

f)ecause these cases of charge and excitation transfer, in which no change in 

relative kinetic energy occurs, can be regarded as limiting cases of collisions 

in which charge and excitation transfer can only be effected if the energy of 

relative motion is changed. A satisfactory theory of* these elastic processes 

must be expected to precede development of such a theory for the more com¬ 

plicated inelastic cases. 

§3. C-'OI.LISIONS JNVOj.VINCj C'HANCih Ot IN^FICKNAL 

A considerable volume of evidence is available concerning the ease with which 

energy exchange may occur between that of relative translation and various 

degrees of internal freedom of the colliding systems. Nevertheless, although 

it is possible to give general rules concerning these energy transformations, we 

are still far from possessing an interpretation so complete as to make possible 

the prediction of the rates of a particular reaction except in very few cases. 

3.1. hielasiic ('olhsions hetiveen Aloms—Exchange het7V(^cn electronic ond 

franslafional Ener^fy 

In collisions l^etween atoms, the only internal motion which can exchange 

energy with that of relative translation is that of the electrons. .As we are con¬ 

cerned with impacts in which the relative kinetic energy is of the order kl\ 

inelastic collisions between atoms cannot occur unless one of the atoms is in an 

excited state. 

The occurrence of inelastic (and superelastic) collisions between excited 

atoms leads to the phenomena of the quenching of resonanct^ fltiorescencc by 

the presence of foreign atoms, and of sensitized fluorescence. 

Resonance fluorescence is produced when a gas or vapour of atoms A is excited 

by radiation, from a suitable lamp, which arises from transitions from an excited 

(nth) state to the ground state of the atoms A in the lamp. Resonance absorption 

of this radiation raises atoms A in the resonance chamber to the wth state, from 

which they return to lower states by emission of the resonance radiation. The 

intensity of this resonance radiation for a given intensity of irradiation from the 

lamp is often reduced very considerably, or quenched, by the addition of foreign 

gas to the resonance chamber. This is because the atoms of this gas, in collision 

with excited atoms A, remove the excitation energy. With suitable experimental 

precautions, necessary to avoid complications due to imprisonment of resonance 

radiation and to line broadening by the foreign gas, it is possible to measure the 

effective cross-section for the quenching due to different atoms and molecules 

(see Mitchell and Zemansky 1934a, b). 

Cross-sections for the quenching of the resonance radiation of mercury 

(Zemansky 1930, Bates 1930, 1932, Duffendack and Owens 1934, Evans 1934, 

Olsen 1941, Olsen and Kerr 1947), cadmium (Lifson and Mitchell 1935), thallium 

(Prileschajewa 1932, 1935), and sodium (Winans 1930, Kisilbasch, Kondratjew' 

and I.eipunsky 1930, Terenin and Prileschajewa 1931, Kondratjew and Susken 
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1935, Norrish and Smith 1940), by different ^ases have been measured. 'The 

data for quenching by molecules are discussed in §3.2. For all the atomic gases 

investigated the quenching cross-sections have been found to be very small 

( - lO '^cm^). Some authors have given actual values for some of the cross- 

sections but usually it is merely said that they are too small to be observed with 

the existing experimental limitations. Thus Olsen (1941) finds negligible 

quenching of mercury radiation by helium and krypton but gives cross-sections 

3 and 2/10"'"cm^, for cpienching by neon and argon respectively. It seems 

quite certain, by comparison with the data for quenching by molecules, that 

atoms are very ineffective in quenching, the chance per gas kinetic collision being 

much less than 1 lO. 

Sensitized fluorescence occurs when the irradiation of a mixture of gases A 

and B, by radiation which excites the atoms A by resonance absorption, leads to 

emission of radiation by the atoms B. 'This is due to transfer of excitation from 

the atoms A to the atoms B in collisions (see Mitchell and Zemansky 1934b). 

4'he most important general rule, which has emerged from the experimental 

study ol these phenomena, is that transfer of excitation is most etfective when the 

minimum anunmt of energy is transferred to or from relative translation, i.e. 

when the energy difference between the initial and final states of the first atom is 

e()ual to that between the final and initial states of the second, hi these circum¬ 

stances the colliding systems are said to be in energy resonance. A most definite 

illustration of this resonance effect was provided by some experiments of Beutler 

and Josephy (1929) who investigated the mercury sensitized ff uorescence of sodium. 

'They determined the relative population of different excited levels of sodium and 

found a sharp maximum for the 9s level. The excitation energv' of this level is 

only ()’()20ev. higher than that of the level of mercury from which the 

excitation was transferred. A small subsidiary maximum was also observed for 

the 7s level whose excitation energy lies closest to that of the metastahle 

level of mercury. 

Similar resonance effects have been observed m other reactions. Thus (iran 

and Duffendack (1937) observed the enhancement of the s, p and d levels of the 

Pb ’ spark lines when neon was added to an electric discharge in lead vapour. 

The enhancement is due to the transfer of charge and excitation between neon and 

lead by the reaction 

Ne -fPb vPh^'+Nc. .(13) 

It was found, again, that the maximum enhancement in any series of lines, starting 

from levels with the same azimuthal quantum number, occurred w hen the energy 

resonance was closest. 

A second general rule, due to Wigner (1929), is that the total electronic spin 

is conserved in a transfer reaction. Although this rule is useful as a general 

guide to the most important processes it is not accurately valid. The most 

remarkable cases in which it fails occur with helium atoms. In the coarse of 

an investigation of the excitation of the helium spectrum by electron impact 

Lees and Skinner (1932) produced strong evidence to show that the cross-se:tion 

for the reaction He(4M^)-h He(LS) 4Ic(’S) + He(4'T)) 4-0-()()6ev., is not small 

compared with the gas kinetic. Maurer and Wolf (1934, 1940) st\idied these 

17-2 
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reactions in great detail and obtained the effective cross-sections (in terms of the 

gas kinetic) given in Table 3. 

'Fable 3 

Resonance Cross- Resonance Cross- 

Reaction discrt^pancy section Reaction discrepancy section 

ev. ev. 

\ ()-()79 1-4 5'F -5'D\ 04)03 34 

3‘P f ()*()13 8 5'P -ST)/ 04)03 18 

>4‘Di 04)06 45 5'P -5 'S\ 04)34 1 
4«P-4=’D / 04)06 10 5'P -.S'S/ 04)71 04) 

4*P--4hSt 04)68 2 
4T 0-148 - 1 

'These results exhibit the resonance behaviour quite clearly but Wigner’s rule 

only holds in a weak form. 'The cross-section for a process in which the total 

spin is conserved is larger than for the corresponding process in which it is not, 

but only by a factor of 2 or 3. 

A further source of information about atomic collisions in which electron 

transitions occur is from the study of the formation and destruction of metaslablc 

atoms in an electrically excited gas. 'These experiments are rather difficult to 

interpret accurately because a number of factors are involved. An account of 

experiments in the rare gases have been given by Mitchell and Zemansky (Tf34a) 

in Resonance Radiation and Excited Atoms. As an example it is found (Meissner 

and Graffunder 1927, Zemansky 1929) that the cross-section for excitation of 

metastable neon atoms in either one of the levels to the level which lies 

0*15 ev. above the uppermost, level, by impact of normal neon atoms at room 

temperature, is 4*2 y 10cm-, y, the fraction of neon atoms possessing 

sufficient energy to produce the excitation, is likely to be of order 10 - .so that the 

cross-section is between 0‘1 and 04)1 of the gas kinetic. A somewhat smaller 

but comparable result has been found by de (jrool and Penning (1933) from an 

analysis of some earlier experiments by Dorgelo and Washington (1927). 'The 

value they derive is 3-9 y 10For argon the cross-section for the excitation 

appears to be consiiderably smaller (Anderson 1931). On the other 

hand, doubt is thrown on the validity of the method by the impossibly large 

cross-section found (Ebbinghaus 1930) for the excitation 2'^S ^2 in helium. 

Recently Kvifte and Vegard (1947) have reported experimental estimates 

of the cross-sections for de-activation of oxygen atoms in the metastable ' S state 

by impact of neon atoms. In this case the process involves a superelastic collision 

and the factor y does not arise. '^The, very low probability of 10 " per gas kinetic 

collision was found for this process which involves transfer of 2*0ev. internal 

energy into energy of relative translation. 

Finally, Kruithof and Druyvesteyn (1937) have obtained an estimate of the 

cross-section for the reaction 

Ne' -f A->Ne-i-A+ -he, .(14) 

Ne' being a metastable atom, from a study of the electron ionization coefficient 
of neon containing a small admixture of argon. 'This gave the ratio of the cross- 
section for the above reaction to that for destruction of metastable neon atoms in 
collision with normal neon atoms, Using de Groot and Penning's value (1933) 
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for the latter cross-section, the cross-section for the reaction (14) was found to 

he of the order of the gas kinetic. It is important to notice that the reaction (14) 

can be regarded as one in which exact resonance may prevail, since the energy 

excess may be carried by the ejected electron. 

3.11. 'rheoretical interpretaiion. The outstanding feature of the data de¬ 

scribed above, meagre as they undoubtedly are, is that the cross-section for a 

collision, iTi which an electron transition takes place involving a change AA’of internal 

energy, is small unless | S.E is very small. In many cases the variation of the 

cross-section for a fixed relative velocity of impact follows a resonance curve, 

w ith a maximum at A/: -0. 

A qualitative interpretation of this feature may readily be given in terms ol 

the extent to which the collision approximates to adiabatic conditions. Under 

such conditions the at(mis approach so gradually that the state of internal motion 

is able to adjust itself to the perturbation without a transition finally resulting. 

We denote the initial state by A, the final slate, the energy of which differs from 

slate .\ by A/t’, by H. When the systems are at a given finite distance apart the 

state of the system wall fluctuate between being mainly like A and mainly like H 

w ith a frequency of order \E h. if the number of such fluctuations during the 

collision is high, the conditions are nearly adiabatic and the chance of finding 

the systems in state H after the collision is verv small. The time of collision is 

ol order aiv, where v is the relati\ e velocity, and a length of the order of atomic 

dimensions. Hence if 

\Ea,hv^'\, .(15) 

the conditions are nearly adiabatic, f'or a considerable chance of a transition 

w'e must have AAVt/fi^’^l or greater. In the atomic collisions we have been 

considering AEalhv is of the order lOAU where AU is the energy difference in 

electron volts. We w^ould therefore expect a small cross-section unless Al^ is 

smaller than 01 ev. 

d'he variation of the cross-section with relative velocity of impact will be 

given by /(AAV/ Alt') where /(x) is a decreasing function of x. In some circum¬ 

stances it is likely that the function has the form e in other cases it may be better 

represented by x " where // v (). Figure 5 illustrates the general form of the 

x ariation with velocity. 

It is clear, according to the above considerations, that the maximum cross- 

section occurs when AA’0. The magnitude wdiich can be attained under condi¬ 

tions approaching exact resonance is a matter of some importance. 

There is a general impression that very large cross-sections, much greater 

than the gas kinetic, can arise in collisions involving transfer of excitation with 

small energy discrepancy AA. It seems likely from theoretical considerations, 

however, that such large cross-sections are the exception rather than the rule. 

The so-called resonance effect w'hich is a feature of atomic collisions is essentially 

different in character from the resonance effects which occur in nuclear collisions 

or in the collisions of slow’ electrons with atoms. In the latter cases, the wave¬ 

length of the relative motion is large compared w ith nuclear or atomic dimensions 

respectively, whereas in the atomic case the wavelength is small compared with 

atomic dimensions and the relative motion is essentially classical, l arge cross- 

sections can only arise in these circumstances if the effective interaction betw een 

the atoms has an abnormally long range -in nuclear (or electron) collisions, 

however, the collision radius may great.ly exceed the nuclear (or atomic) radius. 
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'Fhe case of exact resonance, which may be dealt with accurately, provides 

a good guide to the conditions under which the cross-section for a given electronic 

transition may become large. As already discussed in §2.4, in connection with 

the effect of charge transfer on the mobility of He ‘ ions in helium, the cross- 

section is determined by a suitable weighting of the scattered amplitudes arising 

from the two interactions between the atoms, one symmetrical, the other anti- 

symmetrical, in the two nuclei, ddiese interactions fall off as r if the change 

of excitation involves an optically allowed transition in both atoms, with no 

electron exchange. This long range interaction can give rise to a very large 

crovss-section if its strength is great enough. If, however, one or both of the 

transitions are not opticallv allowed, the interactions tall off more rapidly with 

nuclear separation and large cross-sections do not occur. In particular, if charge 

exchange takes place, the interaction falls off exponentially and a cross-section 

much larger than gas kinetic cannot arise (except when the colliding systems 

are oppositely charged ions (see equation (Ih)). 

These general conclusions remain valid when the resonance is not exact, 

l^^ssentially this has the effect of reducing the effective long range interaction 

by interference between the waves of different length corresponding to the initial 

and final relative motion. 'The most detailed theory of such collisions has been 

gi\en by Stueckelberg (1932) (see also Ivandau 1932, London 1932, Zener 1932, 

Aiott and Massey 1949), but it has not been applied to specific examples except 

in very few cases. One rather exceptional reaction to which it has been applied 

is the mutual neutralization reaction 

A ' 4 B --^A' f-H". .(16) 

'The very long range Coulomb force between the colliding ions can, under certain 

circumstances, lead to a cross-section for the reaction which is much greater than 

the gas kinetic. Bates and Massey (1943) applied Stueckelberg’s theory to 

estimate the possible cross-section for mutual neutralization, at ordinary tempera¬ 

tures, of the positive and negative ions of atomic oxygen, a process which may be 

of importance in the earth’s ionosphere. 'They found that, in these cases, the 

maximum cross-section does not occur at exact resonance but when the resonance 

discrepancy is one or two electron volts. It is possible that a cross-section as 

high as 10 '^‘•^cm^ might arise for some pair of excited states in (16) hut this would 

require very special conditions. 'The actual value is likely to be sornewdiat 

smaller but still rather larger than the gas kinetic. 

Although a general theoretical interpretation of the semi-adiabatic reactions 

between excited atoms or ions can be given we are still far from possessing a 

means of estimating even roughly the magnitudes of the cross-sections for any 

specific conditions. More experimental data, particularly on the variation of 

the cross-sections with velocity, must be secured to assist in the difficult task of 

providing at least a semi-quantitative or semi-empirical theory which is useful 

in the frequently occurring circumstances in which the rate of a reaction, unobtain¬ 

able by experiment, is required. 

3.2. Inelastic Collisions between Atoms and Molectdes—Exchange between electronic^ 

zribrational and translational Energy 

In considering collisions involving electron transitions in which one or bqth 

of the colliding systems are molecules, account must be taken of the possibility 

that vibrational motion within the molecule may give or receive energy. One 
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immediate question of interest is whether or not vibrational energy can he 

considered on the same footing as electronic energy in assessing the resonance 

energy discrepancy. Experimental evidence on this matter can he obtained 

by studying the quenching of resonance fluorescence by molecular gases. Care 

must be taken to distinguish quenching by chemical reactions from direct 

quenching by transfer of excitation. 

There is no doubt from the observed data that electronic energy may, in 

many cases, be transformed quite readily into \abrational energy. 'Thus the 

cross-section for the quenching of sociium resonance radiation by hydrogen 

is 7’5 :<1() cm^ (Norrish and Smith 1940). 'This is much larger than the 

(|uenching by rare gas atoms and the only explanation ot this is the possibility, 

with hydrogen, that the electronic energy he transferred into energy ol molecular 

vibration. Again, in the quenching of mercury resonance radiation by hydrogen, 

the effective process has been found to be 

IlgPl\) + lE .llgCSj 4 211, .(17) 

with the corresponding cross-section about b ■ 10 cm- (Olsen and Kerr 1947, 

/emansky 1930). In this case the vibrational excitation is great enough to lead 

to dissociation. .Many chemical reactions are sensitized by excited mercury 

atoms (see, for example, Noyes and Leighton 1941) due to this convertibility 

of electronic into xibrational energy. Dissociation of hydrogen by excited 

xenon atoms has also been observed (Calvert 1932). On the other hand, the 

(juenching of cadmium resonance radiation by hydrogen takes place mainlv 

through the reaction 

C\l('U^)-fH, >CdH } 11, .(IS) 

the cross-section being about 6 a 10”'^ cm- (Lifson and IMilchell 1935). In 

this cavSe the transfer of electronic to \ibrational energy must take place \^'ith 

greater difficulty. 

It is not clear to whdi extent the size of the cross-section depends on t})e 

difference between the electronic excitation energy and that of the vibrational 

excitation to which it is wholly or partly transferred, it was first thoughl 

(Zemansky 1930) that the observed cross-sections for quenching of mercury 

resonance radiation by molecular gases established quite definitely that the 

most effective molecules are those which possess an excited vibrational slate 

with excess energy most nearly equal to the energy difference (0’218 ev.) between 

the and the metastable states of the mercury atom. Subsequeiil 

investigation has shown that many of the more efficient quenchers, such as 

hydrocarbons, act through chemical changes. Ihe evidence based on the 

remaining molecules, which are known to quench by producing a transition to 

the metastable state, is much less definite and the existence of a resonance effect 

is still doubtful 
The first attempt at a detailed interpretation of data on quenching by molecides 

was made by Magee and Ri (1941). 'Lhey applied the transition state method 

(see Glasstone, Laidler and Eyring 1941) to discuss the quenching of sodium 

resonance radiation by hydrogen. 'ITe method consists in tracing the detailed 

course of the reaction in terms (jf the potential energy surfaces for different elec¬ 

tronic states. An electronic transition may occur at an intersection of two such 

surfaces. The location of these intersections, together with the nature of the 

electronic states concerned and the general shape of the potential energy surface, 

determines the rate of the quenching reaction for given initial conditions. 'Fhe 
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procedure is purely classical except in so far avS the probability of a transition 

at the crossinpj point is concerned. A more extensive study on these lines has 

been made by J^aidler (1942, 1943). Despite the complexity of the problem he 

was able to prov ide a satisfactory description of the quenching of sodium by hydro¬ 

gen and also, to some extent, by the halogens, obtaining in particular quite good 

estimates of the effective cross-sections. There is nothing in his description 

which suggests that a resonance effect would be expected. 

3.3. Inelastic Collisions between Atoms and Molecules—Exchauj^e between 

vibrational and translational Energy 

'The rate of exchange of energy between molecular vibration and translation 

is of importance in a number of physical phenomen i. d'hus it determines the 

critical pressure in a unimolecular reaction. Again, the persistence of vibration 

in collisions is responsible for the dispersion of sound and may even influence 

the high speed flow of gases. 

An argument (Zener 1931, Landau and 'rdler 1936) similar to that presented 

in §3.11 w^ould lead us to expect that the chance of exchange of energy between 

vibration and translation would be small when va v is large, e being the vibration 

frequency, v the velocity of relative motion and a a length of the order of the gas 

kinetic radius. 

If d is the amplitude of vibration, which will be less than a, is of order 

hvjni where m is the reduced mass of the vibrational motion. 'Lhe condition 

for persistent vibration may therefore be written in the form 

hvd\ikTd^pl, .(19) 

since nit:^ will be of order k7\ the temperature energy of the gas concerned. 

'Lhe ratio a d will be quite large for the lowest vibrational states of most 

molecules, so that the condition (19) may be satisfied even if the vibrational 

quantum hv is comparable with the mean temperature kinetic energy of the 

molecules, so the vibrational energy makes an appreciable contribution to the 

specific heat. On the other hand, the vibrational level separation in a molecule 

which is excited, say to half the dissociation energy, is usually very much 

smaller than kT at ordinary temperatures. 'The ratio aid is also considerably 

greater so that the condition (19) may well be violated and easy exchange between 

vibration and translation expected. The experimental evidence available supports 

these conclusions. 

Persistent vibration leads to a modification of the vibrational contribution 

to the specific heat in a gas in which rapid temperature changes are occurring. 

'Phis will be unimportant if the vibrational specific heat is in any case very small, 

as for hydrogen in w^hich the energy difference between the ground and first 

excited vibrational state is as high as 0*54 ev. For other molecules, it is effective 

in producing a dependence on the frequency of the velocity of a high-frequency 

sound wave. I’his leads to absorption as well as dispersion because the waves 

of pressure and density are no longer exactly in phase. 

If only one vibrational transition is concerned, the velocity of sound V and 

absorption coefficient per wavelength a, are given by (Kneser 1931, see also 

Hiedemann 1935. Richards 1939) 

a =2w(r^ - + V'i (o^). 
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and are the velocities of sound of vanishing and infinitely high frequency 

respectively. In calculating the specific heat c^) includes the full vibrational 

contribution whereas in the appropriate specific heat r,, contains no vibra¬ 

tional contribution. oj/Ztt is the frequency of the sound and l//"j 

is the chance per second that a vibrationally excited molecule will be de-activated, 

so that fi is a relaxation time. 

According to this theory, should be proportional to the pressure and might 

be expected, from the condition (19), to decrease with increasing temperature. 

H a small amount of foreign gas is added, which is more efiective in producing 

vibrational de-activation than the main gas, the relaxation time is reduced and 

the dispersion shifted to higher frecpiencies. A small admixture of foreign gas 

can never increase the relaxation time and move the dispersive region to lower 

trequencies. This, and the linearity with pressure, can be used as a test of the 

applicability of the theory. 

A great number of measurements have been made of the dispersion and 

absorption of sound (Richards 1939, luicken and Ruchler 193S) in pure and 

mixed gases, d'he results show that the chance of vibrational de-activation in 

a collision may be very small indeed. Thus, for pure carboji dioxide (Wallman 

1935, Eucken and Becker 1933), it is found to be about 2 x 10 per collision at 

18' c. The process is also highly specific. The chances of de-activation of 

excited COg per collision with CTE, (dl,, lie, II2 and HoO are as 1:18: 35 : 200: 

400:2,000. 

As expected, the experimental results show that the chance of de-activation 

increases quite rapidly with temperature. Thus luicken and Becker (1933, 1934) 

found that there was a seven-fold increase in the chance, between temperatures 

of -32 c. and 145 r. in chlorine, and a four-fold increase between the same 

two temperatures in carbon dioxide. 

According to theoretical prediction (Jackson and Mott 1932, Zener 1932, 

Landau and 'Teller 1936) the chance of de-activation per collision is, in the notation 

of (19), closely proportional to exp ( Irrav/^'). 'The fraction of impacts in which 

the relative velocity is z' will be proportional to the IVlaxvvell-Boltzmann factor 

c\\) { — IMv^/kT) where M is the reduced mass in the collision. Combining 

these two factors, it is found that the largest contribution to the de-activation 

process will be due to collisions in which the relative velocity is given by 

z''^ = Zzrai'k TiM. 

'The fraction of such collisions will be proportional to exp {277r-a^p^Al,2k'J')^ \ 

so that the relaxation time should vary with temperature as exp (ocT ") where z 

is a negative constant. 'This is in general agreement with the observations (sec 

Kantrowitz 1945). 

No detailed theoretical interpretation of the wide range of experimental 

data now available has yet been made, although Franck and Eucken (1933) have 

attempted to explain some of the specific features by supposing that if the colliding 

molecule can react chemically wuth the vibrationally excited molecule it is more 

effective in de-activation. 

The failure of the vibrational degrees of freedom to tollow fast temperature 

changes gives rise to observable effects in the rapid fiow^ of gases. In such flow, 

temperature changes will occur at a rate depending on the dimensions of the 

obstacles encountered and on the velocity of the flow. If the rates of change 

L
n
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are comparable with the vibrational times, departure from the equilibrium 

partition of energy within the gas will occur. 'This will lead to irreversible flow 

of heat from those degrees of freedom which possess more than their equilibrium 

share to those with less, thereby increasing the entropy. It is possible to deter¬ 

mine relaxation times by measuring the entropy increase under suitable flow 

conditions. I'his has been done by Kantrowitz (UH5) for carbon dioxide. 

His results agree well with those given by the sonic measurements. The effect 

may arise in high speed gas turbines and must be taken into account in choosing 

gases for high speed flow (such as wind-tunnel) experiments. 

'The t)ccasional disagreement of specific heats measured by explosion methods 

with those obtained in other ways has also been traced to vibrational heat lag 

(Wohl and Magat T)32). 

A direct spectroscopic verification of the persistence of vibration in the 

first excited vibrational state has been carried out by Dwyer (1939). 'The absorp¬ 

tion bands of iodine in the visible arise, under normal conditions, from transitions 

from the ground vibrational state. If the iodine is excited by an electric discharge, 

an appreciable population of iodine molecules in the first excited vibrational 

state is produced by dowrtward transitions from higher electronic states. The 

abvSorption bands given by this excited iodine show a greater intensity due to 

transitions from the first excited vibrational states than from the ground state. 

If the discharge is cut off suddenly, it is found that the enhancement of these 

bands persists for a time of order 1 30 sec. during which the a\'erage molecule 

suffers 7,000 collisions. 

lAperimental evidence supporting the theoretical expectation that persistence 

of vibration is not apparent when highly excited vibrational quanta, much smaller 

than kl\ are involved, has been provided from studies of the sensitized band 

fluorescence of molecules, Rossler (1935) studied the effect of rare gases on the 

band fluorescence of l.> excited by the green mercury line 3461 a. Absorption 

of this line excites the molecule to an electronic state with vibrational quantum 

number as high as 26. The foreign gas added not only produces quenching but 

also leads to the emission of new bands. These arise from vibrational levels 

e.xcited by collisions with the foreign atoms. A quantitative study showed 

that the cross-sections for vibrational excitation are certainly of the order of the 

gas kinetic, in sharp contrast to the results obtained from the dispersion of sound. 

Similar results were obtained by Durand (1940) in an investigation of the fluores¬ 

cence of sulphur excited, by absorption of a magnesium spark line, to an electronic 

state in which the excess vibrational energy was j of the dissociation energy. 

A unimolecular reaction is really a l>imolecular one in which the time taken 

for the vibrationally excited molecule to break up is long compared to the time 

between collisions in which vibrational transitions occur. As the pressure 

is reduced the true bimolecular character of the reaction will become manifest. 

The critical pressure at which this becomes apparent wall depend on the chance 

per collision of a vibrational transition. For a particular decomposing molecule, 

the critical pressure is found (Oldenburg and Frost 1937) to depend very markedly 

on the nature of the admixed gas, showing again that the chance of vibrational 

activation on collision is very specific. Absolute values of the chance per collision 

cannot be obtained with any certainty from the critical pressure. The degree 

of vibrational excitation in the activated molecule will vary greatly according 
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to the mode of internal motion excited, so it is to be expected that the average 

chance should be roughly intermediate between the very low values found in the 

ultrasonic experiments and the values of order unity given from the band fluores¬ 

cence experiments. 

3.4. inelastic ('oUisions hetweeu Atoms and Molecules- iJxchan^ite hetzveen 

rotational and translational Energy 

In all gases, except hydrogen at very low temperatures, the conditions for 

exchange of rotational and translational energy are the reverse of adiabatic, 

the time of collision being short compared with the time of rotation. If a is 

the gas kinetic radius, the angular v'elocity o} of tlie rotation is of order hiluMd^, 

M being the reduced mass of the molecule, so that the time of rotation is of order 

h. h'or a nearly adiabatic collision we must have then 

h<< a or ^tt^Mov h << 1, 

whereas, with the exception noted, the opposite inequalitv holds. We would 

therefore expect that rotational excitation or de-activation should occur readily 

on impact. 

'This viewpoint is supported by exidence from ex[)eriments such as those of 

Rossler (1935) and ol Durand (1940) discussed above. The effect of the foreign 

gas provides a broadening of the liuorescent lines which can onlv be ascribed to 

the excitation of many rotational states. A. rough estimate of the cross-section 

for these excitations shows that it is of the same order as the gas kinetic. 

Further evidence has been obtained by studying the band emission from 

molecules possessing abnormal rotation when they are lirsl formed by some 

dissociation process. 'Thus Oldenberg (1931, 1934) has studied the abnormal 

rotation of OH radicals produced on dissociation of water molecules by electrons, 

lie finds that it disappears quite quickly when helium or argon is added. On 

the other hand, in the most recent observations of Oldenberg and Rieke (193S), 

a semi-quantitative estimate has indicated that the rotation can persist through 

some 500 or more collisions. 

van itterbeek and Mariens (1940) have reported measurements of sound absorp¬ 

tion in hydrogen and deuterium which give a relaxation time for the rotation of 

order 10 '^ sec. This requires a cross-section for rotational de-activation of about 

10 cm^ which is of the order expected (see Roy and Rose 1935), remembering 

that at the temperature of the observations (O ' 90 c .) the collisions will be far 

from adiabatic. Instead the cross-section may be reduced because the time of 

impact is so short compared with that of a complete rotation. 

Interesting phenomena arising from the redistribution of energy between 

vibration and rotation on impact have been observed by various authors. Thus 

abnormally high rotation has been observed in the band fluorescence of HgH 

excited by the 2537 mercury line when molecular nitrogeji is present. The HgH 

molecules are formed with excess vibrational energy. In collisions with nitrogen 

molecules, energy exchange with the light hydrogen atom takes place much more 

readily than with the heavy HgH molecule as a whole, so that change of vibration 

into rotation can occur, although there is little change of relative translational 

energy in the average impact. In this, as in many other similar examples, a 

classical description is possible. 
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§ 1 1 N'l’KODrC'noN Modfrn low temperature research covers a wide field of physical pheno¬ 

mena. Since before the war the numl)er of laboratories engaged in 

this work has increased by a factor of two or three, residting in a corre¬ 

sponding increase in publications. 'The general interest \u low temperature 

phenomena is also receded in the ever growing amount of theoretical work. 

It is, under these circumstances, quite impossible to deal witlt all aspects of the 

subject in a single report. The present Report is therefore confined to recent 

advances in technique and tc llie two physical phenomena peculiar to low tempera¬ 

tures: superconductivity and superfluidity. 'These three headings cover the 

bulk of the published work, but they leave undiscussed, apart from many isolated 

investigations on conductivity of heat and electricity, specific heats, adsorption, 

etc., such items as the magnetic cooling method and temperature scale. 'I'hese 

subjects, on which no previous reports have been published, cannot be adequately 

dealt with under sub-headings of the present sur\ ey*. 

§2. ADVANCILS IN J’KCHMQl K 

The most outstanding contribution to the technique of low temperatures 

w hich has been made in the last few years is the development of a helium liquerier 

by Collins (1947). The importance of his refrigeration engine is not to be found 

in a novel principle or even a new method, but in the fact that for the first time the 

construction of such a liquefier has been tackled as an engineering problem. 

Cooling is produced by an expansion engine like that introduced by Kapitza 

(19.34), the last stage of actual liquefaction, also similar to Kapitza’s method, 

being effected by Joule 'ITomson expansion. However, there are certain features 

in C'ollins’ liquefier wTich remove it from a laboratory apparatus to a piece of 

industrial equipment. The most important of these are close-fitting pistons 

which, like the cylinders, are made of nitrided alloy steel of extreme hardness, 

and flexible piston rods. 'The rods are not pushed, but operate under tension, 

thereby allowing perfect self-alignment of the piston inside the cylinder. In 

this way friction is reduced to a minimum. The work on cooling engines was 

started by the author as early as 1935 and had in 1939 yielded a diaphragm engine 

of interesting construction which would maintain a temperature of lO^'K. With 

the outbreak of war the efforts were turned towards the development of mobile 

* is hoped to cover these subjects in subsequent volumes.-—Ej), 
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oxygen expanders which were all piston-cylinder-crankshaft assemblies and which 

led ultimately to the construction of the helium engine. 'I'he liquefier is now 

being produced by the Arthur D. Little Lompanv and is conlmercially available. 

Hither experiments can be carried out inside the liquefier, or liquid helium 

condensed inside the apparatus from a cylinder can be siphoned out into an 

external cryostat. Starting from room temperature the liqueher will produce 

helium after four hours, a time which can be reduced to two hours by pre-cooling 

the helium cycle with liquid air. 

In 1932 Simon introduced an easy method of liquefying helium by expanding 

adiabatically the gas from a pressure cylinder which had been cooled with liquid 

or solid hydrogen. 'Hhe expansion is carried out bv simply allowing the gas to 

escape into a gas-holder. There has been some uncertainty of data concerning 

the yield of the method (van Itterbeek 193*), van Itterbeek, van Paemel and 

Mariens 1943), which has now been resolved by a systematic investigation by 

Pickard and Simon (194S) of the yields of licjuid under different starting pressures 

and temperatures. Owing to the specially favourable conditions (low heat 

capacity of metal container, low density of liquid helium) the yields, expressed 

as a percentage ct cylinder volume filled with liquid, arc very high. Using a 

pressure f)f 150 atmospheres ami a starting temperature of 1 1 k., yield can 

be obtained, while with the same pressure at 10 K. the yield will even slightly 

exceed 100^,. 4'his result is, of course, net paradoxical but is due to the low 

density of the liquid at 4 k. in comparison with that of the compressed gas at 

10' K. Comparing the yield of the simple expansion with the calculated yield 

of a cylinder and piston sIkwvs that with this simple method about bO”,, the 

“ideal" yield can be obtained, 'riie large heat capacity of the helium gas in 

Figure 1. Yield ot liquid heiiun^ by the expansion method at different starring pressures and 
tempeiaturts (percentage of volume of expansion cylinder filled xsali liquid). 

{Pickayd atid Sittnu.) 

the pressure cylinder renders the expansion method a useful means for obtaining 

fairly constant temperatures between 14*^’ k. and 4' k., a temperature region which 

normal liquid helium cryostat does not cover. Using expansion in this way 
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in stages MacDonald and Mendelssohn (1948a) have measured electrical resis¬ 

tivities in the intervening temperature region. For similar experiments de Haas 

and de Boer (1934) used a desorption cryostat (Simon 1926), also with good success. 

These examples show that in spite of the possibility of obtaining liquid helium 

with expansion engines without the use of liquid hydrogen, the latter still plays 

an important part as a cooling agent. Many arguments can he brought for or 

against the liquid hydrogen stage in the modern low temperature laboratory. 

However, there is little doubt that the inclusion of the hydrogen stage will allow 

greater flexibility of experimental equipment and that the availability of liquid 

hydrogen will allow experiments which otherwise would hardly be feasible. 

Some of these factors are discussed by Jones, Larsen and Simon (1948), who 

dcvscribe a hydrogen liquetier producing about 13 litres per hour. The principle 

used is the conventional Lindc-Hampson method, but many novel features are 

introduced. The chief aim guiding the construction was to produce a liquefier 

which can be operated regularly and reliably by semi-skilled per'sonnel (research 

workers). The storage of quantities of liquid hydrogen which have to be used 

in an economical manner presents a problem wTich is peculiar to hydrogen and 

w Inch w as not recognized for a long time. Hydrogen gas at ordinary temperatures 

is composed of a 75 25 per cent mixture of ortho- and para-hydrogen. .\t the 

l)oiling print the equilibrium mixture is 100'^,, para-hydrogen. The conversion 

rate in the gas is, unfortunately, slow, so that the liquid at the time of its production 

has the composition of the gas. The conversion is, however, rapid in the liquid 

state, and the heat (jf transformation results in an additional evaporation (Larsen, 

Simon and Swenson 1948). 'Fhis evaporation is considerable, amounting to 

20\\> the total stock of liquid in the first 24 hours. This presents a serious 

problem in cases when quantities of hydrogen have to be stored and used in 

experiments on several successive days. A partial remedy is to pass the hydrogen 

in the liquefier over a catalyst (charcoal) at the lowest feasible temperature. 

This was the reas<m for the introduction of a charcoal “stage” in the above 

mentic)ned liquefier ; it has the additional advantage (4 removing the last traces 

of gas impurities. By this reduction of the ortho-content of the liquid to 40-45^/,, 

the evaporation of liquid hydrogen due to conversion can be much reduced: 

instead of losing 20‘’o in one day this loss will be now spread over five days. 

A number of hydrogen liquefiers and equipment used wuth them has been 

described by Blanchard and Bittner (1942), DeSorbo, Milton and Andrews (1946), 

and Fairbank (1946) and a combined hydrogen-helium liquefier by Schallamach 

(1943). Ranque (1933) has described a heat separator which has produced a 

certain amount of interest in view of its refrigerating possibilities. The con¬ 

struction is extremely simple, consisting mainly of a tube into which a compressed 

gas is fed in the middle. 'Fhe gas stream enters the tube tangentially and is thereby 

forced into a vortex flow. This whirling motion produces a compression near 

the w all and an expansion in the centre of the tube. By introducing a diaphragm 

with a central hole into one side of the tube, the streams of hot and cold gas can 

be separated. It is clear that such an arrangement is bound to be very inefficient 

as a refrigerator ; its value lies in its simplicity. Ranque, using a pressure of 

six atmospheres at 20'' c., obtained a cooling to --12° c.; Hilsch (1947) obtained 

a cooling of 68° c. in this way. Johnson (1947), who obtained coolings of 30° c., 

estimates the efficiency of the device as 15%. A quantitative treatment of the 

process has been carried out by Burlchardt (1948). 
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Because of the lower heat capacities at low temperatures the question of heat 

transfer in calorimeters and cryostats is of particular importance. A systematic 

study ot the transfer by radiation has been carried out by Blackman, Egcrton 

and Truter (194cS). It was found that more heat was transmitted from the walls 

of an enclosure at ordinary temperatures to an inner vessel at 90" K, than can be 

accounted for by reflectivity of this vessel. The reflectivity had been calculated 

from the electric conductivity. It was found that a freshly reduced surface of 

copper had better qualities than a highly polished one for diminishing the inflow 

of heat. Corrections for incomplete thermal insulation of calorimeters have been 
worked out by Aston and Szasz (1947). 

As mentioned before, a discussion of the magnetic cooling method lies beyond 

the scope of this Report, For a survey of the general technique developed by 

Simon and his co-workers, the reader is referred to a summary by Mull (1947). 

§ 3. suPKRC'ONDUcrri vrrv 

A good deal of experimental as w^ell as of theoretical work on superconductivity 

has been published since the last Report in this series (Mendelssohn 1946, subse¬ 

quently referred to as I) appeared. Considerable interest w^as aroused when Ogg 

(1946a) reported the observation of superconductivity in solid sodium-ammonia 

solutions at liquid air temperatures. 'Fhe work had been carried out on the basis 

of a theory by the same author postulating that rapidly cooled solutions should 

contain electrons in the configuration of “trapped pairs” wEich would obey 

Bose- Ivinstein statistics. The Bose-Einstein condensation phenomenon, which 

because of the small mass of the electrons should in this case occur at fairly high 

temperatures, was considered to be responsible for the appearance of super- 

conductivity. The actual experiments consisted in determinations of the 

electrical conductivity when a large decrease in the resistance on cooling was. 

observed, and in observations of persistent currents in ring-shaped specimens. 

The small residual resistance in the former was ascribed to faulty contact with 

the platinum electrodes, w^hile as regards the observation of persistent currents 

“numerous control experiments obviated any other explanation”. The pheno¬ 

menon was investigated by workers in New York (Boorse, Cook, Pontius and 

Zemansky 1946) and in Oxford (Daunt, Desirant, Mendelssohn and Birch 1946), 

both repeating the persistent current experiments. The latter also carried out 

conductivity measurements, using a current potential method. x\ll these tests 

gave negative results, the conductivity experiments showing also that the finite 

resistance was not due to faulty contacts but was a feature of the solution. In 

a second paper Ogg (1946 b) stated that of his original 200 experiments on persistent 

currents only seven had been successful, and in these the currents had disappeared 

in one or two minutes. The Oxford wwkers felt that such a rare and transient 

phenomenon might have escaped their notice and, particularly since meanwhile 

confirmatory observations had been reported by Hodgins (1946), it was decided 

to investigate the effect more thoroughly. The new experiments (MacDonald, 

Mendelssohn and Birch 1947) covered resistivity, persistent currents and sus¬ 

ceptibility. Again all results were negative, but it was observed that small 

magnetic moments such as observed by Hodgins are easily simulated by spurious 

magnetization in the laboratory. The shape of the resistance curve against 

temperature can be explained by the appearance of a highly conducting eutectic 

which has been further investigated (Birch and MacDonald 1947), Similar 

t8 P S PR 
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conclusions on the basis of further negative results were reached by (xiulotto 

and Gigli (1947). Two subsequent investigations (Gibney and Pearson 1947, 

Tumanov, Shalnikov and Sharvin 1947) have also failed to confirm the original 

observation. While it is, of course, impossible to prove that an effect does not 

exist, the available evidence strongly suggests that sodium-ammonia solutions 

do not show superconductivity. Since none of the subsequent investigations 

succeeded in offering a simple explanation of the original observations, it is 

particularly unfortunate that no further report on this research has been made 

by Ogg himself. 

A number of metals were tested for superconductivity in the temperature 

region below T'k. by Alekseyevsky and Migunov (1947). Of these metals, 

silicon (() ()73'' k.), chromium (0 082" k.), antimony (OT52" K.), tungsten (0-070 K.), 

beryllium (0 064'^k.) and rhenium (0-086'k.), none showed superconductivity 

at the lowest temperature (given in each case in brackets) reached. L raniiini 

became superconductive at T3' k. ; rhenium had previously been reported 

superconductive at 0*95'''k. by Aschermann and Jiisti (1942), while a sample of 

uranium investigated by Shoenberg (1947) did not show superconductivity. 

Whereas superconductivity of rhenium appears unlikely owing to its position 

in the periodic table uranium may, according to modern conceptions concerning 

the metals above actinium, belong to the superconductive family (cf. 1). More 

work is clearly indicated to elucidate its behaviour at low temperatures. Doubts 

have also arisen concerning the superconductive properties of titanium. It 

has been suggested (Webber and Reynolds 1948) that the observed drop in 

resistance between 3‘'k. and I 'k. may be due to the superconductivity of an 

alloy or a compound of titanium and that the pure metal will only become super¬ 

conductive at a lower temperature. Titanium had previously been listed as a 

superconductor with a transition temperature of approximately T8^ k. 

As mentioned ini, H. London observed absorption of electromagnetic energy 

•of high frequency in a superconductor, thereby demonstrating the penetration 

of a magnetic field into the skin of the superconductive metal. The depth D 

of this penetration and its dependence on temperature is of considerable importance 

for the theoretical interpretation of superconductivity. London (1947a) observed 

the Joule heating in an ellipsoid of superconductive tin exposed to electromagnetic 

radiation of ^20 cm. wavelength. This work has been repeated and extended 

by Pippard (1947) using a new method. He makes the superconductor part 

of a resonating circuit and determines the h.f. resistivity from the selectivity 

of the resonator. Experiments carried out on tin with a wavelength of 25 cm. 

confirm the results of London, and the work has been extended to mercury 

using the same wavelength. In conjunction with observations on normal 

metals Pippard has worked out a theory of the skin resistance and^ applied this 

to the evaluation cf D. This quantity may also be deduced from determinations 

of the skin reactance which was measured directly. The calculated curves for 

the variation of D with temperature show a fair but not wholly satisfactory agree¬ 

ment with the values obtained from the susceptibility of colloids (cf. I). The 

same is true for the comparison of the temperature dependence of D obtained 

from resistivity and from reactance. More recently Pippard (1948) has extended 

this research to a wavelength of 3*2 cm., employing the same technique. As 

was to be expected, the h.f. resistance increases with increasing frequency but 

the discrepancy between theory and experiment has become much worse. 
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Preliminary results with 3*2cm. waves on lead have been reported by Bitter, 

Garrison, Ilalpern, Maxwell, Slater and Squire (1946) and it was announced 

by Slater (1948) that more recently the h.f. resistivity of lead and tin has been 

measured with 1*25 cm, waves down to 2^k. At this wavelength the h.f. resis¬ 

tivity does not tend to zero as the temperature is lowered but seems to approach 
a finite value. 

Two methods used by Shoenberg and his co-w^orkers have led to a more 

direct determination of D or at least of its dependence on temperature. Follow ing 

up the w ork on the magnetic susceptibility of superconductive colloidal particles 

(cf. I) Desirant and Shoenberg (1948 a) have measured the magnetic induction 

in bundles of fine wires of tin and mercury. The magnetic induction in a super¬ 

conductor is zero except for the thin surface layer into which a magnetic field can 

penetrate. A variation of the thickness D of this layer whth temperature will 

therefore alter the effective cross-section of the specimen. Since this variation 

is only of the order of 10 •'^cm, the total change in induction, even for fine w ires, 

is rather small and requires a sensitive method of measurement. Here, too, 

the results are in fair agreement w^ith the previous work, and the value of D at 

absolute zero is estimated to be 7*6x10 ‘’em. 'Fhe second method is that 

previously employed by Casimir (cf. I) in which the magnetic flux is measured 

inside a coil which is w ound closely on a glass container filled w ith superconductive 

mercury, 'The result obtained by Gasimir was most [perplexing; no change of 

flux, i.e. no variation of/.) with temperature, w^as recorded. Later a possible source 

of error was discovered by Casimir himself, who pointed out that the sealed off* 

glass capsule was immersed in liquid helium and that the change in vapour 

pressure with temperature might have caused a deformation roughly cancelling 

the change of magnetic flux. The experiment was therefore repeated (Laurmann 

and Shoenberg 1947) with the glass container not sealed off. Under these 

conditions results were obtained wLich are indeed in agreement with the tempera¬ 

ture dependence of D yielded by other methods. Moreover, there are indications 

that in tin D depends slightly on the relative direction of the magnetic field and 

the crystallographic axes. 

Summarizing all the work on the determination of //, W'hich has taken up a 

large share of the wLoIe research on superconductivity, the general variation of 

this quantity w ith temperature can now' be regarded as well established. How ever, 

the D-~T curve is not yet known with sufficient accuracy to permit unambiguous 

theoretical interpretation. The absolute value of 7), too, is still a matter of some 

uncertainty. 

In a series of systematic and detailed experiments Desirant and Shoenberg 

<( 1948 b) and Andrew' (1948) have investigated the magnetization and resistance 

of superconductive cylinders in transverse magnetic fields. Applying Landau’s 

model of the intermediate state (a system of branching laminae, cf. I) or a similar 

system of branching threads, the magnetization curves for wires of different 

•diameter w^ere worked out. For a cylinder of infinitely large diameter, penetration 

of a transverse field should occur at half the critical field {IH^) and the magnetiza¬ 

tion should disappear at However, for any finite diameter the depth of pene¬ 

tration as w^ell as the surface tension a between the normal and the superconductive 

phase has to be taken into account. It is convenient to express these corrections 

in terms of a quantity of the dimensions of a length (cf. I), 
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The theoretical curves for radius r== oo and for a narrow wire are given in Figure 

2 (a). As can be seen, the increase in magnetization of the fine wire is maintained 

to fields higher than J//,,. Then a sudden drop takes place which leads to a gradual 

decline, the magnetization becoming zero at a field lower than Figure 2(6)» 

Fij^urc 2 a. Theoretical magnetization curv es for a thick wire (-) and for a thin one (-). 

gives the experimental values on a tin cylinder of 7*5 x ICh^cm. diameter, showing 

that the features of the theoretical curve are well brought out by the observed 

data. In this case the electrical conductivity was measured simultaneously 

and it was noted that the rapid rise of the resistance coincided with the suddea 

Figure 2 b. Experimental magnetization curve of a thin wire of 7*5 X 10~* cm, diameter. 
{Disirant and Shoenberg.) 

drop in magnetization. This work thus explains an obscure phenomenon on 
which a number of papers have been published : the fact that the return of the 
resistance does not occur at Apart from this most important result this 
careful work has provided general insight into the case of transverse magnetization. 
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Meshkovsky and Shalnikov (1947) have continued the work on the structure of 

ithe intermediate state in a superconductive sphere. Again a bismuth probe 

was used in a slit between two lead hemispheres. The results give evidence 

of an inhomogeneous and probably laminar intermediate state, but the theory is 

not obeyed in detail. It was shown some time ago (Mendelssohn and Pontius 

1936) that the same sample of superconductive metal will show quite different 

magnetic properties whether it is in the form of a sphere or a short cylinder. 

In the first case the sample passes through the intermediate state and no residual 

flux is left once the external field is reduced to zero. The cylinder, on the other 

hand, will retain some of the flux; there exist then macroscopic normal and 

superconductive regions and the latter must carry persistent currents retaining 

Tthe residual flux. Alekseyevsky (1946) has investigated in detail the distribution 

of these regions in cylindrical discs of superconductive lead. In preliminary 

•experiments iron filings were used to render the lines of force visible. The main 

work, however, was carried out with a small search coil. The distribution varies 

conspicuously with the strength of the external field applied. In the case of a 

.small field the flux only penetrates near the rim of the disc, the centre remaining 

superconductive, but for fields approaching the residual flux is strongest 

in the centre. 

Following up earlier observations on lead, MacDonald and Mendelssohn 

♦(1948b) have investigated the transition curve of the resistance in lead, mercury 

.and tin in longitudinal magnetic fields. 'Fhey found that in all cases the normal 

value of resistivity was only reached at a field somewhat higher than The 

•effect was most pronounced in lead, which is probably due to the fact that this metal 

has the highest values. It was noted that although the specimens used were 

very pure and were probably single crystals, no hysteresis effects were observed. 

Hysteresis did, however, occur (chiefly to mercury) when the ends of the wires, 

•carrying the leads, were made of spherical shape. It appears evident that hystere¬ 

sis effects are being produced by geometrical factors which, curiously enough, 

also have the effect of narrowing down the transition region. Thus there seem 

to be, very pronounced in lead, indications in the normal resistance when the 

superconductive state is approached in an external magnetic field. Another sign 

•of a deviation from the normal behaviour of the metal is reported by Casimir 

and Rademakers (1947) who confirmed earlier indications that there occurred a 

sharp change in the thermo-electric force of tin when the transition point (in 

zero field) was approached. This deviation began to be noticeable about 0-2'^ K. 

:above the temperature at which the resistance drops to zero. 

The suitability of superconductors for use as sensitive bolometers has been 

further investigated by Andrews and his group (Andrews, Milton and DeSorbo 

1946, Andrew's 1947). In the course of this work the transition points for a 

number of hydrides and nitrides have been determined (Horn and Ziegler 1947) 

and the transmission of light through lead films was studied (Wexler 1946). 

In the latter experiments visible light from an incandescent filament lamp and 

from a high pressure mercury arc was observed through a thin lead film which 

w^as then cooled to superconductivity. In neither case did a change in the 

absorption occur. 
In view of the lack of a generally accepted theory, superconductivity has 

always invited semi-empirical speculations. Sienko and Ogg (1947) have tried 

to connect the critical fields //<. and the temperature T by the relation 
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— — T*)y in which is a constant and the transition temperature in 

zero field. However, Stout (1947), as well as Daunt (1947), have pointed out 

that the experimental values cannot be represented in this way whereas they 

lit fairly well the old formula in which B varies slightly from 

metal to metal. De Launay and Dolecek (1947) have tried to find a relation 

between the Debye characteristic temperature and the transition point of metals. 

While it seems to be possible to group together a number of metals in a curve 

in this diagram, others do not conform to this rule. This is not really surprising 

since earlier work has shown that for the establishment of such regularities at 

least two parameters are required. The present authors predict superconductivity 

in cerium, praseodymium, neodymium and actinium, but believe that scandium 

and yttrium are unlikely to become superconductive. It has been pointed out 

(Dixit 1948) that according to this relation superconductivity should not occur 

in any metal at temperatures appreciably below 0-7 K. 

The theoretical interpretations of superconductivity have followed as in 

previous years two rather different lines of approach. Firstly the phenomeno¬ 

logical treatment developed by F. and H. London has been extended, and secondly 

a number of attempts have been made at elucidating the operative mechanism 

of superconductivity, von Laue has dealt in great detail with the theory of the 

electrodynamical phenomena (v. Laue 1947a, b, c). In the last of these papers 

the theory had been extended to non-cubic crystals. The work constitutes 

on the whole an amplification of the papers by the same author already discussed 

in 1. In this context a criticism by Broer (1947) of the interpretation of the 

gyromagnetic effect in superconductors should be mentioned. He shows that 

the observation of the gyromagnetic constant as equal to unity does not permit 

any conclusion as to the mechanism of superconductivity but that it is a necessary 

consequence of the conservation of angular momentum. Similarly the existence 

of the penetration depth in a superconductor could be predicted without additional 

assumptions. Philbert (1946) has applied the London equation to the case of 

thin wires and concludes that the latter should have a higher magnetic and lower 

current threshold than the bulk material; this had already been postulated by 

various authors and verified by direct experiments. An interesting suggestion 

has been made by Ginsburg (1947) who, on the basis of the London theory, 

discusses the dependence of the penetration depth on the external magnetic field. 

When the latter approaches the critical value the number of superconductive 

electronsis decreased and the equations for the current and the field become 

non-linear. Such an increase in .penetration depth near the threshold curve 

would also appear to be a necessary consequence of Heisenberg’s theory, and a 

decision by direct experiment appears to be feasible. The only attempt so far 

(Desirant and Shoenberg 1948 a) has, however, yielded an inconclusive result. 

A good deal of attention has been attracted by a theory on the mechanism 

of superconductivity proposed by Heisenberg (1947). This model assumes 

the formation of something like an electron crystal which is produced by the long 

range Coulomb interaction. The electrons affected are those of maximum energy 

and there takes place a kind of condensation phenomenon on the surface of the 

Fermi sphere. It would appear that this condensation in momentum space, 

which is particularly emphasized in a second paper (Heisenberg 1948), is of 

greater significance than the postulated ordering in space. At absolute zero 

the surface of the F ermi sphere is completely covered by the ‘ ‘ electron condensate * ^ 
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a condition which seems to require a falling off at low temperatures of the critical 

field to zero. At low but finite temperatures part of the condensed layer on the 

momentum sphere will have evaporated, leaving a hole. Owing to the Coulomb 

exchange force such a single hole is energetically preferable to a number of smaller 

holes of equal size, but it leads to a finite current density. Thus, contrary to 

the assumptions of the London electrodynamics, the lowest energy state in this 

model carries a current. Koppe (1947, 1948) has shown that Heisenberg’s 

theory permits the evaluation of the temperature function of the specific heat 

and the order of magnitude of transition temperatures which are in agreement 

with the experimental facts. A particularly interesting prediction of this theory 

is that, apart from the ferromagnetic ones, all metals must become superconductors. 

Born and Cheng (1948) on the other hand have found an empirical rule between 

lattice structure and occurrence of superconductivity. They have drawn 

attention to the fact that superconductors are metals in which the Fermi sphere 

almost coincides wath the corners of a Brilloiiin zone, whereas in non-super- 

conductive metals, like the alkalis, the radius of the sphere and the distance of 

the corners from the centre are rather different. I'he authors interpret this 

relation as indicating that superconductivity is due to a redistribution of electrons 

from the corners of the zone on to the top of the Fermi surface. The theory 

thus combines ionic forces, responsible for a favourable relation between Fermi 

surface and Brillouin zone, with electron interaction, to which the redistribution 

is ascribed. Calculation on the basis of such a model shows that the state of lowest 

energy may be one in which only some of the corners give off electrons to the Fermi 

surface. Such an unsymmetric occupation represents, however, a state w'ith a 

spontaneous current. The conception of a lowest state which is not current- 

free and which is a characteristic feature of both theories has been attacked by 

F. London (1948), who points out that there exists no experimental evidence for 

such a state. London, while not presenting a rigorous theory, suggests, like 

Heisenberg, that superconductivity is due to exchange interaction associated 

with the Coulomb field, but he arrives at somewhat different conclusions. 

According to his view ferromagnetism and superconductivity are the opposite 

limiting cases of this interaction competing with the zero point energy. Whereas- 

in the former case the result is a parallel orientation of the electron spins, in the 

latter it is an ordering of the momenta in a state of vanishing total spin. 

The general impression one derives is that the three theories may not differ 

quite so much as appears at first sight from the critical attitude taken up by the 

respective authors. Common to all is the important role assigned to the Coulomb 

exchange interaction as the operative agent for the formation of the supercon¬ 

ductive state. The space order postulated by the Heisenberg theory, which is 

particularly criticized by F. London, does not seem to be more than an incidental,, 

and possibly unnecessary, feature of the former. The empirical rule discovered 

by Born and Cheng gives a welcome support to the experimental fact that only 

certain related groups of metals have been found to be superconductive. Their 

interpretation of its physical significance, however, may prove more a correction 

of the Heisenberg theory than a contradiction. Thus, while these theories are 

still somew^hat vague as far as detailed treatment is concerned, the field of specula¬ 

tion appears to have been narrowed down remarkably when comparing it with 

the attempts of previous years. Although there are now positive indications as 

to the kind of process responsible for the phenomenon of superconductivity, 
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and in spite of the great amount of available data, one may suspect that certain 

important experimental facts are still missing. This is emphasized by the contro¬ 

versy as to whether the ground state carries a current or not. 

§4. LIQUID HKLIUM 

The peculiar properties of liqitid helium, which have already been the subject 

■of a previous Report (Jones 1939) have led to a great deal of experimental as well 

as theoretical work. The discovery of the thermo-mechanical (“fountain”) 

■effect (Allen and Jones 1938) had given rise to the idea (Tisza 1938) that liquid 

helium II (helow^ 219”k.) might be considered as an interpenetrating mixture of 

a normal and a superfluid liquid. This conception gained strong experimental 

support when it was found (Daunt and Mendelssohn 1939b) that helium which 

was “filtered” through a fine poAvder cooled. This mechano-caloric effect, 

which is the reverse of the above-mentioned phenomenon, thus shows that it is 

possible to separate by capillary flow’ the two constituents of the mixture and that 

the superfluid part has a lower entropy than the liquid as a whole. Accurate 

determinations of the entropy loss were interrupted at the beginning ot the war 

but w^ere two years later carried out by Kapitza (1941 b) who showed that the 

liquid passing through a narrow slit lost all its entropy. This conclusion rests 

of course on a knowledge of the specific heats of liquid helium extrapolated to 

absolute zero. The experiments of Keesom and Westermijze (1941), which 

have yielded betw een k. and 1*5 K. a function of the specific heat, indicate 

indeed that the entropy of the superfluid liquid must be either zero or very small. 

The model conception of two interpenetrating liquids, one of which exhibits 

the phenomenon of potential flow, is further supported by a number of experiments 

carried out by Kapitza (1941a) which were designed to elucidate the mechanism 

of the very high heat conduction of helium II. In one of them a glass tube 

filled with the liquid was used w'^hich contained a concentric rod. This rod 

could be rotated up to 1,900 rev/min. Comparison of the heat conduction without 

and with rotation showed that in the latter case the heat flow w^as much reduced 

{m one case to 1/100). The same happened when the liquid was made to flow 

along the tube either with or against the heat current or if it was disturbed in any 

other way. All this pointed to some sort of a convection process underlying the 

high heat flow. This suggestion had already been made by various authors. 

Kapitza also made experiments on the heat flow from a thermally insulated bulb 

which was fitted with a single capillary as outlet. The bulb could rotate freely 

in the main helium bath (Figure 3), and it did so when the heating w’as on. The 

conclusion to be drawn from this observation is that the capillary acts as a jet 

emitting a stream of helium, the reaction of which drives the bulb forward. 

This was proved by fitting a disc to the bulb; when this covered the outlet of the 

capillary the motion was stopped. Separate experiments were made on the 

“ topography ” of the jet. In the stationary state of constant heat flow^ along the 

capillary there must therefore exist a counterflow of helium into the bulb which 

carries no momentum. It appears that these two opposing flows are inter¬ 

penetrating although it would seem that the possibility of the counterflow being 

limited to a layer along the inner wall of the capillary cannot be rejected. Quanti¬ 

tative measurements of the heat transported in this convection show that the 

entropy of the liquid in the counter-current must be zero or at least very low. 

The earlier experiments by Keesom, Saris and Meyer (1940) showing a complex 
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relation between heat flow, temperature difference and the dimensions of the 

experimental arrangement must clearly also be interpreted in this way. 

Experiments similar to those of Allen and Reekie and Kapitza correlating 

heat conductivity and thermo-mechanical effect with the applied heat current 

have been carried out by Keesom and Duykaerts (1947). These measurements, 

in which a narrow slit formed the connecting link between the two volumes 

of helium, have been extended by Mellink (1947) and Meyer and Mellink (1947). 

In these experiments the change of the phenomena associated with the heat flow 

was systematically investigated as the width of the slit was decreased to 01//. 

For wider slits (~10/x) the temperature dependence of both the heat conductivity 

Figure 3. Kapitza’s experiment on the mechanism of heat conduction in liquid helium 11. 

1, Bulb with heater ; 2, ciossbar ; 3, counterweight ; 4, 5, current leads ; 
6, quartz fibre ; 7, disc. 

and the thermo-mechanical eff*ect shows the previously established shape of a 

smooth curve with a maximum in the neighbourhood of T8°k. There is a 

gradual drop to zero at the A-point, However, the character changes completely 

as the slit is made narrower, and in the case of the smallest slits heat conduction 

and thermo-mechanical effect rise with increasing temperature in monotonic 

functions with a sudden fall at the A-point. The mechanism of the heat flow also 

seems to have changed. In capillaries and wider slits the heat flow changes with 

tjjjie cube root 6f the temperature difference, but in the narrow slits the heat current 

is directly proportional to AT. In agreement with Kapitza's experiment, 

H. London’s equation dpjdT^^pAS (cf. I) is obeyed, p being the pressure, p the 

• density and* 5 the entropy. However, this relation breaks down above a certain 
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flow velocity through the slit. Once this velocity is exceeded, the process becomes 

irreversible and overheating occurs, which results in thermal relaxations. The 

existence of such a critical velocity was also observed by Daunt and Mendelssohn 

(1939 a) in observations on helium films. It is therefore of interest to note that 

the critical velocity observed in these experiments and its dependence on tempera¬ 

ture was, within the limits of accuracy, the same as that in the films. It should 

be mentioned, however, that some observations of Kapitza (1941b) indicate 

a critical velocity about five times larger. Another experiment supporting the 

two-fluid conception has been carried out by Andronikashvilli (1946) who has 

measured the inertia of a vessel containing a stack of circular metal plates oscillating 

in liquid helium. As the temperature is decreased below the A-point an increasing 

part of the liquid will cease to take part in the oscillation and the moment of inertia 

grows smaller. The experiment thus provides a measure of the change of the 

superfluid constituent with temperature. The result obtained confirms the 

two-fluid conceptions derived from the flow and film experiments mentioned 

above and also from the viscosity measurements using an oscillating disc; all 

these point to an increase of the superfluid part with lowering temperature. 

The latter experiments have been supplemented by Kecsom and Keesom (1941) 

by more accurate determinations in the neighbourhood of the A-point. It appears 

now that at no temperature does the viscosity of helium II exceed that of helium I, 

and that there is no discontinuity in the temperature dependence of the viscosity 

at the A-point. 

One of the most striking successes of the two-fluid model is the experimental 

verification of the prediction that heat impulses will travel through the liquid 

without suffering dissipation. This phenomenon, w hich is now generally referred 

to as ‘'second sound”, was first observed by Peshkov (1944), whose w^ork has since 

been repeated and extended by Lane and others (Lane, Fairbank and Fairbank 

1947, Fairbank, Fairbank and Lane 1947). In these experiments an electric 

heater of small heat capacity was used as source and a (phosphor-bronze) resistance 

thermometer as detector. An alternating current fed into the heater set up 

temperature oscillations in a column of liquid helium. By changing the relative 

position of source and thermometer standing waves of the second sound can be 

measured. The velocity of these temperature w aves was found to rise from zero 

at the A-point to about 20 m/sec. at 1*8''k. Below this temperature the second 

sound velocity is almost independent of temperature, showing, however, a slight 

tendency to decrease below 1-7''k. In the work of Lane and his collaborators 

a microphone suspended above the liquid level was used as detector. The thermal 

vibrations produce a periodic evaporation on the liquid surface w hich is recorded 

as ordinary sound. Pellam (1948) and Osborne (1948) have both measured second 

sound by directly timing the velocity of a single pulse. The former has for the 

first time observed attenuation in second sound, which was found to be small, 

showing an increase with temperature. Pellam and Squire (1947) have repeated 

the earlier determinations of ordinary sound in liquid helium (Findlay, Pitt, 

Grayson-Smith and Wilhelm 1939), which had been carried out at L3Mc/s. 

with a frequency of 15Mc/s. The new results fully confirm the earlier work 

and also add determinations of the attenuation. The attenuation of helium I 

shows a minimum at about 3® K.; there follows a sharp drop at the A-point and in 

helium II a further rise is observed as the temperature is lowered. 
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A number of experiments have been made on the helium II film. Daunt and 

Mendelssohn (1939 b) have used an arrangement in which heat could be supplied 

to the inside of a small Dewar vessel suspended in a bath of liquid helium. Without 

heating, the liquid levels inside and outside adjust themselves to the same height. 

However, when heat is supplied the inside level rises in spite of the increased 

evaporation. This phenomenon is analogous to the thermo-mechanical effect, 

except that in this case the connecting link is not a capillary but the film. This 

result emphasizes the fact that the film offers a conxenient method of making 

observations on the superflow, k'urther experiments with similar arrangements 

showed that the rate at which the level difference was established was the same 

(Mendelssohn 1947, details unpublished) as the critical rate of isothermal film 

transfer from a higher to a lower level. In the latter type of experiment the 

film flow is always limited by this critical rate which, on the other hand, is 

independent of the level difference. In order to determine the difference in 

gravitational potential at the ends of the film. Daunt and Mendelssohn (1946b) 

employed a device in which the flow occurred at less than the critical rate. 

Under these conditions it was found that within the limit of accuracy the potential 

difference at the ends was zero; it was less than 15 times smaller than the 

level difference required to accelerate the helium to the observed velocity by free 

fall. Atkins (194<S) has found a film flow of a higher rate than that previously 

observed; this also depended on the liquid level when, instead of a beaker, a bulb 

with a narrow neck was used. He also has observed a higher rate of transfer if 

the film flows under the influence of a temperature difference. The last result 

appears to be in disagreement with the measurements of Daunt and Mendelssohn 

mentioned above as well as with an observation by Meyer and Mellink (1947, 

p. 204). These facts clearly indicate that our knowledge of the phenomenology 

of film flow is still rather incomplete.* This holds in particular for the formation 

of the film, about which little is known. Daunt and Mendelssohn used the high 

heat transport initiated by the film as an indicator for its formation. They found 

(Mendelssohn 1947b) that the rate at which the film is deposited from the gas 

phase is less than 10^\, of the rate at which it rises out of the liquid. Experiments 

by Kistemaker (1947) on the adsorption of helium on glass show a large number 

of layers (^—30) not only in the helium II region but also (~15) above the A-point.. 

The 30 layers observed in this case are rather less than the thickness of the transfer 

film (^100 layers), and the question arises wTether the presence of the bulk 

liquid is necessary for its formation. Brown and Mendelssohn (1947) have 

separated the helium film from the bulk liquid out of which it is formed. This 

was done by using between two volumes a connecting tube, which was tightly 

packed with a great number of wires. Such a tube acts as a “filter” which 

will allow the passage of the frictionless film but stops the viscous flow of the gas 

phase. Using such an arrangement these authors found that the isolated film 

is in equilibrium with a gas phase having the same vapour pressure as the liquid. 

It is now clear that the most important step in the interpretation of the 

A-phenomenon was the proposal by F. London (already discussed, Jones 1939) 

to consider it as the Bose-Einstein condensation phenomenon. It also appears 

that the theory does not owe its significance to the success of the particular model 

but because it has opened up an entirely new line of approach. The idea of a 

* Recent experiments (Bowers and Mendelssohn 1949) suggest that the high transfer rates are 
in fact due to contamination of the transfer surface with condensed air. 
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“phase’’ which is separated from the normal liquid not in coordinate but in 

momentum space at once introduced the concept of two interpenetrating fluids 

which has provided a most useful working hypothesis for the experimentalists. 

As such it has been eminently successful, and this success has in turn influenced 

further theoretical attempts. The first attempt at making predictions on the 

bases of a phenomenological model of this kind (Tisza 1947 a, cf. Jones 1939) 

has met with signal success. It led among other things to the prediction of the 

“second sound”. How^ever, this short-cut, while extremely useful to a degree, 

is severely limited in its application, and in order to fit the observed facts such 

essential features as the zero momentum of the Bose~Einstein condensate have 

to be abandoned (Mendelssohn 1947a). The position has been summarized 

by F. London (1947), who regards the rigorous treatment of the Bose-Einstein 

model as presenting “apparently hopeless details” and can therefore see some 

justification for Tisza's method. Attempts have indeed been made to work out 

•the properties of a Bose-Einstein model for a real gas or liquid. SchifF(1941) 

has calculated the partition function for a non-ideal quantum gas, neglecting 

inter-particle forces except for binary collisions. Application of this treatment 

to the Bose-Einstein model of helium fails to account for the discontinuity 

in the specific heat, and the author concludes that the gas approximation 

as unsatisfactory. Goldstein (1946) on the other hand, assessing the properties 

•of Bose-Einstein fluids in which the attractive forces are averaged over the whole 

volume, expects a first order transition. Introduction of an equally averaged 

repulsive force then results in aA-point. An attempt to account for the phenomenon 

of superfluidity by considering a non-ideal Bose-Einstein gas has been made by 

Bogolubov (1947), who also considers the use of a semi-phenomenological 

treatment as a necessary simplification. Bijl, de Boer and Michels (1941) have 

suggested an explanation for the helium film due to the existence of “ condensed ” 

atoms. I'he kinetic zero point energy of such a system (due to indeterminacy) 

depends on the inverse square of the linear dimensions, and this leads to an energy 

difference between the bulk liquid and the thin layer rising up on a solid surface 

which dips into the liquid. Equating this extra energy with the work done 

:against gravity, the authors obtain a film thickness of the same order (^3 x 10"^ cm.) 

as that found experimentally (Daunt and Mendelssohn 1939 a). 

An interesting suggestion with reference to the helium problem has been made 

by Gentile (1941) who has proposed a new type of quantum statistics, intermediate 

between those of Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac. Whereas in the former the 

maximum number of particles per phase cell is either one or 00, the new statistics 

proposes to change the number 00 to w, this being the number of particles in the 

system. Gentile himself (1942), and later other Italian workers (Salvetti 1941, 

Caldirola 1943), have attempted to apply the intermediate statistics to liquid helium, 

trying to account in this way for the anomaly in the specific heat as well as for the 

transport phenomena. A number of papers (Sommerfeld 1942, Caldirola 1946, 

Schubert 1946, Borsellino 1947) have since been published discussing the 

applicability of the Gentile method. 

Landau (1941, 1944, 1947) has developed a theory of superfluidity, the 

salient feature of which is the introduction of the “roton” conception. The 

excitations in liquid helium are supposed to consist of phonons, i.e. Debye heat 

capacity of longitudinal waves and of rotons, “elementary excitations of the 

vortex spectrum”. This quantization of liquid motion has been criticized 

by F. London (1947) as having no well-defined foundation and also as not leading 
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to the macroscopic model of two interpenetrating fluids which Landau postulates. 

This, the phenomenological part of Landau’s theory, deals with the hydro¬ 

dynamics of such a mixture and is in many respects similar to Tisza’s model. 

Landau’s model, too, leads to the phenomenon of second sound, but whereas 

Tisza’s theory expects the second sound velocity to drop off to zero as absolute 

zero is approached, Landau’s theory (Lifshitz 1944) predicts a rise to 1/ \/ ^ 

the velocity of ordinary sound. As mentioned above, the earlier experiments 

showed indeed a maximum in the velocity at ~1*7'' k. However, a recent exten¬ 

sion to 1*03'^ K. (Peshkov 1948) indicates a further rise below IT K. While 

the final decision has to be left to experiments at still lower temperatures, the 

existing evidence seems at present to favour Landau’s theory. 

A discussion of the theoretical interpretation of second sound can be derived 

simply from the model of interpenetrating fluids without specialized assumptions. 

Properties of second sound and its relation to heat transport have been discussed 

Figure 4. Radial distribution function of a normal liquid (arj^on) and helium II at 0 k. and F’ K. 

{Horn and Ctreen.) 

in a number of papers by Band and Meyer (Band and Meyer 1948 a, b, Meyer and 

Band 1948) which are based on a two-fluid conception. These authors introduce 

the conception of a relaxation time in a wave equation for second sound. They 

derive a relation between the velocities of ordinary and second sound. In this 

treatment the heat conduction of liquid helium is connected with the second sound 

in the same manner as normal heat conductivity is related by the Debye theory 

to ordinary sound. 
A theory of liquid helium not based on analogies with gas models but considered 

as a limiting case of the theory of liquids has been given by Born and Green 

(1947 a, b). In such a kinetic theory of a quantum liquid the states of angular 

momentum / = 2, 4, etc. give no contribution at very low temperatures, and this 

results in a radial distribution function very different from that of a normal liquid 

(Figure 4). The temperature at which the last non-vanishing state of angular 

momentum begins to disappear is very close to the experimentally determined 

temperature of the A-point. It is a feature of the theory that the classical con¬ 

ceptions of temperature and pressure are no longer applicable. Distinction is 

made for instance between the hydrodynamic and the thermodynamic pressure, 

which in helium II have different values. (The fact has, however, been disputed 

by Yvon 1948.) The theory explains the transport phenomena as mass flow which 

is produced by a heat flow normal to the direction of the former. The film 
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transport, for instance, is thought to be due to evaporation from the surface of 

the film. 

As already mentioned in 1, Daunt and Mendelssohn (1942) have drawn atten¬ 

tion to the analogous behaviour of liquid helium II and superconductors. On 

a purely phenomenological basis a model has been proposed (Mendelssohn 

1945) which extends the two-fluid conception to both phenomena. A condensa¬ 

tion in momentum space is assumed which does not, however, ascribe zero 

momentum to the condensed phase. The two phenomena are thus considered 

not as special subjects but as manifestations of a fourth state of aggregation in 

which frictionless transport is closely associated with zero entropy without order 

in coordinate space. A number of attempts have since been made to account 

for this analogy. F. London (1945) has taken up the problem of frictionless 

transport and proposed the general connection between the rate R of transport 

and the number n of superfluid particles R< nh lir. A similar relation had 

already been obtained for the helium film by Rijl, de Boer and Michels (1941) and 

by Gogate and Rai (1944). Daunt and Mendelssohn (1946 a) have pointed out 

that this relation appears to be a direct consequence of a diffusion of the superfluid 

constituent under its zero point momentum. An experiment designed to prove 

the existence of such a mechanism has given a positive result (Daunt and Mendels¬ 

sohn 1946 b). Attempts at a theoretical interpretation of this frictionless 

state of aggregation have been made by Band (1946 a, b). Theoretical reasons 

for the analogy between superconductivity and liquid helium have also been given 

by Green (1948) who, in developing further the general kinetic theory of liquids 

of Born -(ireen, comes to the conclusion that the two phenomena can be described 

by the same theory. II. London (1947b) has made the interesting suggestion 

that possibly in analogy to superconductivity the equation of potential How 

in helium d curl vidt — i) may be reduced to curl w here is the velocity 

of superfluid flow . In a recent paper on the thermodynamics of superconduct¬ 

ivity Heisenberg (1948) too expresses the opinion that superconductivity and 

liquid helium form a superfluid state of aggregation which takes an equal place 

with the solid state. 

§5. HKI.ll'M 3 

In view of the peculiar properties of liquid helium, special interest has been 

attached to the possibility of obtaining the isotope with the mass 3 in sufficient 

•quantities to make experiments at low^ temperatures. '^He has an abundance ratio 

of L3 X 10 ® in atmospheric helium and only 1*6 x 10 ' in helium derived from 

natural gas. When working with dilute solutions of ^^He in ^He it is therefore 

necessary to tise a sensitive mass spectrograph for the analysis of samples. In 

this the American workers had the advantage of the excellent mass spectro- 

graphic technique of Aldrich and Nier. The first experiment on the separation 

of •‘^He by a low^ temperature method w^as carried out in Yale (Fairbank, Lane, 

Aldrich and Nier 1947). Atmospheric helium was condensed and the vapour 

w as sampled at different temperatures between 4*2'' and K. and subsequently 

analysed. From the fact that the relative concentration of ®He increased with 

decreasing temperature the authors could conclude that if pure ^He exists as 

a liquid its boiling point must be lower than that of ^He. Thus fractionated 

distillation appears a possible method for low temperature separation of the 

isotopes. A different way of separation was opened when it was discovered 

•(Daunt, Probst, Johnston, Aldrich and Nier 1947) that ^He did not take part in 
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film flow or in flow through narrow slits (Daunt, Probst and Johnston 1947). 

The same approach was further pursued by Lane, Fairbank, Aldrich and Nier 

(1948), who separated ‘^He by means of the thermo-mechanical effect. In this 

work a tube containing the unseparated liquid was heated at one end and this 

resulted in an increase in concentration of ‘*IIe at the cold end. 

It has sometimes been assumed (cf. Franck 1946) that the failure of ‘die 

to take part in superflow is a proof of London’s Bose-Einstein model of liquid 

helium II because the isotope wath mass 3 must obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. 

However, it has been pointed out by Landau and Pomeranchuk (1948) that in 

small concentration foreign particles like electrons or ’die atoms cannot take 

part in superflow, and these authors therefore think that it cannot be deduced 

from the experimental evidence whether or not ^He in liquid form will have a 

A-point. 

A rather disturbing fact was noted by Fairbank, Lane, Aldrich and Nier (1948) 

continuing their experiments in which the gas phase above condensed atmospheric 

helium was analysed: w'hile above the A-point the 'die concentration increased 

wdth decreasing temperature, this relation was found to be reversed below the 

A-poinl. d’heories of solutions of -die in have been made by Band (1948) 

and by London and Rice (1948). The latter authors try to account for the 

peculiar behaviour of •‘^He below^ the A-poinl by assuming the formation of 

“ globules ” of superfluid "^He round the ^He atoms. It should be noted, however, 

that Rollin and Hatton (1948) in Oxford, carrying out similar experiments with a 

liqu id which had been enriched w'ith 'die to O lSC,,, found a rather different 

result, d'hey had become suspicious that beloAv the A-point the ordinary sampling 

methods might be largely falsified by evaporation from the helium film and had 

accordingly designed their experiments so as to avoid this effect as much as 

possible. Evaporating helium at 1-3'‘k., they found indeed a ^He concentration 

of l'5‘;y in the vapour. It is believed that but for unavoidable film flow the 

enrichment factor would have been even greater than lO-fold. It is thus possible 

that the earlier results are obscured by evaporation of the film although it has 

of course to be remembered that the different concentration used in the two sets 

of experiments may influence results. 

London and Rice also state that owing to its high zero point energy “it is 

almost certain that pure ^He cannot existi n a liquid phase at any temperature”. 

This view’ is shared by Tisza (1947b). De Boer (1948 a) on the other hand has 

predicted that the critical temperature of pure liquid ^He should be between 

3*L'k. and 3‘5‘^k. and the critical pressure between 0'95 and 1-3 atmospheres. 

At 2"" K. the vapour pressure of ‘^He should be six times as high as that of ^He. 

‘These data were calculated by means of a reduced equation of state (de Boer 

1948 b) in which quantum effects are accounted for by the introduction of a qu antum 

parameter containing h and the mass of the particle. These predictions of 

de Boer have indeed been verified to an astonishing degree by the recent experi¬ 

ments of Sydoriak, Grilly and Hammel (1949). I’hese authors, working at the Los 

Alamos Laboratory, have condensed pure ^He, obtained by j3-decay from pure 

tritium, in a tube dipping into a bath of ordinary liquid helium. The apparatus 

did not permit visual observation, but the indications are that the condensed phase 

was liquid rather than solid. 'Fhe critical point was found at 3 34° k. at a critical 

pressure of *1-2 atmospheres (87-5 cm. Hg). The vapour pressure at 2°k. was 

measured as <-^14 5 cm. Hg, which is ^6 times greater than that of ^He at this 

temperature (''^2*35 cm, Hg). 
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EXPLANATION OF TABLE The following list of published values for slow neutron absorption cross 

sections is not intended to be exhaustive, but contains the most recent and 

reliable declassified data that we are aware of on 1st July 1949. 

The neutron absorption cross section is defined as the sum of the cross 

sections for the following nuclear reactions 

(n,y), (n,p), (n, d), (n,a), (n, fission); 

more complex reactions are impossible or very improbable with thermal neutrons 

-and so may be disregarded. In general, with thermal neutrons, reactions emitting 

charged heavy particles take place only in some of the lightest elements, [e.g. 

(n, a) T.>i, (n, p), With medium or heavy target nuclei, the potential 

barrier becomes too high and the compound nucleus is much more likely to lose 

its excitation energy by emitting gamma-rays. 

The various results under each element are arranged in order of preference, 

in so far as it is possible to make any choice. The most satisfactory experimental 

methods for obtaining the absorption cross sections are : 

>(1) Pile reactivity (“danger coefficient'’); cf. refs. (12), (48). 

These methods are probably the most reliable. Some of the results quoted in 

Segre’s isotope chart [ref. (6)] and in the tables in refs. (29) (76) may have been 

obtained by pile reactivity experiments, but no bibliography is yet available for 

these three collections of data. 

.(2) Velocity selectors and neutron spectrometers. 

These yield total neutron cross sections In many cases it is possible to 

separate the results into a constant term, presumed to be due to potential scattering, 

-and a term varying with neutron energy (usually inversely proportional to the 

neutron velocity v in the thermal region), which is presumed to be due to absorption 

processes. 

When this separation is not always reliable owing to the possibility 

of molecular and crystal scattering effects contributing to the Ijv term in the 

thermal region, e.g. Hydrogen, ref. (56), Fluorine, ret. (42). It is probably from 

this cause that absorption cross sections obtained by this method are often rather 

higher than those obtained by other methods. 

In some cases such transmission experiments yield at best an upper limit 

to the absorption cross section, e.g. Rhenium. 
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(3) Activation studies, cf. refs. (25), (37). 

These methods are subject to many uncertainties discussed in ref. (25). 
Decay schemes for the activated isotopes are not always well known, (x)unting 
rates have to be corrected for beta energies and for gamma-ray counts, and 
may be too high owing to conversion electrons [e.g. Sodium, ref. (25)], or too 
low owing to unsuspected decays by orbital electron capture [e.g. Europium, ref. 
(25) (3’)]. Neutron capture may lead in some cases to undiscovered long-lived 

isomeric states of the radioactive nucleus, or to isomeric (gamma ray) transitions 
[treated in error as beta-decays, e.g. Dysprosium, ref. (25)] to long-lived beta 
emitters. In many cases we find that cross sections measured by an activation 

method are rather lower than the results of the two previous methods. Never¬ 
theless in cases for which activation studies sometimes yield the most 
reliable data, since it is possible to separate the effects of contaminants by study 
of the half-lives of the resulting activities. Moreover, the method is valuable 
when only microscopic amounts of the material are available. 

Of course for many elements having several stable isotopes activation methods 
are capable of yielding only a lower limit to the absorption cross section, e.g. 
Zirconium. 

Effective neutron energy. 

Of the various methods employed tor measuring absorption cross sections 

[e.g. refs. (1), (23), (30), (32), (48)], some rely on comparison with a standard 
absorber such as Boron or Manganese: in such cases we have adjusted the experi¬ 
mental results quoted to the best value of the comparison cross section obtainable 

from this present collection of data (see footnotes). Many of the older results 
were obtained by the “Cadmium difference'’ technique which has since been 
shown to yield effective neutron energies rather above thermal, say '^0-041 ev. 
[see refs. (16), (40)]. We have assumed that this is the case with the data of ref. 
(32), and, with elements whose slow neutron capture cross sections obey the \jv 
law, have corrected the results to a neutron energy of ()'0253ev. In other cases 
where the “Cadmium difference” technique has been employed [e.g. refs. (23), 
(30)] the same effect has been achieved (and probably more accurately) by correct¬ 
ing the value of the comparison cross section as mentioned above. 

The word “thermal” in the third column has been used to imply a degree of 

doubt in the effective neutron energy (perhaps 0-0253 ev. ± 20%). 

Probable errors. 

This procedure should make the various results more strictly comparable, 
and we are able to obtain some idea of the probable errors. It is apparent from 
the table that in very few cases can we consider to be determined within a 
standard deviation better than 15%. 

In general, when good agreement is obtained by methods (1) (2) and (3) it 
seems best to disregard earlier experiments. The earlier data are then, however^ 
sometimes included (this applies especially to ref. (32)] for comparison so that we 
may gauge the probable error in cases for which more recent data are not available. 

In a few cases we have indicated the most likely value of by a rectangle but 
in general we avoid this selection. 
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Element (Ta (barns) 
'Fype of 
neutron 

Method 
Remarks 

References 
(see pp. 301-304) 

1 H 0-313:J-()-013 1 2200 m/sec. Diffusion in (1) 
aqueous solutions 

0-313 1 0-010 (2) 
0-363 i () 012 2200 m/sec. (3) 
()-326_i.0-014 2200 m/sec. Diffusion in (4) 

aqueous solutions 
0-33 2200 m/sec. Neutron lifetime (5) 

in water 

0-318 "rhermal Diffusion (32) 

1 “D 0-00032 (isotopic Pile Activation (T (6) (I) 
X-section) 

D2O (9-2-i-2-2) xlO-^ 2200 m/sec. Diffusion length 

in D.,0 
(7) 

2 He (atmospheric) 
(4-6j_0-4) X 10-3 Thermal column (iridded ionization (77) 

chamber 
(6-6 i 1-0) X 10 2200 m/sec. Pulse analyser (83) 
(6*6 • M)x 10 2200 m sec. Transmission (89) 

Due to 'Tie (n, p) reaction. 

3 Li 67-3 i 2-2 2200 m/sec. Diffusion in (8) 
aqueous solutions 

72-3 i 1-3 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (9) 
59-2-::9-, 2200 m/sec. Diffusion length (10) 

in D2O solution 
61 2200 m/sec. (11) 
74 'Phcrmal Diffusion (32) 

67-,j.7-4 ] 2200 m/sec. Weighted average 

of above 

Mainly due to the ®Li (n, a) reaction. 

4 Be I 0-0085 1 2200 m/sec. Pile reactivity (12) 

0-010 Pile reactivity (13) 

<0-021 Thermal Diffusion length in Be (65) 

5B 698 2200 m/sec. Vel. selector (14) 

699 2200 m/sec. Vel. selector (14) 
702 j-15 2200 m/sec. In foil (15) 

706J 16 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (16) 

720 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (17) 
733 1:9 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (18) 

743:1:25 2200 m/sec. Vel. selector (19) 

( 710±21 2200 m/sec. Weighted average (G) 
of above 

Mainly due to the (n, a) reaction. 

6C 0-()045 Thermal ((>) 

0-0049 2200 m/sec. Diffusion (12) 

0-00592 2200 m/sec. (AGX graphite) (20) 

0*0060i0*0010 Thermal Diffusion (21) 

clearly decreases as the purity of the carbon is improved and would probably 

be even lower for spectroscopically pure material. 
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Element (barns) 
Type of 

neutron 

Method 
Remarks 

References 

(see pp. 301-304) 

7N ^r<7u., --1 -78 ± 0 -07 2200 m/sec. Pulse analyser (82) 
1'74 Thermal (81) (6) 
1-25 ±0*07 2200 m/sec. Diffusion in (22) 

aqueous solutions 
1-45±0*11 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (23) 

aqueous solutions 
1-34 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

Mainly due to the (n, p) reaction. 

8 O (2*8 [ 2-2) xlO-*^ Pile D2O-2D (7) i (6) (/) 
-(1-910-5)X 10 * Thermal column (n, a) (24) 

()-0()16 Thermal See note (b) (6) 

F ()-0094±()0015 Pile Activation (25) (6). 

^OOl --0 040 cv. (26) 
OOl -^0*041 ev. Activation (27) 
0-064 Thermal Diffusion (32) 
0-065 Thermal (6) 

10 Ne <atot--2-79^0-14 ~0-041 t-v. (28) (6> 

(29) 

11 Na 0*5 '^Phermal (6) 
0*41 Pile Acti\ation (80) 

()*56:t0*05 2200 m sec. Neutron density in (30) 
graphite powder 

0*63 4 0*13 Pile Activation (25) (m> 
0*48 2200 m/sec. Activation (31) 
0*48 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

12 Mg 0*4 Thermal (6) 
0 *32:10-03 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (30) 

graphite powder O
 

00 
6

 2200 m/sec. Diffusion in (22) 
aqueous solutions 

0*39 Thermal Diffusion (32), 

13 A1 0-21 ±0*04 Thermal column Activ^ation (25) 
0*02±0*04 2200 m/sec. (Ra-Be) source in (33) 

aqueous solutions 
0*22.-t0*01 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (30> 

graphite powder 
0*29 2200 m/sec. Activation (31) 

14 Si 0*25 Thermal (6) 
<0 08 Thermal Diffusion (32) 
5; 0-01 ^0*04 ev. (26). 

ISP 0-31 Thermal (6) 
0-23 ±0*05 Pile Activation (25) 

-0‘27 2200 m/sec. Activation (31) 
0*29 Thermal Diffusion (32) 



Element 

16 S 

17 Cl 

18 A 

19 K 

20 Ca 

21 Sc 

22 Ti 

23 V 

24 Cr 

Slow Neutron Absorption Cross 

oTa (barns) 
Type nf 
neutron 

0-49 ±0-05 2200 m/sec. 

0-62 J 0-06 2200 m/sec. 
0-37 4 0-04 2200 m/sec. 

0-414 0-04 2200 m/sec. 

0-78 Thermal 
0-53 Thermal 

33 Thermal 

32-3 41-4 2200 m/sec. 

34 [ 2-« 2200 m/sec. 

31 7'hermal 

0-77 2200 m/sec. 
0-62 Thermal 
1-24 l^hermal 

2-2 Thermal 

3-8i 0-3 2200 m/sec. 

^1-9 2200 m/sec. 

2-5 Thermal 

0-44 1 ().()5 2200 m/sec. 

0-52 1 0-06 2200 m/sec. 

0-45 Thermal 

2214 Pile 

>16 lleimal 

4-510-5 2200 m/sec. 

6-210-4 2200 m/sec. 

4-8 l^hermal 

5-2 0-035 ev. perhaps 

4-510-9 Thermal column 

5 Thermal 

9 Thermal 

8-110-8 2200 m/sec. 

-7-1 2200 m/sec. 

3-010-3 Thermal 

3-4 2200 m/sec. 

3-010-1 2200 m/sec. 

3 
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Method References 
Remarks (sec pp. 301-304) 

Pile reactivity (86) 
Vel. spectr. (42) 
Diffusion in (22) 
aqueous solutions 

Neutron density m (30) 
graphite powdei 

Diffusion (32) 

(6) 

(6) 
Neutron density in (23) 
aqueous solutions 

Neutron density in (30) 
graphite powder 

Diffusion (32) 

Vel. spectr. (36) 

(6) 
Activation (6) 

(6) 
Neutron density in (23 > 
aqueous solutions 

Activation (31) 
Diffusion (32) 

Neutron density in (30) (6) 
graphite powder 

Diffusion in (22) 
aqueous solutions 

Diffusion (32) (J> 

Activation (25) ((/> 
Activation (37) 

Pile reactivity (86) 

Neutron density in (30) 
graphite powder 

Diffusion (32) 

(6) (0 

Activation (25) 
(20) 

(6) 
Neutron density in (23> 
aqueous solutions 

Activation (31> 

Pile oscillator (91) 
Vel. spectr. (46) 

Neutron density in (30) 

graphite powder 

(6> Thermal 
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EJtment (barns) 
Type of 

neutron 

Method References 
Remarks (see pp. 301-304) 

25 Mn 14*1 i 0-3 2200 ni/sec. Vel. spectr. (35) 
10*7i 2*4 Thermal column Activation (25) 
13*lrf:0*7 2200 m/sec. Diffusion in 

aqueous solutions 

(38) 

12*7dr0*4 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in 

j^raphite powder 

(30) 

lM :i 0*6 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in 

aqueous solutions 

(23) 

14*2 'rhermal Diffusion (32) 

12*8 M-6 2200 m/sec. Weighted average 
of above 

(6) 

26 Fe 2*5 2200 m/sec. Pile reactivity (30) 

2*5 Thermal Pile oscillator (48) 
2*2 2200 m/scc. Vel. spectr. (40) 
2*4 2200 m/sec. Ra-He source in 

aqueous solutions 
(33) 

2*43 J 0*19 

2-14 

2200 m/sec. 

l^hermal 

Neutron density in 
graphite powder 

(30) 

(6) 
2-0 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

27 Co 38*« 2200 m/scc. Vel. spectr. (74) 
40*2 : 0 9 2200 ni/sec. Vel. spectr. (41) 
22*4-r4*5 Pile Activation (25) 

39*2 1,3*5 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in 

aqueous solutions 

(23) 

30 7^hermal Diffusion (32) 
33 0*035 ev. perhapi s (6) (») 

28 Ni 4-2 Thermal Pile oscillator (48) 
4*8 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (42) 
6*6:f 0*6 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in 

paraffin 
(30) 

4*6 Thermal 
4*4 I'hermal 

Mainly due to neutron capture in 

Diffusion 

®«Ni, see refs. (76) (74). 

(32) 

(6) 

29 Cu 3-63_i O lg Thermal Pile oscillator (91) 
3*4 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (39) 
2*56-1 0*5i Thermal column Activation (25) 
4*0i_0*4 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in 

paraffin 
(30) (6) 

3*0±0*3 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

30 Zn l*09i008 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in 

paraffin 

(30) 

0*9 
1*25 

Thermal 

Thermal 
• (76) 

(6) 
1*5 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

31 Ga 2*l6rb0*43 Pile Activation (25) 
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Element cTa (barns) 
'Type of 

neutron 
Method 

Remarks 
References 

(see pp. 301-304) 

32 Ge (29) 
>0-25 Pile Activation (43) 
<ortot^6 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (41) 

2-8 Thermal (76) 

33 As 5*6 ((’) 
4-2±0-8 Thermal column Activation (25) 
7-7d:0-4 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (23) 

aqueous solutions 
4-2 2200 m/sec. Activation (31) 
4*4 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

34 Se 16 (6) 
13-6 ^0-5 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (23) 

aqueous solutions 
15 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

35 Hr 6*61 1-3 Thermal column Activation (25) 
8-4 i 0-8 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (23) 

aqueous solutions 
4-0 'Fhermal Diffusion (32) 

36 Kr :>0-104 "^rhermal Activation (44) 
* (6) 

0-1 (29) 

37 Rb 0-55i:0-ll Pile Activation (25) 

38 Sr 1-5:1 0-1 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (30) (6) 
graphite powder 

1-9 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

39 Y l-24_L0-25 Pile Activation (25) 

1-22 Thermal Activation (37) 

40 Zr 0-32 4 0-08 Thermal Pile oscillator (91) 

0-4 Thermal (76) 

<0-7 2200 m/sec. Pile reactivity (86) 

>0-098 f 0-036 Pile Activation (25) 

<0-44 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

Other published values are unreliable owing to the probability of Hf contamination. 

Published values are :— 

4-74 0-6 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (45) 

>0-5 Thermal (6) 

41 Nb, Cb 1-44 2200 m/sec. Pile reactivity (12) 

1-274 0-16 2200 m/sec. Pile reactivity (86) 

0-63 4 0*25 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (41) 

-l4:0-4 Thermal column Activation (20) 

42 Mo 2‘4 Thermal Pile oscillator (48) 

2-914 0-30 2200 m/sec. Pile reactivity (86) 

2*7:L0-1 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (30) 

graphite powder 

3-9 Thermal (6) 

'-^80% due to capture in see ref. (48). 
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Element CTa (barns) 
Type of 

neutron 

Method 

Remarks 

References 
(sec pp. 301-304). 

43 Tc Unstable 

44 Ru 2-5 Thermal (76) 

>0-51d: 0-01 Pile Activation (25) (*) 

2200 m/sec. 

1 to 5 ev^ 

Vel. selector 

Vel. selector) 
(46) 

45 Rh 1424^13 2200 m sec. Vel. spectr. (90) 

149 115 Thermal column Activation (25) 

<crtot^l46 2200 m/sec. Crystal spectr. (47) 

(cTsc — b } 2) (90) 

46 Pd 7 Thermal (76) 
9 Thermal (6) 

47 Ag 55-64:2-2 ’^Phermal Pile oscillator . (48) 
(Separated iso¬ 

topes) 

56-94:0-6 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (9) 
59-6 4i 2-3 Thermal Pile oscillator (48) 

(natural silver) 
714 14 Thermal column Activation (25) 

58-5 Thermal (6) 

48 Cd 24104-110 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (35) (te). 

Supporting results, but with lower resolution are :— 

2200 2200 m/sec. Crystal spectr. (40) 

2790 2200 m/sec. Crystal spectr. (50) 

Mainly due to capture in see ref. (52). The peak of the resonance is at 

0-176 i- 0*002 ev. where —7200 : t;200 b., see ref. (35). 

49 In ^<^tot"=191 2200 m/sec. Vel. selector (53) 
((TscSS!4) (29) 

Supporting results are obtained from the data of refs. (9), (45), (47). 

190-64:4'3 Thermal Pile oscillator (75) 
190 4 19 Thermal column Activation (25) 
186 I'hermal Diffusion (32) 

The first and main resonance peak is at T44d 0-02 ev. where otot “26400i6500 b.,. 

see refs. (53), (45), (9). 
50 Sn 0-634::0-06 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (30) 

graphite powder 
0-51 Thermal Diffusion (32) 
0-55 Thermal (76) 
0-69 Thermal (6) 

51 Sb 4*7 Thermal (6) 
4-024=0*13 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (9) 
4*94=1*0 Pile Activation (25). 
5*7:h0*4 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (30) 

graphite powder 
5*6 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

52 Te 4 Thermal (76) 
5 Thermal (6) 
3-7 Thermal Diffusion (32). 
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Element cTa (barns) 
Type of Method References 
neutron Remarks (see pp. 301-304). 

53 I 7*044 0-31 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (41) 
6*66:4 0*25 2200 m/sec. Vel. selector (54) 

6*85 .‘ 0*34 2200 m/sec. Average of above 

6*25 -i 1*25 Thermal column Activation (25) 
8*14 0*5 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (23) 

aqueous solutions 
6*3 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

54 Xe <t^tot-^35 Thermal (6) 
>0*09 Thermal Activation (76) 

55 Cs 41 Thermal ((» 
25 *6 >5*1 Pile Activation (25) 

56 Ba 1*25 Thermal (6) 
1*5:40*1 2200 m'sec. Neutron density in (30) 

graphite powder 
1*2 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

57 La 7 Pile Activation (80) 
8*4 1*7 Pile Activation (25) 

>8*5 Thermal Activation (37^ 
11*5 Thermal Diffusion 132) 
12 Thermal (6) 

58 Ce <^tot “■ 29 Thermal (6) 
:>0*375:40*063 Thermal Activation (79) 

59 Pr 10*14 2*0 Thermal column Activation (25) 
16 ITermal Activation (37) 

60 Nd 92 2200 in/sec. Crystal spcctr. (55) 
90 Thermal (6) 
46 Thermal (76) 

Mainly due to capture in ^^^Nd, for which C7a'^730b., see ref. i (87). 

'*’6l3-7y --60 Pile Activation (57) 

(This ; is the longest lived isotope of element 61 so far known; half-life =^3-7 years.) 

62 Sm 6490 2200 m/sec. Crystal spectr. (58) 

8000 Thermal (6) 

Mainly due to capture in ^^®Sm, see refs. (59), (61). The principal resonance peak is 

at 0*096 ev., where (7tot= -15500 b., see ref. (58). Sec, howev’er, also refs. (85) and (25).. 

63 Eu 4700 2200 m/sec. Vel. selector and (58) 
crystal spectr. 

2600 Thermal (88) 

3960 Thermal Activation (37) (y) 
<1870+300 Pile Activation (25) (y) 

Principal resonance peaks are at 0*465 ev. and about —0*011 ev. at which 

O'tot>5670b. and 5570 b. respectively, see ref. (58). 

64 Gd 47000 2200 m/sec. Vel. selector (60) 

48000 2200 m/sec. Crystal spectr. (58) 

Mainly due to capture in ^®®Gd and ^®’Gd, see ref. (61), There is a resonance 

peak at 0*028 ev. at which 45000 b., see refs. (60), (58). 
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Element <7a (barns) 
of 

Neutron 
Method 
Remarks 

References 

(see pp. 301-304-) 

65 Tb >37 Thermal Activation (25)-! (37) 

<(Ttot-1000 Thermal (76) 

15 Thermal (6) 

66 Dy <atot-n70 2200 m/sec. Vel. selector (60) 

<(7tot--1180 2200 m/sec. Crystal spectr., see (58) 

also ref. (55) 

--940 I'hermal Diffusion (32) 

850 (^0-041 ev. perhaps) (6) 

>758186 Thermal column Activation (25) (s) 

67 Ho 59-6112 l^'hcrmal column Activation (25) 

49 probably ^0-4 ev. Activation (37) 

65 Thermal (6) 

68 Er 260 Thermal (6) 

<^tot ~ 200 Thermal (76) 

69 Tm 130 Thermal (6) 
106111 Thermal column Activation (25) 

116 Thermal Activ'ation (37) 

70 Yb <^tot--=^65 Thermal (6) 
>45110 '^l’'hermal Activation (64) (A)+ (37) 

71 Lu, Cp 195 Thermal (6) 
>125 1:22 'J'hermal column Activation (25) (B) 

>131 L44 I'hermal Activation (64) (6') (B) 

>138120 Thermal Activation (37) (B) 

72 Hf 109116 2200 m/sec. (86) 

<<^tot^l30 Thermal (6) 

(o'sc ~ 1H) (29) 

>3-510-7 Pile Activation (25) 

73 Ta 18-910-6 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (45) 
20-614-1 Thermal column Activation (25) (29) 
35 Thermal (6) 
15 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

74 W 16 Thermal (6) 
17-113-1 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (45) 

>10-812-2 Thermal column Activation (25) 
26 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

75 Re <cTtot-97 2200 m/sec. Crystal spectr. (66) 
85117 Thermal column Activation (25) 
130 Thermal (6) 
132 Thermal Diffussion (32) 

76 Os 17-010'6 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (41) 
20 Thermal (6) 
15 Thermal (76) 

77 Ir 402113 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (35) 
See also refs, (49) (58) 

467193 Thermal column Activation (25) 
400 Thermal ^ (6) 
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Element a^^ (barns) 
Type of 
neutron 

Method 
Remarks 

References 
(see pp. 301-304) 

78 Pt 10-8 'I'hermal (6) 
6-5 J 0*4 2200 m/sec. Vel. spectr. (45) 
15 Thermal (76) 

79 Au 94-7j_l-9 2200 m/sec. Vel. spcctr. (67) (6) 
See also refs. (45), (9), (58), (60). 

96*4 i 9*6 I'hermal column Activation (25) (D) 
91*6 Thermal Diffusicni (32) 

80 Hg 377M8 2200 m/see. Vel. spectr. (6) 
414 I'hermal Diffusion (32) 
425 Thermal (6) 
430 Thermal (76) 

Mainly due to capture in ref. (68) (E). 

81 T1 2-9 'i^hermal (6) 
3-8J 1-3 2200 nVsec. Vel. spectr. (41) 
2*3 i-0-5 Pile Activation (25) 
2-8 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

82 Ph 0-17 "Jliermal (6) 
0'18 2200 in/sec. Vel. spectr. (69) 
0-23. ’ 0-06 2200 m/sec. Ra-He source in (22) 

hydrogenous 

medium 
0-27~()-07 2200 m/sec. Neutron density in (3(») 

paraffin 

0-38 '^Phermal Diffusion (32) 

83 Bi 0*015 i 0-003 Pile Activation (25) 
0*016 Thermal (6) 

0*013,.r^^O-OOU 'Phermal Activation (70) 

90 6 0*041 ev. probably (6) (29) (F) 

--9*0 Thermal Diffusion (32) 

92 U (291 

^lias ^3*6 ’^Phermal “pre 1941 liter¬ (29) 

ature ” 

93 Gq ^ 200 Thermal (72) 

cTflss ^0*02 Thermal (73) 
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3o6 J. de Boer 

§1. INTRODUCTION The properties of gases and liquids and their theoretical treatment by kinetic 

gas theory or the more powerful method of statistical mechanics, have 

acquired new interests in the last two decades, both because of new and more 

accurate experimental methods and because of renewed efforts to interpret the 

results of experiments in terms of intermolecular forces, as was first done by 

Lennard-Jones. Moreover, the development of quantum mechanics gave a new 

impetus to the study, both theoretical and experimental, of the influence of the 

wave character of the molecules on the behaviour of gases and liquids, to the 

reformulation of the laws of statistical mechanics and to the foundation of statistical 

mechanics in correspondence with the quantum mechanical formalism. Much 

of this has been described already in well-known textbooks as for instance those 

■of Fowler (1936), Tolman (1938), Fowler and Guggenheim (1940), Mayer and 

Mayer (1946) on ^statistical mechanics, and the monograph of Chapman and 

Cowling (1939) on the kinetic theory of non-uniform gases. 

Recently in a number of papers attention has been drawn again to the foun¬ 

dations of the kinetic gas theory and the method of statistical mechanics, especially 

in its application to systems which are not in a state of equilibrium. Therefore in 

:§§ 2 and 3 a short discussion is given of these two methods both in classical and 

in quantum theory, while in §4 some introductory remarks are made, to show the 

difficulties which arise in application to non-equilibrium processes, and to indicate 

the direction in which scientists expect the solution to be found. 

This first chapter which is concerned mostly with the fundamentals of the 

kinetic gas theory and of the method of statistical mechanics, is followed by a second 

part, which is of a more practical nature. In order not to lengthen the treatment 

too much it was necessary to limit the treatment of the applications in two respects: 

1. Only the application to the calculation of the distribution-function and the 

caloric and thermal equation of state of gases are discussed. This makes it im¬ 

possible to discuss also the liquid state, as for example the very promising treatment 

of the properties of liquids by Lennard-Jones and Devonshire (1937, 1938), that 

of the hole-theory of liquids by Fiirth (1941) and by Hirschfelder and collaborators 

(1937) and the calculation of molecular pair distribution functions of liquids 

starting from the crystalline state as given by Prins (1937), Bernal (1937), Wall 

{1940), Rushbrooke and Coulson (1939) and by Corner and Lennard-Jones (1941). 

2. Only the properties of systems in equilibrium are discussed. So all appli¬ 

cations to the stationary, but non-equilibrium, states which are considered when 

a temperature or velocity gradient is present are omitted. The promising 

contributions in this direction of Born and Green (1947 b), Kirkwood (1946, 1947), 

Eisenschitz (1949) and others are thus passed over in silence. 

The general expressions, obtained with the aid of the canonical ensemble 

method of Gibbs for the distribution functions and the caloric and thermal 

equation of state, are given in §§ 5 and 6 for classical and quantum theory respec¬ 

tively. Here it is also shown that the expressions obtained are in agreement with 

the expressions obtained by applying the partition function method of statistical 

thermodynamics, both in the classical case and in the case when quantum theory 

has to be applied. In § 7 the caloric and thermal equation of state are developed 

into power series of powers of the density, using the general Ursell-Uhlenbeck 

procedure which is valid both in classical and quantum theory. A generalization 
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*of this procedure is given, which allows one to obtain in a similar way the corre¬ 

sponding development of the distribution functions in powers of the density. 

The next two sections, §§ 8 and 9, contain explicit calculations of the equation of 

state and of the distribution function when an intermolecular potential field of the 

Lennard-Jones type is introduced. Special attention is also paid to the influence 

of quantum theory on the equation of state and the distribution functions. In 

19 the connection between the molecular distribution functions and the potential 

of the average force acting on the molecules is discussed; this leads to an integral 

equation for the distribution function, which was derived in a different way by 

Born and Green (1946). finally, in the last section, § 10, a survey is given which 

relates the molecular pair distribution function to the density fluctuations and to 

;tha intensity of light- or x-rays scattered by gases or liquids. 

I. i' U X D A M K N T A L PROBLEMS 

§2. THE KINETIC METHOD 

(i) The Kinetic Velocity-distribution Function 

For simplicity it is assumed that the gaseous or liquid system consists of 

molecules without internal (rotational or vibrational) degrees of freedom, which 

•exert central intermolecular forces on each other. The instantaneous situation 

in this system of N molecules is specified by giving the number of molecules with 

(a) centre of gravity given by the position vector inside the small but finite 

•element space of Srj and with (b) linear momentum specified by the 

momentum vector pj inside the small but finite element in momentum space 

•Spi- The configuration and momentum spaces can be combined in 

one 6-dimensionaI //-space, divided into small but finite elements Sr^, Sp^. 

'Phe element of volume Sfj must satisfy the following conditions: (i) it must 

be so large, that it contains a large number of molecules; (ii) it must be so small, 

that variations of macroscopic quantities, as for instance the density, the temper¬ 

ature or the hydrodynamic velocity, inside this volume element can be neglected 

(e.g. ST,T4 1). Because of the molecular motion and intermolecular collisions 

the number of molecules in br^Spi changes with time. So the phrase “ number of 

molecules at time t in SrjSpi, surrounding r^, p^” has the meaning of an average 

number, averaged over a small but finite period of time 8/, at t, which satisfies the 

condition (i) that it be large compared with the average time taken to cross the 

•element Stj, and the condition (ii) that, on the other hand, it be small compared with 

the scale of time variation of macroscopic properties (cf. Chapman and Cowling 

1939, §2.2). 

This time average of the number of molecules in the small but finite element 

•Sri surrounding in space, and Sp, surrounding p^ in momentum space is denoted 

by/(r|,,pi, tJStjSpi, The function/(r, p, t) is called the distribution function and 

it will be distinguished if necessary from other distribution functions in this paper 

by the adjective ''kinetic'' distribution function. 
The distribution function satisfies the condition S//(rj-, p^*, t)bt^hpi = N, where 

the summation is carried out over all vohime elements Sr^-Sp,; of the //-space. 

When the distribution function can be considered as a continuous function of r 

and p, as is always assumed in kinetic gas theory, the summation over all elements 

20“2 
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Sr^Sp,- can be replaced by an integration over r and p, giving: JJ/(r, p, t) dr dp — 

When/(r, p) does not depend on r,/(r, p)^^p=/(p)^p simply denotes the number 

of molecules per unit volume, having momentum in dp surrounding p. 

(ii) Boltzmann's Equation 

The (average) number of molecules /(^i, Pj)5rjSpi in the element 3r^8pj, 

surrounding p^ changes as a result of the molecular motion, the external forces 

X and the intermolecular collisions: 

(i) The change of/(r^, pi)Srj8p^ during the finite time interval ht, resulting 

from molecular motion is — (Cj .5/br|)8ri8piS/, where Ci~Pi!ni and 

indicates the gradient. 

(ii) The change resulting from the acceleration due to the external forces is 

- (Xi. 5/' 6p|)Sri8pj8^. 

(iii) The change of/(r^, p^)8r|8p^ resulting from collisions can be divided into a 

decrease and an increase during 8/. The decrease during 8^ resulting from colli¬ 

sions of, for instance molecules in 8r28p2, surrounding To, p2 at the beginning of 

the time interval, is assumed to be given by ^i2/(**i,pi)/(i‘2>P2)<^*’]^Pi^^2^P2^^> 
where ^ quantity with the dimensions of a frequency depending on | P2 ~Pil 

and the geometry of the collision Hypothesis of molecular chaos" (Jeans 1925, 

§ 65-70); “ Stosszahlansatz" of Boltzmann (Boltzmann 1896/98)). The increase 

during ht resulting from inverse collisions, lor instance between two molecules, 

initially in 8rj8p,' and Sr^Sp,^ and at the end of the collision in 8r|8p, and 'Sr^y^p^ 

respectively, is according to the same collision number hypothesis given by 

Pi)/(^2’p2)^*’)^Pi^^2^Pii^^- Application of the laws of mechanics shows 

that «2i {principle of dynamic reversihility) and 8r,'Sp[Sro8p2 ™Sri8pi8ro8p2 

{principle of Liouville). Addition of both these changes and summation over Stg 

and Sp2 then gives the total change of /(^i, p3)Sri8pj^ during ht due to collisions. 

Therefore the total change of/is given by the following Boltzmann equation: 

+ |/■2,./,c/6ic.-c,|[/(p;)/(p;)-/(p,)/(p,)^ 

.(2.1) 
where the summation over 8pj^ and 8r2 is replaced by an integration over pg and 

the collision parameter h of the molecule 2 with respect to 1, The dependence of 

/on r is assumed to be so small, that in all terms/can be taken at the same place r. 

The difference quotient 8//8f is replaced by dfjdt, which shows that dfjdt must be 

considered in a certain sense as a smoothed-out time average over time periods 

long compared with the intermolecular collision-times. This usual derivation of 

Boltzmann's equation remains in some points rather obscure, especially in its 

mixing up ‘‘coarse grained” and “fine grained” time averages (cf. Kirkwood 

1946). 

The collision hypothesis (hypothesis of molecular chaos) on which the deri¬ 

vation is based, limits the applicability of Boltzmann's equation (2.1) to dilute gases- 

in which multiple collisions are a rare occurrence compared with the binary 

collisions. So the treatment of the transport phenomena, as reported for instance 

by Chapman and Cowling (1939), can be applied only to gases of normal pressures, 

and an extension of the theory to liquids or fluids has to start by revising this 

fundamental Boltzmann’s equation. Before considering attempts and advances 

in this direction it is necessarj to mention briefly the problems which have arisen 

from the application of (2.1) to the so-called //-theorem. 
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(iii) H-theorem 

As is well known the equilibrium condition dfjdt = 0 ot a fluid under no external 

field (X = 0, 5// br-()), is satisfied by the equation 

/(Pi)/(p2) =/(pi)/(p2) .(2.2) 

{principle of detailed balance) being a sufficient, but not a necessary, condition fi)r 

•equilibrium. This second conclusion can be drawn by considering Boltzmann’s 

//-function : 

n =- -//{r,-, P,) ln/(r,-, p,)Sr,Sp,., .(2.3 a) 

or, assuming that /(r,-, P/) is a nearly continuous function in /.i-space: 

^ P) ln/(r, p) dr dip. .(2.3 b) 

The change of this //-function w ith time, making use of (2.1) and the fact that the 

molecular current density at the walls of the vessel is zero, is given by 

^ ^ lllJ J -/(Pi)/(P2)] I Cl - c,! l^bdhdr, dp,dp,. 

.(2.4) 

As the integrand of this integral is essentially negative or zero, // can never increase. 

In equilibrium, wTen dHjdt must be zero, /(p) must necessarily satisfy the 

equation (2,2) expressing detailed balance, from w hich conclusion the distribution 

function 

f{p) = n{l'nmkT)-^'^ exp - .(2.5) 

of Maxwell can easily be derived. 

This H-theorem of Boltzfiiann states that when a system starts initially in some 

non-equilibrium condition, and moves by successive re-distribution of momenta 

and coordinates in the direction of equilibrium, the function H of Boltzmann 

gradually decreases until in the final state the equilibrium value of H is reached. 

The apparent paradox between the fact that H cannot increase with time, and 

that the mechanical laws on which the derivation seems to be based are reversible 

in time, has given rise to much discussion, for a detailed treatment of which the 

reader is referred to well-known textbooks (P. and T. Ehrenfest 1911, §§6,7, 

Tolman 1938, Chap. VI). The solution is found in the fact, that the derivation is 

not only based on the principle of dynamic reversibility, but also on statistical 

assumptions of a probability character, i.e. the collision number hypothesis. I'his 

collision number hypothesis can therefore be said to be true only in an overwhelm¬ 

ing number of cases, but nevertheless a small probability of deviation remains. 

The fact that the number of particles is so very large, however, makes the pro¬ 

bability of deviation from the most probable value extremely small. 

§3. METHOD OF STATISTICAL MECHANICS 

(i) Probability Density of Ensemble in y-space 

A more detailed discussion of the probability laws governing the change of the 

distribution function, with time on the basis of the method of § 2 leads to assump¬ 

tions about the a priori probabilities of events which are unusual elements in the 

mechanical treatment of the phenomena in many particle systems considered here. 

To avoid this difficulty and to put the theory again on an exact basis, Boltzmann 

and Gibbs introduced the method of statistical mechanics. This method 
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considers not one, but a large collection of identical and independent systems,, 

all in different phases, and tries to formulate the laws which connect the average 

behaviour of this efisemble of systems with the behaviour of the one system of interest.. 

In general it can be said that only in the case of equilibrium a satisfying justifi¬ 

cation of this description of the real system by the average behaviour of an 

ensemble of systems has been given (§4 (i)). For non-equilibrium problems much 

work has still to be done and only a small number of more or less successful 

attempts of recent years wall he mentioned (§4(ii)). 

In the method of statistical mechanics the “ state ” or “ phase ” of each system 

of the ensemble is represented by 07ie phase point in the ()A^-dimensional y-space,. 

with coordinates _Ty, pj_p,^. These sets of position and momentum 

vectors of all molecules together form two vectors in the 3A^-dimensional con¬ 

figurational and momentum siibspaces, which will be denoted by and p"'. 

Infinitely small volume elements in y-space: dv^_rfp^_^py will be 

denoted by drdp^. As each system is represented by one phase point in y-space 

the ensemble of a very large number, say 1\ of systems is represented in y-space by 

a cloud of r phase points. The number density of phase points in y-space is 

represented by p(r \p''), which means that the number of phase points in the 

element dr^ dip^ surrounding p"' in y-space is equal to p[r^,ip^)dT^ d^^. 

Evidently JJ p(r^\ ^p‘^ -V. The quotient of this density in phase space 

and the total number of systems of the ensemble is called the probability density 

in phase space, which will frequently be denoted by “probability” : 

'Thus the probability density satisfies the normalizing condition 

.(3.1) 

Then the probability of finding one system of the ensemble chosen at random, in a 

state dt^'^ dip^ surrounding p' is given by di^^\ 

Similarly the probability density p'^) is defined to find, in any system of 

the ensemble chosen at random, a definite set of h specified molecules 6, /c, .... A, 

denoted by (ryj, in the state r,_T;, p,.,. .p^., which can be denoted by r'\ p’^* 

Thus and p"^ are vectors in the 3A-dimensional configuration and momentum 

subspace of the set of molecules {t]]. Evidently 

r) - JJ Px{r \ p^') .(3.2) 

where dT^~'‘ and represent pha^se elements of the ?i{N ~h) dimensional 

subspaces of all molecules but the set of h molecules {r/j. 

Integration over the momenta gives the probability that one system of the 

ensemble chosen at random is in a configuration or as 

IPs{t^.ip^)dp\ .(3.3) 

Pu{r^‘)- lP^{r^)dr^-^.(3.4) 

All these functions P^{r^\ p^'), Pfir'^y p"^), P^'(r^), Pu{P^) will be called distri^ 

bution functions. If the basic assumption of statistical mechanics is correct and 
the ensemble represents the system under consideration, they describe the average 
distribution of the molecules of one system over the momenta and coordinates. 
If necessary, these distribution functions wall be provided by the adjective 
‘‘ specific ” to indicate the fact that a distribution of specified molecules is considered^ 
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(ii) Change with Time and Equilihriuni Ensembles 

The change of each of the systems of the ensemble with time is governed by 

the laws of mechanics for molecule t 

br, ’ ' bp, ’ . 

where H(r^is the Hamiltonian of the system of molecules. The solution 

of these equations is in principle given by a set of 6N constants of motion, or first 
integrals: 

^ P‘^) P^') "= E = const., 

p^' ) - const. (y - 2.. - 1), [ .(3.6) 

Ai vC*-', p-') = const. + /. 

The hrst UN 1 constants determine the curve of the system in y-space, whereas 

determines the time scale along this path-curve. Accordingly for each of the 

molecLile-s 5p, bp, 4 br^ = 0, so that also 

-■(l+l)-"- .(«> 
This equation shows that the motion of the phase points in y-space is divergence- 

free, which means that a definite volume element in y-space^ which moves with the 

phase points contained in it through the phase space, keeps the same volume, although 

in general its form changes considerably, 'bhis theorem of Liouville can also be 

expressed in a different form : as all the phase points (each representing one system) 

which start, inside the volume-element in y-space, remain inside this element all 

the time, the density of phase points remains constant in a volume element which moves 

with the phase points in y-space according to the laws of mechanics: 

/)p(r^p')/7)/ = 0. 

Division by the constant number of systems of the eiisSemble then gives DP^iDt = 

where, as before, X, denotes the external force and F, the force due to the other 

molecules, exerted on the molecule t. Assuming that the total potential energy of 

the system is composed of the sum of contributions .III], ^0,^, W'here 

the potential energy of a pair ot two molecules i and /c, the force on t is equal to 

'Fhe fundamental problem of statistical mechanics is now' how to calculate the 

actual properties of a real system from the properties of the ensemble of systems 

moving in y-space. In the case of equilibrium physicists believe the problem 

to be solved w ith sufficient accuracy, although one must confess that a rigorous 

proof has never been given. 

The fundamental hypothesis is that the average value in the real system of some 

physical quantity G, which is a function G{t^ ,p^) of the momenta and coordinates of 

all molecules of the system, can he obtained from the representative ensemble by 

calculating the average value of the function G(r^, p^), averaged over all systems of 

the ensemble. Mathematically this average is given by 

^ = n G{t\ .(3.9) 
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Evidently an ensemble which describes a system in equilibrium must be 

stationary, that is, the density at a certain point in y-space, which in 

general changes with time, has to remain constant. Because of Liou ville’s theorem, 

which states that Py remains con^stant in a phase element moving with the phase 

points through y-space, it is necessary to choose the ensemble initially in such a way 

that is constant along the whole orbit of each system in the y-space. 

Thus P^ should be a function Pa(P, P,-, ^^e bN — 1 constants of 

motion. 

The simplest ensemble satisfying this condition, which represents a system in 

equilibrium, is the microcanonical ensemble'' of Boltzmann, filling homogene¬ 

ously the space in y-space between two successive energy surfaces E ~ constant and 

P + = constant with constant probability density P^. 

If this shell degenerates into a surface P —constant by letting dE approach to 

zero and P^ to infinity, one introduces a surface probability density a —I grad E\ 

where the constant A~P^^dE is normalized according to JcrJP=l equivalent 

to (3.1), dS being the surface element in the surface P —constant. The average 

value of G{p^yr^) is then given by 

G = J G(p‘\ r^'')a(r'\ p^') dS. .(3.9 h) 

ITiis surface or microcanonical ensemble of Boltzmann has the disadvantage 

that in practical calculations of the average value of some quantity, the integration 

over the phase-space has to be limited to the energy surface P-constant. This 

difficulty can be avoided by using the method of the generating function, better 

known under the name of the method of Darwin and Fowler (1922). 

On the other hand, this difficulty is avoided by using the ‘'canonical 

ensemble" of Gibbs: Py^,[r^—where i/(r^,p"^) is the 

Hamiltonian, .4 == constant. This ensemble, which is also a stationary ensemble, 

is distributed continuously over the y-space. However, since the volume of 

y-space contained between two successive energy shells E = constant and 

E + dE = constant increases with a very high power of P (about ^), an over¬ 

whelming number of syvStems of the aggregate has an energy practically equal to 

the average energy P, the fluctuation (P —P)^/P“ being of the order IjN. The 

constant ^ has to be identified with 1/AP, where T is the temperature and k is 

Boltzmann’s constant. The average of G(p"', r^'^) is given by 

G=A JJ G(r^^ p"") exp - p^'') dt^dp^^ .(3.9 r) 

For all practical purposes of calculating averages, thecanonical esemble of Gibbs 

can be identified with the microcanonical aggregate of Boltzmann, but it has the 

advantage of allowing continuous integrations to be carried out over the entire 

y-space. 

The way in which one interprets this ensemble of Gibbs is now a matter of 

taste. On the one hand, it can be accepted as a mathematical trick, which allows the 

physicist to free himself from the annoying limiting condition that the energy 

should be kept exactly constant; in this sense the canonical ensemble can be 

considered as a mathematical method analogous to the method of Darwin and 

Fowler (1922) or that of Dirichlet in mathematics (cf. Ornstein 1908, P. and T. 

Ehrenfest 1911, § 22 A, Pauli 1927, Uhlenbeck 1927). On the other hand, it can be 
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argued that in practice systems at constant temperature, surrounded by isothermal 

conditions at temperature T, are not systems of constant energy at all. In this case 

Gibbs’ ensemble is a better representation of the actual system than is the micro- 

canonical ensemble. For the equilibrium behaviour this difference in concept is 

of no importance. For the fluctuation phenomena, however, it is of the utmost 

importance and no longer a matter of taste: the fluctuations of the energy can only 

be described using the canonical ensemble. 

In the theoretical considerations in the next chapter we will make use through¬ 

out of the canonical ensemble of Gibbs to evaluate averages for a gas or liquid in 

equilibrium at a temperature T. 

(iii) Generic and Specific Phase. The ^i-space 

In (i) the state or phase of the gas or liquid under consideration was represented 

by one representative point in the 6A-dimensional y-space. When a system of 

identical molecules or atoms is considered, it has certain advantages to introduce 

the concept of 6-dimensional /x-space. Each molecule is then specified by one 

representative point in /x-space and the situation of the gas is sufficiently specified 

by the cloud of N representative points in /x-space, corresponding to the N mole¬ 

cules of the system. The word “situation ” is used instead of the word state or 

phase, in order to indicate that for knowledge of the state or phase of the gas, it is 

necessary to know what molecules correspond to the cloud of points in /x-space, 

whereas this information is not necessary to describe the situation. Ciibbs 

distinguishes this exact state or phase and this so-called situation by the words 

specific and generic phase. Evidently N\ different phases in y-space correspond 

to one and the same situation in /x-space. 

When the fundamental hypothesis of statistical mechanics is true the quantity 

Py(r^\ p^) dt^ d'p^ y defined as the probability of finding one system of the aggregate 

chosen at random in the volume element surrounding r^\ p^^' in y-space, is 

equal to the probability of finding the representative phavSe point for one system 

considered in y-space in the volume element dr^ dip^ surrounding r^, p^. Thus 

the probability of finding the representative points of the molecules of the system 

under consideration in the infinitely small volume elements dr^d^^y ...., dr^ dip^^ 

surrounding the position- and momentum-vectors r^pj,__ rypy in /x-space in 

an arbitrary order is N! times as large and is given by 

/^(r^ p^) dr^ rfpi.... dt^ df^, = N! p^) dt^ d^\ .(3.10) 

where (r^, p^’'^) is now used as a short notation for the set of position- and 

momentum-vectors r^pi, r2p2, . . . . , r^vPA'- This function f^^ will be called the 

generic distribution function. 

Similarly the probability for a situation of h molecules in the elements 

dt^dipiy ...., dtj^dipj^ surrounding the momentum- and position-vectors 

^xPiy *’2p2»-» P% can be found by multiplying Pf,{r^\ p'O dr^ dp^^ 

(the probability of finding the set of h molecules 1, 2, .. . . , A in the volume 

-element dp^^ — dt^dp^.... dpf^^ in the 6A-dimensional subspace of y-space 

corresponding to this set {h]) by a factor N\l{N~h)\y whic his the number of 

possible ways in which a sequence of h molecules can be chosen out of N. Thus 

(3.11) 
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In particular for A = l, one obtains/i(rjL, pi) = ^'Pi(ri» pi)) which is immediately 

clear. In consequence of the relation (3.2) which exists between Pand the 

following relation exists between /,^ and : 

(iV-A)!/,(r^p'0-“ .dr, d^,. 

.(3.12) 

Similar equations hold for the “ generic ’’ configurational distribution functions^, 

which can now easily be summarized: 

. 

{N-h)! = J.... J dr,,dt_,.(3.14) 

The use of these generic distribution functionsp^') and ni{r^‘) instead of 

Phir'^y P'O advantage ot the disappearance of frequently occurring 

factors N ! and (N — h)! in the clilTerent expressions. I"or that reason these generic 

distribution functions have been used by \'von (1935) and by Born and (Jreen 

(1946, 1947). 

(iv) The Probability Density Matrix in Ouanturn Statistical Mechanics 

In quantum mechanics it is impossible to specify the state of a system by giving 

the exact values of all the coordinates and momenta. Instead of this classical 

method the slate of the system is specified b}' giving the wave function ijj{r^,t)^ 

a function of all the coordinates and of time, the future development of which is 

determined by the Schrddinger wave equation. If the wave function is normalized 

to unity, as we shall always assume, the square ]^//(r’^,/) - gives the probability 

density of finding the system in the configtiration at a time t. It need not be 

added, that the word probability used here has nothing to do with the statistical 

methods introduced in statistical mechanics, its origin being of quantum 

mechanical nature. 

It is often of advantage to make an eigenfunction expansion of the state t) 

in terms ot a complete orthogonal and normalized system of eigenfunctions 

0y(r^"), as for instance the eigenfunctions of the energy <A,;(i'*^) w ith the set of 

quantum numbers {aj — cr^,_, Then 

.A(r\/) = VcX0V'c,(>-‘'')- .(^-15) 

Because of the normalization of i/j, J| i//(r^', ^)j2^/r*^ = 1, and so |Cp(/)|^ 

gives the probability of finding the system in the state (pj, and the summation is 

carried out over all different states [p]. 

The knowledge of these probability coefficients cjj) is entirely equivalent to 

the know ledge of the w^ave function «/^(r'^, t). As is w^ell known the future behaviour 

of these probability coefficients is determined completely by the “generalized’’ 

or “transformed” Schrodinger equation. Thus this description in terms of the 

probability coefficients offers a general representation freed from the special role 

played by the coordinates. 

Of course the values of the probability coefficients depend entirely on the 

particular system of orthonormal functions which is used as a base for the descrip¬ 

tion, A change of this basic system to another system also changes the probability 

coefficients into new^ ones. If this change is defined by the unitary matrix 
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for which a*=a“\ the change of the orthonormal functions is given by 

= and the coefficients of ip = 'Z,d^Xr hy 
respectively. 

Thus far we have discussed the quantum mechanical treatment of one system. 

The calculation of the future development of a system is rather cumbersome when 

the system consists of a large number of particles. The difficidties here are of the 

same nature as those which occurred in the classical treatment. Therefore here 

again the concept is introduced of an ensemble of identical systems distributed in a 

definite \\ ay over the different states. The probability of finding a system chosen 

at random in different states is now specified by a probability matrix representing 

the average value over the ensemble of either /) or r*(/)r,,(/), both 

averages being connected by the equation obtained from (3.15): 

^ .(3.16) 

It has been shown by von Neumann (1927, 1932b) and Dirac (1929, 1930, 

1935) that the role of the probability density p‘^) of classical statistical 

mechanics is taken over in quantum statistical mechanics by the Hermitian 

prohahi/ity density matrix w hich can he defined either by the average value 

./,(r\ r^^') = p^(r^^'\t)^ls{x\t). .(3.17) 

or in the generalized language by the average value 

.(3.i«) 

In this second form depends on the particular system of wave functions 

which is chosen as a basis for the description of the system. A transition to 

a new' system Xr ~ gives for the new system 

tt 0 0 Tfj 00 0 T 0 0 00 C'T y t 

according to the well-known laws of transformation theory. If h functions 

(“coordinate eigenfunctions’') are chosen as a basis for the description of the 

system, -;^(r"'; r"^') can also be considered as a spyecial form of the generalized 

density matrix According to (3.16) the relation between the two forms is 

.(3.19) 

From the definition (3,17) it can be seen that \ does not depend on 

any particular system of wave functions, since it is the average value 0*(r^^')(//(r‘'^) 

over all systems of the ensemble. The expression (3.19)/or ; r^^') is indeed 

independent of a change of the basic system of eigenfunctions from to, for 

instance, xJS^)^ which follows immediately from the transformation formula for 

and the relations = connectingand Xr- ITis invariance of the 

probability density matrix is very useful for actual calculations. 

To these matrix elements can be correlated a '^probability operator'^ . 

w^hich allows the matrix elements to be written as 

. 
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The choice of this probability operator and therefore of the probability density 

matrix or depends on the system which has to be represented by 

the ensemble. It will be shown later in this section that for an equilibrium 

ensemble the operator has to be a function of the Hamilton operator alone. 

The role of the probability density ) of classical statistical mechanics, 

being a function of the set of N position vectors and of IS momentum v ectors 

is taken over in quantum theory by this probability density matrix 

which is a function of the two sets of TV position vectors and (or in general by 

which is a function of both sets of quantum numbers and 'i'he inte¬ 

gration over the momenta in classical theory, which leads to the probability density 

P^Y(r ‘^) = J p^' ) t/p"' of finding a system of the ensemble chosen at random in 

the state r‘\ is replaced in quantum theory by the taking of the diagonal term 

This is in fact the quantum mechanical expression for the prob¬ 

ability density to find a system chosen at random in the state 

The probability density matrix is always taken to be normalized, in similar 

manner to the probability density in classical theory (equation (3.1)), according 

to the relation 

J\;^(r‘''; .(3.22) 

In analogy to the reduced probability densities Pi,{t'^, p'O introduced in section 

(i) giving the probability density for the occurrence of position vectors r"' and 

momentum vectors p^^ of the h molecules of the set [rjl-. i, k_r, it is possible to 

introduce reduced probability density matrices r’^') of this same set of h 

molecules. 'Fhis reduced matrix is obtained by taking the diagonal elements 

corresponding to the molecules wo/ occurring in the group [ryj and integrating over 

the corresponding position vectors 

r’>'r' ".(3.23) 

These reduced density matrices introduced originally by Husimi (1940), who 

studied their properties, have been used especially by Born and Green (1947 c) in 

their recent attempt to give the foundation of quantum hydrodynamics on 

quantum mechanics. The diagonal term is the quantum mechanical 

analogue of the classical reduced distribution function PfJ^r*^). 

Here also the normalization of the density matrix can be chosen in analogy 

with the ‘'generic distribution functions*’ introduced in section (iii). The 

probability density matrix, which is the quantum statistical analogue of the generic 

probability density/;j(r^^ p'^) is, according to (3.11), 

r*'), .(3.24) 

and the diagonal elements of this matrix are the analogues of the generic con¬ 

figurational probability densities 

■' «•'') = .(3-25) 

which were introduced by (3.13). 
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(v) Time Depejidence and Equilibrium Ensembles in Quantum Statistical Mechanics 

'rhe time dependence of the probability density matrix can immediately be 

derived from the time dependence of tfj according to the Schrodinger equation 

dijjldt- where is the Hamilton operator, or from the time depen¬ 

dence of c^ according to the Schrodinger equation dcjdt— — 

This gives directly 

, 7 

I .(3-26) 

or 

J ^ I (.y ^ .(3.27) 

These equations have to be taken in the place of the classical Liouville equation 

(3.8), which can be seen by writing the right-hand side of the classical Liouville 

equation (3.8) in the form of the Poisson bracket 

- {H, = - i:,[0///bp,).idP,,-!br,) -{dH; br,).(^Pv/bp,)], 

of which the commutator multiplied by (iib) of equation (3.27) is the quantum 

mechanical analogue. 

For equilibrium it is now required that is a function of the Hamilton 

operator .//(. As in classical statistical mechanics, we shall make use only of 

the operator in the form oc exp, where exp--is defined to be 

H/d —/L-if )^;7^k d'he ensemble for which the operator has this particular form 

will be called the canonical ensemble. 

'Phis probability density matrix can now be used to calculate averages in the 

aggregate of systems. If the system is in a state specified by the wave function 

t/f(r''), the result of an experimental determination of the value of a physical 

quantity G(r^', p'^) which is a function of coordinates and momenta can only be 

expressed in the form of an expectation value G. This expectation value is given 

by G^,- ^ ijs* dr^, where -/ is a Hermitian operator obtained by replacing in 

G(r'\p'') everywhere the momentum p^ of the molecule l by /?^~{hli)d;br,. 

This procedure which is essential for the treatment of the system by quantum 

mechanics, has of course nothing to do with the statistical methods which are 

needed because of the large number of molecules. The averaging process of G 

over all systems of the aggregate gives 

.(3.28) 

where is the matrix element of G. Using the definition of the 

density matrix, this a\ erage value of G can be expressed in the form of a trace of 

either of the two forms of the probability density matrix 

G = J (; r^) dr-’^' = S,( .(3.29) 

where {9§)(t^ \ r'') and are matrix elements of the operator 

defined according to (3.20) and (3.21). Since these two expressions are the trace 

of a matrix the operators i9 and 9 can be reversed in order. 

The calculation of the average value of a quantity G is reduced in quantum 

theory to the integration over of the quantity which evidently 
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takes the place of the classical quantity I P^{r^Thus the 

following principle can be used to generalize classical theories to make them valid 

in quantum mechanics: In all expressions the integrals either of or of 

a product .G{r^ over the momentum vectors can simply he 

replaced by the quantum mechanical analogue: the diagonal elements of the matrix 

; r^^') or of the matrix ; r^^') corresponding to the product PG (cf. 

Born and (jreen 1947 c). 

§4. THE PROBLEM OF THE JUSTIFICATION OF THE METHOD OF 
SA TIS T IC A I. M I-: C: H A N IC S 

(i) Equilibrium 

The proof of the fundamental hypothesis of statistical mechanics, stating that 

the average value in time of a function , p"'^) of the momenta and coordinates 

of a system in equilibrium 

G = litTi, . - I G{T^\-p^)dt .(4.1) 
T J (I 

can be calculated by taking the average of over all systems of the 

ensemble, distributed over the surface of constant energy in phase space 

G=^\a{t\ip^^)G(t^ip^')dSy .(4.2) 

was based by Maxwell and Boltzmann on the celebrated ergodic hypothesis or the 

^'principle of the continuity of path As, according to this hypothesis, the phase 

point, which represents the system, passes sooner or later through every point on 

the surface of constant energy in y-space, the surface ensemble of all phase points 

move in one and the same path curve on the energy surface. The motions of 

these phase points are only distinguished by the value of the additive constant in 

the last of the integrals of motion (3.6), so the time average is exactly the same for 

all systems of the ensemble, which gives G = G. Interchange of the two averaging 

procedures then gives G- Gy whereas finally, because of the fact that the ensemble 

is chosen to be stationary, theaverage value G is independent of time, making G = G. 
„ 

Thus taken together one finds G = G~G = G, which proves the fundamental 

hypothesis of statistical mechanics (Maxwell 1879, Boltzmann 1871). The 

justification of the method of statistical mechanics for the surface ensemble of 

constant energy also justifies the use of the canonical ensemble of Gibbs, which is 

mathematically equivalent Muth Boltzmann’s surface ensemble of exactly constant 

energy. 

The improbability of the ergodic hypothesis, due to the presence of special, 

though exceptional, periodic motions, was stressed by Kelvin (1891) and Poincar^ 

‘ (1894), and the proof of its incorrectness finally given by Plancherel and Rosenthal 

(1913). P. and T. Ehrenfest (1911) replaced this hypothesis by the quasi-ergodic 

hypothesis which stated that the path curve, though not going through every point 

of the surface, covers the energy surface so called “everywhere dense”, whereas 

the exceptional path curves, which do not cover the energy surface, “ everywhere 

-dense”,areofLebesguemea8urezero(Caratheodory 1919, Birkhoff 1922). They 
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indicated clearly, however, that no proof of the fundamental hypothesis of statis¬ 

tical mechanics can be based on this quasi-ergodic theorem. A clearer formu¬ 

lation of the situation became possible after the introduction of the notion of 

metrical transitivity by Birkhoff and Smith (1928) and Koopman (1931) a contin¬ 

uous single-parameter group of transformations of phase space in itself having the 

property of metrical transitivity if, and only if, the phase space cannot be divided 

into two or more subspaces, each of measure greater than zero, and each invariant 

under every transformation of the group, v. Neumann (1932a) and Birkhoff 

(1931, 1932) finally gave the proof that the fundamental hypothesis of statistical 

mechanics is true, provided that the transformation in phase space have this property 

of metrical transitivity. So ihe problem of the truth or falsity of the fundamental 

hypothesis of statistical mechanics is reduced to that of the metrical transitivity 

of Hamiltonian systems. Although this metrical transitivity of the Hamil¬ 

tonians of systems which are studied in physics has never been proved in general, 

most physicists believe that it is actually true. 

Therefore in general the average value of a physical quantity for a system containing 

a large number of molecules can he idcfitified zvith the average value of this quantity 

(wer the ensemble zvhich represents the system. In particular this also holds for the 

molecular distribution: whereis defined as 

/,(r„ p,) = A7J/\(r\p'Vr'’- Vp-'' ^ .(4.2a) 

the quantity/|(ri, pj)r/r| r/pi being the number of molecules in dr^, d^^ averaged 

over the ensemble according to statistical mechanics, can be identmed with 

/(r^, pi) Jpj the average number of molecules in the real system, averaged in 

time according to the kinetic theory of §2. In this case the fact that/(r^, p|) was 

defined as a function, “coarse grained” in space, with finite volume elements, is 

not of much importance, because in the case of equilibrium the finite elements 

d^i d^\ can be made smaller and smaller, so that the quotient of the total number of 

molecules/(pj, Tj)rfpi, in dr, ^/p, and the volume dr^ r/pj approaches a finite 

limit, the probability density/(r,,p^). The quantity nfr^)~NIPy^>{r"^)dr'^ ^ 
becomes identical with the number density //(r^) of the real system. 

(ii) Non-equilibrium 

The use of the ensemble method for systems which are not in equilibrium has, 

up till now, only been considered from a far less exact point of view and in fact it is 

not at all certain with what kind of averaging procedure the physical quantities of 

a system which is not in equilibrium can be calculated from the probability 

density of an ensemble. It is not our purpose to treat the existing literature on 

this point here in detail, this report being concerned mainly with the equilibrium 

problems of gases, but some points may be of importance. 

One of the first problems of non-equilibrium systems, which has been discussed 

already in much detail by several authors, is the definition in statistical mechanics 

of the analogue of the J^-function of Boltzmann, defined in equation (2.36) in terms 

of the kinetic distribution function /. In the case of equilibrium this offers 

no difficulties, the definition of H in statistical mechanics being, according to 

Gibbs, 

//= JJ p'l In P^'') .(+3) 
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The //-function of Gibbs can thus be interpreted as the ensemble average of 

the quantity In y P^)- For a system of “independent” molecules, where 

the interaction between the molecules can be neglected, 

^^’ = A(ri.Pi).A(r,v,P.v)- 

Substituting this in (4.3) and introducing the generic distribution function 

/i(*’i>Pi) = -^A(ri.Pi) one obtains 

//= J!/i(roPi)InA(r,.p,)rfri^p,-iV InA^ .(4.4) 

Pi) ^Pi equilibrium theory the average number of molecules in 

dr^dpi and should thus be equal to the kinetic distribution function/ defined in 

the kinetic theory in p,-space. As in the case of equilibrium this identification 

ofiers no difficulties, the U-function of statistical mechanics, being the ensemble 

average 0/In p"^), becomes (except for the unimportant additive constant 

term A^niV) identical zvith the kinetically defined H-function J/(r, p) In/(r, p) dr dp. 

The /i-function defined according to (4.3) can be shown to be the correct 

expression for minus the entropy of the system divided by the Boltzmann 

constant k. 

In the case where the vSyvStem is not in equilibrium, the situation is quite 

different. Originally Gibbs (1902, Chap. XI) compared the value of H according 

to (4.3) for the equilibrium divStribution, with the value of II for an arbitrary, 

non-equilibrium distribution but having the same value of the average energy. 

I'hen (Mbbs proved that this non-equilibrium value of H is larger than the equili¬ 

brium value, so that the //-function of the equilibrium distribution is a minimum 

compared with non-equilibrium distributions having the same average total energy. 

Although this suggests that -~Hk might give a general statistical definition of the 

entropy, which also holds for non-equilibrium states (the entropy being a maximum 

compared with neighbour states of the same energy (7), this conclusion is wrong. 

The difficulty is that, because of the theorem of Liouville, stating that the proba¬ 

bility density remains constant moving with a representative point 

through the y-space, each function of p”^) integrated over the entire phase 

space also remains constant. Thus the function //= J In ^P^^ which 

for the non-equilibrium aggregate had a value larger than the equilibrium 

value of // of the same energy //, remains constant throughout time and never 

decreases to approach the equilibrium value. So the identification of (4.3) with 

minus entropy is in general impossible. 

What really happens during the approach to equilibrium of an aggregate of 

systems which is not in equilibrium, will be explained using a simple example of a 

number of phase points wffiich are distributed non-uniformly over the space 

between two neighbouring energy surfaces in y-space. The equilibrium distri¬ 

bution, which consists of a uniform distribution between these two surfaces and 

corresponds to a lower value of //, arises from the non-uniform distribution as a 
result of the “stirring” caused by the mechanical motion of the representative 

points of the aggregate between these two energy surfaces in y-space. As in the 

case of two liquids, blue and yellow, which by stirring are mixed until in the end a 

liquid results which is green in colour, so finally a uniform distribution of phase 

points between the energy surfaces results because of the mechanical motion of 

molecules of the system. In fact, however, existing discontinuities of the distri¬ 

bution of phase points do not disappear: the density round a certain phase point 
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keeps the same value during the motion, only the form of the element of phase space 

changes, and so a region of phase space, where originally the probability density 

was too high, deforms finally into a long and thin thread of the same density, which 

covers the entire surface. So what can really be said is, that the average density of 

phase points between the energy surfaces, averaged over a small hut finite space element 

of y-space, approaches in the course of time the limiting value, tvhich corresponds to the 

tiniform equilibrium distributum of phase points corresponding to the microcanonical 

aggregate. This approach to equilibrium has been considered in more detail by 

Cjibbs (1902, Chap. Xll) and, among others, by J^orentz (1907, §79). 

As a result of tliese considerations Khrenfest (1906, 1911) introduced the 

concept of the coarse grained'' probability in phase space, 

id) 

.(4.3) 

being the average of over a small but finite region 'bp^ in phase space. 

In terms of these coarse grained probabilities it is possible to give the definition of 

the function 

H - p-^') In /’,(r \ p^^)§r'hp*' 

-,r,l p-') In p-') r/r'Vp'.(4/.) 

I’his definition of //, being the ensemble average of the logarithm of the coarse 

grained probability density, gives the real statistical mechanical expression for minus 

the entropy divided by k. Evidently the value of this //-function so defined 

changes with time: it can be proved that // can only decrease until a uniform 

divStribution corresponding to equilibrium is reached and then becomes constant. 

Some difficulties vStill remain (Lorentz 1907, §79): it is only proved that a non- 

tiniform ensemble of constant energy approaches the microcanonical ensemble, 

but it cannot be seen that the ensemble approaches a canonical ensemble iii the 

course of time. In practice, however, this will not give rise to difficulties, when 

one considers the canonical ensemble as a fair approximation of the microcanonical 

ensemble. 

According to these considerations, for a gas of independent molecules, in the 

general case when the gas is not in equilibrium, the statistical mechanical analogue 

for the kinetic distribution function/(r, p) occurring in the //-function |/ln /V/r</p 

should be /i = JJ~ b This runs ,parallel w ith the fact that it 

seems to be impossible in this non-equilibrium case to define /(r,p) kinetically 

without using finite elements of the /x-space! 

* Recently Kirkwood (1946) made an interesting advance in the problem of 

finding the type of averaging procedure for non-equilibrium systems, w Inch must be 

used in statistical mechanics of non-stationary ensembles to obtain the experi¬ 

mental average values, by introducing time-smoothed probability densities instead of 

the coarse grained probability densities which were introduced in the preceding 

considerations. 

The time average of a function G{r^, p^), not explicitly dependent on time, is 

expressible in the form 

G=JfG(i2.,r'U2,p-')rX, .(4.7) 

P S P R 
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where i\ is an operator which transforms the coordinates and momenta of the 

representative point at time f into the coordinates and momenta of this same 

representative point at a time t -\-s. The ensemble average of this same function 

p‘^) can be obtained from the probability density at time p'^, t)^ by 

the expression 

G = JJ G(r^\ t) .(4.8) 

where t is kept constant during the integration. 

The fundamental assumption which is now introduced by KirkAvood is, that 

in time dependent statistical mechanics the experimental value must be identified zvith 

the ensemble average of the time average of G{t^yp^), viz.: 

Jj' j' G(i2,r-\ i2,p-'') P P'"'. 0 dr^''’ dp''.(4.9) 

This expression can now be transformed using Liouville’s theorem ; 

Pv(r-'', P‘'’, t) = f2,,p'', t +r), dr''dp'''=: Ji2,,P''fl'i2,,p^' 

giving 5(t) = J'jG(r''-,p-'')Pv(r-\p^2)dr-''V .(4.10) 

where Py, the time-smoothed probability density is defined by 

p'',0=1 \ Pa(«•*'’.P"'^.2 + 4-)d.?.(4.11) 
^ J 0 

So in a system not in equilibrium, according to Kirkwood, the average value of G must 

he calculated using the time-smoothed average of the probability density of the ensemble 

taken over a time r at fixed values p‘^, . 

It is important to note that, when averages are considered in which the inte¬ 

gration is carried out over all momenta and coordinates, this expression (4.10) is 

identical with the time average over the ensemble average of G(r‘^,p^^). Kirk¬ 

wood showed that the lack of commutability of both averaging procedures, when 

the integration is not carried out over all coordinates and momenta, is closely 

connected with the dissipative processes which occur in the drift towards equi¬ 

librium. 

Kirkwood first applied the theory to the Brownian motion, being able to derive 

from the exact equations of statistical mechanics, the equation of Langevin for 

the motion of a particle in a fluid, in which occur the frictional retarding force 

proportional to the velocity and the fluctuating force due to the collisions with other 

molecules. The assumption w^hich was introduced to derive this result was that 

the time r over which the time average has to be taken, is long compared wdth 

molecular collision times, but on the other hand, not so long as those times that 

correspond to Poincare cycles. With a similar procedure Kirkwood derived from 

the equation (3.8) of Liouville an equation of the type of the Fokker-PIanck 

-equation for PiC^i^pt). A more detailed discussion of the very interesting 

conclusions would go beyond the scope of this survey. 

Kirkwood (1947) then suggests that the kinetic distribution function, f{r^,p^, 

introduced in § 2, has to be identified with the time-smoothed average value, ff^^, pi), 
according to (4,11), of the generic distribution function, defined by (4.2 ^ai), 

^(r,.p„ O^Njj p^ t)dr^-^dp^~\ 

in terms of the probability density of the ensemble. 
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Kirkwood (1947) succeeds in deriving Boltzmanri s equation for this time- 

smoothed distribution functioji by integrating the equation (3.8) of Liouvillc 

for PY(r‘', p*^) over all coordinates and momenta except those of the molecide 1 

and taking a time average of the resulting equation. Then one obtains 

f^+irffa. 
ot brj T J J J brj 5pj “ 

.(4.12) 

'Fhree assumptions have now to be introduced to transform this equation into 

Boltzmann’s equation: 

(i) The binary collision hypothesis is necessary for simplification of the integral 

on the right hand side. If the collisions are binary collisions in an overwhelming 

number of cases, as can be expected at normal gas densities, application of Liou- 

ville’s equation to the collision of two molecules leads to 

/a(r„ rj, pi, Pa, t) =/2(i2,,r„ t2,p,, (2,Pa, t 4- 

and also to the constancy in time of the element in phase space dr^ dr^ dip^ t/p2. 

(ii) The assumption about the length of the time period r, necessary to make the 

integral itself proportional to r and the contribution to the equation, because of 

the factor 1 /r, independent of this time period. On the one hand r must be taken 

long compared with molecular collision times, on the other hand r may not be 

allowed to approach infinity, since then over long periods of time (Poincare cycle 

periods) the orbit will be traversed in the reverse sense to any desired degree of 

accuracy, cancelling its initial contribution to the integral. This second assump¬ 

tion seems to contain essentially the irreversible element, which must necessarily 

come into the equation. 

(iii) The deviations from equilibrium must be smalf wTich allows one to replace 

the time average of the product of/i(pi) and fftpf) by the product of the time 

averages. 
After a lengthy but straightforward transformation, Kirkwood succeeds then 

in deriving Boltzmann’s equation for the time smoothed average/i(Pi), 

'^ = -Cl. ^ + )J ic2-c,i. r/i(p;)/i(pi)-/i(pi)7(P2)]27Ti'^*'^P2- 

.(4.13) 

Summarizing this section about the application of the method of statistical 

mechanics to non-equilibrium processes, it can be concluded, that it appears to be 

necessary to identify the kinetic distribution functiofi/(p), upon which the kinetic theory 

is basedy by some average of the corresponding distribution function of the ensemble of 

statistical mechanicsy i.e. either the coarse grained distribution functiony averaged over 

a finite element 8r8p of phase space or the time smoothed distribution function y averaged 

0ver a finite time period r. 
Before closing this paragraph, some attention must be given to considerations 

of Born and Green (1946, 1947) of a quite different character. These authors try 

to avoid the use of the ensemble method of statistical mechanics, on which all 

considerations ot this paragraph are based, in an attempt to extend the kinetic 

theory of § 2, so as to make the theory applicable to liquids or compressed gases. 

The considerations are based on the distribution function/v(r"^, p^^), which is by 

definition the probability density for the occurrence of the N molecules in any order 

21-2 
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at the positions in //-space. From their argument it is not clear whether 

this is supposed to he a measurable quantity, as is the kinetic distribution 

function of §2 (in that case the experimental averaging procedure should be 

indicated), or a mathematical auxiliary quantity. 'Fhe kinetic distribution function 

of §2 is identified with the integral expression 

/,(r„ p,) = (1 (A'-. 1)!) J f/vCr-', p^') ./r-'" ^ 

without any averaging procedure. 

The fundamental equation for 

dt 

5A 

■ dp: ’ 
(4,14) 

which is identical with Liouville’s equation, for the cori'esponding function 

) of the ensemble theory of statistical mechanics, is derived assutnin^ 

continuity of prohahility density in i^L-space and by using the equations of motion of 

the molecules (cf. §3(i)). 

In the derivation of the equilihrimn solutions forp^^) the same difficulty 

appeared, as when Maxwell and Boltzmann tried to prove that the velocity 

distribution was a necessary solution, before the disco\’ery of the method of statis¬ 

tical mechanics (cf. §2(iii)). As Born and (Ireen wanted to avoid the use of 

statistical mechanics, they also used the //-theorem, but in a generalized form, 

defining H ~ JJ/^ ln /\ dr^ dip^, The difficulty that, by using this definition of H 

and using equation (4.14) for dfyidt, H becomes a constant in time, w as then met,, 

somewhat artificially, by introducing a (A' + l)th molecule, whidi causes H to 

decrease with time. 

The equation of Boltzmann is derived by integrating equation (4.14) over the 

coordinates and momenta of all molecules but one, w hich gives 

df -Cl 
i>ri 

r r 

J J 6pj dr2 dfo, (4.15). 

and by transforming this equation, using the following three assumptions: 

(i) The hypothesis of binary collisions (as w as also done by Kirkwood). This 

allows one to make use of Tdouville’s theorem for a system of tw o molecules: 

6r,. V*>P. ' 

in which df^ dt is taken to be zero contrary to Kirkwood). After subtraction of 

the zero expression JJ SA i>P2 • 5^/^>^12 ^**2 ^ from (4.15), Liouville’s equation 
then allows transformation of the resulting equation into 

dt 
(C2-Ci). ^ . dudjp... (4.16) 

(ii) It is assumed that in the limit j rjoi =00 before and after the collision the 

function Pn P2) written as the product /i(pi)/i(P2) /i{Pi)/i{P2)’ 
respectively. The integration can then be carried out over r^o and when /i(pi) 

is identified with the kinetic distribution function /(Pi) the resulting equation is 

identical with Boltzmann’s equation. 
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Although the necessity of the first hypothesis is obvious, the bearing of the 

other assumptions is not clearly discussed. A derivation of Boltzmann's equation 

from Liouville's equation along similar lines has already been attempted by 

Yvon in 1935. The author of this survey believes however that for a physically 

rigorous derivation of Boltzmann’s equation from Liouville’s equation the use of 

some kind of averaging procedure cannot be avoided. 

II. MOLF.CULAR DISTRIBUTION IN EQUILIBRIUM 

§5. CLASSICAL THEORY 

(i) Canoflical Ensemble Distribution Functions 

As has been discussed in §3(ii) the classical probability density Pv(r‘'', p*'^) of 

the ensemble should be a function of the constants of motion of the system if 

the ensemble has to represent a system in equilibrium. It has there been stated, 

that instead of taking the microcanonical ensemble of Boltzmann, it is of advantage 

to use Gibbs’ canonical ensemble 

I 

kT )■ .(-'i-1) 

'The constant Z\ is a normalizing constant, T is the temperature, k Boltzmann’s 

constant, the factor h has been inserted for reasons to be discussed later (§6) 

and the factor l/W! has been inserted to ensure the additivity of entropy. As has 

been discussed in detail already (§3(ii)), Gibbs’ canonical ensemble has the 

advantage that continuous integration is possible over the entire phase space. As 

practically all the systems of the aggregate have an energy equal to the average 

energy of the system (the fluctuation (E — Ey^lE^ being of the order of 

the result for all calculations of averages with this canonical ensemble is equal to 

the average calculated with a Boltzmann microcanonical ensemble. Whereas the 

microcanonical ensemble should be the accurate representation of a system 

enclosed in a vessel with adiabatic walls, i.e. a system of absolutely constant energy, 

the canonical ensemble represents a sy^stem which is in temperature equilibrium 

with a thermostate: it can be shown that when a system, represented by a micro- 

canonical ensemble, is divided into a small part and a large part separated from 

each other by heat-transmitting walls, the small part is described by a canonical 

ensemble and the large part acts as the thermostate. 

The normalizing constant Zy of the distribution function is determined by the 

normalizing condition JJ P\dr^ r/p*^ — 1 or 

N! 
exp dr^dp'^ .(5.2) 

The right-hand side of this equation is often called the partition function or 

integral over states. 

In classical theory, the Hamiltonian can always be written as a sum of the 

kinetic energy Sp^/2w and a potential energy 0(r'^) depending on the configuration 

T^r^(ri, rg,_, Ty) of all the molecules of the system. The integration over the 

momenta can be carried out first, giving (using (3.3)) for the configurational distri¬ 

bution function 

a)(r'')\ 
kT )’ 

.(5.3) 
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where now Oy is the normalization constant given by 

O X — dT\ 

I’he quantity Oy is often called the configurational partition function, 

relation between the two partition functions is simply 

The 

.(5 Ah) 

where — /r iTmikT. Substitution of the equilibrium expression (5.3) tor /^(r*^) 

in equation (3.4) tor gives the following general expres¬ 

sion for the configurational distribution tunction of a group of h molecules: 

w,(r^0 - 
iV ! 

(A' - h)! J 
N -fi 

1 
exp 

cl)(r‘' 
kT 

dr X - ft 

.(5.5) 

It wall be shown in the next sub-section (ii) that the thermal and caloric 

equation of state can both be expressed in terms of this distribution function for 

the special case of // —2, w^hich will be called the molecular pair distribution 
function. In the next section (§6) it will be shown how this equation has to be 

written in quantum statistical mechanics. 

(ii) Caloric and Thermal Equation of State 

Using the Chbbs’ canonical ensemble, the average value of some quantity G 

w hich is a functio.n of the values of the momenta and coordinates of all molecules 

G(r^\p'^), is given by the equation 

G = 
1 

vJ J .(5.6) 

4\vo important averages, w hich dominate the field of the thermal and caloric 

properties of fluids, are the average values obtained for the energy and thepU-value. 

The kinetic theory states that the energy of the system is equal to the average value 

of the Hamiltonian Upf 2w/4 ^l>(r''). Assuming that no external field is present 

and that the potential energy can be wTitten as a double sum over the potential 

energy of all pairs of molecules (f>(r^y^), in which jr,^| “ jr^ — r,!, we obtain 

1 

2 m 
^ dr^ dp"''. .(5.7) 

The integration over the momenta can be carried out giving for the first term 

SNkTiZ^ 3R7':2. Integration of the vsecond term over the coordinates of all 

molecules except the molecules t and k for each term <^(r,J leads to A^(A^—1} 

similar terms i J J ^^(r^r J t/r, </r^. Introduction of the generic distribution 

functions ?i2{rjf)~N{N — l)P2(*’f^K) fiii^Hy gives 

+ I JJr2)^(rj2) dtj dr.^, .(5.8) 

This equation gives U as a function of temperature and volume, since W2(^i»*’2) 

is a function of V and T and is called the caloric equation of state. 

The virial theorem gives a kinetic expression for the pressure-volume product 

{p F-value) of the fluid. This virial theorem states that for a system in equilibrium 

the average value of the virial of the external and internal forces exerted on the 
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molecular system is equal to minus twice the average value of the kinetic energy of 

the system. If this theorem is applied to a fluid enclosed in a vessel of volume 

under an external pressure p the virial of the external forces is — ^pV, the virial of 

the intermolecular forces E is equal to E(r‘''') = Er,. F. = — • dijdr^^. The 

kinetic energy is llpf/Zw/. So the virial theorem states that —2K= —3pV+E or 

2i: 
' 2m 

df 

dr,,,' 
(5.9) 

Solving this equation for pi' and e.xpressing the average in terms of the canonical 

aggregate, we obtain 

Pl' 
1 

.V! li'-'Zs 
exp K 

2m 
^ V 
0*-', dr.J 

dr^'dp'' 

.(5.10) 

Carrying out the integration, one obtains in similar manner to the transformation 

of CS.7) into (5 he expression 

pV^RT-l I I tu(ri,r.)r,„ ^ dr^dr.. .(5.11) 

This equation, giving the value of pV as function of V and 1\ will he called the 

thermal equation of state. 

Both the caloric and the thermal equation of state are expressed as the sum of a 

term caused by the kinetic energy and a contribution of the molecular interaction, 

expressed in terms of the distribution function for a pair of molecules. This shows 

the importance of knowing the properties of this distribution function. It is given 

in terms of the distribution function ot N molecules by the formula (5.5): 

//.(r,, r.) = J «xp ( - j dr,,.... rfr,. 

.(5.12) 

It will be stiown in rhe next vSection that the expressions (5.11) and (5.8) for the 

thermal and caloric equation of state can also be derived with the help of statistical 

thermodynamics. 

(iii) Statistical Thermodynamics with the Canonical Ensemble 

'Fhe relationship between this method of statistical mechanics and the thermo¬ 

dynamic functions is formed by the statement that the thermodynamic function of 

Helmholtz, the free energy FL — TS is equal to ~ kTlnZy;, where Zy is the 

normalizing constant of the distribution function P^ . (Thermodynamic analogy of 

Gibbs). (The formulae are still more elegant if the Planck function ^V~S— C T 

is introduced, which is equal to —FjT^ The fundamental relation between 

thermodynamics and statistical mechanics is the relation 

-kTlnZ^, .(5.13) 

where Z.y is given by (5.2). The basic thermodynamical expression for the 

Helmholtz function is the differential expression 

dF^ --SdT^pdV^^idN, (5.14) 
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giving, with t/ = F + TS, 

This leads also to expressions for the energy and the pressure which should be 

compared with the previous ones. 

The energy becomes, substituting the partition function (5.2) for Zy, 

diljT) ^ J (“ ^) • ^.(-■’•1^’) 
which expression is identical \vith the equation (5.7) for the energy derived above. 

The second expression for the pressure becomes p ^ kTd\x\ Z^ dV. (xreen 

(1947) has shown how to transform the partition function so that the dilferentiation 

with respect to V can be carried out. The difficulty that the volume V occurs in 

the limits of the partition function can be overcome by transforming to new space 

coordinates i* ~r/L, where L is a scale factor (a characteristic length of the vessel, 

the volume is proportional to I?). The partition integral then transforms into 

JJcxp ~ y where V or L no longer occurs in the limits 

of the integral. Then 

L dZy 
pi =/e7 ^ 

kT''' 

3 ^,v SL N ! h-^^'Z,y.) 
exp 

kl^ 3 dLj 
dPdp^\ 

.(5.17) 
'Fhe first term in the integrand gives, transforming back to r*' as coordinates, kTN. 

The sc : nd term can be transformed, remembering that L occurs in H only in the 

^ V. ibi = which occurs in ^(r,J. This makes the differential 

quotient — Thus the equation (5.17) 

can be transformed into 

. 

which is identical with (5.10). Thus both the thermal and the caloric equations of 

state are proved to be the same in both methods. This catiy on the other handy be 

considered as a proof that TlnZ is mdeed proportional to Helmholtz' function F, 

The third equation gives the thermodynamic potential /x in terms of the partition 

function; remembering that is a very large number this equation becomes 

^ == Fy ^ Fv {Zy^.iZ^).(5.19) 

Often, however, the actwity z is used in^stead of the thermodynamic potential /x, 

being defined as 

^ = Qs-vQss- .(5.20) 

The relation between /x and can be obtained from (5.4i) to be given by the 

equation 

/X - ^Fln zVikTln {h^llrrmkT). .(5.21) 

The activity so defined has according to (5.21) the dimension number of molecules 
per unit volume. For an ideal gas for instance <1> = 0, Qy = V^jN! and z-NjV-n. 
For compressed gases z approaches this limit n only for large dilution. Theoretical 
formulae become considerably simpler when the activity z is introduced as an 
independent variable instead of the molecular number density n of the fluid. 
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Finally the expression (5.1) for is sufficient to evaluate also the 

statistical mechanical expression (4.3) for the //-function of Boltzmann for a 

system in equilibrium. This becomes, using(5.13), (5.16) and S— —FjT + UjT, 

//= ~-S|k-\x^{N\ ' .(5.22) 

which proves that the //-function is equal to minus the entiopy of the system 

divided by the Boltzmann constant k, except for an unimportant numerical 

additive constant. 

§6. QUANTUM TMKORY 

(i) Canonical Ensemble 

In quantum statistical mechanics the probability density of the ensemble has 

to be replaced by the statistical operator according to § 3 (iv). For a system in 

equilibrium this operator is chosen to be 

1 
— exp ( 

.y (/>-'•, r '-)\ 
kr )' (6.1) 

where Jii is the Hamilton operator, obtained by replacing in the Hamilton function 

all momenta p, by the corresponding operators /\ = —ilidjbr.. The operator 

exp ” jSjf is defined to be i] — {^ycy^inl and Zy is again the normalizing factor. 

According to this the density matrix (3.20) becomes 

^(r-v. r-V') = ^ exp ( - ^) ( “ ^’) *■' ')• 

.(6.2) 

The diagonal elements of this matrix, obtained by putting arc 

; r‘'') = A v exp (- ^) .(6.3) 

This expression is the quantum mechanical expression for the prohahility density for a 

configuration , the classical expression of which is given by (5.3). The important 

property of (6.2) as well as (6.3) is the fact that they are independent of the particular 

system of orthofwrmal wave functions chosen to describe them (cf. § 3 (iv), (3.19)). 

If in particular energy eigenfunctions ijj^ are chosen ^he density matrix 

becomes a diagonal matrix, with matrix elements 

; r') = T Vj ^^(r-'')j2exp ( - ~).(6.4) 

Here EfijT) represents the probability that a state cr occurs, and 

denotes the probability density that in this state o- the system has the configuration 

r^, which shows that the expression is really the quantum mechanical con¬ 

figurational probability density. In sub-section (iii) it will be shown how 

expression (6.4) approaches the corresponding classical expression given 

by (5.3) at high temperatures, where deviations from quantum theory are small. 

We also introduce in § 3 the probability density matrix which now takes 

the form 

V=^ J .(6.5) 
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I'his matrix depends on the system of orthonormal functions which is chosen as a 

base: change to another system, gives = in agree¬ 

ment with the general rules of matrix transformation theory. In the language of 

energy wave functions takes the diagonal form 

Here is the prohahility that the system is found to he in the eigenstate a zvitfi the 

energy E,. 

The expression (h.3) for the probability density for a configuration r"' and the 

expression (6.6) for the probability for an eigenstate cj can be normalized by taking 

the trace of the matrix and equalizing this to unity. Taking the trace means 

summing over a in (6.6) and integrating .;^(r^^ ov(^r in (6..3). ITis 

trace is invariant for the particular representation cl osui. Thus 

J v/(r‘V; 
giving 

Zv = J ') exp ( - ^) .^,(r '')) dr^' = X,. exp ( - ^,).(6.7) 

This is the quantum mechanical expression of the partition function which here 

takes the place of the expression (5.2) of classical theory. According to the second 

form it is often called the sum over states, but then too much weight is laid on the 

energy eigenfunctions used. The first form shows that the partition function 

can also be written as an integral over configuration space alone. 

(ii) Caloric and Thermal Equation of State 

According to §3 (v) the average value of some quantity G, which, being given 

in terms of and by G(r^',p^^'), is represented in ciuantum theory by the 

operator function 5(r‘',/>*^), is given by the formula: 

(r-'-; t^)dr^- = ^ f O'exp ( - ^,) .(6.8) 

or by the expressions 

G =--- ^ exp ^ . .(6.y) 

Again, equations (6.(S) and (6.9) show that G, being the trace either of the matrix 

(y.^)(r‘^; r'') or of the matrix (^/^)tv» independent of the system of ortho¬ 

normal wave tunctions which is chosen as a basis for the calculation of the matrix 

elements as it of coarse should be. 

The caloric equation of state is, according to (6.8), given by 

‘"''P (" . 

The derivation of the thermal equation of state has to be bas^d on the virial theorem. 
In quantum theory this theorem has been proved to be valid also by Slater (1933)- 
provided the expectation values for the kinetic energy and for the virial of the 
internal and external forces are introduced, which of course has to be done in all 
quantum mechanical calculations. 
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With the virial theorem, ZpV was shown to be equal to the sum of the average 

value of twice the kinetic energy and the average value of the virial expression for 

the intermolecular forces (eqn. 5.9). 

Using the method of calculating average values with the density matrix given 

by (6.8) the thermal equation of state now becomes 

[((1 +P) exp (- 1^,)) (r'; .(6.11) 

Again, it can be shown that these expressions for f'and pV can be transformed 

into the expressions obtained from statistical thermodynamics, starting from 

the fundamental relationship that Helmholtz’ function P'~ — kTln Zy. This 

is important in connection with the doubt that has been raised by Born and Green 

(1947 c) against this equality of the “ thermodynamic ” and “ kinetic ” pressure in 

quantum theory and quantum hydrodynamics and which they have used as a tool 

to explain the strange phenomena in liquid helium (Born and Green 1948). 

According to the formulae of statistical thermodynamics (5.15), the energy 

and the pressure should be equal respectively to 

PV- 

ZyS{l!T)\ 

Z.v dV) 
exp i-fr 

(r-' .(6.12) 

(r-'; r')</r' .(6.13) 

The first of these two equations is identical with (6.10), as can he directly verified by 

differentiating exp ( — -yi^ ikT) with respect to - I jkT. 'I’he identity of (6.13) with 

(6.11) has to be proved as in classical theory by introducing a scale factor. One 

must take care, however, to investigate how the density matrix transforms. 'I’his 

can be done most easily by substituting a particular system of wave functions, 

^/kj.... exp (1^/k,. r,) exp exp(:i;-7k,.r,). 

.(6.14) 

This is allowed because in the density matrix every orthonormal and complete 

system of eigenfunctions may be substituted. 

Transforming now to reduced coordinates r —Lr, etc. one has to write 

k^ L ^k and accordingly : 

" “P(~ Vi) 
X exp ( -dv^-diy.(6.15) 

Thus the scale factor L occurs only in the Hamilton operator 

Accordingly 

2it/r , IV V - d<j){riyc) or 

carrying out the differentiation in the exponential and remembering that the order 

of the operators in the integral expression can be interchanged, one obtains easily 

.(6.16) 
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equation (6.11) (cf. de Boer 1949a)). So both in quantum statistical mechanics 

and in classical statistical mechanics the expressions obtained for the caloric and 

thermal equations of state are exactly the same, whether one starts from the 

statistical expressions or makes use of the thermodynamical partition function 

method. 

The two equations can be simplified, using reduced density matrices n-^ and 

n.2y defined in (3.25) 

Ti) i/rj + i j (/)(ri,)u2(rir.,; r^r^) dr^ dr.,, .(6.17) 

; ^i)^/r, - ,'i j ry,. rjr,,)rfri^/r.. . .(6.1H) 

When these two expressions are compared with the corresponding classical 

expression (5.8) and (5.11) the following differences can be remarked : (i) the first 

term 2tRT 2 or RT is replaced in quantum theory by the quantum mechanical 

average value of the kinetic energy and | of this value respectively; {b) the second 

term differs only from the classical one in that the classical pair distribution 

function is replaced by its quantum mechanical analogue, the diagonal elements 

of the density matrix corresponding to a pair of molecules. 

(iii) Correspondence between Classical and Quantum Theory at High Temperatures 

According to (5.1), the classical expression for the probability density of a 

configuration is given by 

^"" Wmzl. “ 'TT) ’ .^ 

where expression (5.4b) is used for Qy and where A- is defined to be h^jlnnikT, 

The quantum mechanical analogue ot this expression should be, according to §3, 

the diagonal elements of the quantum mechanical density matrix (6.3) 

r‘') = exp ( - .(6.20) 

It is of advantage to write this in the form 

= :.(6.21) 

because then the ‘‘ Slater sum'', named after Slater (1931), given by 

W{r^^) = N! A^'%<^?(r‘^') exp ( - g) <^,(r^) .(6.22) 

is the exact quantum mechanical analogue of the function exp( — ^jkT) : it can 

be shown that W(r^) and exp(~<i>(r^)jk'T) approach each other in the region of 

high temperatures, where the deviations due to the quantum theory are small and 

unimportant (cf. Kirkwood 1931, Wigner 1932, Uhlenbeck 1935, Uhlenbeck 

and Cropper 1932, Husimi 1940). 

This proof can be given by using the important property of expression (6.22) 

of being invariant tor the system of orthonormal eigenfunctions used, Kirk¬ 

wood (1933) substituted the exponential orthonormal set of functions 

Sj-Sp exp 2ma^. .(6,23) 
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^rhe eigenfunction has been made symmetrical or antisymmetrical in the indices of 

the particles of the system by summation over all permutations P of the indices, 

indicates the ?>N dimensional vector which results from the application of 

this permutation of indices to the vector . Sis equal to H-1 for the symmetrical 

case (Bose-Einstein statistics) and ( -1)'' for the antisymmetrical case (Fermi- 

Dirac statistics), where/) is the order of the permutation P. l"hc factor 

before the expression results from the normalization of the eigenfunction in the 

volume V- UK The wave vector having components a., 

fke values w/L for each of the components, where n is an 

integer. I'he running waves correspond to a stream of particles with momentum 

p 

Substitution of this expression (6.23) in (6.22) for the eigenfunctions gives, 

replacing the summation over a l>y an integration over the momentum p: 

In general the Hamiltonian is equal to 2;;/ f(I>(r^'). 

clp\ 

.(6.24) 

Ck)nsider first the case of an idea!gas for w hich ‘/r ~ )L/r Iw. In that case the 

exponential functions are eigenfunctions and the operator can be replaced by the 

eigenvalue Xpf/2/;/. The integrals can then be evaluated, leading to 

i:,5,cxp J ! r-' - Pr^V-).(^>.25) 

The identity amongst the permutations gives unity. So if the symmetry of the 

eigenfunctions has no influence H'^(r'')=H. This is the value which H'"(r'^) 

would have in classical theory for an ideal gas (O =0). 

Deviations from unity result from the symmetry of the wave functions. In 

the case of symmetrical wave functions the probability of finding two molecules 

L and /c at a distance rises above the value unity when decreases. This w ill 

be discussed in more detail in §9(ii) and §8(iii). If attractive forces were 

acting betw een the molecules the result would be exactly the same. In the case 

of an ideal gas intermolecular forces are lacking and so one speaks often of the 

apparent attraction'' between molecxdes with symmetrical zvave functions. The 

statistics followed by an ideal gas or a gas of nearly independent molecules having 

symmetrical wave functions are the statistics introduced by Bose and Einstein. 

If the eigentunctions are made antisymmetrical in the indices of the particles, 

Sp = (~l)/\ The result appears to be that now the Slater sum IF(r*^) decreases 

below' the value unity, wdien the distance between tw'o molecules t and k de¬ 

creases, reaching the value zero when the distance is zero. Thus the probability 

density of finding tw''o molecules in exactly the same place is zero, although in this 

case of the ideal gas no forces w^hatever are acting between the molecules. This 

effect is often indicated as an ''apparent repulsion" between the molecules of the gas 

having antisymmetrical wave functions (w'^hich satisfy the Pauli principle). The 

statistics for independent molecules in this case are the so called Fermi-Dirac 

statistics. For more details and examples the reader is referred to Uhlenbeck and 

Cropper (1932) and Uhlenbeck (1935). 
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In both cases the distance over which the molecules influence each other due 

to the symmetry of wave functions is of the order of magnitude X~hi(27rmkT)\ 

which is, except for a numerical factor, the de Broglie ^vavelength ot the molecular 

motion at a temperature T. As this de Broglie wavelength becomes much smaller 

than the molecular diameter when T increases, these deviations “due to the 

statistics” are quite small at high temperatures. Consequently for an ideal gas 

the quantum mechanical expression approaches at high temperatures to 

the classical expression exp -* for an ideal gas. 

F'or a real gas the complete expression for has to be substituted in equation 

(6.24) for W{r^). 'That at high temperatures — W(r ') now also approaches the 

classical expression exp - ^jkT has been shown by Kirkwood (1931). For 

simplicity we neglect symmetry effects. 'Fhe factor 

X = exp - ^) exp p '’. r-') , .(6.26) 

of the integral expression (6.24) for the Slater sum satisfies the so-called Bloch 

equation (1932) —dX'd^, where j3=l/^7'; this equation must be solved 

with the boundary conditions ^ = 0, X-^exp (/7/^)p'\ As a solution for X is 

substituted 

.Y = exp (j^ p-'-. r-') exp r"'. T).(6.27) 

' I’he Bloch equation is then transformed into an equation for Y of the form 

■ dp 

(6.28) 

Evidently the boundary condition for Y leads to the condition that Y approaches 

unity for p -> 0. This equation for F(p^, T) can now be solved by substituting 

a series development for F = llA’'y^^(p-^, r^, T) in powers of h and equating on 

both sides terms containing equal powers of h. The result must be substituted in. 

(6.24) and has to be integrated over p‘^, which makes the terms containing odd 

powers of h disappear. The resulting expression for W{t^) is, neglecting 

symmetry effects in order to avoid complication, 

where 
yn 1 / a ao 1 aa> ao\ 

^ 4877^ ■ br^ 2k T ‘ 6r 7 * 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

and similar expressions for 14^4, etc. 

I'hus at high temperatures this quantum mechanical expression W(r^ ) approaches 

exp — The series expansion (6.29) converges when the factor h^irnkT^ 

which is of the order of magnitude of the square of the de Broglie wavelength at a 

temperature T, is small. So this expression offers a good approximation for the 

quantum mechanical expression for W{r^), when the temperature is high and will 

be used for this purpose in §§ 8 and 9 to evaluate the distribution function and the 

equation of state of gases, especially of hydrogen ^nd deuterium, in the high 

temperature regio^, where the deviations from classical theory can be expected to 

. be small. \ 
i 
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The Slater sum introduced in this section, which has been shown to be 

the real quantum mechanical equivalent of the function exp — 0(r^^)/^T occurring 

in the classical formulae, can be used to write the quantum mechanical formulae in 

closer agreement with the classical exprcvssions. In particular, the configurational 

probability density \ can, according to (6.21), be written as 

.A(r-'’; ^ .(6.31) 

w here Qy is defined as This formula can be compared with the classical 

formula (5.3). The normalizing condition (6.7) can now’ be written as 

.(6.32) 

which formulae is again in agreement with the classical expression (5.4 a), Qy being 

the quantum mechanical configurational partition tunction, and by definition 

being related to the total partition function Zy by ^y—ZyA’^’^. 

The configurational probability density is defined in terms of lTy(r''') by 

N\ 

{N- h)\. "v(r 
,A’. )dr y -h. 

(N- kV. 

. 
w hich expression is the exact analogue of the corresponding classical relation (5.5). 

So the Slater sum Wy{r^) takes in quantum theory in many respects the 

important part played by the Boltzmann factor exp (— ^>(r’^)//t7') in classical 

theory. 

§7. .SERIES EXPANSION IN POWERS OF THE DENSITY OF 
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION AND EQUATION OF STATE 

OF COMPRESSED GASES 

(i) Introduction 

In the previous sections, §§5 and 6, it has been shown that all important 

knowledge of the gaseous or liquid system can be derived from the configurational 

distribution function exp — when classical theory can be applied, and 

from the quantum analogue, the Slater sum Wy{r^), when quantum theory has 

to be applied. We shall base the considerations ot this section on the general 

quantum mechanical Slater sum JVy(r^) defined by (6.22) in order to make the 

results applicable also when quantum mechanics has to be applied. 

In §§5 and 6 it has been shown also that the most important “reduced’' 

distribution function (5.12), (6.33) which can be derived from IFjy(r"^) is the pair 

distribution function 

^2(^12) - 2)!) J... I dr,,,,, dvy. 

This function has its own interest, being capable of direct experimental deter¬ 

mination (cf. § 10), and is of fundamental importance because of the fact that in 

classical theory as well as in quantum theory the thermal and caloric equations of 

state are expressible entiiely in terms of this pair distribution function (cf. equations 

(5.8), (5.11), (6.17) and (6.18)). 

On the other hand, integration of IVy(r^) leads to the configurational partition 

function Qjy^(l/N!)fWy(r^)dT^ from which the total partition function 

the free energy F= —kTlnZy and thus the thermal and caloric 

equations of state can be obtained directly. 
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In this section these quantities: the reduced distribution function especially 

che pair distribution function w*,, the pressure pV and the energy U will be 

developed into power series of the number density n. For this purpose, these 

quantities are first expressed as a series in powers of the activity (introduced 

in § 5 (iii)) which is approximately equal to the number density at low densities. 

The equation needed to express all these quantities ^)y ^ ) ^^d V{z, T)< 

in terms of 7/ is an equation for xr as function ot // and 7'. This equation is obtained 

as a particular case of the equations 7’) for h = \. 

(ii) Development of Pressure and Energy in Powers of 

To obtain the development of pressure and energy into a power series of; , It IS 

necessary to transform by introducing L’-funetions defined in the follow¬ 

ing way (cf, Beth and Uhlenbeck 1937, Kahn 193cS): 

H:/r,r^)== U.,(r,rJ+ Ui(r,)I i(rj 

■= C3(r,rKr;,) + i:pL„(r,rJt',(r^) + L't(r,)Uj(r^)Ui(r;:) 

(7.1) 

where .. ■ .r*) is the Slater sum, defined by (6.22), assuming the molecules 

1 to A to be present alone in the v olume 1'. 'I'he equations (7.1) can be solved 

in the form: 

fACrJ = W'](r.) 

Usir^r^r,) = H"3(r.r,<r;.)-i;pfb;(r,rjH i(rd + 2W"j(r,)H'j(rK)H''i(r;,) 

(7.2) 

The expressions of IV in terms of (/ and those of P in terms of IV are exactly the 

same except for the coefficient (- ~ 1)!, where k is the number of groups 

in the term. In general the expression of .... r^) is obtained by dividing the 

I molecules in all possible ways in groups, making the corresponding product ot 

U functions and summing this over all possible divisions. So in general 

.(7.3) 

where SII denotes a sum of products of V functions over all possible divisions^ of 

the N molecules in separate groups. The functions have the important 

property that they approach zero for a ''separate'' configuration^ in which the I 

molecules are divided into two or more groups which are separated from each other and 

beyond the range of inter molecular forces. This property can for small I directly be 

verified from the definitions (7.2). 

This transformation can be obtained in classical statistics in a little different way by 

generalizing UrselFs (1947) procedure, as has been shown by Mayer and collaborators 

(1937“1938). It has the disadvantage, however, that classical-statistics have to be assumed 

and that the assumption of the additivity of intermolecular forces has to be introduced at 

an early stage : 

{a) In classical statistics I{/v(r;') - exp 

(b) When the intermolecular forces are additive this transforms into exp- 
;>K 

The expression for lTjy(r'^) can then be transformed into the identity 

TF,v{r-’'')— n txp |--^(r,K))= n (!+/.«), 
»>K t>K 

(7.4) 
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where for classical statistics,/,K-^ exp { -/3^(r,K)}-■ 1 is identical with U-iiifTr). Comparing 
this transformation with the previous one, the following expressions for the Ui functions 
are found : 

i A/ak/kAJ .(7-5) 

where the Ui function now contains all products of /,k each td which must connect togethei 
at least singly all / molecules. 'I'hc basic property of the Ui functions, that they approach 
zero for a “ separated ” configuration can easily be understood, since then always at least 
one of the factors/^k connecting a molecuU* of one group with a molecule of the other group 
is zero. '^Fhe condition that all / molecules must be in a configuration so that at least one 
product .Ak/k;, . • . . connecting all / molecules is different from zero, is expressed by the 
expression that the molecules form a “ cluster ”. 

Integration of the Slater sum (7.3) over all the coordinates leads to integrals 

of the type 

^ /i j • • • I ••••»•,) dr., dr,,.... dr,.(7.6) 

As the integrand is zercj for a “separate’' configuration, integration over the 

coordinates of the molecules 2,...., / relative to 1 leads to /! which result is 

independent of the coordinate r,. 'These integrals, called "'duster ifitegrah'\ 

play an important part in the theory of the ecjuation of state. In classical theory 

these cluster integrals can he evaluated in principle if the interinolecular field 

i« known, although evaluation even of offers many difficulties. When 

cpiantiim theory has to be applied, the evaluation of tliese cluster integrals offers 

still more difficulties, as then the difficult quantum mechanical problem is 

superposed on the mathemalical difficulties which exist already in classical 

the()ry. 

Integration (jf (7.3) over all coordinates gives the configurational partition 

function (5.4) from which, using “- Ov> the total partition func:tion can 

be obtained, 'fhe result is 

I r (J ^hiy^'i 
e.v = J n'v(r'') dr ' ^ .(7.7) 

where the summation S must be carried out over all possible divisions of the N 

molecules into ;//j groups of 1, groups of 2,-, //// groups of /, etc. molecules, 

so that X/w/, 

The ev'^aluation of this configurational partition function can now be carried 

out by applying the method of steepest descent (Kahn and Uhlenbeck 1938, 

Born ancl J^fiichs 1938), leading to In (9y = In c;. Application of 

equations (5.16) and (5.17) then gives the caloric and thermal equations of state. 

We follow here another method (dc Boer 1940), which is simpler, but is limited to 

the region where the resulting power scries converges. 

The thermal equation of state can be obtained directly by applying the formula 

— kl^dln ZxidV'^kTd]n Q^ldV (cf. (5.17)) to exprcvssion (7.5). Differentiation 

ith respect to V gives ^ 

pV = kTZ,V}H ^ .(7.8) 

if the definition (5.20) of the activity and the fact that /<^ Ware taken into account. 

The caloric equation of state is obtained from the formula (5.16), 

u^kT^d In - mkr in q^ibt. 

P 8 P R 22 
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(7.9) 
' dJ' g.v --^,NkT->r 

dVhj 

dT ^ 

Thus both the equations (7.6) and (7.7) are obtained in the form of a scries 

expansion into powers of a'. The coefficients hi can be calculated in principle as 

functions of temperature from their definition (7,3). The proper expansions of 

pi' and U in terms of the number density n can be found when the activity is 

known as function of T and V. d'his equation is obtained in the next section. 

(iii) Development of Distribntiofi P'unctions n powers oj z. 

The transformation of the Slater sum introduced in the previous section has 

been made to arrange the contributions to the partition function in such a manner 

that a series expansion in powers of the activity is obtained. 

The integral expressions for the reduced distribution functions differ from the 

partition function Qy =: (1 yAM) J (*“"')^^**1_dxy in so far as the integration for 

the evaluation of ...., r^,) is carried out only over a limited number of 

molecules: over all molecules except the h molecules whose disStribution is 

investigated —{^iQy{N — h)!) J lVy(r'^)dr^^_j,j_dxy. Therefore it is suitable 

to start with a transformation of U^y(r''^) which differs slightly from the one used 

in the previous section. The transformation of the Slater sum ll^y(T^) into the 

1/ functions can be maintained only if the group {//] is considered forfually as one 

molecule,, with coordinate The definition of all V functions not containing {A}, 

according to (7.2), remains exactly the same. The V functions containing [h] are 

defined by similar relations: 

fF(r^0 - lJ{r% 

fT(r''r,) = f/(r''rJ-f 6Xr^0^\(rK). 

+ [^(r")e,(r,)f/i(r,), etc. 

.(7.10) 
which can be solved in the form 

t/(r") = W{t'% 

?J(r"r,) = W(T"r,) - W{T>')Wx{t.), 

U{r’'r,r,) = fF(r"r,r,) - 2 W(r>'r,)+ 2W’(r^<) W,{r,)W,{r,), etc. j 

.(7.11) 
The above equations are exactly the same as those of (7.1) and (7.2), except that 

everywhere r'' is substituted in place of r,. In general _^n) given 

as a sum over all products of U functions, similar to (7.3). The only difference is 

that in this sum there occur U functions of the type (7.2) and in each term always 

one of the type (7.11). It is possible to arrange these terms in the following way: 

. lFv(r^^) = f;,(r'‘)irv_,(r„^,.... r,.) + 

+ + ....  (7.12) 

From this series expansion the series expansion for can be obtained quite 

easily, by integration of (7.12) over -,r,v. Then new integrals appear 

analogous to the cluster integrals (7.6), viz.; 

(7.13) 
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These cluster integrals depend on the relative coordinates of the group {h]. 

For /z = l the Up are identical again with the cluster integrals (7.6): hp^hf. 

Using these integrals bp, the following expression is obtained directly by inte- 

grating (7.12) over r, ^^ .... ty : 

1 Qx /i / M 
Qx(N~h)!j 

Introducing the activity --"Ov- i ^a’ in §5(iii) then gives 

.(7.14) 

.(7.15) 

I'his is the general expression for the development of nfrp in powers of ;:r; the 

coefficients are the integrals hP{r^*), which depend on the configuration of the h 

molecules and which are defined by (7.13) and (7.11). Here we shall not longer 

eoiisider this general form but will apply it directly to the most important cases 

// = 2 and h~\. For h-2 one obtains 

= .(7.16) 

the first coefficients being 

2! = J [ W(r„ r„ r^) - lV(r„ r,)lF(r.,)] etc. 

Since one obtains, for h= 1, 

//j = .(7.18) 

For simplicity it is assumed that no external field of force is present; this makes 

712 only dependent on r^, and 71^ ///dependent of and equal to ;/. 

This second equation for ;/ in terms of xr gives us at once the possibility of 

obtaining the expression for xr in terms of n. Born and Fuchs (1938) have shown 

that the equation can be solved in the form of an exponential function 

~ « exp (- .(7.1 y) 
where 

80 
P, = lb,; /^2 == 3/^;, - <Wi; /S,, - - 24/72/;3 + y ; etc. .(7.20) 

These expressions can also be formed by expanding ar into a power series of «, 

substituting in (7.18), and equating to zero terms with equal powers of n. Thus 

for low densities the activity approaches siffiply the number dejisity n of molecules. 

At higher densities, w here the terms in the exponent cannot be neglected, large 

deviations may occur. 

In classical theory the integrals jB/. have a simple meaning being the so-called “ irreducible 
integrals ” introduced by Mayer. The simplest are : 

1)01“ Jf/i2 ^*"1 dr2j 

2 ! JJ.f/12/23/.i dr, dr2 dr,. 

3 ! JJIJ (/12/13/14/23/24/34 i 6/12/23/34/13/14 !■ 3/12/23/34/41) dr^ dr^ dr, dr^, 

.(7.21) 

The ordinary cluster integrals are “ reducible in the sense that they can often be written 

as a product of two ornaore integrals. Thus for instance J/12/13 ^^*’1 dr^ dr, F J/i2 dr^ J/13 dr,. 
'The irreducible integrals in which the molecules of the cluster are connected by more than 
one series of/« cannot be factorized in this way. For more details the reader is referred to 
Bom and Fuchs (1938) and to the monograph Statistical Mechanics (1940) of Mayer and 
Mayer. In quantum theory no such interpretation of the jS* seems to be possible. 

2Z-2 

1 
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The method used in this section to derive the general expressions for the distri¬ 

bution function is a generalization of Uhlenbeck’s U function method, which has 

not been published so far. A slightly more elaborate method, which is also based 

on the U function method has been used by de Boer (1940). The advantage of 

the use of these U functions is that the results arc applicable in quantum theory 

as well as in classical theory. 

Jf classical theory is assumed to be valid from the beginning and the intermo- 

lecular forces are assumed to be additive, the results of this section can also be 

obtained, as has been mentioned with the method of Ursell. 'Bhis method seems 

to have been applied to the calculation of the distribution function first by Yvon in 

1935, in an attempt to derive quite generally the equation of state for a gas subjected 

to the external gravitational field. In 1937 Yvon paid general attention to the 

connection between the fluctuations in density and the distribution function, 

applying again the Ursell development for the distribution functions (cf. §9). 

The results which have been obtained independently, using the general IJ function 

method of Uhlenbeck, byde Boer (1939, 1940) agreed with these results of Y^von. 

In 1941 Mayer and Montroll, basing their work upon the classicalmethod of 

Ursell, derived general expressions for the distribution functions which 

can be derived from the expressions (7.15) and (7.16) given in this section by 

introducing the assumptions of classical theory and of additivity of molecular 

forces. 

(iv) Power Series for p\\ U and n2(r^.,) m powers of n. 

The substitution of the series expansions (7.19) ol'Jtained in sub-section (iii) for 

z in the expressions (7.9), (7.10) and (7.16) gives the following power series for 

pV, U and ^^(r^o) : 

.(7.22) 

.(7.23) 

(7.24) 

The coefficients yiX^y>) can easily be obtained, the first ones being giv^en by 

r2(''l2)=^?Vl2). 
73(ri2) = 2hf\ry,) - 

Y.irn) = 3Mf\ri3) - 1+ (Ul - etc. 

(7.25) 

Comparison of these formulae with the experimental data is postponed to §8 

(equation of state) and to §9 (distribution functions). 

These expressions for the caloric and thermal equations of state only converge 

when the number density is small. Experimentally it has been possible to express 

these quantities as a power series of the density only at relatively low densities 

(cf. §8(ii)) which may be said to be about 100 to 200 times the gas-density at 

1 atmosphere, provided the temperature is not too close to the critical temperature. 

A discussion of the theoretical problems connected with the condensation and the 

critical phenomena lies beyond the scope of this survey. For this the interested 

reader is referred to the considerations of Born and Fuchs (1938), Kahn and 

Uhlenbeck (1938), Kahn (1938) and to the monograph of Mayer and Mayer 

(1940). ,, 
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§8. CALCULATION OF THE EQUATION OF STATE 

(i) Law of Corresponding States 

I'or the further evaluation of the equation ot state given by expression (7.22) 

of the previous section, it is necessary to make more definite assumptions as to the 

precise form of the intermolecular field which is the potential of the interniolecular 

forces. Before going into details of this field, it is of advantage to consider it 

from a somewhat more general point of view, in order to show that under certain 

conditions it can be proved that a law of corresponding states holds, which makes 

it possible to give the equation of stale of different substances the same form, by 

reducing the macroscopic variables pressure, volume and temperature in a 

suitable way. 

First consider the case of classical theory, I'hen according to the general 

principles of statistical mechanics given in § 5 (iii), the evaluation of the pressure 

is reduced to the evaluation of the configurational partition function Oy which 

in classical theory takes the form (1/iV !) exp J (-“ and from which the 

pressure follows by the formulap—— kTd\\\ Qv/3F, Now^ a law of corresponding 

states can be derived provided the following conditions are satisfied: 

{a) 'The potential field consists additively of the contributions of the 

different pairs of molecules: 0(r'^) = {assumption of additivity). 

{h) The intermolecular field betw^een tw^o molecules has for all substances 

the same form ^f{r,^j(y) except for the twx) scale factors c and a; e has the 

dimension of an energy and a the dimension of a length. So the function f{x) 

should be the same for all substances, the only difference being the values of € 

and (T {assmnption of similarity). 

If these two conditions are satisfied it is easily seen that, introducing r* =r/cr, 

Y can be written in the form 

., exp ~ HD 
J l>K 

vv dr* 

This integral expression depends only on the value of the reduced temperature 

T^ — kTje and of the reduced volume V* =^VjNo^. If mm p is expressed in 

as a unit the following equation holds: 

j. 9]^ 
N dV* 

d\nJ(T\ 
dV* 

(8.2) 

which proves thaty using the units ^jKy Na'^ and t ja'^ for temperaturey molar volume and 

pressure y the equation of state takes the form of a law of corresponding states. These 

units are units derived from the scale factors occurring in the law of interaction 

of the molecules. ITe same can easily be verified from the exprcvssion (7.22): 

each has the dimension [volume]^’, so that i8*(T'*) If we introduce 

reduced densities n*=^na^ as unit, then n* is the average number of molecules 

in cr^ and is the reciprocal of V* ~ Vjna^ = n*'^y and the equation of state is given 

by 

= .(8.3) 

Of course this form of the law of corresponding states leads to the original 
form of Van der Waals: The critical data V„, per, and T„ expressed in these 
molecular units: i.e. V*~VcilNa^, ^nd T* =kT„j€ should have the 
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same value for all substances. Consequently we not only have 

but also ^nd the same 

would happen in reducing the pressure, temperature and molar volume by any 

other characteristic point of the equation of state. 

In the case of qiiantiivi statistical inechanics the situation is quite different. 

Then again the equation of state can be deduced from , but now^ O.y can be 

written as 

£4 = {axr j .... J'(i: exp .(«.4) 

The functions depend on rf,.and on the reduced volume C*, and the 

reduced Hamiltonian operator *== J//c takes the form 

A.) J, V A. . ^ H- .,8.5) 

wTere is written for the factor h'^jo-aie. So the Hamiltonian operator does not 

only depend on r* -r a but contains also A* as a factor. This fact destroys the 

validity of the hnv of corresponding states, because noW' Oy; — J{T^, [’*, A*)""^ 

and consequently /)* becomes 

dv* 
.(8.6) 

Therefore the reduced pressure depends not only on the reduced temperature 

and the reduced volume but also on the quantity A* as a parameter. This para¬ 

meter A* varies from substance to substance since it is a function of the scale 

factors € and cr and of the 7nass of the molecules. Its physical meaning is clear: 

It is necessary that a new length A be introduced into the theory which is closely 

connected w ith the wave character of the molecules. I'his quantity A —///(w/e)^ 

is the de Broglie wavelength of the relative motion of tw o molecules with relative 

kinetic energy €. Kvidently the ratio of this characteristic length A to the length 

cr characterizing the dimensions of the molecular field should occur in the quantum 

theory. This ratio is A* =A/a = A/or(/;z€)^, the quantum mechanical parameter 

occurring in the equation of state (8.6) in quantum theory. 

In general the effects of quantum theory on the equation of state will be small, 

when A*‘* is small, as then the de Broglie w^avelength is small compared with the 

scale factor characterizing the interinolecular potential field and is thus small 

compared to the molecules. As in optics, w hen in cases where A is small compared 

with the dimensions of the objects geometrical optics can be used, so here classical 

statistical mechanics can be used when A* is small. This will appear to be the 

case for gaseS like A, Ng, Ne, Kr .and Xe. For the lighter gases, especially 

deuterium, hydrogen and helium, A*’* proves to be larger than unity, with the 

consequence that in these cases quantum effects can no longer be neglected and the 

quantum mechanical expressions of the equation of state are to be used. 

This determination of the law of corresponding states in terms of the mole¬ 

cular units’" given by de Boer and Michels (1938) has been stated in classical 

theory by Pitzer (1939) and Guggenheim (1945) and has been given in this form 

by de Boer (1948), showing the possibility of using it in the quantum mechanical 

case as a tool to predict properties of unknown substances and to study the 

influence of quantum theory on the properties of matter. As an example of the 

first may be mentioned the prediction of the properties of the light isotope of helium. 
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(de Boer and Lunbeck 1948 b) and of the second, the studies of the properties 

of the solid (de Boer and Blaisse 1948) and of the liquid state (de Boer and Lunbeck 

1949 a) of the permanent and noble gases. Finally it may be mentioned that 

as early as 1921 Byk pointed out the necessity of accepting deviations from the 

law of corresponding states as a result of the part played by the elementary quantum 

of action h in the behaviour of light substances. These considerations were, 

however, based on the van de Waals’ theory of the law of corresponding states. 

(ii) The Experimental Data 

The experimental kjiowledge of the properties of compressed gases is chiefly 

limited to the numerous results of the determinations of compressibilities of 

gases and to the measurements of the Joule-Thomson coefficients. The measure¬ 

ments of the isotherms of gases are all expressed iji the form of a power series: 

I +....), .(S.7) 

where the second, third, etc. virial coefficients B{T), (\T), etc. can be chosen 

so that expression (8.7) represents the experimental data at each temperature. 

At higher density it seems to be impossible to represent the data with sufficient 

accuracy by a series of this type (cf. Michels and Michels (1937 a, b), CCL; 

Michels, Wouters and de Boer (193()a), Michels and (loudeket (1941a, b), 

IIj,, D^; Michels and (leldermans (1942)). 

The measurements of x\\e-Joule-Thomsov coefficient, defined thermodynamically 

by the change of temperature with pressure at constant enthalpy i.i — {dTidp)ii, 

have been carried out mainly by Roebuck and Osterberg (1933-1935). The 

results arc also expressed in the form of a power series: 

/“=M|)('^’)+/^i(7')/>+ •••• . 

These two expressions are related to each other by thermodynamic relations. 

I'he Joule-Thomson coefficient can be written as [x— — jc^^) (dH;dp)'f. On the 

other hand (dHfdp)j^——T(dVid'r)^,-{-\\ which can be calcuhucd from (8.7) 

giving 

. 

and similar relations for iJifT), where is the first term of /> +. 

This shows the possibility of investigating the experimental consistency of the 

compressibility measurements with those of the Joule-Thomson coefficient 

(cf. de Groot and Geldermans (1947), de Groot and Michels (1948)). 

Experimental determinations of the caloric equation ot state of compressed 

gases seem to be very scarce. Only for some gases and vapours of interest for 

cooling technique and steam engines have measurements been carried out. 

On the other hand, Michels and collaborators (Michels, Wouters and de Boer 

(1936 b), Michels, Bijl and Michels (1937 c), Michels and Goudeket (1941c), 

have calculated the caloric equation of state by using the thermodynamic relation 

(dUldV)j, == T{dpjdT)j, ~p, wffiich, using (8.7) and integrating between cxd and 

L, gives the caloric equation of state 

LJ^LV 
M l_ 

dT V dT V- 
(8.10) 
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The energy (7y is the energy of the dilute gas, which can be measured or calculated 

directly from spcctrv)Scopic data. 

Therefore, when the measurements of the Joulc-Thomson coefficients and 

of the second virial coefficient arc thermodynamically consistent, only one of 

these coefficients needs really to he compared with the tlieoreiical expressions. 

As, however, the Joule-Thomson coefficient is determined experimentally 

in an independent manner, tlie comparison of these results with theory gives 

an independent indication as t) the form of the potential field. First we shall 

cojisider the experimental data of thos:e substances which can be treated by 

classical theory. In scctio?i (iv) the substances wliich must be treated by quantum 

theory are considered more closely. 

(iii) ('Lissicat llieory 

A survey of the comparison betweeii the theoretical and experimental data 

for the second virial coefficient has been given several times (cf. Lennard-Jones 

1924, 1931, Fowler 1936, Chap, x., J.ennard-Joncs 1937) and the reader is referred 

to these original articles for all details. I'hc secoficiz'iriulcoefficient B[T) is, (7.22), 

yj = ^ - Nh, ^ { exp I - .(S. 11) 

"I'he theoretical expression to be subsiitultd for (f){r) is taken to be of the form 

(/>(»•) tK(.s) 

The attractive part of the interaction energy is taken to be proportional to 

in accordance with the Hcitler-Jamdon theory of intermoleciilar forces. 

The repulsive potential field is taken to be proportional to where the 

exponent s lies between 9 and 14. In Figure 1, this potential field is given 

Figure 1. Molecular potential field ^(r)=4e{(r/ff)*"^^--(r/a)~®} 

for = Clearly <t has the physical meaning of distance for which 
<^(r) = 0. If the quantity € is taken to be the energy in the potential minimum, 
k{s) is only a numerical factor, having the value {6ls — 6)(sj6y‘^, This 
expression for the intermolecular field must now be substituted in (8.11). The 
integration is carried out and B{7') can be calculated as a function of temperature. 
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From a comparison between theoretical values of B{T) and the corresponding 

experimental values the values of the repulsive power exponent s and of e and a can 

be determined for each substance. For the substances neon, nitrogen and argon, 

relatively heavy gases which can be expected to show only small deviations from 

the classical behaviour, the value of .v giving a B{T) curve of a shape in agreement 

with the experimental data varies between 9 and 14; the value s = \2 has therefore 

been chosen as a suitable one to be used in this article. 'Fhe constant /c(5) then 

takes the value k~A. Substitution of ((S.12) in (H.ll) then leads to 

B*{T^) . 

where B^ BiNa^ = — r(i;z~ })/4;/! and T^ -=k7]'c. At high temperatures 

the sum becomes constant and B* becomes pro[>ortional to For a gas of 

Figure 2. Classical theoretical curve and experimental points for second virial coefficient 
as function of T*~kTl€. 

elastic spheres B^ should be equal to Ztt/S. The slight dependence on results 

from the fact that hard spheres are not used, but a repulsive potential field pro¬ 

portional to If now log B* is plotted as a function of log 7'* on transparent 

paper and the experimental values of log B are also plotted as a function of log T 

on another sheet of paper, then, if the two plots coincide, the difference in abscissa 

gives log Na^ and the difference in ordinate gives log c/zc. The values of e and a 

so obtained by Lennard-Jones (1924) are given in the table. In Figure 2 the 

Gas €tk fK.) Na^ {cm^) € (10“^®ergs) <T(A.) 

Neon 35-6 12*50 49*3 2-74 

Argon 120-3 24*0 167 3-42 

Nitrogen 96-6 31*3 134 3-73 
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theoretical values of if* have been plotted as a function of 7’* together ^\ith the 

experimental values of A, N2 and Ne, using the values of Na^ and ejk given in 

the table in order to show that they fit the theoretical curve very well. The 

values of e and o of the last tv o columns are calculated from the values in the first, 

by taking the present values A^“6*02 x k~ 1*38 x from Birge (1942). 

The values of the third virial coefficient 

IN- r 
C = - /J, = - y I (exp {- J - ]) 

X (exp (- ^^(rj.,)! - l)(exp { -^''23)] “ .(8.14) 

have been calculated, using the same potential field (8.12) with ^ = 12, k(5) = 4 by 

de Boer and Michels (1939) by numerical integration, and by Montroll and Mayer 

(1941) by an approximation method based on Laplace transformation of the integral. 

The results of these calculations are reproduced in Figure 3 where the theoretical 

curve of de Boer and Michels and that of Montroll are compared with the 

experimental values of C'i(N(r^)-, again reduced, using the \alues of n and 

of e from the table. 

Figure 3, Classical theoretical curves and experimental points for third virial coeffiicent 
C*-C7(iVa»)a as function of T*^kTl€. 

The values of the Jouk-Thomson coefficient jj^oiT) have been calculated 
theoretically by Hirschfelder, Ewell and Roebuck (1938), and Hirschfelder and 
Rosevaere (1939), using the potential field (8.12) introduced by Lennard-Jones. 
We again give the result only for 5 = 12; this is 

cw-i(±rj/,(^) (8.15) 
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where 4 = J). (5-f 2/0/16n!, where 

and where again T* = kTje. At high temperatures again approaches 

7^* -1/4^ the sum approaching a constant value. In Figure 4 the theoretical values 

for No and A are compared with the available experimental data. 

Figure 4. Classical theoretical curve and experimental points for Joulc-Thomson coefficient 
fioiNa'^ as function of T*. 

(iv) Quantum Theory of the Idea! Gas 

As has been discussed in §6 the quantum mechanical expression for the 

second virial coefficient can be obtained simply by replacing the expression 

exp { — ^4>(r'^")} by the corresponding quantum mechanical expression ) given 

by (622h). Thus in quantum theory the second virial coefficient is 

/J(7> ^ .(«.16) 

where W{r-^^=^X^2! exp (-- where Mij> is the Hamiltonian operator 
of a pair of molecules. 

The first important result of the replacement of exp( — jSd)) by W is the fact 

that B{T) is not zero even for an ideal gas. In fact the value of W{r^r.^ for an 

ideal gas has been calculated in §6(iv) the results for two molecules being 

= 1 ± exp ^. .(8.17) 

For molecules having symmetrical eigenfunctions the positive sign should be 

taken, for those with antisymmetrical eigenfunctions, the negative sign. Accord¬ 

ing to the general argument of Ehrenfest and Oppenheimer (1931) molecules 

containing an even number of elementary particles (protons, neutrons and 

electrons) should have symmetrical eigenfunctions, whereas for those containing 
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an oHd number of elementary particles the eigenfunctions should be antisym- 

metrical in the coordinates of the molecules. Most of the known molecules 

belong to the symmetrical case, the only exceptions of practical interest are the 

molecules HI) and ^lle, both of which have antisymmetrical eigenfunctions. 

In the case of symmetrical eigenfunctions approaches the value 2 for 

whereas for the antisymmetrical eigenfunctions approaches zero for 

0. In both cases approaches the classical value unity for The 

relati\e distances at which the dcviatiojis fn)m the classical value unity become 

of importance are of the order of magnitude of the de Broglie wavelength. 

Introduction of (H.17) in (<S.16) and integration gives 

where the upper and lowe»* sign are \alid for symmetiical and antisymmetrical 

eigenfunctions respectively. Thus the second virial coefficient of an ideal gas 

is proportional to T I'his contribution to the second virial coefficient is 

of importance only for light gases at low temperatures. 

It is of interest to note that the introduction of the general expression (6.25) 

for ir„,(r"^) into the expressions (7.2) for I and finally into (7.6) allows all the 

coefficients of the scries expansions in § 7 for pressure and energy to be integrated 

in closed form (Kahn 193(S), the result being 

I). 
' /•> - 

(d D' D'Y /r Y 

\2nmkT) 

M! 
.(8.19) 

Introduction of these expressions in (7.8), (7.9) and (7.18) then gives the following 
genera] equations for the thermal and caloric equations of state and for the 
activity of the ideal gas ; 

P A* 7^ 0 ") ^^2 1 p,2 exp (//J./A7), .(8.20) 

3/!r^,(±i)'1,,, „ 3^,„/27r,«*r\32 
S-^cxp(WA/), u 

N 

.(8.21) 
iV 1 V f27rmkTY\^(±iy-^ 
V ^ ^2 J Y /3'2 .(8.22) 

wffiere use has been made of the relation (5.21): zX^ ==cxp{iijkT) connecting 
z and fi. 

These expressions are the well-known formulae for the pressure and energy 
of a Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac gas, the last expression (8.22) determining 
the value of /x as a function of n and T; the upper sign is valid for Bose-Einstein 
and the lower sign for Fermi-Dirac statistics. Thus the consequent treatment by 
quantum statistical mechanics of the ideal gas leads to the thermal and caloric equations 
of state of the ideal gas in Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac statistics^ depending on 
whether the eigenfunctions of the gas are symmetrical or antisymmetrical in the 
eigenfunctions of the molecules (Kahn 1938), 

The contribution (8.18) may therefore be said to account for the effect of 
Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac statistics on the second virial coefficient of the 
equation of state. 
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We will not go into a more detailed treatment of the deviations from the ideal 

gas laws which result from the symmetry properties of the wave functions and 

which are described by the formulae (8.20) and (8.21). As is well known the 

Bose~Einstein case leads to a condensation phenomenon when the temperature 

becomes so low and the density so high that the thermodynamic potential (x 

becomes zero; this phenomenon has given rise to much discussion (cf. Einstein 

1924, 1925, Uhlenbeck 1927, Kahn 1939, Chap. II, §5, London 1938), the more 

because essential parts were taken as a basis for London’s theory of the strange 

behaviour of liquid helium II. These problems, which are of the same kind as 

those connected with the condensation phenomena in real gases, are not considered 

in this survey. 

(v) Quantum Fheory of Real Gases at High Temperatures 

The second virial coejficient for the non-ideal gas now is in general 

B(T)=-^ I'[dr,, + T).(S.23) 

This expression will first be applied at those temperatures where the deviations 

from classical theory are so small that the series expansion into powers of h can 

be UvSed; this was originally due to Kirkwood (1931) and was applied to this case 

by Uhlenbeck and Beth (1936). Substituting the series expansion for fV(rj2) 

given in §6(iii) (6.29) for A^=^2 and carrying out the integration, neglecting the 

influence of symmetry effects on fT(rio), one obtains an expansion of the second 

virial coefficient into powers of k of the form 

B(T) - T) + /^,,(T) + T) y B(^\T), .(8.24) 

where B^*^\T) is the classical expression for B and where and are the 

contributions proportional to and to the second virial coefficient; these are 

integrals containing txp{ — ^<f){r)) and the first and higher derivations of ff-) 

with respect to r in the integrand. 

The expressions B^^'^ and B^'^> have been evaluated by de Boer and IMichels 

(1938), using the intermolecular potential field (8.12). The result is expressed 

in the form 

7}(2)* = 
Itt 

'W" 
2 / 4 \B 2 

.(S-25) 

! / A \ n '2 

.(H-26) 

For the values of the coefficients and the reader is referred to the original 

publication. The quantity A* which appears in these expressions is defined 

as A* ~hj(j(m€)K The reduced value /i* =BjNa^ thus depends not only on the 

reduced temperature T*, but also on the value of this quantum mechanical 

parameter, in agreement with the quantum version of the law of corresponding 

states. Evidently the contribution can also be written in reduced form: 

. 

Using these expressions for and the classical expression we 
are able to determine the value of e and <j for those gases to which quantum 
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theory has to be applied. The procedure is one of successive approximation: 

first values of e/A and Nd^ are determined from the classical formula (8.13) and the 

experimental values of the second virial coefficient at high temperatures where the 

deviations from classical theory are small. From these values of €/7c and iVa®, 

using fUy the value of A* can he calculated. Then using this preliminary value 

of A*, the quantum corrections (8.25) and (8.26) can be calculated to a first 

approximation, and using these theoretical values for B*(T^) improved values of 

€,k and N(j^ can be obtained. Then the procedure can be repeated until a con¬ 

sistent set of values of e/k and Nd^ is obtained. In this comparison the theoretical 

curve for B{7^) can only be obtained at those temperatures at which the series 

expansion into powers of h converges sufficiently; this limits the temperatures 

for helium to those above 40 K. and for hydrogen and deuterium to those above 

75^'K. and 45"'k. respectively. I'he values so obtained for the constants 

€ik, € and a are 

(jlas ^:k{ K.) No'^ (cm^) € (10~^®crgs) (T (A.) A* 

Helium 10-22 U)-()6 14-13 2-56 2-67 
Hydrogen 37-0 15-12 51-10 2-92 1-73 
Deuterium 37-0 15-12 51-10 2-92 1-22 

In Figure 5 the theoretical curves are compared with the experimental data 

reduced by using the values of €j k and AV given in this table. The experimental 

Figure 5. Quantum theoretical curves and experimental points for second virial coefficient B* 
as function of log T*, 

data for hydrogen and deuterium are those measured by Schafer (1937). These 

measurements are in general at too low temperatures to apply the series develop¬ 

ment into powers of A, but the extrapolated theoretical curves seem to fit the 

experimental values quite well. In Figure 6 the theoretical curve is compared 

with the small difference in jB-value of Hg and Dg at room temperatures acc¬ 

ording to Michels and Goudeket (1941). 

In a similar way the effect of quantum theory on the value of the Jqule- 
Thomson coefficient /lcq can be calculated using the formula (8.9). The resulting 

curves for helium and hydrogen have been drawn in Figure 7. A similar 

parison has been made by Hirschfelder and his collaborators (1938). 
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(vi) Quantum Theory of the Real Gas at very Low Temperatures 

At low temperatures the series expansion into powers of h no longer converges 

and new methods have to be developed for the evaluation of the second virial 

coefficient. Here the only measurements are those of helium, which have been 

carried out even down to temperatures of about 2‘^k. It is of advantage to 

Figure 6. Quantum theoretical curve and experimental values of Michels and Goudeket for 
difference of second virial coefHcieni of hydrogen and deuterium, between T*^-l 
and 12 (0^’-150"c.) 

Figure 7. Quantum theoretical curve and experimental points for Joule-Thom son coefficient as 
function of log T*. 

transform the expression (8.23) for B{T) — B-^f^T) in the following way: For 

^(^12) substituted the expression using energy eigenfunctions 

W{r,^) = A«2! SI r^) p exp (- ^E„). 

The integration over and rg is carried out, giving 

(8.28) 
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where and are the eigenvalues of a pair of interacting and a pair of non¬ 

interacting molecules corresponding to the set of quantum numbers a. If now 

in the quantum mechanical treatment of this two molecule problem, relative 

coordinates and coordinates of the centre of gravity are introduced, the motion 

of the latter can be described by classical mechanics and the integration over these 

coordinates can be carried out, resulting in a factor The states of 

relative motion are then specified by the angular momentum quantum number I 

and the quantum number k corresponding to the energy each state 

corresponding to a definite angular momentum / being (2/-f l)-fold degenerate. 

The difference between the two terms in the summation over k depends in the 

continuous part of the spectrum {E 0) entirely on the difference between the 

density of quantum states of the relative motion for two interacting molecules 

and that of two non-interacting (ideal gas) molecules. This difference of density 

of states can be expressed in the so-called ‘‘ phase The phase 7; is defined 

as the phase shift of the asymptotic formula for the radial wave function of two 

interacting molecules; woth respect to the asymptotic 

wave function of two non-interacting molecules: ^ sin— Utt). I'he 

wave function 0/^^ is a solution of the equation 

^ /F /(^ 
m dr^ \m 

(8.29) 

and is the solution of the corresponding equation in wdiich </»(r)“0. The 

resulting expression for B derived by Beth and Uhlenheck (1937) and by Cropper 

(1937) then finally reads 

fl( 7> B,(7) ^ X (2/^ I) {j 1 
.(S.30) 

where the first integral results from the continuous part {E^A)) of the energy 

spectrum and the second sum accounts for the discrete states {E'lii)) of an inter¬ 

acting pair of molecules. Thus the theoretical calculation ot the second virial 

coefficient in quantum theory is reduced to the evaluation of the phases 'qi{k) and 

of the discrete states. The summation over / must be carried out either only 

over the even values (symmetrical eigenfunctions; Bose-Einstein statistics) or 

only over the odd values (antisymmetrical eigenfunctions; Fermi-Dirac 

statistics). 

Only at low temperatures does this sum over / converge sufficiently well to 

make the series suitable for numerical calculation. This can be understood as 

follows: for "a certain energy of relative motion the phase shift rj^^k) 

decreases when I increases and approaches zero for large values of / because then 

the repulsive term proportional to /(/-f-l)/r2 always dominates the potential field 

: the inffiience of ^(r) disappears and just this influence makes the phases 

different from zero. The low^er the value of k, the lower also the value of I for 

which the phases are negligible. As the values of k which are of importance are 

determined completely by the temperature it is clear that only at low temperatures 

the number of values of /, for which the phases are different from zero, is smal! 

enough to make numerical work possible. 

Numerical calculations of the phases and of the second virial coefficient 
of helium have been carried out by Massey and Buckingham (1938, 1939), by 
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de Boer and Michels (1939) and by Buckingham, Hamilton and Massey (1941) 

using different types of potential fields. Massey and Buckingham used a potential 

field 1*3 times as large as that calculated theoretically by Slater (1928), the field 

used being of the form b exp ( — rja) — cjr^, with b = 10 ergs, c = 1 *91 x 10”^^ ergs a* 

and a = 0-217 a. The phases were calculated by integration of the wave equation 

Kcesom (1946). 

of the relative motion of two molecules using a model differentia] analyser. hVom 

the asympotic behaviour of the radial wave function the phases were 

obtained for values of / ranging up to 10 and for each value of / for a suitable range 

of values of the energy of relative motion These results allowed calcula¬ 

tions to be made up to temperatures of 25" k. A stationary state appears at about 

— 0.0058e being the total depth of the potential field, which contributes 12^*/;, to 

the second virial coefficient at but only about 1 -3% at 7"k. ! These results 

are given in Figure 8 (S). De Boer and Michels (1939) calculated the phases up to 

an angular momentum l~a for the potential field 4e[(a r)^^ '^vith the values 

of the constants e and a determined from the second virial coefficient at temper¬ 

atures above 40'^ k., by numerical integration of the wave equation (8.29). The 

results could be used to calculate the second virial coefficient of helium up to S '" k. 

and the curve is given in Figure 8(B.M). Finally, Buckingham, Hamilton and 

Massey (1941) calculated the second virial coefficient with the same method 

for a number of potential fields of the form: 6 exp (— i7r) — In 

curves B and C all constants i, c and d are multiplied by a factor 0-8 and 0 6, 

keeping a constant. This leaves the minimum at the same place and only changes 

pspR 23 
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the depth. In the case of curve A a stationary state appears at about 0.0007 e 

where e is the total depth of the potential field. The contribution of this stationary 
state to the second virial coefficient amounts to about 1 % at 1 ° k. and 0-1 % at 7^ K. 

To compare the potential fields of the five curves drawn in the figure, for each of 
these curves a potential field of the form ^(r) = 4e[(a/r)^^ — (tr/r)®] has been chosen 
which fits the real field as closely as possible. The values of the constants e and a 

are given in the table. The real quantity of importance for the solution of the 
wave equation is the quantity A* =hjo{meY: expressing all the quantities of the 
wave equation (8.29) in terms of a and e one obtains the equation 

/(/+l)r*0 1677^/ 1 
(8.31) 

Avhere k*=kcrQ, The solutions of this equation depend only on the values of 
A* and Thus the phases which are functions of and / depend also on A* 
as a parameter. The values of A*, the quantum mechanical parameter introduced 
above, corresponding to the different effective potential fields, are given in the last 
column of the table. 

Curve of 
E\ . 

€ a 

Figure 8 stat (10-^«ergs) (A.) o-(w 

S -0-0058 16-34 2-62 2-42 
A -0-0004 14-69 2*62 2-56 

B.M 0 14*13 2-56 2-67 

B — 12-24 2-62 2-80 

C — 9-80 2-62 3-14 

Comparison of the plot of the theoretical curves in Figure 8 with the experi¬ 
mental data of Keesom and Kraak (1935), Keesom and Walstra (1939) and 
Kistenmaker and Keesom (1946) shows that it might be necessary to increase 
the value of A* corresponding to helium by about 5% in order to make the curve 
lie between the curves B.M and A in Figure 8. 

§9. CALCULATION OF THE MOLECULAR PAIR DISTRIBUTION 
FUNCTION 

(i) Series Development into Powers of the Density 

The formal expressions given in §7 for the series development of ^22(^12) 
pow ers of the density will be evaluated in this paragraph, as has been done with the 
equation of state in §8, by substituting the same expression 

<^(r)=4.[(a/r)i>‘-(a/r)»] 

for the intermolecular potential field with characteristic constants e and a. 
In classical statistics the expression for which, after substituting (7.13) 

in (7,25), reads: 

”2(^12) = ^^2(^12) + J [ Tj, rg) - fFgCrig) 

- ^2(^23) + ^2(''i2)]*3 + Oin*).(9.1) 

can be transformed by using the asumption of the additivity of intermolecular 
forces into 

«2(rig)=exp (_ .{!+”/ (exp { - -1) 

X (exp { - ^(rgg)} -1) JiTg + 0(«*) (9.2) 
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Thus at low densities the molecular pair distribution function simply approaches 
to the Boltzmann factor exp { — After substituting the potential field 
<^(r) =4€[(r/cr)^^2 — (r/cr)~ the second term has been evaluated numerically by 
de Boer and Michels (1937, 1939) and, using a method of Laplace transformation, 
by Montroll and Mayer (1941). 'Fhesc results are in good agreement. Clearly, 
this molecular distribution function ^ function of the reduced distance 

and of the parameters; the reduced temperature T* = kTl€ and the 
reduced density =na^\ it is therefore possible to evaluate this expression for 
all gases which follow the same molecular interaction law. In Figure 9 the 

I i^ure 11. Classical distribution function in second approximation (equation (9.2)). Different 
temperatures T"*, constant density = 1. 

molecular distribution function has been plotted for a density approach¬ 
ing zero for different reduced temperatures, varying from T* = 1 up to T* == 10. 
In Figure 10 the effect of density is shown by plotting for different 
densities w* at a temperature 7'* —2. At higher densities the second maximum 
appears characteristic for the molecular pair distribution function obtained 
from the Rontgen analysis of liquids (cf. §10), although the densities are still 
low (the critical density is about n* = 0*8), compared with liquid densities. 
In Figure 11 finally the variation of the maxima and mimima with T* is shown by 
drawing the distribution function according to (9.2) at a constant density 
w* = 10 and for different temperatures. In sub-section (ii) the main features 
of these curves will be interpreted in terms of the potential of the average force*. 
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In quantum theory the molecular distribution function differs from the value 
even in the case where no interaction between the molecules exists, because of 

the symmetry properties of the wave functions. At low densities, where only 
bimolecular encounters are of real interest, the molecular distribution function 
tends to 

«2{»'i2) =n^(l± exp - , .(9.3) 

where A = A/(27rw^7')^ In Figure 12 this function is given for symmetrical wave- 
functions (Bose-Einstein statistics) for helium molecules. 

Figure 12. Quantum mechanical distribution function for ideal gas with molecules of mass of 
helium 7"* —1 corresponds to 10*2‘’ K., r*—1 corresponds to 2*56 A. (equation (9.3)). 

For a real gas of interacting molecules the distribution function in quantum 
theory can be evaluated relatively easily at high temperatures, where the deviations 
from quantum theory are small and the Kirkwood development into powers of 
h^ImkT can be used. Here the expression is given only for the first term in the 
development (9.2), omitting symmetry elfects, 

.(9.4) 

The integrals for the next approximation containing r^) are still more 
difficult to evaluate than the corresponding classical ones. This first approxi¬ 
mation shows already the typical effect of the wave character of the molecules: 
the plot of this function in Figure 13 for helium gas at reduced temperatures 
down to Z'*=4 (40° K.) shows that the maximum is shifted to larger distances, 
the larger the de Broglie wavelength of the molecules. At very low tempera¬ 
tures Wlr^^) tends simply to 1 «Ao(^i2)r'*J ^^12) is the wave function corresponding 
to £'=a0, and use is made of the fact (§8(iii)) that for helium no stationary states 
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exist. This limiting value of W(ri2) has been plotted in the same Figure. Thus 
shift of all mutual distances of the molecules to larger values can also be seen 
very clearly by comparing the experimental curves for liquid argon and helium 
in §10. 

(ii) Distrihution Function and Potential of Average Force 

Kirkwood (1935) has called attention again to the close relation which exists 
between the distribution function and the potential of the average force (cf. 
Onsager 1933). According to (5.12) the general expression for the molecular 
distribution function for a group of // molecules is 

=W-h c.v I ". 
On the other hand, the average force exerted by the other molecules on one of the 

First Approximstion Heljum 

Figure 13. Quantum mechanical distribution for helium gas (equation (9 4)). 

molecules c of the group of A molecules, averaged over all positions of the remaining 
N-fi molecules and keeping the group {h] fixed in its configuration, is 

This average force on the molecule t depends of course on the configuration 
of the molecules of the group {A}. Evidently these two expressions are related 
to each other by the formula 

(9.7) 
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It is useful to introduce here the concept potential of average force according 
to 

a'r(r'') 
F.{r") = 

hr, 
hir")- ' exp . (9.8 a, h) 

The factor normalizes the potential of the average force so that 

1 / fhf*.v 

exp 
/ 1 r / 0(r^^')\ , V A 

kT ) N~h\ 

When the molecules of the set [//} have no interaction with the other N - h mole¬ 
cules M* should be equal simply to but when the interaction is taken into 
account, deviations occur which have been developed in §7 into a power series 
of the activity ^ (equation (7.15), according to which exp — jS9'‘(r^') - h 

The relation of the distribution function through the potential 'I‘(^'i2) 

of the average force to this force Fo(rio) leads to an interesting interpretation of the 
shape of this distribution function, as, for instance, the molecular distribution func- 

Fifiure 14. Classical distribution function in first approximation for hard spheres 
(equation 10)). 

tion for hard elastic spheres. This can easily be calculated using the general series 
development (9.2) and substituting <j4(r*) = oo for r* cl and (/>(r*) = 0 for :>1. 
Then becomes, taking only the terms with ir\ 

(W2»'*2) == 1 H-w 

= 1 

477 , 
16 

(l<rf„<2), 

(2<rf„). 

(9.10) 

The plot of this function in Figure 14 shows that, even for hard spheres, 
the molecular pair distribution function differs from the value unity at distances 
larger than the diameter a. In terms of the potential of the intermolecular force 
this can easily be understood. When the distance becomes smaller than 
2a,n^{ri^ increases, so T(rf2)= ~-wo^(47r/3-7rrf2 + 7rrf2Vl2)/fr decreases, giving 
rise to an attractive average force Ff^r^^= —n7Ta‘^{l~-r*^ji)kT. This average 
force, which acts on a molecule 2 in the direction of 1, can be easily calculated to 
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result from the shielding eflFect of the molecule 1 on the collisions of the remaining 
{N—2) molecules with the molecule 2. This results in a force in the direction 
of molecule 1 as soon as the distance is smaller than 2a. The space where a 
third molecule can have its centre is outside the curve drawn in Figure 15 (fl). 

Figure 15 (^). The potential field surioundmg two hard spherical molecules, showing region 
excluded lor centre of a third neighbouring molecule. 

Figure 15 {b). Potential of average force for hard spheres tp{r*)lkT for and 

The potential of the average force for hard spheres has been plotted in 
Figure 15 (ft). 

A similar interpretation can be given of the distribution function of two 
molecules which interact with the real potential field ^(r)=4e[(ff/r)“-(cr/r)«]. 
At low densities T(rig) becomes equal to ^rjj)) but at higher densities deviations 
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occur; these are plotted in Figures 10 and 11. In the potential these 
deviations appear in the form 

'^’(’’12) = -nkTl(exp {- - 1 )(exp { - 1 - 1)+ 0{n^).... 

.(9.11) 

The first correction proportional to n accounts in the first approximation for the 
effect of the other molecules on the molecular distribution function. The second 
term on the right-hand vside has been plotted (curves 2 and 3) for a temperature 
T* equal to 1 and 2 and a density //* = 1*0 in Figure 16(a). Thus the average 
force between the molecules 1 and 2 consists of the direct force — d<j>{ry;^jdry;, and 
the average force exerted by the other molecules, the potential of this contribution 
being curves 2 and 3. There thus occurs an extra repulsive average force at 
distances smaller than r* = 1*5, an extra attractive force between r* — 1*5 and 2*2 
and, for still larger distances, an extra average force which is again repulsive. In 
Figure lb (6) the potential field revsulting from the two molecules 1 and 2 is drawn 

Figure 16 («). Contributions to the potential of average force for real molecules : 
curve 1 and curves 2 and 3 (second term in (9.11)). 

at distances 1-3, 2*0 and 2-5 in the first, second and third region respectively. 
The extra average repulsive force in the first region results from the same cause 
as in the case of hard spheres: in the molecule 2 more collisions occur from the 
right than from the left, part of the space being occupied on the left by the molecule 
1, so that a resultant force to the left results. In the second region {r* :z2‘0) the 
deep potential minimum favours positions of a third molecule on the left of 
molecule 2 to such an extent that the extra repulsive force resulting from these 
molecules surpasses the attractive force resulting from collisions on the right-hand 
aide of molecule Z- In the third region (r*;::r2*5) the molecules between 1 and 2 
at r* =# 1*25 exert an attractive direct force on 1 and 2, and no screening effect of 
the molecule 1 exists, thus making again a resultant attractive average force between 
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the molecules 1 and 2. In this way the concept of the potential of the average 

force allows one to interpret physically the behaviour of the molecular distribution 

function. 

(iii) Integral Equation for 

This concept of the potential of the average force allows one to derive the 

following integral equation for «o(r|2). On one hand the average force F2(ri2) 

acting on the molecule 2 of a pair of molecules 1 and 2 is related to fufr^^ by the 

Figure 16 {b). The potential field surrounding two real molecules showing potential energy of 
molecule in units c. 

relation (9.7). On the other hand the average force can be calculated from (9,6)* 

using the definition of the molecular distribution function and ^2(^12)* 

according to (9.5), giving 

jLji91p”2(>-i2) ^ _ d<f>{ri2) _ n^irut^yts)J2\ 

*>>•2 *>^2 J i>*'2 ”2(»'i2) ®.^ ^ 
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This integral equation is quite general except that in its derivation classical 

statistics have been used. The first term on the right-hand side is the direct 

force acting on the molecule 2 as a result of the presence of the molecule 1; the 

integral on the right-hand side gives the contribution of the other molecules to 

this average force, W3(ri,r2,r3)/w2(^i2) being the probability of finding a third 
molecule in a position r3, the molecules 1 and 2 being kept fixed. 

'rhe equation (9.12) for 7^/0 easily be generalized for higher distribution 

functions by equating (9.6) and (9.7) giving 

4>r. 
.(.U3) 

'rius gives a set of equations for n each of which can be solved when //y, ^ ](r^' ’ ^) 

is known. So one has to make certain assumptions about ' ^) to get an 

equation for a 

Kirkwood (1935) approximated the integral expression on the right-hand 

side of (9.13) for //^2, by writing for W3(r,, r.^, the Boltzmann factor 

u Inch will certainly l>e valid at not too high densities. Integration of the equation 

and determination of the integration constant so that approaches ti- for 

X) gives 

«3(»'i2) = «“ + n j (exp i - 1 - 1 )(exp | - J - 1) J . 

.0-14) 

This equation gives up to powers of the same result as the equation (9.2)- 

which is the exact power series into powers of n. 

This assumption of Kirkwood can be generalized as follows ; 

/?3(ri,ro, r3)=: W2(^)W2(n3)«2(^2:{) .(9.15) 

This superposition assumption, whose merit nobody has assessed, but which might 

be assumed to be just somewhat better than writing 

*■2. fa) =W2(''i2) « exp - 

leads to an integral equation for //2(^i2) the form 

*^“ -ti- - j ("23) dr,.(9.16) 

As has been showm by Born and Green (1946) this equation can be integrated 

over Tj, giving, with rj^~t and ^23 — .?, 

w- kT ^12 as \ / fi^ 

.0-17) 

Green (1947) had to introduce some approximations to integrate this equation; 

for the consequence of which cannot easily be seen. The result is that 

+ .(.3,18) 
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where v ^ - {Irry hi and where sh{s) = J ri2[exp {~ P<l>{ri2)} - 1] sin dvi^y 

and where e a kind of average value of small Ti^. 

Green then develops the integral occurring in (9.18) into powers of the density 

■by assuming €h{sY ^ —n{2TTYhh{s) to be small and developing the denominator. 

Substitution of the expression so obtained for into the equation (5.11) 

for the pressure then leads to the following development into powers of n: 

= .(9.19) 

where -(27r)^^//(O), a,.- -J [/<i‘)]'^' .(9-20) 

This equation of state can be calculated relatively easily with the help of the 

equation for /i(s). It can be shown that when e is taken to be unity the 

and ag become identical with the exact expressions and jSo obtained with 

the application of the principle of Ursell’s method in §7, equation (7.22). 

I'he integral equation (9,16) for 2(^12) has been used by Kirkwood (1939) 

and Kirkwood and Boggs (1942) to obtain the molecular pair distribution 

function for hard spherical molecules and their results showed remarkable 

agreement wuth thx experimental curves for liquid argon. 

§10. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION : FL UCTU AITONS: SCATTKRING 
OF LIGHT AND X-RAYS 

(i) Fluctuations 

The molecular pair distribution function is capable of direct experimental 

determination as a result of its intimate connection with the fluctuations in density 

in a gas or liquid system. I'his connection has been stressed by Ornstein and 

Zernike (1914) in a discussion of the critical opalescence phenomena, w hich are 

caused by the density fluctuations near the critical point, and by Zernike and 

Prins (1927), who applied the theory to x-ray diflFraction phenomena. An 

excellent survey of this field and important new contributions were given by 

Yvon (1937). The fundamental formula can easily be derived as follows. 

Introduce the S-function 8(rt —r), where r, is the coordinate at a certain time of 

the molecule t. The number of molecules Uq contained in a certain volume O 

is then given by 

V r S(r,-r)^r, .(10.1) 

similarly 

4= ^ 2 f f 8(r,~r)8(r^-r')^rrfr' 
i«l J qJ Q 

- 2 f 8(r,^r)rfr+ X 2 f f S(r,>-r)8(r,-r')^rir'.(10.2) 
o' Q . I>K«1 J qJ Q 

The average values of fiQ and can be expressed in terms of probability densities, 

and in this case the generic distribution functions lead immediately to 

”fi= f .(10.3) 
JQ 

f «i(ri)rfri+ f f «2(ri,rj)</ryr2. 
-'O JqJq 

(10.4) 
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Now the fluctuations of are given by (wq —l^his gives 

4“^"== \ 4^1) ^1*1+ [ \ K(ri,r2)-Wi(r>i(r2)]^ri^ra.(10.5) 
Jq JqJq 

Dividing this by Hq, one obtains the following expression for the fluctuation 

of Hq : 

. 

which relates the fluctuation of the number of molecules in 12 with the molecular 

pair distribution function ^2(^12)* The integration on the right-hand side could 

now be extended over the entire phase space if approached for 00, 

as then the integrand vanishes when l^irge compared with the range of inter- 

molecular forces. In fact, however, can be developed in a power series: 

«2(''i2) = n- + O ... J.(10.7) 

The terms of the order of 1 /N have been neglected in § 7, but are here of importance 

since their contribution is not negligible when the integration is carried out over 

the entire phase space. In this formula 2) for rjg00, and 
for CO. Substitution of (10.7) in (10.6) gives 

-1 + « I,,' -1] *12 +'p‘.(io.<s) 

where u j dr '^zhn^. It can now be shown, that this last term can be neglected 

when nQ<^N, by substituting in the relation 

which expression for follows from the deflnitioii (equation (3.13)) of 

the generic distribution functions. This substitution leads to 

rcc> 

l+w I k(ri2)-l]^ri2 + // = 0. .(10.9) 
j 0 

Comparison of (10.9) and (10,8) shows that the term «^/z/7Vcan indeed be neglected 

when nQ<4N, Thus: 

= 1 +« I ^(>'12) - 1 ] a'^12- .(10.10) 
nQ J 0 

This connects the fluctuations in density formula with the molecular pair 

correlation function ^(r^g). 

On the other hand, statistical thermodynamics (cf. Tolrnan 1938, p. 629, etc.) 

leads to an expression which connects the fluctuation of the density with macro¬ 

scopic quantities: 

RT/dV\ 
w “ F- [dPjry ’ 

this formula was derived by Gibbs in 1902. Indeed the substitution of the 

development (7.16) for 
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in (10,10) and integration over using the definitions (7.6) and (7.13) iorUp and 

biy leads to (l/«.)S/2 6/Xr^, which can be shown to be equal to (10.11), using the 

equation p~kT^biZ^ and n — ^lhfZ^ derived in §7. 

Because of this relation to the fluctuations in density, the pair correlation 

function is also intimately related to the phenomena of the scattering of 

visible light and of rdntgen waves, which have led to the important method 

of derivation of the pair correlation-function in liquids and gases by x-ray analysiv®. 

(ii) Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves 

It is useful to review in short the method of calculating the scattered intensity 

of electromagnetic waves which traverse a medium consisting of molecules: 

gas or liquid. When no density fluctuations exist the waves scattered by the 

different molecules of the fluid cancel by interference, so that no resulting 

scattering of electromagnetic waves exists. The scattering results entirely from 

the density fluctuations in the gas or fluid (cf. Born 1933, §81). 

Consider the electromagnetic waves scattered by the molecules A,- 

of the fluid the first of which is supposed to be situated at the origin. If the wave 

vector of the incident wave is given by k^, where ~ In 'X and the scattered waves 

in the direction of k are investigated — the pfliase difference between the 

waves scattered by the two molecules i and k is .r^^. If the incident 

electromagnetic waves are supposed to have the electric vector perpendicular 

to the plane of Figure 17, the electric field in a direction 0 at a distance Ry large 

Figure 17. Incident and scattered rays. 

compared with the dimension of the volume Q. in which the scattering fluid is 

contained, is given by 

E ocis^A^exp{/(ko-k).rJ. .(10.11) 

The amplitude depends on the character of the electromagnetic waves, 

which are considered. 

(a) For light waves = where is the dipole moment induced by the 

electromagnetic waves in the molecule k. If the fluid is dilute the electric field 

acting on each molecule is practically equal to the electric field Eq of the incident 

radiation. When oc is the polarizability of the molecules = aEg and === 

For dense fluids the induced electric moments of the surrounding molecules also 

contribute to the effective field acting on a definite molecule. The problem of 

calculating the effective field in this case has been solved by Kirkwood (1936) 

and by Yvon (1937), who showed the close connection which this effective field 

has with the molecular distribution functions. This result will not be discussed 
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here, however, and for brevity the eflFective field is assumed to be equal to J(e + 2)Eq, 

which accounts to a first approxiination for the increase of the effective field in 

dense media. This leads to the value A = -f 2)E(3. 

{b) For Rontgen waves the value of A for a single electron is An 

atom consisting of a number of Z electrons does not increase the scattering by a 

factor Z, because part of the scattering intensity is cancelled by interference of 

the scattered waves of the different electrons. Thus the total value of A for an 

atom of Z electrons is given by A ~Efe^jmc^)f{K 0), where/, the atomic scattering 

factor, depends on the scattering angle 0 and has maximum value Z. When 

the fluid does not consist of monatomic molecules, the scattering intensity by a 

single molecule is more complicated by the interference of the waves of the atoms 

which constitute one molecule. 

The intensity of the scattered radiation at a distance R from the scattering 

volume LI in a direction 6 is, substituting s = k — obtained by taking the square 

of (10.11) 

iEj - oc [/s.rK;,|, .(10.12) 

which expression must be averaged over all vectors ~ ^ he averaging 

procedure over all directions of with respect to s gives sin sr^;^js^r^^;^ where s 

is the length of s, given by .9 = 2^ sin ^ = 477 sin 6^ A. The summation over all 

K and A can now be expressed in terms of the generic distribution functions, which 

gives two terms, the first resulting from/c = A and the second from/c^A respectively. 

Thus: 

+ J j, .(10.13) 

Finally this expression can be transformed, using the formula 

fhirn) = «T[^(»'i2) -I' + ••••] 

introduced earlier (cf. Yvon 1937 b, Chap. V). 

(a) For light zvaves the formula can be simplified since the wavelength A is 

large. Then (fin sr^^jsryy can be put equal to unity for all values of for which 

^(r^g) differs from zero. Introduction of the value if A for light waves, viz. 

A = a|(e-f 2)Eq(277/A)2, then gives 

m 
167T*a^(e + lYEffiQ 

9M* ri+«r 
- 0 

.(10.14) 

The scattered intensity is thus, using (10.10), proportional to the fluctuations in 

the number density — ?Iq. As these fluctuations can be expressed independently 

by statistical thermodynamics in thermodynamic quantities, the intensity of light 

scattering can be calculated without explicit knowledge of the molecular distri¬ 

bution function. For a detailed survey of the problems connected with (10.14), 

the reader is referred to the monograph by Yvon (1937). 

{b) For Rontgen waves one obtains on substituting the correct value of 

A — {e^jmc^)EQf{s) the well-known expression 

+«j; b(r..)- I) .(10.15) I{s) = 

This formula derived by Zernike and Prins (1927) enables calculation of the 

intensity of x-ray scattering as function of 5 = 477 sin ^/A when ^(^12) is known. 
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In § 10 (iii) it will be shown that conversely also from the intensity of x-ray scattering 

as function of s, the molecular pair distribution function g{r^^ can be calculated 

as function of 

(iii) Molecular Pair Distribution Function from X-ray Analysis 

The formula (10.15) connecting I{s) with g{r^^ has been transformed by 

Debye and Menke (1931) so as to make it possible to calculate g{ri^ from the 

experimental curve for l{s). To make this transformation clear it is of advantage 

to write 1^ = {e^imc'^Y where /(, is the intensity of the scattering which 

would occur when no part of the scattered intensity is cancelled by interference 

of the waves scattered by different atoms. Write i(s) ~J(s)/lQ(s)y where now i{s} 

is the ratio by which the scattering is reduced as a result of interference effects. 

Then (10.14) can be written in the symmetrical form 

i'[/(.v) - IJ =47t ( ry,n[g{ri^) - 1] sin {sri^)dry^.(10.16) 

By Fourier transform, this can be transformed into 

^vA8{'^i2) - 1] ~ .(10.17) 

This important formula of Debye and Menke allows one to calculate ^^(^12) from 

the experimental values of i(s)y i.e. from the measurements of the scattered intensity 

of Rontgen waves as a function of .v ™ 47rsin6^/A. In general, the difficulty of this 

procedure lies in the exact knowledge of i{s), which requires accurate knowledge 

of the experimental values both of I{s) and of f^{s). This latter quantity contains 

the atomic scattering factor/(.?), which in most cases is not very accurately known. 

iMoreover, in the case of multi-atomic molecules, interference effects occur also 

between the waves scattered by the atoms of one molecule, which still further 

complicates the l(s) curve. 

An excellent survey of all the w^ork done in this field has recently been given 

by Gingrich (1943); the reader is referred to this paper for more details. 

As a typical example attention may be directed to the results obtained with 

argon by Keesom and de Smedt (1922, 1923) and extended over an appreciable 

range of temperatures by Eisenstein and Gingrich (1940, 1942). Besides the 

experiments on liquid helium of Keesom and Taconis (1937, 1938), these are 

the only experiments carried out on the important, and relatively easily interpreted, 

monatomic substances. Figure 18 show^s the results for the^(r*) as a function 

of r* =r/cr for liquid argon along the saturation curve; the curves (1), (2),.... (5) 

correspond respectively to the temperatures 84-4'^'K.(0-8 atm., somewhat lower 

than melting point), 91*8° k. (1*8 atm.), 126-7° K. (18-3 atm.), 144* 1°k. (37-7 atm.) 

and 149-3° K. (46-8 atm., about the critical point). The pronounced maximum 

at the lowest temperatures for r~3‘8A., with ^^(r)~3*6, gradually decreases in 

importance wffien the temperature increases, lying at about 4a., with ^(r)/^l‘4 at 

the critical temperature. The first minimum, rather pronounced at r==4*6A., 

with ^(r)/^0-5 at the melting point also gradually becomes less important with 

rising temperature: at the critical temperature it occurs at about 5*5a., with 

^(r)~0-9. 
The gradual smearing out of sharp maxima and minima which accompanies 

the rise in temperature and the small decrease in density of the saturated liquid, 
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is in general agreement with the theoretical behaviour of the molecular distribution 
function for compressed gases, where it can be calculated exactly by theoretical 
means'(cf. § 8). The value of a corresponding to argon is 3-41 A., so that the first 
maximum occurs at at the melting point and at about 1-2 in the liquid 
state near the critical point; these figures can be compared directly with the 
abscissae in Figure 11. 

The experiments of Keesom and Taconis on liquid He I and Hell showed 
the appearance of a maximum at about 3-5-4a. with"(r)-~l-2 and a minimum at 

about 4-5-5 A. with ^(r)~0-8. Remembering that the value of a for helium is 
about 2-56A. this maximum occurs at the value very much larger than 
that for argon. It is well known that this results from the influence of quantum 
mechanics, which is very large in the case of helium and which tends to 
increase the distance between the molecules, as has been discussed in § 7 (vi). 

The only experiments on diatomic permanent gases which can be mentioned 
here are those on nitrogen, which were made originally by Keesom and de Smedt 
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(1922,1923) and which were extended appreciably recently by Sharrah (1942). 

The results obtained by Sharrah at the triple points temperature 64''k. and at 

89^ K. in liquid nitrogen are complicated by the extra interference caused by the 

two atoms in the nitrogen molecule. The first broad maximum, which appears 

to be due* to real intermolecular interference effects, appears at about r^4A., 

Figure 19. Experimental curves for as function of r* = ;'/a for liquid helium (cr==2-56 a.). 

with "(r)<^l -6 the following minimum occurring at about 5-5 A., with "(7')--^0*85. 

Taking for a of nitrogen the value 3'75a. of §8(iii) these values occur at 1*05 and 

1*5 respectively. The results for the three gases are compared in the following 

table: 

Argon Nitrogen Helium 

Tn, T, 
^ inn\ M -1*2 1-05 ]-5 

A'b'max) 3-5 1-4 1-6 1-2 

iiiiji 1-35 1-5 1-9 
0*5 0-9 0-85 0'8 

In general the effect of temperature: making the maxima and minima less 

intense and shifting the extrema to larger values of r, is in agreement with the 

behaviour of the molecular pair distribution function, as calculated for gases. 

The shift of the maxima to larger values of r* is also in poor agreement with the 

expected changes caused by quantum theories. 

SYMBOLS AND NOTATION 

F = free energy. 

U — energy. 

*9 = entropy. 

T = temperature. 

V « volume, 

H- Boltzmanns^ function. 

A = Boltzmann's constant. 

p = pressure. 

«== number density of molecules. 

z ~ fugacity. 

fjL. = thermodynamic potential. 

/S-l/AT. 
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R = gas constant. 

Avogadro’s number. 

= configurational partition function. 

= total partition function. 

= second virial coefficient. 

/7(7')= third virial coefficient. 

r, = position vector of molecule t. 

iTiomentum of molecule t. 

c, — velocity of molecule l. 

F, - force acting on molecule t. 

X, = external force acting on molecule t. 

o^=wave vector of molecule t. 

X^hl^ilirnikT). 
= molecular potential field. 

€, cT = constants of field 

<^(r)-4€[((T/ry2^(cT/V)«]. 

m = mass of molecules. 

h constant of Boltzmann. 

A —/? V (wze). 

A* - h oV{im). 

r'-js (r^r,,.r„). 

=r dr^.dr.^,-dXj,. 

= dr - 

P‘^) = Hamilton function. 

= physical quantity. 

/c(p-'' )== kinetic energy. 

0(r^^) — potential energy. 

— virial of forces. 

F^(r'') = average force acting on i in group {//J. 

4'Xr^O average force. 

lV{r"'^) — Slater sum. 

= eigenvalue. 

Cr^ = expect, value. 

Efy M yy 

p'^) = probability density. 

(7y(rp‘^) “Surface probability density. 

Pyyr(r"^) = configurational probability density. 

p^') = generic probability density. 

/ZY(r^') = generic configurational probability density. 

Ph{x^\p^^)y P/^JP^O-P^^^tjability density for molecules 1_/z. 

;z,^(r'‘)— generic probability density for molecules 1_h. 

Pn. /,^ = coarse grained probability densities. 

/y,//i = time smoothed probability densities. 

G = ensemble average of G(r^, p^). 

G —time average of G(r^, p^). 

<Aa(r"^) “ eigenfunctions. 

of orthogonal and normalized functions, 

c^, %/?, —operators corresponding to H, G, K and p^. 

^ = statistical operator. 

24-2 
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probability density matrix, 

r^*') = probability density matrix for h molecules. 

L, K, A, fx, F = indices of molecules. 

ky /, « = summation numbers. 

(Ty p, T = quantum numbers. 

{/?)== wset of molecules 1, 2,_, //. 

r = {x,yy -S'). 

dr = dx dy dz = differential ele¬ 

ment of space. 

1 l\ 
hr ’ 3y’ dz) 

Sr = 8.xSvSsr = finite element of 

space. 
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